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Introduction 

The following verb paradigms are the basis of 575 Tlingit Verbs: A Study of Tlingit 

Verb Paradigms, the dissertation that they accompany. In the dissertation, the 

reader will find topics relevant to understanding the content and layout of the 

following paradigms, including: a detailed description of the verb theme, a 

description of each mode documented in the paradigms, and a set of prefix 

combination charts. These paradigms can also be accessed on the Goldbelt Heritage 

Foundation website, in a searchable database with both a Tlingit and English index 

at: http://www.goldbeltheritage.org/verbs/verbs/tlingit/1.  

 

Special thanks to Karen Buseman of the Summer Institute of Linguistics for 

programming the Toolbox database to export the paradigms to the present print 

format.  
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accident (have an accident); get hurt; happen (something 

bad to him/her) 

Theme: ká̲akw-t~ O-ø-neiʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for O to have an accident, get hurt; for something bad to happen to O 

Naish-Story:  A + ya-nee 

Variants: -nee 

Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2s K̲áakwt tsá iné! See that you don't have an accident! 

2p K̲áakwt tsá yee né! See that you all don't have an accident! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s ká̲akwx̲ x̲at nei I have accidents (regularly) 

3s ká̲akwx̲ nei s/he has accidents (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ká̲akwt x̲at uwanéi I had an accident 

3s ká̲akwt uwanéi s/he had an accident 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ká̲akwt x̲at wuné I didn't have an accident 

3s tlél ká̲akwt wuné s/he didn't have an accident 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ká̲akwt x̲at oonéiych I have an accident (every time) 

3s ká̲akwt oonéiych s/he has an accident (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ká̲akwt x̲at oonéiych I haven't had an accident yet 

3s tlél ká̲akwt oonéiych s/he hasn't had an accident yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ká̲akwde x̲at guga̲néi I will have an accident 

3s ká̲akwde kgw̲anéi s/he will have an accident 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ká̲akwde x̲at guga̲nei I won't have an accident 

3s tlél ká̲akwde kgw̲anei s/he won't have an accident 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ká̲akwt x̲at gw̲aaneiyi yé no way can I have an accident 

3s tlél aadé ká̲akwt gw̲aaneiyi yé no way can s/he have an accident 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s ká̲akwt x̲at gw̲aneiyín I would have had an accident 

3s ká̲akwt gw̲aneiyín s/he would have had an accident 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s ká̲akwt x̲at néini if/when I have an accident 

3s ká̲akwt néini if/when s/he has an accident 
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afraid of it, fear it 

Theme: P-x' a-ka-u-S-d-l-x̲éitl' (ga state) 
 for S to be afraid of, fear P 

Naish-Story:  A-x' + a-ka-dli-x̲éetl' 

Variants: -x̲éetl' (An) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Áa kageelx̲éitl' Be afraid of it! 

2p Áa kageeyilx̲éitl'! You all be afraid of it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl áa akeelx̲éitl'ik!̲ Don't be afraid of it! 

2p Líl áa akayilx̲éitl'ik!̲ Don't you all be afraid of it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s áa akux̲dlix̲éitl' I'm afraid of it 

3s áa akwdlix̲éitl' s/he is afraid of it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél áa akoox̲alx̲éitl' I'm not afraid of it 

3s tlél áa akoolx̲éitl' s/he isn't afraid of it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s áa akoolx̲éitl' nooch s/he's always afraid of it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s áa akux̲wdlix̲éitl' I was afraid of it 

3s áa akawdlix̲éitl' s/he was afraid of it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél áa akx̲walx̲éitl' I wasn't afraid of it 

3s tlél áa akawulx̲éitl' s/he wasn't afraid of it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s áa kei akakgw̲alx̲éitl' s/he will be afraid of it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél áa kei akakgw̲alx̲éitl' s/he won't be afraid of it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s áa akakgw̲alx̲éidlin s/he would have been afraid of it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s áa akagoolx̲éitl'ni if s/he's afraid of it 

Example(s): 

Sh k'̲ukw̲alyeilín, du éex' ku̲.aa akux̲dlix̲éitl'. 
I would have lied but I'm afraid of him. 
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anchor it (boat) 

Theme: O-sha-S-s-yaa~ (na event) 
 for S to anchor O (boat) 

Naish-Story:  sha-si-yaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Shanasyá! Anchor the boat! 

2p Shanaysayá! You all anchor the boat! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo sheesayéigik!̲ Don't anchor the boat! 

2p Líl yoo shaysayéigik!̲ Don't you all anchor the boat! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yoo shax̲siyéik I anchor the boat (regularly) 

3s yoo ashasiyéik s/he anchors the boat (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s shax̲wsiyaa I anchored the boat 

3s ashawsiyaa s/he anchored the boat 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél shaxw̲sayaa I didn't anchor the boat 

3s tlél ashawusyaa s/he didn't anchor the boat 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s shanax̲sayéich I anchor the boat (every time) 

3s ashanasyéich s/he anchors the boat (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél shanax̲wsayéich I haven't anchored the boat yet 

3s tlél ashunasyéich s/he hasn't anchored the boat yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s shakkw̲asayáa I will anchor the boat 

3s ashagux̲sayáa s/he will anchor the boat 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél shakkw̲asayaa I won't anchor the boat 

3s tlél ashaguxs̲ayaa s/he won't anchor the boat 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s shanka̲sayaa let me anchor the boat 
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3s ashanaxs̲ayaa let him/her anchor the boat 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé shoonka̲siyaayi yé no way can I anchor the boat 

3s tlél aadé ashunaxw̲siyaayi yé no way can s/he anchor the boat 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s shoonka̲sayaayín I would have anchored the boat 

3s ashunax̲wsayaayín s/he would have anchored the boat 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s shanax̲sayéini if/when I anchor the boat 

3s ashanasyéini if/when s/he anchors the boat 

Example(s): 

Du yaagú tlein ashunaxw̲sayaayín kú̲tx̲ ku̲.aa áwé k'eeljáa ayawditee. 
He would have anchored his big boat, but it was too stormy out. 
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anchor (a boat) 

Theme: sha-S-d-s-yaa~ (na event) 
 for S to anchor, lower anchor 

Naish-Story:  sha-si-yaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Shaneesyá! Anchor! 

2p Shanayisyá! You all anchor! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo sheesyéigik̲! Don't anchor! 

2p Líl yoo shayisyéigik!̲ Don't you all anchor! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yoo shax̲dziyéik I anchor (regularly) 

3s yoo shadziyéik s/he anchors (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s shax̲wdziyaa I anchored 

3s shawdziyaa s/he anchored 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél shaxw̲asyaa I didn't anchor 

3s tlél shawusyaa s/he didn't anchor 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s shanx̲asyéich I anchor (every time) 

3s shanasyéich s/he anchors (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél shanx̲wasyéich I haven't anchored yet 

3s tlél shoonasyéich s/he hasn't anchored yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s shakkw̲asyáa I will anchor 

3s shakgw̲asyáa s/he will anchor 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél shakkw̲asyaa I won't anchor 

3s tlél shakgw̲asyaa s/he won't anchor 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s shanka̲syaa let me anchor 
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3s shanga̲syaa let him/her anchor 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé shoonka̲dziyaayi yé no way can I anchor 

3s tlél aadé shoonaxd̲ziyaayi yé no way can s/he anchor 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s shoonka̲syaayín I would have anchored 

3s shoonga̲syaayín s/he would have anchored 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s shanx̲asyéini if/when I anchor 

3s shanasyéini if/when s/he anchors 
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angry, mad 

Theme: x'áan-t~ S-ø-nook~ (ø motion) 
 for S to be angry, mad 

Naish-Story:  A- + ya-nook 

Notes 

To indicate anger at another person, use: du yís "at him/her". For example: Du yís 

x'áant x̲waanúk. "I'm angry at him/her." Or: Ax ̲ yís x'áant uwanúk. "S/he is angry at 

me." 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s X'áant núk! Get angry! 

2p X'áant yinúk! You all get angry! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl x'áanx̲ eenoogúk̲! Don't be angry! 

2p Líl x'áanx̲ yinoogúk!̲ Don't you all be angry! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s x'áande yaa nx̲anúk I'm getting angry 

3s x'áande yaa nanúk s/he's getting angry 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x'áanx̲ x̲anook I get angry (regularly) 

3s x'áanx̲ nook s/he gets angry (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x'áant x̲waanúk I'm angry 

3s x'áant uwanúk s/he's angry 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x'áant x̲wanook I'm not angry 

3s tlél x'áant wunook s/he's not angry 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x'áant x̲wanúkch I get angry (every time) 

3s x'áant unúkch s/he gets angry (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x'áant x̲wanúkch I haven't gotten angry yet 

3s tlél x'áant unúkch s/he hasn't gotten angry yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x'áande kkw̲anóok I'm going to get angry 
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3s x'áande kgw̲anóok s/he's going to get angry 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x'áande kkw̲anook I'm not going to get angry 

3s tlél x'áande kgw̲anook s/he's not going to get angry 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) x'áant ka̲nook (dé) (just) let me be angry (now) 

3s (ch'a) x'áant ga̲nook (dé) (just) let her be angry (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé x'áant kw̲aanoogu yé no way can I be angry 

3s tlél aadé x'áant gw̲aanoogu yé no way can s/he be angry 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s x'áant kw̲anoogún I would have been angry 

3s x'áant gw̲anoogún s/he would have been angry 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x'áant x̲anúkni if/when I get angry 

3s x'áant núkni if/when s/he gets angry 

Example(s): 

Latín, awull'éex'i x'áande kgw̲anóok. 
Watch it, if he breaks it he'll get mad. 
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appear before him/her; apparent to him/her 

Theme: N waks̲hiyeex' yéi O-ø-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for O to appear to N; for O to be apparent to N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a waks̲heeyee-x' + ya-tee 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi yatee he/she/it is in front of his/her eyes 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél du waks̲hiyeex' yéi utí he/she/it isn't in front of his/her eyes 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi teex̲ he/she/it appears before him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi wootee he/she/it appeared before him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél du waks̲hiyeex' yéi wutee he/she/it didn't appear before him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi nateech he/she/it appears before him/her (every 

time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél du waks̲hiyeex' yéi unateech he/she/it hasn't appeared before 

him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi kgw̲atée he/she/it will appear before him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél du waks̲hiyeex' yéi kgw̲atee he/she/it won't appear before 

him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi nga̲tee let him/her/it appear before him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi ngw̲ateeyín he/she/it would have appeared 

before him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi natéeni if/when he/she/it appears before 

him/her 
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ask for it; cry for it 

Theme: O-S-d-s-gá̲ax̲ (ga̲ act) 
 for S to cry for, ask for O 

Naish-Story:  dzi-ga̲ax ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲eesgá̲ax̲! Ask for it! 

2p G̲ayisgá̲ax̲! You all ask for it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yei eesgá̲ax̲jik!̲ Don't ask for it! 

2p Líl yei yisgá̲ax̲jik!̲ Don't you all ask for it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲asgá̲ax̲ I'm asking for it 

3s asgá̲ax ̲ s/he is asking for it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasgá̲ax̲ I'm not asking for it 

3s tlél oosgá̲ax̲ s/he isn't asking for it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s asgá̲ax ̲nooch s/he always asks for it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei asgá̲ax̲ch s/he asks for it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wadzigá̲ax̲ I asked for it 

3s awdzigá̲ax̲ s/he asked for it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasgá̲ax̲ I didn't ask for it 

3s tlél awusgá̲ax̲ s/he didn't ask for it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ka̲sgá̲ax̲ch I ask for it (every time) 

3s aga̲sgá̲axc̲h s/he asks for it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kw̲asgá̲ax̲ch I haven't asked for it yet 

3s tlél ooga̲sgá̲axc̲h s/he hasn't asked for it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yei kkw̲asgá̲ax̲ I will ask for it 

3s yei akgw̲asgá̲ax̲ s/he will ask for it 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yei kkw̲asgá̲ax̲ I won't ask for it 

3s tlél yei akgw̲asgá̲ax ̲ s/he won't ask for it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲aka̲sgá̲ax ̲ let me ask for it 

3s aga̲aga̲sgá̲ax ̲ let him/her ask for it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aga̲ax̲wdzigá̲axi̲ yé no way can s/he ask for it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aga̲agw̲asgá̲axi̲n s/he would have asked for it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aga̲sgá̲axn̲i if /when s/he asks for it 
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ask him/her, question him/her 

Theme: O-x̲'a-S-ø-wóos' (na act) 
 for S to ask, question O 

Naish-Story:  x̲'a-ya-woos' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s X̲'anawóos'! Ask him/her! 

2p X̲'anaywóos'! You all ask him/her! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl x̲'eewóos'ik!̲ Don't ask him/her! 

2p Líl x̲'aywóos'ik!̲ Don't you all ask him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ax̲'awóos' s/he's asking him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ax'̲eiwóos' s/he isn't asking him/her 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ax̲'awóos' nooch s/he always asks him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ax̲'ayawóos'k s/he asks him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ax̲'eiwawóos' s/he asked him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ax'̲awuwóos' s/he didn't ask him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ax̲'anawóos'ch s/he asks him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ax'̲einawóos'ch s/he hasn't asked him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ax̲'akgw̲awóos' s/he will ask him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ax'̲akgw̲awóos' s/he won't ask him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ax̲'anga̲wóos' let him/her ask him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ax'̲angw̲aawóos'i yé no way can s/he ask him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ax̲'angw̲awóos'in s/he would have asked him/her 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲'anawóos'ni if s/he asks him/her 

Example(s): 

Ax̲ x̲'éit yaga̲s.aa x̲'ax̲waawóos' tlei ax̲ nák ̲wujixeex. 
I asked her to kiss me and she ran away from me. 

Hél aadé x̲'ankw̲aawóos'i yé, tlákw yaa sh k'̲agalyélch. 
I can't ask him a question, he lies every time. 
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attack someone 

Theme: ji-S-d-.aat~ (ø motion) 
 for (plural) S to attack, assault, fall upon 

Naish-Story:  ji-di-.aat 
Notes 

To indicate who is being attacked, use: N éet~ 'to N'. For example: Haa éet has 

jiwdi.át. 'They attacked us'. It is also acceptable to use this verb without specifying 

who was attacked. For example: Has jiwdi.át 'They attacked'. Therefore, the N éet~ 

is not given in the theme above. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p K̲aa éet jeeyda.á! You all attack someone! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl ka̲a éex̲ jeeyda.aadík!̲ Don't you all attack anyone! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p ka̲a éede yaa jintuda.át we're attacking someone 

3p ka̲a éede yaa (ha)s jinda.át they're attacking people 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1p ka̲a éex̲ jituda.aat we attack people (regularly) 

3p ka̲a éex̲ has jida.aat they attack people (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p ka̲a éet jiwtudi.át we attacked someone 

3p ka̲a éet has jiwdi.át they attacked someone 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél ka̲a éet jiwtuda.aat we didn't attack anyone 

3p tlél ka̲a éet has jiwda.aat they didn't attack anyone 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél ka̲a éet jituda.aatch we haven't attacked anyone yet 

3p tlél ka̲a éet has jeeda.aatch they haven't attacked anyone yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p ka̲a eedé jigax̲tuda.áat we will attack someone 

3p ka̲a eedé has jigux̲da.áat they will attack someone 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél ka̲a eedé jigax̲tuda.aat we won't attack anyone 

3p tlél ka̲a eedé (ha)s jigux̲da.aat they won't attack anyone 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p ka̲a éet jix̲tuda.aat let us attack someone 

3p ka̲a éet has jix̲da.aat let them attack someone 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé ka̲a éet jixt̲udi.aadi yé no way can we attack someone 

3p tlél aadé ka̲a éet has jeex̲di.aadi yé no way can they attack someone 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1p ka̲a éet jix̲tuda.aadín we would have attacked someone 

3p ka̲a éet has jeex̲da.aadín they would have attacked someone 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p ka̲a éet has jida.átni if/when they attack people 

Example(s): 

X'wás teen ka̲a éet has jiwdi.át. 
They attacked people with clubs. 
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bad, evil 

Theme: tlél O-sh-k'éi (ga state) 
 for O to be bad, evil, no good 

Naish-Story:  tléil + shi-k'ei 
Notes 

Some fluent speakers consider this a taboo word to use in reference to another 

person, while others find it acceptable. For speakers who find it acceptable, here is 

an example: Tlél ushik'éiyi k̲áa áwé. "That man is no good." 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [see 'good'] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eeshk'éik!̲ Be bad! 

2p Líl yee ushk'éik!̲ You all be bad! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s See 'good' 
Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at ushk'é I am bad 

2s tlél eeshk'é you are bad 

3s tlél ushk'é he/she/it is bad 

1p tlél haa ushk'é we are bad 

2p tlél yee ushk'é you all are bad 

3p tlél has ushk'é they are bad 

4 tlél ko̲oshk'é people are bad 

Imperfective habitual (-) (never does it) 

3s tlél ushk'é nooch he/she/it is always bad 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s See 'good' 
Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at unashk'éin I'm turning evil 

2s tlél kei eenashk'éin you're turning evil 

3s tlél kei unashk'éin s/he is turning evil, it is beginning to spoil, go bad 

1p tlél kei haa unashk'éinwe are turning evil 

2p tlél kei yee unashk'éinyou all are turning evil 

3p tlél kei has unashk'éin they are turning evil 

4 tlél kei ku̲nashk'éin people are turning evil 
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Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s tlél kei ushk'éich he/she/it gets bad (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s See 'good' 
Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ooshk'éiyin 3 used to be bad 

Imperfective attributive (-) (the one who doesn't do it) 

3s l oosheek'éiyi aa the bad one 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s See 'good' 
Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wushk'éi I was bad 

2s tlél iwushk'éi you were bad 

3s tlél wushk'éi he/she/it was bad 

1p tlél haa wushk'éi we were bad 

2p tlél yee wushk'éi you all were bad 

3p tlél has wushk'éi they were bad 

4 tlél ku̲wushk'éi people were bad 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s See 'good' 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s See 'good' 
Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at gux̲shak'éi I will be bad 

2s tlél kei igux̲shak'éi you will be bad 

3s tlél kei gux̲shak'éi he/she/it will be bad 

1p tlél kei haa gux̲shak'éiwe will be bad 

2p tlél kei yee gux̲shak'éiyou all will be bad 

3p tlél kei has gux̲shak'éi they will be bad 

4 tlél ku̲gux̲shak'éi people will be bad 

Hortative (-) (don't let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé tlél gux̲shik'éiyi yé no way can he/she/it be bad 
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Potential decessive (wouldn't have done it) 

3s tlél gux̲shak'éiyin he/she/it would have been bad 

Conditional (-) (if/when s/he doesn't do it) 

3s tlél gooshk'éini if/when he/she/it is bad 

Example(s): 

tlél x̲'éshk'é 

bad choice of words 

Tlél wushk'éi du daa.itnagóowu. 
His/her body language was bad. 
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bait hooks (put bait on fish hooks) 

Theme: ya-S-d-náakw̲~ (ø act) 
 for S to bait hooks, put bait on fish hooks 

Naish-Story:  ya-di-naakw̲ 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yeedanák̲w! Bait hooks! 

2p Yaydanákw̲! You all bait hooks! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl (s'é) yeedanákw̲x̲uk̲! Don't bait hooks (yet)! 

2p Líl (s'é) yaydanákw̲x̲uk!̲ Don't you all bait hooks (yet)! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yax̲danákw̲s' I'm baiting hooks 

3s yadanákw̲s' s/he's baiting hooks 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yoox̲danákw̲s' I'm not baiting hooks 

3s tlél yoodanákw̲s' s/he isn't baiting hooks 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲danákw̲x̲ I bait hooks (regularly) 

3s yadanákw̲x̲ s/he baits hooks (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yax̲wdinákw̲ I baited hooks 

3s yawdinákw̲ s/he baited hooks 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yax̲wdanáakw̲ I didn't bait hooks 

3s tlél yawdanáakw̲ s/he didn't bait hooks 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yoox̲danáakw̲ch I bait hooks (every time) 

3s yoodanáakw̲ch s/he baits hooks (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yoox̲danáakw̲ch I haven't baited hooks yet 

3s tlél yoodanáakw̲ch s/he hasn't baited hooks yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yakkw̲adanáakw̲ I will bait hooks 

3s yagux̲danáakw̲ s/he will bait hooks 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yakkw̲adanáakw̲ I won't bait hooks 

3s tlél yagux̲danáakw̲ s/he won't bait hooks 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yaka̲danáakw̲ let me bait hooks 

3s yax̲danáakw̲ let him/her bait hooks 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yakw̲dináagu̲ yé no way can I bait hooks 

3s tlél aadé yax̲wdináagu̲ yé no way can s/he bait hooks 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yakw̲danáagu̲n I would have baited hooks 

3s yax̲wdanáagu̲n s/he would have baited hooks 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yax̲danákw̲ni if/when I bait hooks 

3s yadanákw̲ni if/when s/he baits hooks 
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bandage it, bind it up, wrap it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-s'eet~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to bind up, wrap around, bandage O 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-s'eet 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kas'ít! Bandage it! 

2p Kays'ít! You all bandage it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kees'ítx̲ik!̲ Don't bandage it! 

2p Líl kays'ítx̲ik!̲ Don't you all bandage it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s akas'éet s/he is bandaging it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél akoos'eet s/he isn't bandaging it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akas'ítx̲ s/he bandages it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akaawas'ít s/he bandaged it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawus'eet s/he didn't bandage it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akoos'ítch s/he bandages it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akoos'ítch s/he hasn't bandaged it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akakgw̲as'éet s/he will bandage it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akakgw̲as'eet s/he won't bandage it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akaga̲s'ít let him/her bandage it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ookga̲as'ídi yé no way can s/he bandage it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ookga̲s'ídin s/he would have bandaged it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akas'ítni if s/he bandages it 
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baptize him/her 

Theme: héen-t~ O-ya-S-ø-teeʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for S to baptize, immerse (singular) O in water or pour water upon O 

as a religious rite 

Naish-Story:  héen- + ya-ya-tee 

Notes 

While the 3rd person perfective habitual negative form: tlél héent ayawootéeych is 

grammatical, it is a little semantically odd, meaning "s/he hasn't baptized him/her 

yet". Speakers prefer the 4th person form: tlél héent yadutéeych "s/he hasn't been 

baptized yet". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Héent yatí! Baptize him/her! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl héent yayeetéek̲! Don't baptize him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s héenx̲ ayatee s/he baptizes him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s héent yax̲waatée I baptized him/her 

3s héent ayaawatée s/he baptized him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél héent yax̲watí I didn't baptize him/her 

3s tlél héent ayawutí s/he didn't baptize him/her 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél héent yax̲watéeych I haven't baptized him/her yet 

3s tlél héent ayawootéeych s/he hasn't baptized him/her yet 

4 tlél héent yadutéeych s/he hasn't been baptized yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s héende yakkw̲atée I will baptize him/her 

3s héende ayakgw̲atée s/he will baptize him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél héende yakkw̲atee I won't baptize him/her 

3s tlél héende ayakgw̲atee s/he won't baptize him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s héent yaka̲tee let me baptize him/her 
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3s héent ayaga̲tee let him/her baptize him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé héent ayagw̲aateeyi yé no way can s/he baptize him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s héent ayagw̲ateeyín s/he would have baptized him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s héent ayatéeni if/when s/he baptizes him/her 
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barbecue it; broil it 

Theme: O-S-l-tseek~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to broil O slowly, cook O directly over live coals, barbecue 

Naish-Story:  li-tseek 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Latsík! Barbecue it! 

2p Yilatsík! You all barbecue it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ilatsíkx̲ik!̲ Don't barbecue it! 

2p Líl yilatsíkx̲ik!̲ Don't you all barbecue it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s altséek s/he's barbecueing it; s/he barbecues it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ooltseek s/he doesn't barbecue it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s altsíkx ̲ s/he barbecues it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awlitsík s/he barbecued it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awultseek s/he didn't barbecue it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ooltsíkch s/he barbecues it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ooltseekch / tlél ooltsíkch s/he hasn't barbecued it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s agux̲latséek s/he will barbecue it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aguxl̲atseek s/he won't barbecue it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ax̲latsík let him/her barbecue it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oox̲litsígi yé no way can s/he barbecue it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oox̲latsígin s/he would have barbecued it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s altsíkni if/when s/he barbecues it 
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bathe oneself 

Theme: S-d-shooch~ (ø act) 
 for S to bathe, take a bath 

Naish-Story:  di-shooch 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Idashúch! Bathe! 

2p Yeedashúch! You all bathe! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl idashúchx̲ik!̲ Don't bathe! 

2p Líl yidashúchx̲ik!̲ Don't you all bathe! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲adashóoch I bathe; I am bathing 

2s idashóoch you bathe; you are bathing 

3s dashóoch s/he bathes; s/he is bathing 

1p tudashóoch we bathe; we are bathing 

2p yidashóoch you all bathe; you all are bathing 

3p has dashóoch they bathe; they are bathing 

4 dushóoch people bathe 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ux̲dashooch I don't bathe 

2s tlél idashooch you don't bathe 

3s tlél udashooch s/he doesn't bathe 

1p tlél tudashooch we don't bathe 

2p tlél yidashooch you all don't bathe 

3p tlél has udashooch they don't bathe 

4 tlél dushooch nobody bathes 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s dashuch nooch s/he always bathes 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s dashúchx̲ s/he bathes (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wadishúch I bathed 
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2s yidishúch you bathed 

3s wudishúch s/he bathed 

1p wutudishúch we bathed 

2p yeeydishúch you all bathed 

3p has wudishúch they bathed 

4 wuduwashúch someone bathed 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wadashooch I didn't bathe 

2s tlél yidashooch you didn't bathe 

3s tlél wudashooch s/he didn't bathe 

1p tlél wutudashooch we didn't bathe 

2p tlél yeeydashooch you all didn't bathe 

3p tlél has wudashooch they didn't bathe 

4 tlél wudushooch nobody bathed 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ux̲dashoochch I haven't bathed yet 

2s tlél idashoochch you haven't bathed yet 

3s tlél udashoochch s/he hasn't bathed yet 

1p tlél tudashoochch we haven't bathed yet 

2p tlél yidashoochch you all haven't bathed yet 

3p tlél has udashoochch they haven't bathed yet 

4 tlél dushoochch nobody has bathed yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲dashóoch I will bathe 

2s gagi̲dashóoch you will bathe 

3s gux̲dashóoch s/he will bathe 

1p gax̲tudashóoch we will bathe 

2p gax̲yidashóoch you all will bathe 

3p has gux̲dashóoch they will bathe 

4 gax̲dushóoch someone will bathe 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲dashooch I won't bathe 
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2s tlél gagi̲dashooch you won't bathe 

3s tlél gux̲dashooch s/he won't bathe 

1p tlél gaxt̲udashooch we won't bathe 

2p tlél gaxy̲idashooch you all won't bathe 

3p tlél has gux̲dashooch they won't bathe 

4 tlél gaxd̲ushooch nobody will bathe 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲dashooch let me bathe 

3s ga̲dashooch let him/her bathe 

1p ga̲tudashooch let us bathe 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gw̲adishooji yé no way can s/he bathe 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲adashoojín s/he would have bathed 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s dashúchni if/when s/he bathes 
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be (a certain way) 

Theme: (yéi) O-ø-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for O to be (that way) 

Naish-Story:  A + ya-tee 

yéi 

thus, that way 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

A-x' + yéi + ya-tee be at, stay, remain; dwell, live at 

ka̲a + waks̲heeyee-x' + yéi + ya-tee appear 

ka̲a tóo-x' + yéi + ya-tee remember, bear in mind 

ko̲on + ya-tee affect 

ka̲a tóon + ya-tee care about, be concerned about, be affected by 

a yáx̲ + ya-tee be like 

a eetee-náx̲ + ya-tee need, lack, require 

ka̲a tóo + gá̲a + ya-tee be acceptable, satisfactory, well-liked 

ka̲a x̲'éi + gá̲a + ya-tee obey, be obedient 

tleiyétleiyétleiyétleiyéi i i i + + + + yéyéyéyéi + yai + yai + yai + ya----teeteeteetee    

waitwaitwaitwait    
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yéi inatí! Be that way! 

2p Yéi yee natí! You all be that way! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl yéi eetéek̲! Don't be that way! 

2p Líl yéi yee utéek!̲ Don't you all be that way! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yéi x̲at yatee I'm that way 

2s yéi iyatee you're that way 

3s yéi yatee he/she/it is that way 

1p yéi haa yatee we're that way 

2p yéi yee yatee you all are that way 

3p yéi has yatee they're that way 

4 yéi ku̲yatee people are that way 
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Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲at utí I am not that way 

2s tlél yéi eetí you aren't that way 

3s tlél yéi utí he/she/it isn't that way 

1p tlél yéi haa utí we aren't that way 

2p tlél yéi yee utí you all aren't that way 

3p tlél yéi has utí they aren't that way 

4 tlél yéi ku̲tí nobody is that way 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s yéi tée nooch he/she/it is always that way 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yéi yaa x̲at nanein I am becoming that way 

2s yéi yaa inanein you are becoming that way 

3s yéi yaa nanein he/she/it is becoming that way 

1p yéi yaa haa nanein we are becoming that way 

2p yéi yaa yee nanein you all are becoming that way 

3p yéi yaa has nanein they are becoming that way 

4 yéi yaa ku̲nanein people are becoming that way 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél yéi yaa x̲at unanein I'm not becoming that way 

2s tlél yéi yaa eenanein you're not becoming that way 

3s tlél yéi yaa unanein he/she/it is not becoming that way 

1p tlél yéi yaa haa unanein we're not becoming that way 

2p tlél yéi yaa yee unanein you all are not becoming that way 

3p tlél yéi yaa (ha)s unanein they're not becoming that way 

4 tlél yéi yaa ku̲nanein nobody is becoming that way 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yéi teex̲ / yóo yateek that's the way it is (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s yéi téeyin he/she/it used to be that way 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél yéi utéeyin he/she/it didn't used to be that way 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s yéi yateeyi aa the one who is that way 
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Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yéi x̲at wootee I was/became that way 

2s yéi iwootee you were/became that way 

3s yéi wootee he/she/it was/became that way 

1p yéi haa wootee we were/became that way 

2p yéi yee wootee you all were/became that way 

3p yéi has wootee they were/became that way 

4 yéi ko̲owatee people became that way 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲at wutee I wasn't that way 

2s tlél yéi iwutee you weren't that way 

3s tlél yéi wutee he/she/it wasn't that way 

1p tlél yéi haa wutee we weren't that way 

2p tlél yéi yee wutee you all weren't that way 

3p tlél yéi has wutee they weren't that way 

4 tlél yéi ko̲otí nobody was that way 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yéi x̲at nateech I'm that way (every time) 

2s yéi inateech you're that way (every time) 

3s yéi nateech he/she/it is that way (every time) 

1p yéi haa nateech we're that way (every time) 

2p yéi yee nateech you all are that way (every time) 

3p yéi has nateech they're that way (every time) 

4 yéi ku̲nateech people are that way (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yéi x̲at unateech I've never been that way 

2s tlél yéi eenateech you've never been that way 

3s tlél yéi unateech he/she/it has never been that way 

1p tlél yéi haa unateech we've never been that way 

2p tlél yéi yee unateech you all have never been that way 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s unateech they've never been that way 

4 tlél yéi ko̲onateech people haven't been that way 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi x̲at guga̲tée I will be that way 
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2s yéi ikgw̲atée you will be that way 

3s yéi kgw̲atée he/she/it will be that way 

1p yéi haa kgw̲atée we will be that way 

2p yéi yee kgw̲atée you all will be that way 

3p yéi has guga̲tée they will be that way 

4 yéi ku̲kgw̲atée people will be that way 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲at guga̲tee I won't be that way 

2s tlél yéi ikgw̲atee you won't be that way 

3s tlél yéi kgw̲atee he/she/it won't be that way 

1p tlél yéi haa kgw̲atee we won't be that way 

2p tlél yéi yee kgw̲atee you all won't be that way 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s guga̲tee they won't be that way 

4 tlél yéi ku̲kgw̲atee people won't be that way 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yéi x̲at naga̲tee let me be that way, leave me be 

3s yéi nga̲tee let him/her/it be that way 

1p yéi haa nga̲tee let us be that way 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi ngw̲aateeyi yé no way can he/she/it be that way 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi ngw̲ateeyín he/she/it would have been that way 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi natéeni if/when he/she/it is that way 

Example(s): 

ch'a wáa sá yatee 

whichever way 

Tlél wáa sá utí. 
S/he is fine; It's OK. 

Sheet'káx' yéi yatee. 
He lives in Sitka. 

Sgóonx' yéi x̲at gugw̲atée seigá̲n. 
I will be in school tomorrow. 
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be (for the weather to be a certain way) 

Theme: (yéi) ku̲-ø-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for the weather to be (that way) 

Naish-Story:  A + ku̲-ya-tee 

Notes 

To specify how the weather is, replace yéi with a weather term + yáx̲. For example: 

séew yáx̲ k ̲uwatee "it looks like rain". In the negative, one can say: tlél áyáx̲ k ̲ootí 

"the weather looks bad". 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yéi ku̲watee the weather is that way 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi ko̲otí the weather isn't that way 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yéi yoo ku̲yateek the weather is that way (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yéi ko̲owatee the weather was that way 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi ku̲wutee the weather wasn't that way 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yéi ku̲nateech the weather is that way (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi ku̲kgw̲atée the weather will be that way 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi ku̲natéeni if/when the weather is that way 
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beat him/her up; assault him/her; attack him/her 

Theme: O-S-ø-jáakw̲ (na act) 
 for S to beat up, assault, violently attack O 

Naish-Story:  ya-jaakw̲ 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Najáakw̲! Beat him/her up! 

2p Nayjáakw̲! You all beat him/her up! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eejáagu̲k!̲ Don't beat him/her up! 

2p Líl yijáagu̲k!̲ Don't you all beat him/her up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲ajáakw̲ I'm beating him/her up 

3s ajáakw̲ s/he's beating him/her up 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wajáakw̲ I'm not beating him/her up 

3s tlél oojáakw̲ s/he's not beating him/her up 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa nx̲ajákw̲ I'm beating him/her up 

3s yaa anajákw̲ s/he's beating him/her up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yoo x̲aajáakw̲k I beat him/her up (regularly) 

3s yoo ayajáakw̲k s/he beats him/her up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waajáakw̲ I beat him/her up 

3s aawajáakw̲ s/he beat him/her up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wajáakw̲ I didn't beat him/her up 

3s tlél awujáakw̲ s/he didn't beat him/her up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲ajáakw̲ch I beat him/her up (every time) 

3s anajáakw̲ch s/he beats him/her up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél nax̲wajáakw̲ch I haven't beat him/her up yet 

3s tlél oonajáakw̲ch s/he hasn't beat him/her up yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲jáakw̲ I will beat him/her up 

3s akgw̲ajáakw̲ s/he will beat him/her up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲jáakw̲ I won't beat him/her up 

3s tlél akgw̲ajáakw̲ s/he won't beat him/her up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲jáakw̲ let me beat him/her up 

3s naga̲jáakw̲ let him/her beat him/her up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé nakw̲aajáagu̲ yé no way can I beat him/her up 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲ajáagu̲ yé no way can s/he beat him/her up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s nakw̲ajáagu̲n I would have beat him/her up 

3s oonga̲jáagu̲n s/he would have beat him/her up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s nax̲ajákw̲ni if/when I beat him/her up 

3s anajákw̲ni if/when s/he beats him/her up 

Example(s): 

Tlákw kaawashoowú áwé anajáakw̲ch. 
Whenever he's drunk, he beats him up. 

Tlél x̲wajáakw̲, ch'a gó̲ot ká̲ach áwé woojáakw̲. 
I didn't beat him up, some other guy beat him up. 
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beat it; ring it; stab it 

Theme: O-S-ø-gwaal~ (ga act) 
 for S to beat O (esp. drum), ring (bell); for S to stab O 

Naish-Story:  ya-gwaal 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gagwaal! Beat it! 

2p Gaygwaal! You all beat it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eegwaalík!̲ Don't beat it! 

2p Líl yigwaalík!̲ Don't you all beat it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s agwáal s/he beats it; s/he is beating it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oogwaal s/he doesn't beat it; s/he isn't beating it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s agwál nooch s/he always beats it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aawagwaal s/he beat it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awugwaal s/he didn't beat it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s agagwálch s/he beats it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél agoogwálch s/he hasn't beat it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei akgw̲agwáal s/he will beat it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei akgw̲agwaal s/he won't beat it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akga̲gwaal let him/her beat it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aagwaali yé no way can s/he beat it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akgw̲agwaalín s/he would have beat it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s agagwálni if s/he beats it 
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believe him/her; trust him/her 

Theme: N éek' a-S-ø-heen (ga state) 
 for S to believe, trust, believe in N 

Naish-Story:  A-k' + a-ya-heen 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du éek' agaheen! Believe him/her! 

2p Du éek' agayheen! You all believe him/her! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl du éek' eeheeník̲! Don't believe him/her! 

2p Líl du éek' yiheeník̲! Don't you all believe him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s du éek' ayaheen s/he believes him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél du éek' ooheen s/he doesn't believe him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s du éek' aawaheen s/he believed him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél du éek' awuheen s/he didn't believe him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s du éek' kei akgw̲aheen s/he will believe him 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél du éek' kei akgw̲aheen s/he won't believe him 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du éek' akgw̲aaheeni yé no way can s/he believe him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du éek' akgw̲aheenín s/he would have believed him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du éek' agaheenní if s/he believes him/her 
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bend it (long, simple object) 

Theme: O-ka-S-taan~ (na event) 
 for S to bend O (usually long, simple object) over 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-taan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kanataan! Bend it! 

2p Kanaytaan! You all bend it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo keetángik̲! Don't bend it! 

2p Líl yoo kaytángik!̲ Don't you all bend it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa kanx̲atán I am bending it 

3s yaa akanatán s/he is bending it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yoo kax̲aatánk I bend it (regularly) 

3s yoo akayatánk s/he bends it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waataan I bent it 

3s akaawataan s/he bent it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲ataan I didn't bend it 

3s tlél akawutaan s/he didn't bend it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kanx̲atánch I bend it (every time) 

3s akanatánch s/he bends it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koonx̲atánch I haven't bent it yet 

3s tlél akoonatánch s/he hasn't bent it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲atáan I will bend it 

3s akakgw̲atáan s/he will bend it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲ataan I won't bend it 
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3s tlél akakgw̲ataan s/he won't bend it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kanka̲taan let me bend it 

3s akanga̲taan let him/her bend it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé koonka̲ataani yé no way can I bend it 

3s tlél aadé akoonga̲ataani yé no way can s/he bend it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s koonka̲taanín I would have bent it 

3s akoonga̲taanín s/he would have bent it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kanx̲atánni if/when I bend it 

3s akanatánni if/when s/he bends it 

Example(s): 

Gaaw layeix̲ sákw tlél aadéi koonka̲ataani yé wé dúk,̲ tlél áyáx̲ x̲at ultseen. 
No way can I bend this cottonwood for making a drum, I am not strong enough. 

Tlél akoonatánch wé k'éx̲'aa. 
He hasn't bent the gaff hook yet. 

Áx' awlixaach akawutaaní. 
He gave up hope on bending it. 

Yaa kanx̲atáni áwé nall'íx'ch. 
When I am bending it, it breaks. 
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bent 

Theme: yóo ka-ø-tán (position) 
 for something to be bent 

Naish-Story:  yóo + ka-ya-taan 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yóo katán it is bent 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yóo kootán it isn't bent 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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be, become 

Theme: P-x̲ O-s-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for O to be P (a member of a group); for O to become P 

Naish-Story:  A-x̲ + si-tee 

Notes 

This verb requires that the preceding noun phrase have the -x ̲ postposition. In the 

forms given here, (noun) can be replaced by any noun which makes sense. An 

example is the name of a profession such as: asg̲eiwú "seiner" as in: asg̲eiwúx̲ 

wusitee "s/he became a seiner". Another example is the name of a moiety such as: 

ch'áak' naa "eagle moiety" in the common phrase: Ch'áak' naax ̲ x̲at sitee "I am of the 

Eagle moiety". Please see the example sentences for more options. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s (Noun)-x̲ inastí! Be a (noun)! 

2p (Noun)-x̲ yee nastí! You all be a (noun)! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl (noun)-x̲ yoo eesteegík!̲ Don't become a (noun)! 

2p Líl (noun)-x̲ yoo yee steegík!̲ Don't you all become a (noun)! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s (noun)-x̲ sitee s/he is a (noun) 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél (noun)-x̲ ustí s/he isn't a (noun) 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s (noun)-x̲ wusitee s/he became a (noun) 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél (noun)-x̲ wustee s/he didn't become a (noun) 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél (noun)-x̲ unasteech s/he hasn't become a (noun) yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s (noun)-x̲ gux̲satée s/he will be a (noun) 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél (noun)-x̲ gux̲satee s/he won't be a (noun) 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s (noun)-x̲ nax̲satee let him/her be a (noun) 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé (noun)-x̲ nax̲wsiteeyi yéno way can s/he be a (noun) 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s (noun)-x̲ nax̲wsateeyín s/he would have been a (noun) 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s (noun)-x̲ nastéeni if/when s/he becomes a (noun) 
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be, stay, remain there; live, dwell there 

Theme: N-x' yéi O-ø-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for O to be, stay, remain at N; for O to dwell, live at N 

Naish-Story:  A-x' + yéi + ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du x̲ánx' yéi inatí! Stay with him/her! 

2p Du x̲ánx' yéi yee natí! You all stay with him/her! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl du x̲ánx' yéi eetéek̲! Don't stay with him/her! 

2p Líl du x̲ánx' yéi yee utéek!̲ Don't you all stay with him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s du x̲ánx' yéi yatee s/he is staying with him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél du x̲ánx' yéi utí s/he isn't staying with him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du x̲ánx' yéi teex̲ s/he stays with him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s du x̲ánx' yéi wootee s/he stayed with him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél du x̲ánx' yéi wutee s/he didn't stay with him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s du x̲ánx' yéi nateech s/he stays with him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél du x̲ánx' yéi unateech s/he hasn't stayed with him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s du x̲ánx' yéi kgw̲atée s/he will stay with him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél du x̲ánx' yéi kgw̲atee s/he won't stay with him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s du x̲ánx' yéi nga̲tee let him/her stay with him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du x̲ánx' yéi ngw̲aateeyi yé no way can s/he stay with him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du x̲ánx' yéi ngw̲ateeyín s/he would have stayed with him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du x̲ánx' yéi natéeni if/when s/he stays with him/her 
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Example(s): 

Tlél wuduskú wáa yéi koowáat' sá áa yéi has wooteeyí. 
Nobody knew how long they were there. 
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big around (that big around, in girth) 

Theme: (yéi) ka-u-d-tlaaʰ~ (na state) 
 for something to be (so) big around, in girth 

Naish-Story:  ya-tlaa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yéi kwditláa it's that big around 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kwdatlaa it's not that big around 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yéi yaa kundatléin it's getting to be that big around 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yéi kundatlaach it gets that big around (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yéi kundatlaach it hasn't gotten that big around yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi kagux̲datláa it will get that big around 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kagux̲datlaa it won't get that big around 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi kunax̲ditlaayi yé no way can it get that big around 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi kunax̲datlaayín it would have gotten that big around 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi kundatléini if it gets that big around 
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big (of singular, spherical object) 

Theme: ka-ø-geiʰ~ (na state) 
 for a singular, usually spherical object to be big 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-gei 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s kayagéi it's big 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél koogé it's not big 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa kanagéin it's getting big 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo kayageik it gets big (regularly) (balloon, e.g.) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s kanageich it gets big (every time) 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kakgw̲agéi it will be big 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kanagéini if/when it gets big 
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big (that big, of plural things) 

Theme: (yéi) + ka-u-d-geiʰ~ (na state) 
 for (plural) things to be (so) big 

Naish-Story:  ya-gei 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yéi kwdigéi they're that big 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi koodagei they're not that big 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yéi yaa kundagéin they're getting that big 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yéi kundageich they get that big (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yéi kundageich they haven't gotten that big yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi kagux̲dagéi they will be that big 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kagux̲dagei they won't be that big 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yéi kunax̲dagei let them get that big 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi kunax̲digeiyi yé no way can they be that big 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi kunax̲dageiyín they would have been that big 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi kundagéini if/when they are that big 
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big, many 

Theme: (yéi) k-u-ya-geiʰ~ (na state) 
 for a thing to be (so) big; for things to be (so) many 

Naish-Story:  ya-gei 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yéi koogéi it's that big 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi koogei it isn't that big 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yéi koogeix̲ it gets that big (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yéi kaawagei it got that big 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kawugei it didn't get that big 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yéi koonageich it gets that big (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yéi koonageich it hasn't gotten that big yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi kakgw̲agéi it will get that big 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kakgw̲agei it won't get that big 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yéi kunga̲gei let it get that big 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi kunga̲ageiyi yé no way can it be that big 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi kunga̲geiyín it would have gotten that big 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi kunagéini if/when it gets that big 
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bite him/her/it (insect) 

Theme: O-s-táax'~ (ga event) 
 for an insect to bite O 

Naish-Story:  si-taax' 
Notes 

Note that ash wusitáax' and awsitáax' both have basically the same meaning "it bit 

him/her/it". The difference is that the object pronoun ash "him/her/it" is used 

when the referent is prominent in the conversation. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei ash satáx'ch it bites him/her/it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ash wusitáax' it bit him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ash wustáax' it didn't bite him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ash gastáx'ch it bites him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ash gwastáx'ch it hasn't bitten him/her/it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei ash gux̲satáax' it will bite him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei ash gux̲satáax' it won't bite him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ash gax̲satáax' let it bite him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ash gux̲sitáax'i yé no way can it bite him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ash gux̲satáax'in it would have bitten him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ash gastáx'ni if/when it bites him/her/it 
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bite him/her/it; carry it in one's mouth (of animal) 

Theme: O-S-ø-yeek̲~ (ga event) 
 for S to bite O; for S to carry O in mouth (of animal) 

Naish-Story:  ya-yeek̲ 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gayeek̲! Bite it! 

2p Gayyeek̲! You all bite it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei eeyíkj̲ik!̲ Don't bite him/her/it! 

2p Líl kei yiyíkj̲ik!̲ Don't you all bite him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s kei x̲ayíkc̲h I bite him/her/it (regularly) 

3s kei ayíkc̲h he/she/it bites him/her/it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wayeek̲ I bit him/her/it 

3s aawayeek ̲ he/she/it bit him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wayeek̲ I didn't bite him/her/it 

3s tlél awuyeek̲ he/she/it didn't bite him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s gax̲ayíkc̲h I bite him/her/it (every time) 

3s agayíkc̲h he/she/it bites him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s [does not occur - semantically awkward for subjects other than 3rd 

person] 

3s tlél agooyíkc̲h he/she/it hasn't bit him/her/it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲ayéek̲ I will bite him/her/it 

3s kei akgw̲ayéek̲ he/she/it will bite him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲ayeek̲ I won't bite him/her/it 

3s tlél kei akgw̲ayeek ̲ he/she/it won't bite him/her/it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gaka̲yeek ̲ let me bite him/her/it 

3s akga̲yeek ̲ let him/her/it bite him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé gooka̲ayeegi̲ yé no way can I bite him/her/it 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aayeegi̲ yé no way can he/she/it bite him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s gooka̲yeegí̲n I would have bitten him/her/it 

3s akgw̲ayeegí̲n he/she/it would have bitten him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s gax̲ayíkn̲i if/when I bite him/her/it 

3s agayíkn̲i if/when he/she/it bites him/her/it 
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bitter, spicy 

Theme: O-s-.áax'w (ga state) 
 for O to be bitter; for O to be spicy hot 

Naish-Story:  si-.aax'w 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s si.áax'w it's bitter 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél us.áax'w it's not bitter 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei nas.áax'w it's getting bitter 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei sa.áax'wch it gets bitter (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s sa.áax'un it used to be bitter 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél us.áax'un it didn't used to be bitter 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé si.áax'u aa the one that is bitter 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wusi.áax'w it got bitter 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wus.áax'w it didn't get bitter 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s gasa.áax'wch it gets bitter (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél goos.áax'wch it hasn't gotten bitter yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei gux̲sa.áax'w it will be bitter 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei gux̲sa.áax'w it won't be bitter 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s gax̲sa.áax'w let it be bitter 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guxs̲i.áax'u yé no way can it be bitter 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲sa.áax'un it would have been bitter 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gasa.áax'wni if/when it is bitter 

Example(s): 

Wusi.áax'w du yóo x̲'atángi, ch'a aan áwé du x̲'éit ko̲odudzi.áx̲. 
His words were biting, yet people listened to him. 

K̲útx̲ kei nas.áax'w. 
It's getting too spicy. 
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blame it on him/her; bring it (shame, joy) onto him/her 

Theme: P-t~ O-shu-S-ø-teeʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for S to bring O (abstract, esp. shame, blame, joy) onto P 

Naish-Story:  shu-ya-tee 

Notes 

This verb can be used with nouns such as "joy" or "shame", but note that when no 

noun is explicitly given, the reading is "blame" for this verb. For example: haa kát 

ashuwatée "he blamed it on us" BUT, kadéix' haa kát ashuwatée "he brought shame 

on us". N éet~ can replace N kát~ to give the same meaning. For example, du éet 

ashuwatée "s/he blamed it on him/her". To blame someone for eating something, 

use N x̲'éit~, as in: du x̲'éit shux̲waatée "I blamed him for eating it". To blame 

someone for doing something with the hands, use N jeet~, as in: du jeet shux̲waatée 

"I blamed him for doing it". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du kát shutí! Blame it on him/her! 

2p Du kát shuytí! You all blame it on him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du káx̲ shuteeyík̲! Don't blame it on him/her! 

2p Líl du káx̲ shuyteeyík̲! Don't you all blame it on him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du káx̲ shux̲atee I blame it on him/her (regularly) 

3s du káx̲ ashutee s/he blames it on him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du kát shux̲waatée I blamed it on him/her 

3s du kát ashuwatée s/he blamed it on him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du kát shux̲watí I didn't blame it on him/her 

3s tlél du kát ashuwutí s/he didn't blame it on him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du kát shoox̲atéeych I blame it on him/her (every time) 

3s du kát ashootéeych s/he blames it on him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du kát shoox̲atéeych I haven't blamed it on him/her yet 

3s tlél du kát ashootéeych s/he hasn't blamed it on him/her yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du kaadé shukkw̲atée I will blame it on him/her 

3s du kaadé ashukgw̲atée s/he will blame it on him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du kaadé shukkw̲atee I won't blame it on him/her 

3s tlél du kaadé ashukgw̲atee s/he won't blame it on him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) du kát shuka̲tee (dé) (just) let me blame it on him/her (now) 

3s (ch'a) du kát ashuga̲tee (dé) (just) let him/her blame it on him/her 

(now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du kát shukw̲aateeyi yé no way can I blame it on him/her 

3s tlél aadé du kát ashugw̲aateeyi yé no way can s/he blame it on 

him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du kát shukw̲ateeyín I would have blamed it on him/her 

3s du kát ashugw̲ateeyín s/he would have blamed it on him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du kát shux̲atéeni if/when I blame it on him/her 

3s du kát ashutéeni if/when s/he blames it on him/her 
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blind 

Theme: tlél ku̲-S-sh-téen (ga state) 
 for S to be blind 

Naish-Story:  tléil + ku̲-shi-teen 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [see have sight] 
Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ko̲ox̲shatéen I am blind 

2s tlél ke̲eshatéen you are blind 

3s tlél ko̲oshtéen s/he is blind 

1p tlél ku̲tooshtéen we are blind 

2p tlél ka̲yishatéen you all are blind 

3p tlél has ko̲oshtéen they are blind 

4 tlél ku̲dushtéen one is blind 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [see have sight] 
Imperfective habitual (-) (never does it) 

1s tlél ku̲x̲shatéen nooch I usually go blind 

2s tlél ke̲eshatéen nooch you usually go blind 

3s tlél ko̲oshtéen nooch s/he usually goes blind 

1p tlél ku̲tushatéen nooch we usually go blind 

2p tlél ku̲yshatéen nooch you all usually go blind 

3p tlél has ko̲oshtéen nooch they usually go blind 

4 tlél ku̲dushtéen nooch people usually go blind 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [see have sight] 
Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél kei ku̲nax̲shatéen I'm losing my eyesight 

2s tlél kei ki̲neeshtéen / ki̲nishatéen (alternate form) you're losing you're 

eyesight 

3s tlél kei ku̲nashtéen s/he's losing his/her eyesight 

1p tlél kei ku̲ntushatéen we're losing our eyesight 
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2p tlél kei ki̲nayshatéen you all are losing your eyesight 

3p tlél has ku̲nashtéen they're losing their eyesight 

4 tlél kei ku̲ndooshtéen one is losing his/her eyesight 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s [see have sight] 
Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ko̲oshtéenin s/he used to be blind 

3p tlél has ko̲oshtéenin they used to be blind 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s l ko̲oshatéeni the one who is blind 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [see have sight] 
Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei ku̲kkw̲ashatéen I will go blind 

2s tlél kei ki̲kgi̲shatéen you will go blind 

3s tlél kei ku̲gux̲shatéen s/he will go blind 

1p tlél kei ku̲gax̲tushatéen we will go blind 

2p tlél kei ki̲gax̲yishatéen you all will go blind 

3p tlél kei has ku̲gux̲shatéen they will go blind 

4 tlél kei ku̲gax̲dushatéen someone will go blind 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé l ku̲gux̲shitéeni yé no way can s/he be blind 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s tlél ku̲gux̲shatéenin s/he would have been blind 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s l ku̲gooshtéenni if/when s/he goes blind 
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blow around; sail 

Theme: P-t O-l-s'ees~ (na motion) 
 for O to be blown around at P (by wind), to sail 

Naish-Story:  li-s'ees 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s át wulis'ees it's blowing around; it blew around 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél át wuls'ees it's not blowing around; it didn't blow around 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s át nals'ísch it blows around (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s át gux̲las'ées it will blow around 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél át gux̲las'ees it won't blow around 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s át nax̲las'ees let it blow around 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át nax̲wlis'eesi yé no way can it blow around 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át nax̲wlas'eesín it would have blown around 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át nals'ísni if/when it blows around 
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blow, be felt (of breeze, light wind) 

Theme: du-ø-nook~ (ø event) 
 for the wind to blow, be felt (esp. a breeze, light wind) 

Naish-Story:  doo-ya-nook 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa ndunúk it's starting to blow 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s dunúkx̲ it blows (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wuduwanúk it blew; it's blowing 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wudunook it didn't blow; it isn't blowing 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s dunúkch it blows (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél dunúkch it hasn't blown yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s gax̲dunóok it will blow 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél gaxd̲unook it won't blow 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s dunúkni if/when it blows 
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boil 

Theme: d-l-.óok~ (ø event; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for something to boil 

Naish-Story:  li-.ook 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nal.úk it's starting to boil 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s il.úkx̲ it comes to a boil (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wudli.úk it's boiling; it boiled 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wul.ook it's not boiling; it didn't boil 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ul.úkch it boils (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ul.úkch it hasn't boiled yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s gugw̲al.óok it will boil 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél gugw̲al.ook it won't boil 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲l.úk let it boil 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé uxl̲i.úgu yé no way can it boil 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲la.úgun it would have boiled 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s il.úkni if/when it boils 
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boil it 

Theme: O-S-l-.ook~ (ø event; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to boil O (esp. water) 

Naish-Story:  li-.ook 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s La.úk! Boil it! 

2p Yila.úk! You all boil it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ila.úkx̲uk!̲ Don't boil it! 

2p Líl yila.úkx̲uk!̲ Don't you all boil it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲ala.úkx̲ I boil it (regularly) 

3s al.úkx̲ s/he boils it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wali.úk I boiled it 

3s awli.úk s/he boiled it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wala.ook I didn't boil it 

3s tlél awul.ook s/he didn't boil it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wala.úkch I boil it (every time) 

3s ool.úkch s/he boils it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wala.úkch I haven't boiled it yet 

3s tlél ool.úkch s/he hasn't boiled it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲la.óok I will boil it 

3s agux̲la.óok s/he will boil it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲la.ook I won't boil it 

3s tlél aguxl̲a.ook s/he won't boil it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s akl̲a.úk let me boil it 
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3s ax̲la.úk let him/her boil it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kw̲ali.úgu yé no way can I boil it 

3s tlél aadé ooxl̲i.úgu yé no way can s/he boil it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kw̲ala.úgun I would have boiled it 

3s oox̲la.úgun s/he would have boiled it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲ala.úkni if/when I boil it 

3s al.úkni if/when s/he boils it 

Example(s): 

G̲agaan kei naxíxi áwé x̲wala.úkch wé káaxwei ax̲ léelk'u jeeyís. 
When the sun is coming up, I boil the coffee for my grandmother. 

Héen al.úkx̲ cháayoo sákw. 
She boils water for tea. 
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born; exist; live 

Theme: O-ku̲-d-s-teeʰ~ (ga̲ state) 
 for O to be, be in existence, live; for O to be born 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-dzi-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ku̲dzitee it exists; he/she/it is alive 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ko̲ostí it doesn't exist; he/she/it isn't alive 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ko̲owdzitee it existed; he/she/it was born 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲wustee it didn't exist; he/she/it wasn't born 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ku̲ga̲steech it is (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ku̲ga̲steech it doesn't exist yet; he/she/it hasn't been born yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi ku̲kgw̲astée it will exist; he/she/it will be born 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi ku̲kgw̲astee he/she/it won't be born 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ku̲ga̲aga̲stee let it exist; let him/her/it be born 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ko̲oga̲axd̲ziteeyi yé no way can he/she/it be born 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ku̲gw̲aaga̲steeyín he/she/it would have been born 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲ga̲stéeni if/when he/she/it is born 

Example(s): 

Tlél ax̲ yóo x̲'atángi ko̲ostí 
I'm speechless. (Lit: My words don't exist) 
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borrow it 

Theme: O-S-ø-hées' (ga act) 
 for S to borrow O 

Naish-Story:  ya-hees' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gahées'! Borrow it! 

2p Gayhées'! You all borrow it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei eehís'jik!̲ Don't borrow it! 

2p Líl kei yihís'jik!̲ Don't you all borrow it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ahées' s/he is borrowing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oohées' s/he isn't borrowing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei ahées'ch s/he borrows it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aawahées' s/he borrowed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awuhées' s/he didn't borrow it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s agahées'ch s/he borrows it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ugwahées'ch s/he hasn't borrowed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei akgw̲ahées' s/he will borrow it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei akgw̲ahées' s/he won't borrow it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akga̲hées' let him/her borrow it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aahées'i yé no way can s/he borrow it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akgw̲ahées'in s/he would have borrowed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s agahís'ni if s/he borrows it 
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borrow it (esp. round, spherical object) 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-hées' (ga act) 
 for S to borrow O (esp. round, spherical object) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-hees' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kagahées'! Borrow it! 

2p Kagayhées'! You all borrow it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei keehís'jik!̲ Don't borrow it! 

2p Líl kei kayhís'jik!̲ Don't you all borrow it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s akahées' s/he is borrowing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél akoohées' s/he isn't borrowing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei akahées'ch s/he borrows it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akaawahées' s/he borrowed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawuhées' s/he didn't borrow it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akagahées'ch s/he borrows it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akoogahées'ch s/he hasn't borrowed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei akakgw̲ahées' s/he will borrow it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei akakgw̲ahées' s/he won't borrow it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akakga̲hées' let him/her borrow it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akakgw̲aahées'i yé no way can s/he borrow it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akakgw̲ahées'in s/he would have borrowed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akgahís'ni if s/he borrows it 
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bother, trouble him/her; cause him/her anxiety 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-xéel'~ (ø event; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for S to bother, trouble, cause trouble or anxiety for O 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-xeel' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kaxíl'! Bother him/her! 

2p Kayxíl'! You all bother him/her! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kayixéel'ik!̲ Don't bother him/her! 

2p Líl kayeeyxéel'ik!̲ Líl kayeeyxéel'ik̲! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa kanx̲axíl' I'm starting to bother him/her 

3s yaa akanaxíl' he/she/it is starting to bother him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s kax̲axíl'x̲ I bother him/her (regularly) 

3s akaxíl'x̲ he/she/it bothers him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waaxíl' I am bothering him/her; I bothered him/her 

3s akaawaxíl' he/she/it is bothering him/her; he/she/it bothered 

him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kax̲waxéel' I'm not bothering him/her; I didn't bother him/her 

3s tlél akawuxéel' he/she/it isn't bothering him/her; he/she/it didn't 

bother him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s koox̲axíl'ch I bother him/her (every time) 

3s akooxíl'ch he/she/it bothers him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koox̲axéel'ch / tlél koox̲axíl'ch I haven't bothered him/her yet 

3s tlél akooxéel'ch / tlél akooxíl'ch he/she/it hasn't bothered him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲axéel' I will bother him/her 

3s akakgw̲axéel' he/she/it will bother him/her 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲axéel' I won't bother him/her 

3s tlél akakgw̲axéel' he/she/it won't bother him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) kka̲xíl' (dé) (just) let me bother him/her (now) 

3s (ch'a) akga̲xíl' (dé) (just) let him/her/it bother him/her (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kooka̲axíl'i yé no way can I bother him/her 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aaxíl'i yé no way can he/she/it bother him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kooka̲xíl'in I would have bothered him/her 

3s akooga̲xíl'in he/she/it would have bothered him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kax̲axíl'ni if/when I bother him/her 

3s akaxíl'ni if/when he/she/it bothers him/her 

Example(s): 

Ash kaawaxíl' du téix̲'. 
Her heart is causing her trouble. 
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break it (esp. rope-like objects) 

Theme: O-S-l-k'oots~ (na event) 
 for S to break O (esp. rope-like objects) 

Naish-Story:  li-k'oots 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nalk'oots! Break it! 

2p Naylak'oots! You all break it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yóo ilak'útsgik!̲ Don't break it! 

2p Líl yóo yilak'útsgik!̲ Don't you all break it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yoo x̲alik'útsk I break it (regularly) 

3s yoo alik'útsk s/he breaks it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲walik'oots I broke it 

3s awlik'oots s/he broke it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walak'oots I didn't break it 

3s tlél awulk'oots s/he didn't break it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲lak'útsch I break it (every time) 

3s analk'útsch s/he breaks it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél naxw̲lak'útsch I haven't broken it yet 

3s tlél oonalk'útsch s/he hasn't broken it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲lak'óots I will break it 

3s agux̲lak'óots s/he will break it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲lak'oots I won't break it 

3s tlél aguxl̲ak'oots s/he won't break it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲lak'oots let me break it 
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3s anaxl̲ak'oots let him/her break it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé nakw̲alik'oodzi yé no way can I break it 

3s tlél aadé anaxw̲lik'oodzi yé no way can s/he break it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s nakw̲alak'oodzín I would have broken it 

3s anaxw̲lak'oodzín s/he would have broken it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s nax̲lak'útsni if/when I break it 

3s analk'útsni if/when s/he breaks it 
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break it (long object) 

Theme: O-S-l-l'éex'~ (na event) 
 for S to break O (often by bending) (usually long objects) 

Naish-Story:  li-l'eex' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nall'éex'! Break it! 

2p Nayll'éex'! You all break it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo ilal'íx'gik!̲ Don't break it! 

2p Líl yoo yilal'íx'gik!̲ Don't you all break it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo alil'íx'k s/he breaks it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲walil'éex' I broke it 

3s awlil'éex' s/he broke it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walal'éex' I didn't break it 

3s tlél awull'éex' s/he didn't break it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲lal'íx'ch I break it (every time) 

3s anall'íx'ch s/he breaks it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél unaxl̲al'íx'ch I haven't broken it yet 

3s tlél oonall'íx'ch s/he hasn't broken it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲lal'éex' I will break it 

3s agux̲lal'éex' s/he will break it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲lal'éex' I won't break it 

3s tlél aguxl̲al'éex' s/he won't break it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲lal'éex' let me break it 

3s anaxl̲al'éex' let him/her break it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé anaxw̲lil'éex'i yé no way can s/he break it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s anaxw̲lal'éex'in s/he would have broken it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anall'íx'ni if/when s/he breaks it 

Example(s): 

Latín, awull'éex'i x'áande kgw̲anóok. 
Watch it, if he breaks it he'll get mad. 

Wé kakéin aan aksané át awull'éex'i, du tóon gugw̲atée. 
If she breaks her crocheting needle she's going to be irritated. 

Líl yoo ilal'íx'gik ̲- i léelk'u ádi áwé. 
Don't break that - it's your grandmother's. 

Yak'éi áwé, tlél x̲walal'éex'i wé ká̲as'. 
Good, I didn't break the stick. 
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break it (solid object such as wood, metal, etc.) 

Theme: O-S-ø-l'éex'~ (na event) 
 for S to break O (esp. of solid objects, wood, metals, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  ya-l'eex' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nal'éex'! Break it! 

2p Nayl'éex'! You all break it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo eel'íx'gik!̲ Don't break it! 

2p Líl yoo yil'íx'gik!̲ Don't you all break it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ayal'íx'k s/he breaks it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waal'éex' I broke it 

3s aawal'éex' s/he broke it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wal'éex' I didn't break it 

3s tlél awul'éex' s/he didn't break it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲al'íx'ch I break it (every time) 

3s anal'íx'ch s/he breaks it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél naxw̲al'íx'ch I haven't broken it yet 

3s tlél oonal'íx'ch s/he hasn't broken it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲l'éex' I will break it 

3s akgw̲al'éex' s/he will break it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲l'éex' I won't break it 

3s tlél akgw̲al'éex' s/he won't break it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲l'éex' let me break it 

3s anga̲l'éex' let him/her break it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲al'éex'i yé no way can s/he break it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonga̲l'éex'in s/he would have broken it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anal'íx'ni if/when s/he breaks it 
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break (of general, solid object) 

Theme: ø-l'éex'~ (na event) 
 for a general, solid object to break 

Naish-Story:  ya-l'eex' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo yal'íx'k it breaks (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wool'éex' it broke 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wul'éex' it didn't break 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s nal'íx'ch it breaks (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél unal'íx'ch it hasn't broken yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s gugw̲al'éex' it will break 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél gugw̲al'éex' it won't break 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s naga̲l'éex' let it break 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ngw̲aal'éex'i yé no way can it break 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s nagw̲al'éex'in it would have broken 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s nal'íx'ni if/when it breaks 
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break (of long object) 

Theme: l-l'éex'~ (na event) 
 for a long object to break 

Naish-Story:  li-l'eex' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo lil'íx'k it breaks (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wulil'éex' it broke 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wull'éex' it didn't break 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s nall'íx'ch it breaks (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél unall'íx'ch it hasn't broken yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s gux̲lal'éex' it will break 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél gux̲lal'éex' it won't break 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s nax̲lal'éex' let it break 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé naxw̲lil'éex'i yé no way can it break 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s nax̲wlal'éex'in it would have broken 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s nall'íx'ni if/when it breaks 

Example(s): 

Yaa kanx̲atáni áwé nall'íx'ch. 
When I am bending it, it breaks. 

Ch'u tlei a káa x̲wanoogú nall'íx'ch wé káayagi̲jeit x̲'oosí. 
When I sit on it, the chair leg breaks (every time). 
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breed them 

Theme: O-S-s-x̲eit~ (ga event) 
 for S to breed O 

Naish-Story:  dzi-x̲eet 

Variants: O-S-s-x̲eet~ (ga event) 
Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei isax̲étjik!̲ Don't breed them! 

2p Líl kei yisax̲etjik!̲ Don't you all breed them! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s asx̲ét nooch s/he always breeds them 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei nax̲sax̲ét I am breeding them 

3s kei anasx̲ét s/he is breeding them 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei asx̲étch s/he breeds them (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasix̲eit I bred them 

3s awsix̲eit s/he bred them 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasaxe̲it I didn't breed them 

3s tlél awusx̲eit s/he didn't breed them 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél goox̲sax̲étch I haven't bred them yet 

3s tlél agoosx̲étch s/he hasn't bred them yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲asax̲éit I will breed them 

3s kei agux̲sax̲éit s/he will breed them 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲asaxe̲it I won't breed them 

3s tlél kei agux̲saxe̲it s/he won't breed them 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gaka̲saxe̲it let me breed them 

3s agax̲saxe̲it let him/her breed them 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé agux̲sixe̲idi yé no way can s/he breed them 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agux̲sax̲eidín s/he would have bred them 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s agasx̲étni if/when s/he breeds them 
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bring it out, unearth it; pick it up (usually long, complex 

object) 

Theme: kei O-S-s-taan~ (ø motion) 
 for S to bring out, unearth O (usually long, complex object)(esp. from a 

box or other container or place which O is kept); for S to pick up, lift 

up O 

Naish-Story:  si-taan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kei sataan! Bring it out! 

2p Kei yisataan! You all bring it out! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei isatánjik!̲ Don't bring it out! 

2p Líl kei yisatánjik!̲ Don't you all bring it out! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei astánch s/he brings it out (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kei x̲wsitán I brought it out 

3s kei awsitán s/he brought it out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲wasataan I didn't bring it out 

3s tlél kei awustaan s/he didn't bring it out 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kei x̲wasataanch I bring it out (every time) 

3s kei oostaanch s/he brings it out (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kei x̲wasataanch I haven't brought it out yet 

3s tlél kei oostaanch s/he hasn't brought it out yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲asatáan I will bring it out 

3s kei agux̲satáan s/he will bring it out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲asataan I won't bring it out 

3s tlél kei agux̲sataan s/he won't bring it out 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kei ka̲sataan let me bring it out 

3s kei ax̲sataan let him/her bring it out 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kei oox̲sitaani yé no way can s/he bring it out 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kei oox̲sataanín s/he would have brought it out 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kei astánni if/when s/he brings it out 
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bring it out, unearth it; pick it up (general, often compact 

object) 

Theme: kei O-S-ø-teeʰ~ (ø motion) 
 or S to bring out, unearth O (general, often compact object)(esp. from 

a box or other container or place which O is kept); for S to pick up, lift 

up O 

Naish-Story:  kei ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kei tí! Bring it out! 

2p Kei yití! You all bring it out! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei eeteejík̲! Don't bring it out! 

2p Líl kei yiteejík!̲ Don't you all bring it out! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei ateech s/he brings it out (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kei x̲waatée I brought it out 

3s kei aawatée s/he brought it out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲watee I didn't bring it out 

3s tlél kei awutee s/he didn't bring it out 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kei x̲watéeych I bring it out (every time) 

3s kei ootéeych s/he brings it out (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kei x̲watéeych I haven't brought it out yet 

3s tlél kei ootéeych s/he hasn't brought it out yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲atée I will bring it out 

3s kei akgw̲atée s/he will bring it out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲atee I won't bring it out 

3s tlél kei akgw̲atee s/he won't bring it out 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kei ka̲tee let me bring it out 

3s kei aga̲tee let him/her bring it out 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kei agw̲aateeyi yé no way can s/he bring it out 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kei agw̲ateeyín s/he would have brought it out 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kei atéeni if/when s/he brings it out 
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bring, carry it inside (of container full of liquid or small 

objects) 

Theme: neil O-S-s-.een~ (ø motion) 
 for S to bring O (container full of liquid or small objects) inside 

Naish-Story:  si-.een 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Neil sa.ín! Bring it inside! 

2p Neil yisa.ín! You all bring it inside! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl neilx̲ isa.eeník̲! Don't bring it inside! 

2p Líl neilx̲ yisa.eeník̲! Don't you all bring it inside! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s neilx̲ as.een s/he brings it inside (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s neil x̲wasi.ín I brought it inside 

3s neil awsi.ín s/he brought it inside 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél neil x̲wasa.eenI didn't bring it inside 

3s tlél neil awus.een s/he didn't bring it inside 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s neil x̲wasa.eench I bring it inside (every time) 

3s neil oos.eench s/he brings it inside (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél neil x̲wasa.eench I haven't brought it inside 

3s tlél neil oos.eench s/he hasn't brought it inside yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s neildé kk̲wasa.éen I will bring it inside 

3s neildé agux̲sa.éen s/he will bring it inside 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél neildé kkw̲asa.een I won't bring it inside 

3s tlél neildé agux̲sa.een s/he won't bring it inside 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s neil ax̲sa.een let him/her bring it inside 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé neil oox̲si.eeni yé no way can s/he bring it inside 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s neil oox̲sa.eenín s/he would have brought it inside 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s neil as.éeni if/when s/he brings it inside 
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bruised; discolored; colored 

Theme: O-ka-d-yéis'~ (ø event) 
 for O to be colored, discolored, bruised 

Naish-Story:  ka-di-yeis' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kadayés'x̲ he/she/it bruises easily 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at kawdiyés' I am bruised 

3s kawdiyés' he/she/it is bruised 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at kawdayéis' I'm not bruised 

3s tlél kawdayéis' he/she/it isn't bruised 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at koodayés'ch I get bruised (every time) 

3s koodayés'ch he/she/it gets bruised (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at koodayés'ch I haven't gotten bruised yet 

3s tlél koodayés'ch he/she/it hasn't bruised yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at kagux̲dayéis' I will be bruised 

3s kagux̲dayéis' he/she/it will be bruised 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at kagux̲dayéis' I won't be bruised 

3s tlél kagux̲dayéis' he/she/it won't be bruised 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) x̲at kax̲dayéis' / x̲at kax̲dayéis'i (just) let me get bruised 

3s (ch'a) kax̲dayéis' / kax̲dayéis'i (just) let him/her/it get bruised 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kux̲diyéis'i yé no way can he/she/it bruise 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kux̲dayéis'in he/she/it would have bruised 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kadayés'ni if/when he/she/it bruises 
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build a fire 

Theme: shóo-t~ a-S-d-.aak~ (ø event) 
 for S to build a fire (using wood) 

Naish-Story:  shóo- + a-di-.aak 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Shóot eeda.ák! Build a fire! 

2p Shóot ayda.ák! You all build a fire! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl shóox̲ eeda.aagík!̲ Don't build a fire! 

2p Líl shóox̲ ayda.aagík!̲ Don't you all build a fire! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s shóox̲ ada.aak s/he builds a fire (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s shóot axw̲di.ák I built a fire 

3s shóot awdi.ák s/he built a fire 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél shóot axw̲da.aak I didn't build a fire 

3s tlél shóot awda.aak s/he didn't build a fire 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s shóot oox̲da.aakch I build a fire (every time) 

3s shóot ooda.aakch s/he builds a fire (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél shóot oox̲da.aakch I haven't built a fire yet 

3s tlél shóot ooda.aakch s/he hasn't built a fire yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s shóode akkw̲ada.áak I will build a fire 

3s shóode agux̲da.áak s/he will build a fire 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél shóode akkw̲ada.aak I won't build a fire 

3s tlél shóode agux̲da.aak s/he won't build a fire 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s shóot akd̲a.aak let me build a fire 

3s shóot axd̲a.aak let him/her build a fire 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé shóot oox̲di.aagi yé no way can s/he build a fire 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s shóot oox̲da.aagín s/he would have built a fire 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s shóot ada.ákni if/when s/he builds a fire 
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build it; make it; construct it 

Theme: O-S-l-yeix̲~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to build O; for S to make, construct O 

Naish-Story:  li-yeix̲ 

Variants: O-S-l-yeex̲~ (ø act) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Layéx̲! Build it! 

2p Yilayéx̲! You all build it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ilayéx̲x̲ik!̲ Don't build it! 

2p Líl yilayéx̲x̲ik!̲ Don't you all build it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s alyéix̲ s/he is building it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oolyéx̲ s/he isn't building it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awliyéx̲ s/he built it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awulyeix̲ s/he didn't build it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s oolyéx̲ch s/he builds it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oolyéx̲ch s/he hasn't built it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s agux̲layéix ̲ s/he will build it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél agux̲layeix ̲s/he won't build it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ax̲layéx ̲ let him/her build it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oox̲liyéxi̲ yé no way can s/he build it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oox̲layéx̲in s/he would have built it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s alyéx̲ni if/when s/he builds it 
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burn him/her/it (flesh, skin); scald it 

Theme: O-S-l-x̲'éix̲'~ (ø event) 
 for S to burn O (flesh, skin); for S to scald O 

Naish-Story:  li-x̲'eix̲' 

Variants: -x̲'éex̲'~ 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Lax̲'éx̲'! Burn it! 

2p Yilax'̲éx̲'! You all burn it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ilax'̲éx̲'x̲ik!̲ Don't burn him/her/it! 

2p Líl yilax'̲éx̲'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all burn him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲alax'̲éx̲'x̲ I burn him/her/it (regularly) 

3s alx'̲éx̲'x̲ he/she/it burns him/her/it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲walix̲'éx̲' I burned him/her/it 

3s awlix'̲éx̲' he/she/it burned him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walax'̲éix̲' I didn't burn him/her/it 

3s tlél awulx'̲éix̲' s/he didn't burn him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲walax'̲éix̲'ch I burn him/her/it (every time) 

3s oolx̲'éix̲'ch he/she/it burns him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲walax'̲éix̲'ch I haven't burned him/her/it yet 

3s tlél oolx̲'éix̲'ch s/he hasn't burned him/her/it 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲lax'̲éix̲' I will burn him/her/it 

3s agux̲lax'̲éix̲' he/she/it will burn him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲lax'̲éix̲' I won't burn him/her/it 

3s tlél agux̲lax'̲éix̲' s/he won't burn him/her/it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲lax'̲éix̲' let me burn him/her/it 

3s ax̲lax'̲éix̲' let him/her burn him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kw̲alix'̲éix̲'i yé no way can I burn him/her/it 

3s tlél aadé oox̲lix'̲éix̲'i yé no way can s/he burn him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kw̲alax'̲éix̲'in I would have burned him/her/it 

3s ax̲wlax'̲éix̲'in s/he would have burned him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲alax'̲éx̲'ni if/when I burn him/her/it 

3s alx'̲éx̲'ni if/when s/he burns him/her/it 
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burn it up 

Theme: kei O-S-s-gaan~ (ø motion) 
 for S to burn O up 

Naish-Story:  si-gaan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kei sagaan! Burn it up! 

2p Kei yisagaan! You all burn it up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei isagánjik!̲ Don't burn it up! 

2p Líl kei yisagánjik!̲ Don't you all burn it up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei nax̲sagán I am burning it up 

3s kei anasgán s/he is burning it up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei asgánch s/he burns it up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kei x̲wsigán I burned it up 

3s kei awsigán s/he burned it up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲wsagaan I didn't burn it up 

3s tlél kei awusgaan s/he didn't burn it up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kei x̲wsagaanch I burn it up (every time) 

3s kei oosgaanch s/he burns it up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kei x̲wsagaanch I haven't burned it up yet 

3s tlél kei oosgaanch s/he hasn't burned it up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲asagáan I will burn it up 

3s kei agux̲sagáan s/he will burn it up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲asagaan I won't burn it up 

3s tlél kei agux̲sagaan s/he won't burn it up 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kei ka̲sagaan let me burn it up 

3s kei ax̲sagaan let him/her burn it up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kei ax̲wsigaani yé no way can s/he burn it up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kei oox̲sagaanín s/he would have burned it up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kei asgánni if/when s/he burns it up 
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burned 

Theme: O-d-x̲'éex̲'~ (ø event) 
 for O to be burned (of flesh, skin), become shriveled and brittle 

through burning 

Naish-Story:  di-x̲'eex̲' 

Variants: O-d-x̲'éix̲'~ (ø event) 
Notes 

Note that while the form: (ch'a) g ̲adax ̲'éex̲' "(just) let him/her get burned" is 

grammatical, it is not something one would normally say. 

Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2s Idax̲'íx̲' tsá! See that you don't get burned! 

2p Yee dax̲'íx̲' tsá! See that you all don't get burned! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s dax̲'íx̲'x̲ s/he gets burned (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wudix̲'íx'̲ I got burned 

3s wudix̲'íx̲' s/he got burned 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wudax̲'éex̲' I didn't get burned 

3s tlél wudax̲'éex̲' s/he didn't get burned 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at udax̲'íx̲'ch I get burned (every time) 

3s udax̲'íx̲'ch s/he gets burned (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at udax̲'íx̲'ch I haven't gotten burned yet 

3s tlél udax'̲íx'̲ch s/he hasn't gotten burned yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at gux̲dax̲'éex̲' I will get burned 

3s gux̲dax̲'éex̲' s/he will get burned 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at gux̲dax̲'éex̲' I won't get burned 

3s tlél gux̲dax̲'éex̲' s/he won't get burned 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s (ch'a) ga̲dax'̲éex̲' (just) let him/her get burned 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ux̲dix'̲éex̲'i yé no way can s/he get burned 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲dax̲'éex̲'in s/he would have gotten burned 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s dax̲'íx̲'ni if/when s/he gets burned 
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burn, catch alight; for a light to be on 

Theme: P-t~ a-ka-ø-gaan~ (ø motion) 
 for P (light) to be on; for P (fire) to burn, catch alight 

Naish-Story:  A- + a-ka-ya-gaan 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ akagaan it is lit (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s át akaawagán it's lit 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél át akawugaan it's not lit 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s át akoogaanch it lights (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél át akoogaanch it hasn't lit yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aadé akakgw̲agáan it will be lit 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akakgw̲agaan it won't be lit 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s át akga̲gaan let it be lit 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át akgw̲aagaani yé no way can it light 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át akgw̲agaanín it would have lit 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át akagánní if/when it lights 
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busy 

Theme: N daat át ku̲-d-s-teeʰ~ (ga̲ state) 
 for N to be busy, occupied with things 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-dzi-tee 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ax̲ daat át ku̲dzitee I'm busy 

3s du daat át ku̲dzitee s/he's busy 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax ̲daat át ko̲ostí I'm not busy 

3s tlél du daat át ko̲ostí s/he isn't busy 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s ax̲ daat át yei ku̲steech I am busy (regularly) 

3s du daat át yei ku̲steech s/he is busy (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲ daat át ko̲owdzitee I was busy 

3s du daat át ko̲owdzitee s/he was busy 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax ̲daat át ku̲wustee I wasn't busy 

3s tlél du daat át ku̲wustee s/he wasn't busy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ax̲ daat át ku̲ga̲steech I get busy (every time) 

3s du daat át ku̲ga̲steech s/he gets busy (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ax ̲daat át ku̲ga̲steech I haven't gotten busy yet 

3s tlél du daat át ku̲ga̲steech s/he hasn't gotten busy yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ax̲ daat át yei ku̲kgw̲astée I will be busy 

3s du daat át yei ku̲kgw̲astée s/he will be busy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ax ̲daat át yéi ku̲kgw̲astee I won't be busy 

3s tlél du daat át yéi ku̲kgw̲astee s/he won't be busy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ax̲ daat át ku̲ga̲aga̲stee let me be busy 
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3s du daat át ku̲ga̲aga̲stee let him/her be busy 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ax ̲daat át ko̲oga̲axd̲ziteeyi yé no way can I be busy 

3s tlél aadé du daat át ko̲oga̲axd̲ziteeyi yé no way can s/he be busy 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s ax̲ daat át ku̲gw̲aaga̲steeyín I would have been busy 

3s du daat át ku̲gw̲aaga̲steeyín s/he would have been busy 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s ax̲ daat át ku̲ga̲stéení if/when I am busy 

3s du daat át ku̲ga̲stéení if/when s/he is busy 
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buy it 

Theme: O-S-ø-.ooʰ (na event) 
 for S to buy O 

Naish-Story:  ya-.oo 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Na.oo! Buy it! 

2p Nay.oo! You all buy it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo ee.eigík!̲ Don't buy it! 

2p Líl yoo yi.eigík!̲ Don't you all buy it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yoo x̲aa.eik I buy it (regularly) 

3s yoo aya.eik s/he buys it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waa.oo I bought it 

2s iya.oo you bought it 

3s aawa.oo s/he bought it 

1p wutuwa.oo we bought it 

2p yeey.oo you all bought it 

3p has aawa.oo they bought it 

4 wuduwa.oo someone bought it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wa.oo I didn't buy it 

2s tlél yi.oo you didn't buy it 

3s tlél awu.oo s/he didn't buy it 

1p tlél wutoo.oo we didn't buy it 

2p tlél yeey.oo you all didn't buy it 

3p tlél has awu.oo they didn't buy it 

4 tlél wudu.oo nobody bought it 
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Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲a.eich I buy it (every time) 

2s nee.eich you buy it (every time) 

3s ana.eich s/he buys it (every time) 

1p natoo.eich we buy it (every time) 

2p nay.eich you all buy it (every time) 

3p has ana.eich they buy it (every time) 

4 nadu.eich someone buys it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél naxw̲a.eich I haven't bought it yet 

2s tlél nee.eich you haven't bought it yet 

3s tlél oona.eich s/he hasn't bought it yet 

1p tlél natoo.eich we haven't bought it yet 

2p tlél nay.eich you all haven't bought it yet 

3p tlél has oona.eich they haven't bought it yet 

4 tlél nadu.eich nobody has bought it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲.oo I will buy it 

2s gage̲e.oo you will buy it 

3s akgw̲a.oo s/he will buy it 

1p gax̲too.oo we will buy it 

2p gax̲yi.oo you all will buy it 

3p has akgw̲a.oo they will buy it 

4 gax̲du.oo someone will buy it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲.oo I won't buy it 

2s tlél gage̲e.oo you won't buy it 

3s tlél akgw̲a.oo s/he won't buy it 

1p tlél gaxt̲oo.oo we won't buy it 

2p tlél gaxy̲i.oo you all won't buy it 

3p tlél has akgw̲a.oo they won't buy it 

4 tlél gaxd̲u.oo nobody will buy it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲.oo let me buy it 
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3s anga̲.oo let him/her buy it 

1p nax̲too.oo let us buy it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé nakw̲aa.oowu yé no way can I buy it 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲a.oowu yé no way can s/he buy it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s nakw̲a.oowún I would have bought it 

3s angw̲a.oowún s/he would have bought it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s nax̲a.einí if/when I buy it 

3s ana.einí if/when s/he buys it 
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buy it (round, spherical object) 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-.ooʰ (na event) 
 for S to buy O (usually round, spherical object) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-.oo 

Notes 

While the ka- prefix once referred specifically to something round or spherical in 

shape, this distinction may be falling out of use, as some modern speakers consider 

akaawa.oo and aawa.oo to mean exactly the same thing. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kana.oo! Buy it! 

2p Kanay.oo! You all buy it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo kee.eigík!̲ Don't buy it! 

2p Líl yoo kay.eigík!̲ Don't you all buy it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo akaya.eik s/he buys it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waa.oo I bought it 

3s akaawa.oo s/he bought it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲a.oo I didn't buy it 

3s tlél akawu.oo s/he didn't buy it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kanx̲a.eich I buy it (every time) 

3s akana.eich s/he buys it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kanxw̲a.eich I haven't bought it yet 

3s tlél akuna.eich s/he hasn't bought it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲a.oo I will buy it 

3s akakgw̲a.oo s/he will buy it 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲a.oo I won't buy it 

3s tlél akakgw̲a.oo s/he won't buy it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kanka̲.oo let me buy it 

3s akanga̲.oo let him/her buy it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akungw̲aa.oowu yé no way can s/he buy it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akungw̲a.oowún s/he would have bought it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akana.einí if/when s/he buys it 
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call him/her on the phone II 

Theme: N jee-t~ x̲'a-S-d-taan~ (ø motion) 
 for S to call N on telephone 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du jeet x̲'eedatán! Call him/her on the phone! 

2p Du jeet x̲'aydatán! You all call him/her on the phone! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du jeex̲ x̲'eedataaník!̲ Don't call him/her on the phone! 

2p Líl du jeex̲ x̲'eeydataaník!̲Don't you all call him/her on the phone! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du jeex̲ x̲'axd̲ataan I call him/her on the phone (regularly) 

3s du jeex̲ x̲'adataan s/he calls him/her on the phone (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du jeet x̲'ax̲wditán I called him/her on the phone 

2s du jeet x̲'eeditán you called him/her on the phone 

3s du jeet x̲'awditán s/he called him/her on the phone 

1p du jeet x̲'awtuditán we called him/her on the phone 

2p du jeet x̲'ayeeyditán you all called him/her on the phone 

3p du jeet has x̲'awditán they called him/her on the phone 

4 du jeet x̲'awduwatán someone called him/her on the phone 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲'ax̲wdataan I didn't call him/her on the phone 

2s tlél du jeet x̲'eedataan you didn't call him/her on the phone 

3s tlél du jeet x̲'awdataan s/he didn't call him/her on the phone 

1p tlél du jeet x̲'awtudataan we didn't call him/her on the phone 

2p tlél du jeet x̲'ayeeydataan you all didn't call him/her on the phone 

3p tlél du jeet has x̲'awdataan they didn't call him/her on the phone 

4 tlél du jeet x̲'awdutaan nobody called him/her on the phone 
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Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲'eix̲dataanch I haven't called him/her on the phone yet 

2s tlél du jeet x̲'eedataanch you haven't called him/her on the phone yet 

3s tlél du jeet x̲'eidataanch s/he hasn't called him/her on the phone yet 

1p tlél du jeet x̲'atudataanch we haven't called him/her on the phone yet 

2p tlél du jeet x̲'aydataanch you all haven't called him/her on the phone 

yet 

3p tlél du jeet has x̲'eidataanch they haven't called him/her on the phone 

yet 

4 tlél du jeet x̲'adutaanch nobody has called him/her on the phone yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du jeedé x̲'akkw̲adatáan I will call him/her on the phone 

2s du jeedé x̲'akgi̲datáan you will call him/her on the phone 

3s du jeedé x̲'agux̲datáan s/he will call him/her on the phone 

1p du jeedé x̲'agax̲tudatáan we will call him/her on the phone 

2p du jeedé x̲'agax̲yidatáan you all will call him/her on the phone 

3p du jeedé has x̲'agux̲datáan they will call him/her on the phone 

4 du jeedé x̲'agax̲dutáan someone will call him/her on the phone 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeedé x̲'akkw̲adataan I won't call him/her on the phone 

2s tlél du jeedé x̲'akgi̲dataan you won't call him/her on the phone 

3s tlél du jeedé x̲'agux̲dataans/he won't call him/her on the phone 

1p tlél du jeedé x̲'agaxt̲udataan we won't call him/her on the phone 

2p tlél du jeedé x̲'agaxy̲idataan you all won't call him/her on the phone 

3p tlél du jeedé has x̲'agux̲dataan they won't call him/her on the phone 

4 tlél du jeedé x̲'agaxd̲utaannobody will call him/her on the phone 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du jeet x̲'aka̲dataan let me call him/her on the phone 

3s du jeet x̲'axd̲ataan let him/her call him/her on the phone 

1p du jeet x̲'axt̲udataan let us call him/her on the phone 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du jeet x̲'eika̲ditaani yé no way can I call him/her on the 

phone 
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3s tlél aadé du jeet x̲'eix̲ditaani yé no way can s/he call him/her on the 

phone 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du jeet x̲'akw̲adataanín I would have called him/her on the phone 

3s du jeet x̲'ax̲wdataanín s/he would have called him/her on the phone 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du jeet x̲'ax̲datánni if/when I call him/her on the phone 

3s du jeet x̲'adatánni if/when s/he calls him/her on the phone 

Example(s): 

K̲ux̲waateení áwé ch'a tlákw du jeex̲ x̲'ax̲dataan. 
When I travel, I always call her on the phone. 

Wé k̲aa káx̲ yóo x̲'atángi ch'a yeisú du jeet x̲'awditán. 
The lawyer just called him. 
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call him/her that 

Theme: O-S-ø-sáakw (na state) 
 for S to call O by a certain name 

Naish-Story:  ya-saa 

Notes 

The difference between: yéi aawasáa 's/he named him/her/it that' and yéi 

aawasáakw 's/he called him/her/it that' is one of repetition. The former denotes a 

one-time event in which someone or something was given a name, while the latter 

depicts repeatedly calling someone or something by a name. Note that the latter 

form: yéi ayasáakw has the iterative suffix (-kw), which generally denotes a 

repeated action. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yéi nasáakw! Call him/her/it that! 

2p Yéi naysáakw! You all call him/her/it that! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl yéi eesáaguk̲! Don't call him/her/it that! 

2p Líl yéi yisáaguk!̲ Don't you all call him/her/it that! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yéi ayasáakw s/he calls him/her/it that 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi oosáakw s/he doesn't call him/her/it that 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s yéi asáakw nooch s/he always calls him/her/it that 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yéi aawasáakw s/he called him/her/it that 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi awusáakw s/he didn't call him/her/it that 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi akgw̲asáakw s/he will call him/her/it that 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi akgw̲asáakw s/he won't call him/her/it that 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yéi anga̲sáakw let him/her call him/her/it that 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi oonga̲asáagu yé no way can s/he call him/her/it that 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi oonga̲sáagun s/he would have called him/her/it that 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi anasáakwni 
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call him/her; summon him/her 

Theme: O-S-ø-x̲oox̲ (ga̲ act) 
 for S to call, summon O 

Naish-Story:  ya-x̲oox̲ 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲ax̲oox̲! Call him/her! 

2p G̲ayx̲oox̲! You all call him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yei eex̲úx̲jik̲! Don't call him/her! 

2p Líl yei yix̲úx̲jik!̲ Don't you all call him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲ax̲oox̲ I'm calling him/her 

3s ax̲oox̲ s/he is calling him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wax̲oox̲ I'm not calling him/her 

3s tlél oox̲oox̲ s/he isn't calling him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei ax̲oox̲ch s/he calls him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waax̲oox̲ I called him/her 

3s aawax̲oox ̲ s/he called him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wax̲oox̲ I didn't call him/her 

3s tlél awux̲oox̲ s/he didn't call him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ka̲x̲oox̲ch I call him/her (every time) 

3s aga̲x̲ooxc̲h s/he calls him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kw̲ax̲oox̲ch I haven't called him/her yet 

3s tlél ooga̲x̲oox̲ch s/he hasn't called him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yei kkw̲ax̲oox̲ I will call him/her 

3s yei akgw̲ax̲oox̲ s/he will call him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yei kkw̲ax̲oox̲ I won't call him/her 
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3s tlél yei akgw̲ax̲oox̲ s/he won't call him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲aka̲x̲oox ̲ let me call him/her 

3s aga̲aga̲x̲oox ̲ let him/her call him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aga̲agw̲aax̲ooxu̲ yé no way can s/he call him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aga̲agw̲ax̲oox̲ún s/he would have called him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aga̲x̲oox̲ní if/when s/he calls him/her 
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call out to him/her; shout to, holler at him/her 

Theme: O-S-ø-.éex' (na act) 
 for S to call out to, shout to, holler at O 

Naish-Story:  ya-.eex' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Na.éex'! Call out to him/her! 

2p Nay.éex'! You all call out to him/her! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl ee.éex'ik!̲ Don't call out to him/her! 

2p Líl yi.éex'ik!̲ Don't you all call out to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲a.éex' I call out to him/her; I am calling out to him/her 

3s a.éex' s/he calls out to him/her; s/he is calling out to him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wa.éex' I don't call out to him/her; I'm not calling out to 

him/her 

3s tlél oo.éex' s/he doesn't call out to him/her; s/he isn't calling out to 

him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo aya.éex'k s/he calls out to him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waa.éex' I called out to him/her 

3s aawa.éex' s/he called out to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wa.eex' I didn't call out to him/her 

3s tlél awu.éex' s/he didn't call out to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲a.éex'ch I call out to him/her (every time) 

3s ana.éex'ch s/he calls out to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél naxw̲a.éex'ch I haven't called out to him/her yet 

3s tlél oona.éex'ch s/he hasn't called out to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲.éex' I will call out to him/her 

3s akgw̲a.éex' s/he will call out to him/her 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲.éex' I won't call out to him/her 

3s tlél akgw̲a.éex' s/he won't call out to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲.éex' let me call out to him/her 

3s anga̲.éex' let him/her call out to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲a.éex'i yé no way can s/he call out to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonga̲.éex'in s/he would have called out to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ana.éex'ni if/when s/he calls out to him/her 

Example(s): 

I keidlí na.éex'! 
Call your dog! 

X̲at na.éex' x'wán wulaayí. 
Be sure and holler at me when it thaws out. 

X̲waa.áx̲, x̲at woo.éex'i. 
I heard her call me. 
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calm, peaceful (esp. of bodies of water) 

Theme: ka-du-ø-yéil'~ (ø event) 
 for something (esp. bodies of water) to be calm, peaceful 

Naish-Story:  ka-doo-ya-yeil' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa kanduyél' it's calming down 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kaduyél'x̲ it calms down (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawduwayél' it's calm 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawduyéil' it isn't calm 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél koodayéil'ch it hasn't calmed down yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kagax̲duyéil' it will calm down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kagax̲duyéil' it won't calm down 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kaduyél'ni if/when it's calm 
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calm, peaceful (of weather) 

Theme: ku̲-ka-du-yéil'~ (ø event) 
 for the weather to be calm, peaceful, without storm 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-ka-doo-ya-yeil' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa ku̲kanduyél' the weather is calming down 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ku̲kaduyél'x̲ the weather calms down (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ku̲kawduwayél' the weather is calm 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲kawduyéil' the weather isn't calm 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ku̲koodayéil'ch the weather hasn't calmed down yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ku̲kagax̲duyéil' the weather will calm down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲kagax̲duyéil' the weather won't calm down 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲kaduyél'ni if/when the weather calms down 
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care about it; think about it, consider it; have an opinion 

about it 

Theme: N daa O-tu-ø-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for O to care about N; for O to think about, consider N; for O to have an 

opinion about N 

Naish-Story:  a daa + tu-ya-tee 

Notes 

This verb has several connotations, as demonstrated by this sentence: K'idéin du 

daa tuwatee, which can mean any of the following: "He thinks good of him"; "He's 

really thinking aobut him"; or "He really cares about him." 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s A daa itunatí! Care about it! [does not occur] 

2p A daa yee tunatí! You all care about it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s a daat x̲at tuwatee I care about it 

3s a daa tuwatee s/he cares about it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél a daa x̲at tootí I don't care about it 

3s tlél a daa tootí s/he doesn't care about it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s a daa x̲at tunateech I care about it (every time) 

3s a daa tunateech s/he cares about it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél a daa x̲at tunateech I haven't cared about it yet 

3s tlél a daa tunateech s/he hasn't cared about it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s a daa x̲at tukgw̲atée I will care about it 

3s a daa tukgw̲atée s/he will care about it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél a daa x̲at tukgw̲atee I won't care about it 

3s tlél a daa tukgw̲atee s/he won't care about it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s a daa x̲at tunga̲tee let me care about it 

3s a daa tunga̲tee let him/her care about it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé a daa x̲at tunga̲ateeyi yé no way can I care about it 

3s tlél aadé a daa tunga̲ateeyi yé no way can s/he care about it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s a daa x̲at tunga̲teeyín I would have cared about it 

3s a daa tunga̲teeyín s/he would have cared about it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s a daa x̲at tunatéeni if/when I care about it 

3s a daa tunatéeni if/when s/he cares about it 

Example(s): 

Líl kayeeshóoguk,̲ Chx̲ánk', ch'as eeshandéin du daa itunatí. Tlél duskweix̲ wáa sá yéi 

yan has kawdayaayí. 
Don't laugh at him, grandchild, have compassion for him. Nobody knows why they 

turned out that way. 

K'idéin a daa tuwatee wé at yátx'i. 
She really cares for the children. 
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care for him/her, take care of him/her 

Theme: N daat~ O-ya-s-taak~̲ (Ø event) 
 for O to care for, take care of N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a daa + ya-si-taak ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du daat iyasaták!̲ Take care of him/her! 

2p Du daat yee yasaták!̲ You all take care of him/her! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du daat iyawustaagí̲k!̲ Don't take care of him/her! 

2p Líl du daat yee yawustaagí̲k!̲ Don't you all take care of him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du daax̲ xa̲t yasataak ̲ I take care of him/her (regularly) 

3s du daax̲ yasataak ̲ s/he takes care of him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du daat x̲at yawsiták ̲ I am taking care of him/her; I took care of 

him/her 

2s du daat iyawsiták ̲you are taking care of him/her; you took care of 

him/her 

3s du daat yawsiták ̲ s/he is taking care of him/her; s/he took care of 

him/her 

1p du daat haa yawsiták ̲ we are taking care of him/her; we took care of 

him/her 

2p du daat yee yawsiták ̲ you all are taking care of him/her; you all took 

care of him/her 

3p du daat has yawsiták ̲ they are taking care of him/her; they took care of 

him/her 

4 du daat ku̲yawsiták ̲ people are taking care of him/her; people took 

care of him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du daat x̲at yawustaak ̲ I'm not taking care of him/her; I didn't 

take care of him/her 

2s tlél du daat iyawustaak ̲ you aren't taking care of him/her; you didn't 
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take care of him/her 

3s tlél du daat yawustaak ̲ s/he isn't taking care of him/her; s/he didn't 

take care of him/her 

1p tlél du daat haa yawustaak ̲ we aren't taking care of him/her; we 

didn't take care of him/her 

2p tlél du daat yee yawustaak ̲ you all aren't taking care of him/her; you 

all didn't take care of him/her 

3p tlél du daat has yawustaak ̲ they aren't taking care of him/her; they 

didn't take care of him/her 

4 tlél du daat ku̲yawustaak ̲ nobody is taking care of him/her; nobody 

took care of him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du daat x̲at yoostaakc̲h / du daat woostaakc̲h I take care of him/her 

(every time) 

2s du daat iyoostaakc̲h / du daat iwoostaakc̲h you take care of him/her 

(every time) 

3s du daat yoostaakc̲h / du daat woostaakc̲h s/he takes care of him/her 

(every time) 

1p du daat haa yoostaakc̲h / du daat woostaakc̲h we take care of him/her 

(every time) 

2p du daat yee yoostaakc̲h / du daat woostaakc̲h you all take care of 

him/her (every time) 

3p du daat has yoostaakc̲h / du daat woostaakc̲h they take care of 

him/her (every time) 

4 du daat ku̲yoostaakc̲h / du daat ku̲woostaakc̲h s/he is taken care of 

(every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du daat x̲at yoostaakc̲h / tlél du daat woostaakc̲h I haven't taken 

care of him/her yet 

2s tlél du daat iyoostaakc̲h / tlél du daat iwoostaakc̲h you haven't taken 

care of him/her yet 

3s tlél du daat yoostaakc̲h / tlél du daat woostaakc̲h s/he hasn't taken 

care of him/her yet 

1p tlél du daat haa yoostaakc̲h / tlél du daat woostaakc̲h we haven't taken 

care of him/her yet 

2p tlél du daat yee yoostaakc̲h / tlél du daat woostaakc̲h you all haven't 

taken care of him/her yet 

3p tlél du daat has yoostaakc̲h / tlél du daat woostaakc̲h they haven't 
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taken care of him/her yet 

4 tlél du daat ku̲yoostaakc̲h / tlél du daat ku̲woostaakc̲h s/he hasn't been 

taken care of yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s du daat yawustaagí̲n s/he took care of him/her 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du daadé xa̲t yagux̲satáak ̲I will take care of him/her 

2s du daadé iyagux̲satáak ̲ you will take care of him/her 

3s du daadé yagux̲satáak ̲s/he will take care of him/her 

1p du daadé haa yagux̲satáak ̲ we will take care of him/her 

2p du daadé yee yagux̲satáak ̲ you all will take care of him/her 

3p du daadé has yagux̲satáak ̲they will take care of him/her 

4 du daadé ku̲yagux̲satáak ̲ S/he will be taken care of 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du daadé xa̲t yagux̲sataak ̲I won't take care of him/her 

2s tlél du daadé iyagux̲sataak ̲ you won't take care of him/her 

3s tlél du daadé yagux̲sataak ̲s/he won't take care of him/her 

1p tlél du daadé haa yagux̲sataak ̲ we won't take care of him/her 

2p tlél du daadé yee yagux̲sataak ̲ you all won't take care of him/her 

3p tlél du daadé has yagux̲sataak ̲ they won't take care of him/her 

4 tlél du daadé has yagux̲sataak ̲ S/he won't be taken care of 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du daat x̲at yax̲sataak ̲let me take care of him/her 

3s du daat yax̲sataak ̲let him/her take care of him/her 

1p du daat haa yax̲sataak ̲let us take care of him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du daat x̲at yux̲sitaagi̲ yé / tlél aadé du daat x̲at wux̲sitaagi̲ yé
 no way can I take care of him/her 

3s tlél aadé du daat yux̲sitaagi̲ yé / tlél aadé du daat wux̲sitaagi̲ yé no 

way can s/he take care of him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du daat x̲at yux̲sataagí̲n / du daat x̲at wux̲sataagí̲n I would have taken 

care of him/her 

3s du daat yux̲sataagí̲n / du daat wux̲sataagí̲n s/he would have taken care 

of him/her 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du daat x̲at yastákn̲i if/when I take care of him/her 

3s du daat yastákn̲i if/when s/he takes care of him/her 

Example(s): 

Ax̲ seix̲úx̲ ax̲ daat woostaakc̲h. 
My daughter's husband takes care of me. 

Wé jiduké̲i shaatk' áwé ax̲ daat woostaakc̲h. 
The young girl who is paid takes care of me. 

Ch'a tlákw yagiyee du daax̲ xa̲t yasataak.̲ 
I take care of him daily. 

Haa ch'a tlákw áwé ax̲ léelk'w daax̲ xa̲t yasataak.̲ 
I take care of my grandparent regularly. 
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carry him/her/it (live creature) VII 

Theme: P-t O-S-s-nook~ (na motion) 
 for S to carry, take O (live creature) around at P 

Naish-Story:  si-nook 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- carrying it (along) 

P-t carrying it around, about P 

P-dei carrying it toward P 

P-dáx̲ carrying it away from P 

P-náx̲ stopping over at P with it; dropping it off at P 

yux ̲

carrying it out of house 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át nasnú! Carry him/her/it around! 

2p Át naysanú! You all carry him/her/it around! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át yisanoogúk!̲ Don't carry him/her/it around! 

2p Líl át yeeysanoogúk!̲ Don't you all carry him/her/it around! around! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s át yoo x̲asinúkk I carry him/her/it around (regularly) 

3s át yoo asinúkk s/he carries him/her/it around (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲wasinook I carried him/her/it around; I am carrying him/her/it 

around 

3s át awsinook s/he carried him/her/it around; s/he is carrying 

him/her/it around 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲wasanook I didn't carry him/her/it around; I'm not carrying 

him/her/it around 

3s tlél át awusnook s/he didn't carry him/her/it around; s/he isn't 

carrying him/her/it around 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át nax̲sanúkch I carry him/her/it around (every time) 
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3s át anasnúkch s/he carries him/her/it around (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át nax̲sanúkch I haven't carried him/her/it around yet 

3s tlél át oonasnúkch s/he hasn't carried him/her/it around yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s át kuka̲sanóok I will carry him/her/it around 

3s át agux̲sanóok s/he will carry him/her/it around 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél át kuka̲sanook I won't carry him/her/it around 

3s tlél át agux̲sanook s/he won't carry him/her/it around 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át naka̲sanook let me carry him/her/it around 

3s át anaxs̲anook let him/her carry him/her/it around 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé át nakw̲asinoogu yé no way can I carry him/her/it around 

3s tlél aadé át oonax̲sinoogu yé no way can s/he carry him/her/it around 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s át nakw̲asanoogún I would have carried him/her/it around 

3s át anax̲wsanoogún s/he would have carried him/her/it around 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s át nax̲sanúkni if/when I carry him/her/it around 

3s át anasnúkni if/when s/he carries him/her/it around 
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carry it on one's back; pack it on one's back 

Theme: O-S-ø-yaa~ (ga event) 
 for S to carry O on back; for S to pack O 

Naish-Story:  ya-yaa 

Notes 

In the progressive aspect, there is dialect variation between yaa anayáan and yaa 

anayéin and in the perfective habitual there is dialect variation between agayáach 

and agayéich. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gayá! Carry it on your back! 

2p Geeyá! You all carry it on your backs! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei eeyéijik̲! Don't carry it on your back! 

2p Líl kei yiyéijik!̲ Don't you all carry it on your backs! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa nx̲ayáan / yaa nx̲ayéin I am carrying in on my back 

3s yaa anayáan / yaa anayéin he/she/it is carrying in on his/her/its 

back 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei ayáach he/she/it carries it on his/her/its back (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waayaa I carried it on my back 

3s aawayaa he/she/it carried it on his/her/its back 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wayaa I didn't carry it on my back 

3s tlél awuyaa he/she/it didn't carry it on his/her/its back 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s gax̲ayáach / gax̲ayéich I carry it on my back (every time) 

3s agayáach / agayéich he/she/it carries it on his/her/its back (every 

time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél gax̲wayáach / tlél gax̲wayéich I haven't carried it on my back yet 

3s tlél oogayáach / tlél oogayéich he/she/it hasn't carried it on 

his/her/its back yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲ayáa I will carry it on my back 

3s kei akgw̲ayáa he/she/it will carry it on his/her/its back 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲ayaa I won't carry it on my back 

3s tlél kei akgw̲ayaa he/she/it won't carry it on his/her/its back 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gaka̲yaa let me carry it on my back 

3s akga̲yaa let him/her/it carry it on his/her/its back 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aayaayi yé no way can he/she/it carry it on his/her/its 

back 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akgw̲ayaayín he/she/it would have carried it on his/her/its back 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s agayéini if/when he/she/it carries it on his/her/its back 
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carry it, take it VII 

Theme: P-dé O-ka-S-ø-jeil~ (na motion) 
 for S to carry, take O to P (esp. to one place, making several trips) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-jeil 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé kanajeil! Carry it all there! 

2p Aadé kanayjeil! You all carry it all there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo keejélx̲ik̲! Don't carry it all there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo kayjélx̲ik!̲ Don't you all carry it all there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa kanx̲ajél I am carrying it all there 

3s aadé yaa akanajél s/he is carrying it all there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yóo akayajélk s/he carries it all there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé kaxw̲aajeil I carried it all there 

3s aadé akaawajeil s/he carried it all there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kaxw̲ajeil I didn't carry it all there 

3s tlél aadé akawujeil s/he didn't carry it all there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé kanxa̲jélch I carry it all there (every time) 

3s aadé akanajélch s/he carries it all there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé koonx̲ajélch I haven't carried it all there yet 

3s tlél aadé akoonajélch s/he hasn't carried it all there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kakkw̲ajéil I will carry it all there 

3s aadé akakgw̲ajéil s/he will carry it all there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kakkw̲ajeil I won't carry it all there 

3s tlél aadé akakgw̲ajeil s/he won't carry it all there 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé kanka̲jeil let me carry it all there 

3s aadé akanga̲jeil let him/her carry it all there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé akunga̲ajeili yé no way can s/he carry it all there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé akunga̲jeilín s/he would have carried it all there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé akanajélni if/when s/he carries it all there 
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carry it, take it (container full of liquid or small objects) II 

Theme: P-t~ O-S-s-.een~ (ø motion) 
 for S to carry O (container full of liquid or small objects) to P 

Naish-Story:  si-.een 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-t (~x̲~dei) carrying it to P 

yan (~yax̲~yándei) setting it down 

neil (~neilx̲~neildéi) carrying it inside, carrying it home 

haat (~haax̲~haa(n)déi) carrying it here 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át sa.ín! Carry it there! 

2p Át yisa.ín! You all carry it there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ isa.eeník̲! Don't carry it there! 

2p Líl áx̲ yisa.eeník̲! Don't you all carry it there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s aadé yaa anas.ín s/he is carrying it there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ as.een s/he carries it there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s át awsi.ín s/he carried it there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél át awus.een s/he didn't carry it there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s át oos.eench s/he carries it there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél át oos.eench s/he hasn't carried it there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aadé aguxs̲a.éen s/he will carry it there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aguxs̲a.een s/he won't carry it there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s át ax̲sa.een let him/her carry it there 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át ux̲si.eeni yé no way can s/he carry it there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át ux̲sa.eenín s/he would have carried it there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át as.ínni if/when s/he carries it there 
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carry it, take it (container or hollow object) II 

Theme: P-t~ O-S-ø-taan~ (ø motion) 
 for S to carry, take O (usually a hollow object) to P 

Naish-Story:  ya-taan 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace át/áx̲/aadé 'arriving at PO' in the paradigm below with 

any of the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-t (~x̲~dei) carrying it, taking it to P 

yan (~yax̲~yándei) setting it down 

neil (~neilx̲~neildéi) carrying it inside; carrying it home 

haat (~haax̲~haa(n)déi) carrying it here 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át tán! Carry it there! 

2p Át yitán! You all carry it there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ eetaaník!̲ Don't carry it there! 

2p Líl áx̲ yitaaník!̲ Don't you all carry it there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s aadé yaa anatán s/he's carrying it there 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ ataan s/he carries it there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s át aawatán s/he carried it there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél át awutaan s/he didn't carry it there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s át ootaanch s/he carries it there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél át ootaanch s/he hasn't carried it there yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aadé akgw̲atáan s/he will carry it there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲ataan s/he won't carry it there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s át aga̲taan let him/her carry it there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át akgw̲aataani yé no way can s/he carry it there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át akgw̲ataanín s/he would have carried it there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át atánni if/when s/he carries it there 

Example(s): 

Du jeet aawatán. 
She gave it to him. 

Goox' sá yan x̲waatán? 

Where did I leave it? 
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carry it, take it (container or hollow object) VIII 

Theme: O-S-ø-taan~ (ga motion) 
 for S to carry, take O (usually a container or hollow object) 

Naish-Story:  ya-taan 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- carrying it, taking it 

P-dáx̲ picking it up off of P 

ku̲t misplacing it 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gataan! Carry it! 

2p Gaytaan! You all carry it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei eetánjik̲! Don't carry it! 

2p Líl kei yitánjik!̲ Don't you all carry it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa nx̲atán I'm carrying it 

3s yaa anatán s/he's carrying it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei atánch s/he carries it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waataan I carried it 

3s aawataan s/he carried it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wataan I didn't carry it 

3s tlél awutaan s/he didn't carry it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s gax̲atánch I carry it (every time) 

3s agatánch s/he carries it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél goox̲atánch I haven't carried it yet 

3s tlél oogatánch s/he hasn't carried it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲atáan I will carry it 
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3s kei akgw̲atáan s/he will carry it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲ataan I won't carry it 

3s tlél kei akgw̲ataan s/he won't carry it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gaka̲taan let me carry it 

3s akga̲taan let him/her carry it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aataani yé no way can s/he carry it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akgw̲ataanín s/he would have carried it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s agatánni if/when s/he carries it 
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carry it, take it (general, often compact object) VII 

Theme: P-dé O-S-ø-teeʰ~ (na motion) 
 for S to carry, take O (general, often compact object) to P 

Naish-Story:  ya-tee 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace aadé 'toward there' in the paradigm below with any of 

the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- carrying it (along) 

P-t carrying it around, about P (no repetitive imperfective form) 

P-dei carrying it toward P 

P-dáx̲ picking it up off of P 

P-náx̲ stopping over at P with it; dropping it off at P 

yux ̲

carrying it out of house 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé natí! Take it there! 

2p Aadé naytí! You all take it there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo eeteegík!̲ Don't take it there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo yiteegík!̲ Don't you all take it there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nx̲atéen I'm taking it there 

2s aadé yaa neetéen you're taking it there 

3s aadé yaa anatéen s/he's taking it there 

1p aadé yaa ntootéen we're taking it there 

2p aadé yaa naytéen you all are taking it there 

3p aadé yaa (ha)s anatéen they're taking it there 

4 aadé yaa ndutéen someone is taking it there 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yoo ayateek s/he takes it there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé xw̲aatee I took it there 

2s aadé yeetee you took it there 

3s aadé aawatee s/he took it there 

1p aadé wutuwatee we took it there 

2p aadé yeeytee you all took it there 

3p aadé has aawatee they took it there 

4 aadé wuduwatee someone took it there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xw̲atee I didn't take it there 

2s tlél aadé yitee you didn't take it there 

3s tlél aadé awutee s/he didn't take it there 

1p tlél aadé wutootee we didn't take it there 

2p tlél aadé yeeytee you all didn't take it there 

3p tlél aadé has awutee they didn't take it there 

4 tlél aadé wudutee nobody took it there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé nxa̲teech I take it there (every time) 

2s aadé neeteech you take it there (every time) 

3s aadé anateech s/he takes it there (every time) 

1p aadé natooteech we take it there (every time) 

2p aadé nayteech you all take it there (every time) 

3p aadé (ha)s anateech they take it there (every time) 

4 aadé naduteech someone takes it there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé unxa̲teech I haven't taken it there yet 

2s tlél aadé neeteech you haven't taken it there yet 

3s tlél aadé oonateech s/he hasn't taken it there yet 

1p tlél aadé natooteech we haven't taken it there yet 

2p tlél aadé nayteech you all haven't taken it there yet 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s oonateech they haven't taken it there yet 

4 tlél aadé naduteech nobody has taken it there yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kuka̲tée I will take it there 

2s aadé gage̲etée you will take it there 

3s aadé akgw̲atée s/he will take it there 

1p aadé gax̲tootée we will take it there 

2p aadé gax̲yitée you all will take it there 

3p aadé (ha)s akgw̲atée they will take it there 

4 aadé gax̲dutée someone will take it there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kuka̲tee I won't take it there 

2s tlél aadé gage̲etee you won't take it there 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲atee s/he won't take it there 

1p tlél aadé gaxt̲ootee we won't take it there 

2p tlél aadé gaxy̲itee you all won't take it there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s akgw̲atee they won't take it there 

4 tlél aadé gaxd̲utee nobody will take it there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé naka̲tee let me take it there 

3s aadé anga̲tee let him/her take it there 

1p aadé naxt̲ootee let us take it there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé oonga̲ateeyi yé no way can s/he take it there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé oonga̲teeyín s/he would have taken it there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé anatéeni if/when s/he takes it there 

Example(s): 

Wé x'úx' du x̲annáx̲ aawatee. 
He dropped the papers off with him. 
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carry it, take it (general, often compact object) II 

Theme: N jee-t~ O-S-ø-teeʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for S to give, take, hand O (general, esp. abstract objects) to N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a jee- + ya-tee 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace át/áx̲/aadé 'arriving at PO' in the paradigm below with 

any of the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-t (~x̲~dei) carrying it to P 

yan (~yax̲~yándei) setting it down 

neil (~neilx̲~neildéi) carrying it inside, carrying it home 

haat (~haax̲~haa(n)déi) carrying it here 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Ax̲ jeet tí! Give it to me! 

2p Ax̲ jeet yití! You all give it to me! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ax̲ jeex̲ eeteek̲! Don't give it to me! 

2p Líl ax̲ jeex̲ yiteek!̲ Don't you all give it to me! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s du jeedé yaa nx̲atéen I'm bringing it to him/her 

2s ax̲ jeedé yaa neetéen you're bringing it to me 

3s ax̲ jeedé yaa anatéen s/he's bringing it to me 

1p du jeedé yaa ntutéen we're bringing it to him/her 

2p ax̲ jeedé yaa naytéen you all are bringing it to me 

3p ax̲ jeedé yaa has anatéen they're bringing it to me 

4 ax̲ jeedé yaa ndutéen it is being brought to me 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél du jeedé yaa nx̲watéen I'm not bringing it to him/her 

2s tlél ax̲ jeedé yaa neetéen you're not bringing it to me 

3s tlél ax̲ jeedé yaa oonatéen s/he's not bringing it to me 

1p tlél du jeedé yaa ntootéen we're not bringing it to him/her 
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2p tlél ax̲ jeedé yaa naytéen you all are not bringing it to me 

3p tlél ax̲ jeedé yaa has oonatéen they're not bringing it to me 

4 tlél ax̲ jeedé yaa ndutéen it is not being brought to me 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ax̲ jeex̲ atee s/he keeps giving it to me 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du jeet x̲waatée I gave it to him/her 

2s ax̲ jeet yeetée you gave it to me 

3s ax̲ jeet aawatée s/he gave it to me 

1p du jeet wutuwatée we gave it to him/her 

2p ax̲ jeet yeetée you all gave it to me 

3p ax̲ jeet has aawatée they gave it to me 

4 ax̲ jeet wuduwatée it was given to me 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲watí I didn't give it to him/her 

2s tlél ax ̲jeet yití you didn't give it to me 

3s tlél ax ̲jeet awutí s/he didn't give it to me 

1p tlél du jeet wutootí we didn't give it to him/her 

2p tlél ax ̲jeet yeeytí you all didn't give it to me 

3p tlél ax ̲jeet has awutí they didn't give it to me 

4 tlél ax ̲jeet wudutí it wasn't given it to me 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du jeet x̲watéeych I give it to him/her (every time) 

2s ax̲ jeet eetéeych you give it to him/her (every time) 

3s ax̲ jeet ootéeych s/he gives it to him/her (every time) 

1p du jeet tootéeych we give it to him/her (every time) 

2p ax̲ jeet yeetéeych you all give it to him/her (every time) 

3p ax̲ jeet has ootéeych they give it to him/her (every time) 

4 ax̲ jeet dutéeych it was given to me (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲watéeych I haven't given it to him/her yet 

2s tlél ax ̲jeet eetéeych you haven't given it to me yet 

3s tlél ax ̲jeet ootéeych s/he hasn't given it to me yet 

1p tlél du jeet tootéeych we haven't given it to him/her yet 
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2p tlél ax ̲jeet yeeytéeych you all haven't given it to me yet 

3p tlél ax ̲jeet has ootéeych they haven't given it to me yet 

4 tlél ax ̲jeet dutéeych it hasn't been given to me yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ax̲ jeet awuteeyín s/he had given it to me; s/he gave it to me (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ax ̲jeet awuteeyín s/he hadn't given it to me; s/he didn't give it to 

me (at the time, but...) 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s ách ax ̲jeet awateeyi aa the one who gave it to me 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du jeedé kkw̲atée I will give it to him/her 

2s ax̲ jeedé kge̲etée you will give it to me 

3s ax̲ jeedé akgw̲atée s/he will give it to me 

1p du jeedé gax̲tootée we will give it to him/her 

2p ax̲ jeedé gax̲yitée you all will give it to me 

3p ax̲ jeedé has akgw̲atée they will give it to me 

4 ax̲ jeedé gax̲dutée it will be given to me 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeedé kkw̲atee I won't give it to him/her 

2s tlél ax̲ jeedé kge̲etee you won't give it to me 

3s tlél ax̲ jeedé akgw̲atee s/he won't give it to me 

1p tlél du jeedé gax̲tootee we won't give it to him/her 

2p tlél ax̲ jeedé gax̲yitee you all won't give it to me 

3p tlél ax̲ jeedé has akgw̲atee they won't give it to me 

4 tlél ax̲ jeedé gax̲dutee it won't be given to me 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du jeet ka̲tee let me give it to him/her 

3s ax̲ jeet aga̲tee let him/her give it to me 

1p du jeet ga̲tootee let us give it to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ax ̲jeet ooga̲ateeyi yé no way can s/he give it to me 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ax̲ jeet ooga̲teeyín s/he would have given it to me 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲ jeet atéeni if/when s/he gives it to me 

Example(s): 

ax̲ jeex̲ awateeyi át áyá 

this is what was given to me 
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carry it, take it (general, often compact object) IX 

Theme: P-dáx̲ O-S-ø-teeʰ~ (ga motion) 
 for S to pick O up off of P 

Naish-Story:  ya-tee 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- carrying it 

P-dáx̲ picking it up off of P 

ku̲t misplacing it 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aax̲ gatí! Pick it up off of it! 

2p Aax̲ gaytí! You all pick it up off of it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aax ̲kei eeteejík̲! Don't pick it up off of it! 

2p Líl aax ̲kei yiteejík!̲ Don't you all pick it up off of it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aax ̲kei ateech s/he picks it up off of it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aax ̲aawatee s/he picked it up off of it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél aax ̲awutee s/he didn't pick it up off of it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s aax ̲agateech s/he picks it up off of it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél aax ̲agooteech s/he hasn't picked it up off of it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aax ̲kei akgw̲atée s/he will pick it up off of it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aax ̲kei akgw̲atee s/he won't pick it up off of it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aax̲ akga̲tee let him/her pick it up off of it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aax̲ akgw̲aateeyi yé no way can s/he pick it up off of it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aax̲ akgw̲ateeyín s/he would have picked it up off of it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aax̲ agatéeni if/when s/he picks it up off of it 
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carry it, take it (solid, complex object) VII 

Theme: P-dé O-S-s-teeʰ~ (na motion) 
 for S to carry, take O (solid, often complex object) to P 

Naish-Story:  si-tee 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- carrying it (along) 

P-t carrying it around, about P (no repetitive imperfective form) 

P-dei carrying it toward P 

P-dáx̲ picking it up off of P 

P-náx̲ stopping over at P with it; dropping it off at P 

yux ̲

carrying it out of house 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé nastí! Carry it there! 

2p Aadé naysatí! You all carry it there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo eesteegík!̲ Don't carry it there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo yisteegík!̲ Don't you all carry it there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nax̲satéen I am carrying it there 

3s aadé yaa anastéen s/he is carrying it there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s aadé yoo x̲asiteek I carry it there (regularly) 

3s aadé yoo asiteek s/he carries it there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé xw̲asitee I carried it there 

3s aadé awsitee s/he carried it there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xw̲asatee I didn't carry it there 

3s tlél aadé awustee s/he didn't carry it there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé naxs̲ateech I carry it there (every time) 
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3s aadé anasteech s/he carries it there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé naxw̲sateech I haven't carried it there yet 

3s tlél aadé oonasteech s/he hasn't carried it there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲asatée I will carry it there 

3s aadé agux̲satée s/he will carry it there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲asatee I won't carry it there 

3s tlél aadé aguxs̲atee s/he won't carry it there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé naka̲satee let me carry it there 

3s aadé anaxs̲atee let him/her carry it there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé aadé nakw̲asiteeyi yé no way can I carry it there 

3s tlél aadé aadé oonaxs̲iteeyi yé no way can s/he carry it there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s aadé nakw̲asateeyín I would have carried it there 

3s aadé oonax̲sateeyín s/he would have carried it there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s aadé nax̲satéeni if/when I carry it there 

3s aadé anastéeni if/when s/he carries it there 
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carry it, take it (solid, complex object) IX 

Theme: O-S-s-teeʰ~ (ga motion) 
 for S to carry, take O (solid, often complex object) 

Naish-Story:  si-tee 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- carrying it, taking it 

P-dáx̲ picking it up off of P 

ku̲t misplacing it 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gastí! Carry it! 

2p Gaysatí! You all carry it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei isateejík!̲ Don't carry it! 

2p Líl kei yisateejík!̲ Don't you all carry it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa nax̲satéen I'm carrying it 

3s yaa anastéen s/he is carrying it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei asteech s/he carries it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasitee I carried it 

3s awsitee s/he carried it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasatee I didn't carry it 

3s tlél awustee s/he didn't carry it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s gax̲sateech I carry it (every time) 

3s aksateech s/he carries it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél gux̲sateech I haven't carried it yet 

3s tlél agoosteech s/he hasn't carried it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲asatée I will carry it 
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3s kei agux̲satée s/he will carry it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲asatee I won't carry it 

3s tlél kei agux̲satee s/he won't carry it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gaka̲satee let me carry it 

3s agaxs̲atee let him/her carry it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aguxs̲iteeyi yé no way can s/he carry it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agux̲sateeyín s/he would have carried it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s agastéeni if/when s/he carries it 

Example(s): 

I léelk'u jeeyís gastí wé gwéil! 
Carry the bag for your grandmother! 

A daakeidí een gastí wé óonaa. 
Carry the gun with its case. 

Ax̲ dáanaa daakagwéili yaa nax̲satéen. 
I'm carrying my money bag. 

Wéi x'óow daakagwéil yaa nax̲satéen. 
I'm carrying the blanket bag. 
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carry it, take it (textile-like object, blanket, coat, robe, 

sheet, etc.) VII 

Theme: P-t O-S-ø-.aax~̲ (na motion) 
 for S to carry, take O (a textile-like object, blanket, coat, robe, sheet) 

around at P 

Naish-Story:  ya-.aax ̲

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- carrying it (along) 

P-t carrying it around, about P (no repetitive imperfective form) 

P-dei carrying it toward P 

P-dáx̲ picking it up off of P 

P-náx̲ stopping over at P with it; dropping it off at P 

yux ̲

carrying it out of house 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át na.aax!̲ Carry it around! 

2p Át nay.aax!̲ You all carry it around! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át yi.aaxí̲k!̲Don't carry it around! 

2p Líl át yeey.aax̲ík!̲ Don't you all carry it around! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s át yoo aya.áx̲k s/he carries it around (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲waa.aax ̲ I'm carrying it around; I carried it around 

3s át aawa.aax ̲ s/he's carrying it around; s/he carried it around 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲wa.aax ̲I didn't carry it around 

3s tlél át awu.aax ̲s/he didn't carry it around 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át nax̲a.áx̲ch I carry it around (every time) 

3s át ana.áx̲ch s/he carries it around (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át nax̲wa.áx̲ch I haven't carried it around yet 
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3s tlél át oona.áx̲ch s/he hasn't carried it around yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s át kuka̲.áax̲ I will carry it around 

3s át akgw̲a.áax̲ s/he will carry it around 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél át kuka̲.aax ̲ I won't carry it around 

3s tlél át akgw̲a.aax ̲ s/he won't carry it around 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át naka̲.aax ̲ let me carry it around 

3s át anga̲.aax ̲ let him/her carry it around 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át oonga̲a.aaxi̲ yé no way can s/he carry it around 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át oonga̲.aax̲ín s/he would have carried it around 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át ana.áx̲ni if/when s/he carries it around 

Example(s): 

Wéi yátk'w du x'óowu át ana.áx̲ch. 
The child carries his blanket around. 

Ch'a wulch'éix̲'u, ch'a aan áwé át ana.áx̲ch du x'óowu. 
Even though it's dirty, he carries his blanket around. 

Ch'áagu ádi áwé wéi naaxein - ách áwé líl át yeey.aax̲ík!̲ 
That Chilkat robe is very old - so don't you all carry it around! 

Líl át yi.aaxí̲k ̲wéi i x'óowu - gux̲lach'éix̲'w! 
Don't carry your blanket around - it's going to get dirty! 
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carry them, take them (esp. baggage) VII 

Theme: P-dé O-S-l-.aat~ (na motion) 
 for S to carry, take (plural) O (esp. baggage) to P 

Naish-Story:  li-.aat 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- carrying it (along) 

P-t carrying it around, about P (no repetitive imperfective form) 

P-dei carrying it toward P 

P-dáx̲ picking it up off of P 

P-náx̲ stopping over at P with it; dropping it off at P 

yux ̲

carrying it out of house 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé nal.aat! Carry them there! 

2p Aadé nayla.aat! You all carry them there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo ila.átgik!̲ Don't carry them there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo yila.átgik!̲ Don't you all carry them there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nax̲la.át I am carrying it there 

3s aadé yaa anal.át s/he is carrying them there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s aadé yoo x̲ali.átk I carry them there (regularly) 

3s aadé yoo ali.átk s/he carries them there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé xw̲ali.aat I carried them there 

3s aadé awli.aat s/he carried them there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wala.aat I didn't carry them there 

3s tlél aadé awul.aat s/he didn't carry them there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé naxa̲la.átch I carry them there (every time) 
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3s aadé anal.átch s/he carries them there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé naxw̲ala.átch I haven't carried them there yet 

3s tlél aadé oonal.átch s/he hasn't carried them there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲ala.áat I will carry them there 

3s aadé aguxl̲a.áat s/he will carry them there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲ala.aat I won't carry them there 

3s tlél aadé aguxl̲a.aat s/he won't carry them there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé naka̲la.aat let me carry them there 

3s aadé anaxl̲a.aat let him/her carry them there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé aadé nakw̲ali.aadi yé no way can I carry them there 

3s tlél aadé aadé anax̲wli.aadi yé no way can s/he carry them there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s aadé nakw̲ala.aadín I would have carried them there 

3s aadé anaxw̲la.aadín s/he would have carried them there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s aadé naxl̲a.átni if/when I carry them there 

3s aadé anal.átni if/when s/he carries them there 
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carry them, take them (plural objects) IX 

Theme: P-dáx̲ yéi O-S-s-neiʰ~ (ga motion) 
 for S to pick up, lift up, take (plural) O (objects) up off of P 

Naish-Story:  yéi + si-nee 

Variants: -nee~ (An) 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- carrying them 

P-dáx̲ picking them up off of P 

ku̲t misplacing them 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aax̲ yéi ksané! Pick them up off of it! 

2p Aax̲ yéi gaysané! You all pick them up off of it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aax ̲kei eesaneijík!̲ Don't pick them up off of it! 

2p Líl aax̲ kei yisaneijík!̲ Don't you all pick them up off of it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aax ̲kei yéi asneich s/he picks them up off of it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aax̲ yéi awsinei s/he picked them up off of it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél aax̲ yéi awusnei s/he didn't pick them up off of it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s aax̲ yéi aksaneich s/he picks them up off of it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél aax̲ yéi agoosneich s/he hasn't picked them up off of it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aax̲ yéi agux̲sanéi s/he will pick them up off of it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aax̲ yéi agunx̲sanei s/he won't pick them up off of it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aax̲ yéi agaxs̲anei let him/her pick them up off of it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aax̲ yéi agux̲sineiyi yé no way can s/he pick them up off of it 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aax̲ yéi agux̲saneiyín s/he would have picked them up off of it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aax̲ yéi agasnéini if/when s/he picks them up off of it 
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carry things on one's back; pack things 

Theme: at S-ø-yaa~ (ga event) 
 for S to carry things on back; for S to pack things 

Naish-Story:  ya-yaa 

Notes 

In the progressive aspect, there is dialect variation between yaa at nayáan and yaa at 

nayéin. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s At gayá! Carry things on your back! 

2p At geeyá! You all carry things on your back! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei at eeyéijik̲! Don't carry things on your back! 

2p Líl kei at yeeyéijik̲! Don't you all carry things on your back! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa at nax̲ayáan / yaa at nax̲ayéin I am carrying things on my back 

3s yaa at nayáan / yaa at nayéin he/she/it is carrying things on his/her/its 

back 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s kei at x̲ayáach I carry things on my back (regularly) 

3s kei at yáach he/she/it carries things on his/her/its back (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s at x̲waayaa I carried things on my back 

3s at wooyaa he/she/it carried things on his/her/its back 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲wayaa I didn't carry things on my back 

3s tlél at wuyaa s/he didn't carry things on his/her/its back 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s at gax̲ayáach I carry things on my back (every time) 

3s at gayáach he/she/it carries things on his/her/its back (every 

time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél at goox̲ayáach I haven't carried things on my back yet 

3s tlél at gooyáach s/he hasn't carried things on his/her/its back yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei at kuka̲yáa I will carry things on my back 

3s kei at guga̲yáa he/she/it will carry things on his/her/its back 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei at kuka̲yaa I won't carry things on my back 

3s tlél kei at guga̲yaa s/he won't carry things on his/her/its back 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé at kukw̲aayaayi yé no way can I carry things on my back 

3s tlél aadé at gugw̲aayaayi yé no way can s/he carry things on 

his/her/its back 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s at kukw̲ayaayín I would have carried things on my back 

3s at gugw̲ayaayín s/he would have carried things on his/her/its back 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s at gax̲ayéini if/when I carry things on my back 

3s at gayéini if/when s/he carries things on his/her/its back 
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carry, take stuff VII 

Theme: P-dé at ka-S-ø-jeil~ (na motion) 
 for S to carry, take things to P (esp. to one place, making several trips) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-jeil 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé at kanajeil! Carry stuff there! 

2p Aadé at kanayjeil! You all carry stuff there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo at keejélx̲ik̲! Don't carry stuff there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo at kayjélx̲ik!̲ Don't you all carry stuff there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa at kanx̲ajél I am carrying stuff there 

3s aadé yaa at kanajél s/he is carrying stuff there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yoo at kayajélk s/he carries stuff there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé at kaxw̲aajeil I carried stuff there 

3s aadé at kaawajeil s/he carried stuff there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé at kax̲wajeil I didn't carry stuff there 

3s tlél aadé at kawujeil s/he didn't carry stuff there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé at kanx̲ajélch I carry stuff there (every time) 

3s aadé at kanajélch s/he carries stuff there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé at koonx̲ajélch I haven't carried stuff there yet 

3s tlél aadé at koonajélch s/he hasn't carried stuff there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé at kakw̲ajéil I will carry stuff there 

3s aadé at kakgw̲ajéil s/he will carry stuff there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé at kakkw̲ajeil I won't carry stuff there 

3s tlél aadé at kakgw̲ajeil s/he won't carry stuff there 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé at kanka̲jeil let me carry stuff there 

3s aadé at kanga̲jeil let him/her carry stuff there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé at kunga̲ajeili yé no way can s/he carry stuff there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé at kunga̲jeilín s/he would have carried stuff there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé at kanajélni if/when s/he carries stuff there 
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carve it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-ch'áak'w~ (ø act; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for S to carve O (usually smaller, detailed work) using a knife 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-ch'aak'w 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kach'ák'w! Carve it! 

2p Kaych'ák'w! You all carve it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keech'ák'x̲uk!̲ Don't carve it! 

2p Líl kaych'ák'x̲uk̲! Don't you all carve it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s akach'áak'w s/he is carving it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél akooch'áak'w s/he isn't carving it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akach'ák'wx̲ s/he carves it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akaawach'ák'w s/he carved it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawuch'áak'w s/he didn't carve it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akooch'ák'wch s/he carves it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akooch'áak'wch s/he hasn't carved it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akakgw̲ach'áak'w s/he will carve it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akakgw̲ach'áak'w s/he won't carve it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akga̲ch'ák'w let him/her carve it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ookga̲ach'ák'u yé no way can s/he carve it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ookga̲ch'ák'un s/he would have carved it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akach'ák'wni if/when s/he carves it 
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catch it; grab him/her/it; arrest him/her/it; trap 

him/her/it 

Theme: O-S-ø-sháat~ (ga event) 
 for S to catch O; for S to grab, take hold of, snatch O; for S to arrest O; 

for S to trap O 

Naish-Story:  ya-shaat 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gasháat! Catch it! 

2p Gaysháat! You all catch it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei ishátjik!̲ Don't catch it! 

2p Líl kei yishátjik!̲ Don't you all catch it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s kei x̲ashátch I catch it (regularly) 

3s kei ashátch s/he catches it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waasháat I caught it 

2s yeesháat you caught it 

3s aawasháat s/he caught it 

1p wutuwasháat we caught it 

2p yeeysháat you all caught it 

3p has aawasháat they caught it 

4 wuduwasháat someone caught it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲washáat I didn't catch it 

2s tlél yisháat you didn't catch it 

3s tlél awusháat s/he didn't catch it 

1p tlél wutoosháat we didn't catch it 

2p tlél yeeysháat you all didn't catch it 

3p tlél has awusháat they didn't catch it 
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4 tlél wudusháat nobody caught it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s gax̲ashátch I catch it (every time) 

2s geeshátch you catch it (every time) 

3s agashátch s/he catches it (every time) 

1p gatooshátch we catch it (every time) 

2p gayshátch you all catch it (every time) 

3p has agashátch they catch it (every time) 

4 gadushátch someone catches it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél goox̲ashátch I haven't caught it yet 

2s tlél geeshátch you haven't caught it yet 

3s tlél agooshátch s/he hasn't caught it yet 

1p tlél gatooshátch we haven't caught it yet 

2p tlél gayshátch you all haven't caught it yet 

3p tlél has agooshátch they haven't caught it yet 

4 tlél gadushátch nobody has caught it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲asháat I will catch it 

2s kei gage̲esháat you will catch it 

3s kei akgw̲asháat s/he will catch it 

1p kei gax̲toosháat we will catch it 

2p kei gax̲yisháat you all will catch it 

3p kei (ha)s akgw̲asháat they will catch it 

4 kei gax̲dusháat someone will catch it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲asháat I won't catch it 

2s tlél kei gage̲esháat you won't catch it 

3s tlél kei akgw̲asháat s/he won't catch it 

1p tlél kei gax̲toosháat we won't catch it 

2p tlél kei gax̲yisháat you all won't catch it 

3p tlél kei (ha)s akgw̲asháat they won't catch it 

4 tlél kei gax̲dusháat nobody will catch it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gaka̲sháat let me catch it 

3s akga̲sháat let him/her catch it 

1p gax̲toosháat let us catch it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé gooka̲asháadi yé no way can I catch it 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aasháadi yé no way can s/he catch it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s gooka̲sháadin I would have caught it 

3s akgw̲asháadin s/he would have caught it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s gax̲ashátni if/when I catch it 

3s agashátni if/when s/he catches it 
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change one's mind 

Theme: ku̲x̲ tu-S-d-sháat~ (ø motion) 
 for S to change one's mind 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

To say changed one's mind about something, use N-dáx ̲ (about N). For example, 

aadáx̲ k ̲ux̲ tuwdishát OR a daatx ̲ k ̲ux̲ tuwdishát. Both mean "s/he changed his/her 

mind about it." 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s K̲ux̲ teedashát! Change your mind! 

2p K̲ux̲ tuydashát! You all change your minds! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ku̲x̲ tuydasháadik!̲ Don't change your mind! 

2p Líl ku̲x̲ tuyeeydasháadik!̲ Don't you all change your mind! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ku̲x̲ tux̲wdishát I changed my mind 

3s ku̲x̲ tuwdishát s/he changed his/her mind 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲x̲ tux̲wdasháat I didn't change my mind 

3s tlél ku̲x̲ tuwdasháat s/he didn't change his/her mind 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ku̲x̲ toox̲dasháatch I change my mind (every time) 

3s ku̲x̲ toodasháatch s/he changes his/her mind (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ku̲x̲ toox̲dasháatch I haven't changed my mind yet 

3s tlél ku̲x̲ toodasháatch s/he hasn't changed his/her mind yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kú̲x̲de tukkw̲adasháat I will change my mind 

3s kú̲x̲de tugux̲dasháat s/he will change his/her mind 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kú̲x̲de tukkw̲adasháat I won't change my mind 

3s tlél kú̲x̲de tugux̲dasháat s/he won't change his/her mind 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) ku̲x̲ tuka̲dasháat (dé) (just) let me change my mind (now) 

3s (ch'a) ku̲x̲ tux̲dasháat (dé) (just) let him/her change his/her mind (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ku̲x̲ tuka̲disháadi yé no way can I change my mind 

3s tlél aadé ku̲x̲ tux̲disháadi yé no way can s/he change his/her mind 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s ku̲x̲ tuka̲dasháadin I would have changed my mind 

3s ku̲x̲ tux̲dasháadin s/he would have changed his/her mind 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s ku̲x̲ tux̲dashátni if/when I change my mind 

3s ku̲x̲ tudashátni if/when s/he changes his/her mind 

Example(s): 

Oonga̲hoonín aadáx̲ ku̲x̲ tuwdishát. 
He would have sold it, but he changed his mind. 

K̲ux̲ tux̲wdishát ch'a yáa yéi x̲at guga̲tée. 
I changed my mind, I'm going to stay here. 

Yan shután i tundatáani, líl a daatx ̲ku̲x̲ teedasháadik!̲ 
Stay firm in your thinking don't change your mind about it! 
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chase him/her/it out into the open 

Theme: daak O-l-kéil'~ (ø motion) 
 for S to chase O into the open 

Naish-Story:  li-keil' 
Notes 

This verb is often used to describe the practice used by net fishermen of running the 

boat along the net to chase fish into it. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Daak lakél'! Chase it into the open! 

2p Daak yilakél'! You all chase it into the open! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl daak ilakél'x̲ik!̲ Don't chase it into the open! 

2p Líl daak yilakél'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all chase it into the open! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s daak nax̲lakél' I'm chasing it into the open 

3s daak analkél' he/she/it is chasing it into the open 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s daak x̲alakél'ch I chase it into the open (regularly) 

3s daak alkél'ch he/she/it chases it into the open (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s daak x̲walikél' I chased it into the open 

3s daak awlikél' he/she/it chased it into the open 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél daak x̲walakéil' I didn't chase it into the open 

3s tlél daak awulkéil' s/he didn't chase it into the open 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s daak x̲walakéil'ch I chase it into the open (every time) 

3s daak oolkéil'ch s/he chases it into the open (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél daak x̲walakéil'ch I haven't chased it into the open yet 

3s tlél daak oolkéil'ch s/he hasn't chase it into the open (yet) 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s daak kuka̲lakéil' I will chase it into the open 
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3s daak agux̲lakéil' s/he will chase it into the open 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél daak kuka̲lakéil' I won't chase it into the open 

3s tlél daak agux̲lakéil' s/he won't chase it into the open 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s daak ka̲lakéil' let me chase it into the open 

3s daak ax̲lakéil' let him/her chase it into the open 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé daak kw̲alikéil'i yé no way can I chase it into the open 

3s tlél aadé daak ax̲wlikéil'i yé no way can s/he chase it into the open 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s daak kw̲alakéil'in I would have chased it into the open 

3s daak ax̲wlakéil'in s/he would have chased it into the open 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s daak x̲alakél'ni if/when I chase it into the open 

3s daak alkél'ni if/when s/he chases it into the open 
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chill it; make it cold 

Theme: O-S-s-.áat'~ (ø act) 
 for S to make O cold, cool 

Naish-Story:  si-.aat' 
Notes 

The form: as.át'x̲ gives both a basic imperfective meaning "s/he is chilling it" and a 

repetitive imperfective meaning "s/he chills it (regularly)". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sa.át'! Chill it! 

2p Yisa.át'! You all chill it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl isa.át'x̲ik!̲ Don't chill it! 

2p Líl yisa.át'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all chill it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲asa.át'x̲ I am chilling it 

3s as.át'x̲ s/he is chilling it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasa.át'x̲ I'm not chilling it 

3s tlél oos.át'x̲ s/he's not chilling it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa ana.ús' s/he is (in the process of) chilling it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s as.át'x̲ s/he chills it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasi.át' I chilled it 

3s awsi.át' s/he chilled it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasa.áat' I didn't chill it 

3s tlél awus.áat' s/he didn't chill it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ux̲sa.át'ch I chill it (every time) 

3s oos.át'ch s/he chills it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wasa.át'ch I haven't chilled it yet 

3s tlél oos.át'ch s/he hasn't chilled it yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kkw̲asa.áat' I will chill it 

3s agux̲sa.áat' s/he will chill it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kkw̲asa.áat' I won't chill it 

3s tlél aguxs̲a.áat' s/he won't chill it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲sa.áat' let me chill it 

3s ax̲sa.áat' let him/her chill it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooxs̲i.áat'i yé no way can s/he chill it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oox̲sa.áat'in s/he would have chilled it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s as.át'ni if/when s/he chills it 
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chop it 

Theme: O-S-ø-s'óow~ (na act) 
 for S to chop O (esp. chopping down trees, chopping off branches) 

Naish-Story:  ya-s'oow 

Notes 

Can also be used metaphorically to mean to terminate something. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nas'óow! Chop it! 

2p Nays'óow! You all chop it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo ees'óowguk!̲ Don't chop it! 

2p Líl yoo yis'óowguk!̲ Don't you all chop it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s as'úw s/he's chopping it; s/he chops it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oos'óow s/he isn't chopping it; s/he doesn't chop it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s as'úw nooch s/he always chops it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aawas'óow s/he chopped it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awus'óow s/he didn't chop it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oonas'úwch s/he hasn't chopped it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akgw̲as'óow s/he will chop it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akgw̲as'óow s/he won't chop it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s anga̲s'óow let him/her chop it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲as'óowu yé no way can s/he chop it 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonga̲s'óowun s/he would have chopped it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anas'úwni if/when s/he chops it 
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chop it up; split it (wood) 

Theme: O-ka-S-l-x̲óot' (ga̲ act) 
 for S to chop up O; for S to split O (wood) 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-x̲oot' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kax̲lax̲óot'! Chop it! 

2p Kaga̲ylax̲óot' You all chop it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yei keelax̲út'jik!̲ Don't chop it! 

2p Líl yei kaylax̲út'jik!̲ Don't you all chop it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s aklax̲út't s/he's chopping it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei aklax̲óot'ch s/he chops it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akawlix̲óot' s/he chopped it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawulx̲óot' s/he didn't chop it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akax̲lax̲óot'ch s/he chops it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akoox̲lax̲óot'ch s/he hasn't chopped it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yei akagux̲lax̲óot' s/he will chop it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yei akagux̲lax̲óot' s/he won't chop it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akaga̲ax̲lax̲óot' let him/her chop it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akooga̲ax̲lix̲óodi yé no way can s/he chop it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akooga̲ax̲lax̲óodin s/he would have chopped it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akaga̲lx̲út'ni if/when s/he chops it 
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cloudy 

Theme: ku̲-l-góos' (ga state) 
 for the sky to be cloudy 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-li-goos' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ku̲ligóos' it's cloudy 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ko̲olgóos' it's not cloudy 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ku̲lagóos' nooch it's always cloudy 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei ku̲nalgóos' it's getting cloudy 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei ku̲lagóos'ch it gets cloudy (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ko̲owligóos' it got cloudy 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲wulgóos' it didn't get cloudy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s koogoolgóos'ch it gets cloudy (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ku̲goolgóos'ch it hasn't gotten cloudy yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei ku̲gux̲lagóos' it will be cloudy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei ku̲gux̲lagóos' it won't be cloudy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ku̲gax̲lagóos' let it be cloudy 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲klagóos'ni if/when it gets cloudy 
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club him/her/it; hit him/her/it on the head 

Theme: O-sha-S-ø-x̲eech~ (ø event) 
 for S to club, hit O on the head 

Naish-Story:  sha-ya-x̲eech 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Shax̲ích! Club it! 

2p Shayx̲ích! You all club it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl sheex̲íchx̲ik̲! Don't club it! 

2p Líl shayx̲íchx̲ik!̲ Don't you all club it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ashax̲íchx̲ s/he clubs it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s shax̲waax̲ích I clubbed it 

3s ashaawax̲ích s/he clubbed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél shax̲waxe̲ech I didn't club it 

3s tlél ashawuxe̲ech s/he didn't club it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél shoox̲ax̲eech I haven't clubbed it yet 

3s tlél ashooxe̲ech s/he hasn't clubbed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s shakkw̲ax̲éech I will club it 

3s ashakgw̲ax̲éech s/he will club it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél shakkw̲axe̲ech I won't club it 

3s tlél ashakgw̲axe̲ech s/he won't club it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s shaka̲xe̲ech let me club it 

3s ashaga̲xe̲ech let him/her club it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ashugw̲aaxe̲eji yé no way can s/he club it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ashugw̲ax̲eejín s/he would have clubbed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ashax̲íchni if/when s/he clubs it 
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cold (of inanimate object) 

Theme: s-.áat' (Ø state) 
 for an inanimate object to be cold 

Naish-Story:  si.-aat' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s si.áat' it's cold 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél us.áat' it isn't cold 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s sa.áat' nooch it's always cold 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nas.át' it is getting cold 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s tlél yaa unas.át' it's not getting cold 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s sa.áat'in it used to be cold 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél us.áat'in it didn't used to be cold 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé si.áat'i aa the cold one 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wusi.áat' it got cold 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wus.áat' it didn't get cold 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s us.áat'ch it gets cold (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél us.áat'ch it hasn't gotten cold yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s guga̲s.áat' it will be cold 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél guga̲s.áat' it won't be cold 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲s.áat' let it be cold 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé uxd̲zi.áat'i yé no way can it be cold 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲as.áat'in it would have been cold 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s sa.áat'ni if/when it is cold 
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cold (of weather) 

Theme: ku̲-s-.áat' (ga state) 
 for the weather to be cold 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-si-.aat' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ku̲si.áat' the weather is cold 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ko̲os.áat' the weather isn't cold 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ku̲sa.áat' nooch the weather is always cold 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei ku̲nas.áat' the weather is getting cold 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei ku̲sa.áat'ch the weather gets cold (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ku̲sa.áat'in the weather used to be cold 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ko̲os.áat'in the weather didn't used to be cold 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ku̲wsi.áat' the weather got cold 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲wus.áat' the weather didn't get cold 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ku̲ksa.áat'ch the weather gets cold (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ku̲gus.áat'ch the weather hasn't gotten cold yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ku̲wsa.áat'in the weather had been cold; the weather was cold (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ku̲wsa.áat'in the weather hadn't been cold; the weather wasn't 

cold (at the time, but...) 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei ku̲gux̲sa.áat' the weather will be cold 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei ku̲gux̲sa.áat' the weather won't be cold 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ku̲gux̲sa.áat'i let the weather be cold 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ku̲guxs̲i.áat'i yé no way can the weather be cold 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ku̲gux̲sa.áat'in the weather would have been cold 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲gas.áat'ni if/when the weather gets cold 

Example(s): 

Táakwx' ku̲si.áat'. 
Winters are cold. 
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comfort him/her 

Theme: N toowú S-l-t'aaʰ~ (ø act; CV́V Imp/Hort/Pot) 
 for S to comfort N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a toowú + li-t'aa 

Notes 

The form: du toowú alt'eix̲ gives both a present tense reading "he/she/it is 

comforting him/her" and a repetitive reading "he/she/it comforts him/her 

(regularly)". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du toowú lat'áa! Comfort him/her! 

2p Du toowú yilat'áa! You all comfort him/her! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s du toowú alt'eix̲ he/she/it is comforting him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél du toowú oolt'eix̲ he/she/it doesn't comfort him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du toowú alt'eix̲ he/she/it comforts him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s du toowú awlit'áa he/she/it comforted him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél du toowú awult'á he/she/it didn't comfort him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s du toowú oolt'áaych he/she/it comforts him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s du toowú agux̲lat'áa he/she/it will comfort him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél du toowú agux̲lat'aa he/she/it won't comfort him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s du toowú ax̲lat'áa let him/her/it comfort him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du toowú ax̲wlit'áayi yé no way can he/she/it comfort 

him/her 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du toowú ax̲wlat'áayin he/she/it would have comforted him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du toowú alt'éini if/when he/she/it comforts him/her 
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compose a song 

Theme: at ka-S-l-shee~ (na event) 
 for S to compose songs (esp. about opposite clan) 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-shee 

Notes 

Some fluent elders say that in addition to the meaning "compose", this verb can be 

used to mean "sing". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s At kanalshí! Compose a song! 

2p At kanaylashí! All of you compose a song! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa at kanax̲lashéen I'm composing a song 

2s yaa at kanilashéen you're composing a song 

3s yaa at kanalshéen s/he's composing a song 

1p yaa at kantulashéen we're composing a song 

2p yaa at kanaylashéen you all are composing a song 

3p yaa (ha)s at kanalshéen they're composing a song 

4 yaa at kandulshéen someone's composing a song 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yoo at kax̲lishéek I compose a song (regularly) 

3s yoo at kalishéek s/he composes a song (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s at kax̲wlishee I composed a song 

2s at kaylishee you composed a song 

3s at kawlishee s/he composed a song 

1p at kawtulishee we composed a song 

2p at kayeeylishee you all composed a song 

3p has at kawlishee they composed a song 

4 at kawdudlishee someone composed a song 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél at kax̲wlashee I didn't compose a song 
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2s tlél at kaylashee you didn't compose a song 

3s tlél at kawulshee s/he didn't compose a song 

1p tlél at kawtulashee we didn't compose a song 

2p tlél at kayeeylashee you all didn't compose a song 

3p tlél has at kawulshee they didn't compose a song 

4 tlél at kawdulshee nobody composed a song 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s at kanax̲lashéech I compose a song (every time) 

2s at kanilashéech you compose a song (every time) 

3s at kanalshéech s/he composes a song (every time) 

1p at kantulashéech we compose a song (every time) 

2p at kanaylashéech you all compose a song (every time) 

3p has at kanalshéech they compose a song (every time) 

4 at kandulshéech someone composes a song (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél at kanaxw̲lasheech I haven't composed a song yet 

2s tlél at kaneelasheech you haven't composed a song yet 

3s tlél at koonalsheech s/he hasn't composed a song yet 

1p tlél at kantoolasheech we haven't composed a song yet 

2p tlél at kanaylasheech you all haven't composed a song yet 

3p tlél has at koonalcheesh they haven't composed a song yet 

4 tlél at kandulsheech nobody has composed a song yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s at kakkw̲alashée I will compose a song 

2s at kakgi̲lashée you will compose a song 

3s at kagux̲lashée s/he will compose a song 

1p at kagax̲tulashée we will compose a song 

2p at kagaxy̲ilashée you all will compose a song 

3p has at kagux̲lashée they will compose a song 

4 at kagax̲dulshée someone will compose a song 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél at kakkw̲alashee I won't compose a song 

2s tlél at kakgi̲lashee you won't compose a song 

3s tlél at kagux̲lashee s/he won't compose a song 
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1p tlél at kagaxt̲ulashee we won't compose a song 

2p tlél at kagaxy̲ilashee you all won't compose a song 

3p tlél has at kagux̲lashee they won't compose a song 

4 tlél at kagaxd̲ulshee nobody will compose a song 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s at kanka̲lashee let me compose a song 

3s at kanaxl̲ashee let him/her compose a song 

1p at kantulashee let us compose a song 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé at koonk̲alisheeyi yéno way can I compose a song 

3s tlél aadé at koonax̲lisheeyi yéno way can s/he compose a song 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s at koonka̲lasheeyín I would have composed a song 

3s at koonax̲lasheeyín s/he would have composed a song 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s at kanax̲lashéeni if/when I compose a song 

3s at kanalshéeni if/when s/he composes a song 

Example(s): 

Du léelk'w daadáx̲ at kaawlishee. 
He composed a song about his grandfather. 
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contribute to it; donate to it; add to it 

Theme: P-t~ ka-S-d-gé̲ex'~ (ø motion) 
 for S to donate, contribute, add to P 

Naish-Story:  ya-ge̲ex' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át keedagí̲x'! Contribute to it! 

2p Át kaydagí̲x'! You all contribute to it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ keedagé̲ex'ik!̲ Don't contribute to it! 

2p Líl áx̲ kaydagé̲ex'ik!̲ Don't you all contribute to it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ kadagé̲ex' s/he contributes to it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át kax̲wdigí̲x' I contributed to it 

3s át kawdigí̲x' s/he contributed to it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át kax̲wdagé̲ex' I didn't contribute to it 

3s tlél át kawdagé̲ex' s/he didn't contribute to it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át koox̲dagé̲ex'ch I contribute to it (every time) 

3s át koodagé̲ex'ch s/he contributes to it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át koox̲dagé̲ex'ch I haven't contributed to it yet 

3s tlél át koodagé̲ex'ch s/he hasn't contributed to it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kakkw̲adagé̲ex' I will contribute to it 

3s aadé kagux̲dagé̲ex' s/he will contribute to it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kakkw̲adagé̲ex' I won't contribute to it 

3s tlél aadé kagux̲dagé̲ex' s/he won't contribute to it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át kaka̲dagé̲ex' let me contribute to it 

3s át kax̲dagé̲ex' let him/her contribute to it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át koox̲digé̲ex'i yé no way can s/he contribute to it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át koox̲dagé̲ex'in s/he would have contributed to it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át kadagí̲x'ni if/when s/he contributes to it 
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contribute, donate 

Theme: ka-S-d-gé̲ex'~ (na event) 
 for S to donate, contribute 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-ge̲ex' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kanidagé̲ex'! Contribute! 

2p Kanaydagé̲ex'! You all contribute! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kaydagé̲ex'ik!̲ Don't contribute! 

2p Líl kayeeydagé̲ex'ik!̲ Don't you all contribute! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa kanax̲dagí̲x' I am contributing 

3s yaa kandagí̲x' s/he is contributing 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo kdigí̲x'k s/he contributes (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲wdigé̲ex' I contributed 

3s kawdigé̲ex' s/he contributed 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kax̲wdagé̲ex' I didn't contribute 

3s tlél kawdagé̲ex' s/he didn't contribute 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kanax̲dagí̲x'ch I contribute (every time) 

3s kandagí̲x'ch s/he contributes (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kunax̲dagí̲x'ch I haven't contributed yet 

3s tlél kundagí̲x'ch s/he hasn't contributed yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲dagé̲ex' I will contribute 

3s kagux̲dagé̲ex' s/he will contribute 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲dagé̲ex' I won't contribute 

3s tlél kagux̲dagé̲ex' s/he won't contribute 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kanka̲dagé̲ex' let me contribute 

3s kanax̲dagé̲ex' let him/her contribute 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kunax̲digé̲ex'i yéno way can s/he contribute 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kunax̲dagé̲ex'in s/he would have contributed 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kandagí̲x'ni if/when s/he contributes 

Example(s): 

Kawdugé̲ex'i áwé sh tóoga̲a haa ndateech. 
When people contribute, we are grateful. 

Kawdagé̲ex'i ítdáx̲ áwé woogoot. 
After he contributed, he left. 

Kanax̲dagé̲ex'i áwé woogoot. 
He went to contribute. 

Ax̲ check-i áwé hél cash-x̲ ux̲layéx̲ch' ách áwé tlél kunax̲dagí̲x'ch. 
I haven't cashed my check yet, that's why I haven't contributed yet. 

Tlél dáanaa x̲wa.oo ách áwé tlél kunax̲dagí̲x'ch. 
I don't have any money, that's why I haven't contributed yet. 
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cook 

Theme: at S-s-.ee~ (ø act) 
 for S to cook 

Naish-Story:  si-.ee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s At sa.í! Cook! 

2p At yisa.í! You all cook! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl at isa.éex̲ik̲! Don't cook! 

2p Líl at yisa.éex̲ik̲! Don't you all cook! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s at x̲asa.ée I cook; I am cooking 

3s at sa.ée she cooks; s/he is cooking 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél at ux̲sa.ee I don't cook; I'm not cooking 

3s tlél at us.ee s/he doesn't cook; she's not cooking 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s is.ee nooch s/he always cooks 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s at is.éex̲ s/he cooks (regularly) 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé at is.ee aa the one who cooks; the one who is cooking 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s at x̲wasi.ée I cooked 

3s at wusi.ée s/he cooked 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲wasa.í I didn't cook 

3s tlél at wus.í s/he didn't cook 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s at x̲wasa.éeych I cook (every time) 

3s at us.éeych s/he cooks (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél at x̲wasa.éeych I haven't cooked yet 
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3s tlél at us.éeych s/he hasn't cooked yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s at kuka̲sa.ée I will cook 

3s at gux̲sa.ée s/he will cook 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél at kuka̲sa.ee I won't cook 

3s tlél at gux̲sa.ee s/he won't cook 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s at ka̲sa.ee let me cook 

3s at ga̲sa.ee let him/her cook 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé at ux̲si.eeyi yé no way can s/he cook 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲sa.eeyín s/he would have cooked 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s at sa.éeni if/when s/he cooks 
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cook herring eggs by dipping briefly in boiling water and 

oil 

Theme: O-ka-S-sh-x̲'áal'~ (Ø event; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for S to cook O (herring eggs) by dipping in boiling water and oil 

Naish-Story:  ka-shi-x̲'aal' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Keeshx̲'ál' (dé)! Cook the herring eggs (now)! 

2p Kayishx̲'ál' (dé)! You all cook the herring eggs (now)! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keeshx̲'ál'x̲ik!̲ Don't cook the herring eggs! 

2p Líl kayishx'̲ál'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all cook the herring eggs! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s kax̲shax'̲ál'x̲ I cook the herring eggs (regularly) 

3s akashax'̲ál'x̲ s/he cooks the herring eggs (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲wshix̲'ál' I cooked the herring eggs 

3s akawshix'̲ál' s/he cooked the herring eggs 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kax̲washx'̲áal' I didn't cook the herring eggs 

3s tlél akawushx'̲áal' s/he didn't cook the herring eggs 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s koox̲shax̲'áal'ch I cook the herring eggs (every time) 

3s akooshx̲'áal'ch s/he cooks the herring eggs (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koox̲shax̲'áal'ch I haven't cooked the herring eggs yet 

3s tlél akooshx̲'áal'ch s/he hasn't cooked the herring eggs yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲ashx'̲áal' I will cook the herring eggs 

3s akakgw̲ashx'̲áal' s/he will cook the herring eggs 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲ashx'̲áal' I won't cook the herring eggs 

3s tlél akakgw̲ashx'̲áal' s/he won't cook the herring eggs 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kaka̲shax'̲ál' let me cook the herring eggs 

3s akax̲shax'̲ál' let him/her cook the herring eggs 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kooka̲jix̲'ál'i yé no way can I cook the herring eggs 

3s tlél aadé akoox̲jix̲'ál'i yé no way can s/he cook the herring eggs 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kooka̲shax'̲ál'in I would have cooked the herring eggs 

3s akoox̲ashx'̲ál'in s/he would have cooked the herring eggs 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kax̲shax'̲ál'ni if/when I cook the herring eggs 

3s akashx'̲ál'ni if/when s/he cooks the herring eggs 

Example(s): 

Héen oost'áaych aagá̲a áwé gá̲ax'w táak kadushx'̲ál'x̲. 
She heats the water, then the herring eggs are dipped in. 
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cook it 

Theme: O-S-s-.ee~ (ø act) 
 for S to cook O 

Naish-Story:  si-.ee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sa.í! Cook it! 

2p Yisa.í! You all cook it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl isa.éex̲ik̲! Don't cook it! 

2p Líl yisa.éex̲ik̲! Don't you all cook it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲asa.ée I cook it; I am cooking it 

2s isa.ée you cook it; you are cooking it 

3s as.ée s/he cooks it; s/he is cooking it 

1p tusa.ée we cook it; we are cooking it 

2p yisa.ée you all cook it; you all are cooking it 

3p has as.ée they cook it; they are cooking it 

4 dus.ée someone cooks it; someone is cooking it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ux̲sa.ee I don't cook it; I am not cooking it 

2s tlél isa.ee you don't cook it; you aren't cooking it 

3s tlél oos.ee s/he doesn't cook it; s/he isn't cooking it 

1p tlél tusa.ee we don't cook it; we aren't cooking it 

2p tlél yisa.ee you all don't cook it; you all aren't cooking it 

3p tlél has oos.ee they don't cook it; they aren't cooking it 

4 tlél dus.ee it's not to be cooked 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s as.ee nooch s/he always cooks it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s as.éex̲ s/he cooks it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s as.eeyín s/he used to cook it 
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Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél as.eeyín s/he didn't used to cook it 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé as.ee aa the one who cooks it; the one who is cooking it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasi.ée I cooked it 

2s yisi.ée you cooked it 

3s awsi.ée s/he cooked it 

1p wutusi.ée we cooked it 

2p yeeysi.ée you all cooked it 

3p has awsi.ée they cooked it 

4 wududzi.ée it was cooked 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasa.í I didn't cook it 

2s tlél yisa.í you didn't cook it 

3s tlél awus.í s/he didn't cook it 

1p tlél wutusa.í we didn't cook it 

2p tlél yeeysa.í you all didn't cook it 

3p tlél has awus.í they didn't cook it 

4 tlél wudus.í it wasn't cooked 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wasa.éeych I cook it (every time) 

2s isa.éeych you cook it (every time) 

3s oos.éeych s/he cooks it (every time) 

1p tusa.éeych we cook it (every time) 

2p yisa.éeych you all cook it (every time) 

3p has oos.éeych they cook it (every time) 

4 dus.éeych it is cooked (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wasa.éeych I haven't cooked it yet 

2s tlél isa.éeych you haven't cooked it yet 

3s tlél oos.éeych s/he hasn't cooked it yet 

1p tlél tusa.éeych we haven't cooked it yet 

2p tlél yisa.éeych you all haven't cooked it yet 
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3p tlél has oos.éeych they haven't cooked it yet 

4 tlél dus.éeych it hasn't been cooked yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲sa.ée I will cook it 

2s gagi̲sa.ée you will cook it 

3s agux̲sa.ée s/he will cook it 

1p gax̲tusa.ée we will cook it 

2p gax̲yisa.ée you all will cook it 

3p has agux̲sa.ée they will cook it 

4 gax̲dus.ée it will be cooked 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲sa.ee I won't cook it 

2s tlél gagi̲sa.ee you won't cook it 

3s tlél aguxs̲a.ee s/he won't cook it 

1p tlél gaxt̲usa.ee we won't cook it 

2p tlél gaxy̲isa.ee you all won't cook it 

3p tlél has agux̲sa.ee they won't cook it 

4 tlél gaxd̲us.ee nobody will cook it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲sa.ee let me cook it 

3s ax̲sa.ee let him/her cook it 

1p ga̲tusa.ee let us cook it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooxs̲i.eeyi yé no way can s/he cook it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oox̲sa.eeyín s/he would have cooked it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s as.éeni if/when s/he cooks it 

Example(s): 

Tlél x̲wasa.éex̲ wé gá̲ax'w. 
I don't cook the herring eggs. 
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cooked 

Theme: yan~ ø-.ee~ (ø motion) 
 for food to be cooked, done cooking 

Naish-Story:  ya-.ee 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yánde yaa na.éen it's cooking 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yax̲ .ee it cooks (regularly, quickly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yan uwa.ée it's cooked 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yan wu.í it isn't cooked 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yan oo.éeych it gets cooked (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yan oo.éeych it isn't cooked yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yánde kgw̲a.ée it will be cooked 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yánde kgw̲a.ee it won't be cooked 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yan gw̲aa.eeyi yé no way can it get cooked 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yan gw̲a.eeyín it would have gotten cooked 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yan .éeni if/when it's cooked 
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cork it up (bottle); shut, cover his/her/its mouth 

Theme: O-x̲'e-S-ø-déex'~ (ø event) 
 for S to cork up (bottle), shut mouth of O 

Naish-Story:  x̲'a-ya-deex' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s X̲'adíx'! Cork it up! 

2p X̲'aydíx' You all cork it up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl x̲'eedíx'x̲ik!̲ Don't cork it up! 

2p Líl x̲'aydíx'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all cork it up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲'ax̲adíx'x̲ I cork it up (regularly) 

3s ax̲'adíx'x̲ s/he corks it up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲'ax̲waadíx' I corked it up 

3s ax̲'eiwadíx' s/he corked it up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲'ax̲wadéex' I didn't cork it up 

3s tlél ax'̲awudéex' s/he didn't cork it up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲'ux̲adíx'ch I cork it up (every time) 

3s ax̲'eidíx'ch s/he corks it up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲'ux̲adíx'ch I haven't corked it up yet 

3s tlél ax'̲eidíx'ch s/he hasn't corked it up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲'akkw̲adéex' I will cork it up 

3s ax̲'akgw̲adéex' s/he will cork it up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲'akkw̲adéex' I won't cork it up 

3s tlél ax'̲akgw̲adéex' s/he won't cork it up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲'aka̲déex' let me cork it up 
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3s ax̲'aga̲déex' let him/her cork it up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé x'̲akw̲aadéex'i yé no way can I cork it up 

3s tlél aadé ax̲'agw̲aadéex'i yé no way can s/he cork it up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s x̲'akw̲adéex'in I would have corked it up 

3s ax̲'agw̲adéex'in s/he would have corked it up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲'ax̲adíx'ni if/when I cork it up 

3s ax̲'adíx'ni if/when s/he corks it up 
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cover it (esp. pot) with something 

Theme: at S-ø-taan~ (ga̲ event) 
 for S to cover (esp. pot, etc.), put on lid 

Naish-Story:  at ya-taan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s A yanáax ̲at ga̲taan! Cover it! 

2p A yanáax ̲at ga̲ytaan! You all cover it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl a yanáax̲ yei at eetánjik!̲ Don't cover it! 

2p Líl a yanáax̲ yéi at yitánjik!̲ Don't you all cover it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s a yanáax̲ yei at x̲atánch I cover it (regularly) 

3s a yanáax̲ yei at tánch s/he covers it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s a yanáax̲ at x̲waataan I covered it 

3s a yanáax̲ at wootaan s/he covered it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél a yanáax̲ at x̲wataan I didn't cover it 

3s tlél a yanáax̲ at wutaan s/he didn't cover it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s a yanáax̲ at ka̲tánch I cover it (every time) 

3s a yanáax̲ at ga̲tánch s/he covers it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél a yanáax̲ at kw̲atánch I haven't covered it yet 

3s tlél a yanáax̲ at gw̲atánch s/he hasn't covered it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s a yanáax̲ yei at kuka̲táan I will cover it 

3s a yanáax̲ yei at guga̲táan s/he will cover it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél a yanáax̲ yei at kuka̲taan I won't cover it 

3s tlél a yanáax̲ yei at guga̲taan s/he won't cover it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s a yanáax̲ at ka̲aka̲taan let me cover it 
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3s a yanáax̲ at ga̲aga̲taan let him/her cover it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé a yanáax̲ at ko̲oka̲ataani yé no way can I cover it 

3s tlél aadé a yanáax̲ at go̲oga̲ataani yé no way can s/he cover it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s a yanáax̲ at ko̲oka̲taanín I would have covered it 

3s a yanáax̲ at go̲oga̲taanín s/he would have covered it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s a yanáax̲ at ka̲tánni if/when I cover it 

3s a yanáax̲ at ga̲tánni if/when s/he covers it 
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cramps; shocked (by electricity) 

Theme: O-ka-d-l-shóok'~ (ø event) 
 for O to have cramps; for O to get shocked (by electricity) 

Naish-Story:  ka-dli-shook' 
Notes 

This verb can also mean "cramp" (of muscle). For example: Ax ̲ x̲'óos' kawdlishúk'. 

"My foot is cramping." 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲at kalshúk'x̲ I get shocked (regularly) 

3s kalshúk'x̲ he/she/it gets shocked (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at kawdlishúk' I got shocked 

3s kawdlishúk' he/she/it got shocked 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at kawulshóok' I didn't get shocked 

3s tlél kawulshóok' he/she/it didn't get shocked 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at koolshúk'ch I get shocked (every time) 

3s koolshúk'ch he/she/it gets shocked (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at koolshúk'ch I haven't gotten shocked yet 

3s tlél koolshúk'ch he/she/it hasn't gotten shocked yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at kakgw̲alshóok' I will get shocked 

3s kakgw̲alshóok' he/she/it will get shocked 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at kakgw̲alshóok' I won't get shocked 

3s tlél kakgw̲alshóok' he/she/it won't get shocked 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) x̲at kaga̲lshóok' (just) let me get shocked 

3s (ch'a) kaga̲lshóok' (just) let him/her/it get shocked 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xa̲t koox̲lishóok'u yé no way can I get shocked 
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3s tlél aadé kooxl̲ishóok'u yé no way can he/she/it get shocked 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s x̲at koox̲lashóok'un I would have gotten shocked 

3s koox̲lashóok'un he/she/it would have gotten shocked 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲at kalshúk'ni if/when I get shocked 

3s kalshúk'ni if/when he/she/it gets shocked 

Example(s): 

Kawulshóok'u tsá tóo akgw̲anóok. 
If it shocks him, he'll feel it. 
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crawl there on one's belly 

Theme: P-dé S-ø-tlóox'~ (na motion) 
 for S to creep, crawl on hands and toes with body close to ground 

(usually when stalking game) toward P 

Naish-Story:  ya-tloox' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé natlóox'! Crawl there on your belly! 

2p Aadé naytlóox'! You all crawl there on your belly! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo eetlúx'guk!̲ Don't crawl there on your belly! 

2p Líl aadé yoo yitlúx'guk!̲ Don't you all crawl there on your belly! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nx̲atlúx' I am crawling there on my belly 

3s aadé yaa natlúx' s/he is crawling there on his/her belly 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s aadé yoo x̲aatlúx'k I crawl there on my belly (regularly) 

3s aadé yoo yatlúx'k s/he crawls there on his/her belly (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé x̲waatlóox' I crawled there on my belly 

3s aadé wootlóox' he/she/it crawled there on his/her/it's belly 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé x̲watlóox' I didn't crawl there on my belly 

3s tlél aadé wutlóox' s/he didn't crawl there on his/her belly 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé nx̲watlúx'ch I haven't crawled there on my belly yet 

3s tlél aadé unatlúx'ch s/he hasn't crawled there on his/her belly yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲atlóox' I will crawl there on my belly 

3s aadé kgw̲atlóox' he/she/it will crawl there on his/her/its belly 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲atlóox' I won't crawl there on my belly 
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3s tlél aadé kgw̲atlóox' s/he won't crawl there on his/her belly 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé nka̲tlóox' let me crawl there on my belly 

3s aadé nga̲tlóox' let him/her crawl there on his/her belly 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé nkw̲aatlóox'u yé no way can I crawl there on my belly 

3s tlél aadé ngw̲aatlóox'u yé no way can s/he crawl there on his/her belly 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s aadé nkw̲atlóox'un I would have crawled there on my belly 

3s aadé ngw̲atlóox'un s/he would have crawled there on his/her belly 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s aadé nx̲atlúx'ni if/when I crawl there on my belly 

3s aadé natlúx'ni if/when s/he crawls there on his/her belly 

Example(s): 

Aadé natlóox', aagá̲a tlél yei igaxd̲usteen. 
Crawl there on your belly, that way you won't be seen. 

Ax̲ x̲ánde wootlóox'. 
He crawled to me on his belly. 

Líl aadé yoo itlúx'guk,̲ áx̲ yéi i kagux̲lax'̲éex' - ch'a a daa woogú. 
Don't crawl over there on your belly, you're going to get stuck there - just go around 

it. 

Tlél aadé ngw̲aatlóox'u yé kú̲tx̲ kootláa. 
He can't crawl there on his belly, he's too big around. 
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crawl VII 

Theme: P-t S-d-gw̲áat'~ (na motion) 
 for S (esp. child) to crawl around on hands and knees at P 

Naish-Story:  di-gw̲aat' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át nidagw̲áat'! Crawl around there! 

2p Át naydagw̲áat'! You all crawl around there! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át yidagw̲áat'ik!̲ Don't crawl around there! 

2p Líl át yeeydagw̲áat'ik!̲ Don't you all crawl around there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s át yoo digw̲át'k s/he crawls around there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲wadigw̲áat' I am crawling around there; I crawled around there 

3s át wudigw̲áat' s/he is crawling around there; s/he crawled around 

there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲wadagw̲áat' I didn't crawl around there 

3s tlél át wudagw̲áat' s/he didn't crawl around there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át nax̲dagw̲át'ch I crawl around there (every time) 

3s át nadagw̲át'ch s/he crawls around there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át nax̲dagw̲át'ch I haven't crawled around there yet 

3s tlél át nadagw̲át'ch s/he hasn't crawled around there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s át kuka̲dagw̲áat' I will crawl around there 

3s át gux̲dagw̲áat' s/he will crawl around there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél át kuka̲dagw̲áat' I won't crawl around there 

3s tlél át gux̲dagw̲áat' s/he won't crawl around there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át naka̲dagw̲áat' let me crawl around there 
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3s át nax̲dagw̲áat' let him/her crawl around there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át nax̲wdigw̲áat'i yé no way can s/he crawl around there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át nax̲wdagw̲áat'in s/he would have crawled around there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át nadagw̲át'ni if/when s/he crawls around there 
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crooked; wicked 

Theme: O-ka-d-s-téix̲'~ (ø event) 
 for O to be crooked, wicked 

Naish-Story:  ka-dzi-teix̲' 

Variants: -téex̲'~ 

Notes 

This verb can also be used to refer to a person, as in kawdzitéx ̲' "s/he is crooked". 

The object pronoun must be used with this verb. For example: Tlél x̲at kawustéix̲'. 

"I'm not crooked." 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kastéx̲'x̲ it gets crooked (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawdzitéx̲' it's crooked 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawustéix̲' it isn't crooked 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s koostéx̲'ch it gets crooked (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél koostéx̲'ch it hasn't gotten crooked yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kakgw̲astéix̲' it will be crooked 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kakgw̲astéix'̲ it won't be crooked 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s (ch'a) kga̲stéix'̲ (just) let it get crooked 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé koox̲dzitéix̲'i yé no way can it get crooked 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kooga̲stéix̲'in it would have gotten crooked 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kastéx̲'ni if/when it's crooked 
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cry loudly; cry out, scream out (in fear or pain) 

Theme: ka-S-d-ga̲ax~̲ (ga act) 
 for S to cry loudly (of child, or person in great pain), to cry out or 

scream (in fear or pain) 

Naish-Story:  ka-di-ga̲ax ̲

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keedaga̲ax̲ík!̲ Don't cry out! 

2p Líl kaydaga̲ax̲ík!̲ Don't you all cry out! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲dagá̲ax ̲ I'm crying out; I cry out 

3s kadagá̲ax ̲ he/she/it is crying out; he/she/it cries out 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél kax̲wdaga̲ax ̲ I'm not crying out; I don't cry out 

3s tlél koodaga̲ax ̲he/she/it isn't crying out; he/she/it doesn't cry out 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s kadagá̲x̲ nooch he/she/it always cries out 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei kandagá̲x̲ he/she/it is beginning to cry out 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei kdagá̲x̲ch he/she/it cries out (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲wdiga̲ax ̲ I cried out 

3s kawdiga̲ax ̲ he/she/it cried out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kax̲wdaga̲ax ̲ I didn't cry out 

3s tlél kawdaga̲ax ̲ he/she/it didn't cry out 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kagux̲dagá̲ax ̲ he/she/it will cry out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s kei kakkw̲adagá̲ax ̲I will cry out 

3s tlél kei kagux̲daga̲ax ̲ he/she/it won't cry out 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kakka̲ga̲ax ̲ let me cry out 

3s kakga̲ga̲ax ̲ let him/her/it cry out 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kakdagá̲x̲ni if/when s/he cries out 
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cry, weep, mourn, howl (plural subject) 

Theme: ga̲x̲-S-s-tee~ (ga act) 
 for (plural) S to cry, weep, mourn; for (plural) S to howl (esp. of 

wolves) 

Naish-Story:  ga̲x̲-si-tee 

Singular: ga̲ax ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p G̲ax̲geesatí! You all cry! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2p Líl ga̲x̲yisatéek!̲ Don't you all cry! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1p ga̲x̲tusatí we cry; we are crying 

2p ga̲x̲yisatí you all cry; you all are crying 

3p has ga̲x̲satí they cry; they are crying 

4 ga̲x̲dustí people cry; people are crying 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1p tlél ga̲x̲tusatí we don't cry; we're not crying 

2p tlél ga̲x̲yisatí you all don't cry; you all are not crying 

3p tlél has uga̲x̲satí they don't cry; they're not crying 

4 tlél ga̲x̲dustí nobody cries; nobody is crying 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3p has ga̲x̲satée nooch they always cry 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p [semantically awkward - does not occur] 

2p [semantically awkward - does not occur] 

3p kei (ha)s ga̲x̲nastéen they are beginning to cry 

4 kei ga̲x̲nadustéen people are beginning to cry 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p kei (ha)s ga̲x̲satéech they cry (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3p has ga̲x̲satéeyin they used to cry 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3p wé has ga̲x̲satí aa the ones who cry 
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Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p ga̲x̲wutusitee we cried 

2p ga̲x̲yeeysitee you all cried 

3p has ga̲x̲wusitee they cried 

4 ga̲x̲wududzitee people cried 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél ga̲x̲wutusatí we didn't cry 

2p tlél ga̲x̲yiysatí you all didn't cry 

3p tlél has ga̲x̲wustí they didn't cry 

4 tlél ga̲x̲wudustí nobody cried 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3p [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1p kei ga̲x̲gax̲tusatée we will cry 

2p kei ga̲x̲gax̲yisatée you all will cry 

3p kei (ha)s ga̲x̲gax̲satée they will cry 

4 kei ga̲x̲gax̲dustée people will cry 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél kei ga̲x̲gaxt̲usatee we won't cry 

2p tlél kei ga̲x̲gaxy̲isatee you all won't cry 

3p tlél kei (ha)s ga̲x̲gaxs̲atee they won't cry 

4 tlél kei ga̲x̲gaxd̲ustee nobody will cry 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p ga̲x̲gaxt̲usatee let us cry 

3p has ga̲x̲gax̲satee let them cry 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé ga̲ax ̲has gux̲siteeyi yé no way can they cry 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p has ga̲x̲gux̲sateeyín they would have cried 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p has ga̲x̲gastéeni if/when they cry 

Example(s): 

Du ítde has ga̲xw̲usitee. 
They cried after him. 
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cry, weep; mourn, lament (singular subject) 

Theme: S-ø-ga̲ax~̲ (ga act) 
 for (singluar) S to cry, weep; for (singular) S to mourn, lament 

Naish-Story:  ya-ga̲ax ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gaga̲ax!̲ Cry! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eega̲ax̲ík!̲ Don't cry! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲agá̲ax̲ I cry; I am crying 

2s eegá̲ax̲ you cry; you are crying 

3s gá̲ax̲ s/he cries; s/he is crying 

4 agá̲ax̲ someone cries; someone is crying 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲waga̲ax ̲ I don't cry; I'm not crying 

2s tlél eega̲ax̲ you don't cry; you're not crying 

3s tlél uga̲ax ̲ s/he doesn't cry; s/he's not crying 

4 tlél ooga̲ax ̲ one doesn't cry; it isn't proper to cry 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei nx̲agá̲x̲ I am beginning to cry 

2s kei neegá̲x̲ you are beginning to cry 

3s kei nagá̲x̲ s/he is beginning to cry 

4 kei anagá̲x̲ someone is beginning to cry 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei gá̲x̲ch s/he cries (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ga̲ax̲ín s/he used to cry 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé gá̲x̲ aa the one who cries 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waaga̲ax ̲ I cried 

2s yeega̲ax̲ you cried 

3s wooga̲ax ̲ s/he cried 
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4 aawaga̲ax ̲ someone cried 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲waga̲ax ̲ I didn't cry 

2s tlél yiga̲ax ̲ you didn't cry 

3s tlél wuga̲ax ̲ s/he didn't cry 

4 [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s gax̲agá̲x̲ch I cry (every time) 

2s geegá̲x̲ch you cry (every time) 

3s gagá̲x̲ch s/he cries (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél goox̲agá̲x̲ch I haven't cried yet 

2s tlél geegá̲x̲ch you haven't cried yet 

3s tlél googá̲x̲ch s/he hasn't cried yet 

4 [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲agá̲ax̲ I will cry 

2s kei kge̲egá̲ax̲ you will cry 

3s kei kgw̲agá̲ax̲ s/he will cry 

4 [does not occur] 
Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲aga̲ax ̲I won't cry 

2s tlél kei kge̲ega̲ax̲ you won't cry 

3s tlél kei kgw̲aga̲ax ̲s/he won't cry 

4 [does not occur] 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gaka̲ga̲ax ̲ let me cry 

3s gaga̲ga̲ax ̲ let him/her cry 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guga̲aga̲axi̲ yé no way can s/he cry 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s guga̲ga̲ax̲ín s/he would have cried 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gagá̲x̲ni if/when s/he cries 
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Example(s): 

Du tláa ítde áwé áwé gá̲ax̲. 
He cries after his mother. 

Tlél du x̲'éit yax̲was.aa, ách áwé gá̲ax̲. 
She's crying because I didn't kiss her. 
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cut 

Theme: S-d-xaash~ (na act) 
 for S to cut 

Naish-Story:  ya-xaash 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nidaxaash! Cut! 

2p Naydaxaash! You all cut! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl idaxaashík!̲ Don't cut! 

2p Líl yidaxaashík!̲ Don't you all cut! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲adaxáash I cut; I am cutting 

2s idaxáash you cut; you are cutting 

3s daxáash s/he cuts; s/he is cutting 

1p tudaxáash we cut; we are cutting 

2p yidaxáash you all cut,; you all are cutting 

3p has daxáash they cut; they are cutting 

4 duxáash people cut; pepole are cutting 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ux̲daxaash I don't cut; I'm not cutting 

2s tlél idaxaash you don't cut; you aren't cutting 

3s tlél udaxaash s/he doesn't cut; s/he isn't cutting 

1p tlél tudaxaash we don't cut; we aren't cutting 

2p tlél yidaxaash you all don't cut; you all aren't cutting 

3p tlél has udaxaash they don't cut; they aren't cutting 

4 tlél duxaash nobody cuts; nobody is cutting 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s daxash nooch s/he always cuts 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo dixáshk s/he cuts (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s daxaashéen s/he used to cut 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél udaxaashéen s/he didn't used to cut 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé daxaashi aa the one who cuts; the one who is cutting 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wadixaash I cut 

2s yidixaash you cut 

3s wudixaash s/he cut 

1p wutudixaash we cut 

2p yeeydixaash you all cut 

3p has wudixaash they cut 

4 wuduwaxaash people cut 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wadaxaash / tlél ux̲daxaash I didn't cut 

2s tlél yidaxaash you didn't cut 

3s tlél wudaxaash s/he didn't cut 

1p tlél wutudaxaash we didn't cut 

2p tlél yeeydaxaash you all didn't cut 

3p tlél has wudaxaash they didn't cut 

4 tlél wuduxaash nobody cut 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲daxáshch I cut (every time) 

2s nidaxáshch you cut (every time) 

3s nadaxáshch s/he cuts (every time) 

1p natudaxáshch we cut (every time) 

2p naydaxáshch you all cut (every time) 

3p has nadaxáshch they cut (every time) 

4 naduxáshch people cut (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél nax̲wdaxáshch / tlél unax̲daxáshxch I haven't cut yet 

2s tlél nidaxáshch you haven't cut yet 

3s tlél undaxáshch s/he hasn't cut yet 

1p tlél natudaxáshch we haven't cut yet 

2p tlél naydaxáshch you all haven't cut yet 

3p tlél has undaxáshch they haven't cut yet 

4 tlél naduxáshch nobody has cut yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲daxáash I will cut 

2s gagi̲daxáash you will cut 

3s gux̲daxáash s/he will cut 

1p gax̲tudaxáash we will cut 

2p gax̲yidaxáash you all will cut 

3p has gux̲daxáash they will cut 

4 gax̲duxáash people will cut 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲daxaash I won't cut 

2s tlél gagi̲daxaash you won't cut 

3s tlél gux̲daxaash s/he won't cut 

1p tlél gaxt̲udaxaash we won't cut 

2p tlél gaxy̲idaxaash you all won't cut 

3p tlél has gux̲daxaash they won't cut 

4 tlél gaxd̲uxaash people won't cut 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲daxaash let me cut 

3s nax̲daxaash let him/her cut 

1p nax̲tudaxaash let us cut 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ngw̲adixaashi yé no way can s/he cut 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s nax̲wdaxaashín s/he would have cut 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s nadaxáshni if/when s/he cuts 
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cut him/her/it (human body, accidentally) 

Theme: O-S-ø-k'̲éik'w~ (ø event) 
 for S to cut O (human body), usually accidentally; for S to wound O 

with a sharp instrument 

Naish-Story:  ya-k'̲eik'w 

Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2s Eek̲'éik'w tsá! Be sure not to cut him/her/it! 

2p Yik'̲éik'w tsá! You all be sure not to cut him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ak'̲ék'wx̲ s/he cuts him/her/it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waak'̲ék'w I cut him/her/it 

3s aawak'̲ék'w s/he cut him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wak'̲ék'w I didn't cut him/her/it 

3s tlél awuk'̲éik'w s/he didn't cut him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wak'̲éik'wch I cut him/her/it (every time) 

3s ook'̲éik'wch s/he cuts him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲k'̲éik'w I will cut him/her/it 

3s akgw̲ak'̲éik'w s/he will cut him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲k'̲éik'w I won't cut him/her/it 

3s tlél akgw̲ak'̲éik'w s/he won't cut him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲k'̲éik'w let me cut him/her/it 

3s aga̲k'̲éik'w let him/her cut him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooga̲ak'̲éik'u yé no way can s/he cut him/her/it 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ooga̲k'̲éik'un s/he would have cut him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ak'̲ék'wni if/when s/he cuts him/her/it 
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cut it up; carve it; slice it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-xaash~ (ga̲ event) 
 for S to cut O in several pieces; for S to carve O (on surface); for S to 

slice O (e.g., bread) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-xaash 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kaga̲xaash! Cut it up! 

2p Kaga̲yxaash! You all cut it up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yei keexáshjik̲! Don't cut it up! 

2p Líl yei kayxáshjik!̲ Don't you all cut it up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yei kanx̲axásh I am cutting it up 

3s yei akanaxásh s/he is cutting it up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yei kax̲axáshch I cut it up (regularly) 

3s yei akaxáshch s/he cuts it up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waaxaash I cut it up 

3s akaawaxaash s/he cut it up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲axaash I didn't cut it up 

3s tlél akawuxaash s/he didn't cut it up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kaka̲xáshch I cut it up (every time) 

3s akaga̲xáshch s/he cuts it up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kooka̲xáshch I haven't cut it up yet 

3s tlél akooga̲xáshch s/he hasn't cut it up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yei kakkw̲axáash I will cut it up 

3s yei akakgw̲axáash s/he will cut it up 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yei kakkw̲axaash I won't cut it up 

3s tlél akakgw̲axaash s/he won't cut it up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kaka̲aka̲xaash let me cut it up 

3s akaga̲aga̲xaash let him/her cut it up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kooka̲aka̲axaashi yé no way can I cut it up 

3s tlél aadé akooga̲aga̲axaashi yé no way can s/he cut it up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kooka̲aka̲xaashín I would have cut it up 

3s akooga̲aga̲xaashín s/he would have cut it up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kaka̲xáshni if/when I cut it up 

3s akga̲xáshni if/when s/he cuts it up 

Example(s): 

Sakwnéin akaawaxaash. 
She sliced the bread. 

K̲ut akaawaxaash du tuka̲táali. 
She cut (the pattern for) her pants out wrong. 

Aatlein gán áwé akaawaxaash táakwni yís. 
He cut up a lot of wood for winter. 
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cut it (esp. rope-like object) 

Theme: O-S-l-xaash~ (na act) 
 for S to cut O (esp. rope-like object) 

Naish-Story:  li-xaash 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nalxaash! Cut it! 

2p Naylaxaash! You all cut it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo eelaxáshgik!̲ Don't cut it! 

2p Líl yoo yilaxáshgik!̲ Don't you all cut it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲alaxáash I'm cutting it 

3s alxáash s/he's cutting it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo alixáshk s/he cuts it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲walixaash I cut it 

3s awlixaash s/he cut it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walaxaash I didn't cut it 

3s tlél awulxaash s/he didn't cut it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲laxáshch I cut it (every time) 

3s analxáshch s/he cuts it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél nax̲wlaxáshch I haven't cut it yet 

3s tlél unalxáshch s/he hasn't cut it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲laxáash I will cut it 

3s agux̲laxáash s/he will cut it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲laxaash I won't cut it 

3s tlél aguxl̲axaash s/he won't cut it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲laxaash let me cut it 

3s anaxl̲axaash let him/her cut it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonaxl̲ixaashi yé no way can s/he cut it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonax̲laxaashín s/he would have cut it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s analxáshni if/when s/he cuts it 
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cut it, saw it 

Theme: O-S-ø-xaash~ (na act) 
 for S to cut O with knife, saw O 

Naish-Story:  ya-xaash 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Naxaash! Cut it! 

2p Nayxaash! You all cut it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eexaashík!̲ Don't cut it! 

2p Líl yixaashík!̲ Don't you all cut it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲axáash I cut it; I am cutting it 

2s ixáash you cut it; you are cutting it 

3s axáash s/he cuts it; s/he is cutting it 

1p tooxáash we cut it; we are cutting it 

2p yixáash you all cut it; you all are cutting it 

3p has axáash they cut it; they are cutting it 

4 duxáash it is cut; it is being cut 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲waxaash I don't cut it; I am not cutting it 

2s tlél eexaash you don't cut it; you aren't cutting it 

3s tlél ooxaash s/he doesn't cut it; s/he isn't cutting it 

1p tlél tooxaash we don't cut it; we aren't cutting it 

2p tlél yixaash you don't cut it; you aren't cutting it 

3p tlél has ooxaash they don't cut it; they aren't cutting it 

4 tlél duxaash nobody cuts it; nobody is cutting it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s axáash nooch s/he always cuts it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa anaxásh s/he is (in the process of) cutting it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ayaxáshk s/he cuts it (repeatedly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s axaashín s/he used to cut it 
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Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ooxaashín s/he didn't use to cut it 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé xaashí the one who cuts it; the one who is cutting it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waaxaash I cut it 

2s yixaash you cut it 

3s aawaxaash s/he cut it 

1p wutuwaxaash we cut it 

2p yeeyxaash you all cut it 

3p has aawaxaash they cut it 

4 wuduwaxaash it was cut 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲waxaash I didn't cut it 

2s tlél yixaash you didn't cut it 

3s tlél awuxaash s/he didn't cut it 

1p tlél wutooxaash we didn't cut it 

2p tlél yeeyxaash you all didn't cut it 

3p tlél has awuxaash they didn't cut it 

4 tlél wuduxaash it wasn't cut 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲axáshch I cut it (every time) 

2s neexáshch you cut it (every time) 

3s anaxáshch she cuts it (every time) 

1p natooxáshch we cut it (every time) 

2p nayxáshch you all cut it (every time) 

3p has anaxáshch they cut it (every time) 

4 naduxáshch it is cut (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél nax̲waxáshch I haven't cut it yet 

2s tlél neexáshch you haven't cut it yet 

3s tlél oonaxáshch s/he hasn't cut it yet 

1p tlél natooxáshch we haven't cut it yet 

2p tlél nayxáshch you all haven't cut it yet 
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3p tlél has oonaxáshch they haven't cut it yet 

4 tlél naduxáshch it hasn't been cut yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kkw̲axáash I will cut it 

2s gage̲exáash you will cut it 

3s akgw̲axáash s/he will cut it 

1p gax̲tooxáash we will cut it 

2p gax̲yixáash you all will cut it 

3p has akgw̲axáash they will cut it 

4 gax̲duxáash it will be cut 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kukw̲axaash I won't cut it 

2s tlél gage̲exaash you won't cut it 

3s tlél akgw̲axaash s/he won't cut it 

1p tlél gaxt̲ooxaash we won't cut it 

2p tlél gaxy̲ixaash you all won't cut it 

3p tlél has akgw̲axaash they won't cut it 

4 tlél gaxd̲uxaash it won't be cut 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲xaash let me cut it 

3s anga̲xaash let him/her cut it 

1p nax̲tooxaash let us cut it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲axaashi yé no way can s/he cut it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonga̲xaashín s/he would have cut it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anaxáshni if/when s/he cuts it 

Example(s): 

Ax̲ x̲'éit axásh wé sakwnéin 

Cut me a slice of bread! 

Ax̲ x̲'éi (yí)s anayxaash! (why a-)? 

All of you cut some for me! 

Wé x̲áat aax ̲aa naxaash du jeeyís! 
Cut off a piece of fish for her! 
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cut oneself 

Theme: sh S-d-k'̲éik'w~ (ø event) 
 for S to cut himself/herself, usually accidentally; for S to wound 

himself/herself with a sharp instrument 

Naish-Story:  ya-k'̲eik'w 

Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2s Sh idak'̲éik'w tsá! Be sure not to cut yourself! 

2p Sh yidak'̲éik'w tsá! Be sure not to cut yourselves! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s sh dak'̲ék'wx̲ s/he cuts himself/herself (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s sh x̲wadik'̲ék'w I cut myself 

3s sh wudik'̲ék'w s/he cut himself/herself 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél sh x̲wadak'̲éik'w I didn't cut myself 

3s tlél sh wudak'̲éik'w s/he didn't cut himself/herself 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s sh x̲wadak'̲éik'wch I cut myself (every time) 

3s sh udak'̲éik'wch s/he cuts himself/herself (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél sh ux̲dak'̲éik'wch I haven't cut myself yet 

3s tlél sh udak'̲éik'wch s/he hasn't cut himself/herself yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s sh kuka̲dak'̲éik'w I will cut myself 

3s sh gux̲dak'̲éik'w s/he will cut himself/herself 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél sh kuka̲dak'̲éik'w I won't cut myself 

3s tlél sh gux̲dak'̲éik'w s/he won't cut himself/herself 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s sh ka̲dak'̲éik'w let me cut myself 

3s sh ga̲dak'̲éik'w let him/her cut himself/herself 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé sh gu̲dik'̲éik'u yé no way can s/he cut himself/herself 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s sh gu̲dak'̲éik'un s/he would have cut himself/herself 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s sh dak'̲ék'ni if/when s/he cuts himself/herself 

Example(s): 

Tlél áyáx̲ utí ách áwé tlákw sh dak'̲ék'wx̲. 
He's not capable, that's why he always cuts himself. 

Kayéix̲ tágu̲ yéi adaaneiyí áwé sh udak'̲ék'wch. 
When he's making shavings, he cuts himself every time. 

Sh idak'̲éik'w tsá wéi x̲áat eexaashí. 
Be sure not to cut yourself when you cut fish. 

Yaak'áts' wéi lítaa - sh idak'̲éik'w tsá! 
The knife is sharp - be sure not to cut yourself! 
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dance 

Theme: a-S-ø-l'eix̲ (na act) 
 for S to dance 

Naish-Story:  a-ya-l'eix̲ 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Anal'eix̲! Dance! 

2p Anayl'eix̲! You all dance! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eel'eix̲ík̲! Don't dance! 

2p Líl ayl'eix̲ík!̲ Don't you all dance! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ax̲al'eix̲ I dance; I am dancing 

2s eel'eix̲ you dance; you are dancing 

3s al'eix̲ s/he dances; s/he is dancing 

1p atool'eix̲ we dance; we are dancing 

2p ayl'eix̲ you all dance; you all are dancing 

3p has al'eix̲ they dance; they are dancing 

4 adul'eix̲ someone dances; someone is dancing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél oox̲al'eix̲ I don't dance; I'm not dancing 

2s tlél eel'eix̲ you don't dance; you aren't dancing 

3s tlél ool'eix̲ s/he doesn't dance; s/he isn't dancing 

1p tlél atool'eix̲ we don't dance; we aren't dancing 

2p tlél ayl'eix̲ you all don't dance; you all aren't dancing 

3p tlél has ool'eix̲ they don't dance; they aren't dancing 

4 tlél adul'eix̲ / tlél oodul'eix̲ there's no dancing; no one is dancing 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s al'eix̲ nooch s/he always dances 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa anal'éx̲ s/he is dancing along 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ayal'éx̲k s/he dances (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s al'eix̲ín / al'eix̲éen s/he used to dance 
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Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ool'eix̲ín / tlél ool'eix̲éen s/he didn't used to dance 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé al'eix̲i aa the one who dances; the one who is dancing 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲waal'eix̲ I danced 

2s iyal'eix̲ you danced 

3s aawal'eix̲ s/he danced 

1p awtuwal'eix̲ we danced 

2p ayeeyl'eix̲ you all danced 

3p has aawal'eix̲ they danced 

4 awduwal'eix̲ someone danced 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél axw̲al'eix̲ I didn't dance 

2s tlél ayil'eix̲ you didn't dance 

3s tlél awul'eix̲ s/he didn't dance 

1p tlél awtool'eix̲ we didn't dance 

2p tlél ayeeyl'eix̲ you all didn't dance 

3p tlél has awul'eix̲ they didn't dance 

4 tlél awdul'eix̲ nobody danced 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél oonx̲al'eix̲ch I haven't danced yet 

2s tlél aneel'eix̲ch you haven't danced yet 

3s tlél oonal'eix̲ch s/he hasn't danced yet 

1p tlél antool'eix̲ch we haven't danced yet 

2p tlél anayl'eix̲ch you all haven't danced yet 

3p tlél has oonal'eix̲ch they haven't danced yet 

4 tlél andul'eix̲ch nobody has danced yet; there hasn't been any 

dancing yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s akkw̲al'eix̲ I will dance 

2s akge̲el'eix̲ you will dance 

3s akgw̲al'eix̲ s/he will dance 
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1p agaxt̲ool'eix̲ we will dance 

2p agaxy̲il'eix̲ you all will dance 

3p has akgw̲al'eix̲ they will dance 

4 agaxd̲ul'eix̲ someone will dance 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél akkw̲al'eix̲ I won't dance 

2s tlél akge̲el'eix̲ you won't dance 

3s tlél akgw̲al'eix̲ s/he won't dance 

1p tlél agaxt̲ool'eix̲ we won't dance 

2p tlél agaxy̲il'eix̲ you all won't dance 

3p tlél has akgw̲al'eix̲ they won't dance 

4 tlél agaxd̲ul'eix̲ nobody will dance; there will be no dancing 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s anka̲l'eix̲ let me dance 

3s anga̲l'eix̲ let him/her dance 

1p anaxt̲ool'eix̲ let us dance 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲al'eix̲i yé no way can s/he dance 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonga̲l'eix̲ín s/he would have danced 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anal'eix̲ní if/when s/he dances 

Example(s): 

Taat kaanáx̲ oonka̲l'eix̲ín. 
I would have danced all night. 

wé taat kaanax ̲has aawal'eix̲i aa 

the ones who danced all night 

Toowú néekw ka̲a káa yéi teeyí, tlél adul'eix̲. 
When there is sorrow, there's no dancing. 

Sagúde áa yax̲ wooshx̲einí aagá̲a áwé adul'eix̲. 
At the end of a mourning period, then there's dancing. 

Gáande yaa has agal'éx̲ch 

They do the exit dance. 
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dark (of sky) 

Theme: ku̲-ka-j-gé̲et~ (ø event) 
 for the sky to be dark 

Naish-Story:  ka-ji-ge̲et 
Notes 

The k ̲u- prefix refers to weather or the sky in general. Without the k ̲u- prefix, this 

verb can also refer to darkness of a room. For example: kawjig ̲ít "it's dark". 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa ku̲kanashgí̲t it's getting dark 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ku̲kashgí̲tx ̲ it gets dark (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ku̲kawjigí̲t it's dark 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲kawushgé̲et it isn't dark 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ku̲kooshgé̲etch it gets dark (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ku̲kooshgé̲etch it hasn't gotten dark yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ku̲kakgw̲ashgé̲et it will get dark 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲kakgw̲ashgé̲et it won't get dark 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲kashgí̲tni if/when it gets dark 

Example(s): 

Yínde wuxeexí wé ga̲gaan, haa káa kakgw̲ashgé̲et. 
When the sun sets, it's going to get dark on us. 
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decide about it; plan it 

Theme: yan~ O-ka-S-ø-.aakw̲~ (ø motion) 
 for S to make a decision about O; for S to finish planning O 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan ka.ák̲w (dé)! Make a decision (now)! 

2p Yan kay.ák̲w (dé)! You all make a decision (now)! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yan kayi.aagú̲k ̲(tsá)! Don't make a decision (yet)! 

2p Líl yan kayeey.aagú̲k ̲(tsá)! Don't you all make a decision (yet)! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yánde yaa kanxa̲.ákw̲ I'm making a decision 

3s yánde yaa akana.ák̲w s/he's making a decision 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan kax̲waa.ák̲w I made a decision 

3s yan akaawa.ákw̲ s/he made a decision 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan kax̲wa.aakw̲ I didn't make a decision 

3s tlél yan akaawa.aakw̲ s/he didn't make a decision 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan koox̲a.aakw̲ch I make a decision (every time) 

3s yan akoo.aakw̲ch s/he makes a decision (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan koox̲a.aakw̲ch I haven't made a decision yet 

3s tlél yan akoo.aakw̲ch s/he hasn't made a decision yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde kakkw̲a.áakw̲ I will make a decision 

3s yánde akakgw̲a.áakw̲ s/he will make a decision 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde kakkw̲a.aakw̲ I won't make a decision 

3s tlél yánde akakgw̲a.aakw̲ s/he won't make a decision 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan kaka̲.aakw̲ let me make a decision 

3s yan akaga̲.aakw̲ let him/her make a decision 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan kooka̲a.aagu̲ yé no way can I make a decision 

3s tlél aadé yan akooga̲a.aagu̲ yé no way can s/he make a decision 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan kook̲a.aagú̲n I would have made a decision 

3s yan akooga̲.aagú̲n s/he would have made a decision 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan kax̲a.ákw̲ni if/when I make a decision 

3s yan aka.ák̲wni if/when s/he makes a decision 
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decide, make up one's mind; feel, think (a certain way) 

Theme: (yéi) tu-S-d-taan~ (na event) 
 for (singular) S to decide, make up one's mind (that way) 

Naish-Story:  A + tu-di-taan 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s (yéi) tux̲wditaan I thought (that way) 

3s (yéi) tuwditaan s/he thought (that way) 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél (yéi) tux̲wdataan I didn't think (that way) 

3s tlél (yéi) tuwdataan s/he didn't think (that way) 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s (yéi) tunax̲datánch I think (that way) (every time) 

3s (yéi) tundatánch s/he thinks (that way) (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél (yéi) toonax̲datánch I haven't thought (that way) yet 

3s tlél (yéi) toondatánch s/he hasn't thought (that way) yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s (yéi) tukkw̲adatáan I will think (that way) 

3s (yéi) tugux̲datáan s/he will think (that way) 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél (yéi) tukkw̲adataan I won't think (that way) 

3s tlél (yéi) tugux̲dataan s/he won't think (that way) 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (yéi) tunka̲dataan let me think (that way) 

3s (yéi) tunaxd̲ataan let him/her think (that way) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé (yéi) toonka̲ditaani yé no way can I think (that way) 

3s tlél aadé (yéi) toonaxd̲itaani yé no way can s/he think (that way) 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s (yéi) toonka̲dataanín I would have thought (that way) 

3s (yéi) toonax̲dataanín s/he would have thought (that way) 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s (yéi) tux̲datánni if/when I think (that way) 

3s (yéi) tudatánni if/when s/he thinks (that way) 

Example(s): 

Aagá̲a tux̲wditaan wáa sá yakkw̲aka̲ayí. 
I'm thinking about what I'm going to say. 

Yan ga̲ko̲oxt̲ tuwditaan. 
He decided to go back. 
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deep (of water, snow, etc.) 

Theme: ø-dlaan~ (ga̲ state) 
 for water, snow, etc. to be deep, to be piled thickly 

Naish-Story:  ya-dlaan 

Notes 

This verb is one of a very small set of dimensional verbs with extensional 

imperfective forms (Leer, 1991). It is distinguished by an imperfective form whch 

requires the g̲a- conjugation prefix. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ga̲adlaan it's deep 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél gw̲adlaan it's not deep 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yei nadlán it's getting deep 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei dlánch it gets deep (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s woodlaan it became deep 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wudlaan it didn't become deep 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ga̲dlánch it gets deep (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yei kgw̲adláan it will get deep 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yei kgw̲adlaan it won't get deep 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gw̲aadlaani yé no way can it get deep 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲adlaanín it would have gotten deep 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ga̲dlánni if/when it gets deep 
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deep, thick, piled up (of snow, pine needles, etc) 

Theme: yan~ ka-ø-dlaan~ (ø motion) 
 for grain-like objects, pine needles, snow to be deep, thick, pile up 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-dlaan 

Notes 

Note that some forms above require context in order to make sense. For example 

the hortative form: yan kag ̲adlaan might be said in the context "let the snow pile up 

more before you go out and shovel". 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yánde yaa kanadlán it's beginning to pile up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yan kaawadlán it's piled up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yan kawudlaan it's not piled up; it didn't stick (of snow) 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yan koodlaanch it piles up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yan koodlaanch it hasn't piled up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yánde kakgw̲adláan it's going to pile up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yánde kakgw̲adlaan it's not going to pile up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yan kaga̲dlaan let it pile up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yan kagw̲aadlaani yé no way can it pile up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yan kagw̲adlaanín it would have piled up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yan kadlánni if/when it piles up 

Example(s): 

Yánde yaa kanadlán wé dleit, déix̲ aa yagiyee áyá daak wusitán. 
The snow is beginning to pile up, it's the second day it's been snowing. 
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Wéi shaa kei wushtóogu, kél't yánde yaa kanadlán. 
When the mountain erupts, ash begins to pile up. 

Yan kawudlaaní tsá wéi dleit aagá̲a tsá nagi̲latl'éet. 
When the snow piles up, then you can shovel. 
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delayed, prevented, held back from plans (often due to 

inclement weather) 

Theme: O-ya-ø-seek~ (ø event) 
 for O to be delayed, prevented, held back from plans (often due to 

inclement weather) 

Naish-Story:  ya-ya-seek 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2s Iwooséek tsá! See that you don't get delayed! 

2p Yee wooséek tsá! See that you all don't get delayed! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s woosíkx̲ s/he gets delayed (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at yaawasík I am delayed 

3s yaawasík s/he is delayed 

4 ku̲yaawasík people are delayed 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at yawuseek I'm not delayed 

3s tlél yawuseek s/he isn't delayed 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at woosíkch I get delayed (every time) 

3s woosíkch s/he gets delayed (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at wooseekch I haven't gotten delayed yet 

3s tlél wooseekch s/he hasn't gotten delayed yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s yawuséegín s/he was delayed 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at yakgw̲aséek I will be delayed 

3s yakgw̲aséek s/he will be delayed 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at yakgw̲aseek I won't be delayed 

3s tlél yakgw̲aseek s/he won't be delayed 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at yaga̲seek let me be delayed 

3s yaga̲seek let him/her be delayed 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yagw̲aaseegi yé no way can s/he get delayed 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yagw̲aseegín s/he would have gotten delayed 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s woosíkni if/when s/he gets delayed 

Example(s): 

Iwooséek tsá! 
See that you don't get storm-bound! 

Haa yakgw̲aséek, kú̲tx̲ ko̲owdigwás'. 
We're going to be delayed, it's too cloudy. 

K̲únáx̲ ayawditee, ách áwé haa yaawasík. 
It's really stormy, that's why we're delayed. 
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delayed; stuck, hung up there 

Theme: P-náx̲ O-sh-k'éex̲'~ (ga motion) 
 for O to get delayed, stuck, hung up at P 

Naish-Story:  --- 

Variants: k'éix̲'~ 

Notes 

For one speaker consulted for this project, this verb means to get "hooked". 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yanax ̲kei ishk'íx̲'jik!̲ Don't get hung up! 

2p Líl yanax ̲kei yee shk'íx̲'jik!̲ Don't you all get hung up! 

Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2s Yanax̲ tsá kei ishak'éex̲'ik!̲ Be sure not to get hung up! 

2p Yanax̲ tsá kei yee shak'éex̲'ik!̲ You all be sure not to get hung up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yanax ̲kei x̲at shak'íx̲'ch I get hung up (regularly) 

3s yanax ̲kei shak'íx̲'ch he/she/it gets hung up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yanax̲ xa̲t wushik'éex̲' I got hung up 

3s yanax ̲wushik'éex̲' he/she/it got hung up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yanax̲ xa̲t wushk'éex̲' I didn't get hung up 

3s tlél yanax ̲wushk'éex̲' he/she/it didn't get hung up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yanax̲ xa̲t gashk'íx̲'ch I get hung up (every time) 

3s yanax ̲gashk'íx̲'ch he/she/it gets hung up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yanax̲ xa̲t gooshk'íx̲'ch I haven't gotten hung up yet 

3s tlél yanax ̲gooshk'íx̲'ch s/he hasn't gotten hung up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yanax ̲kei x̲at gux̲shak'éex̲' I will get hung up 

3s yanax ̲kei gux̲shak'éex̲' he/she/it will get hung up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yanax ̲kei x̲at gux̲shak'éex̲' I won't get hung up 
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3s tlél yanax ̲kei gux̲shak'éex̲' s/he won't get hung up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) yanax̲ xa̲t gaxs̲hik'éex̲'i (dé) (just) let me get hung up (now) 

3s (ch'a) yanax̲ gaxs̲hik'éex̲'i (dé) (just) let him/her get hung up (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yanax̲ xa̲t gux̲shik'éex̲'i yé no way can I get hung up 

3s tlél aadé yanax̲ guxs̲hik'éex̲'i yé no way can s/he get hung up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yanax̲ xa̲t gux̲shak'éex̲'in I would have gotten hung up 

3s yanax̲ guxs̲hak'éex̲'in s/he would have gotten hung up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yanax̲ xa̲t shak'íx̲'ni if/when I get hung up 

3s yanax ̲shak'íx̲'ni if/when s/he gets hung up 

Example(s): 

Wéi du ge̲iwú yanax ̲wushik'éex̲' daak ashukanakú̲x̲u. 
His net got hung up when he was making a set. 

Wéi keitl du seit tíx'i yanax̲ wushik'éex̲'. 
The dog's leash got hung up. 

Yanax ̲wushk'éex̲'i wé ge̲iwú akgw̲as'éil'. 
If it gets hung up, the net will tear. 
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demonstrate, show how to do it; perform it 

Theme: N waks̲hiyeex' yéi O-S-s-neiʰ~ (na event) 
 for S to demonstrate, perform publicly, show N how to do O by action 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a waks̲heeyee-x' + yéi + si-nee 

Variants: -nee~ (An) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du waks̲hiyeex' yéi nasné! Demonstrate it to him/her! 

2p Du waks̲hiyeex' yéi naysané! You all demonstrate it to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du waks̲hiyeex' yéi isaneigík!̲ Don't demonstrate it to him/her! 

2p Líl du waks̲hiyeex' yéi yisaneigík!̲ Don't you all demonstrate it to 

him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi yoo x̲asineik I demonstrate it to him/her 

(regularly) 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi yoo asineik s/he demonstrates it to him/her 

(regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi x̲wsinei I demonstrated it to him/her 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi awsinei s/he demonstrated it to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du waks̲hiyeex' yéi x̲wsanei I didn't demonstrate it to him/her 

3s tlél du waks̲hiyeex' yéi awusnei s/he didn't demonstrate it to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi naxs̲aneich I demonstrate it to him/her (every 

time) 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi anasneich s/he demonstrates it to him/her (every 

time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du waks̲hiyeex' yéi nax̲wsaneich I haven't demonstrated it to 

him/her yet 

3s tlél du waks̲hiyeex' yéi oonasneich s/he hasn't demonstrated it to 

him/her yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi kkw̲asanéi I will demonstrate it to him/her 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi aguxs̲anéi s/he will demonstrate it to him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du waks̲hiyeex' yéi kkw̲asanei I won't demonstrate it to him/her 

3s tlél du waks̲hiyeex' yéi agux̲sanei s/he won't demonstrate it to 

him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi nka̲sanei let me demonstrate it to him/her 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi anaxs̲anei let him/her demonstrate it to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du waks̲hiyeex' yéi nkw̲asineiyi yé no way can I demonstrate it 

to him/her 

3s tlél aadé du waks̲hiyeex' yéi oonax̲sineiyi yé no way can s/he 

demonstrate it to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi nkw̲asaneiyín I would have demonstrated it to 

him/her 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi oonax̲saneiyín s/he would have demonstrated it 

to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi nax̲sanéini if/when I demonstrate it to him/her 

3s du waks̲hiyeex' yéi anasnéini if/when s/he demonstrates it to him/her 
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difficult, almost impossible, hard (in abstract), frustrating 

Theme: O-l-dzée (ga state) 
 for O to be very difficult, frustrating, almost impossible, hard, (in 

abstract) 

Naish-Story:  li-dzee 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s lidzée it's difficult 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél uldzée it's not difficult 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ladzée nooch it's always difficult 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei naldzéen it's getting difficult 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s tlél kei unaldzéen it's getting easier 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei ladzéech it gets difficult (regularly) 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé lidzéeyi aa the difficult one 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wulidzée it became difficult 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wuldzée it didn't get difficult 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s galadzéech it gets difficult (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél gooldzéech it hasn't gotten difficult yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei gux̲ladzée it will be difficult 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei gux̲ladzée it won't be difficult 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s gax̲ladzée let it be difficult 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gux̲lidzéeyi yé no way can it be difficult 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲ladzéeyin it would have been difficult 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s galadzéeni if/when it is difficult 

Example(s): 

Ax̲ jee lidzée wé kasné. 
Knitting is difficult for me. 

Du tuwóo lidzée. 
S/he's a difficult, stubborn person 

Ax̲ tuwáa lidzée. 
It looks difficult to me. 

Wulidzée ku̲stí. 
Life was difficult. 

Kei gux̲ladzée inák ̲yaa ku̲natín 

It will be difficult to leave you. 
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difficult, hard (in abstract) 

Theme: ø-t'éex' (ga state) 
 for something to be hard (abstract), difficult 

Naish-Story:  ya-t'eex' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yat'éex' it's difficult 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ut'éex' it's not difficult 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei nat'éex' it's becoming difficult 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei t'éex'ch it gets difficult (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s woot'éex' it became difficult 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wut'éex' it didn't get difficult 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s gat'éex'ch it gets difficult (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél gwat'éex'ch it hasn't gotten difficult yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kgw̲at'éex' it will be difficult 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kgw̲at'éex' it won't be difficult 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s gaga̲t'éex' let it be difficult 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲aat'éex'i yé no way can it be difficult 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gugw̲at'éex'in it would have been difficult 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gat'éex'ni if/when it gets difficult 
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dig it up 

Theme: kei O-ka-S-ø-haa~ (ø motion) 
 for S to dig O up 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-haa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kei kahá! Dig it up! 

2p Kei kayhá! You all dig it up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei keeháayjik!̲ Don't dig it up! 

2p Líl kei keeyháayjik!̲ Don't you all dig it up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei kanx̲ahéin I'm digging it up 

3s kei akanahéin s/he's digging it up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kei kx̲waaháa I dug it up 

3s kei akaawaháa s/he dug it up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kx̲wahá I didn't dig it up 

3s tlél kei akawuhá s/he didn't dig it up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kei koox̲aháaych I dig it up (every time) 

3s kei akooháaych s/he digs it up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kei koox̲aháaych I haven't dug it up yet 

3s tlél kei akooháaych s/he hasn't dug it up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kakkw̲aháa I will dig it up 

3s kei akakgw̲aháa s/he will dig it up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kakkw̲ahaa I won't dig it up 

3s tlél kei akakgw̲ahaa s/he won't dig it up 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kei kaka̲haa let me dig it up 

3s kei akga̲haa let him/her dig it up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kei kkw̲aahaayi yé no way can I dig it up 

3s tlél aadé kei akgw̲aahaayi yé no way can s/he dig it up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kei kkw̲ahaayín I would have dug it up 

3s kei akgw̲ahaayín s/he would have dug it up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kei kax̲ahéini if/when I dig it up 

3s kei akahéini if/when s/he digs it up 
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dirty (on surface) 

Theme: O-l-ch'éix̲'w~ (ø event) 
 for O to be dirty 

Naish-Story:  li-ch'eix̲'w 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Ilach'éx̲'w! Get dirty! 

2p Yilach'éx̲'w! You all get dirty! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ilch'éx̲'x̲uk̲! Don't get dirty! 

2p Líl yee lach'éx̲'x̲uk!̲ Don't you all get dirty! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa x̲at nalch'éx̲'w I'm getting dirty 

2s yaa inalch'éx̲'w you're getting dirty 

3s yaa nalch'éx̲'w he/she/it is getting dirty 

1p yaa haa nalch'éx̲'w we're getting dirty 

2p yaa yee nalch'éx̲'w you all are getting dirty 

3p yaa (ha)s nalch'éx̲'w they are getting dirty 

4 [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s lach'éx̲'wx̲ he/she/it gets dirty (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wulich'éx̲'w I'm dirty 

2s iwlich'éx̲'w you're dirty 

3s wulich'éx̲'w he/she/it is dirty 

1p haa wlich'éx̲'w we're dirty 

2p yee wlich'éx̲'w you all are dirty 

3p has wulich'éx̲'w they're dirty 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wulch'éix̲'w I'm not dirty 

2s tlél iwulch'éix̲'w you're not dirty 
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3s tlél wulch'éix̲'w s/he's not dirty 

1p tlél haa wulch'éix̲'w we're not dirty 

2p tlél yee wulch'éix̲'w you all aren't dirty 

3p tlél has wulch'éix̲'w they're not dirty 

4 tlél ku̲wulch'éix̲'w nobody is dirty 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at ulch'éx̲'wch I get dirty (every time) 

2s eelch'éx̲'wch you get dirty (every time) 

3s ulch'éx̲'wch s/he gets dirty (every time) 

1p haa ulch'éx̲'wch we get dirty (every time) 

2p yee ulch'éx̲'wch you all get dirty (every time) 

3p has ulch'éx̲'wch they get dirty (every time) 

4 ko̲olch'éx̲'wch someone gets dirty (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at ulch'éx̲'wch I haven't gotten dirty yet 

2s tlél eelch'éx̲'wch you haven't gotten dirty yet 

3s tlél ulch'éx̲'wch he/she/it hasn't gotten dirty yet 

1p tlél haa ulch'éx̲'wch we haven't gotten dirty yet 

2p tlél yee ulch'éx̲'wch you all haven't gotten dirty yet 

3p tlél has ulch'éx̲'wch they haven't gotten dirty yet 

4 tlél ko̲olch'éx̲'wch nobody has gotten dirty yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at gux̲lach'éix̲'w I will get dirty 

2s igux̲lach'éix̲'w you will get dirty 

3s gux̲lach'éix̲'w s/he will get dirty 

1p haa gux̲lach'éix̲'w we will get dirty 

2p yee gux̲lach'éix̲'w you all will get dirty 

3p has gux̲lach'éix̲'w they will get dirty 

4 ku̲gux̲lach'éix̲'w someone will get dirty 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at gux̲lach'éix̲'w I won't get dirty 

2s tlél igux̲lach'éix̲'w you won't get dirty 

3s tlél gux̲lach'éix̲'w s/he won't get dirty 

1p tlél haa gux̲lach'éix̲'w we won't get dirty 
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2p tlél yee gux̲lach'éix̲'w you all won't get dirty 

3p tlél has gux̲lach'éix̲'w they won't get dirty 

4 tlél ku̲gux̲lach'éix̲'w nobody will get dirty 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at ga̲lach'éix̲'w let me be dirty 

3s ga̲lach'éix̲'w let him/her be dirty 

1p haa ga̲lach'éix̲'w let us be dirty 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé uxl̲ich'éix̲'u yé no way can s/he get dirty 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲lach'éix̲'un s/he would have gotten dirty 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s lach'éx̲'wni if/when s/he gets dirty 
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donate it; load it (gun); shoot it (basketball) 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-gé̲ex' (na event) 
 for S to donate O (esp. money); for S to load O (gun), put bullet in; for 

S to shoot O (basketball) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-ge̲ex' 
Notes 

To include the recipient of the donation in the sentence, you would use: du jeet "to 

him/her", as in: Du jeet akaawag ̲éex'. "S/he donated it to him/her." If the recipient is 

an organization, you would use: a kagéi yís "to it", replacing the a with the name of 

the organization. For example, Wé Salvation Army kagéi yís akaawag ̲éex'. "S/he 

donated it to the Salvation Army." To give the meaning "load (a gun)", use a tóo, as 

in: a tóo akaawag ̲éex'. "S/he loaded it." 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kanagé̲ex'! Donate it! 

2p Kanaygé̲ex'! You all donate it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo keegí̲x'gik!̲ Don't donate it! 

2p Líl yoo kaygí̲x'gik!̲ Don't you all donate it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo akayagí̲x'k s/he donates it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waagé̲ex' I donated it 

3s akaawagé̲ex' s/he donated it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kax̲wagé̲ex' I didn't donate it 

3s tlél akawugé̲ex' s/he didn't donate it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kanx̲agí̲x'ch I donate it (every time) 

3s akanagí̲x'ch s/he donates it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koonx̲agí̲x'ch I haven't donated it yet 

3s tlél akoonagí̲x'ch s/he hasn't donated it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲agé̲ex' I will donate it 
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3s akakgw̲agé̲ex' s/he will donate it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲agé̲ex' I won't donate it 

3s tlél akakgw̲agé̲ex' s/he won't donate it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kanka̲gé̲ex' let me donate it 

3s akanga̲gé̲ex' let him/her donate it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akoonga̲agé̲ex'i yé no way can s/he donate it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoonga̲gé̲ex'in s/he would have donated it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akanagé̲ex'ni if/when s/he donates it 

Example(s): 

A tóo kei kagé̲ex' wé óonaa - wé xóots wudihaan. 
Load the gun - the bear stood up. 

Keeyagé̲ex' gé dáanaa has du jeedé? 

Did you donate money to them? 

Tlél a tóo kei x̲waagé̲ex'ch wé óonaa déi haa x̲ánde yaa nagút wéi xóots. 
I Haven't loaded the gun, now the bear is coming toward us. 

Góok - kanagé̲ex' dé wéi kooch'éet'aa! 
Go ahead - shoot the ball! 

Tlél kei akoogí̲x'jik ̲wéi kooch'éet'aa - du x̲'anaa yan hán! 
Don't let him shoot the ball - stand in front of him! 
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do, behave like, act (in a certain way) 

Theme: (yéi) ku̲-S-ø-nook~ (na act) 
 for S to behave, do, act (in a certain way) 

Naish-Story:  A + ku̲-ya-nook 

Variants: -neekw 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yéi ku̲nanook! Do it! 

2p Yéi ku̲naynook! You all do it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl yéi ke̲enoogúk̲! Don't do that! 

2p Líl yéi ku̲ynoogúk!̲ Don't you all do that! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yéi ku̲x̲aanóok I am doing it; I do it 

2s yéi ke̲eyanóok you are doing it; you do it 

3s yéi ku̲wanóok s/he is doing it; s/he does it 

1p yéi ku̲toowanóok we are doing it; we do it 

2p yéi ku̲yeeynóok you all are doing it; you all do it 

3p yéi (ha)s ku̲wanóok they are doing it; they do it 

4 yéi ku̲duwanóok people do that 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi ko̲ox̲anook I'm not doing that; I don't do that 

2s tlél yéi ke̲enook you're not doing that; you don't do that 

3s tlél yéi ko̲onook s/he's not doing that; s/he doesn't do that 

1p tlél yéi ku̲toonook we're not doing that; we don't do that 

2p tlél yéi ke̲eynook you all are not doing that; you all don't do that 

3p tlél yéi has ko̲onook they aren't doing that; they don't do that 

4 tlél yéi ku̲dunook nobody does that; that isn't to be done 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s yéi ku̲nuk nooch s/he always does that 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé yéi ku̲wanoogu aa the one who does that 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yéi ku̲x̲waanook I did that 

2s yéi ke̲eyanook you did that 

3s yéi ko̲owanook s/he did that 

1p yéi ku̲wtuwanook we did that 

2p yéi ku̲yeeynook you all did that 

3p yéi (ha)s ko̲owanook they did that 

4 yéi ku̲wduwanook people did that 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi ku̲x̲wanook I didn't do that 

2s tlél yéi ke̲eyanook you didn't do that 

3s tlél yéi ku̲wunook s/he didn't do that 

1p tlél yéi ku̲wtoonook we didn't do that 

2p tlél yéi ku̲yeeynook you all didn't do that 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s ku̲wunook they didn't do that 

4 tlél yéi ku̲wdunook nobody did that 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yéi ko̲onx̲anúkch I haven't done it yet 

2s tlél yéi ku̲neenúkch you haven't done it yet 

3s tlél yéi ko̲onanúkch s/he hasn't done it yet 

1p tlél yéi ku̲ntoonúkch we haven't done it yet 

2p tlél yéi ku̲naynúkch you all haven't done it yet 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s ko̲onanúkch they haven't done it yet 

4 tlél yéi ku̲ndunúkch nobody has done it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi ku̲kkw̲anóok I will do it 

2s yéi ku̲kge̲enóok you will do it 

3s yéi ku̲kgw̲anóok s/he will do it 

1p yéi ku̲gax̲toonóok we will do it 

2p yéi ku̲gax̲yeenóok you all will do it 
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3p yéi (ha)s ku̲kgw̲anóok they will do it 

4 yéi ku̲gax̲dunóok someone will do it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi ku̲kkw̲anook I won't do that 

2s tlél yéi ku̲kge̲enook you won't do that 

3s tlél yéi ku̲kgw̲anook s/he won't do that 

1p tlél yéi ku̲gax̲toonook we won't do that 

2p tlél yéi ku̲gax̲yeenook you all won't do that 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s ku̲kgw̲anook they won't do that 

4 tlél yéi ku̲gax̲dunook nobody will do that 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yéi ku̲nka̲nook let me do it 

3s yéi ku̲nga̲nook let him/her do it 

1p yéi ku̲nax̲toonook let us do it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi ku̲nga̲anoogu yé no way can s/he do it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi ku̲nga̲noogún s/he would have done it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi ku̲nanúkni if/when s/he does it 
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drag him/her; pull him/her VII 

Theme: P-dé O-S-ø-x̲óot'~ (na motion) 
 for S to drag, pull O (esp. person) to P; for S to pull O in quick 

movements to P 

Naish-Story:  ya-x̲oot' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé nax̲óot'! Drag him/her/it there! 

2p Aadé nayx̲óot'! You all drag him/her/it there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo eex̲út'gik!̲ Don't drag him/her/it there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo yix̲út'gik!̲ Don't you all drag him/her/it there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nx̲ax̲út' I am dragging him/her/it there 

3s aadé yaa anax̲út' he/she/it is dragging him/her/it there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yoo ayax̲út'k he/she/it drags him/her/it there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé x̲waax̲óot' I dragged him/her/it there 

3s aadé aawax̲óot' he/she/it dragged him/her/it there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé x̲wax̲óot' I didn't drag him/her/it there 

3s tlél aadé awux̲óot' s/he didn't drag him/her/it there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé nx̲ax̲út'ch I drag him/her/it there (every time) 

3s aadé anax̲út'ch he/she/it drags him/her/it there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé nx̲wax̲út'ch I haven't dragged him/her/it there yet 

3s tlél aadé oonax̲út'ch s/he hasn't dragged him/her/it there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲ax̲óot' I will drag him/her/it there 

3s aadé akgw̲ax̲óot' he/she/it will drag him/her/it there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲ax̲óot' I won't drag him/her/it there 
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3s tlél aadé akgw̲ax̲óot' s/he won't drag him/her/it there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé nka̲x̲óot' let me drag him/her/it there 

3s aadé anga̲x̲óot' let him/her drag him/her/it there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé oonga̲ax̲óot'i yé no way can s/he drag him/her/it 

there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé oonga̲x̲óot'in s/he would have dragged him/her/it there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé anax̲út'ni if/when s/he drags him/her/it there 
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drag it; pull it VII 

Theme: P-dáx̲ O-S-s-xáat'~ (na motion) 
 for S to drag, pull O (esp. heavy object or limp object such as dead 

animal) away from P; for S to haul, transport O (by non-motor power) 

away from P 

Naish-Story:  si-xaat' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadáx̲ nasxáat'! Drag it away! 

2p Aadáx̲ naysaxáat'! You all drag it away! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadáx ̲yoo isaxát'gik!̲ Don't drag it away! 

2p Líl aadáx ̲yoo yisaxát'gik!̲Don't you all drag it away! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadáx̲ yaa nax̲saxát' I am dragging it away 

3s aadáx̲ yaa anasxát' s/he is dragging it away 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadáx̲ yoo asixát'k s/he drags it away (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadáx̲ x̲wasixáat' I dragged it away 

3s aadáx̲ awsixáat' s/he dragged it away 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadáx̲ x̲wasaxáat' I didn't drag it away 

3s tlél aadáx̲ awusxáat' s/he didn't drag it away 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadáx̲ nax̲saxát'ch I drag it away (every time) 

3s aadáx̲ anasxát'ch s/he drags it away (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadáx̲ unax̲sixát'ch I haven't dragged it away yet 

3s tlél aadáx̲ oonasxát'ch s/he hasn't dragged it away yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadáx̲ kuka̲saxáat' I will drag it away 

3s aadáx̲ agux̲saxáat' s/he will drag it away 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadáx̲ kuka̲saxáat' I won't drag it away 

3s tlél aadáx̲ agux̲saxáat' s/he won't drag it away 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadáx̲ naka̲saxáat' let me drag it away 

3s aadáx̲ anax̲saxáat' let him/her drag it away 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadáx̲ anax̲wsixáat'i yé no way can s/he drag it away 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadáx̲ anax̲wsaxáat'in s/he would have dragged it away 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadáx̲ anasxát'ni if/when s/he drags it away 
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drag, pull it there; haul, transport it there (by motor 

power) 

Theme: P-dé O-S-s-x̲óot'~ (na motion) 
 for S to drag, pull O to P; for S to haul, transport O (by motor power) 

to P 

Naish-Story:  P-dé si-x̲oot' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé nasx̲óot'! Drag it there! 

2p Aadé naysax̲óot'! You all drag it there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo isax̲út'gik!̲ Don't drag it there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo yisax̲út'gik!̲ Don't you all drag it there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nax̲sax̲út' I'm dragging it there 

3s aadé yaa anasx̲út' s/he is dragging it there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s aadé yoo x̲asix̲út'k I drag it there (regularly) 

3s aadé yoo asix̲út'k s/he drags it there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé x̲wsix̲óot' I dragged it there 

3s aadé awsix̲óot' s/he dragged it there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé x̲wsax̲óot' I didn't drag it there 

3s tlél aadé awusx̲óot' s/he didn't drag it there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé nax̲sax̲út'ch I drag it there (every time) 

3s aadé anasx̲út'ch s/he drags it there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé unax̲sax̲út'ch I haven't dragged it there yet 

3s tlél aadé oonasx̲út'ch s/he hasn't dragged it there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲asax̲óot' I will drag it there 

3s aadé agux̲sax̲óot' s/he will drag it there 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲asax̲óot' I won't drag it there 

3s tlél aadé agux̲sax̲óot' s/he won't drag it there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé naka̲sax̲óot' let me drag it there 

3s aadé anax̲sax̲óot' let him/her drag it there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé unka̲six̲óot'i yé no way can I drag it there 

3s tlél aadé unax̲six̲óot'i yé no way can s/he drag it there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s aadé unka̲sax̲óot'in I would have drug it there 

3s aadé unax̲sax̲óot'in s/he would have dragged it there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s aadé nax̲sax̲út'ni if/when I drag it there 

3s aadé anasx̲út'ni if/when s/he drags it there 
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drain out, go dry (of kettle or other container) 

Theme: ka-l-koox~ (na event) 
 for a kettle, container etc. to drain out, go dry 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-koox 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa kanalkúx it's draining out 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo klikúxk it drains out (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawlikoox it drained out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawulkoox it didn't drain out 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s kanalkúxch it drains out (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél kunalkúxch it hasn't drained out yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kagux̲lakóox it will drain out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kaguxl̲akoox it won't drain out 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s kanaxl̲akoox let it drain out 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kunaxl̲ikooxu yé no way can it drain out 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kunax̲lakooxún it would have drained out 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kanlakúxni if/when it drains out 
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dressed up 

Theme: yan~ sh S-d-s-neiʰ~ (ø event) 
 for S to dress up 

Naish-Story:  --- 

Variants: yan sh S-d-s-nee~ (ø event) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan sh eesné! Dress up! 

2p Yan sh yisné! You all dress up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax ̲sh eesneik!̲ Don't get dressed up! 

2p Líl yax ̲sh yisneik!̲ Don't you all get dressed up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yánde yaa sh naxa̲snein I'm getting dressed up 

3s yánde yaa sh nasnein s/he's getting dressed up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ sh x̲asnei I get dressed up (regularly) 

3s yax̲ sh isnei s/he gets dressed up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan sh x̲wadzinéi I'm dressed up 

3s yan sh wudzinéi s/he is dressed up; s/he got dressed up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan sh x̲wasné I'm not dressed up; I didn't get dressed up 

3s tlél yan sh wusné s/he isn't dressed up; s/he didn't get dressed up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan sh x̲wasnéich I get dressed up (every time) 

3s yan sh usnéich s/he gets dressed up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan sh x̲wasnéich I haven't gotten dressed up yet 

3s tlél yan sh usnéich s/he hasn't gotten dressed up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde sh kuka̲snéi I will get dressed up 

3s yánde sh guga̲snéi s/he will get dressed up 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde sh kuka̲snei I won't get dressed up 

3s tlél yánde sh guga̲snei s/he won't get dressed up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan sh ka̲snei let me get dressed up 

3s yan sh ga̲snei let him/her get dressed up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan sh k̲wadzineiyi yé no way can I get dressed up 

3s tlél aadé yan sh gw̲adzineiyi yé no way can s/he get dressed up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan sh kw̲asneiyín I would have gotten dressed up 

3s yan sh gw̲asneiyín s/he would have gotten dressed up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan sh x̲asnéini if/when I get dressed up 

3s yan sh isnéini if/when s/he gets dressed up 
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drift, float to it 

Theme: P-t~ O-l-haash~ (ø motion) 
 for O to float, drift to P 

Naish-Story:  li-haash 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s aadé yaa nalhásh he/she/it is drifting to it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ lahaash he/she/it drifts to it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s át wulihásh he/she/it drifted to it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél át wulhaash he/she/it didn't drift to it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s át ulhaashch he/she/it drifts to it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél át ulhaashch he/she/it hasn't drifted to it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aadé gux̲laháash he/she/it will drift to it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guxl̲ahaash he/she/it won't drift to it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s át ga̲lahaash let it drift to it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át gw̲alihaashi yé no way can he/she/it drift to it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át gw̲alahaashín he/she/it would have drifted to it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át laháshni if/when he/she/it drifts to it 
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drink 

Theme: at S-d-naa~ (ø act) 
 for S to drink 

Naish-Story:  di-naa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s At idaná! Drink! 

2p At yidaná! You all drink! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl at idanáak!̲ Don't drink! 

2p Líl at yidanáak!̲ Don't you all drink! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s at x̲adaná I drink; I am drinking 

2s at idaná you drink; you are drinking 

3s at daná s/he drinks; s/he is drinking 

1p at tudaná we drink; we are drinking 

2p at yidaná you all drink; you all are drinking 

3p at has daná they drink; they are drinking 

4 at duná people drink; people are drinking 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲wadaná / tlél at ux̲daná I don't drink; I'm not drinking 

2s tlél at idaná you don't drink; you aren't drinking 

3s tlél at udaná s/he doesn't drink; s/he isn't drinking 

1p tlél at tudaná we don't drink; we aren't drinking 

2p tlél at yidaná you all don't drink; you all aren't drinking 

3p tlél at has udaná they don't drink; they aren't drinking 

4 tlél at duná nobody drinks; nobody is drinking 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s at danáa nuch s/he always drinks 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s at danáax̲ s/he drinks (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s at danáayin s/he used to drink 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél at udanáayin s/he didn't used to drink 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé at danáayi aa the one who drinks; the one who is drinking 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s at x̲wadináa I drank 

2s at yidináa you drank 

3s at wudináa s/he drank 

1p at wutudináa we drank 

2p at yeeydináa you all drank 

3p has at wudináa they drank 

4 at wuduwanáa there was drinking 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲wadaná I didn't drink 

2s tlél at yidaná you didn't drink 

3s tléil at wudaná s/he didn't drink 

1p tlél at wutudaná we didn't drink 

2p tlél at yeeydaná you all didn't drink 

3p tlél at has wudaná they didn't drink 

4 tlél at wuduná there was no drinking 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s at ux̲danáaych I drink (every time) 

2s at idanáaych you drink (every time) 

3s at udanáaych s/he drinks (every time) 

1p at tudanáaych we drink (every time) 

2p at yidanáaych you all drink (every time) 

3p at has udanáaych they drink (every time) 

4 at dunáaych people drink (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél at ux̲danáaych I haven't drunk yet 

2s tlél at idanáaych you haven't drunk yet 

3s tlél at udanáaych s/he hasn't drunk yet 

1p tlél at tudanáaych we haven't drunk yet 

2p tlél at yidanáaych you all haven't drunk yet 

3p tlél at has udanáaych they haven't drunk yet 

4 tlél at dunáaych there hasn't been any drinking yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s at kuka̲danáa I will drink 

2s at gagi̲danáa you will drink 

3s at gux̲danáa s/he will drink 

1p at gax̲tudanáa we will drink 

2p at gax̲yidanáa you all will drink 

3p has at gux̲danáa they will drink 

4 at gax̲dunáa there will be drinking 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél at kuka̲danaa I won't drink 

2s tlél at gagi̲danaa you won't drink 

3s tlél at gux̲danaa s/he won't drink 

1p tlél at gax̲tudanaa we won't drink 

2p tlél at gax̲yidanaa you all won't drink 

3p tlél has at gux̲danaa they won't drink 

4 tlél at gax̲dunaa there won't be drinking 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s at ka̲danaa let me drink 

3s at ga̲danaa let her/him drink 

1p at ga̲tudanaa let us drink 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé at gu̲dinaayi/ux̲dinaayi yé no way can s/he drink 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s at ux̲danaayín s/he would have drunk 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s at danáani if/when s/he drinks 

Example(s): 

` 
` 
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drink it 

Theme: O-S-d-naa~ (ø act) 
 for S to drink O 

Naish-Story:  di-naa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Idaná! Drink it! 

2p Yidaná! You all drink it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl idanáak!̲ Don't drink it! 

2p Líl yidanáak!̲ Don't you all drink it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲adaná I drink it; I am drinking it 

2s idaná you drink it; you are drinking it 

3s adaná s/he drinks it; s/he is drinking it 

1p tudaná we drink it; we are drinking it 

2p yidaná you all drink it; you all are drinking it 

3p has adaná they drink it; they are drinking it 

4 duná it can be drunk; it is drunk 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wadaná I don't drink it; I am not drinking it 

2s tlél idaná you don't drink it; you aren't drinking it 

3s tlél oodaná s/he doesn't drink it; s/he isn't drinking it 

1p tlél tudaná we don't drink it; we aren't drinking it 

2p tlél yidaná you all don't drink it; you all aren't drinking it 

3p tlél has oodaná they don't drink it; they aren't drinking it 

4 tlél duná it can't be drunk; it isn't drunk 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s adanáa nuch s/he always drinks it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s adanáax ̲ s/he drinks it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s adanáyin s/he used to drink it 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél oodanáyin s/he didn't used to drink it 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s adanaayi ká̲a the one who drinks it; the one who is drinking it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wadináa I drank it 

2s yidináa you drank it 

3s awdináa s/he drank it 

1p wutudináa we drank it 

2p yeeydináa you all drank it 

3p has awdináa they drank it 

4 wuduwanáa someone drank it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wadaná I didn't drink it; I don't drink it 

2s tlél yidaná you didn't drink it; you don't drink it 

3s tlél oodaná / tlél awdaná s/he didn't drink it; s/he doesn't drink it 

1p tlél wutudaná we didn't drink it; we don't drink it 

2p tlél yeeydaná you all didn't drink it; you all don't drink it 

3p tlél has oodaná / tlél has awdaná they didn't drink it; they don't drink it 

4 tlél wuduná it wasn't drank; it isn't drank 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wadanáaych / ux̲danáaych I drink it (every time) 

2s idanáaych you drink it (every time) 

3s oodanáaych s/he drinks it (every time) 

1p tudanáaych we drink it (every time) 

2p yidanáaych you all drink it (every time) 

3p has oodanáaych they drink it (every time) 

4 dunáaych it is drunk by someone (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wadanáaych / tlél ux̲danáaych I haven't drunk it yet 

2s tlél idanáaych you haven't drunk it yet 

3s tlél oodanáaych s/he hasn't drunk it yet 

1p tlél tudanáaych we haven't drunk it yet 

2p tlél yidanáaych you all haven't drunk it yet 

3p tlél has oodanáaych they haven't drunk it yet 

4 tlél dunáaych it hasn't been drunk yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲danáa I will drink it 

2s gagi̲danáa you will drink it 

3s agux̲danáa s/he will drink it 

1p gax̲tudanáa we will drink it 

2p gax̲yidanáa you all will drink it 

3p has agux̲danáa they will drink it 

4 gax̲dunáa it will be drunk 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲danaa I won't drink it 

2s tlél gagi̲danaa you won't drink it 

3s tlél aguxd̲anaa s/he won't drink it 

1p tlél gaxt̲udanaa we won't drink it 

2p tlél gaxy̲idanaa you all won't drink it 

3p tlél has agux̲danaa they won't drink it 

4 tlél gaxd̲unaa it won't be drank 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲danaa let me drink it 

3s ax̲danaa let him/her drink it 

1p ga̲tudanaa let us drink it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooxd̲inaayi yé no way can s/he drink it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oox̲danaayín s/he would have drunk it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s adanáani if/when s/he drinks it 

Example(s): 

` 
` 
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drip, leak (at fairly fast rate) 

Theme: ka-l-x'áas (ø event) 
 for something to drip, leak (at fairly fast rate) 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-x'aas 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawlix'áas it's leaking 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawulx'áas it's not leaking 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s koolx'áasch it leaks (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél koolx'áasch it hasn't leaked yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kagux̲lax'áas it will leak 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kaguxl̲ax'áas it won't leak 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s kax̲lax'áas let it leak 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kooxl̲ix'áasi yé no way can it leak 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s koox̲lax'áasin it would have leaked 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kalax'áasni if/when it leaks 
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drive it II 

Theme: P-t~ O-S-s-ko̲ox̲~ (ø motion) 
 for S to drive O (boat, car) to P 

Naish-Story:  si-ko̲ox̲ 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-t (~x̲~dei) driving it to P 

yan (~yax̲~yándei) driving it ashore, coming to rest, to a stop 

P-náx̲ yan (~yax~̲yándei) moving across P, to the other side of P 

neil (~neilx̲~neildéi) driving it home 

haat (~haax̲~haa(n)déi) driving it here 

yóot (~yóox̲~yóodei) driving it away, yonder 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át sakú̲x!̲ Drive it to it! 

2p Át yisakú̲x!̲ You all drive it to it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ isako̲ox̲úk!̲ Don't drive it to it! 

2p Líl áx̲ yisako̲ox̲úk!̲ Don't you all drive it to it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nax̲sakú̲x ̲ I am driving it to it 

3s aadé yaa anaskú̲x ̲ s/he is driving it to it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ asko̲ox̲ s/he drives it to it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲wasikú̲x̲ I drove it to it 

3s át awsikú̲x̲ s/he drove it to it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲wasako̲ox ̲ I didn't drive it to it 

3s tlél át awusko̲ox̲ s/he didn't drive it to it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át x̲wasako̲ox̲ch I drive it to it (every time) 

3s át oosko̲ox̲ch s/he drives it to it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át x̲wasako̲oxc̲h I haven't driven it to it yet 
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3s tlél át oosko̲ox̲ch s/he hasn't driven it to it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲asakó̲ox ̲I will drive it to it 

3s aadé agux̲sakó̲ox̲ s/he will drive it to it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲asako̲ox̲ I won't drive it to it 

3s tlél aadé agux̲sako̲ox ̲ s/he won't drive it to it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át ka̲sako̲ox ̲ let me drive it to it 

3s át ax̲sako̲ox ̲ let him/her drive it to it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át oox̲siko̲ox̲u yé no way can s/he drive it to it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át oox̲sako̲ox̲ún s/he would have driven it to it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át askú̲x̲ni if/when s/he drives it to it 
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drive it VII 

Theme: P-dé O-S-s-ko̲ox̲~ (na motion) 
 for S to drive O (boat, car) to P 

Naish-Story:  si-ko̲ox̲ 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé nasko̲ox!̲ Drive it there! 

2p Aadé naysako̲ox!̲ You all drive it there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo isakú̲x̲guk!̲ Don't drive it there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo yisakú̲x̲guk!̲ Don't you all drive it there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nax̲sakú̲x ̲ I am driving it there 

3s aadé yaa anaskú̲x ̲ s/he is driving it there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yoo asikú̲x̲k s/he drives it there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé x̲wsiko̲ox̲ I drove it there 

3s aadé awsiko̲ox ̲s/he drove it there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé x̲wasako̲ox̲ I didn't drive it there 

3s tlél aadé awusko̲ox ̲ s/he didn't drive it there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé nax̲sakú̲x̲ch I drive it there (every time) 

3s aadé anaskú̲xc̲h s/he drives it there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé nax̲wsakú̲x̲ch I haven't driven it there yet 

3s tlél aadé oonaskú̲xc̲h s/he hasn't driven it there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲asakó̲ox ̲I will drive it there 

3s aadé agux̲sakó̲ox̲ s/he will drive it there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲asako̲ox̲ I won't drive it there 

3s tlél aadé agux̲sako̲ox ̲ s/he won't drive it there 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé nka̲sako̲ox̲ let me drive it there 

3s aadé anax̲sako̲ox ̲ let him/her drive it there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé anax̲wsiko̲ox̲u yé no way can s/he drive it there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé anax̲wsako̲ox̲ún s/he would have driven it there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé anaskú̲xn̲i if/when s/he drives it there 

Example(s): 

Ax̲ yaagú aadé anax̲sako̲ox̲. 
Let him drive my boat there. 

Katíx'̲aa du jeet katí - aadé anax̲sako̲ox!̲ 
Give him the key - let him drive it there. 

Tlél aadé nakw̲asiko̲ox̲u yé - yéi jix̲aané. 
No way can I drive it there - I'm working. 

Tlél aadé nakw̲asiko̲ox̲u yé - hél license x̲wa.oo. 
I can't drive it there - I don't have a license. 
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dry 

Theme: ø-xook~ (ø event) 
 for something to be dry, dried 

Naish-Story:  ya-xook 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa naxúk it's drying 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s xúkx̲ it dries (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s uwaxúk it dried 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wuxook it didn't dry 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s uxúkch it dries (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél uxookch / tlél uxúkch it hasn't dried yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s guga̲xóok it will dry 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél guga̲xook it won't dry 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲xook let it dry 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gw̲aaxoogu yé no way can it dry 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲axoogún it would have dried 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s xúkni if/when it dries 
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dry fish, meat 

Theme: at S-ø-x̲'aan~ (ø act) 
 for S to dry (fish, meat) over fire, smoke lightly 

Naish-Story:  ya-x̲'aan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s At x̲'án! Dry fish! 

2p At yix̲'án! You all dry fish! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl at eex̲'aaník!̲ Don't dry fish! 

2p Líl at yix̲'aaník!̲ Don't you all dry fish! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s at x̲'áan s/he is drying fish; s/he dries fish 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél at oox̲'aan s/he doesn't dry fish 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s at x̲'ánx̲ s/he dries fish (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s at uwax̲'án s/he dried fish 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél at wux̲'aan s/he didn't dry fish 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s at ux̲'ánch s/he dries fish (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél at ux̲'aanch / tlél at ux̲'ánch s/he hasn't dried fish yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s at guga̲x̲'áan s/he will dry fish 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél at guga̲x̲'aan s/he won't dry fish 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s at ga̲x̲'aan let him/her dry fish 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé at gw̲aax̲'aani yé no way can s/he dry fish 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s at gw̲ax̲'aanín s/he would have dried fish 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s at x̲'ánni if/when s/he dries fish 
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dry it 

Theme: O-S-s-xook~ (ø act) 
 for S to dry O (by any method) 

Naish-Story:  si-xook 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Saxúk! Dry it! 

2p Yeeysaxúk! You all dry it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl isaxoogúk!̲ Don't dry it! 

2p Líl yisaxoogúk!̲ Don't you all dry it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s asxook s/he is drying it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s asxúk nooch s/he always dries it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa anasxúk s/he is drying it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s asxúkx̲ s/he dries it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awsixúk s/he dried it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awusxook s/he didn't dry it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s oosxúkch s/he dries it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oosxookch/ tlél oosxúkch s/he hasn't dried it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s agux̲saxóok s/he will dry it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aguxs̲axook s/he won't dry it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ax̲saxook let him/her dry it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé uxs̲ixoogu yé no way can s/he dry it 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲saxoogún s/he would have dried it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s asxúkni if/when s/he dries it 
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dull, blunt 

Theme: ya-d-gé̲el~ (ø event) 
 for an edge to be blunt, dull 

Naish-Story:  ya-di-ge̲el 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa yandagí̲l it's getting dull 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yadagí̲lx ̲ it gets dull (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yawdigí̲l it's dull 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yawdagé̲el it isn't dull 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s woodagí̲lch it gets dull (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél woodagí̲lch it hasn't gotten dull yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yagux̲dagé̲el it will get dull 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yagux̲dagé̲el it won't get dull 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yax̲dagé̲el let it get dull 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yax̲wdigé̲eli yé no way can it get dull 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yax̲wdagé̲elin it would have gotten dull 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yadagí̲lni if/when it gets dull 
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dye it; stain it; color it 

Theme: O-ka-S-l-séik̲'w~ (ø act) 
 for S to stain, dye, color the surface of O 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-seik'̲w 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kalasék'̲w! Dye it! 

2p Kaylasék'̲w! You all dye it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keelasék'̲wx̲uk̲! Don't dye it! 

2p Líl kaylasék'̲wx̲uk̲! Don't you all dye it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s aklasék'̲wx̲ s/he is dying it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél akoolsék'̲wx̲ s/he isn't dying it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aklasék'̲wx̲ s/he dyes it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akawlisék'̲w s/he dyed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawulséik'̲w s/he didn't dye it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akoolsék'̲wch s/he dyes it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akoolsék'̲wch s/he hasn't dyed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akagux̲laséik'̲w s/he will dye it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akagux̲laséik'̲w s/he won't dye it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akax̲laséik'̲w let him/her dye it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akoox̲liséik'̲u yé no way can s/he dye it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoox̲laséik'̲un s/he would have dyed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aklasék'̲wni if /when s/he dyes it 
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eat 

Theme: at S-ø-x̲aa~ (ø act) 
 for S to eat 

Naish-Story:  ya-x̲aa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s At x̲á! Eat! 

2p At yix̲á! You all eat! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl at eex̲áak̲! Don't eat! 

2p Líl at yix̲áak!̲ Don't you all eat! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s at x̲ax̲á I eat; I am eating 

2s at eex̲á you eat; you are eating 

3s at x̲á s/he eats; s/he is eating 

1p at toox̲á we eat; we are eating 

2p at yix̲á you all eat; you all are eating 

3p has at x̲á they eat; they are eating 

4 at dux̲á people eat; people are eating 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲wax̲á I don't eat; I'm not eating 

2s tlél at eex̲á you don't eat; you aren't eating 

3s tlél at ux̲á s/he doesn't eat; s/he isn't eating 

1p tlél at toox̲á we don't eat; we aren't eating 

2p tlél at yix̲á you all don't eat; you all aren't eating 

3p tlél has at ux̲á they don't eat; they aren't eating 

4 tlél at dux̲á people don't eat; people aren't eating' 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s at x̲áa nuch s/he always eats 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa at nax̲éin s/he is going along eating 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s at x̲éix̲ s/he eats (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s at x̲áayin s/he used to eat 
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Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél at ux̲áayin s/he didn't used to eat 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé at x̲a (ká̲a) the one who eats; the one who is eating 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s at x̲waax̲áa I ate 

2s at iyax̲áa you ate 

3s at uwax̲áa s/he ate 

1p at wutuwax̲áa we ate 

2p at yeeyx̲áa you all ate 

3p has at uwax̲áa they ate 

4 at wuduwax̲áa there was eating going on 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲wax̲á I didn't eat 

2s tlél at yix̲á you didn't eat 

3s tlél at wux̲á s/he didn't eat 

1p tlél wutoox̲á we didn't eat 

2p tlél at yeeyx̲á you all didn't eat 

3p tlél has at wux̲á they didn't eat 

4 tlél at wudux̲á nobody ate 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s at x̲ux̲áaych I eat (every time) 

2s at eex̲áaych you eat (every time) 

3s at ux̲áaych s/he eats (every time) 

1p at toox̲áaych we eat (every time) 

2p at yix̲áaych you all eat (every time) 

3p has at ux̲áaych they eat (every time) 

4 at dux̲áaych people eat (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél at x̲ux̲áaych I haven't eaten yet 

2s tlél at eex̲áaych you haven't eaten yet 

3s tlél at ux̲áaych s/he hasn't eaten yet 

1p tlél at toox̲áaych we haven't eaten yet 

2p tlél at yix̲áaych you all haven't eaten yet 
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3p tlél has at ux̲áaych they haven't eaten yet 

4 tlél at dux̲áaych nobody has eaten yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s at kuka̲x̲áa I will eat 

2s at gage̲ex̲áa you will eat 

3s at guga̲x̲áa s/he will eat 

1p at gax̲toox̲áa we will eat 

2p at gax̲yix̲áa you all will eat 

3p has at guga̲x̲áa they will eat 

4 at gax̲dux̲áa there will be eating 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél at kuka̲x̲aa I won't eat 

2s tlél at gage̲ex̲aa you won't eat 

3s tlél at guga̲x̲aa s/he won't eat 

1p tlél at gax̲toox̲aa we won't eat 

2p tlél at gax̲yix̲aa you all won't eat 

3p tlél has at guga̲x̲aa they won't eat 

4 tlél at gax̲dux̲aa there will be no eating 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s at ka̲x̲aa let me eat 

3s at ga̲x̲aa let her/him eat 

1p at ga̲toox̲aa let us eat 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé at gw̲aax̲aayi yé no way can s/he eat 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s at gw̲ax̲aayín s/he would have eaten 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s at x̲éini if/when s/he eats 

Example(s): 

Coffee daak duséench donuts aan toox̲áaych. 
We always eat donuts with coffee brought to us. 
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eat it 

Theme: O-S-ø-x̲aa~ (ø act) 
 for S to eat O 

Naish-Story:  ya-x̲aa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s X̲á! Eat it! 

2p Yix̲á! You all eat it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eex̲áak̲! Don't eat it! 

2p Líl yix̲áak!̲ Don't you all eat it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲ax̲á I eat it; I am eating it 

3s ax̲á s/he eats it; s/he is eating it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wax̲á I don't eat it; I'm not eating it 

3s tlél oox̲á s/he doesn't eat it; s/he isn't eating it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ax̲áa nooch s/he always eats it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa anax̲éin s/he is going along eating it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ax̲éix̲ s/he eats it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ax̲áayin s/he used to eat it 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél oox̲áayin s/he didn't used to eat it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waax̲áa I ate it 

3s aawax̲áa s/he ate it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wax̲á I didn't eat it 

3s tlél awux̲á s/he didn't eat it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲ux̲áaych I eat it (every time) 

3s oox̲áaych s/he eats it (every time) 
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Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲ux̲áaych I haven't eaten it yet 

3s tlél oox̲áaych s/he hasn't eaten it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲x̲áa I will eat it 

3s akgw̲ax̲áa s/he will eat it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲xa̲a I won't eat it 

3s tlél akgw̲axa̲a s/he won't eat it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲x̲aa let me eat it 

3s aga̲xa̲a let him/her eat it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé agw̲aax̲aayi yé no way can s/he eat it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agw̲ax̲aayín s/he would have eaten it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲éini if/when s/he eats it 
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eat it up; consume it 

Theme: yax̲ O-ya-S-s-x̲aa~ (ø event) 
 for S to eat up, finish, consume O (eating lots of pieces) 

Naish-Story:  yax̲ ya-si-x̲aa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yax̲ yasax̲á! Eat it all up! 

2p Yax̲ yaysax̲á! You all eat it all up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax̲ yisax̲éix̲ik!̲ Don't eat it all up! 

2p Líl yax̲ yeeysax̲éix̲ik!̲ Don't you all eat it all up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yax̲ yaa yanax̲sax̲éin I am eating it all up 

3s yax̲ yaa ayanasx̲éin s/he is eating it all up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yax̲ ayasax̲éix ̲s/he eats it all up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yax̲ yax̲wsix̲áa I ate it all up 

3s yax̲ ayawsix̲áa s/he ate it all up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yax̲ yax̲wsax̲á I didn't eat it all up 

3s tlél yax̲ ayawusx̲á s/he didn't eat it all up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yax̲ yoox̲sax̲áaych I eat it all up (every time) 

3s yax̲ awoosx̲áaych s/he eats it all up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yax̲ yoox̲sax̲áaych I haven't eaten it all up yet 

3s tlél yax̲ awoosx̲áaych s/he hasn't eaten it all up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yax̲ yakkw̲asax̲áa I will eat it all up 

3s yax̲ ayagux̲sax̲áa s/he will eat it all up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yax̲ yakkw̲asaxa̲a I won't eat it all up 

3s tlél yax̲ ayagux̲saxa̲a s/he won't eat it all up 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yax̲ yaka̲saxa̲a let me eat it all up 

3s yax̲ ayax̲saxa̲a let him/her eat it all up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yax̲ ayax̲wsixa̲ayi yé no way can s/he eat it all up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yax̲ ayoox̲saxa̲ayín s/he would have eaten it all up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yax̲ ayasax̲éini if/when s/he eats it all up 
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embroider it; sew beads on it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-ka̲a~ (ø act) 
 for S to sew beads on, embroider O 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-ka̲a 

Notes 

To indicate what the design was embroidered onto, use: N káa 'on N'. For example: 

Yéil du luljíni káa akaawak ̲áa. 'S/he embroidered a raven on his/her vest.' This is not 

required with this verb, however, and therefore is not given in the Leer-Edwards 

theme above. This sentence is also acceptable: Yéil akaawak ̲áa. 's/he embroidered a 

raven'. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s A káa kaká̲! Embroider it on it! 

2p A káa kayká̲! You all embroider it on it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl a káa keeké̲ix̲ik̲! Don't embroider it on it! 

2p Líl a káa kayké̲ix̲ik!̲ Don't you all embroider it on it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s a káa akaké̲is' s/he's embroidering it on it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél a káa akooké̲is' s/he's not embroidering it on it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s a káa akaké̲ix̲ s/he embroiders it on it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s a káa akaawaká̲a s/he embroidered it on it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél a káa akawuká̲ s/he didn't embroider it on it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s a káa akooká̲aych s/he embroiders it on it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél a káa akooká̲aych s/he hasn't embroidered it on it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s a káa akakgw̲aká̲a s/he will embroider it on it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél a káa akakgw̲aka̲a s/he won't embroider it on it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s a káa akaga̲ka̲a let him/her embroider it on it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé a káa akgw̲aaka̲ayi yé no way can s/he embroider it on it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s a káa akgw̲aka̲ayín s/he would have embroidered it on it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a káa akaké̲ini if/when s/he embroiders it on it 
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end; used up 

Theme: shu-ø-xeex~ (na event) 
 for something to end, come to an end, pass; for something to be used 

up (of supplies, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  shu-ya-xeex 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa shunaxíx it's coming to an end 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo shuyaxíxk it comes to an end (quickly, regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s shuwaxeex it came to an end 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél shuwuxeex it didn't come to an end 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s shunaxíxch it comes to an end (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél shunaxíxch it hasn't come to an end yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s shukgw̲axéex it will come to an end 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél shukgw̲axeex it won't come to an end 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s shunga̲xeex let it come to an end 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé shungw̲aaxeexi yé no way can it come to an end 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s shungw̲axeexín it would have come to an end 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s shunaxíxni if/when it comes to an end 

Example(s): 

Át ax̲walge̲inní xa̲atéen haa daadéi áyá yaa ku̲shunaxíx. 
When I look around I see that we are losing a lot of people. 

Sakwnéin ka̲ cháayoo áwé shuwaxeex. 
The bread and tea ran out. 
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Gán shuwaxeex. 
The wood ran out. 

Haa gáni shukgw̲axéex, haa sakgw̲a.áat'. 
The wood is going to run out and we're going to be cold. 

Atx̲á haa x̲'éide shukgw̲axéex hél dáanaa too.oo al'óon x'wán nagú. 
Our food is running out and we don't have money, you better go hunting. 
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examine, inspect it; judge, assess it 

Theme: N daa ya-S-d-s-.aa~ (na act) 
 for S to examine, inspect, look into, judge, assess N 

Naish-Story:  a daa + ya-dzi-.aa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s A daa yanees.á! Examine it! 

2p A daa yanayis.á! You all examine it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl a daa yees.éix̲ik!̲ Don't examine it! 

2p Líl a daa yayis.éix̲ik!̲ Don't you all examine it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s a daa yas.éix̲ s/he is examining it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél a daa yoos.éix̲ s/he isn't examining it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s a daa yas.éix̲ s/he examines it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s a daa yawdzi.aa s/he examined it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél a daa yawus.aa s/he didn't examine it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s a daa yanas.éich s/he examines it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél a daa yoonas.éich s/he hasn't examined it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s a daa yakgw̲as.áa s/he will examine it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél a daa yakgw̲as.aa s/he won't examine it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s a daa yanga̲s.aa let him/her examine it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé a daa yanaxd̲zi.aayi yé no way can s/he examine it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s a daa yangw̲as.aayín s/he would have examined it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a daa yanas.éini if/when s/he examines it 
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exert one's full strength on it; concentrate on it 

Theme: O-S-ø-xeech~ (ø event) 
 for S to exert one's full strength on, strive for O; for S to concentrate 

on, put effort into O 

Naish-Story:  ya-xeech 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Eexích! Exert your full strength on it! 

2p Yeexích! You all exert your full strength on it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl eexíchx̲ik̲! Don't exert your full strength on it! 

2p Líl yeexíchx̲ik̲! Don't you all exert your full strength on it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲axíchx̲ I exert my full strength on it (regularly) 

3s axíchx̲ s/he exerts his/her full strength on it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waaxích I exerted my full strength on it; I am exerting my full 

strength on it 

3s aawaxích s/he exerted his/her full strength on it; s/he is exerting 

his/her full strength on it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲waxeech I didn't exert my full strength on it; I'm not exerting my 

full strength on it 

3s tlél awuxeech s/he didn't exert his/her full strength on it; s/he isn't 

exerting his/her full strength on it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲waxíchch I exert my full strength on it (every time) 

3s ooxíchch s/he exerts his/her full strength on it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲waxeechch I haven't exerted my full strength on it yet 

3s tlél ooxeechch s/he hasn't exerted his/her full strength on it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kukw̲axéech I will exert my full strength on it 

3s akgw̲axéech s/he will exert his/her full strength on it 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kukw̲axeech I won't exert my full strength on it 

3s tlél akgw̲axeech s/he won't exert his/her full strength on it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲xeech let me exert my full strength on it 

3s aga̲xeech let him/her exert his/her full strength on it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kw̲aaxeeji yé no way can I exert my full strength on it 

3s tlél aadé ooga̲axeeji yé no way can s/he exert his/her full strength 

on it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kw̲axeejín I would have exerted my full strength on it 

3s ooga̲xeejín s/he would have exerted his/her full strength on it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲axíchni if/when I exert my full strength on it 

3s axíchni if/when s/he exerts his/her full strength on it 

Example(s): 

Ch'a neechx' áwé x̲waaxích. 
I exerted myself all for naught. 
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expect him/her/it; anticipate it 

Theme: O-shu-S-s-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for S to anticipate, foresee O; for S to expect, consider O likely to 

happen or arrive 

Naish-Story:  shu-si-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Shunastí! Expect him/her/it! 

2p Shunaysatí! You all expect him/her/it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl sheesatéeyik̲! Don't expect him/her/it! 

2p Líl shaysatéeyik!̲ Don't you all expect him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s shux̲sitee I'm expecting him/her/it 

3s ashusitee s/he's expecting him/her/it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél shux̲satí I'm not expecting him/her/it 

3s tlél ashoostí s/he isn't expecting him/her/it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ashusiteek s/he expects him/her/it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s shux̲wsitee I expected him/her/it 

3s ashuwsitee s/he expected him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél shux̲wsatee I didn't expect him/her/it 

3s tlél ashuwustee s/he didn't expect him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s shunax̲sateech I expect him/her/it (every time) 

3s ashunasteech s/he expects him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s shukkw̲asatée I will expect him/her/it 

3s ashugux̲satée s/he will expect him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél shukkw̲asatee I won't expect him/her/it 
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3s tlél ashugux̲satee s/he won't expect him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s shunaks̲atee let me expect him/her/it 

3s ashunaxs̲atee let him/her expect him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ashunaxw̲siteeyi yé no way can s/he expect him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ashunax̲wsateeyín s/he would have expected him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ashunastéeni if/when s/he expects him/her/it 
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expensive, high-priced; precious 

Theme: x̲'a-l-tseen (ga state) 
 for something to be expensive, high-priced; for something to be 

precious, of great value 

Naish-Story:  x̲'a-li-tseen 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s x̲'alitseen it's expensive 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél x̲'eiltseen it's not expensive 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei x̲'alatseench it gets expensive (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s x̲'awlitseen it got expensive 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél x̲'awultseen it didn't get expensive 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s x̲'aklatseench it gets expensive (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél x̲'eiklatseench it hasn't gotten expensive yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei x̲'agux̲latseen it will be expensive 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei x̲'agux̲latseen it won't be expensive 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s x̲'agaxl̲atseen let it be expensive 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé x'̲agux̲litseeni yé no way can it be expensive 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s x̲'agux̲latseenín it would have been expensive 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s x̲'aklatseenní if/when it gets expensive 
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explode, blow up 

Theme: kei sh-tóok~ (ø event) 
 for something to explode, blow up 

Naish-Story:  shi-took 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei ishtúkx̲ it explodes (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kei wjitúk it exploded 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kei wushtóok it didn't explode 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s kei ushtóokch it explodes (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél kei ushtóokch it hasn't exploded yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kgw̲ashtóok it will explode 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kgw̲ashtóok it won't explode 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s kei ga̲shtóok let it explode 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kei ux̲jitóogu yé no way can it explode 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kei gw̲ashtóogun it would have exploded 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kei ishtúkni if/when it explodes 
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extend to it; end there 

Theme: P-t shu-ka-ø-tán (position) 
 for something to extend to, end at P 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s át shukatán it extends to it; it ends there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél át shukootán it doesn't extend to it; it doesn't end there 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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fall into it 

Theme: P-dé O-d-s-geet~ (na motion) 
 for O (live creature) to fall into P 

Naish-Story:  dzi-geet 
Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo eesgítgik!̲ Don't fall there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yoo dzigítk he/she/it falls there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aadé wdzigeet he/she/it fell there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé wusgeet he/she/it didn't fall there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s aadé nasgítch he/she/it falls there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél aadé unasgítch he/she/it hasn't fallen there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aadé kgw̲asgéet he/she/it will fall there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲asgeet he/she/it won't fall there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aadé nga̲sgeet let him/her/it fall there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé naxw̲sigeedi yé no way can s/he fall there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé ngw̲asgeedín s/he would have fallen there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé nasgítni if/when s/he falls there 
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fall into, against it 

Theme: P-t~ O-d-s-geet~ (ø motion) 
 for O (live creature) to fall into, against P 

Naish-Story:  dzi-geet 
Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲at wudzigít I fell against it 

3s át wudzigít s/he fell against it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲at wusgeet I didn't fall against it 

3s tlél át wusgeet s/he didn't fall against it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át x̲at usgeetch I fall against it (every time) 

3s át usgeetch s/he falls against it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át x̲at usgeetch I haven't fallen against it yet 

3s tlél át usgeetch s/he hasn't fallen against it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé xa̲t guga̲sgéet I will fall against it 

3s aadé kgw̲asgéet s/he will fall against it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xa̲t guga̲sgeet I won't fall against it 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲asgeet s/he won't fall against it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át x̲at ga̲sgeet let me fall against it 

3s át ga̲sgeet let him/her fall against it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át gw̲adzigeedi yé no way can s/he fall against it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át gw̲asgeedín s/he would have fallen against it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át isgítni if/when s/he falls against it 
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fall on face; nod off, fall asleep while sitting up 

Theme: yan~ O-ya-ø-gáas'~ (ø motion) 
 for O to fall on face; for O to nod off, fall asleep while sitting up 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2s Yan tsá iyagáas'! See that you don't fall on your face! 

2p Yan tsá yee yagáas'! See that you all don't fall on your faces! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ x̲at yagáas' I am nodding off, falling asleep while sitting 

3s yax̲ yagáas' s/he is nodding off, falling asleep while sitting 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan x̲at yaawagás' I fell on my face 

3s yan yaawagás' s/he fell on his/her face 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan x̲at yawugáas' I didn't fall on my face 

3s tlél yan yawugáas' s/he didn't fall on his/her face 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan x̲at woogáas'ch I fall on my face (every time) 

3s yan woogáas'ch s/he falls on her face (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan x̲at woogáas'ch I haven't fallen on my face yet 

3s tlél yan woogáas'ch s/he hasn't fallen on his/her face yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde x̲at yakgw̲agáas' I will fall on my face 

3s yánde yakgw̲agáas' s/he will fall on his/her face 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde x̲at yakgw̲agáas' I won't fall on my face 

3s tlél yánde yakgw̲agáas' s/he won't fall on his/her face 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) yan x̲at yaga̲gáas' (dé) (just) let me fall on my face (now) 

3s (ch'a) yan yaga̲gáas' (dé) (just) let him/her fall on his/her face (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan x̲at wuga̲agáas'i yé no way can I fall on my face 
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3s tlél aadé yan wuga̲agáas'i yé no way can s/he fall on his/her face 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan x̲at wuga̲gáas'in I would have fallen on my face 

3s yan wuga̲gáas'in s/he would have fallen on his/her face 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan x̲at yagás'ni if/when I fall on my face 

3s yan yagás'ni if/when s/he falls on his/her face 

Example(s): 

Tlél awusháadi yan wuga̲gáas'in. 
If she didn't catch him, he would have fallen on his face. 

Yan x̲at yaawagás' wé couch káx'. 
I fell on my face on the couch (fell asleep). 
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fall on it (of small, compact object) 

Theme: ø-xeex~ (ga̲ motion) 
 for an object (usually small, compact) to fall 

Naish-Story:  ya-xeex 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s a káa yei xíxch it falls on it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s a káa wooxeex it fell on it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél a káa wuxeex it didn't fall on it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s a káa ga̲xíxch it falls on it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél a káa go̲oxíxch it hasn't fallen on it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s a káa yei kgw̲axéex it will fall on it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél a káa yei kgw̲axeex it won't fall on it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s a káa ga̲aga̲xeex let it fall on it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé a káa ga̲agw̲aaxeexi yé no way can it fall on it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s a káa ga̲agw̲axeexín it would have fallen on it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a káa ga̲xíxni if/when it falls on it 

Example(s): 

A káa wuxeexí kakgw̲awáal'. 
If it falls on it, it will break. 
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fall (esp. off of something) 

Theme: daak O-d-s-geet~ (ø motion) 
 for O to fall (esp. off of something) 

Naish-Story:  dzi-geet 
Notes 

This verb is most commonly used to indicate falling off of something, such as in: 

Aadáx ̲ daak wudzigít. "He fell down off of it." 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Tlél daak isgítjik!̲ Don't fall! 

2p Tlél daak yee sgítjik!̲ Don't you all fall! 

Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2s Daak tsá isgéet! See that you don't fall! 

2p Daak tsá yee sgéet! See that you all don't fall! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s daak x̲at isgítch I fall (regularly) 

3s daak isgítch s/he falls (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s daak x̲at wudzigít I fell 

3s daak wudzigít s/he fell 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél daak x̲at wusgeet I didn't fall 

3s tlél daak wusgeet s/he didn't fall 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s daak x̲at usgeetch I fall (every time) 

3s daak usgeetch s/he falls (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél daak x̲at usgeetch I haven't fallen yet 

3s tlél daak usgeetch s/he hasn't fallen yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s daak x̲at guga̲sgéet I will fall 

3s daak guga̲sgéet s/he will fall 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél daak x̲at guga̲sgeet I won't fall 

3s tlél daak guga̲sgeet s/he won't fall 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s daak x̲at ga̲sgeet let me fall 

3s daak ga̲sgeet let him/her fall 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé daak x̲at gw̲adzigeedi yé no way can I fall 

3s tlél aadé daak gw̲adzigeedi yé no way can s/he fall 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s daak x̲at ga̲sgeedín I would have fallen 

3s daak gw̲asgeedín s/he would have fallen 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s daak x̲at isgítni if/when I fall 

3s daak isgítni if/when s/he falls 

Example(s): 

Wé át .aayí aadáx ̲daak wudzigít. 
He fell from where he was sitting. 

Káayagi̲jeit kaax ̲daak wudzigít. 
She fell off the chair. 
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fall, drop on it (of solid, hard object) 

Theme: N-t~ j-x̲een~ (ø motion) 
 for a hard, solid object to fall, drop 

Naish-Story:  ji-x̲een 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s a káx̲ ishx̲een it falls on it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s a kát wujix̲ín it fell on it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél a kát wushx̲een it didn't 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s a kát ushx̲eench it falls on it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél a kát ushx̲eench it hasn't fallen on it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s a kaadé kgw̲ashx̲éen it will fall on it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél a kaadé kgw̲ashxe̲en it won't fall on it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s a kát ga̲shxe̲en let it fall on it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé a kát gw̲ajixe̲eni yé no way can it fall on it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s a kát gw̲ashx̲eenín it would have fallen on it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a kát ishx̲ínni if/when it falls on it 

Example(s): 

A káa gw̲ashx̲eenín k'idéin akaawadóox'. 
It would have fallen on it, but he tied it good. 
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fall, drop on it; hit it (of bullet); spread, go around (of 

rumor or news) 

Theme: P-t~ ø-xeex~ (ø motion) 
 for something to fall or drop on P; for a bullet to hit P; for a rumor, 

news to spread, go around at P 

Naish-Story:  A- + ya-xeex 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ xeex it falls on it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s át uwaxíx it fell on it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél át wuxeex it didn't fall on it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s át uxeexch it falls on it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél át uxeexch it hasn't fallen on it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aadé kgw̲axéex it will fall on it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲axeex it won't fall on it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s (ch'a) át ga̲xeex (dé) (just) let it fall on it (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át gw̲aaxeexi yé no way can it fall on it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át gw̲axeexín it would have fallen on it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át xíxni if/when it falls on it 

Example(s): 

Kaneek át uwaxíx. 
The news arrived. 

K'eel'jáa át uwaxíx aadé yaa neeku̲x̲ yé. 
A storm hit where you're heading toward. 

Tlél k'eeljáa haa kát wuxeex. 
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A storm didn't hit us. 
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fall, trip 

Theme: P-náx̲ yei O-d-s-geet~ (ø motion) 
 for O (live creature) to fall down, trip over P 

Naish-Story:  dzi-geet 
Notes 

To give the meaning trip over something, use N kaanáx ̲ (over N). For example: A 

kaanáx̲ yei wdzigít. "S/he tripped over it." 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl anax ̲yei eesgítjik!̲ Don't fall down there! 

2p Líl anax ̲yei yee sgítjik!̲ Don't you all fall down there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s anax ̲yei x̲at wudzigít I fell down there 

3s anax ̲yei wdzigít s/he fell down there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél anax ̲yei x̲at wusgeet I didn't fall down there 

3s tlél anax ̲yei wusgeet s/he didn't fall down there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s anax ̲yei x̲at usgítch I fall down there (every time) 

3s anax ̲yei usgítch s/he falls down there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél anax ̲yei x̲at usgítch I haven't fallen down there yet 

3s tlél anax ̲yei usgítch s/he hasn't fallen down there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s anax ̲yei x̲at guga̲sgéet I will fall down there 

3s anax ̲yei kgw̲asgéet s/he will fall down there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél anax ̲yei x̲at guga̲sgeet I won't fall down there 

3s tlél anax ̲yei kgw̲asgeet s/he won't fall down there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s anax ̲yei x̲at ga̲sgeet let me fall down there 
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3s anax ̲yei ga̲sgeet let him/her fall down there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé anax ̲yei x̲wdzigeedi yé no way can s/he fall down there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s anax ̲yei gw̲asgeedín s/he would have fallen down there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anax ̲yei isgítni if/when s/he falls down there 

Example(s): 

Yaa nashíxi áwé anax̲ yei wdzigít. 
When he was running, he fell down there. 

Du x̲'oos kaanáx̲ yei wdzigít. 
He tripped over his feet. 
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fancy, prominent, conspicuous, attracting attention 

Theme: O-ka-l-gé̲i (ga state) 
 for O to be fancy, prominent (esp. in appearance), conspicuous, 

attracting attention 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-ge̲i 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s kaligé̲i he/she/it is fancy 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél koolgé̲ he/she/it isn't fancy 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei klagé̲ich he/she/it gets fancy (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawligé̲i he/she/it got fancy 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawulgé̲i he/she/it didn't get fancy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s kaklagé̲ich he/she/it gets fancy (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kagux̲lagé̲i he/she/it will be fancy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kagux̲lagé̲i he/she/it won't be fancy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s kagax̲lagé̲i let him/her/it be fancy 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kaklagé̲ini if/when he/she/it gets fancy 
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far, distant (that far, distant) 

Theme: (yéi) ka-u-ø-lei~ (na state) 
 for something to be (so) far, distant (in time or space) 

Naish-Story:  ya-lei 

Variants: (yéi) ka-u-ø-lee~ (na state) 
Notes 

The perfective form: yéi kaawalei "it was that far" is commonly used in situations 

where one just fell short of making it to a destination. In other words, "I almost 

made it, it was just that far away". 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yéi kunaaléi it's that far 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi koonalé it isn't that far 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yéi yaa kunaléin it's becoming farther 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yéi kaawalei it was that far 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kawulei it wasn't that far 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi kakgw̲aléi it will be that far 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kakgw̲alei it won't be that far 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi kunaléini if/when it's that far 
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fast (at doing things) 

Theme: O-ø-sátk (ga state) 
 for O to be fast (at doing things) 

Naish-Story:  ya-sátk 

Variants: -sátkw 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Igasátk! Be fast! 

2p Yee gasátk! You all be fast! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eesátguk̲ Don't be fast! 

2p Líl yee usátguk̲! Don't you all be fast! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ax̲ yasátk I'm fast 

2s iyasátk you're fast 

3s yasátk he/she/it is fast 

1p haa yasátk we're fast 

2p yee yasátk you all are fast 

3p has yasátk they are fast 

4 ku̲yasátk people are fast 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ usátk I'm not fast 

2s tlél eesátk you're not fast 

3s tlél usátk it's not fast 

1p tlél haa usátk we're not fast 

2p tlél yee usátk you all are not fast 

3p tlél haa usátk they are not fast 

4 tlél ko̲osátk nobody is fast 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s sátgi nooch he/she/it is always fast 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei ax̲ nasátk I'm getting faster 

2s kei inasátk you're getting faster 

3s kei nasátk he/she/it is getting faster 

1p kei haa nasátk we are getting faster 
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2p kei yee nasátk you all are getting faster 

3p kei has nasátk they are getting faster 

4 kei ku̲nasátk people are getting faster 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei sátkch s/he gets fast (repeatedly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s sátgeen / sátgoon he/she/it used to be fast 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél usátgun he/she/it didn't used to be fast 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s yasatgi aa the fast one 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲ woosátk I was fast 

2s eewasátk you were fast 

3s woosátk he/she/it was fast 

1p haa woosátk we were fast 

2p yee woosátk you all were fast 

3p has woosátk they were fast 

4 ko̲owoosátk people were fast 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ wusátk I wasn't fast 

2s tlél iwusátk you weren't fast 

3s tlél wusátk s/he wasn't fast 

1p tlél haa wusátk we weren't fast 

2p tlél yee wusátk you all weren't fast 

3p tlél has wusátk they weren't fast 

4 tlél ku̲wusátk nobody was fast 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ax̲ gasátkch I get fast (every time) 

2s igasátkch you get fast (every time) 

3s gasátkch s/he gets fast (every time) 

1p haa gasátkch we get fast (every time) 

2p yee gasátkch you all get fast (every time) 

3p has gasátkch they get fast (every time) 
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4 ku̲gasátkch people get fast (every time) 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei ax̲ guga̲sátk I will be fast 

2s kei ikgw̲asátk you will be fast 

3s kei kgw̲asátk he/she/it will be fast 

1p kei haa kgw̲asátk we will be fast 

2p kei yee kgw̲asátk you all will be fast 

3p kei has guga̲sátk they will be fast 

4 kei ku̲kgw̲asátk people will be fast 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei ax̲ guga̲sátk I won't be fast 

2s tlél kei ikgw̲asátk you won't be fast 

3s tlél kei kgw̲asátk he/she/it won't be fast 

1p tlél kei haa kgw̲asátk we won't be fast 

2p tlél kei yee kgw̲asátk you all won't be fast 

3p tlél kei has guga̲sátk they won't be fast 

4 tlél kei ku̲kgw̲asátk nobody will be fast 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ax̲ gaga̲sátk let me be fast 

3s gaga̲sátk let him/her be fast 

1p haa kga̲sátk let us be fast 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guga̲asátgu yé no way can he/she/it be fast 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s guga̲sátgun he/she/it would have been fast 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gasátkni if/when he/she/it is fast 

Example(s): 

K̲aa s'aatí neil yawusaayí áwé, ku̲gasátkch. 
When the boss pokes her face in, people get fast. 
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fat; gain weight 

Theme: O-d-l-neitl~ (Ø event) 
 for O to gain weight; for O to get fat 

Naish-Story:  dli-neitl 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Ilnétl (dé)! Gain weight (now)! 

2p Yee lnétl (dé)! You all gain weight (now)! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ilnétlx̲ik!̲ Don't gain weight! 

2p Líl yee lnétlx̲ik!̲ Don't you all gain weight! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa x̲at nalnétl I'm getting fat 

2s yaa inalnétl you're getting fat 

3s yaa nalnétl s/he's getting fat 

1p yaa haa nalnétl we're getting fat 

2p yaa yee nalnétl you all are getting fat 

3p yaa (ha)s nalnétl they are getting fat 

4 yaa ku̲nalnétl people are getting fat 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s dlinétlk s/he is prone to gaining weight 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wudlinétl I'm fat 

2s iwdlinétl you're fat 

3s wudlinétl s/he's fat 

1p haa wdlinétl we're fat 

2p yee wdlinétl you all are fat 

3p has wudlinétl they're fat 

4 ko̲owdlinétl people are fat 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wulneitl I'm not fat 
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2s tlél iwulneitl you're not fat 

3s tlél wulneitl s/he's not fat 

1p tlél haa wulneitl we're not fat 

2p tlél yee wulneitl you all are not fat 

3p tlél has wulneitl they're not fat 

4 tlél ku̲wulneitl nobody is fat 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at ulnéitlch I get fat (every time) 

2s eelnéitlch you get fat (every time) 

3s ulnéitlch s/he gets fat (every time) 

1p haa ulnéitlch we get fat (every time) 

2p yee ulnéitlch you all get fat (every time) 

3p has ulnéitlch they get fat (every time) 

4 ko̲olnéitlch people get fat (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at ulnéitlch I haven't gotten fat yet 

2s tlél eelnéitlch you haven't gotten fat yet 

3s tlél ulnéitlch s/he hasn't gotten fat yet 

1p tlél haa ulnéitlch we haven't gotten fat yet 

2p tlél yee ulnéitlch you all haven't gotten fat yet 

3p tlél has ulnéitlch they haven't gotten fat yet 

4 tlél ko̲olnéitlch nobody has gotten fat yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at gugw̲alnéitl I will get fat 

2s ikgw̲alnéitl you will get fat 

3s gugw̲alnéitl s/he will get fat 

1p haa kgw̲alnéitl we will get fat 

2p yee kgw̲alnéitl you all will get fat 

3p has gugw̲alnéitl they will get fat 

4 ku̲kgw̲alnéitl people will get fat 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at gugw̲alneitl I won't get fat 

2s tlél ikgw̲alneitl you won't get fat 

3s tlél gugw̲alneitl s/he won't get fat 
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1p tlél haa kgw̲alneitl we won't get fat 

2p tlél yee kgw̲alneitl you all won't get fat 

3p tlél has gugw̲alneitl they won't get fat 

4 tlél ku̲kgw̲alneitl nobody will get fat 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at ga̲lneitl let me be fat 

3s ga̲lneitl let him/her be fat 

1p haa ga̲lneitl let us be fat 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé uxd̲lineidli yé no way can s/he get fat 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲alneidlín s/he would have gotten fat 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ilnétlni if/when s/he gets fat 

Example(s): 

K̲útx̲ ix̲kát sakwnéin x̲ax̲aayí, x̲at ilnétlx̲. 
If I eat too much frybread, I get fat. 

Ishakligé̲ik iwulneidlí. 
You're cute when you're fat. 

Tlél ko̲olnétlx̲. 
It isn't fattening. 

Ch'a tlákw tooke̲ení haa kgw̲alnéitl. 
If we always sit, we'll get fat. 

Áa akux̲dlix̲éitl' yaa x̲at nalnédli. 
I'm afraid I'm getting fat. 

Dei keijín dís x̲'áak áwé k'idéin at x̲á ch'a aan áwé tlél ulnéitlch. 
For the past 5 months he's been eating well and hasn't gotten fat yet. 
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feed him/her/it 

Theme: N x̲'éix̲ at S-ø-teeʰ~ (na event) 
 for S to feed N, give food to N (for immediate consumption) 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a x̲'éi + ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du x̲'éix̲ at natí! Feed him/her/it! 

2p Du x̲'éix̲ at naytí! You all feed him/her/it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du x̲'éix̲ at eeteex̲ík̲! Don't feed him/her/it! 

2p Líl du x̲'éix̲ at yiteex̲ík̲! Don't you all feed him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ yaa at nax̲atéen I'm feeding him/her/it 

3s du x̲'éix̲ yaa at natéen s/he's feeding him/her/it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ at x̲ateex̲ I feed him/her/it (regularly) 

3s du x̲'éix̲ at teex̲ s/he feeds him/her/it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ at x̲waatee I fed him/her/it 

3s du x̲'éix̲ at wootee s/he fed him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du x̲'éix̲ at x̲watee I didn't feed him/her/it 

3s tlél du x̲'éix̲ at wutee s/he didn't feed him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ at nax̲ateech I feed him/her/it (every time) 

3s du x̲'éix̲ at nateech s/he feeds him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du x̲'éix̲ at nax̲wateech I haven't fed him/her/it yet 

3s tlél du x̲'éix̲ at unateech s/he hasn't fed him/her/it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ at kuka̲tée I will feed him/her/it 

3s du x̲'éix̲ at guga̲tée s/he will feed him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du x̲'éix̲ at kuka̲tee I won't feed him/her/it 
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3s tlél du x̲'éix̲ at guga̲tee s/he won't feed him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ at naka̲tee let me feed him/her/it 

3s du x̲'éix̲ at naga̲tee let him/her feed him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du x̲'éix̲ at nakw̲aateeyi yé no way can I feed him/her/it 

3s tlél aadé du x̲'éix̲ at ungw̲aateeyi yé no way can s/he feed him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ at nakw̲ateeyín I would have fed him/her/it 

3s du x̲'éix̲ at ungw̲ateeyín s/he would have fed him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ at nax̲atéeni if/when I feed him/her/it 

3s du x̲'éix̲ at natéeni if/when s/he feeds him/her/it 
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feed it to him/her/it; give it to him/her/it to eat 

Theme: N x̲'éix̲ O-S-ø-teeʰ~ (na event) 
 for S to feed O to N; for S to give O to N to eat 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a x̲'éi + ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du x̲'éix̲ natí! Feed it to him/her/it! 

2p Du x̲'éix̲ naytí! You all feed it to him/her/it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du x̲'eíx̲ eeteex̲ík!̲ Don't feed it to him/her/it! 

2p Líl du x̲'eíx̲ yiteex̲ík!̲ Don't you all feed it to him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du x̲'éix̲ ateex̲ s/he feeds it to him/her/it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ x̲waatee I fed it to him/her/it 

3s du x̲'éix̲ aawatee s/he fed it to him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du x̲'éix̲ x̲watee I didn't feed it to him/her/it 

3s tlél du x̲'éix̲ awutee s/he didn't feed it to him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ nax̲ateech I feed it to him/her/it (every time) 

3s du x̲'éix̲ anateech s/he feeds it to him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du x̲'éix̲ nax̲wateech I haven't fed it to him/her/it yet 

3s tlél du x̲'éix̲ oonateech s/he hasn't fed it to him/her/it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ kuka̲tée I will feed it to him/her/it 

3s du x̲'éix̲ akgw̲atée s/he will feed it to him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du x̲'éix̲ kuka̲tee I won't feed it to him/her/it 

3s tlél du x̲'éix̲ akgw̲atee s/he won't feed it to him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ naka̲tee let me feed it to him/her/it 

3s du x̲'éix̲ naga̲tee let him/her feed it to him/her/it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du x̲'éix̲ angw̲aateeyi yé no way can s/he feed it to him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du x̲'éix̲ angw̲ateeyín s/he would have fed it to him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du x̲'éix̲ anatéeni if/when s/he feeds it to him/her/it 
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feel like doing, want to do; feel that way 

Theme: (yéi) O-tu-ø-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for O to want to do, feel like doing (that); for O to feel a certain way 

Naish-Story:  tu-ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yéi x̲at tuwatee I feel like doing that 

3s yéi tuwatee s/he feels like doing that 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲at tootí I don't feel like doing that 

3s tlél yéi tootí s/he doesn't feel like doing that 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yéi x̲at tunateech I feel like doing that (every time) 

3s yéi tunateech s/he feels like doing that (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yéi x̲at toonateech I haven't felt like doing that yet 

3s tlél yéi toonateech s/he hasn't felt like doing that yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi x̲at tukgw̲atée I will feel like doing that 

3s yéi tukgw̲atée s/he will feel like doing that 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲at tukgw̲atee I won't feel like doing that 

3s tlél yéi tukgw̲atee s/he won't feel like doing that 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yéi x̲at tunga̲tee let me feel like doing that 

3s yéi tunga̲tee let him/her feel like doing that 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi toonga̲ateeyi yé no way can s/he feel like doing that 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi toonga̲teeyín s/he would have felt like doing that 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi tunatéeni if/when s/he feels like doing that 

Example(s): 

Líl kayeeshóoguk,̲ Chx̲ánk', ch'as eeshandéin du daa itunatí. Tlél duskweix̲ wáa sá yéi 

yan has kawdayaayí. 
Don't laugh at him, grandchild, have compassion for him. Nobody knows why they 

turned out that way. 
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feel (a certain way) 

Theme: (yéi) sh tu-S-d-nook~ (na state) 
 for S to feel (that way) (esp. physical sensation) 

Naish-Story:  A + sh di-nook 

Variants: -neekw~ 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yéi sh tux̲dinook I feel that way 

2s yéi sh teedinook you feel that way 

3s yéi sh tudinook s/he feels that way 

1p yéi sh tutudinook we feel that way 

2p yéi sh tuydinook you all feel that way 

3p yéi (ha)s sh tudinook they feel that way 

4 yéi sh tuduwanook someone feels that way 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi sh toox̲danook I don't feel that way 

2s tlél yéi sh teedanook you don't feel that way 

3s tlél yéi sh toodanook s/he doesn't feel that way 

1p tlél yéi sh tutudanook we don't feel that way 

2p tlél yéi sh tuydanook you all don't feel that way 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s sh toodanook they don't feel that way 

4 tlél yéi sh tudunook nobody feels that way 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yéi yaa sh tundanúk s/he is beginning to feel that way 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yéi sh tux̲wdinook I felt that way 

2s yéi sh tuydinook you felt that way 
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3s yéi sh tuwdinook s/he felt that way 

1p yéi sh tuwtudinook we felt that way 

2p yéi sh tuyeeydinook you all felt that way 

3p yéi (ha)s sh tuwdinook they felt that way 

4 yéi sh tuwduwanook someone felt that way 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi sh tux̲wdanook I didn't feel that way 

2s tlél yéi sh tuydanook you didn't feel that way 

3s tlél yéi sh tuwdanook s/he didn't feel that way 

1p tlél yéi sh tuwtudanook we didn't feel that way 

2p tlél yéi sh tuyeeydanook you all didn't feel that way 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s sh tuwdanook they didn't feel that way 

4 tlél yéi sh tuwdunook nobody felt that way 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yéi sh tunax̲danúkch I feel that way (every time) 

2s yéi sh tunidanúkch you feel that way (every time) 

3s yéi sh tundanúkch s/he feels that way (every time) 

1p yéi sh tuntudanúkch we feel that way (every time) 

2p yéi sh tunaydanúkch you all feel that way (every time) 

3p yéi (ha)s sh tundanúkch they feel that way (every time) 

4 yéi sh tundunúkch someone feels that way (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yéi sh toonax̲danúkch I haven't felt that way yet 

2s tlél yéi sh tunidanúkch you haven't felt that way yet 

3s tlél yéi sh toondanúkch s/he hasn't felt that way yet 

1p tlél yéi sh tuntudanúkch we haven't felt that way yet 

2p tlél yéi sh tunaydanúkch you all haven't felt that way yet 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s sh toondanúkch they haven't felt that way yet 

4 tlél yéi sh tundunúkch nobody has felt that way yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi sh tukkw̲adanóok I will feel that way 

2s yéi sh tukgi̲danóok you will feel that way 

3s yéi sh tugux̲danóok s/he will feel that way 

1p yéi sh tugax̲tudanóok we will feel that way 
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2p yéi sh tugax̲yidanóok you all will feel that way 

3p yéi (ha)s sh tugux̲danóok they will feel that way 

4 yéi sh tugax̲dunóok someone will feel that way 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi sh tukkw̲adanook I won't feel that way 

2s tlél yéi sh tukgi̲danook you won't feel that way 

3s tlél yéi sh tugux̲danook s/he won't feel that way 

1p tlél yéi sh tugaxt̲udanook we won't feel that way 

2p tlél yéi sh tugaxy̲idanook you all won't feel that way 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s sh tugux̲danook they won't feel that way 

4 tlél yéi sh tugaxd̲unook nobody will feel that way 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yéi sh tunka̲danook let me feel that way 

3s yéi sh tunax̲danook let him/her feel that way 

1p yéi sh tunax̲tudanook let us feel that way 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi sh toonax̲dinoogu yé no way can s/he feel that way 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi sh toonax̲danoogún s/he would have felt that way 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi sh tundanúkni if/when s/he feels that way 

Example(s): 

Ayáx̲ gé sh teedinook? 

Do you feel up to it? 
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fill it (with liquid) 

Theme: O-sha-S-l-tl'éet'~ (ø event) 
 for S to fill O to overflowing (with liquid) 

Naish-Story:  sha-li-tl'eet' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Shalatl'ít'! Fill it! 

2p Shaylatl'ít'! You all fill it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl sheelatl'ít'x̲ik!̲ Don't fill it! 

2p Líl shaylatl'ít'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all fill it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa shanaxl̲atl'ít' I'm filling it 

3s yaa ashanaltl'ít' s/he is filling it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s shax̲latl'ít'x̲ I fill it (regularly) 

3s ashalatl'ít'x̲ s/he fills it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s shax̲wlitl'ít' I filled it 

3s ashawlitl'ít' s/he filled it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél shaxw̲latl'éet' I didn't fill it 

3s tlél ashawultl'éet' s/he didn't fill it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s shoox̲latl'éet'ch I fill it (every time) 

3s ashooltl'éet'ch s/he fills it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél shoox̲latl'éet'ch I haven't filled it yet 

3s tlél ashooltl'éet'ch s/he hasn't filled it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s shakkw̲alatl'éet' I will fill it 

3s ashaguxl̲atl'éet' s/he will fill it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél shakkw̲alatl'éet' I won't fill it 
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3s tlél ashaguxl̲atl'éet' s/he won't fill it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s shaka̲latl'éet' let me fill it 

3s ashaxl̲atl'éet' let him/her fill it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé shuka̲litl'éet'i yé no way can I fill it 

3s tlél aadé ashuxl̲itl'éet'i yé no way can s/he fill it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s shuka̲latl'éet'in I would have filled it 

3s ashux̲latl'éet'in s/he would have filled it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s shax̲latl'ít'ni if/when I fill it 

3s ashalatl'ít'ni if/when s/he fills it 

Example(s): 

K'idéin ashwlitl'ít' káaxwei een. 
She filled it up good with coffee. 
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fill it (with solids or abstracts) 

Theme: O-sha-S-l-heek~ (ø event; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to fill O (with solids or abstracts) 

Naish-Story:  sha-li-heek 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Shalahík! Fill it! 

2p Shaylahík! You all fill it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl sheelahíkx̲ik!̲ Don't fill it! 

2p Líl shaylahíkx̲ik!̲ Don't you all fill it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa ashanalhík s/he is filling it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ashalahíkx ̲ s/he fills it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ashawlihík s/he filled it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ashawulheek s/he didn't fill it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ashoolhíkch s/he fills it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ashoolheekch s/he hasn't filled it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ashagux̲lahéek s/he will fill it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ashaguxl̲aheek s/he won't fill it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ashax̲lahík let him/her fill it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ashux̲lihígi yé no way can s/he fill it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ashux̲lahígin s/he would have filled it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ashalahíkni if/when s/he fills it 
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find it 

Theme: O-S-ø-t'ei (ga event) 
 for S to find O (usually as the result of searching) 

Naish-Story:  ya-t'ei 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gat'ei! Find it! 

2p Gayt'ei! You all find it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei at'eich s/he finds it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waat'ei I found it 

2s yeet'ei you found it 

3s aawat'ei s/he found it 

1p wutuwat'ei we found it 

2p yeeyt'ei you all found it 

3p has aawat'ei they found it 

4 wuduwat'ei someone found it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wat'ei I didn't find it 

2s tlél yit'ei you didn't find it 

3s tlél awut'ei s/he didn't find it 

1p tlél wutoot'ei we didn't find it 

2p tlél yeeyt'ei you all didn't find it 

3p tlél has awut'ei they didn't find it 

4 tlél wudut'ei nobody found it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲at'ei I will find it 

2s kei gage̲et'ei you will find it 

3s kei akgw̲at'ei s/he will find it 

1p kei gax̲toot'ei we will find it 

2p kei gax̲yit'ei you all will find it 

3p kei (ha)s akgw̲at'ei they will find it 

4 kei gax̲dut'ei someone will find it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲at'ei I won't find it 

2s tlél kei gage̲et'ei you won't find it 

3s tlél kei akgw̲at'ei s/he won't find it 

1p tlél kei gax̲toot'ei we won't find it 

2p tlél kei gax̲yit'ei you all won't find it 

3p tlél kei (ha)s akgw̲at'ei they won't find it 

4 tlél kei gax̲dut'ei nobody will find it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gaka̲t'ei let me find it 

3s akga̲t'ei let him/her find it 

1p gax̲toot'ei let us find it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aat'eiyi yé no way can s/he find it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akgw̲at'eiyín s/he would have found it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s agat'einí if/when s/he finds it 
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find it (usually round, spherical object) 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-t'ei (ga event) 
 for S to find O (usually round, spherical object) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-t'ei 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kagat'ei! Find it! 

2p Kagayt'ei! You all find it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei akat'eich s/he finds it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waat'ei I found it 

3s akaawat'ei s/he found it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲at'ei I didn't find it 

3s tlél akawut'ei s/he didn't find it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kakx̲at'eich I find it (every time) 

3s akagat'eich s/he finds it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kakxw̲at'eich I haven't found it yet 

3s tlél akagoot'eich s/he hasn't found it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kakkw̲at'ei I will find it 

3s kei akakgw̲at'ei s/he will find it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲at'ei I won't find it 

3s kei akakgw̲at'ei s/he won't find it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kakka̲t'ei let me find it 

3s akakga̲t'ei let him/her find it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akakgw̲aat'eiyi yé no way can s/he find it 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akakgw̲at'eiyín s/he would have found it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akagat'einí if/when s/he finds it 
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finish it 

Theme: yan~ O-S-s-neiʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for S to finish, complete O 

Naish-Story:  yan si-nee 

Variants: -nee~ (An) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan sané! Finish it! 

2p Yan yisané! You all finish it! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yan yisanéik!̲ Don't finish it! 

2p Líl yan yeeysanéik̲! Don't you all finish it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yánde yaa naxs̲anein I'm finishing it 

3s yánde yaa anasnein s/he's finishing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ x̲asanei I finish it (regularly) 

3s yax̲ asnei s/he finishes it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan x̲wasinéi I finished it 

3s yan awsinéi s/he finished it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan x̲wasané I didn't finish it 

3s tlél yan awusné s/he didn't finish it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan x̲wasanéiych I finish it (every time) 

3s yan oosnéiych s/he finishes it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan x̲wasanéiych I haven't finished it yet 

3s tlél yan oosnéiych s/he hasn't finished it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yándei kkw̲asanéi I will finish it 

3s yánde agux̲sanéi s/he will finish it 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde kkw̲asanei I won't finish it 

3s tlél yánde aguxs̲anei s/he won't finish it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan k̲asanei let me finish it 

3s yan ga̲sanei let him/her finish it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan kw̲asineiyi yé no way can I finish it 

3s tlél aadé yan axw̲sineiyi yé no way can s/he finish it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan kw̲asaneiyín I would have finished it 

3s yan ax̲wsaneiyín s/he would have finished it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan x̲asanéini if/when I finish it 

3s yan asnéini if/when s/he finishes it 
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finish, complete it 

Theme: yan~ O-sha-S-l-heek~ (ø motion) 
 for S to finish, complete O 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan shalahík! Finish it! 

2p Yan shaylahík! You all finish it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yan sheelahíkx̲ik!̲ Don't finish it! 

2p Líl yan shaylahíkx̲ik!̲ Don't you all finish it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yan ashawlihík s/he finished it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yan ashawulheek s/he didn't finish it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yan ashoolheekch s/he finishes it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yan ashoolheekch s/he hasn't finished it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yánde ashagux̲lahéek s/he will finish it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yánde ashaguxl̲aheek s/he won't finish it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yan ashaxl̲aheek let him/her finish it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yan ashuxl̲iheegi yé no way can s/he finish it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yan ashux̲laheegín s/he would have finished it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yan ashalahíkni if/when s/he finishes it 
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fish (with hook); troll 

Theme: a-S-d-s-t'eix̲ (na act) 
 for S to fish with hooks, catch on a hook, troll 

Naish-Story:  si-t'eix̲ 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aneest'eix̲! Troll! 

2p Anayeest'eix̲! You all troll! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eest'eix̲ík̲! Don't troll! 

2p Líl ayeest'eix̲ík!̲ Don't you all troll! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ax̲ast'eix̲ I troll; I am trolling 

2s eest'eix̲ you troll; you are trolling 

3s ast'eix̲ s/he trolls; s/he is trolling 

1p atoost'eix̲ we troll; we are trolling 

2p ayist'eix̲ you all troll; you all are trolling 

3p has ast'eix̲ they troll; they are trolling 

4 adust'eix̲ people troll; people are trolling 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél oox̲ast'eix̲ I don't troll; I'm not trolling 

2s tlél eest'eix̲ you don't troll; you're not trolling 

3s tlél oost'eix̲ s/he doesn't troll; s/he's not trolling 

1p tlél atoost'eix̲ we don't troll; we're not trolling 

2p tlél ayist'eix̲ you all don't troll; you all are not trolling 

3p tlél has oost'eix̲ they don't troll; they're not trolling 

4 tlél adust'eix̲ nobody trolls; nobody is trolling 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ast'eix̲ nooch s/he always trolls 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa anxa̲st'éx̲ I am trolling along 

2s yaa aneest'éx̲ you are trolling along 

3s yaa anast'éx̲ s/he is trolling along 

1p yaa antoost'éx̲ we are trolling along 

2p yaa anayeest'éx̲ you all are trolling along 
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3p yaa (ha)s anast'éx̲ they are trolling along 

4 yaa andust'éx̲ people are trolling along 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo adzit'eix̲k s/he trolls (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ast'eix̲ín s/he used to troll 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé ast'eix̲i aa the one who trolls 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲wdzit'eix̲ I trolled 

2s aydzit'eix̲ you trolled 

3s awdzit'eix̲ s/he trolled 

1p awtudzit'eix̲ we trolled 

2p ayeeydzit'eix̲ you all trolled 

3p has awdzit'eix̲ they trolled 

4 awdudzit'eix̲ people trolled 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél axw̲ast'eix̲ I didn't troll 

2s tlél ayist'eix̲ you didn't troll 

3s tlél awust'eix̲ s/he didn't troll 

1p tlél awtoost'eix̲ we didn't troll 

2p tlél ayeeyst'eix̲ you all didn't troll 

3p tlél has awust'eix̲ they didn't troll 

4 tlél awdust'eix̲ nobody trolled 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél anxw̲ast'eix̲ch I haven't trolled yet 

2s tlél aneest'eix̲ch you haven't trolled yet 

3s tlél oonast'eix̲ch s/he hasn't trolled yet 

1p tlél antoost'eix̲ch we haven't trolled yet 

2p tlél anayeest'eix̲ch you all haven't trolled yet 

3p tlél has oonast'eix̲ch they haven't trolled yet 
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4 tlél andust'eix̲ch nobody has trolled yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s akkw̲ast'eix̲ I will troll 

2s akge̲est'eix̲ you will troll 

3s akgw̲ast'eix̲ s/he will troll 

1p agaxt̲oost'eix̲ we will troll 

2p agaxy̲ist'eix̲ you all will troll 

3p has akgw̲ast'eix̲ they will troll 

4 agaxd̲ust'eix̲ people will troll 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél akkw̲ast'eix̲ I won't troll 

2s tlél akge̲est'eix̲ you won't troll 

3s tlél akgw̲ast'eix̲ s/he won't troll 

1p tlél agaxt̲oost'eix̲ we won't troll 

2p tlél agaxy̲ist'eix̲ you all won't troll 

3p tlél has akgw̲ast'eix̲ they won't troll 

4 tlél agaxd̲ust'eix̲ nobody will troll 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s anka̲st'eix̲ let me troll 

3s anga̲st'eix̲ let him/her troll 

1p anaxt̲oost'eix̲ let us troll 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé anaxw̲dzit'eix̲i yé no way can s/he troll 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s angw̲ast'eix̲ín s/he would have trolled 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anast'eix̲ní if/when s/he trolls 
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fish (with net); seine 

Theme: a-S-s-ge̲iwú (na act) 
 for S to fish with net, seine 

Naish-Story:  a-dzi-ge̲iwoo 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aneesge̲iwú! Seine! 

2p Anayisge̲iwú! You all seine! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eesge̲iwúk̲! Don't seine! 

2p Líl Ayisge̲iwúk!̲ Don't you all seine! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ax̲asge̲iwú I seine; I am seining 

2s eesge̲iwú you seine; you are seining 

3s asge̲iwú s/he seines; s/he is seining 

1p atoosge̲iwú we seine; we are seining 

2p ayeesge̲iwú you all seine; you all are seining 

3p has asge̲iwú they seine; they are seining 

4 adusge̲iwú people seine; people are seining 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél oox̲asge̲iwú I don't seine; I'm not seining 

2s tlél eesge̲iwú you don't seine; you're not seining 

3s tlél oosge̲iwú s/he doesn't seine; s/he's not seining 

1p tlél atoosge̲iwú we don't seine; we're not seining 

2p tlél ayeesge̲iwú you all don't seine; you all aren't seining 

3p tlél has oosge̲iwú they don't seine; they're not seining 

4 tlél adusge̲iwú nobody seines; nobody is seining 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s asge̲iwú nooch s/he always seines 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s asge̲iwún s/he used to seine 
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Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél oosge̲iwún s/he didn't used to 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé asge̲iwú aa the one who seines 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲wdzige̲iwú I seined 

2s aydzige̲iwú you seined 

3s awdzige̲iwú s/he seined 

1p awtudzige̲iwú we seined 

2p ayeedzige̲iwú you all seined 

3p has awdzige̲iwú they seined 

4 adudzige̲iwú people seined 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲wasge̲iwú I didn't seine 

2s tlél ayisge̲iwú you didn't seine 

3s tlél awusge̲iwú s/he didn't seine 

1p tlél awtoosge̲iwú we didn't seine 

2p tlél ayisge̲iwú you all didn't seine 

3p tlél has awusge̲iwú they didn't seine 

4 tlél awdusge̲iwú nobody seined 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél anx̲wasge̲iwúch I haven't seined yet 

2s tlél aneesge̲iwúch you haven't seined yet 

3s tlél oonasge̲iwúch s/he hasn't seined yet 

1p tlél antoosge̲iwúch we haven't seined yet 

2p tlél anayisge̲iwúch you all haven't seined yet 

3p tlél has oonasge̲iwúch they haven't seined yet 

4 tlél andusge̲iwúch nobody has seined yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s akkw̲asge̲iwú I will seine 

2s akgi̲sge̲iwú you will seine 

3s akgw̲asge̲iwú s/he will seine 
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1p agax̲toosge̲iwú we will seine 

2p agax̲yisge̲iwú you all will seine 

3p has akgw̲asge̲iwú they will seine 

4 agax̲dusge̲iwú people will seine 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél akkw̲asge̲iw I won't seine 

2s tlél akgi̲sge̲iw you won't seine 

3s tlél akgw̲asge̲iw s/he won't seine 

1p tlél agax̲toosge̲iw we won't seine 

2p tlél agax̲yisge̲iw you all won't seine 

3p tlél has akgw̲asge̲iw they won't seine 

4 tlél agax̲dusge̲iw people won't seine 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s anka̲sge̲iwú let me seine 

3s anga̲sge̲iwú let him/her seine 

1p anax̲toosge̲iwú let us seine 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé anax̲wdzige̲iwu yé no way can s/he seine 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s angw̲asge̲iwún s/he would have seined 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anasge̲iwúni if/when s/he seines 
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fix it; cause that to happen to it; do that to it 

Theme: (yéi) O-S-s-neiʰ~ (na event) 
 for S to do (that) to O; for S to fix, cause (that) to happen to O 

Naish-Story:  A + si-nee 

Variants: (yéi) O-S-s-nee~ (na event) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yéi nasné! Fix it! 

2p Yéi naysané! You all fix it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yéi isaneigík!̲ Don't fix it! 

2p Líl yéi yisaneigík!̲ Don't you all fix it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur - yéi adaanéi preferred] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yéi yoo asineik s/he fixes it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yéi x̲wsinei I fixed it 

2s yéi ysinei you fixed it 

3s yéi awsinei s/he fixed it 

1p yéi wtusinei we fixed it 

2p yéi yeeysinei you all fixed it 

3p yéi (ha)s awsinei they fixed it 

4 yéi wdudzinei it was fixed 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲wsanei I didn't fix it 

2s tlél yéi ysanei you didn't fix it 

3s tlél yéi awusnei s/he didn't fix it 

1p tlél yéi wtusanei we didn't fix it 

2p tlél yéi yeeysanei you all didn't fix it 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s awusnéi they didn't fix it 

4 tlél yéi wdusnéi it wasn't fixed 
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Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yéi nax̲saneich I fix it (every time) 

2s yéi nisaneich you fix it (every time) 

3s yéi anasneich s/he fixes it (every time) 

1p yéi ntusaneich we fix it (every time) 

2p yéi naysaneich you all fix it (every time) 

3p yéi (ha)s anasneich they fix it (every time) 

4 yéi ndusneich it is fixed (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yéi nax̲wsaneich I haven't fixed it yet 

2s tlél yéi nisaneich you haven't fixed it yet 

3s tlél yéi oonasneich s/he hasn't fixed it yet 

1p tlél yéi ntusaneich we haven't fixed it yet 

2p tlél yéi naysaneich you all haven't fixed it yet 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s oonasneich they haven't fixed it yet 

4 tlél yéi ndusneich it hasn't been fixed yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi kkw̲asanéi I will fix it 

2s yéi kgi̲sanéi you will fix it 

3s yéi agux̲sanéi s/he will fix it 

1p yéi gax̲tusanéi we will fix it 

2p yéi gax̲yisanéi you all will fix it 

3p yéi (ha)s agux̲sanéi they will fix it 

4 yéi gax̲dusnéi it will be fixed 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi kkw̲asanei I won't fix it 

2s tlél yéi kgi̲sanei you won't fix it 

3s tlél yéi agux̲sanei s/he won't fix it 

1p tlél yéi gax̲tusanei we won't fix it 

2p tlél yéi gax̲yisanei you all won't fix it 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s agux̲sanei they won't fix it 

4 tlél yéi gax̲dusnei it won't be fixed 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yéi nka̲sanei let me fix it 
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3s yéi anaxs̲anei let him/her fix it 

1p yéi nax̲tusanei let us fix it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi oonax̲sineiyi yé no way can s/he fix it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi oonax̲saneiyín s/he would have fixed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi anasneiní if/when s/he fixes it 
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float, drift out to sea I 

Theme: daak O-l-haash~ (ø motion) 
 for O to float, drift out to sea 

Naish-Story:  li-haash 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s daak nalhásh he/she/it is starting to drift out 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s daak wulihásh he/she/it drifted out; he/she/it is drifting out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél daak wulhaash he/she/it didn't drift out 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s daak ulhaashch he/she/it drifts out (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél daak ulhaashch he/she/it hasn't drifted out yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s daak gux̲laháash he/she/it will drift out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél daak gux̲lahaash he/she/it won't drift out 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s daak ga̲lahaash let him/her/it drift out 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé daak ux̲lihaashi yé no way can he/she/it drift out 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s daak gw̲alahaashín he/she/it would have drifted out 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s daak laháshni if/when he/she/it drifts out 

Example(s): 

Deikéex' daak wulihásh. 
It drifted out to sea. 

K'idéin yánde dúx' daak gux̲laháash. 
Tie it up good or it will drift out. 

Tlél aadé daak ux̲lihaashi yé, k'idéin yánde aawadóox'. 
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There's no way it can drift out, he tied it up good. 

Tlél k'idéin yánde yidoox'ú daak gux̲laháash. 
If you don't tie it up good, it will drift out. 
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float, drift VII 

Theme: P-t O-l-haash~ (na motion) 
 for O to float, drift around at P 

Naish-Story:  li-haash 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át inalhaash! Float around! 

2p Át yee nalhaash! You all float around! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át iwulhaashík!̲ Don't float around! 

2p Líl át yee wulhaashík!̲ Don't you all float around! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s át yoo liháshk he/she/it floats around (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲at wulihaash I'm floating around; I floated around 

3s át wulihaash he/she/it is floating around; it floated around 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲at wulhaash I'm not floating around; I didn't float around 

3s tlél át wulhaash he/she/it isn't floating around; he/she/it didn't float 

around 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át x̲at nalháshch I float around (every time) 

3s át nalháshch he/she/it floats around (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s át x̲at gux̲laháash I will float around 

3s át gux̲laháash he/she/it will float around 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲at gux̲lahaash I won't float around 

3s tlél át gux̲lahaash he/she/it won't float around 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át x̲at nax̲lahaash let me float around 

3s át nax̲lahaash let him/her/it float around 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át nax̲wlihaashi yé no way can he/she/it float around 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át nax̲wlahaashín he/she/it would have floated around 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át nalaháshni if/when he/she/it floats around 
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flow there; flood it (of tide) 

Theme: P-náx̲ ya-ø-daa~ (ø motion) 
 for water, the tide to flow through P; for water, the tide to flood P 

Naish-Story:  ya-daa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s anax ̲yaa yanadéin it's flowing there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s anax̲ yaawadáa it flowed there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél anax̲ yawudá it didn't flow there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s anax̲ yoodáaych it flows there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél anax̲ woodáaych it hasn't flowed there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s anax̲ yakgw̲adáa it will flow there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél anax̲ yakgw̲adaa it won't flow there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s anax̲ yaga̲daa (dé) let it flow there (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé anax̲ yagw̲aadaayi yé no way can it flow there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s anax̲ yagw̲adaayín it would have flowed there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anax̲ yadéini if/when it flows there 

Example(s): 

Ax̲ sél' kinaak.ádi tóonáx̲ yaawadáa wé séew. 
The rain leaked through my raincoat. 
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fly (singular subject) II 

Theme: P-t~ S-d-ke̲en~ (Ø motion) 
 for S to fly to P (of a bird or persons in a plane) 

Naish-Story:  di-ke̲en 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'fly' to specify the direction of 

motion. Replace át/áx̲/aadé 'arriving at P' in the paradigm below with any 

of the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át idakí̲n! Fly there! 

2p Át yidakí̲n! You all fly there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ idake̲eník!̲ Don't fly there! 

2p Líl áx̲ yidake̲eník ̲Don't you all fly there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nax̲dakí̲n I am flying there 

2s aadé yaa nidakí̲n you are flying there 

3s aadé yaa ndakí̲n he/she/it is flying there 

1p aadé yaa ntudakí̲n we are flying there 

2p aadé yaa naydakí̲n you all are flying there 

3p aadé yaa (ha)s nadakí̲n they are flying there 

4 aadé yaa andakí̲n someone is flying there 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ dake̲en he/she/it flies there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲wadikí̲n I flew there 

2s át yidikí̲n you flew there 

3s át wudikí̲n he/she/it flew there 

1p át wutudikí̲n we flew there 

2p át yeeydikí̲n you all flew there 
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3p át has wudikí̲n they flew there 

4 át awdikí̲n someone flew there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲wadake̲en I didn't fly there 

2s tlél át yidake̲en you didn't fly there 

3s tlél át wudake̲en he/she/it didn't fly there 

1p tlél át wutudake̲en we didn't fly there 

2p tlél át yeeydak̲een you all didn't fly there 

3p tlél át has wudake̲en they didn't fly there 

4 tlél át awdake̲en nobody flew there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át x̲wadake̲ench I fly there (every time) 

2s át idake̲ench you fly there (every time) 

3s át udake̲ench he/she/it flies there (every time) 

1p át tudake̲ench we fly there (every time) 

2p át yidake̲ench you all fly there (every time) 

3p át has udake̲ench they fly there (every time) 

4 át oodake̲ench someone flies there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át x̲wadake̲ench I haven't flown there yet 

2s tlél át idake̲ench you haven't flown there yet 

3s tlél át udake̲ench he/she/it hasn't flown there yet 

1p tlél át tudake̲ench we haven't flown there yet 

2p tlél át yidake̲ench you all haven't flown there yet 

3p tlél át has udake̲ench they haven't flown there yet 

4 tlél át oodake̲ench nobody has flown there yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s át wudake̲enín he/she/it had flown there; he/she/it flew there (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél át wudake̲enín he/she/it hadn't flown there; he/she/it didn't fly 

there (at the time, but...) 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé át wudike̲eni aa the one who flew there 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲adaké̲en I will fly there 
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2s aadé kgi̲daké̲en you will fly there 

3s aadé gux̲daké̲en he/she/it will fly there 

1p aadé gax̲tudaké̲en we will fly there 

2p aadé gax̲yidaké̲en you all will fly there 

3p aadé (ha)s gux̲daké̲en they will fly there 

4 aadé agux̲daké̲en someone will fly there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲adake̲en I won't fly there 

2s tlél aadé kgi̲dake̲en you won't fly there 

3s tlél aadé gux̲dake̲en he/she/it won't fly there 

1p tlél aadé gax̲tudake̲en we won't fly there 

2p tlél aadé gax̲yidake̲en you all won't fly there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s gux̲dake̲en they won't fly there 

4 tlél aadé agux̲dake̲en nobody will fly there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át ka̲dake̲en let me fly there 

3s át ga̲dake̲en let him/her/it fly there 

1p át ga̲tudake̲en let us fly there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át gw̲adike̲eni yé no way can he/she/it fly there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át gw̲adake̲enín he/she/it would have flown there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át dakí̲nni if/when he/she/it flies there 

Example(s): 

Xaawagé̲i kát wudikí̲n wé tsísk'w (correct spelling) 
the bird flew into the window 

haat wudake̲enní, du shóode kkw̲akó̲ox̲ 
if he flies here, I will pick him up 
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fly (singular subject) VII 

Theme: P-dé S-d-ke̲en~ (na motion) 
 for (singular) S (bird, or persons in a plane) to fly toward P 

Naish-Story:  di-ke̲en 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- moving (along) 

P-t moving around, about P (no repetitive form) 

P-dé(i) moving toward P 

P-dáx̲ moving away from P 

P-náx̲ moving by way of P; stopping over at P 

yux ̲

moving out of house 

P-x' yux ̲

moving out of house at P 

P-nák ̲ leaving P behind 

P-gá̲a going to get P 

Notes 

This verb would be used for a singular subject such as one bird or of (persons in) 

one airplane. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé nidake̲en! Fly there! 

2p Aadé naydake̲en! You all fly there! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yidake̲eník!̲ Don't fly there! 

2p Líl aadé yeeydake̲eník!̲ Don't you all fly there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nax̲dakí̲n I am flying there 

2s aadé yaa nidakí̲n you are flying there 

3s aadé yaa ndakí̲n he/she/it is flying there 

1p aadé yaa ntudakí̲n we are flying there 

2p aadé yaa naydakí̲n you all are flying there 

3p aadé yaa (ha)s nadakí̲n they are flying there 
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4 aadé yaa andakí̲n someone is flying there 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yoo dikí̲nk s/he flies there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé x̲wadike̲en I flew there 

2s aadé yidike̲en you flew there 

3s aadé wdike̲en he/she/it flew there 

1p aadé wtudike̲en we flew there 

2p aadé yeeydike̲en you all flew there 

3p aadé (ha)s wudik̲een they flew there 

4 aadé awdike̲en someone flew there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé x̲wadake̲en I didn't fly there 

2s tlél aadé yidake̲en you didn't fly there 

3s tlél aadé wdake̲en s/he didn't fly there 

1p tlél aadé wtudake̲en we didn't fly there 

2p tlél aadé yeeydake̲en you all didn't fly there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s wudake̲en they didn't fly there 

4 tlél aadé awdake̲en nobody flew there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé nax̲dakí̲nch I fly there (every time) 

2s aadé nidakí̲nch you fly there (every time) 

3s aadé nadakí̲nch he/she/it flies there (every time) 

1p aadé ntudakí̲nch we fly there (every time) 

2p aadé naydakí̲nch you all fly there (every time) 

3p aadé (ha)s nadakí̲nch they fly there (every time) 

4 aadé andakí̲nch people fly there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé nx̲wdakí̲nch I haven't flown yet there 

2s tlél aadé nidakí̲nch you haven't flown there yet 

3s tlél aadé undakí̲nch he/she/it hasn't flown there yet 

1p tlél aadé ntudakí̲nch we haven't flown there yet 
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2p tlél aadé naydakí̲nch you all haven't flown there yet 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s undakí̲nch they haven't flown there yet 

4 tlél aadé oondakí̲nch nobody has flown there yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s aadé wdake̲enín he/she/it had flown there; he/she/it flew there 

(but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél aadé wdake̲enín he/she/it hadn't flown there; he/she/it didn't fly 

there (at the time, but...) 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé aadé wdike̲eni aa the one who flies there 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲adaké̲en I will fly there 

2s aadé kgi̲daké̲en you will fly there 

3s aadé gux̲daké̲en he/she/it will fly there 

1p aadé gax̲tudaké̲en we will fly there 

2p aadé gax̲yidaké̲en you all will fly there 

3p aadé (ha)s gux̲daké̲en they will fly there 

4 aadé agux̲daké̲en someone will fly there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲adake̲en I won't fly there 

2s tlél aadé kgi̲dake̲en you won't fly there 

3s tlél aadé gux̲dake̲en he/she/it won't fly there 

1p tlél aadé gax̲tudake̲en we won't fly there 

2p tlél aadé gax̲yidake̲en you all won't fly there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s gux̲dake̲en they won't fly there 

4 tlél aadé agux̲dake̲en nobody will fly there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé naka̲dake̲en let me fly there 

3s aadé nax̲dake̲en let him/her/it fly there 

1p aadé nax̲tudake̲en let us fly there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé nax̲wdike̲eni yé no way can he/she/it fly there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé nax̲wdake̲enín he/she/it would have flown there 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé ndakí̲nni if/when he/she/it flies there 

Example(s): 

Yéi ax̲ajóon nooch át x̲wadike̲en. 
I always dream that I'm flying around. 

Tlél ka̲a káa ko̲ok'éi át wudake̲en. 
The weather isn't good for flying. 

Tlél aadé nax̲wdike̲eni yé, kú̲tx̲ ko̲owdigwás'. 
No way can he fly there, it's too foggy. 

Tlél aadé nax̲wdike̲eni yé, du kíji áx' ashawliháa. 
No way can it fly there, its wing is injured. 

Tlél gas oo.oo ách áwé tlél aadé gux̲dike̲eni yé. 
He doesn't have gas so there's no way he's going to fly there. 
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foggy (of weather) 

Theme: ku̲-d-gwáas'~ (ø event) 
 for the weather to be foggy 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-di-gwaas' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa ku̲ndagwás' it is getting foggy 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ku̲dagwás'x̲ it gets foggy (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ku̲wdigwás' it is foggy; it got foggy 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲wdagwáas' it isn't foggy; it didn't get foggy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ko̲odagwás'ch it gets foggy (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ko̲odagwás'ch it hasn't gotten foggy yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ku̲wdagwáas'in it had been foggy; it was foggy (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ku̲wdagwáas'in it hadn't been foggy; it wasn't foggy (at the time, 

but...) 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ku̲gux̲dagwáas' it will be foggy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲gux̲dagwáas' it won't be foggy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ku̲x̲dagwáas' let it be foggy 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ko̲ox̲digwáas'i yé no way can it be foggy 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ko̲ox̲dagwáas'in it would have been foggy 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲dagwás'ni if/when it's foggy 
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Example(s): 

Tlél aadé nax̲wdike̲eni yé, kú̲tx̲ ko̲owdigwás'. 
No way can he fly there, it's too foggy. 
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follow him/her/it (singular subject) 

Theme: N ítx̲ yaa S-ø-goot~ (ga motion) 
 for (singular) S to follow N (on foot) 

Naish-Story:  ya-goot 
Notes 

Note that the preverb yaa does not occur in the perfective form. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s A ítx ̲yaa gagú! Follow it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl a ítx̲ yaa eegútjik!̲ Don't follow it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s a ítx̲ yaa nax̲agút I'm following it 

3s a ítx̲ yaa nagút he/she/it is following it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s a ítx̲ x̲waagoot I followed it 

3s a ítx̲ woogoot he/she/it followed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél a ítx̲ x̲wagoot I didn't follow it 

3s tlél a ítx̲ wugoot he/she/it didn't follow it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s a ítx̲ yaa gax̲agútch I follow it (every time) 

3s a ítx̲ yaa gagútch he/she/it follows it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél a ítx̲ yaa goox̲agútch I haven't followed it yet 

3s tlél a ítx̲ yaa googútch he/she/it hasn't followed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s a ítx̲ yaa kkw̲agóot I will follow it 

3s a ítx̲ yaa kgw̲agóot he/she/it will follow it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél a ítx̲ yaa kkw̲agoot I won't follow it 

3s tlél a ítx̲ yaa kgw̲agoot he/she/it won't follow it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s a ítx̲ yaa kka̲goodí let me follow it 

3s a ítx̲ yaa kga̲goodí let him/her/it follow it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé a ítx̲ yaa kkw̲aagoodi yé no way can I follow it 

3s tlél aadé a ítx̲ yaa kgw̲aagoodi yé no way can he/she/it follow it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s a ítx̲ yaa kkw̲agoodín I would have followed it 

3s a ítx̲ yaa kgw̲agoodín he/she/it would have followed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s a ítx̲ yaa gax̲agútni if/when I follow it 

3s a ítx̲ yaa gagútni if/when he/she/it follows it 
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forget 

Theme: N ká-t~ O-sa-ø-x'aakw̲~ (ø event) 
 for O to forget N 

Naish-Story:  a ká- + sa-ya-x'aakw̲ 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s A kát isax'ák̲w! Forget it! 

2p A kát yee sax'ák̲w! You all forget it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl a káx̲ iseix'aagú̲k!̲ Don't forget it! 

2p Líl a káx̲ yee seix'aagú̲k!̲ Don't you all forget it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s a káx̲ sax'aakw̲ s/he forgets (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s a kát seiwax'ákw̲ s/he forgot 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél a kát seiwux'aakw̲ s/he didn't forget 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s a kát seix'aakw̲ch s/he forgets (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél a kát seix'aakw̲ch s/he hasn't forgotten yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s a kaadé sakgw̲ax'áakw̲ s/he will forget 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél a kaadé sakgw̲ax'aakw̲ s/he won't forget 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s a kát saga̲x'aakw̲ let him/her forget 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé a kát seiga̲ax'aagu̲ yé no way can s/he forget 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s a kát seiga̲x'aagú̲n s/he would have forgotten 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a kát sax'ák̲wni if/when s/he forgets 
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fragrant, sweet-smelling 

Theme: O-l-ts'áa (ga state) 
 for O to be fragrant, sweet-smelling 

Naish-Story:  li-ts'aa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at lits'áa I am fragrant 

2s ilits'áa you are fragrant 

3s lits'áa he/she/it is fragrant 

1p haa lits'áa we are fragrant 

2p yee lits'áa you all are fragrant 

3p has lits'áa they are fragrant 

4 ku̲lits'áa people are fragrant 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at ults'áa I'm not fragrant 

2s tlél eelts'áa you're not fragrant 

3s tlél ults'áa he/she/it isn't fragrant 

1p tlél haa utls'áa we aren't fragrant 

2p tlél yee ults'áa you all aren't fragrant 

3p tlél has ults'áa they aren't fragrant 

4 tlél ko̲olts'áa nobody is fragrant 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s lats'áa nooch he/she/it always smells good 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei x̲at nalts'éin I'm starting to smell good 

2s kei inalts'éin you're starting to smell good 

3s kei nalts'éin it's starting to smell good 

1p kei haa nalts'éin we're starting to smell good 

2p kei yee nalts'éin you all are starting to smell good 

3p kei has nalts'éin they are starting to smell good 

4 kei ku̲nalts'éin people are starting to smell good 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei lats'áaych he/she/it becomes fragrant (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s lats'áayin it used to be fragrant 
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Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ults'áayin it didn't used to be fragrant 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé lits'áayi aa the one that's fragrant 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wulits'áa I was fragrant 

2s iwlits'áa you were fragrant 

3s wulits'áa he/she/it was fragrant 

1p haa wulits'áa we were fragrant 

2p yee wlits'áa you all were fragrant 

3p has wulits'áa they were fragrant 

4 ko̲olits'áa people were fragrant 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wults'áa I wasn't fragrant 

2s tlél iwults'áa you weren't fragrant 

3s tlél wults'áa it wasn't fragrant 

1p tlél haa wults'áa we weren't fragrant 

2p tlél yee wults'áa you all weren't fragrant 

3p tlél has wults'áa they weren't fragrant 

4 tlél ku̲wults'áa nobody was fragrant 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at gux̲lats'áa I will be fragrant 

2s kei igux̲lats'áa you will be fragrant 

3s kei gux̲lats'áa it will be fragrant 

1p kei haa gux̲lats'áa we will be fragrant 

2p kei yee gux̲lats'áa you all will be fragrant 

3p kei has gux̲lats'áa they will be fragrant 

4 kei ku̲gux̲lats'áa people will be fragrant 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at gux̲lats'áa I won't be fragrant 

2s tlél kei igux̲lats'áa you won't be fragrant 

3s tlél kei gux̲lats'áa it won't be fragrant 
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1p tlél kei haa gux̲lats'áa we won't be fragrant 

2p tlél kei yee gux̲lats'áa you all won't be fragrant 

3p tlél kei has gux̲lats'áa they won't be fragrant 

4 tlél kei ku̲gux̲lats'áa nobody will be fragrant 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ax̲ gaxl̲ats'áa let me be fragrant 

3s gax̲lats'áa let it be fragrant 

1p haa gaxl̲ats'áa let us be fragrant 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guxl̲its'áayi yé no way can it be fragrant 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲lats'áayin it would have been fragrant 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s galats'éini if/when it is fragrant 

Example(s): 

Tlél kei gux̲lats'áa ikaneek. 
Talk about you is not going to smell good. 
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freeze, frozen; harden; solidify 

Theme: d-l-t'éex'~ (ø event) 
 for something to harden, solidify; for something to freeze 

Naish-Story:  li-t'eex' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nalt'íx' it's freezing 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ult'íx'x̲ it freezes (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wudlit'íx' it froze; it's frozen 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wult'éex' it didn't freeze; it's not frozen 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ult'íx'ch it freezes (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ult'éex'ch / tlél ult'íx'ch it hasn't frozen yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s gugw̲alt'éex' it will freeze 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél gugw̲alt'éex' it won't freeze 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲lt'éex' let it freeze 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gw̲alit'éex'i yé no way can it freeze 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲alt'éex'in it would have frozen 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ilt'íx'ni if/when it freezes 
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fry it; toast it 

Theme: O-ka-S-l-s'ook~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to toast O (bread); for S to fry O (usually till crisp) 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-s'ook 

Variants: O-ka-S-l-s'éekw~ (ø act) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kalas'úk! Fry it! 

2p Kaylas'úk! You all fry it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keelas'úkx̲uk!̲ Don't fry it! 

2p Líl kaylas'úkx̲uk!̲ Don't you all fry it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s aklas'úk s/he's frying it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aklas'úkx̲ s/he fries it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akawlis'úk s/he fried it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawuls'ook s/he didn't fry it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akools'úkch s/he fries it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akools'úkch / tlél akools'ookch s/he hasn't fried it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akaguxl̲as'óok s/he will fry it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akaguxl̲as'ook s/he won't fry it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akaxl̲as'úk let him/her fry it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akooxl̲is'úgu yé no way can s/he fry it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoox̲las'úgun s/he would have fried it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aklas'úkni if/when s/he fries it 
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full 

Theme: O-sha-ø-heek~ (ø event) 
 for O to be filled, be full (general and abstract) 

Naish-Story:  sha-ya-heek 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa x̲at shanahík I'm getting full 

3s yaa shanahík he/she/it is getting full 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s shahíkx ̲ he/she/it gets full (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at shaawahík I am full 

3s shaawahík he/she/it is full 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at shawuheek I'm not full 

3s tlél shawuheek he/she/it isn't full 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at shoohíkch I get full (every time) 

3s shoohíkch he/she/it gets full (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at shooheekch / tlél x̲at shoohíkch I haven't gotten full yet 

3s tlél shooheekch / tlél shoohíkch he/she/it hasn't gotten full yet; 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at shakgw̲ahéek I will get full 

3s shakgw̲ahéek he/she/it will get full 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at shakgw̲aheek I won't get full 

3s tlél shakgw̲aheek he/she/it won't get full 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at shaga̲heek let me be full 

3s shaga̲heek let him/her/it be full 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé shagw̲aaheegi yé no way can he/she/it get full 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s shagw̲aheegín he/she/it would have gotten full 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s shahíkni if/when he/she/it gets full 
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fun, enjoyable; appealing to the eye 

Theme: k'̲a-s-góo (ga state) 
 for something to be enjoyable, fun, make one happy (esp. of speeches 

or songs at party); for something to be appealing to the eye 

Naish-Story:  k'̲a-si-goo 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s k'̲asigóo it's fun 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél k'̲eisgóo it's not fun 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s k'̲asagóo nooch it's always fun 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei k'̲asagóoch it's fun (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s k'̲awsigóo it was fun 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél k'̲awusgóo it wasn't fun 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s k'̲aksagwéich it gets fun (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél k'̲agoosgwéich it hasn't gotten fun yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei k'̲agux̲sagóo it will be fun 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei k'̲agux̲sagóo it won't be fun 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s agax̲sagóo let it be fun 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé k'̲ugaax̲sigóowu yé no way can it be fun 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s k'̲ugaax̲sagóowun it would have been fun 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s k'̲aksagwéini if/when it's fun 
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gamble, play cards 

Theme: a-S-d-l-ká̲a (na act) 
 for S to gamble (by means of gambling sticks, dice, etc.); for S to play 

cards 

Naish-Story:  dli-ka̲a 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Analká̲a! Gamble! 

2p Anayilká̲a! You all gamble! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eelká̲ak!̲ Don't gamble! 

2p Líl ayilká̲ak!̲ Don't you all gamble! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ax̲alká̲a I am gambling; I gamble 

3s alká̲a s/he is gambling; s/he gambles 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél oox̲alká̲a I'm not gambling; I don't gamble 

3s tlél oolká̲a s/he isn't gambling; s/he doesn't gamble 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s alká̲a nooch s/he always gambles 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲wdliká̲a I gambled 

3s awdliká̲a s/he gambled 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲walká̲a I didn't gamble 

3s tlél awulká̲a s/he didn't gamble 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél oonx̲alké̲ich I haven't gambled yet 

3s tlél oonalké̲ich s/he hasn't gambled yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s akkw̲alká̲a I will gamble 

3s akgw̲alká̲a s/he will gamble 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél akkw̲alká̲a I won't gamble 

3s tlél akgw̲alká̲a s/he won't gamble 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s anka̲lká̲a let me gamble 

3s anga̲lká̲a let him/her gamble 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé anax̲dliká̲ayi yé no way can s/he gamble 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s angw̲alká̲ayin s/he would have gambled 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s analké̲ini if/when s/he gambles 
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garden; dig 

Theme: a-ka-S-ø-haa~ (na act) 
 for S to garden, dig 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-haa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Akanahá! Garden! 

2p Akanayhá! You all garden! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl akeehéix̲ik!̲ Don't garden! 

2p Líl akayhéix̲ik!̲ Don't you all garden! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s akx̲ahéix ̲ I garden 

2s akeehéix̲ you garden 

3s akahéix ̲ s/he gardens 

1p aktoohéix̲ we garden 

2p akayhéix ̲ you all garden 

3p has akahéix̲ they garden 

4 akduhéix̲ people garden 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél akx̲wahéix̲ I don't garden 

2s tlél akeehéix̲ you don't garden 

3s tlél akoohéix̲ s/he doesn't garden 

1p tlél aktoohéix̲ we don't garden 

2p tlél akayhéix ̲ you all don't garden 

3p tlél has akoohéix̲ they don't garden 

4 tlél akduhéix̲ nobody gardens 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s akahéix ̲nooch s/he always gardens 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa akanahéix̲ s/he is gardening along 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo akayahéixk̲ s/he gardens (regularly) 
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Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s akahéixi̲n s/he used to garden 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s akoohéix̲in s/he didn't used to garden 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé akahéix̲ aa the one who gardens 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s akaxw̲aahaa I gardened 

2s akeeyahaa you gardened 

3s akaawahaa s/he gardened 

1p akawtuwahaa we gardened 

2p akayeeyhaa you all gardened 

3p has akaawahaa they gardened 

4 akawduwahaa people gardened 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél akaxw̲ahaa I didn't garden 

2s tlél akayahaa you didn't garden 

3s tlél akawuhaa s/he didn't garden 

1p tlél akawtoohaa we didn't garden 

2p tlél akayahaa you all didn't garden 

3p tlél has akawuhaa they didn't garden 

4 tlél akawduhaa nobody gardened 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s akanx̲ahéich I garden (every time) 

2s akaneehéich you garden (every time) 

3s akanahéich s/he gardens (every time) 

1p akantoohéich we garden (every time) 

2p akanayhéich you all garden (every time) 

3p has akanahéich they garden (every time) 

4 akanduhéich people garden (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél akoonx̲ahéich I haven't gardened yet 

2s tlél akaneehéich you haven't gardened yet 

3s tlél akoonahéich s/he hasn't gardened yet 
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1p tlél akantoohéich we haven't gardened yet 

2p tlél akanayhéich you all haven't gardened yet 

3p tlél has akoonahéich they haven't gardened yet 

4 tlél akanduhéich nobody has gardened yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s akakkw̲aháa I will garden 

2s akakge̲eháa you will garden 

3s akakgw̲aháa s/he will garden 

1p akagaxt̲ooháa we will garden 

2p akagax̲yiháa you all will garden 

3p has akakgw̲aháa they will garden 

4 akagax̲duháa people will garden 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél akakkw̲ahaa I won't garden 

2s tlél akakge̲ehaa you won't garden 

3s tlél akakgw̲ahaa s/he won't garden 

1p tlél akagaxt̲oohaa we won't garden 

2p tlél akagaxy̲ihaa you all won't garden 

3p tlél has akakgw̲ahaa they won't garden 

4 tlél akagaxd̲uhaa nobody will garden 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s akanka̲haa let me garden 

3s akanga̲haa let him/her garden 

1p kanaxt̲oohaa let us garden 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akoonga̲ahaayi yé no way can s/he garden 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoonga̲haayín s/he would have gardened 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akanahéini if/when s/he gardens 
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gather it; pick it up; take it up 

Theme: O-ya-S-s-haa~ (ø act; CV́V Imp/Hort/Pot) 
 for S to gather up, pick up, take up O 

Naish-Story:  ya-si-haa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yasaháa! Gather it! 

2p Yeeysaháa! You all gather it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl yeesahéix̲ik!̲ Don't gather it! 

2p Líl yaysahéix̲ik!̲ Don't you all gather it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ayasahéix̲ s/he's gathering it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ayoos.heix̲ s/he isn't gathering it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ayasahéix̲ nooch s/he always gathers it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ayasahéix̲ s/he gathers it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ayawsiháa s/he gathered it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ayawus.há s/he didn't gather it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ayooshéich s/he gathers it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél awushéich s/he hasn't gathered it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ayagux̲saháa s/he will gather it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ayaguxs̲ahaa s/he won't gather it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ayax̲saháa let him/her gather it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé awux̲siháayi yé no way can s/he gather it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s awux̲saháayin s/he would have gathered it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ayasahéini if s/he gathers it 
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gather together, assemble, congregate (esp. for meetings) 

Theme: woosh kaanáx̲ S-d-.aat~ (ga event) 
 for (plural) S to assemble, congregate, gather together (for meetings) 

Naish-Story:  woosh kaa-nax ̲+ di-.aat 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Woosh kaanáx̲ gayda.á! You all gather together! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl woosh kaanáx ̲kei yda.átjik!̲ Don't you all gather together! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p woosh kaanáx̲ kei ntuda.át we are beginning to gather together 

3p woosh kaanáx̲ kei (ha)s nada.át they are beginning to gather together 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1p woosh kaanáx̲ kei tuda.átch we gather together (regularly) 

3p woosh kaanáx̲ kei (ha)s da.átch they gather together (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p woosh kaanáx̲ wutudi.aat we gathered together 

3p woosh kaanáx̲ has wudi.aat they gathered together 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél woosh kaanáx̲ wutuda.aat we didn't gather together 

3p tlél woosh kaanáx̲ has wuda.aat they didn't gather together 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p woosh kaanáx̲ gatuda.átch we gather together (every time) 

3p woosh kaanáx̲ has gada.átch they gather together (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél woosh kaanáx̲ gatuda.átch we haven't gathered together yet 

3p tlél woosh kaanáx̲ has gada.átch they haven't gathered together yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p woosh kaanáx̲ kei gaxt̲uda.áat we will gather together 

3p woosh kaanáx̲ kei (ha)s guga̲.áat they will gather together 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél woosh kaanáx̲ kei gax̲tuda.aat we won't gather together 

3p tlél woosh kaanáx̲ kei (ha)s guga̲.aat they won't gather together 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p woosh kaanáx̲ gaxt̲uda.aat let us gather together 

3p woosh kaanáx̲ has gax̲da.aat let them gather together 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé woosh kaanáx̲ gax̲tudi.aadi yé no way can we gather together 

3p tlél aadé woosh kaanáx̲ has gux̲di.aadi yé no way can they gather 

together 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1p woosh kaanáx̲ gaxt̲uda.aadín we would have gagthered together 

3p woosh kaanáx̲ has gux̲da.aadín they would have gagthered together 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1p woosh kaanáx̲ gatuda.átni if/when we gather together 

3p woosh kaanáx̲ has gada.átni if/when they gather together 
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gather, assemble, congregate (esp. for meetings) 

Theme: woosh x̲oo-t~ S-d-.aat~ (ø motion) 
 for S to assemble, congregate, gather together (for meetings) 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

Woosh and wooch seem to be interchangeable here. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Woosh x̲oot yida.á! You all come together! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl woosh x̲oox̲ yida.aadík!̲ Don't you all come together! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p woosh x̲oodé yaa ntuda.át we are coming together 

3p woosh x̲oodé yaa (ha)s nada.át they are coming together 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1p woosh x̲oox̲ tuda.aat we come together (regularly) 

3p woosh x̲oox̲ has da.aat they come together (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p woosh x̲oot wutudi.át we came together 

3p woosh x̲oot has wudi.át they came together 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél woosh x̲oot wutuda.aat we didn't come together 

3p tlél woosh x̲oot has wuda.aat they didn't come together 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p woosh x̲oot tuda.aatch we come together (every time) 

3p woosh x̲oot has uda.aatch they come together (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél woosh x̲oot tuda.aatch we haven't come together yet 

3p tlél woosh x̲oot has uda.aatch they haven't come together yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p woosh x̲oodé gax̲tuda.áat we will come together 

3p woosh x̲oodé has gux̲da.áat they will come together 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél woosh x̲oodé gax̲tuda.aat we won't come together 
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3p tlél woosh x̲oodé has gux̲da.aat they won't come together 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p woosh x̲oot ga̲tuda.aat let us come together 

3p woosh x̲oot has ga̲da.aat let them come together 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé woosh x̲oot ga̲tudi.aadi yé no way can we come together 

3p tlél aadé woosh x̲oot has ux̲di.aadi yé no way can they come together 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1p woosh x̲oot ga̲tuda.aadín we would have come together 

3p woosh x̲oot has ux̲da.aadín they would have come together 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1p woosh x̲oot tuda.átni if/when we come together 

3p woosh x̲oot has da.átni if/when they come together 
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give him/her orders; command, instruct him/her 

Theme: át O-ka-S-ø-.aakw̲~ (na event) 
 for S to give orders to, command, instruct O 

Naish-Story:  át + ka-ya-.aakw̲ 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át kana.aakw̲! Give him/her orders! 

2p Át kanay.aakw̲! You all give him/her orders! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át kayi.aagú̲k!̲ Don't give him/her orders! 

2p Líl át kayeey.aagú̲k!̲ Don't you all give him/her orders! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s át yoo akaya.ákw̲k s/he gives him/her orders (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át kax̲waa.aakw̲ I gave him/her orders 

3s át akaawa.aakw̲ s/he gave him/her orders 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át kax̲wa.aakw̲ I didn't give him/her orders 

3s tlél át akawu.aakw̲ s/he didn't give him/her orders 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át kanx̲a.ák̲wch I give him/her orders (every time) 

3s át akana.ákw̲ch s/he gives him/her orders (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át koonx̲a.ákw̲ch I haven't given him/her orders yet 

3s tlél át akoona.ák̲wch s/he hasn't given him/her orders yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s át kakkw̲a.áakw̲ I will give him/her orders 

3s át akakgw̲a.áakw̲ s/he will give him/her orders 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél át kakkw̲a.aakw̲ I won't give him/her orders 

3s tlél át akakgw̲a.aakw̲ s/he won't give him/her orders 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át kanka̲.aakw̲ let me give him/her orders 

3s át akanga̲.aakw̲ let him/her give him/her orders 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át akoonga̲a.aagu̲ yé no way can s/he give him/her orders 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át akoonga̲.aagú̲n s/he would have given him/her orders 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át akana.ákw̲ni if/when s/he gives him/her orders 
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give, take, hand it to him/her (textile-like object, blanket, 

coat, robe, sheet, etc.) 

Theme: N jee-t~ O-S-ø-.aax~̲ (ø motion) 
 for S to give, take, hand O (textile-like object) to N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a jee- + ya-.aax ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du jeet .áx̲! Give it to him/her! 

2p Du jeet yi.áx̲! You all give it to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du jeex̲ ee.aax̲ík!̲ Don't give it to him/her! 

2p Líl du jeex̲ yi.aax̲ík!̲ Don't you all give it to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s du jeedé yaa nx̲a.áx̲ I'm giving it to him/her 

3s du jeedé yaa ana.áx̲ s/he's giving it to him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du jeex̲ x̲a.aax ̲I give it to him/her (regularly) 

3s du jeex̲ a.aax ̲ s/he gives it to him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du jeet x̲waa.áx̲ I gave it to him/her 

3s du jeet aawa.áx̲ s/he gave it to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲wa.aax ̲ I didn't give it to him/her 

3s tlél du jeet awu.aax ̲ s/he didn't give it to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du jeet x̲wa.aaxc̲h I give it to him/her (every time) 

3s du jeet oo.aaxc̲h s/he gives it to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲wa.aaxc̲h I haven't given it to him/her yet 

3s tlél du jeet oo.aaxc̲h s/he hasn't given it to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du jeedé kk̲wa.áax̲I will give it to him/her 

3s du jeedé akgw̲a.áax̲ s/he will give it to him/her 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeedé kk̲wa.aax ̲ I won't give it to him/her 

3s tlél du jeedé akgw̲a.aax ̲ s/he won't give it to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du jeet ka̲.aax ̲ let me give it to him/her 

3s du jeet aga̲.aax ̲ let him/her give it to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du jeet k̲waa.aax̲i yé no way can I give it to him/her 

3s tlél aadé du jeet ooga̲a.aax̲i yé no way can s/he give it to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du jeet kw̲a.aax̲ín I would have given it to him/her 

3s du jeet ooga̲.aax̲ín s/he would have given it to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du jeet x̲a.áx̲ni if/when I give it to him/her 

3s du jeet a.áx̲ni if/when s/he gives it to him/her 
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give, take, hand it to him/her (round, spherical object) 

Theme: N jee-t~ O-ka-S-teeʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for S to give, take, hand O (round object) to N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a jee- + ka-ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du jeet katí! Give it to him/her! 

2p Du jeet kaytí! You all give it to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du jeex̲ keeteegík̲! Don't give it to him/her! 

2p Líl du jeex̲ kayteegík!̲ Don't you all give it to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s du jeedé yaa kanx̲atéen I'm giving it to him/her 

3s du jeedé yaa akanatéen s/he's giving it to him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du jeex̲ kax̲atee I give it to him/her (regularly) 

3s du jeex̲ akatee s/he gives it to him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du jeet kax̲waatée I gave it to him/her 

3s du jeet akaawatée s/he gave it to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeet kax̲watí I didn't give it to him/her 

3s tlél du jeet akawutí s/he didn't give it to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du jeet koox̲atéeych I give it to him/her (every time) 

3s du jeet akootéeych s/he gives it to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du jeet koox̲atéeych I haven't given it to him/her yet 

3s tlél du jeet akootéeych s/he hasn't given it to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du jeedé kakkw̲atée I will give it to him/her 

3s du jeedé akakgw̲atée s/he will give it to him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeedé kakkw̲atee I won't give it to him/her 
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3s tlél du jeedé akakgw̲atee s/he won't give it to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du jeet kaka̲tee let me give it to him/her 

3s du jeet akga̲tee let him/her give it to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du jeet kakw̲aateeyi yé no way can I give it to him/her 

3s tlél aadé du jeet akgw̲aateeyi yé no way can s/he give it to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du jeet kakkw̲ateeyín I would have given it to him/her 

3s du jeet akgw̲ateeyín s/he would have given it to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du jeet kax̲atéeni if/when I give it to him/her 

3s du jeet akatéeni if/when s/he gives it to him/her 
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give, take, hand it to him/her (small, round or hoop-like 

objects) 

Theme: N jee-t~ O-ka-S-l-.aat~ (ø event) 
 for S to give, take, hand O (small, round or hoop-like objects) to N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a jee- + ka-li-.aat 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du jeet kala.á! Give them to him/her! 

2p Du jeet kayla.á! You all give them to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du jeex̲ keela.aadík!̲ Don't give them to him/her! 

2p Líl du jeex̲ kayla.aadík!̲ Don't you all give them to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du jeex̲ kax̲la.aat I give them to him/her (regularly); I am trying to 

give them to him/her 

3s du jeex̲ akla.aat s/he gives them to him/her (regularly); s/he is 

trying to give them to him/her 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du jeet kax̲wli.át I gave them to him/her 

3s du jeet akawli.át s/he gave them to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeet kax̲wla.aat I didn't give them to him/her 

3s tlél du jeet akawul.aat s/he didn't give them to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du jeet koox̲la.aatch I give them to him/her (every time) 

3s du jeet akool.aatch s/he gives them to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du jeet koox̲la.aatch I haven't given them to him/her yet 

3s tlél du jeet akool.aatch s/he hasn't given them to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du jeedé kakk̲wala.áat I will give them to him/her 

3s du jeedé akagux̲la.áat s/he will give them to him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeedé kakkw̲ala.aat I won't give them to him/her 
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3s tlél du jeedé akagux̲la.aat s/he won't give them to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du jeet kaka̲la.aat / du jeet kaka̲la.aadí let me give them to him/her 

3s du jeet akaxl̲a.aat / du jeet akaxl̲a.aadí let him/her give them to 

him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du jeet kook̲ali.aadi yé no way can I give them to him/her 

3s tlél aadé du jeet akoox̲li.aadi yé no way can s/he give them to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du jeet kook̲ala.aadín I would have given them to him/her 

3s du jeet akoox̲la.aadín s/he would have given them to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du jeet kax̲la.átni if/when I give them to him/her 

3s du jeet akla.átni if/when s/he gives them to him/her 
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give, take, hand it to him/her (long, complex object) 

Theme: N jee-t~ O-S-s-taan~ (ø motion) 
 for S to give, take, hand O (usually long, complex object) to N 

Naish-Story:  si-taan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du jeet satán! Give it to him/her! 

2p Du jeet yisatán! You all give it to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du jeex̲ isataaník!̲ Don't give it to him/her! 

2p Líl du jeex̲ yisataaník!̲ Don't you all give it to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du jeex̲ x̲asataan I give it to him/her (regularly) 

3s du jeex̲ astaan s/he gives it to him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du jeet x̲wasitán I gave it to him/her 

3s du jeet awsitán s/he gave it to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲wasataan I didn't give it to him/her 

3s tlél du jeet awustaan s/he didn't give it to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du jeet x̲wasataanch I give it to him/her (every time) 

3s du jeet oostaanch s/he gives it to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲wasataanch I haven't given it to him/her yet 

3s tlél du jeet oostaanch s/he hasn't given it to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du jeedé kkw̲asatáan I will give it to him/her 

3s du jeedé agux̲satáan s/he will give it to him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeedé kk̲wasataan I won't give it to him/her 

3s tlél du jeedé agux̲sataan s/he won't give it to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du jeet ka̲sataan let me give it to him/her 
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3s du jeet ax̲sataan let him/her give it to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du jeet k̲wasitaani yé no way can I give it to him/her 

3s tlél aadé du jeet oox̲sitaani yé no way can s/he give it to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du jeet kw̲asataanín I would have given it to him/her 

3s du jeet oox̲sataanín s/he would have given it to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du jeet x̲asatánni if/when I give it to him/her 

3s du jeet astánni if/when s/he gives it to him/her 
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give, take, hand it to him/her (container full of liquid or 

small objects) 

Theme: N jee-t~ O-S-s-.een~ (ø motion) 
 for S to give, take, hand O (container full of liquid or small objects) to 

N 

Naish-Story:  si-.een 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du jeet sa.ín! Give it to him/her! 

2p Du jeet yisa.ín! You all give it to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du jeex̲ isa.eeník̲! Don't give it to him/her! 

2p Líl du jeex̲ yisa.eeník!̲ Don't you all give it to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du jeex̲ x̲asa.een I give it to him/her (regularly) 

3s du jeex̲ as.een s/he gives it to him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du jeet x̲wasi.ín I gave it to him/her 

3s du jeet awsi.ín s/he gave it to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲wasa.een I didn't give it to him/her 

3s tlél du jeet awus.een s/he didn't give it to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du jeet x̲wasa.eench I give it to him/her (every time) 

3s du jeet oos.eench s/he gives it to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲wasa.eench I haven't given it to him/her yet 

3s tlél du jeet oos.eench s/he hasn't given it to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du jeedé kk̲wasa.éen I will give it to him/her 

3s du jeedé agux̲sa.éen s/he will give it to him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeedé kk̲wasa.een I won't give it to him/her 

3s tlél du jeedé agux̲sa.een s/he won't give it to him/her 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du jeet ka̲sa.een let me give it to him/her 

3s du jeet ax̲sa.een let him/her give it to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du jeet k̲wasi.eeni yé no way can I give it to him/her 

3s tlél aadé du jeet oox̲si.eeni yé no way can s/he give it to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du jeet kw̲asa.eenín I would have given it to him/her 

3s du jeet oox̲sa.eenín s/he would have given it to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du jeet x̲asa.ínni if/when I give it to him/her 

3s du jeet as.ínni if/when s/he gives it to him/her 
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give, take, hand them to him/her (esp. baggage and 

personal belongings) 

Theme: N jee-t~ O-S-l-.aat~ (ø motion) 
 for S to give, take, hand (plural) O (esp. baggage and personal 

belongings) to N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a jee- + li-.aat (basically plural; see taan for singular) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du jeet la.át! Give them to him/her 

2p Du jeet yila.át! You all give them to him/her 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du jeex̲ ila.aadík!̲ Don't give them to him/her! 

2p Líl du jeex̲ yila.aadík!̲ Don't you all give them to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du jeex̲ x̲ala.aat I give them to him/her (regularly); I am trying to 

give them to him/her 

3s du jeex̲ al.aat s/he gives them to him/her (regularly); s/he is trying to 

give them to him/her 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du jeet x̲wali.át I gave them to him/her 

3s du jeet awli.át s/he gave them to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲wala.aat I didn't give them to him/her 

3s tlél du jeet awul.aat s/he didn't give them to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du jeet x̲wala.aatch I give them to him/her (every time) 

3s du jeet ool.aatch s/he gives them to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du jeet x̲wala.aatch / tlél du jeet ux̲la.aatch I haven't given them to 

him/her yet 

3s tlél du jeet ool.aatch s/he hasn't given them to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du jeedé kk̲wala.áat I will give them to him/her 

3s du jeedé agux̲la.áat s/he will give them to him/her 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeedé kk̲wala.aat I won't give them to him/her 

3s tlél du jeedé agux̲la.aat s/he won't give them to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du jeet ka̲la.aat / du jeet ka̲la.aadí let me give them to him/her 

3s du jeet ax̲la.aat / du jeet ax̲la.aadí let him/her give them to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du jeet k̲wali.aadi yé no way can I give them to him/her 

3s tlél aadé du jeet oox̲li.aadi yé no way can s/he give them to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du jeet kw̲ala.aadín I would have given them to him/her 

3s du jeet oox̲la.aadín s/he would have given them to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du jeet x̲ala.átni if/when I give them to him/her 

3s du jeet al.átni if/when s/he gives them to him/her 
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give, take, hand them to him/her (of plural objects) 

Theme: N jee-t~ yéi O-S-s-neiʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for S to give, take, hand (plural) O to N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a jee- + yéi + si-nee 

Variants: N jeet~ yéi O-S-s-nee~ (ø motion) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du jeet yéi sané! Give them to him/her! 

2p Du jeet yéi ysané! You all give them to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du jeex̲ yéi isaneik!̲ Don't give them to him/her! 

2p Líl du jeex̲ yéi yisaneik!̲ Don't you all give them to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du jeex̲ yéi asnei s/he gives them to him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du jeet yéi x̲wsinéi I gave them to him/her 

3s du jeet yéi awsinéi s/he gave them to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeet yéi x̲wsané I didn't give them to him/her 

3s tlél du jeet yeí awusné s/he didn't give them to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du jeet yéi x̲wasanéiych I give them to him/her (every time) 

3s du jeet yéi oosnéiych s/he gives them to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du jeet yéi x̲wasanéiych I haven't given them to him/her yet 

3s tlél du jeet yéi oosnéiych s/he hasn't given them to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du jeedé yéi kkw̲asanéi I will give them to him/her 

3s du jeedé yéi agux̲sanéi s/he will give them to him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du jeedé yéi kkw̲asanei I won't give them to him/her 

3s tlél du jeedé yéi agux̲sanei s/he won't give them to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du jeet yéi ka̲sanei let me give them to him/her 
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3s du jeet yéi axs̲anei let him/her give them to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du jeet yéi axw̲sineiyi yé no way can s/he give them to 

him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du jeet yéi ax̲wsaneiyín s/he would have given them to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du jeet yéi asnéini if/when s/he gives them to him/her 
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go in motorized vehicle I 

Theme: daak S-ø-ko̲ox̲~ (ø motion) 
 for S to go out to sea (in a boat); for S to move into the open (in a boat, 

car) 

Naish-Story:  ya-ko̲ox̲ 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace kei 'up' in the paradigm below with any of the 

following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

kei moving up 

ku̲x~̲ (requires d- element) 

returning, going/coming back 

ux̲ kei moving out of control, blindly, amiss; going the wrong way 

daak ̲ moving up from beach, back away from open, inland 

daak moving out to sea, into open, onto fire 

Notes 

Note that there is no "yaa" preverb in the progressive imperfective form with this 

particular group of adverbs. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Daak kú̲x̲! Go out to sea! 

2p Daak yikú̲x̲! You all go out to sea! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl daak eekú̲x̲jik!̲ Don't go out to sea! 

2p Líl daak yikú̲x̲jik!̲ Don't you all go out to sea! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s daak nax̲akú̲x ̲ I'm going out to sea 

2s daak neekú̲x̲ you're going out to sea 

3s daak nakú̲x̲ s/he's going out to sea 

1p daak natookú̲x̲ we're going out to sea 

2p daak naykú̲x̲ you all are going out to sea 

3p daak has nakú̲x̲ they are going out to sea 
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4 daak nadukú̲x̲ someone is going out to sea 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s daak kú̲x̲ch s/he goes out to sea (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s daak x̲waakú̲x ̲I went out to sea 

2s daak iyakú̲x ̲ you went out to sea 

3s daak uwakú̲x̲ s/he went out to sea 

1p daak wutuwakú̲x̲ we went out to sea 

2p daak yeeykú̲x̲ you all went out to sea 

3p daak has uwakú̲x̲ they went out to sea 

4 daak wuduwakú̲x̲ someone went out to sea 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél daak x̲wako̲ox̲ I didn't go out to sea 

2s tlél daak yiko̲ox̲ you didn't go out to sea 

3s tlél daak wuko̲ox̲ s/he didn't go out to sea 

1p tlél daak wutooko̲ox̲ we didn't go out to sea 

2p tlél daak yeeyko̲ox̲ you all didn't go out to sea 

3p tlél daak has wuko̲ox̲ they didn't go out to sea 

4 tlél daak wuduko̲ox̲ nobody went out to sea 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s daak x̲wakú̲x̲ch I go out to sea (every time) 

2s daak eekú̲x̲ch you go out to sea (every time) 

3s daak ukú̲x̲ch s/he goes out to sea (every time) 

1p daak tookú̲x̲ch we go out to sea (every time) 

2p daak yikú̲x̲ch you all go out to sea (every time) 

3p daak has ukú̲x̲ch they go out to sea (every time) 

4 daak dukú̲x̲ch someone goes out to sea (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél daak x̲wakú̲x̲ch I haven't gone out to sea yet 

2s tlél daak eekú̲x̲ch you haven't gone out to sea yet 

3s tlél daak ukú̲x̲ch s/he hasn't gone out to sea yet 

1p tlél daak tookú̲x̲ch we haven't gone out to sea yet 
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2p tlél daak yikú̲x̲ch you all haven't gone out to sea yet 

3p tlél daak has ukú̲x̲ch they haven't gone out to sea yet 

4 tlél daak dukú̲x̲ch nobody has gone out to sea yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s daak kuka̲kó̲ox̲ I will go out to sea 

2s daak gage̲ekó̲ox̲ you will go out to sea 

3s daak guga̲kó̲ox̲ s/he will go out to sea 

1p daak gax̲tookó̲ox̲ we will go out to sea 

2p daak gax̲yikó̲ox̲ you all will go out to sea 

3p daak has guga̲kó̲ox̲ they will go out to sea 

4 daak gax̲dukó̲ox̲ someone will go out to sea 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél daak kuka̲ko̲ox̲ I won't go out to sea 

2s tlél daak gage̲eko̲ox̲ you won't go out to sea 

3s tlél daak guga̲ko̲ox̲ s/he won't go out to sea 

1p tlél daak gax̲tooko̲ox ̲ we won't go out to sea 

2p tlél daak gax̲yiko̲ox ̲ you all won't go out to sea 

3p tlél daak has guga̲ko̲ox̲ they won't go out to sea 

4 tlél daak gax̲duko̲ox̲ nobody will go out to sea 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s daak ka̲ko̲ox̲ let me go out to sea 

3s daak ga̲ko̲ox̲ let him/her go out to sea 

1p daak ga̲tooko̲ox̲ let us go out to sea 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé daak gw̲aako̲ox̲u yé no way can s/he go out to sea 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s daak gw̲ako̲ox̲ún s/he would have gone out to sea 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s daak kú̲x̲ni if/when s/he goes out to sea 

Example(s): 

Naakéedáx̲ kei uwakú̲x̲. 
He came up from down south (by boat or car). 
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go in motorized vehicle II 

Theme: P-t~ S-ø-ko̲ox̲~ (ø motion) 
 for S to travel, go to P (by boat, car) 

Naish-Story:  ya-ko̲ox̲ 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace át/áx̲/aadé 'arriving at PO' in the paradigm below with 

any of the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-t (~x̲~dei) arriving at P, coming to P 

yan (~yax̲~yándei) moving ashore, coming to rest, to a stop, setting down 

P-náx̲ yan (~yax~̲yándei) moving across P, to the other side of P 

neil (~neilx̲~neildéi) moving inside, coming home 

haat (~haax̲~haa(n)déi) coming here 

yóot (~yóox̲~yóodei) going away 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át kú̲x̲! Drive to it! 

2p Át yikú̲x̲! You all drive to it! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át yiko̲ox̲úk!̲ Don't drive to it! 

2p Líl át yeeyko̲ox̲úk̲! Don't you all drive to it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nx̲akú̲x̲ I'm driving to it 

2s aadé yaa neekú̲x̲ you're driving to it 

3s aadé yaa nakú̲x̲ s/he's driving to it 

1p aadé yaa ntookú̲x̲ we're driving to it 

2p aadé yaa naykú̲x̲ you all are driving to it 

3p aadé yaa (ha)s nakú̲x̲ they're driving to it 

4 aadé yaa anakú̲x ̲ people are driving to it 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél aadé yaa nx̲wakú̲x̲ I'm not driving to it 

2s tlél aadé yaa neekú̲x̲ you're not driving to it 
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3s tlél aadé yaa unakú̲x̲ s/he's not driving to it 

1p tlél aadé yaa ntookú̲x̲ we're not driving to it 

2p tlél aadé yaa naykú̲x̲ you all are not driving to it 

3p tlél aadé yaa (ha)s unakú̲x̲ they're not driving to it 

4 tlél aadé yaa oonakú̲x̲ nobody is driving to it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ ko̲ox̲ s/he drives to it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲waakú̲x̲ I drove to it 

2s át iyakú̲x̲ you drove to it 

3s át uwakú̲x̲ s/he drove to it 

1p át wutuwakú̲x̲ we drove to it 

2p át yeeykú̲x̲ you all drove to it 

3p át has uwakú̲x̲ they drove to it 

4 át aawakú̲x ̲ someone drove to it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲wako̲ox̲ I didn't drive to it 

2s tlél át yiko̲ox̲ you didn't drive to it 

3s tlél át wuko̲ox̲ s/he didn't drive to it 

1p tlél át wutooko̲ox̲ we didn't drive to it 

2p tlél át yeeyko̲ox̲ you all didn't drive to it 

3p tlél át has wuko̲ox̲ they didn't drive to it 

4 tlél át awuko̲ox̲ nobody drove to it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át x̲wako̲ox̲ch I drive to it (every time) 

2s át eeko̲ox̲ch you drive to it (every time) 

3s át uko̲ox̲ch s/he drives to it (every time) 

1p át tooko̲ox̲ch we drive to it (every time) 

2p át yeeko̲ox̲ch you all drive to it (every time) 

3p át has uko̲ox̲ch they drive to it (every time) 

4 át ooko̲ox̲ch someone drives to it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át x̲wako̲ox̲ch I haven't driven to it yet 

2s tlél át eeko̲ox̲ch you haven't driven to it yet 
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3s tlél át uko̲ox̲ch s/he hasn't driven to it yet 

1p tlél át tooko̲ox̲ch we haven't driven to it yet 

2p tlél át yeeko̲ox̲ch you all haven't driven to it yet 

3p tlél át has uko̲ox̲ch they haven't driven to it yet 

4 tlél át ooko̲ox̲ch nobody has driven to it yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s át wuko̲ox̲ún s/he had driven to it; s/he drove to it (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél át wooko̲ox̲ún s/he hadn't driven to it; s/he didn't drive to it (at the 

time, but...) 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé át wuko̲ox̲u aa the one who drove to it 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲akó̲ox ̲ I will drive to it 

2s aadé kge̲ekó̲ox̲ you will drive to it 

3s aadé kgw̲akó̲ox ̲ s/he will drive to it 

1p aadé gax̲tookó̲ox ̲ we will drive to it 

2p aadé gax̲yikó̲ox ̲ you all will drive to it 

3p aadé (ha)s guga̲kó̲ox̲ they will drive to it 

4 aadé akgw̲akó̲ox ̲ someone will drive to it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲ako̲ox ̲ I won't drive to it 

2s tlél aadé kge̲eko̲ox̲ you won't drive to it 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲ako̲ox ̲ s/he won't drive to it 

1p tlél aadé gax̲tooko̲ox ̲ we won't drive to it 

2p tlél aadé gax̲yiko̲ox ̲ you all won't drive to it 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s guga̲ko̲ox̲ they won't drive to it 

4 tlél aadé akgw̲ako̲ox̲ nobody will drive to it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át ka̲ko̲ox̲ let me drive to it 

3s át ga̲ko̲ox̲ let him/her drive to it 

1p át ga̲tooko̲ox̲ let us drive to it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át gw̲aako̲ox̲u yé no way can s/he drive to it 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át gw̲ako̲ox̲ún s/he would have driven to it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át kú̲x̲ni if/when s/he drives to it 

Example(s): 

Ch'a yóok' x'wán haat yikú̲x̲, yishóox̲ yéi kgw̲alaa! 
You all hurry back (in boat), the tide is going out! 
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go in motorized vehicle III 

Theme: gu̲néi S-ø-ko̲ox̲~ (ø motion) 
 for S to begin traveling, going by boat or car 

Naish-Story:  ya-ko̲ox̲ 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace gági 'coming out' in the paradigm below with any of 

the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

N yáa (+ P-x') coming up to N (at P) 

N gu̲nayáa (+ P-x') separating from N (at P) 

N shukáx' getting ahead of N 

gági emerging, coming out into the open 

gu̲nayéi / gu̲néi starting off, beginning to go 

P-x̲ moving in place at P, trying to move while stuck at P 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲unéi ko̲ox̲! Get going! 

2p G̲unéi yiko̲ox̲! You all get going! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl gu̲néi eekú̲x̲x̲uk̲! Don't get going! 

2p Líl gu̲néi yikú̲x̲x̲uk!̲ Don't you all get going! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s gu̲néi yaa nx̲akú̲x̲ I'm starting to go 

2s gu̲néi yaa neekú̲x̲ you're starting to go 

3s gu̲néi yaa nakú̲x̲ s/he's starting to go 

1p gu̲néi yaa ntookú̲x̲ we're starting to go 

2p gu̲néi yaa naykú̲x̲ you all are starting to go 

3p gu̲néi yaa (ha)s nakú̲x̲ they are starting to go 

4 gu̲néi yaa ndukú̲x̲ someone is starting to go 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s gu̲néi kú̲x̲x̲ s/he starts driving (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s gu̲néi x̲waakú̲x̲ I started driving 

2s gu̲néi iyakú̲x̲ you started driving 

3s gu̲néi uwakú̲x̲ s/he started driving 

1p gu̲néi wutuwakú̲x̲ we started driving 

2p gu̲néi yeeykú̲x̲ you all started driving 

3p gu̲néi (ha)s uwakú̲x̲ they started driving 

4 gu̲néi wuduwakú̲x̲ someone started driving 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél gu̲néi x̲wako̲ox̲ I didn't start driving 

2s tlél gu̲néi yiko̲ox̲ you didn't start driving 

3s tlél gu̲néi wuko̲ox̲ s/he didn't start driving 

1p tlél gu̲néi wutooko̲ox̲ we didn't start driving 

2p tlél gu̲néi yeeyko̲ox̲ you all didn't start driving 

3p tlél gu̲néi (ha)s wuko̲ox̲ they didn't start driving 

4 tlél gu̲néi wuduko̲ox̲ nobody started driving 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s gu̲néi x̲wako̲ox̲ch I start driving (every time) 

2s gu̲néi eeko̲ox̲ch you start driving (every time) 

3s gu̲néi uko̲ox̲ch s/he starts driving (every time) 

1p gu̲néi tooko̲ox̲ch we start driving (every time) 

2p gu̲néi yiko̲ox̲ch you all start driving (every time) 

3p gu̲néi (ha)s uko̲ox̲ch they start driving (every time) 

4 gu̲néi duko̲ox̲ch someone starts driving (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél gu̲néi x̲wako̲ox̲ch I haven't started driving yet 

2s tlél gu̲néi eeko̲ox̲ch you haven't started driving yet 

3s tlél gu̲néi uko̲ox̲ch s/he hasn't started driving yet 

1p tlél gu̲néi tooko̲ox̲ch we haven't started driving yet 

2p tlél gu̲néi yiko̲ox̲ch you all haven't started driving yet 

3p tlél gu̲néi (ha)s uko̲ox̲ch they haven't started driving yet 

4 tlél gu̲néi duko̲ox̲ch nobody has started driving yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s gu̲néi kkw̲akó̲ox̲ I will start driving 

2s gu̲néi kge̲ekó̲ox̲ you will start driving 

3s gu̲néi kgw̲akó̲ox̲ s/he will start driving 

1p gu̲néi gax̲tookó̲ox̲ we will start driving 

2p gu̲néi gax̲yikó̲ox̲ you all will start driving 

3p gu̲néi (ha)s guga̲kó̲ox̲ they will start driving 

4 gu̲néi gax̲dukó̲ox̲ someone will start driving 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél gu̲néi kkw̲ako̲ox̲ I won't 

2s tlél gu̲néi kge̲eko̲ox̲ you won't 

3s tlél gu̲néi kgw̲ako̲ox̲ s/he won't 

1p tlél gu̲néi gax̲tooko̲ox̲ we won't 

2p tlél gu̲néi gax̲yiko̲ox̲ you all won't 

3p tlél gu̲néi (ha)s guga̲ko̲ox̲ they won't 

4 tlél gu̲néi gax̲duko̲ox̲ 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gu̲néi ka̲ko̲ox̲ let me start driving 

3s gu̲néi ga̲ko̲ox̲ let him/her start driving 

1p gu̲néi ga̲tooko̲ox̲ let us start driving 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gu̲néi gw̲aako̲ox̲u yé no way can s/he start driving 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gu̲néi gw̲ako̲ox̲ún s/he would have started driving 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gu̲néi kú̲x̲ni if/when s/he starts driving 
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go in motorized vehicle IX 

Theme: ku̲t S-ø-ko̲ox̲~ (ga motion) 
 for S to get lost (going by motorized vehicle) 

Naish-Story:  ya-ko̲ox̲ 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- taking off, starting off 

P-dáx̲ taking off from P; starting off from P 

ku̲t going astray, getting lost 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ku̲t kei eekú̲x̲jik!̲ Don't get lost! 

2p Líl ku̲t kei yikú̲x̲jik!̲ Don't you all get lost! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s ku̲t kei nx̲akú̲x̲ I'm getting lost 

2s ku̲t kei neekú̲x̲ you're getting lost 

3s ku̲t kei nakú̲x̲ s/he's getting lost 

1p ku̲t kei ntookú̲x̲ we're getting lost 

2p ku̲t kei naykú̲x̲ you all are getting lost 

3p ku̲t kei (ha)s nakú̲x̲ they are getting lost 

4 ku̲t kei ndukú̲x̲ someone is getting lost 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ku̲t kei kú̲x̲ch s/he gets lost (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ku̲t x̲waako̲ox ̲I got lost 

2s ku̲t yeeko̲ox̲ you got lost 

3s ku̲t wooko̲ox̲ s/he got lost 

1p ku̲t wutuwako̲ox̲ we got lost 

2p ku̲t yeeyko̲ox̲ you all got lost 

3p ku̲t has wooko̲ox̲ they got lost 

4 ku̲t wuduwako̲ox̲ someone got lost 
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Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t x̲wako̲ox̲ I didn't get lost 

2s tlél ku̲t yiko̲ox̲ you didn't get lost 

3s tlél ku̲t wuko̲ox̲ s/he didn't get lost 

1p tlél ku̲t wutooko̲ox̲ we didn't get lost 

2p tlél ku̲t yeeyko̲ox̲ you all didn't get lost 

3p tlél ku̲t has wooko̲ox̲ they didn't get lost 

4 tlél ku̲t wuduko̲ox̲ nobody got lost 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ku̲t gax̲akú̲xc̲h I get lost (every time) 

2s ku̲t geekú̲x̲ch you get lost (every time) 

3s ku̲t gakú̲xc̲h s/he gets lost (every time) 

1p ku̲t gatookú̲xc̲h we get lost (every time) 

2p ku̲t gaykú̲x̲ch you all get lost (every time) 

3p ku̲t has gakú̲x̲ch they get lost (every time) 

4 ku̲t gadukú̲x̲ch someone gets lost (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ku̲t kei kkw̲akó̲ox̲ I will get lost 

2s ku̲t kei kge̲ekó̲ox̲ you will get lost 

3s ku̲t kei kgw̲akó̲ox̲ s/he will get lost 

1p ku̲t kei gax̲tookó̲ox̲ we will get lost 

2p ku̲t kei gax̲yikó̲ox̲ you all will get lost 

3p ku̲t kei (ha)s guga̲kó̲ox̲ they will get lost 

4 ku̲t kei gax̲dukó̲ox̲ someone will get lost 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t kei kkw̲ako̲ox̲ I won't get lost 

2s tlél ku̲t kei kge̲eko̲ox̲ you won't get lost 

3s tlél ku̲t kei kgw̲ako̲ox̲ s/he won't get lost 

1p tlél ku̲t kei gax̲tooko̲ox̲ we won't get lost 

2p tlél ku̲t kei gax̲yiko̲ox ̲you all won't get lost 

3p tlél ku̲t kei (ha)s guga̲ko̲ox̲ they won't get lost 

4 tlél ku̲t kei gax̲duko̲ox̲ nobody will get lost 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ku̲t gaka̲ko̲ox ̲ let me get lost 

3s ku̲t gaga̲ko̲ox ̲ let him/her get lost 

1p ku̲t gax̲tooko̲ox̲ let us get lost 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ku̲t gagw̲aako̲ox̲u yé no way can s/he get lost 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ku̲t gaga̲ko̲ox̲ún s/he would have gotten lost 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲t gakú̲xn̲i if/when s/he gets lost 
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go in motorized vehicle V 

Theme: N daax ̲ya-u-S-ø-ko̲ox̲~ (ø motion) 
 for S to circle, drive around N in a motor vehicle 

Naish-Story:  --- 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace a daax̲ 'going around it' in the paradigm below with 

any of the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-x̲ moving circuitously, obliquely along P; moving past P 

N daséi / N eetíx ̲

missing N 

N daax ̲ circling around N 

N x̲'anaadáx̲ yaawakú̲x.̲ getting out of N's way 

N jikaadáx ̲ getting out of N's way 

P-náx̲ moving circuitously, obliquely through P 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s A daax̲ wukú̲x!̲ Drive around it! 

2p A daax̲ yeeykú̲x̲! You all drive around it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl a daax ̲yaa eekú̲x̲jik̲! Don't drive around it! 

2p Líl a daax ̲yaa yikú̲x̲jik!̲ Don't you all drive around it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s a daax ̲yaa nx̲akú̲x̲ I'm driving around it 

2s a daax ̲yaa neekú̲x̲ you're driving around it 

3s a daax ̲yaa nakú̲x̲ s/he is driving around it 

1p a daax ̲yaa ntookú̲x̲ we're driving around it 

2p a daax ̲yaa naykú̲x̲ you all are driving around it 

3p a daax ̲yaa (ha)s nakú̲x̲ they are driving around it 

4 a daax ̲yaa ndukú̲x̲ someone is driving around it 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s a daax ̲yaa kú̲x̲ch s/he drives around it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s a daax̲ yax̲waakú̲x ̲I drove around it 

2s a daax̲ yeeyakú̲x̲ you drove around it 

3s a daax̲ yaawakú̲x ̲ s/he drove around it 

1p a daax̲ yawtuwakú̲x ̲ we drove around it 

2p a daax̲ yayeeykú̲x̲ you all drove around it 

3p a daax ̲has yaawakú̲x̲ they drove around it 

4 a daax̲ yawduwakú̲x ̲ someone drove around it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél a daax̲ yax̲wako̲ox̲ I didn't drive around it 

2s tlél a daax̲ yayiko̲ox ̲ you didn't drive around it 

3s tlél a daax̲ yawuko̲ox ̲s/he didn't drive around it 

1p tlél a daax̲ yawtooko̲ox ̲ we didn't drive around it 

2p tlél a daax̲ yayeeyko̲ox̲ you all didn't drive around it 

3p tlél a daax ̲has yawuko̲ox̲ they didn't drive around it 

4 tlél a daax̲ yawduko̲ox ̲ nobody drove around it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s a daax̲ woox̲akú̲xc̲h I drive around it (every time) 

2s a daax̲ yeekú̲x̲ch you drive around it (every time) 

3s a daax̲ wookú̲x̲ch s/he drives around it (every time) 

1p a daax̲ yatookú̲xc̲h we drive around it (every time) 

2p a daax̲ yaykú̲xc̲h you all drive around it (every time) 

3p a daax ̲has wookú̲x̲ch they drive around it (every time) 

4 a daax̲ wudukú̲x̲ch someone drives around it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél a daax̲ woox̲akú̲xc̲h I haven't driven around it yet 

2s tlél a daax̲ yeekú̲x̲ch you haven't driven around it yet 

3s tlél a daax̲ wookú̲x̲ch s/he hasn't driven around it yet 

1p tlél a daax̲ yatookú̲x̲ch we haven't driven around it yet 

2p tlél a daax̲ yaykú̲xc̲h you all haven't driven around it yet 

3p tlél a daax ̲has wookú̲x̲ch they haven't driven around it yet 

4 tlél a daax̲ wudukú̲x̲ch nobody has driven around it yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yakkw̲akó̲ox̲ I will drive around it 

2s yakge̲ekó̲ox̲ you will drive around it 

3s a daax̲ yakgw̲akó̲ox ̲ s/he will drive around it 

1p yagax̲tookó̲ox ̲we will drive around it 

2p yagax̲yeekó̲ox̲ you all will drive around it 

3p has yakgw̲akó̲ox̲ they will drive around it 

4 yagax̲dukó̲ox ̲ soemone will drive around it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél a daax̲ yakkw̲ako̲ox̲ I won't drive around it 

2s tlél a daax̲ yakge̲eko̲ox̲ you won't drive around it 

3s tlél a daax̲ yakgw̲ako̲ox̲ s/he won't drive around it 

1p tlél a daax̲ yagax̲tooko̲ox ̲we won't drive around it 

2p tlél a daax̲ yagax̲yeeko̲ox̲ you all won't drive around it 

3p tlél a daax ̲has yakgw̲ako̲ox̲ they won't drive around it 

4 tlél a daax̲ yagax̲duko̲ox̲ nobody will drive around it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s a daax̲ yaka̲ko̲ox̲ let me drive around it 

3s a daax̲ yaga̲ko̲ox̲ let him/her drive around it 

1p a daax̲ yax̲tooko̲ox ̲ let us drive around it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé a daax̲ yagw̲aako̲ox̲u yé no way can s/he drive around it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s a daax̲ yagw̲ako̲ox̲ún s/he would have driven around it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a daax̲ yakú̲xn̲i if/when s/he drives around it 
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go in motorized vehicle VI 

Theme: a-ya-u-S-d-ko̲ox̲~ (ø motion) 
 for S to turn back, return by boat 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- turn back, return, retreat, go back 

kei escape, flee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Ayidakú̲x!̲ Turn back! 

2p Ayeeydakú̲x̲! You all turn back! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ayeedako̲ox̲úk!̲ Don't turn back! 

2p Líl ayeeydako̲ox̲úk!̲ Don't you all turn back! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s awudakú̲x̲x̲ s/he turns back (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ayax̲wdikú̲x ̲ I turned back 

2s ayaydikú̲x ̲ you turned back 

3s ayawdikú̲x ̲ s/he turned back 

1p ayawtudikú̲x ̲ we turned back 

2p ayayeeydikú̲x̲ you all turned back 

3p has ayawdikú̲x̲ they turned back 

4 ayawduwakú̲x ̲someone turned back 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ayax̲wdako̲ox ̲I didn't turn back 

2s tlél ayaydako̲ox̲ you didn't turn back 

3s tlél ayawdako̲ox̲ s/he didn't turn back 

1p tlél ayawtudako̲ox ̲we didn't turn back 

2p tlél ayayeeydako̲ox̲ you all didn't turn back 

3p tlél has ayawdako̲ox ̲ they didn't turn back 
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4 tlél ayawduko̲ox ̲ nobody turned back 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s awoox̲dakú̲x̲ch I turn back (every time) 

2s ayeedakú̲x̲ch you turn back (every time) 

3s awoodakú̲x̲ch s/he turns back (every time) 

1p ayatudakú̲x̲ch we turn back (every time) 

2p ayaydakú̲xc̲h you all turn back (every time) 

3p has awoodakú̲x̲ch they turn back (every time) 

4 awudukú̲x̲ch someone turns back (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél awoox̲dakú̲xc̲h I haven't turned back yet 

2s tlél ayeedakú̲x̲ch you haven't turned back yet 

3s tlél awoodakú̲xc̲h s/he hasn't turned back yet 

1p tlél ayatudakú̲xc̲h we haven't turned back yet 

2p tlél ayaydakú̲x̲ch you all haven't turned back yet 

3p tlél has awoodakú̲x̲ch they haven't turned back yet 

4 tlél awudukú̲x̲ch nobody has turned back yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ayakkw̲adakó̲ox̲ I will turn back 

2s ayakgi̲dakó̲ox ̲you will turn back 

3s ayagux̲dakó̲ox ̲s/he will turn back 

1p ayagaxt̲udakó̲ox ̲ we will turn back 

2p ayagax̲yidakó̲ox ̲ you all will turn back 

3p has ayagux̲dakó̲ox ̲they will turn back 

4 ayagaxd̲ukó̲ox̲ someone will turn back 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ayakkw̲adako̲ox ̲ I won't turn back 

2s tlél ayakgi̲dako̲ox̲ you won't turn back 

3s tlél ayagux̲dako̲ox ̲s/he won't turn back 

1p tlél ayagax̲tudako̲ox ̲ we won't turn back 

2p tlél ayagaxy̲idako̲ox̲ you all won't turn back 

3p tlél has ayagux̲dako̲ox ̲ they won't turn back 

4 tlél ayagax̲duko̲ox̲ nobody will turn back 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ayaka̲dako̲ox ̲ let me turn back 

3s ayax̲dako̲ox ̲ let him/her turn back 

1p ayax̲tudako̲ox ̲ let us turn back 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ayax̲diko̲oxu̲ yé no way can s/he turn back 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ayax̲dako̲ox̲ún s/he would have turned back 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ayadakú̲xn̲i if/when s/he turns back 

Example(s): 

Ayidakú̲x,̲ kú̲tx̲ jiwsitaan! 
Turn back (in boat), the ocean is too rough! 

K'eeljáa kei naxíx - ayakkw̲adakó̲ox̲. 
The wind is getting strong - I'm going to turn back (in boat). 

Tuwaakú ax ̲jeet shuwaxíx - ayakkw̲adakó̲ox̲! 
I ran out of snuff - I'm going to turn back! 

Tlél wuduskú goodéi sá kei ayawdikú̲x̲. 
Nobody knew where he fled to. 
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go in motorized vehicle VII 

Theme: P-dé S-ø-ko̲ox̲~ (na motion) 
 for S to travel, go toward P (in a boat, car) 

Naish-Story:  ya-ko̲ox̲ 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- moving (along) 

P-t moving around, about P (no repetitive form) 

P-dé(i) moving toward P 

P-dáx̲ moving away from P 

P-náx̲ moving by way of P 

P-nák ̲ leaving P behind 

P-ga̲a going to get P 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé nako̲ox̲! Drive (toward) there! 

2p Aadé nayko̲ox̲! You all drive (toward) there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo eekú̲x̲guk̲! Don't drive there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo yikú̲x̲guk!̲ Don't you all drive there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nx̲akú̲x̲ I'm driving there 

2s aadé yaa neekú̲x̲ you're driving there 

3s aadé yaa nakú̲x̲ s/he's driving there 

1p aadé yaa ntookú̲x̲ we're driving there 

2p aadé yaa naykú̲x̲ you all are driving there 

3p aadé yaa (ha)s nakú̲x̲ they are driving there 

4 aadé yaa anakú̲x ̲ people are driving there 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél aadé yaa nx̲wakú̲x̲ I'm not driving there 

2s tlél aadé yaa neekú̲x̲ you're not driving there 

3s tlél aadé yaa unakú̲x̲ s/he's not driving there 

1p tlél aadé yaa ntookú̲x̲ we're not driving there 

2p tlél aadé yaa naykú̲x̲ you all are not driving there 
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3p tlél aadé yaa (ha)s unakú̲x̲ they're not driving there 

4 tlél aadé yaa oonakú̲x̲ nobody is driving there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yoo yakú̲x̲k s/he drives there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé x̲waako̲ox ̲ I drove there 

2s aadé yeeko̲ox̲ you drove there 

3s aadé wooko̲ox̲ s/he drove there 

1p aadé wutuwako̲ox̲ we drove there 

2p aadé yeeyko̲ox̲ you all drove there 

3p aadé has wooko̲ox̲ they drove there 

4 aadé aawako̲ox ̲ people drove there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé x̲wako̲ox ̲I didn't drive there 

2s tlél aadé yiko̲ox ̲ you didn't drive there 

3s tlél aadé wuko̲ox̲ s/he didn't drive there 

1p tlél aadé wtooko̲ox̲ we didn't drive there 

2p tlél aadé yeeyko̲ox̲ you all didn't drive there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s wuko̲ox̲ they didn't drive there 

4 tlél aadé awuko̲ox ̲nobody drove there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé nx̲akú̲xc̲h I drive there (every time) 

2s aadé neekú̲x̲ch you drive there (every time) 

3s aadé nakú̲xc̲h s/he drives there (every time) 

1p aadé ntookú̲xc̲h we drive there (every time) 

2p aadé naykú̲xc̲h you all drive there (every time) 

3p aadé (ha)s nakú̲x̲ch they drive there (every time) 

4 aadé anakú̲x̲ch people drive there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé nx̲wakú̲xc̲h I haven't driven there yet 

2s tlél aadé neekú̲x̲ch you haven't driven there yet 

3s tlél aadé unakú̲xc̲h s/he hasn't driven there yet 

1p tlél aadé ntookú̲xc̲h we haven't driven there yet 

2p tlél aadé naykú̲xc̲h you all haven't driven there yet 
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3p tlél aadé (ha)s unakú̲x̲ch they haven't driven there yet 

4 tlél aadé oonakú̲xc̲h nobody has driven there yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s aadé wuko̲ox̲ún s/he had driven there; s/he drove there (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél aadé wuko̲ox̲ún s/he hadn't driven there; s/he didn't drive there 

(at the time, but...) 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé aadé wuku̲x̲u aa the one who drove there 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲akó̲ox ̲ I will drive there 

2s aadé kge̲ekó̲ox̲ you will drive there 

3s aadé kgw̲akó̲ox ̲ s/he will drive there 

1p aadé gax̲tookó̲ox ̲ we will drive there 

2p aadé gax̲yikó̲ox ̲ you all will drive there 

3p aadé (ha)s guga̲kó̲ox̲ they will drive there 

4 aadé akgw̲akó̲ox ̲ people will drive there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲ako̲ox ̲ I won't drive there 

2s tlél aadé kge̲eko̲ox̲ you won't drive there 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲ako̲ox ̲ s/he won't drive there 

1p tlél aadé gax̲tooko̲ox ̲ we won't drive there 

2p tlél aadé gax̲yiko̲ox ̲ you all won't drive there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s guga̲ko̲ox̲ they won't drive there 

4 tlél aadé akgw̲ako̲ox̲ nobody will drive there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé nka̲ko̲ox ̲ let me drive there 

3s aadé nga̲ko̲ox ̲ let him/her drive there 

1p aadé nax̲tooko̲ox ̲ let us drive there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé ngw̲aako̲ox̲u yé no way can s/he drive there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé ngw̲ako̲ox̲ún s/he would have driven there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé nakú̲xn̲i if/when s/he drives there 
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Example(s): 

K'eiljáa tóox̲ yaa nakú̲x̲. 
S/he is driving through a storm. 

K̲utx̲ ayanahá káax' át has nakú̲x̲ch. 
They navigate by the stars. 

Pelicandé áwé yaa ntookú̲x̲, Xunaanáx̲ wutuwako̲ox̲. 
We stopped in Hoonah on our way to Pelican. 
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go on foot (plural subject) I 

Theme: kei S-ø-.aat~ (ø motion) 
 for (plural) S to walk up, go up (by walking or as a general term) 

Naish-Story:  ya-.aat 

Singular: goot1 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace kei "up" in the paradigm below with any of the 

following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

kei moving up 

ux̲ kei moving out of control, blindly, amiss; going the wrong way 

yei getting out of a canoe, boat, vehicle 

yeek̲ / yeik ̲/ eek̲ moving down; moving toward beach, shore 

daak ̲ moving up from beach, back away from open, inland 

daak moving out to sea, into open, onto fire 

ku̲x̲ / kú̲x̲dei (requires d- element) returning, going/coming back 

Notes 

Note that there is no "yaa" preverb in the progressive imperfective form with this 

particular group of adverbs. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Kei yi.á! You all go up! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl kei yeey.aadík!̲ Don't you all go up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl kei yi.átjik!̲ Don't you all go up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p kei ntoo.át we are going up 

2p kei nay.át you all are going up 

3p kei (ha)s na.át they are going up 

4 kei ana.át people are going up 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1p tlél kei ntoo.át we're not going up 
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2p tlél kei nay.át you all are not going up 

3p tlél kei (ha)s una.át they're not going up 

4 tlél kei oona.átnobody is going up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p kei (ha)s .átch they go up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p kei wutuwa.át we went up 

2p kei yeey.át you all went up 

3p kei (ha)s uwa.át they went up 

4 kei aawa.át people went up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél kei wutoo.aat we didn't go up 

2p tlél kei yeey.aat you all didn't go up 

3p tlél kei (ha)s wu.aat they didn't go up 

4 tlél kei awu.aat nobody went up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p kei too.aatch we go up (every time) 

2p kei yeey.aatch you all go up (every time) 

3p kei has u.aatchthey go up (every time) 

4 kei oo.aatch people go up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél kei too.aatch we haven't gone up yet 

2p tlél kei yeey.aatch you all haven't gone up yet 

3p tlél kei (ha)s u.aatch they haven't gone up yet 

4 tlél kei oo.aatch nobody has gone up yet 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3p wé kei (ha)s wu.aadi aa the ones who went up 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p kei gax̲too.áat we will go up 

2p kei gax̲yi.áat you all will go up 

3p kei (ha)s guga̲.áat they will go up 

4 kei akgw̲a.áat people will go up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél kei gax̲too.aat we won't go up 

2p tlél kei gax̲yi.aat you all won't go up 
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3p tlél kei (ha)s guga̲.aat they won't go up 

4 tlél kei akgw̲a.aat nobody will go up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p kei ga̲too.aat let us go up 

3p kei (ha)s ga̲.aat let them go up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé kei (ha)s gw̲aa.aadi yé no way can they go up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p kei (ha)s gw̲a.aadín they would have gone up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p kei (ha)s .átni if/when they go up 

Example(s): 

K̲ux̲ yawdi.át tsu. 
They left again. 

Ách áwé áa kei has uwa.át tsu. 
So they moved up there again. 

Daak ana.át. 
People are coming out. 
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go on foot (plural subject) II 

Theme: P-t~ S-ø-.aat~ (ø motion) 
 for (plural) S to walk, go (by walking or as a general term) to P 

Naish-Story:  ya-.aat 

Singular: goot1 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace át/áx̲/aadé 'arriving at P' in the paradigm below with 

any of the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-t (~x̲~dei) arriving at P, coming to P 

yan (~yax̲~yándei) moving ashore, coming to rest, to a stop, setting down 

P-náx̲ yan (~yax~̲yándei) moving across P, to the other side of P 

neil (~neilx̲~neildéi) moving inside, coming home 

haat (~haax̲~haa(n)déi) coming here 

yóot (~yóox̲~yóodei) going away 

As seen in the paradigm below, forms ending in -x ̲are used in the repetetive 

imperfective; forms ending in -de are used in the progressive imperfective; and 

forms ending in -t / -0(plain) are used elsewhere. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Át yi.á! You all go there! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl át yeey.aadík!̲ Don't you all go there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl áx̲ yi.aadík!̲ Don't you all go there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p aadé yaa ntoo.át we are going there 

2p aadé yaa nay.át you all are going there 

3p aadé yaa (ha)s na.át they are going there 

4 aadé yaa ana.át people are going there 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1p tlél aadé yaa ntoo.át we're not going there 
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2p tlél aadé yaa nay.át you all are not going there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s yaa una.át they're not going there 

4 tlél aadé yaa oona.át nobody is going there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p áx̲ has .aat they go there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p át wutuwa.át we arrived there 

2p át yeey.át you all arrived there 

3p át has uwa.át they arrived there 

4 át aawa.át people arrived there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél át wutoo.aat we didn't arrive there 

2p tlél át yeey.aat you all didn't arrive there 

3p tlél át has wu.aat they didn't arrive there 

4 tlél át awu.aat nobody arrived there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p át too.aatch we go there (every time) 

2p át yeey.aatch you all go there (every time) 

3p át has u.aatch they go there (every time) 

4 át oo.aatch people go there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél át too.aatch we haven't arrived there yet 

2p tlél át yeey.aatch you all haven't arrived there yet 

3p tlél át has u.aatch they haven't arrived there yet 

4 tlél át oo.aatch nobody has arrived there yet 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3p wé át has wu.aadi aa the ones who arrived there 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p aadé gaxt̲oo.áat we will go there 

2p aadé gaxy̲i.áat you all will go there 

3p aadé (ha)s guga̲.áat they will go there 

4 aadé akgw̲a.áat people will go there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé gaxt̲oo.aat we won't go there 

2p tlél aadé gaxy̲i.aat you all won't go there 
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3p tlél aadé (ha)s guga̲.aat they won't go there 

4 tlél aadé akgw̲a.aat people won't go there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p át ga̲too.aat let us go there 

3p át has ga̲.aat let them go there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé át has gw̲aa.aadi yé no way can they get there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p át has gw̲a.aadín they would have gone there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p át has .átni if/when they go there 

Example(s): 

Tlél át awu.aat. 
Nobody arrived there; They (regular crowd) weren't there. 

Yax̲ ilt'éex', t'éex' kát aa uwa.át. 
When it froze, they walked over ice. 

Ch'a yeisú l unaliyéit has u.aatjí tsu x̲áaw tsu át yatán. 
They hadn't been going far when another log was lying there. 

Ách áwé du x̲ándáx̲ yóot aawa.át. 
This was why they left her. 
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go on foot (plural subject) III 

Theme: gági S-ø-.aat~ (ø motion) 
 for (plural) S to emerge, walk out into the open 

Naish-Story:  ya-.aat 

Singular: goot1 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace gági 'coming out' in the paradigm below with any of 

the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

N yáa coming up to N 

N gu̲nayáa separating from N 

N shukáx' getting ahead of N 

gági emerging, coming out into the open 

dáagi̲ coming out of the water 

héeni going to the sea; getting into the water 

gu̲nayéi / gu̲néi starting off, beginning to go 

P-x̲ moving in place at P, trying to move while stuck at P 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Gági yi.á! You all come out! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl gági yeey.aadík!̲ Don't you all come out! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p gági yaa ntoo.át we are coming out 

2p gági yaa nay.át you all are coming out 

3p gági yaa (ha)s na.át they are coming out 

4 gági yaa ana.át people are coming out 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1p tlél gági yaa ntoo.át we're not coming out 

2p tlél gági yaa nay.át you all are not coming out 

3p tlél gági (ha)s yaa una.át they're not coming out 

4 tlél gági oona.át nobody is coming out 
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Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p gági (ha)s .átx̲ they come out (repeatedly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p gági wutuwa.át we came out 

2p gági yeey.át you all came out 

3p gági has uwa.át they came out 

4 gági aawa.át people came out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél gági wutoo.aat we didn't come out 

2p tlél gági yeey.aat you all didn't come out 

3p tlél gági (ha)s woo.aat they didn't come out 

4 tlél gági awu.aat nobody came out 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p gági too.aatch we come out (every time) 

2p gági yeey.aatch you all come out (every time) 

3p gági (ha)s u.aatch they come out (every time) 

4 gági oo.aatch people come out (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél gági too.aatch we haven't come out yet 

2p tlél gági yeey.aatch you all haven't come out yet 

3p tlél gági has u.aatch they haven't come out yet 

4 tlél gági oo.aatch nobody has come out yet 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3p wé gági (ha)s wu.aadi aa the ones who came out 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p gági gax̲too.áat we will come out 

2p gági gax̲yi.áat you all will come out 

3p gági (ha)s guga̲.áat they will come out 

4 gági akgw̲a.áat people will come out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél gági gax̲too.aat we won't come out 

2p tlél gági gax̲yi.aat you all won't come out 

3p tlél gági (ha)s guga̲.aat they won't come out 

4 tlél gági akgw̲a.aat nobody will come out 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p gági ga̲too.aat let us come out 

3p gági (ha)s ga̲.aat let them come out 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé gági (ha)s gw̲aa.aadi yé no way can they come out 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p gági (ha)s gw̲a.aadín they would have come out 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p gági (ha)s .átni if/when they come out 

Example(s): 

Du daadéi gu̲nayéi a.áat. 
They began to gather around him. 
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go on foot (plural subject) IX 

Theme: P-x̲ S-ø-.aat~ (ga̲ motion) 
 for (plural) S to walk, go (by walking or as a general term) down along 

P 

Naish-Story:  ya-.aat 

Singular: goot1 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace yaa 'down' in the paradigm below with any of the 

following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

yaa (deletes before aspect marker yei) moving down 

yaax ̲ getting into canoe, boat, or other vehicle 

P-x̲ moving down along 

héenx̲ moving into the water 

P-náx̲ moving down by way of P, through P 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Áx̲ yaa ga̲y.á! You all walk down along it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl áx̲ yei yi.átjik!̲ Don't you all walk down along it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p áx̲ yei ntoo.át we are walking down along it 

2p áx̲ yei nay.át you all are walking down along it 

3p áx̲ yei (ha)s na.át they are walking down along it 

4 áx̲ yei ana.át people are walking down along it 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1p tlél áx̲ yei ntoo.át we're not walking down along it 

2p tlél áx̲ yei nay.át you all are not walking down along it 

3p tlél áx̲ yei (ha)s una.át they're not walking down along it 

4 tlél áx̲ yei oona.át nobody is walking down along it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p áx̲ yei (ha)s .átch they walk down along it (regularly) 
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Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p áx̲ wtuwa.aat we walked down along it 

2p áx̲ yeey.aat you all walked down along it 

3p áx̲ (ha)s woo.aat they walked down along it 

4 áx̲ aawa.aat people walked down along it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél áx̲ wtoo.aat we didn't walk down along it 

2p tlél áx̲ yeey.aat you all didn't walk down along it 

3p tlél áx̲ (ha)s wu.aat they didn't walk down along it 

4 tlél áx̲ awu.aat nobody walked down along it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p áx̲ yaa ga̲too.átch we walk down along it (every time) 

2p áx̲ yaa ga̲y.átch you all walk down along it (every time) 

3p áx̲ yaa (ha)s ga̲.átch they walk down along it (every time) 

4 áx̲ yaa aga̲.átch people walk down along it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél áx̲ yaa ga̲too.átch we haven't walked down along it yet 

2p tlél áx̲ yaa ga̲y.átch you all haven't walked down along it yet 

3p tlél áx̲ yaa (ha)s gw̲a.átch they haven't walked down along it yet 

4 tlél áx̲ yaa agw̲a.átch nobody has walked down along it yet 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3p wé áx̲ yaa (ha)s woo.aadi aa (has) the ones who walked down along 

it 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p áx̲ yei gaxt̲oo.áat we will walk down along it 

2p áx̲ yei gaxy̲i.áat you all will walk down along it 

3p áx̲ yei has guga̲.áat they will walk down along it 

4 áx̲ yei akgw̲a.áat people will walk down along it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél áx̲ yei gax̲too.aat we won't walk down along it 

2p tlél áx̲ yei gax̲yi.aat you all won't walk down along it 

3p tlél áx̲ yei (ha)s guga̲.aat they won't walk down along it 

4 tlél áx̲ yei akgw̲a.aat nobody will walk down along it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p áx̲ yaa ga̲axt̲oo.aat let us walk down along it 
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3p áx̲ yaa (ha)s ga̲aga̲.aat let them walk down along it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé áx̲ yaa (ha)s gw̲aaga̲a.aadi yé no way can they walk down 

along it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p áx̲ yaa (ha)s gw̲aaga̲.aadín they would have walked down along it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p áx̲ yaa (ha)s ga̲.átni if/when they walk down along it 

Example(s): 

Anax̲ áyá yaa aga̲.átjeen yóo aan tayeedéi. 
This is what they came down on to go underneath the village. 

S'ootaat áwé yaax̲ has woo.aat. 
At dawn they went aboard. 
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go on foot (plural subject) V 

Theme: N jikaadáx ̲ya-u-S-ø-.aat~ (ø motion) 
 for (plural) S to get out of N's way 

Naish-Story:  ya-.aat 

Singular: goot1 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace du jikaadáx̲ 'getting out of his/her way' in the 

paradigm below with any of the following adverbs to change the 

direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-x̲ moving circuitously, obliquely along P 

N eetíx̲ 

taking N's place; trading places with N; missing N 

N daax ̲ circling around N 

haandéi moving over this way (toward speaker) 

héidei moving over that way (away from speaker) 

N jikaadáx ̲/ N jikaax ̲ getting out of N's way 

P-náx̲ moving circuitously, obliquely through P 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Du jikaadáx ̲yay.á! You all get out of his/her way! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl du jikaadáx̲ yaa yi.átjik!̲ Don't you all get out of his/her way! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p du jikaadáx ̲yaa ntoo.át we are getting out of his/her way 

2p du jikaadáx ̲yaa nay.át you all are getting out of his/her way 

3p du jikaadáx ̲yaa (ha)s na.át they are getting out of his/her way 

4 du jikaadáx ̲yaa ana.át people are getting out of his/her way 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p du jikaadáx ̲yaa (ha)s .átch they get out of his/her way (regularly) 
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Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p du jikaadáx ̲yawtuwa.át we got out of his/her way 

2p du jikaadáx ̲yayeey.át you all got out of his/her way 

3p du jikaadáx ̲has yaawa.át they got out of his/her way 

4 du jikaadáx ̲ayaawa.át people got out of his/her way 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél du jikaadáx̲ yawtoo.aat we didn't get out of his/her way 

2p tlél du jikaadáx̲ yayeey.aat you all didn't get out of his/her way 

3p tlél du jikaadáx̲ has yawu.aat they didn't get out of his/her way 

4 tlél du jikaadáx̲ ayawu.aat nobody got out of his/her way 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p du jikaadáx ̲yatoo.átch we get out of his/her way (every time) 

2p du jikaadáx ̲yay.átch you all get out of his/her way (every time) 

3p du jikaadáx ̲has woo.átch they get out of his/her way (every time) 

4 du jikaadáx ̲awoo.átch people get out of his/her way (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél du jikaadáx̲ yatoo.aatch we haven't gotten out of his/her way yet 

2p tlél du jikaadáx̲ yay.aatch you all haven't gotten out of his/her way yet 

3p tlél du jikaadáx̲ has woo.aatch they haven't gotten out of his/her way 

yet 

4 tlél du jikaadáx̲ awoo.aatch people haven't gotten out of his/her way 

yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p du jikaadáx̲ yagaxt̲oo.áat we will get out of his/her way 

2p du jikaadáx̲ yagaxy̲ee.áat you all will get out of his/her way 

3p du jikaadáx ̲has yakgw̲a.áat they will get out of his/her way 

4 du jikaadáx̲ ayakgw̲a.áat people will get out of his/her way 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél du jikaadáx̲ yagaxt̲oo.aat we won't get out of his/her way 

2p tlél du jikaadáx̲ yagaxy̲i.aat you all won't get out of his/her way 

3p tlél du jikaadáx̲ has yakgw̲a.aat they won't get out of his/her way 

4 tlél du jikaadáx̲ ayakgw̲a.aat people won't get out of his/her way 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p du jikaadáx ̲yax̲too.aat let us get out of his/her way 

3p du jikaadáx ̲has yaga̲.aat let them get out of his/her way 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé du jikaadáx ̲has yagw̲aa.aadi yéno way can they get out of 

his/her way 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p du jikaadáx ̲has wooga̲.aadín they would have gotten out of his/her 

way 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p du jikaadáx ̲has ya.átni if/when they get out of his/her way 

Example(s): 

Ch'u tle tláakw áwé k̲a wé áx̲ ayaawa.adi yéix̲ yaa nagút. 
She went quickly and along where people had walked. 

Tle a kanax ̲has yaawa.át. 
They went over it. 

Nas'giyeekáx' a kaanáx ̲has yaawa.át. 
They walked for three days. 
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go on foot (plural subject) VI 

Theme: a-ya-u-S-d-.aat~ (ø motion) 
 for (plural) S to turn back, go back (by walking or as general term) 

Naish-Story:  a-ya-di-.aat 

Singular: goot1 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- turn back, return, retreat, go back 

kei escape, flee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Ayeeda.á! You all turn back! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl ayeeda.átx̲ik ̲ Don't you all turn back! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p yaa ayantuda.át we are turning back 

2p yaa ayanayda.át you all are turning back 

3p yaa (ha)s ayanda.át they are turning back 

4 yaa ayandu.át people are turning back 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p has ayada.átx̲ they turn back (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p ayawtudi.át we turned back 

2p ayaydi.át you all turned back 

3p has ayawdi.át they turned back 

4 ayawduwa.át people turned back 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél ayawtuda.aat we didn't turn back 

2p tlél ayayda.aat you all didn't turn back 

3p tlél has ayawda.aat they didn't turn back 

4 tlél ayawdu.aat (check prefix combos) nobody turned back 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p ayatuda.átch we turn back (every time) 
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2p ayayda.átch you all turn back (every time) 

3p has ayada.átch they turn back (every time) 

4 ayadu.átch people turn back (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél ayawtuda.aatch we haven't turned back yet 

2p tlél ayayda.aatch you all haven't turned back yet 

3p tlél has awooda.aatch they haven't turned back yet 

4 tlél awoodu.aatch nobody has turned back yet 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3p wé has ayawdi.adi aa the ones who turned back 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p ayagaxt̲uda.áat we will turn back 

2p ayagaxy̲ida.áat you all will turn back 

3p has ayagux̲da.áat they will turn back 

4 ayaguxd̲u.áat people will turn back 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél ayagaxt̲uda.aat we won't turn back 

2p tlél ayagaxy̲ida.aat you all won't turn back 

3p tlél has ayaguxd̲a.aat they won't turn back 

4 tlél ayagaxd̲u.aat nobody will turn back 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p ayaxt̲uda.aat let us turn back 

3p has ayaxd̲a.aat let them turn back 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé has awux̲di.aadi yé no way can they turn back 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p has awux̲da.aadín they would have turned back 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p has ayada.átni if/when they turn back 

Example(s): 

Dé du nák ̲ayagux̲da.at aa du x̲oonx'í áwé át nák ̲wé a yeex' du nák ̲akgw̲a.at hídi. 
The relatives who were going to leave her were standing by her in the house they 

were lieaving her in. 
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go on foot (plural subject) VII 

Theme: P-dé S-ø-.aat~ (na motion) 
 for (plural) S to walk, go (by walking or as a general term) to P 

Naish-Story:  ya-.aat 

Singular: goot1 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace aadé 'toward there' in the paradigm below with any of 

the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- moving (along) 

P-t moving around, about P 

P-dé(i) moving toward P 

P-dáx̲ moving away from P 

P-náx̲ moving by way of P 

yux ̲

moving out of house 

P-nák ̲ leaving P behind 

P-ga̲a going to get P 

Notes 

Note that -g̲aa takes the opposite tone of the final syllable of the noun that it 

attaches to. Hence: kanat'ág ̲aa "(going) after blueberries", but shaawg ̲áa "(going) 

after gumboots". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Aadé nay.á! You all go there! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl aadé yeey.aadík!̲ Don't you all go there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl aadé yoo yi.átgik!̲ Don't you all go there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p aadé yaa ntoo.át we are going there 

2p aadé yaa nay.át you all are going there 

3p aadé yaa (ha)s na.át they are going there 
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4 aadé yaa ana.át people are going there 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1p tlél aadé yaa ntoo.át we're not going there 

2p tlél aadé yaa nay.át you all are not going there 

3p tlél aadé yaa (ha)s una.át they're not going there 

4 tlél aadé yaa oona.át nobody is going there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p aadé yoo (ha)s ya.átk they go there (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p aadé wtuwa.aat we went there 

2p aadé yeey.aat you all went there 

3p aadé (ha)s woo.aat they went there 

4 aadé aawa.aat people went there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé wtoo.aat we didn't go there 

2p tlél aadé yeey.aat you all didn't go there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s wu.aat they didn't go there 

4 tlél aadé awu.aat nobody went there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p aadé ntoo.átch we go there (every time) 

2p aadé nay.átch you all go there (every time) 

3p aadé (ha)s na.átch they go there (every time) 

4 aadé ana.átch people go there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél aadé ntoo.átch we haven't gone there yet 

2p tlél aadé nay.átch you all haven't gone there yet 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s na.átch they haven't gone there yet 

4 tlél aadé oona.átch nobody has gone there yet 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3p wé aadé (ha)s wu.aadi aa the ones who went there 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p aadé gaxt̲oo.áat we will go there 

2p aadé gaxy̲i.áat you all will go there 
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3p aadé (ha)s guga̲.áat they will go there 

4 aadé akgw̲a.áat people will go there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé gaxt̲oo.aat we won't go there 

2p tlél aadé gaxy̲i.aat you all won't go there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s guga̲.aat they won't go there 

4 tlél aadé akgw̲a.aat nobody will go there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p aadé naxt̲oo.aat let us go there 

3p aadé (ha)s naga̲.aat let them go there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé aadé (ha)s nagw̲aa.aadi yé no way can they go there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p aadé (ha)s nagw̲a.aadín they would have gone there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p aadé (ha)s na.átni if/when they go there 

Example(s): 

Ch'u tle, ch'u yaa has na.ádi áwé, ch'u tle ka̲a x̲oot has uwa.át. 
Then, while they were walking along then they came upon people. 

A daat aawa.aat. 
People are walking around on it. 

Lingítch aadéi s at in yé, yú heentak ádi tsu aadéi kéi s ashátji yé k̲a yá át woo.aadi át, 

yá héen x̲ukaanáx̲ aa aadéi s a.eeni yé áwé wdudzikóo ka̲ yú dáakt̲ 

woo.aadi át x̲á. 
Tlingits knew how to hunt things, those sea mammals too, and how to catch those 

animals that walked, how to harvest those on the sea and those that walked inland. 

Yá aan tayeedéi, téil kagánee káax' áyú ana.átch, yá aan tayeedéi. 
They would go underneath the village in a grotto, by the light of sapwood, 

underneath the village. 

Sagú yáx̲ ka̲a yayík du.ax̲ji nuch héendei yáa ana.ádi. 
Their voices would sound happy when they went to the sea. 

Dleeygá̲a áwé aadéi aawa.aat. 
They went for meat. 

Tlél tsu naliyéidei s wu.aadí áwé x̲áaw át yatán. 
They hadn't gone very far when a log was lying there. 
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go on foot (plural subject) VIII 

Theme: ku̲t S-ø-.aat~ (ga motion) 
 for (plural) S to get lost (on foot) 

Naish-Story:  ya-.aat 

Singular: goot1 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- taking off, starting off 

P-dáx̲ taking off from P; starting off from P 

ku̲t going astray, getting lost 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p [does not occur] 
Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl ku̲t kei yi.átjik!̲ Don't you all get lost! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p ku̲t kei ntoo.át we are getting lost 

2p ku̲t kei nay.át you all are getting lost 

3p ku̲t kei (ha)s na.át they are getting lost 

4 ku̲t kei ana.át people are getting lost 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p ku̲t kei (ha)s .átch they get lost (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p ku̲t wutuwa.aat we got lost 

2p ku̲t yeey.aat you all got lost 

3p ku̲t has woo.aat they got lost 

4 ku̲t aawa.aat people got lost 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél ku̲t wutoo.aat we didn't get lost 

2p tlél ku̲t yeey.aat you all didn't get lost 

3p tlél ku̲t has wu.aat they didn't get lost 
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4 tlél ku̲t aawu.aat nobody got lost 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p ku̲t gatoo.átch we get lost (every time) 

2p ku̲t gay.átch you all get lost (every time) 

3p ku̲t has ga.átch they get lost (every time) 

4 ku̲t aga.átch people get lost (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél ku̲t gatoo.átch we haven't gotten lost yet 

2p tlél ku̲t gay.átch you all haven't gotten lost yet 

3p tlél ku̲t has goo.átch they haven't gotten lost yet 

4 tlél ku̲t agoo.átch nobody has gotten lost yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p ku̲t kei gax̲too.áat we will get lost 

2p ku̲t kei gax̲yi.áat you all will get lost 

3p ku̲t kei (ha)s guga̲.áat they will get lost 

4 ku̲t kei akgw̲a.áat people will get lost 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél ku̲t kei gaxt̲oo.aat we won't get lost 

2p tlél ku̲t kei gaxy̲i.aat you all won't get lost 

3p tlél ku̲t kei (ha)s guga̲.aat they won't get lost 

4 tlél ku̲t kei akgw̲a.aat nobody will get lost 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p ku̲t gaxt̲oo.aat let us get lost 

3p ku̲t has gaga̲.aat let them get lost 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé ku̲t has gagw̲aa.aadi yé no way can they get lost 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p ku̲t has gagw̲a.aadín they would have gotten lost 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p ku̲t has ga.átni if/when they get lost 
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go on foot (singular subject) I 

Theme: kei S-ø-goot~ (ø motion) 
 for (singular) S to walk, go up (by walking or as general term) 

Naish-Story:  ya-goot 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb "go on foot" to specify the 

direction of motion. Replace kei "up" in the paradigm below with any of 

the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

kei moving up 

ux̲ kei moving out of control, blindly, amiss; going the wrong way 

yei getting out of a canoe, boat, vehicle 

yeek̲ / yeik ̲/ eek̲ moving down; moving toward beach, shore 

daak ̲ moving up from beach, back away from open, inland 

daak moving out to sea, into open, onto fire 

ku̲x̲ / kú̲x̲dei (requires d- element) returning, going/coming back 

Notes 

Note that there is no "yaa" preverb in the progressive imperfective form with this 

particular group of adverbs. Also note that the form k ̲ux ̲ wudigút also has a 

metaphorical meaning to "come back to life". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kei gú! Go up! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei yigoodík!̲ Don't go up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei eegútjik!̲ Don't go up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei nx̲agút I am going up 

2s kei neegút you are going up 

3s kei nagút s/he is going up 

4 kei anagút someone is going up [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél kei nx̲wagút I'm not going up 
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2s tlél kei neegút you're not going up 

3s tlél kei unagút s/he's not going up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei gútch s/he goes up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kei x̲waagút I went up 

2s kei iyagút you went up 

3s kei uwagút s/he went up 

4 kei aawagút someone went up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲wagoot I didn't go up 

2s tlél kei yigoot you didn't go up 

3s tlél kei wugoot s/he didn't go up 

4 tlél kei awugoot someone didn't go up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kei x̲wagootch I go up (every time) 

2s kei eegootch you go up (every time) 

3s kei ugootch s/he goes up (every time) 

4 kei oogootch someone goes up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kei x̲wagootch I haven't gone up yet 

2s tlél kei eegootch you haven't gone up yet 

3s tlél kei ugootch s/he hasn't gone up yet 

4 [does not occur] 
Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé kei wugoodi aa the one who went up 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲agóot I will go up 

2s kei kge̲egóot you will go up 

3s kei kgw̲agóot s/he will go up 

4 kei akgw̲agóot someone will go up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲agoot I won't go up 

2s tlél kei kge̲egoot you won't go up 

3s tlél kei kgw̲agoot s/he won't go up 
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4 tlél kei akgw̲agoot someone won't go up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kei ka̲goot let me go up 

3s kei ga̲goot let him/her go up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kei gw̲aagoodi yé no way can s/he go up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kei gw̲agoodín s/he would have gone up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kei gútni if/when s/he goes up 

Example(s): 

A ítx kei uwagút. 
She caught up to him. 

Áwé yéi uwagút áwé yú.á. 
It's said he stepped out of the canoe. 

Tlél yeik ̲wugoot. 
S/he didn't come down. 

Áa ash shukaawajáa anax̲ yeik ̲guga̲gut yé; ch'u yeedát áwu á. 
He showed him to where he was coming down; it's still there today. 

Anax ̲yei uwagút. 
She got off there (boat, train, bus, etc.). 

Daak ̲uwagút. 
S/he got out (of the hospital, prison, eg). 

Ch'u yeisú akoo.aagú̲ áyá ká̲akw̲x̲ daak uwagúdi yáx̲ áyú yatee. 
After trying for a while he stepped into a dangerous place. 
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go on foot (singular subject) II 

Theme: P-t~ S-ø-goot~ (ø motion) 
 for (singular) S to arrive at P, go to P (by walking or as general term) 

Naish-Story:  ya-goot 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace át/áx̲/aadé 'arriving at P' in the paradigm below with 

any of the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-t (~x̲~dei) arriving at P, coming to P 

yan (~yax̲~yándei) moving ashore, coming to rest, to a stop, setting down 

P-náx̲ yan (~yax~̲yándei) moving across P, to the other side of P 

neil (~neilx̲~neildéi) moving inside, coming home 

haat (~haax̲~haa(n)déi) coming here 

yóot (~yóox̲~yóodei) going away 

As seen in the paradigm below, forms ending in -x ̲are used in the repetetive 

imperfective; forms ending in -de are used in the progressive imperfective; and 

forms ending in -t / -0(plain) are used elsewhere. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át gú! Go there! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át yigoodík!̲ Don't go there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ eegoodík̲! Don't go there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nx̲agút I am going there 

2s aadé yaa neegút you are going there 

3s aadé yaa nagút s/he is going there 

4 aadé yaa anagút someone is going there 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél aadé yaa nx̲wagút I'm not going there 

2s tlél aadé yaa neegút you're not going there 
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3s tlél aadé yaa unagút s/he's not going there 

4 [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ goot s/he goes there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲waagút I arrived there 

2s át iyagút you arrived there 

3s át uwagút s/he arrived there 

4 át aawagút someone arrived there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲wagoot I didn't arrive there 

2s tlél át yigoot you didn't arrive there 

3s tlél át wugoot s/he didn't arrive there 

4 [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át x̲wagootch I go there (every time) 

2s át eegootch you go there (every time) 

3s át ugootch s/he goes there (every time) 

4 át oogootch someone goes there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át x̲wagootch I haven't arrived there yet 

2s tlél át eegootch you haven't arrived there yet 

3s tlél át ugootch s/he hasn't arrived there yet 

4 [does not occur] 
Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé át wugoodi aa the one who arrived there 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲agóot I will go there 

2s aadé kge̲egóot you will go there 

3s aadé guga̲góot s/he will go there 

4 aadé akgw̲agóot someone will go there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲agoot I won't go there 

2s tlél aadé kge̲egoot you won't go there 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲agoot s/he won't go there 
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4 [does not occur] 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át ka̲goot let me go there 

3s át ga̲goot let him/her go there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át gw̲aagoodi yé no way can s/he get there 

3p tlél aadé át has gw̲aa.aadi yé no way can they get there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át gw̲agoodín s/he would have gone there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át gútni if/when s/he goes there 

Example(s): 

Has du waks̲heeyeet gú! 
Show yourself to them! 

A x̲ánt uwagút. 
He went up to her. 

Tle ash x̲ándei yaa nagúdi teen áwé yéi akaayaká̲, "Ax̲ een na.á". 
As soon as he came by her he said to her, "Come with me". 

Ch'áakwx̲ sateeyí áwé wéináx̲ neil uwagút. 
After a while he came inside. 

Eekn̲áx̲ áwé awsikóo yú anax ̲haat uwagudi yé yú dáakn̲áx̲ yú shaa t'éináx̲. 
He knew how he had come along the shore line through the forest from behind the 

mountain. 

Yóot uwagút héen áyá yaa anas.ín. 
He left, carrying water. 
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go on foot (singular subject) III 

Theme: gági S-ø-goot~ (ø motion) 
 for (singular) S to emerge, walk out into the open 

Naish-Story:  ya-goot 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace gági 'coming out' in the paradigm below with any of 

the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

N yáa coming up to N 

N gu̲nayáa separating from N 

N shukáx' getting ahead of N 

gági emerging, coming out into the open 

dáagi̲ coming out of the water 

héeni going to the sea; going into the water 

gu̲nayéi / gu̲néi starting off, beginning to go 

P-x̲ moving in place at P, trying to move while stuck at P 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gági gú! Come out! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl gági yigoodík!̲ Don't come out! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s gági yaa nx̲agút I am coming out 

2s gági yaa neegút you are coming out 

3s gági yaa nagút s/he is coming out 

4 gági yaa anagút someone is coming out 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél gági yaa nx̲wagút I'm not coming out 

2s tlél gági yaa neegút you're not coming out 

3s tlél gági yaa unagút s/he's not coming out 

4 [does not occur] 
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Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s gági gútx̲ s/he comes out (repeatedly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s gági x̲waagút I came out 

2s gági iyagút you came out 

3s gági uwagút s/he came out 

4 gági aawagút someone came out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél gági x̲wagoot I didn't come out 

2s tlél gági yigoot you didn't come out 

3s tlél gági wugoot s/he didn't come out 

4 [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s gági x̲wagootch I come out (every time) 

2s gági eegootch you come out (every time) 

3s gági ugootch s/he comes out (every time) 

4 gági oogootch someone comes out (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél gági x̲wagootch I haven't come out yet 

2s tlél gági eegootch you haven't come out yet 

3s tlél gági ugootch s/he hasn't come out yet 

4 [does not occur] 
Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé gági wugoodi aa the one who came out 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s gági kkw̲agóot I will come out 

2s gági kge̲egóot you will come out 

3s gági kgw̲agóot s/he will come out 

4 gági akgw̲agóot someone will come out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél gági kkw̲agoot I won't come out 

2s tlél gági kge̲egoot you won't come out 

3s tlél gági kgw̲agoot s/he won't come out 

4 [does not occur] 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gági ka̲goot let me come out 

3s gági ga̲goot let him/her come out 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gági gw̲aagoodi yé no way can s/he come out 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gági gw̲agoodín s/he would have come out 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gági gútni if/when s/he comes out 

Example(s): 

Gágí gútx̲i áwé yatee. 
It is as if s/he keeps coming out. 

Yee tula.eesháani káx̲ áwé gági uwagudi yáx̲. 
As if he came out for your grief. 

Ch'a go̲ot héeni yoo uwagút. 
He went to the sea alone. 

Dák̲dei gu̲nayéi uwagút. 
He started (walking) up. 
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go on foot (singular subject) IX 

Theme: P-x̲ S-ø-goot~ (ga̲ motion) 
 for (singular) S to walk, go (by walking or as a general term) down 

along P 

Naish-Story:  ya-goot 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace yaa 'down' in the paradigm below with any of the 

following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

yaa (deletes before aspect marker yei) moving down 

yaax ̲ getting into canoe, boat, or other vehicle 

P-x̲ moving down along 

héenx̲ moving into the water 

P-náx̲ stopping by P 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Áx̲ yaa ga̲gú! Walk down along it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ yei eegútjik̲! Don't walk down along it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s áx̲ yei nx̲agút I am walking down along it 

2s áx̲ yei neegút you are walking down along it 

3s áx̲ yei nagút s/he is walking down along it 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél áx̲ yei nx̲wagút I'm not walking down along it 

2s tlél áx̲ yei neegút you're not walking down along it 

3s tlél áx̲ yei unagút s/he's not walking down along it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ yei gútch s/he walks down along it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s áx̲ x̲waagoot I walked down along it 

2s áx̲ yeegoot you walked down along it 
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3s áx̲ woogoot s/he walked down along it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ x̲wagoot I didn't walk down along it 

2s tlél áx̲ yigoot you didn't walk down along it 

3s tlél áx̲ woogoot s/he didn't walk down along it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s áx̲ yaa ka̲gútch I walk down along it (every time) 

2s áx̲ yaa ge̲egútch you walk down along it (every time) 

3s áx̲ yaa ga̲gútch s/he walks down along it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél áx̲ yaa kw̲agútch I haven't walked down along it yet 

2s tlél áx̲ yaa ge̲egútch you haven't walked down along it yet 

3s tlél áx̲ yaa gw̲agútch s/he hasn't walked down along it yet 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé áx̲ yaa woogoodi aa the one who walked down along it 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s áx̲ yei kkw̲agóot I will walk down along it 

2s áx̲ yei kge̲egóot you will walk down along it 

3s áx̲ yei guga̲góot s/he will walk down along it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ yei kkw̲agoot I won't walk down along it 

2s tlél áx̲ yei kge̲egoot you won't walk down along it 

3s tlél áx̲ yei guga̲goot s/he won't walk down along it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s áx̲ yaa ga̲aka̲goot let me walk down along it 

3s áx̲ yaa ga̲aga̲goot let him/her walk down along it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé áx̲ yaa gw̲aaga̲agoodi yé no way can s/he walk down along 

it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s áx̲ yaa gw̲aaga̲goodín s/he would have walked down along it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s áx̲ yaa ga̲gútni if/when s/he walks down along it 

Example(s): 

Hú tsú, ga̲a yatee wé x̲'ayaaku̲wdliga̲di aa; ga̲a yatee. Yaax̲ ga̲aga̲goot! 
Her too, it's ok to take the one who broke the taboo; it's ok. Let her come aboard! 
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Tléik', tlél yaax̲ yéi kkw̲agoot! 
No, I won't go aboard! 

Shaa yáx̲ yei nx̲agút. 
I am climbing down along the face of the mountain. 

Ha tsu héenx̲ ga̲gú! 
Now go into the water again! 
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go on foot (singular subject) V 

Theme: N jikaadáx ̲ya-u-S-ø-goot~ (ø motion) 
 for (singular) S to get out of N's way 

Naish-Story:  ya-goot 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace du jikaadáx̲ 'getting out of his/her way' in the 

paradigm below with any of the following adverbs to change the 

direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-x̲ moving circuitously, obliquely along P 

N eetíx̲ 

taking N's place; trading places with N; missing N 

N daax ̲ circling around N 

haandéi moving over this way (toward speaker) 

héidei moving over that way (away from speaker) 

N jikaadáx ̲/ N jikaax ̲ getting out of N's way 

P-náx̲ moving circuitously, obliquely through P 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du jikaadáx̲ woogú! Get out of his/her way! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du jikaadáx̲ yaa eegútjik!̲ Don't get out of his/her way! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s du jikaadáx ̲yaa wunx̲agút I am getting out of his/her way 

2s du jikaadáx ̲yaa wuneegút you are getting out of his/her way 

3s du jikaadáx ̲yaa wunagút s/he is getting out of his/her way 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du jikaadáx ̲yaa gútch s/he gets out of his/her way (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du jikaadáx̲ yax̲waagút I got out of his/her way 
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2s du jikaadáx̲ yiyagút you got out of his/her way 

3s du jikaadáx̲ yaawagút s/he got out of his/her way 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du jikaadáx̲ yaxw̲agoot I didn't get out of his/her way 

2s tlél du jikaadáx̲ yayigoot you didn't get out of his/her way 

3s tlél du jikaadáx̲ yawugoot s/he didn't get out of his/her way 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du jikaadáx̲ yoox̲wagútch I get out of his/her way (every time) 

2s du jikaadáx̲ yeegútch you get out of his/her way (every time) 

3s du jikaadáx̲ woogútch s/he gets out of his/her way (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du jikaadáx̲ yoox̲wagootch I haven't gotten out of his/her way yet 

2s tlél du jikaadáx̲ yeegootch you haven't gotten out of his/her way yet 

3s tlél du jikaadáx̲ woogootch s/he hasn't gotten out of his/her way yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du jikaadáx̲ yakkw̲agóot I will get out of his/her way 

2s du jikaadáx̲ yakge̲egóot you will get out of his/her way 

3s du jikaadáx̲ yakgw̲agóot s/he will get out of his/her way 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du jikaadáx̲ yakkw̲agoot I won't get out of his/her way 

2s tlél du jikaadáx̲ yakge̲egoot you won't get out of his/her way 

3s tlél du jikaadáx̲ yakgw̲agoot s/he won't get out of his/her way 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du jikaadáx̲ yaka̲goot let me get out of his/her way 

3s du jikaadáx̲ yaga̲goot let him/her get out of his/her way 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du jikaadáx̲ yagw̲aagoodi yé no way can s/he get out of 

his/her way 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du jikaadáx̲ wooga̲goodín s/he would have gotten out of his/her way 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du jikaadáx̲ yagútni if/when s/he gets out of his/her way 

Example(s): 

Ch'u tle tláakw áwé k̲a wé áx̲ ayaawa.adi yéix̲ yaa nagút. 
She went quickly and along where people had walked. 

Yeisú áx̲ yaawagút. 
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It had just gone along there. 
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go on foot (singular subject) VI 

Theme: a-ya-u-S-d-goot~ (ø motion) 
 for (singular) S to turn back, go back (by walking or as general term) 

Naish-Story:  a-ya-di-goot 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- turn back, return, retreat, go back 

kei escape, flee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Ayeedagú! Turn back! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ayeedagútx̲ik!̲ Don't turn back! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa ayanax̲dagút I am turning back 

2s yaa ayanidagút you are turning back 

3s yaa awundagút s/he is turning back 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ayadagútx ̲ s/he turns back (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ayax̲wdigút I turned back 

2s ayaydigút you turned back 

3s ayawdigút s/he turned back 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ayaxw̲dagoot I didn't turn back 

2s tlél ayaydagoot you didn't turn back 

3s tlél ayawdagoot s/he didn't turn back 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ayax̲dagútch I turn back (every time) 

2s ayidagútch you turn back (every time) 

3s ayadagútch s/he turns back (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél awoox̲dagootch I haven't turned back yet 
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2s tlél ayeedagootch you haven't turned back yet 

3s tlél awoodagootch s/he hasn't turned back yet 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé ayawdigudi aa the one who turned back 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ayakkw̲adagóot I will turn back 

2s ayakgi̲dagóot you will turn back 

3s ayakgw̲adagóot s/he will turn back 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ayakkw̲adagoot I won't turn back 

2s tlél ayakgi̲dagoot you won't turn back 

3s tlél ayakgw̲adagoot s/he won't turn back 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ayaka̲dagoot let me turn back 

3s ayaxd̲agoot let him/her turn back 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé awuxd̲igoodi yé no way can s/he turn back 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s awux̲dagoodín s/he would have turned back 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ayadagútni if/when s/he turns back 

Example(s): 

Aan ayagux̲dagóot. 
It will go back with it. 

Yáax' áwé has du x̲oo ayawdigút. 
Here's when she turned on them. 
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go on foot (singular subject) VII 

Theme: P-dé S-ø-goot~ (na motion) 
 for (singular) S to walk, go (by walking or as general term) away from 

P 

Naish-Story:  ya-goot 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace aadé 'toward there' in the paradigm below with any of 

the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- moving (along) 

P-t moving around, about P 

P-dé(i) moving toward P 

P-dáx̲ moving away from P 

P-náx̲ moving by way of P 

yux ̲

moving out of house 

P-nák ̲ leaving P behind 

P-ga̲a going to get P 

Notes 

Note that -g̲aa takes the opposite tone of the final syllable of the noun that it 

attaches to. Hence: kanat'ág ̲aa "(going) after blueberries", but shaawg ̲áa "(going) 

after gumboots". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé nagú! Go there! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yigoodík!̲ Don't go there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo eegútgik̲! Don't go there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nx̲agút I am going there 

2s aadé yaa neegút you are going there 

3s aadé yaa nagút s/he is going there 
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Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél aadé yaa nx̲wagút I'm not going there 

2s tlél aadé yaa neegút you're not going there 

3s tlél aadé yaa unagút s/he's not going there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yoo yagútk s/he goes there (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé xw̲aagoot I went there 

2s aadé yeegoot you went there 

3s aadé woogoot s/he went there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xw̲agoot I didn't go there 

2s tlél aadé yigoot you didn't go there 

3s tlél aadé wugoot s/he didn't go there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé nx̲agútch I go there (every time) 

2s aadé neegútch you go there (every time) 

3s aadé nagútch s/he goes there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé nx̲wagútch I haven't gone there yet 

2s tlél aadé neegútch you haven't gone there yet 

3s tlél aadé unagútch s/he hasn't gone there yet 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé aadé wugoodi aa the one who went there 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲agóot I will go there 

2s aadé kge̲egóot you will go there 

3s aadé kgw̲agóot s/he will go there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲agoot I won't go there 

2s tlél aadé kge̲egoot you won't go there 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲agoot s/he won't go there 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé nka̲goot let me go there 

3s aadé nga̲goot let her/him go there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé ngw̲aagoodi yé 

3p no way can they go there  

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé ngw̲agoodín s/he would have gone there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé nagútni if/when sh/e goes there 

Example(s): 

Wé du kéek' kw̲á tle ash nák̲ woogoot. 
But her sister had already left her. 

Geesh daax ̲woogoodi yéil áyá. 
It's Raven who walked along the bull kelp. 

Ch'u tle tláakw áwé k̲a wé áx̲ ayaawa.adi yéix̲ yaa nagút. 
She went quickly and along where people had walked. 

Ash ítx ̲yaa nagút. 
She 's walking behind her. 

A áyá a k'wát'i áyá tle a tóonáx̲ yóot wugoodí áyá; tle awsineix̲ yá shaatk'átsk'ooch. 
It was when it came out of its egg this little girl saved it. 

Aagá̲a áwé tsá yá gáanax̲ áwé a ko̲owú x̲'é áwé áa yux̲ woogoot wé shaawát. 
That's when the woman finally went out to the entrance of the den. 

Yux̲ yaa kkw̲agóot du jiyeex'. 
I will go out to him. 

Ax̲ dachx̲ánk' ax̲ nák ̲wugoodí x̲at galtíshch. 
I get lonely every time my grandchild leaves me. 
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go on foot (singular subject) VIII 

Theme: ku̲t S-ø-goot~ (ga motion) 
 for (singular) S to get lost (on foot) 

Naish-Story:  ya-goot 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- taking off, starting off 

P-dáx̲ taking off from P; starting off from P 

ku̲t going astray, getting lost 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ku̲t kei eegútjik!̲ Don't get lost! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s ku̲t kei nx̲agút I am getting lost 

2s ku̲t kei neegút you are getting lost 

3s ku̲t kei nagút s/he is getting lost 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ku̲t kei gútch s/he gets lost (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ku̲t x̲waagoot I got lost 

2s ku̲t yeegoot you got lost 

3s ku̲t woogoot s/he got lost 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t x̲wagoot I didn't get lost 

2s tlél ku̲t yigoot you didn't get lost 

3s tlél ku̲t wugoot s/he didn't get lost 
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Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ku̲t gax̲agútch I get lost (every time) 

2s ku̲t geegútch you get lost (every time) 

3s ku̲t gagútch s/he gets lost (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ku̲t goox̲agútch I haven't gotten lost yet 

2s tlél ku̲t geegútch you haven't gotten lost yet 

3s tlél ku̲t googútch s/he hasn't gotten lost yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ku̲t kei kkw̲agóot I will get lost 

2s ku̲t kei kge̲egóot you will get lost 

3s ku̲t kei kgw̲agóot s/he will get lost 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t kei kkw̲agoot I won't get lost 

2s tlél ku̲t kei kge̲egoot you won't get lost 

3s tlél ku̲t kei kgw̲agoot s/he won't get lost 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ku̲t gaka̲goot let me get lost 

3s ku̲t gaga̲goot let him/her get lost 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ku̲t gagw̲aagoodi yé no way can s/he get lost 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ku̲t gagw̲agoodín s/he would have gotten lost 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲t gagútni if/when s/he gets lost 

Example(s): 

Ch'a tle yóox̲ áwé kei nagút. 
He was approaching up there. 

A wánx̲ áwé yaa gagútch wé kaxéel' tin. 
S/he walks on the edge of trouble. 

A ítx ̲kei gútch. 
She catches up to him. 
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go out (of fire, light) 

Theme: ya-ka-l-kées'~ (ø event) 
 for a fire, light to go out 

Naish-Story:  ya-ka-li-kees' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa yakanalkís' it's starting to go out 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yaklakís'x̲ it goes out (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yakawlikís' it went out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yakawulkées' it didn't go out 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yakoolkées'ch it goes out (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yakoolkís'ch it hasn't gone out yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yakagux̲lakées' it will go out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yakagux̲lakées' it won't go out 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s (ch'a) yakax̲lakées' (dé) (just) let it go out (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yakux̲likées'i yé no way can it go out 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yakux̲lakées'in it would have gone out 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yaklakís'ni if/when it goes out 
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go out, low (of tide) 

Theme: yan~ ø-laa~ (ø motion) 
 for the tide to go out, be low 

Naish-Story:  ya-laa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yánde yaa naléin the tide is going out 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yax̲ laa the tide goes out (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yan uwaláa the tide is low 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yan wulá the tide isn't low 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yan uláaych the tide goes out (every day) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yan uláaych the tide hasn't gone out yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yánde kgw̲aláa the tide will go out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yánde kgw̲alaa the tide won't 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yan léini if/when the tide is low 

Example(s): 

Yan wulaayí tsá gaxt̲ulax'óol' laak'̲ásk'. 
When the tide goes out we'll gather seaweed. 
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good (of weather) 

Theme: ku̲-ø-k'ei~ (ga̲ state) 
 for the weather to be good 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-ya-k'ei 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ku̲wak'éi the weather is good 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ko̲ok'é the weather isn't good 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ku̲k'éi nooch the weather is always good 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yei ku̲nak'éin the weather is becoming good 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei ku̲k'éich the weather becomes good (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ku̲k'éiyin the weather used to be good 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ko̲ok'éiyin the weather didn't used to be good 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ko̲owak'ei the weather became good 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲wuk'ei the weather wasn't good 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ku̲ga̲k'éich the weather becomes good (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ko̲oga̲k'éich the weather hasn't become good yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yei ku̲kgw̲ak'éi the weather will become good 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yei ku̲kgw̲ak'ei the weather won't be(come) good 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ku̲ga̲aga̲k'ei let the weather be good 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ko̲oga̲aga̲ak'eiyi yé no way can the weather be good 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ko̲oga̲aga̲k'eiyín the weather would have been nice 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲ga̲k'éini if/when the weather is nice 
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good, fine, pretty 

Theme: O-ø-k'éi (ga state) 
 for O to be good, fine, pretty 

Naish-Story:  ya-k'ei 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Igak'éi! Be good! 

2p Yee gak'éi! You all be good! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eek'eiyík!̲ Don't be good! 

2p Líl yee k'eiyík!̲ Don't you all be good! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at yak'éi I'm good 

2s iyak'éi you're good 

3s yak'éi he/she/it is good 

1p haa yak'éi we're good 

2p yee yak'éi you all are good 

3p has yak'éi they're good 

4 ku̲yak'éi / ku̲wak'éi people are good 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at uk'é I'm not good 

2s tlél eek'é you're not good 

3s tlél uk'é he/she/it is not good 

1p tlél haa uk'é we're not good 

2p tlél yee uk'é you all are not good 

3p tlél has uk'é they're not good 

4 tlél ko̲ok'é people are not good 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s yak'éi nooch he/she/it is always good 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei x̲at nak'éin I'm getting better 

2s kei inak'éin you're getting better 

3s kei nak'éin he/she/it is getting better 

1p kei haa nak'éin we are getting better 

2p kei yee nak'éin you all are getting better 
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3p kei has nak'éin they are getting better 

4 kei ku̲nak'éin people are getting better 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei k'éich he/she/it gets better (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s k'éiyin he/she/it used to be good 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ook'éiyin he/she/it didn't used to be good 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé yak'éiyi aa the good one 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wook'éi I was good; I got better 

2s iwook'éi you were good; you got better 

3s wook'éi he/she/it was good; he/she/it got better 

1p haa wook'éi we were good; we got better 

2p yee wook'éi you all were good; you all got better 

3p has wook'éi they were good; they got better 

4 ko̲owook'éi people were good; people got better 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wuk'éi I wasn't good; I didn't get better 

2s tlél iwuk'éi you weren't good; you didn't get better 

3s tlél wuk'éi he/she/it wasn't good; he/she/it didn't get better 

1p tlél haa wuk'éi we weren't good; we didn't get better 

2p tlél yee wuk'éi you all weren't good; you all didn't get better 

3p tlél has wuk'éi they weren't good; they didn't get better 

4 tlél ku̲wuk'éi nobody was good; nobody got better 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at gak'éich I get better (every time) 

2s igak'éich you get better (every time) 

3s gak'éich he/she/it gets better (every time) 

1p haa gak'éich we get better (every time) 

2p yee gak'éich you all get better (every time) 

3p has gak'éich they get better (every time) 

4 ku̲gak'éich people get better (every time) 
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Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at gook'éich I haven't gotten better yet 

2s tlél igook'éich you haven't gotten better yet 

3s tlél gook'éich he/she/it hasn't gotten better yet 

1p tlél haa gook'éich we haven't gotten better yet 

2p tlél yee gook'éich you all haven't gotten better yet 

3p tlél has gook'éich they haven't gotten better yet 

4 tlél ku̲gook'éich nobody has gotten better yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at guga̲k'éi I will be good; I will get better 

2s kei ikgw̲ak'éi you will be good; you will get better 

3s kei kgw̲ak'éi he/she/it will be good; he/she/it will get better 

1p kei haa kgw̲ak'éi we will be good; we will get better 

2p kei yee kgw̲ak'éi you all will be good; you all will get better 

3p kei has guga̲k'éi they will be good; they will get better 

4 kei ku̲kgw̲ak'éi people will be good; people will get better 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at guga̲k'éi I won't be good; I won't get better 

2s tlél kei ikgw̲ak'éi you won't be good; you won't get better 

3s tlél kei kgw̲ak'éi he/she/it won't be good; he/she/it won't get better 

1p tlél kei haa kgw̲ak'éi we won't be good; we won't get better 

2p tlél kei yee kgw̲ak'éi you all won't be good; you all won't get better 

3p tlél kei has guga̲k'éi they won't be good; they won't get better 

4 tlél kei ku̲kgw̲ak'éi nobody will be good; nobody will get better 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at gaga̲k'éi let me be good 

3s gaga̲k'éi let him/her/it be good 

1p haa kga̲k'éi let us be good 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲aak'éiyi yé no way can he/she/it be good 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s guga̲k'éiyin he/she/it would have been good 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gak'éini if/when he/she/it is good 
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grateful, thankful, satisfied 

Theme: sh tóoga̲a O-d-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for O to be grateful, thankful, satisfied 

Naish-Story:  sh tóo + gá̲a + di-tee 

Notes 

Use yís to indicate thankfulness for something. For example: Ax ̲ t'aakx'í yís sh tug ̲áa 

x̲at ditee. "I am grateful/thankful for/to my family." Note that yís translates as both 

"(grateful) for" and "(grateful) to", even though these aren't the same thing. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sh tóoga̲a indatí! Be grateful! 

2p Sh tóoga̲a yee ndatí! You all be grateful! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s sh tóoga̲a ditee s/he is grateful 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s sh tóoga̲a yoo diteek s/he is grateful (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s sh tóoga̲a wditee s/he was grateful 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél sh tóoga̲a wdatee s/he wasn't grateful 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s sh tóoga̲a ndateech s/he is grateful (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s sh tóoga̲a gux̲datée s/he will be grateful 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél sh tóoga̲a gux̲datee s/he won't be grateful 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s sh tóoga̲a naxd̲atee let him/her be grateful 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s sh tóoga̲a nax̲dateeyín s/he would have been grateful 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s sh tóoga̲a nadatéeni if/when s/he is grateful 
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Example(s): 

Sh tóoga̲a x̲at ditee woochx̲án yéi haa wdateeyí. 
I am grateful that we are together. 
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grow it (plant); turn it on (hose) 

Theme: O-ka-S-s-.aa~ (na act) 
 for S to cause O (plant) to grow; for S to turn on O (hose), cause O to 

flow 

Naish-Story:  ka-si-.aa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kanas.á! Grow it! 

2p Kanaysa.á! You all grow it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keesa.éix̲ik!̲ Don't grow it! 

2p Líl kaysa.éix̲ik!̲ Don't you all grow it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s aksa.éix̲ s/he grows it; s/he's growing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél akoos.éix̲ s/he doesn't grow it; s/he isn't growing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo aksi.éik s/he grows it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akawsi.aa s/he grew it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawus.aa s/he didn't grow it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akanas.éich s/he grows it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akoonas.éich s/he hasn't grown it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akaguxs̲a.áa s/he will grow it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akaguxs̲a.aa s/he won't grow it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akanaxs̲a.aa let him/her grow it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akunaxs̲i.aayi yé no way can s/he grow it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akunaxs̲a.aayín s/he would have grown it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akanas.éini if/when s/he grows it 
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grow up (in size, maturity) 

Theme: O-ø-wáat~ (ø event) 
 for O to grow up (size and maturity) (esp. of human and animal) 

Naish-Story:  ya-waat 
Notes 

Note that the kei in: kei uwawát 'he/she/it grew up' is optional, and therefore is not 

given in the Leer-Edwards theme above. However, speakers generally prefer to use 

the verb with kei. Note also that some of the forms sound strange out of context and 

require an accompanying phrase. For example: Tlél Sheet'káx' kei kg ̲wawáat "S/he 

isn't going to grow up in Sitka." 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei x̲at nawát I'm growing up 

3s kei nawát he/she/it is growing up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kei x̲at uwawát I grew up 

3s kei uwawát he/she/it grew up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at wuwáat I didn't grow up 

3s tlél kei wuwáat he/she/it didn't grow up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kei x̲at uwáatch I haven't grown up yet 

3s tlél kei uwáatch he/she/it hasn't grown up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at guga̲wáat I will grow up 

3s kei kgw̲awáat he/she/it will grow up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at guga̲wáat I won't grow up 

3s tlél kei kgw̲awáat he/she/it won't grow up 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kei x̲at ga̲wáat let me grow up 

3s kei ga̲wáat let him/her/it grow up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kei x̲at gw̲aawáadi yé no way can I grow up 

3s tlél aadé kei gw̲aawáadi yé no way can he/she/it grow up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kei x̲at gw̲awáadin I would have grown up 

3s kei gw̲awáadin he/she/it would have grown up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kei x̲at wátni if/when I grow up 

3s kei wátni if/when he/she/it grows up 
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grow (of plant) 

Theme: ka-s-.aa~ (na act) 
 for a plant to grow 

Naish-Story:  ka-si-.aa 

Notes 

In classical Tlingit, this verb meant specifically for a plant with a long stalk to grow 

(the length of the plant indicated by the s- classifier), however this meaning has 

been lost for most current speakers, and now just means for a plant in general to 

grow. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s kasa.éix̲ it grows; it's growing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél koos.éix̲ it doesn't grow; it's not growing 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei kanas.éin it's growing 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ksi.éik it grows (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawsi.aa it grew 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawus.aa it didn't grow 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s kanas.éich it grows (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél koonas.éich it hasn't grown yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kagux̲sa.áa it will grow 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kaguxs̲a.aa it won't grow 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s kanaxs̲a.aa let it grow 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kunaxs̲i.aayi yé no way can it grow 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kunax̲sa.aayín it would have grown 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kanas.éini if/when it grows 
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grow (of plant); flow, pour forth (of water) 

Theme: ka-ø-.aa~ (na act) 
 for a plant to grow; for a stream of water to flow, pour forth 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-.aa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ka.éix̲ it grows; it's growing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél koo.éix̲ it doesn't grow; it's not growing 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa kana.éin it's growing 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo kaya.éik it grows (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kaawa.aa it grew 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawu.aa it didn't grow 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s kana.éich it grows (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél koona.éich it hasn't grown yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kakgw̲a.áa it will grow 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kakgw̲a.aa it won't grow 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s kanga̲.aa let it grow 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé koonga̲a.aayi yé no way can it grow 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s koonga̲.aayín it would have grown 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kana.éini if/when it grows 
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growl, gurgle (of stomach) 

Theme: ka-s-tóox̲' (ø act) 
 for the stomach to growl, gurgle 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s du x̲'óol' kastóox̲' his/her stomach is growling 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél du x̲'óol' koostóox̲' his/her stomach isn't growling 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s du x̲'óol' kastóox̲' nooch his/her stomach always growls 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du x̲'óol' kastúx'̲ni if/when his/her stomach growls 
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hairy 

Theme: N daa-d-s-x̲áaw (ga state) 
 for N to have a hairy body 

Naish-Story:  daa-dzi-x̲aaw 

Notes 

Note that the posessive pronoun is used with this verb when talking about a person. 

For example: du daadzix̲áaw 's/he is hairy'; ax ̲ daadzix ̲áaw 'I am hairy'. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s daadzix̲áaw it is hairy 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél daa.usx̲áaw it isn't hairy 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei isx̲áawch it gets hairy (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kgw̲asx̲áaw it will be hairy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kgw̲asx̲áaw it won't be hairy 
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hang it up there (esp. to dry) 

Theme: P-x̲ O-sha-ya-S-ø-teeʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for S to hang up O at P (esp. to dry) 

Naish-Story:  A- + sha-ya-ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Áx̲ shayatí! Hang it there! 

2p Áx̲ shayaytí! You all hang it there! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ shayitéek!̲ Don't hang it there! 

2p Líl áx̲ shayeeytéek̲! Don't you all hang it there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ ashayateex̲ s/he hangs it there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s áx̲ shayax̲waatée I hung it there 

3s áx̲ ashayaawatée s/he hung it there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ shayax̲watí I didn't hang it there 

3s tlél áx̲ ashayawutí s/he didn't hang it there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s áx̲ shayoox̲atéeych I hang it there (every time) 

3s áx̲ ashawootéeych s/he hangs it there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél áx̲ shayoox̲atéeych I haven't hung it there yet 

3s tlél áx̲ ashawootéeych s/he hasn't hung it there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s áx̲ shayakkw̲atée I will hang it there 

3s áx̲ ashayakgw̲atée s/he will hang it there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ shayakkw̲atee I won't hang it there 

3s tlél áx̲ ashayakgw̲atee s/he won't hang it there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s áx̲ shayaka̲tee let me hang it there 

3s áx̲ ashayaga̲tee let him/her hang it there 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé áx̲ ashayooga̲ateeyi yé no way can s/he hang it there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s áx̲ ashayooga̲teeyín s/he would have hung it there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s áx̲ ashayatéeni if/when s/he hangs it there 
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happen 

Theme: (yéi) at ø-neiʰ (na event) 
 for something to happen 

Naish-Story:  A + ya-nee 

Variants: -neeʰ~ (An) 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yéi at yaneik that's what happens (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yéi at woonei that's what happened 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi at wunei that didn't happen 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yéi at naneich that's what happens (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yéi at unaneich that hasn't happened yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi at guga̲nei that will happen 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi at guga̲nei that won't happen 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yéi at naga̲nei let it happen 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi at nagw̲aaneiyi yé no way can that happen 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s nagw̲aneiyín that would have happened 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi at naneiní if/when that happens 
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happen, occur to him/her/it 

Theme: (yéi) O-ø-neiʰ (na event) 
 for (that) to happen, occur to O 

Naish-Story:  A + ya-nee 

Variants: (yéi) O-ø-neeʰ (na event) 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yéi yaa x̲at nanein that's happening to me 

3s yéi yaa nanein that's happening to him/her/it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yéi yoo x̲at yaneik that happens to me (regularly) 

3s yéi yoo yaneik that happens to him/her/it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yéi x̲at woonei that happened to me 

3s yéi woonei that happened to him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲at wunei that didn't happen to me 

3s tlél yéi wunei that didn't happen to him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yéi x̲at naneich that happens to me (every time) 

3s yéi naneich that happens to him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yéi x̲at unaneich that hasn't happened to me yet 

3s tlél yéi unaneich that hasn't happened to him/her/it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi x̲at guga̲nei that will happen to me 

3s yéi kgw̲anei that will happen to him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲at guga̲nei that won't happen to me 

3s tlél yéi kgw̲anei that won't happen to him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yéi x̲at naga̲nei let that happen to me 

3s yéi nga̲nei let that happen to him/her/it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yéi x̲at nagw̲aaneiyi yé no way can that happen to me 

3s tlél aadé yéi ngw̲aaneiyi yé no way can that happen to him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yéi x̲at nagw̲aneiyín that would have happened to me 

3s yéi ngw̲aneiyín that would have happened to him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yéi x̲at naneiní if/when that happens to me 

3s yéi naneiní if/when that happens to him/her/it 

Example(s): 

Ch'áagu sh kalneegí yáx̲ yaa at nanein. 
What was told long ago is now coming to pass. 

Aadéi tuwajeeyí yáx̲ áwé yaa at nanein. 
As we predicted, it's coming to pass. 

Tlél ka̲a x̲'éit wus.aax ̲- ách áwé yéi woonei. 
He didn't listen to anyone, that's why that happened to him. 
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happen, occur, take place 

Theme: ya-ø-xeex~ (na event) 
 for something to take place, occur, happen 

Naish-Story:  ya-ya-xeex 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa yanaxíx it's happening 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo yaxíxk it happens (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yaawaxeex it happened 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yawuxeex it didn't happen 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yanaxíxch it happens (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yoonaxíxch it hasn't happened yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yakgw̲axéex it will happen 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yakgw̲axeex it won't happen 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yanga̲xeex let it happen 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yangw̲aaxeexi yé no way can it happen 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yangw̲axeexín it would have happened 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yanaxíxni if/when it happens 
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happy, glad 

Theme: N toowú s-góo (ga state) 
 for N to be happy, glad 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a toowoo + si-goo 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s I toowú ksagóo! Be happy! 

2p Yee toowú ksagóo! You all be happy! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ax̲ toowú sigóo I am happy 

3s du toowú sigóo s/he is happy 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ tooshgú I am not happy 

3s tlél du tooshgú s/he isn't happy 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s du toowú sagóo nooch s/he is always happy 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du toowú kei sagóoch s/he gets happy (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s du toowú sagóowun s/he used to be happy 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲ toowú wsigóo I became happy 

3s du toowú wsigóo s/he became happy 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ toowú wushgóo I wasn't happy 

3s tlél du toowú wushgóo s/he wasn't happy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ax̲ toowú ksagwéich I get happy (every time) 

3s du toowú ksagwéich s/he gets happy (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ax̲ toowú kei gux̲sagóo I will be happy 

3s du toowú kei gux̲sagóo s/he will be happy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ toowú kei gux̲sagóo I won't be happy 

3s tlél du toowú kei gux̲sagóo s/he won't be happy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ax̲ toowú gax̲sagóo let me be happy 

3s du toowú gax̲sagóo let him/her be happy 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du toowú gax̲sagóowun s/he would have been happy 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du toowú ksagwéini if/when s/he's happy 
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happy, glad, feel fine 

Theme: N toowú ø-k'éi (ga state) 
 for N to be glad, happy, feel fine 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a toowoo + ya-k'ei 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s du toowú yak'éi s/he is happy 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél du toowú uk'é s/he isn't happy 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du toowú kei k'éich s/he gets happy (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s du toowú wook'éi s/he was happy 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél du toowú wuk'éi s/he wasn't happy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s du toowú gak'éich s/he gets happy (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél du toowú gook'éich s/he hasn't felt better yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s du toowú kei kgw̲ak'éi s/he will be happy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél du toowú kei kgw̲ak'éi s/he won't be happy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s du toowú gaga̲k'éi let him/her be happy 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du toowú kgw̲aak'éiyi yé no way can s/he be happy 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du toowú guga̲k'éiyin s/he would have been happy 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du toowú gak'éini if/when s/he is happy 
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hate him/her/it 

Theme: O-S-sh-k'aan~ (ga state) 
 for S to hate O 

Naish-Story:  shi-k'aan 

Notes 

This is the only known stative verb with ga- conjugation prefix and a variable stem. 

All other stative verbs with ga- conjugation prefix have invariable stems. 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl ishak'aaník!̲ Don't hate him/her/it! 

2p Líl yishak'aaník!̲ Don't you all hate him/her it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲ashik'áan I hate him/her/it 

2s ishik'áan you hate him/her/it 

3s ashik'áan s/he hates him/her/it 

1p tushik'áan we hate him/her/it 

2p yishik'áan you all hate him/her/it 

3p has shik'áan they hate him/her/it 

4 dujik'aan people hate him/her/it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ux̲shak'aan I don't hate him/her/it 

2s tlél ishak'aan you don't hate him/her/it 

3s tlél ooshk'aan s/he doesn't hate him/her/it 

1p tlél tushak'aan we don't hate him/her/it 

2p tlél yishak'aan you all don't hate him/her/it 

3p tlél has ooshk'aan they don't hate him/her/it 

4 tlél dushk'aan nobody hates him/her/it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei nax̲shak'án I am beginning to hate him/her/it 

2s kei nishak'án you are beginning to hate him/her/it 

3s kei anashk'án s/he is beginning to hate him/her/it 

1p kei ntushak'án we are beginning to hate him/her/it 

2p kei nayshak'án you all are beginning to hate him/her/it 

3p kei has anashk'án they are beginning to hate him/her/it 

4 kei ndushk'án people are beginning to hate him/her/it 
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Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé ashik'aani aa the one who hates him/her/it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲washik'aan I hated him/her/it 

2s yishik'aan you hated him/her/it 

3s awshik'aan s/he hated him/her/it 

1p wutushik'aan we hated him/her/it 

2p yeeyshik'aan you all hated him/her/it 

3p has awshik'aan they hated him/her/it 

4 wudujik'aan people hated him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲washak'aan I didn't hate him/her/it 

2s tlél yishak'aan you didn't hate him/her/it 

3s tlél awushk'aan s/he didn't hate him/her/it 

1p tlél wutushak'aan we didn't hate him/her/it 

2p tlél yeeyshak'aan you all didn't hate him/her/it 

3p tlél has awushk'aan they didn't hate him/her/it 

4 tlél wudushk'aan nobody hates him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲ashak'áan I will hate him/her/it 

2s kei kgi̲shak'áan you will hate him/her/it 

3s kei agux̲shak'áan s/he will hate him/her/it 

1p kei gax̲tushak'áan we will hate him/her/it 

2p kei gax̲yishak'áan you all will hate him/her/it 

3p kei (ha)s agux̲shak'áan they will hate him/her/it 

4 kei gax̲dushk'áan someone will hate him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲ashak'aan I won't hate him/her/it 

2s tlél kei kgi̲shak'aan you won't hate him/her/it 
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3s tlél kei agux̲shak'aan s/he won't hate him/her/it 

1p tlél kei gax̲tushak'aan we won't hate him/her/it 

2p tlél kei gax̲yishak'aan you all won't hate him/her/it 

3p tlél kei (ha)s agux̲shak'aan they won't hate him/her/it 

4 tlél kei gax̲dushk'aan nobody will hate him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akshak'ánni if/when s/he hates him/her/it 
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have a turn 

Theme: N ée-t~ k̲u-ø-haa~ (ø motion) 
 for N to have a turn 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-ya-haa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s ax̲ eedé yaa ku̲nahéin my turn is coming up 

2s i eedé yaa ku̲nahéin your turn is coming up 

3s du eedé yaa ku̲nahéin his/her turn is coming up 

1p haa eedé yaa ku̲nahéin our turn is coming up 

2p yee eedé yaa ku̲nahéin your (plural) turn is coming up 

3p has du eedé yaa ku̲nahéin their turn is coming up 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du éex̲ koohaa s/he gets a turn (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲ éet ku̲waháa it's my turn 

2s i éet ku̲waháa it's your turn 

3s du éet ku̲waháa it's his/her turn 

1p haa éet ku̲waháa it's our turn 

2p yee éet ku̲waháa it's your (plural) turn 

3p has du éet ku̲waháa it's their turn 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ éet ku̲wuhá I didn't get a turn 

2s tlél i éet ku̲wuhá you didn't get a turn 

3s tlél du éet ku̲wuhá s/he didn't get a turn 

1p tlél haa éet ku̲wuhá we didn't get a turn 

2p tlél yee éet ku̲wuhá you all didn't get a turn 

3p tlél has du éet ku̲wuhá they didn't get a turn 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ax̲ éet ko̲oháaych I get a turn (every time) 

2s i éet ko̲oháaych you get a turn (every time) 
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3s du éet ko̲oháaych s/he gets a turn (every time) 

1p haa éet ko̲oháaych we get a turn (every time) 

2p yee éet ko̲oháaych you all get a turn (every time) 

3p has du éet ko̲oháaych they get a turn (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ax̲ éet ko̲oháaych it's not my turn yet 

2s tlél i éet ko̲oháaych it's not your turn yet 

3s tlél du éet ko̲oháaych it's not his/her turn yet 

1p tlél haa éet ko̲oháaych it's not our turn yet 

2p tlél yee éet ko̲oháaych it's not your (plural) turn yet 

3p tlél has du éet ko̲oháaych it's not their turn yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ax̲ eedé ku̲kgw̲aháa I will get a turn 

2s i eedé ku̲kgw̲aháa you will get a turn 

3s du eedé ku̲kgw̲aháa s/he will get a turn 

1p haa eedé ku̲kgw̲aháa we will get a turn 

2p yee eedé ku̲kgw̲aháa you all will get a turn 

3p has du eedé ku̲kgw̲aháa they will get a turn 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ eedé ku̲kgw̲ahaa I won't get a turn 

2s tlél i eedé ku̲kgw̲ahaa you won't get a turn 

3s tlél du eedé ku̲kgw̲ahaa s/he won't get a turn 

1p tlél haa eedé ku̲kgw̲ahaa we won't get a turn 

2p tlél yee eedé ku̲kgw̲ahaa you all won't get a turn 

3p tlél has du eedé ku̲kgw̲ahaa they won't get a turn 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ax̲ éet ku̲ga̲haa let me have a turn 

3s du éet ku̲ga̲haa let him/her have a turn 

1p haa éet ku̲ga̲haa let us have a turn 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du éet ku̲gw̲aahaayi yé no way can s/he have a turn 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du éet ku̲ga̲haayín s/he would have had a turn 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du éet ku̲héinni if/when it's his/her turn 
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hear him/her/it (usually voice) 

Theme: sa-S-ø-.aax~̲ (ø event) 
 for S to hear O (a voice, esp. singing) 

Naish-Story:  sa-ya-.aax ̲

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s sax̲aa.áx̲ch I hear a voice (regularly) 

3s asaya.áx̲ch s/he hears a voice (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s sax̲waa.áx̲ I heard a voice 

3s aseiwa.áx̲ s/he heard a voice 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél saxw̲a.aax ̲I didn't hear a voice 

3s tlél asawu.aax ̲s/he didn't hear a voice 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s sax̲wa.áx̲ch I hear a voice (every time) 

3s asei.áx̲ch s/he hears a voice (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél seix̲wa.aaxc̲h I haven't heard a voice yet 

3s tlél asei.aax̲ch s/he hasn't heard a voice yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s sakkw̲a.áax̲ I will hear a voice 

3s asakgw̲a.áax̲ s/he will hear a voice 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél sakkw̲a.aax ̲ I won't hear a voice 

3s tlél asakgw̲a.aax ̲ s/he won't hear a voice 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s saka̲.aax ̲ let me hear a voice 

3s asaga̲.aax̲ let him/her hear a voice 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé seikw̲aa.aaxi̲ yé no way can I hear a voice 

3s tlél aadé aseigw̲aa.aaxi̲ yé no way can s/he hear a voice 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s seikw̲a.aax̲ín I would have heard a voice 
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3s aseigw̲a.aaxí̲n s/he would have heard a voice 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s sax̲a.áx̲ni if/when I hear a voice 

3s asa.áx̲ni if/when s/he hears a voice 

Example(s): 

Tlél iseix̲a.áx̲ch. 
I can't hear you. 

Núkt sax̲wa.áx̲. 
I heard a grouse. 
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hear it 

Theme: O-S-ø-.aax~̲ (ø event) 
 for S to hear O 

Naish-Story:  ya-.aax ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s .Áx̲! Hear it! 

2p Yi.áx̲! You all hear it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s [does not occur - see aya.áx̲ch] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur - see aya.áx̲ch] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲a.áx̲ I'm hearing it (strange sounds, e.g.) 

3s a.áx̲ s/he's hearing it (strange sounds, e.g.) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waa.áx̲ I heard it 

2s iya.áx̲ you heard it 

3s aawa.áx̲ s/he heard it 

1p wutuwa.áx̲ we heard it 

2p yeey.áx̲ you all heard it 

3p has aawa.áx̲ they heard it 

4 wuduwa.áx̲ it was heard 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wa.aax ̲ I didn't hear it 

2s tlél yi.aax ̲ you didn't hear it 

3s tlél awu.aax ̲ s/he didn't hear it 

1p tlél wutoo.aax ̲we didn't hear it 

2p tlél yeey.aax ̲ you all didn't hear it 

3p tlél has awu.aax ̲ they didn't hear it 

4 tlél wudu.aax ̲ it wasn't heard 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲waa.aaxc̲h I hear it (every time) 

2s iya.aaxc̲h you hear it (every time) 

3s oo.aaxc̲h s/he hears it (every time) 
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1p tuwa.aaxc̲h we hear it (every time) 

2p yeey.áx̲ch you all hear it (every time) 

3p has oo.aaxc̲h they hear it (every time) 

4 duwa.aaxc̲h it can be heard (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wa.aaxc̲h I haven't heard it yet 

2s tlél ee.aaxc̲h you haven't heard it yet 

3s tlél oo.aaxc̲h s/he hasn't heard it yet 

1p tlél too.aaxc̲h we haven't heard it yet 

2p tlél yi.aaxc̲h you all haven't heard it yet 

3p tlél has oo.aaxc̲h they haven't heard it yet 

4 tlél du.aaxc̲h it hasn't been heard it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲.áax̲ I will hear it 

2s gage̲e.áax̲ you will hear it 

3s akgw̲a.áax̲ s/he will hear it 

1p gax̲too.áax̲ we will hear it 

2p gax̲yi.áax̲ you all will hear it 

3p has akgw̲a.áax̲ they will hear it 

4 gax̲du.áax̲ it will be heard 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲.aax ̲ I won't hear it 

2s tlél gage̲e.aax ̲ you won't hear it 

3s tlél akgw̲a.aax ̲s/he won't hear it 

1p tlél gaxt̲oo.aax ̲we won't hear it 

2p tlél gaxy̲i.aax ̲ you all won't hear it 

3p tlél has akgw̲a.aax̲ they won't hear it 

4 tlél gaxd̲u.aax̲ it won't be heard 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲.aax ̲ let me hear it 

3s aga̲.aax ̲ let him/her hear it 

1p ga̲too.aax̲ let us hear it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kw̲aa.aaxi̲ yé no way can I hear it 
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3s tlél aadé ooga̲a.aaxi̲ yé no way can s/he hear it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kw̲a.aax̲ín I would have heard it 

3s ooga̲.aax̲ín s/he would have heard it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲a.áx̲ni if/when I hear it 

3s a.áx̲ni if/when s/he hears it 

Example(s): 

Ts'ootaatx' shakkw̲adanóok ch'a l Yéil du.aax̲jí. 
I'm going to get up in the morning before Raven is heard. 

K̲wa.aax̲ín wé washéen ku̲ yaa kanajúx. 
I would have heard it, but that machine is running. 
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hear it (be able to hear it) 

Theme: O-S-ø-.áx̲ch (ga state) 
 for S to be able to hear O 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

For the forms that do not occur with this verb, see the ø- conjugation eventive verb 

aawa.áx ̲ 's/he heard it', which occurs in all modes except the imperfective. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl ee.áx̲jik̲! Don't hear it! 

2p Líl yi.áx̲jik!̲ Don't you all hear it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲aa.áx̲ch I can hear it 

2s iya.áx̲ch you can hear it 

3s aya.áx̲ch s/he can hear it 

1p tuwa.áx̲ch we can hear it 

2p yeey.áx̲ch you all can hear it 

3p has aya.áx̲ch they can hear it 

4 duwa.áx̲ch it can be heard 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wa.áx̲ch I can't hear it 

2s tlél ee.áx̲ch you can't hear it 

3s tlél oo.áx̲ch s/he can't hear it 

1p tlél too.áx̲ch we can't hear it 

2p tlél yi.áx̲ch you all can't hear it 

3p tlél has oo.áx̲ch they can't hear it 

4 tlél du.áx̲ch it can't be heard 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s a.áx̲jin s/he used to hear it 
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Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél oo.áx̲jin s/he didn't used to hear it 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé aya.áx̲chi aa the one who hears it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur - see aawa.áx̲] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲a.áx̲ch I will be able to hear it 

2s kei kge̲e.áx̲ch you will be able to hear it 

3s kei akgw̲a.áx̲ch s/he will be able to hear it 

1p kei gax̲too.áx̲ch we will be able to hear it 

2p kei gax̲yi.áx̲ch you all will be able to hear it 

3p kei (ha)s akgw̲a.áx̲ch they will be able to hear it 

4 kei gax̲du.áx̲ch someone will be able to hear it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲a.áx̲ch I won't be able to hear it 

2s tlél kei kge̲e.áx̲ch you won't be able to hear it 

3s tlél kei akgw̲a.áx̲ch s/he won't be able to hear it 

1p tlél kei gax̲too.áx̲ch we won't be able to hear it 

2p tlél kei gax̲yi.áx̲ch you all won't be able to hear it 

3p tlél kei (ha)s akgw̲a.áx̲ch they won't be able to hear it 

4 tlél kei gax̲du.áx̲ch nobody will be able to hear it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aga.áx̲chni if/when s/he can hear it 

Example(s): 

Tlél ushik'éiyi aa yóo x̲'atánk áwé tsá a.áx̲ji nooch . 
S/he only hears the bad talk. 
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help, assist him/her 

Theme: N ée-t~ S-d-shee~ (ø event) 
 for S (person, medicine, etc.) to help, give help to, assist N 

Naish-Story:  A- + di-shee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Ax̲ éet idashí! Help me! 

2p Ax̲ éet yidashí! You all help me! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ax̲ éex̲ idasheeyík!̲ Don't help me! 

2p Líl ax̲ éex̲ yidasheeyík̲! Don't you all help me! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ax̲ éex̲ dashee nooch s/he always helps me 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s du eedé yaa nax̲dashéen I am helping him/her 

2s ax̲ eedé yaa nidashéen you are helping me 

3s ax̲ eedé yaa ndashéen he/she/it is helping me 

1p du eedé yaa ntudashéen we are helping him/her 

2p ax̲ eedé yaa naydashéen you all are helping me 

3p ax̲ eedé yaa (ha)s nadashéen they are helping me 

4 ax̲ eedé yaa ndushéen someone is helping me 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ax̲ éex̲ dashee s/he helps me (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ax̲ éex̲ dasheeyín s/he used to help me 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s s/he didn't used to  

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé ax̲ éex̲ dashee aa the one who helps me 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du éet x̲wadishée I am helping him/her; I helped him/her 

2s ax̲ éet yidishée you are helping me; you helped me 
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3s ax̲ éet wudishée s/he is helping me; s/he helped me 

1p du éet wutudishée we are helping him/her; we helped him/her 

2p ax̲ éet yeeydishée you all are helping me; you all helped me 

3p ax̲ éet has wudishée they are helping me; they helped me 

4 ax̲ éet wuduwashée someone is helping me; someone helped me 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du éet x̲wadashí I'm not helping him/her; I didn't help him/her 

2s tlél ax̲ éet yidashí you're not helping me; you didn't help me 

3s tlél ax̲ éet wudashí s/he's not helping me; s/he didn't help me 

1p tlél du éet wutudashí we aren't helping him/her; we didn't help 

him/her 

2p tlél ax̲ éet yeeydashí you all aren't helping me; you all didn't help me 

3p tlél ax̲ éet has wudashí they aren't helping me; they didn't help me 

4 tlél ax̲ éet wudushí nobody is helping me; nobody helped me 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du éet x̲wadashéeych I help him/her (every time) 

2s ax̲ éet idashéeych you help me (every time) 

3s ax̲ éet udashéeych s/he helps me (every time) 

1p du éet tudashéeych we help him/her (every time) 

2p ax̲ éet yidashéeych you all help me (every time) 

3p ax̲ éet has udashéeych they help me (every time) 

4 ax̲ éet dushéeych someone helps me (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du éet x̲wadashéeych I haven't helped him/her yet 

2s tlél ax̲ éet idashéeych you haven't helped me yet 

3s tlél ax̲ éet udashéeych s/he hasn't helped me yet 

1p tlél du éet tudashéeych we haven't helped him/her yet 

2p tlél ax̲ éet yidashéeych you all haven't helped me yet 

3p tlél ax̲ éet has udashéeych they haven't helped me yet 

4 tlél ax̲ éet dushéeych nobody has helped me yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du éede kkw̲adashée I will help him/her 

2s ax̲ éede kgi̲dashée you will help me 

3s ax̲ éede gux̲dashée s/he will help me 
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1p du éede gax̲tudashée we will help him/her 

2p ax̲ éede gax̲yidashée you all will help him/her 

3p ax̲ éede has gux̲dashée they will help me 

4 ax̲ éede gax̲dushée someone will help me 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du éede kkw̲adashee I won't help him/her 

2s tlél ax ̲éede gagi̲dashee you won't help me 

3s tlél ax̲ éede gux̲dashee s/he won't help me 

1p tlél du éede gax̲tudashee we won't help him/her 

2p tlél ax̲ éede gax̲yidashee you all won't help me 

3p tlél ax̲ éede has gux̲dashee they won't help me 

4 tlél ax̲ éede gax̲dushee nobody will help me 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du éet ka̲dashee let me help him/her 

3s ax̲ éet ga̲dashee let him/her help me 

1p du éet ga̲tudashee let us help him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ax̲ éet gw̲adisheeyi yé no way can s/he help me 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ax̲ éet gw̲adasheeyín s/he would have helped me 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲ éet dashéeni if/when s/he helps me 
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hide it; put it out of sight, conceal 

Theme: O-S-l-seen~ (ø event; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to hide, conceal, put O out of sight 

Naish-Story:  li-seen 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Lasín! Hide it! 

2p Yilasín! You all hide it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ilasínx̲ik!̲ Don't hide it! 

2p Líl yilasínx̲ik!̲ Don't you all hide it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s alsínx ̲ s/he hides it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awlisín s/he hid it; s/he's hiding it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awulseen s/he didn't hide it; s/he's not hiding it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s oolsínch s/he hides it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oolsínch s/he hasn't hid it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s agux̲laséen s/he will hide it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aguxl̲aseen s/he won't hide it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ax̲lasín let him/her hide it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oox̲lisíni yé no way can s/he hide it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oox̲lasínin s/he would have hidden it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s alsínni if/when s/he hides it 
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hide oneself 

Theme: a-S-d-l-seen~ (ø event; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to hide oneself, remain out of sight 

Naish-Story:  a-dli-seen 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Eelsín! Hide! 

2p Ayilsín! You all hide! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ayilseeník!̲ Don't hide! 

2p Líl ayeeylseeník̲! Don't you all hide! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awdlisín he/she/it hid; s/he's hiding 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awulseen he/she/it didn't hide 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s oolsínch he/she/it hides (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oolsínch he/she/it hasn't hidden yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akgw̲alséen he/she/it will hide 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aguxl̲aseen he/she/it won't hide 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aga̲lsín let him/her/it hide 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oox̲dlisíni yé no way can he/she/it hide 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ooga̲lsínin he/she/it would have hidden 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s alsínni if/when he/she/it hides 
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hit him/her/it in the face; punch him/her 

Theme: O-ya-S-ø-gwaal~ (ø event) 
 for S to hit O in the face (with fist), punch O 

Naish-Story:  ya-ya-gwaal 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yagwál! Hit him/her in the face! 

2p Yaygwál! You all hit him/her in the face! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yeegwálx̲ik̲! Don't hit him/her in the face! 

2p Líl yaygwálx̲ik!̲ Don't you all hit him/her in the face! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ayagwálx̲ s/he hits him/her in the face (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yax̲waagwál I hit him/her in the face 

3s ayaawagwál s/he hit him/her in the face 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yaxw̲agwaal I didn't hit him/her in the face 

3s tlél ayawugwaal s/he didn't hit him/her in the face 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yax̲wagwaalch I hit him/her in the face (every time) 

3s ayoogwaalch s/he hits him/her in the face (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yaxw̲agwaalch I haven't hit him/her in the face yet 

3s tlél ayoogwaalch s/he hasn't hit him/her in the face yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yakkw̲agwáal I will hit him/her in the face 

3s ayakgw̲agwáal s/he will hit him/her in the face 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yakkw̲agwaal I won't hit him/her in the face 

3s tlél ayakgw̲agwaal s/he won't hit him/her in the face 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yaka̲gwaal let me hit him/her in the face 

3s ayaga̲gwaal let him/her hit him/her in the face 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ayagw̲aagwaali yé no way can s/he hit him/her in the face 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ayagw̲agwaalín s/he would have hit him/her in the face 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ayagwálni if/when s/he hits him/her in the face 

Example(s): 

Du x̲úx̲ kaawashoowú áwé tlei ash yagwálx̲. 
When her husband is drunk, he hits her. 

X'áant wunoogú áwé tlei ayagwálx̲. 
When she gets angry, she hits him. 

G̲alsháat i k'éek' kaawashoo, tlél ayoogwálx̲ik ̲wé du dlaak'̲. 
Grab your little brother, he's drunk - don't let him hit his sister. 

Sh kahaadíx ̲yaa nastéen tlél ku̲wugwálx̲ik̲. 
He's going crazy, don't let him hit anyone. 
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hit it, fall against it, drop into it (esp. round object) 

Theme: P-t~ ka-ø-xeex~ (ø motion) 
 for something (usually a round , spherical object such as a bullet, ball) 

to hit, fall against, drop into P 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-xeex 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ kaxeex it hits it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s át kaawaxíx it hit it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél át kawuxeex it didn't hit it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s át kooxeexch it hits it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél át kooxeexch it hasn't hit it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aadé kakgw̲axéex it will hit it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kakgw̲axeex it won't hit it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s (ch'a) át kaga̲xeex (dé) (just) let it hit it (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át kagw̲aaxeexi yé no way can it hit it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át kagw̲axeexín it would have hit it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át kaxíxni if/when it hits it 

Example(s): 

Tlákw awu.óoni áwé át kooxeexch. 
Every time he shoots, it (bullet) hits it. 

T'áa yát kaawaxíx kooch'éit'aa. 
The ball hit the wall. 
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hold it; capture it; hold it captive 

Theme: O-S-l-sháat~ (ga̲ act) 
 for S to hold, retain O in one's grasp; for S to capture, hold O captive 

Naish-Story:  li-shaat 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲alsháat! Hold it! 

2p G̲aylasháat! You all hold it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl ilashádik!̲ Don't hold it! 

2p Líl yilashádik!̲ Don't you all hold it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s alshát s/he is holding it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oolshát s/he isn't holding it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei alshátch s/he holds it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awlisháat s/he held it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awulsháat s/he didn't hold it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ax̲lashátch s/he holds it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ooga̲lshátch s/he hasn't held it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yei agux̲lasháat s/he will hold it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yei agux̲lasháat s/he won't hold it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aga̲axl̲asháat let him/her hold it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aga̲ax̲wlisháadi yé no way can s/he hold it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aga̲ax̲wlasháadin s/he would have held it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aga̲lshátni if/when s/he holds it 
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hold more, contain more; hold a lot (of container) 

Theme: l-yék (ga state) 
 for something to hold more, contain more; for something to hold a lot 

Naish-Story:  li-yeik 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. To specify the amount that something 

holds, state the amount followed by yáx̲, as in: tléix' gúx'aa yáx̲ liyék "it holds one 

cup". Two more examples of this verb in context are: yáat'aa yáanáx̲ liyék wéit'aa 

"this one holds more than that one" and: wooch yáx ̲ liyék "they hold the same 

amount". 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s liyék it holds more (than you think); it holds a lot 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ulyék it doesn't hold much 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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hole (have a hole, outlet) 

Theme: ø-wóol (ga state) 
 for something to have a hole, outlet 

Naish-Story:  ya-wool 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yawóol it has a hole in it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél uwóol it doesn't have a hole in it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei wóolch it gets holes in it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s gawóolch it gets holes in it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél gwawóolch it hasn't gotten holes in it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kgw̲awóol it will get holes in it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kgw̲awóol it won't get holes in it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ch'a kga̲wóoli dé just let it have holes 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲aawóoli yé no way can it get holes in it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s guga̲wóolin it would have gotten holes in it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gawóolni if/when it gets holes in it 
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hope for it; expect it; desire it 

Theme: át a-S-d-shee~ (ø event) 
 for S to hope, desire and expect something 

Naish-Story:  á- + a-di-shee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át idashí! Hope for it! 

2p Át yidashí! You all hope for it! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át ax̲wdishée I hope for it 

3s át awdishée s/he hopes for it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át ax̲wdashí I don't hope for it 

3s tlél át awdashí s/he doesn't hope for it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át oox̲dashéeych I hope for it (every time) 

3s át oodashéeych s/he hopes for it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át oox̲dasheeyín s/he would have hoped for it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át adashéeni if/when s/he hopes for it 
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hot 

Theme: ya-ø-t'aaʰ~ (ø event) 
 for something to be hot, heated 

Naish-Story:  ya-ya-t'aa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa yanat'éin it's getting hot 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yat'eix̲ it gets hot (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yaawat'áa it's hot; it got hot 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yawut'á it isn't hot; it didn't get hot 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s woot'áaych it gets hot (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél woot'áaych it hasn't gotten hot yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yakgw̲at'áa it will get hot 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yakgw̲at'aa it won't get hot 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yaga̲t'aa let it get hot 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yagw̲aat'aayi yé no way can it get hot 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yagw̲at'aayín it would have gotten hot 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yat'éini if/when it gets hot 
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hot, warm (of weather) 

Theme: ku̲-ø-t'aaʰ~ (ø state) 
 for the weather to be warm, hot 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-ya-t'aa 

Notes 

This may be the only stative verb with a ø- conjugation prefix. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ku̲wat'áa / ku̲yat'áa the weather is hot 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲wat'aa the weather isn't hot 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ku̲t'aa nooch the weather is always hot 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa ku̲nat'éin the weather is getting hot 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ku̲t'eix̲ the weather gets hot (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ko̲owat'áa the weather got hot 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ko̲owut'á the weather didn't get hot 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ko̲ot'áaych the weather gets hot (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ko̲ot'áaych the weather hasn't gotten hot yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ku̲kgw̲at'áa the weather will be hot 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲kgw̲at'aa the weather won't be hot 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ku̲gw̲aat'aayi yé no way can the weather be hot 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ku̲gw̲at'aayín the weather would have been hot 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲t'éini if/when the weather is hot 
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hungry 

Theme: N ée-t~ yaan ø-haa~ (ø event) 
 for N to be hungry 

Naish-Story:  A- + yaan + ya-haa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du éex̲ yaan haa s/he gets hungry (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲ éet yaan uwaháa I'm hungry 

3s du éet yaan uwaháa s/he is hungry 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ éet yaan wuhá I'm not hungry 

3s tlél du éet yaan wuhá s/he isn't hungry 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ax̲ éet yaan uháaych I get hungry (every time) 

3s du éet yaan uháaych s/he gets hungry (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ax̲ éet yaan uháaych I haven't gotten hungry yet 

3s tlél du éet yaan uháaych s/he hasn't gotten hungry yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ax̲ éede yaan gugw̲aháa I will be hungry 

3s du éede yaan gugw̲aháa s/he will be hungry 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ éede yaan gugw̲ahaa I won't be hungry 

3s tlél du éede yaan gugw̲ahaa s/he won't be hungry 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ax̲ éet yaan ga̲haa let me be hungry 

3s du éet yaan ga̲haa let him/her be hungry 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du éet yaan gw̲aahaayi yé no way can s/he be hungry 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du éet yaan gw̲ahaayín s/he would have been hungry 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du éet yaan héini if/when s/he is hungry 

Example(s): 

Ch'u yéi jineiyí áwé du éex̲ yaan haa. 
When he's working he gets hungry. 

Kei wusgeedí áwé du éex̲ yaan haa. 
When he wakes up he's hungry. 

Wásh x̲waax̲áa ách áwé tlél ax̲ éet yaan wuhá. 
I ate mush so I'm not hungry. 
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hunt 

Theme: a-S-ø-l'óon (na act) 
 for S to hunt 

Naish-Story:  a-ya-l'oon 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Anal'óon! Hunt! 

2p Anayl'óon! You all hunt! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eel'óonik ̲ Don't hunt! 

2p Líl ayl'óonik!̲ Don't you all hunt! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ax̲al'óon I hunt; I am hunting 

2s eel'óon you hunt; you are hunting 

3s al'óon s/he hunts; s/he is hunting 

1p atool'óon we hunt; we are hunting 

2p ayl'óon you all hunt; you all are hunting 

3p has al'óon they hunt; they are hunting 

4 adul'óon there is hunting 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél oox̲al'óon I don't hunt; I'm not hunting 

2s tlél eel'óon you don't hunt; you're not hunting 

3s tlél ool'óon s/he doesn't hunt; s/he isn't hunting 

1p tlél atool'óon we don't hunt; we aren't hunting 

2p tlél ayl'óon you all don't hunt; you all aren't hunting 

3p tlél has ool'óon they don't hunt; they aren't hunting 

4 tlél adul'óon there's no hunting 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s al'ún nuch s/he always hunts 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ayal'óonk s/he hunts (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s al'óonin s/he used to hunt 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ool'óonin s/he didn't used to hunt 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé al'óoni aa the one who hunts 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲waal'óon I hunted 

2s iyal'óon you hunted 

3s aawal'óon s/he hunted 

1p awtuwal'óon we hunted 

2p ayeeyl'óon you all hunted 

3p has aawal'óon they hunted 

4 awduwal'óon people hunted 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél axw̲al'óon I didn't hunt 

2s tlél ayil'óon you didn't hunt 

3s tléil awul'óon s/he didn't hunt 

1p tlél awtool'óon we didn't hunt 

2p tlél ayeeyl'óon you all didn't hunt 

3p tlél has awul'óon they didn't hunt 

4 tlél awdul'óon there was no hunting 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s anx̲al'óonch I hunt (every time) 

2s aneel'óonch you hunt (every time) 

3s anal'óonch s/he hunts (every time) 

1p antool'óonch we hunt (every time) 

2p anayl'óonch you all hunt (every time) 

3p has anal'óonch they hunt (every time) 

4 andul'óonch people hunt (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél anxw̲al'óonch I haven't hunted yet 

2s tlél aneel'óonch you haven't hunted yet 

3s tlél oonal'óonch s/he hasn't hunted yet 

1p tlél antool'óonch we haven't hunted yet 

2p tlél anayl'óonch you all haven't hunted yet 

3p tlél has oonal'óonch they haven't hunted yet 

4 tlél andul'óonch nobody has hunted yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s akkw̲al'óon I will hunt 

2s akge̲el'óon you will hunt 

3s akgw̲al'óon s/he will hunt 

1p agaxt̲ool'óon we will hunt 

2p agaxy̲il'óon you all will hunt 

3p has akgw̲al'óon they will hunt 

4 agaxd̲ul'óon there will be hunting 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél akkw̲al'óon I won't hunt 

2s tlél akge̲el'óon you won't hunt 

3s tlél akgw̲al'óon s/he won't hunt 

1p tlél agaxt̲ool'óon we won't hunt 

2p tlél agaxy̲il'óon you all won't hunt 

3p tlél has akgw̲al'óon they won't hunt 

4 tlél agaxd̲ul'óon there won't be hunting 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s anka̲l'óon let me hunt 

3s anga̲l'óon let him/her hunt 

1p anaxt̲ool'óon let us hunt 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé angw̲aal'óoni yé no way can s/he hunt 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s angw̲al'óonin s/he would have hunted 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anal'óonni if/when s/he hunts 
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hunt it, stalk it 

Theme: O-S-ø-l'óon (na act) 
 for S to hunt O (wild game) 

Naish-Story:  a-ya-l'oon 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nal'óon! Hunt it! 

2p Nayl'óon! You all hunt it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eel'óonik!̲ Don't hunt it! 

2p Líl yil'óonik!̲ Don't you all hunt it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲al'óon I hunt it; I am hunting it 

2s eel'óon you hunt it; you are hunting it 

3s al'óon s/he hunts it; s/he is hunting it 

1p tool'óon we hunt it; we are hunting it 

2p yil'óon / ayl'óon you all hunt it; you all are hunting it 

3p has al'óon they hunt it; they are hunting it 

4 dul'óon it is hunted 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél oox̲al'óon I don't hunt it; I am not hunting it 

2s tlél eel'óon you don't hunt it; you aren't hunting it 

3s tlél ool'óon s/he doesn't hunt it; s/he isn't hunting it 

1p tlél tool'óon we don't hunt it; we aren't hunting it 

2p tlél yil'óon you all don't hunt it; you all aren't hunting it 

3p tlél has ool'óon they don't hunt it; they aren't hunting it 

4 tlél dul'óon it's not hunted 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s al'óon nooch s/he always hunts it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ayal'óonk s/he hunts it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s al'óonin s/he used to hunt it 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ool'óonin s/he didn't used to hunt it 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé al'óoni aa the one who hunts it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waal'óon I hunted it 

2s yeel'óon you hunted it 

3s aawal'óon s/he hunted it 

1p wutuwal'óon we hunted it 

2p yeeyl'óon you all hunted it 

3p has aawal'óon they hunted it 

4 wuduwal'óon it was hunted 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wal'óon I didn't hunt it 

2s tlél yil'óon you didn't hunt it 

3s tlél awul'óon s/he didn't hunt it 

1p tlél wutool'óon we didn't hunt it 

2p tlél yeeyl'óon you all didn't hunt it 

3p tlél has awul'óon they didn't hunt it 

4 tlél wudul'óon it wasn't hunted 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲al'óonch I hunt it (every time) 

2s neel'óonch you hunt it (every time) 

3s nal'óonch s/he hunts it (every time) 

1p natool'óonch we hunt it (every time) 

2p nayl'óonch you all hunt it (every time) 

3p has nal'óonch they hunt it (every time) 

4 nadul'óonch it is hunted (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél naxw̲al'óonch I haven't hunted it yet 

2s tlél neel'óonch you haven't hunted it yet 

3s tlél oonal'óonch s/he hasn't hunted it yet 

1p tlél natool'óonch we haven't hunted it yet 

2p tlél nayl'óonch you all haven't hunted it yet 

3p tlél has oonal'óonch they haven't hunted it yet 

4 tlél nadul'óonch it hasn't been hunted yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲l'óon I will hunt it 

2s gage̲el'óon you will hunt it 

3s akgw̲al'óon s/he will hunt it 

1p gax̲tool'óon we will hunt it 

2p gax̲yil'óon you all will hunt it 

3p has akgw̲al'óon they will hunt it 

4 gax̲dul'óon it will be hunted 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲l'óon I won't hunt it 

2s tlél gage̲el'óon you won't hunt it 

3s tlél akgw̲al'óon s/he won't hunt it 

1p tlél gaxt̲ool'óon we won't hunt it 

2p tlél gaxy̲il'óon you all won't hunt it 

3p tlél has akgw̲al'óon they won't hunt it 

4 tlél gaxd̲ul'óon it won't be hunted 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲l'óon let me hunt it 

3s anga̲l'óon let him/her hunt it 

1p nax̲tool'óon let us hunt it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲al'óoni yé no way can s/he hunt it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonga̲l'óonin s/he would have hunted it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anal'óonni if/when s/he hunts it 
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imitate him/her; mimic his/her speech; quote him/her 

Theme: O-x̲'a-S-ø-teeʰ (na act) 
 for S to imitate O; for S to mimic O's speech; for S to quote O 

Naish-Story:  x̲'a-ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s (Hú) x̲'anatee! Imitate (him/her)! 

2p (Hú) x̲'anaytee! You all imitate (him/her)! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl x̲'eeteek̲! Don't imitate him/her! 

2p Líl x̲'ayteek!̲ Don't you all imitate him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ax̲'atee s/he's imitating him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ax'̲eitee s/he/s not imitating him/her 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ax̲'atee nooch s/he always imitates him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ax̲'ayateek s/he imitates him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ax̲'eiwatee s/he imitated him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ax'̲awutee s/he didn't imitate him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ax̲'anateech s/he imitates him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ax'̲einateech s/he hasn't imitated him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ax̲'akgw̲atee s/he will imitate him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ax'̲akgw̲atee s/he won't imitate him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ax̲'anga̲tee let him/her imitate him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ax'̲angw̲aateeyi yé no way can s/he imitate him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ax̲'angw̲ateeyín s/he would have imitated him/her 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲'anatéeni if/when s/he imitates him/her 
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improve it; make peace with him/her 

Theme: O-S-l-k'éi~ (ga event) 
 for S to improve O; for S to make peace, make up with O (after 

quarrel) 

Naish-Story:  li-k'ei 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Galak'é! Improve it! 

2p Gaylak'é! You all improve it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei nax̲lak'éin I am improving it 

3s kei analk'éin s/he is improving it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei alk'éich s/he improves it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲walik'éi I improved it 

3s awlik'éi s/he improved it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walak'é I didn't improve it 

3s tlél awulk'é s/he didn't improve it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲alak'éi I will improve it 

3s kei agux̲lak'éi s/he will improve it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲alak'ei I won't improve it 

3s tlél kei agux̲lak'ei s/he won't improve it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gaka̲lak'ei / gaka̲lak'eiyí let me improve it 

3s agaxl̲ak'ei / agaxl̲ak'eiyí let him/her improve it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aguxl̲ik'eiyi yé no way can s/he improve it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agux̲lak'eiyín s/he would have improved it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s agalk'éini if/when s/he improves it 

Example(s): 

A yís x'áant uwanúk - tlél aadé aguxl̲ik'éiyi yé. 
He's mad at her - he can't make peace with her. 

Du toowú kei kk̲walak'éi. 
I'm going to make him feel better. 
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infected (of wound) 

Theme: d-l-ké̲et'~ (ø event; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for a wound to be infected, have pus 

Naish-Story:  dli-ke̲et' 
Notes 

Note that both forms given in the perfective habitual are acceptable to all speakers 

consulted for this project. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nalkí̲t' it's getting infected 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ilkí̲t'x̲ it gets infected (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wudlikí̲t' it's infected 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wulké̲et' it isn't infected 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ulké̲et'ch it gets infected (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ulké̲et'ch it hasn't gotten infected yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s guga̲lké̲et' it will get infected 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél guga̲lké̲et' it won't get infected 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s (ch'a) ga̲lkí̲t' (just) let it get infected 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ux̲dlikí̲t'i yé no way can it get infected 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲alkí̲t'in it would have gotten infected 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ilkí̲t'ni if/when it gets infected 
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injured, wounded, bruised (physically); hurt (emotionally) 

Theme: O-d-choon~ (ø event) 
 for O to be wounded, injured, bruised; for O to be hurt (emotionally) 

Naish-Story:  li-choon 

Notes 

The most common use of this verb is in the perfective form. Note that it can also 

refer to a mental state, as in: k̲únáx̲ haa wdichún "we're really hurting 

(emotionally)" (after the loss of a family member, e.g.). 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s dachúnx̲ s/he gets injured (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wudichún I got injured 

3s wudichún s/he got injured 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wudachoon I didn't get injured 

3s tlél wudachoon s/he didn't get injured 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé uxd̲ichooni yé no way can s/he get injured 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲adachoonín s/he would have gotten injured 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s dachúnni if/when s/he gets injured 
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install it there, hang it there 

Theme: P-x̲ O-S-ø-teeʰ~ (ga̲ motion) 
 for S to install, hang, place O at P 

Naish-Story:  ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Áx̲ ga̲tí! Install it there! 

2p Áx̲ ga̲ytí! You all install it there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ yei eeteejík!̲ Don't install it there! 

2p Líl áx̲ yei yiteejík!̲ Don't you all install it there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s áx̲ yei x̲ateech I am trying to install it there; I install it there (regularly) 

3s áx̲ yei ateech s/he is trying to install it there; s/he installs it there 

(regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s áx̲ x̲waatee I installed it there 

3s áx̲ aawatee s/he installed it there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ x̲watee I didn't install it there 

3s tlél áx̲ awutee s/he didn't install it there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s áx̲ ka̲teech I install it there (every time) 

3s áx̲ aga̲teech s/he installs it there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél áx̲ kw̲ateech I haven't installed it there yet 

3s tlél áx̲ ooga̲teech s/he hasn't installed it there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s áx̲ yei kkw̲atée I will install it there 

3s áx̲ yei akgw̲atée s/he will install it there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ yei kkw̲atee I won't install it there 

3s tlél áx̲ yei akgw̲atee s/he won't install it there 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s áx̲ ka̲aka̲tee let me install it there 

3s áx̲ aga̲aga̲tee let him/her install it there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé áx̲ ka̲akw̲aateeyi yé no way can I install it there 

3s tlél aadé áx̲ aga̲agw̲aateeyi yé no way can s/he install it there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s áx̲ ka̲akw̲ateeyín I would have installed it there 

3s áx̲ aga̲agw̲ateeyín s/he would have installed it there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s áx̲ ka̲téeni if/when I install it there 

3s áx̲ aga̲téeni if/when s/he installs it there 

Example(s): 

Yées aa x̲aawagé̲i áx̲ aawatee. 
He installed a new window. 
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instruct him/her; give him/her orders to do 

Theme: áa O-ji-ka-(u)-S-ø-ka̲a~ (na event) 
 for S to instruct, give O orders (to do) 

Naish-Story:  áa + ji-ka-ya-ka̲a 

Notes 

Note that in classical Tlingit, this verb had a thematic prefix (u-) which is slowly 

falling out of modern day speech. This is indicated in the Leer-Edwards theme as 

(u)-. Alternate forms given above show one form with the thematic (u)- and one 

without, both of which are acceptable in modern speech. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Áa jeekunaká̲! / Áa jeekanaká̲! Give him/her orders! 

2p Áa jeekunayká̲! / Áa jeekanayká̲! You all give him/her orders! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl áa yoo jikeek̲éigik!̲ Don't give him/her orders! 

2p Líl áa yoo jikayké̲igik!̲ Don't you all give him/her orders! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áa yoo ajikaayaké̲ik s/he gives him/her orders (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s áa jikx̲waaka̲a I gave him/her orders 

3s áa ajikaawaka̲a s/he gave him/her orders 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél áa jikx̲waka̲a I didn't give him/her orders 

3s tlél áa ajikawuka̲a s/he didn't give him/her orders 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s áa jikunx̲aké̲ich / áa jikanx̲aké̲ichI give him/her orders (every time) 

3s áa ajikunaké̲ich / áa ajikanaké̲ich s/he gives him/her orders (every 

time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél áa jikunx̲aké̲ich I haven't given him/her orders yet 

3s tlél áa ajikunaké̲ich s/he hasn't given him/her orders yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s áa jikakkw̲aká̲a I will give him/her orders 
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3s áa ajikakgw̲aká̲a s/he will give him/her orders 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél áa jikakkw̲aka̲a I won't give him/her orders 

3s tlél áa ajikakgw̲aka̲a s/he won't give him/her orders 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s áa jikunka̲ka̲a let me give him/her orders 

3s áa ajikunga̲ka̲a let him/her give him/her orders 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé áa ajikungw̲aaka̲ayi yé no way can s/he give him/her orders 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s áa ajikungw̲aka̲ayín s/he would have given him/her orders 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s áa ajikanaké̲ini if/when s/he gives him/her orders 
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instruct, show him/her; advise, cousel him/her 

Theme: O-shu-ka-S-ø-jaaʰ~ (ø act; CV́V Imp/Hort/Pot) 
 for S to instruct, show O (by word); for S to advise, give advice to, 

counsel O 

Naish-Story:  shu-ka-ya-jaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Shukajáa! Instruct him/her! 

2p Shukayjáa! You all instruct him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl shukeejeix̲ík̲! Don't instruct him/her! 

2p Líl shukayjeix̲ík!̲ Don't you all instruct him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ashukoojeis' s/he is instructing him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ashukoojeis' s/he isn't instructing him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ashukajeix ̲ s/he instructs him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ashukaawajáa s/he instructed him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ashukawujá s/he didn't instruct him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ashukakgw̲ajáa s/he will instruct him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ashukakgw̲ajaa s/he won't instruct him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ashukaga̲jáa let him/her instruct him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ashukgw̲aajáayi yé no way can s/he instruct him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ashukgw̲ajáayin s/he would have instructed him/her 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ashukajéini if/when s/he instructs him/her 
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investigate it; research it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-tlaakw~ (na event) 
 for S to investigate, make inquiry into, research O 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-tlaakw 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kanatlaakw! Investigate it! 

2p Kanaytlaakw! You all investigate it! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kayitlaagúk!̲ Don't investigate it! 

2p Líl kayeeytlaagúk!̲ Don't you all investigate it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa kanx̲atlákw I am investigating it 

3s yaa akanatlákw s/he is investigating it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo akayatlákwk s/he investigates it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waatlaakw I'm investigating it; I investigated it 

3s akaawatlaakw s/he's investigating it; s/he investigated it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲atlaakw I didn't investigate it 

3s tlél akawutlaakw s/he didn't investigate it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kunx̲atlákwch I investigate it (every time) 

3s akunatlákwch s/he investigates it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koonx̲atlákwch I haven't investigated it yet 

3s tlél akoonatlákwch s/he hasn't investigated it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲atláakw I will investigate it 

3s akakgw̲atláakw s/he will investigate it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲atlaakw I won't investigate it 

3s tlél akakgw̲atlaakw s/he won't investigate it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s akunka̲tlaakw let me investigate it 

3s akunga̲tlaakw let him/her investigate it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akoonga̲atlaagu yé no way can s/he investigate it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoonga̲tlaagún s/he would have investigated it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akanatlákwni if/when s/he investigates it 
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invite him/her 

Theme: O-S-ø-.éex' (ga̲ event) 
 for S to invite O, ask O to a party 

Naish-Story:  ya-.eex' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲a.éex'! Invite him/her! 

2p G̲ay.éex'! You all invite him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yei ee.éex'jik!̲ Don't invite him/her! 

2p Líl yei yi.éex'jik!̲ Don't you all invite him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei a.éex'ch s/he invites him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waa.éex' I invited him/her 

2s yee.éex' you invited him/her 

3s aawa.éex' s/he invited him/her 

1p wutuwa.éex' we invited him/her 

2p yeey.éex' you all invited him/her 

3p has aawa.éex' they invited him/her 

4 wuduwa.éex' someone invited him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wa.éex' I didn't invite him/her 

2s tlél yi.éex' you didn't invite him/her 

3s tlél awu.éex' s/he didn't invite him/her 

1p tlél wutoo.éex' we didn't invite him/her 

2p tlél yeey.éex' you all didn't invite him/her 

3p tlél has awu.éex' they didn't invite him/her 

4 tlél wudu.éex' nobody invited him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ka̲.éex'ch I invite him/her (every time) 
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2s ge̲e.éex'ch you invite him/her (every time) 

3s aga̲.éex'ch s/he invites him/her (every time) 

1p ga̲too.éex'ch we invite him/her (every time) 

2p ga̲y.éex'ch you all invite him/her (every time) 

3p has aga̲.éex'ch they invite him/her (every time) 

4 ga̲du.éex'ch someone invites him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kw̲a.éex'ch I haven't invited him/her yet 

2s tlél ge̲e.éex'ch you haven't invited him/her yet 

3s tlél ooga̲.éex'ch s/he hasn't invited him/her yet 

1p tlél ga̲too.éex'ch we haven't invited him/her yet 

2p tlél ga̲y.éex'ch you all haven't invited him/her yet 

3p tlél has ooga̲.éex'ch they haven't invited him/her yet 

4 tlél ga̲du.éex'ch s/he hasn't been invited yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yei kkw̲a.éex' I will invite him/her 

2s yei kge̲e.éex' you will invite him/her 

3s yei akgw̲a.éex' s/he will invite him/her 

1p yei gax̲too.éex' we will invite him/her 

2p yei gax̲yi.éex' you all will invite him/her 

3p yei (ha)s akgw̲a.éex' they will invite him/her 

4 yei gax̲du.éex' someone will invite him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yei kkw̲a.éex' I won't invite him/her 

2s tlél yei kge̲e.éex' you won't invite him/her 

3s tlél yei akgw̲a.éex' s/he won't invite him/her 

1p tlél yei gax̲too.éex' we won't invite him/her 

2p tlél yei gax̲yi.éex' you all won't invite him/her 

3p tlél yei (ha)s akgw̲a.éex' they won't invite him/her 

4 tlél yei gax̲du.éex' nobody will invite him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲aka̲.éex' let me invite him/her 

3s aga̲aga̲.éex' let him/her invite him/her 

1p ga̲axt̲oo.éex' let us invite him/her 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé agw̲aaga̲a.éex'i yé no way can s/he invite him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agw̲aaga̲.éex'in s/he would have invited him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aga̲.éex'ni if/when s/he invites him/her 

Example(s): 

X̲at woo.éex' atx̲á daakahídidé. 
She invited me to the restaurant. 
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itch, tickle 

Theme: ka-S-l-xweitl~ (ø event) 
 for S to itch, tickle 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-xweitl 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa kanalxwétl it's starting to itch 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kalaxwétlx ̲ it gets itchy (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawlixwétl it's itchy 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawulxweitl it's not itchy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s koolxwétlch it gets itchy (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél koolxwétlch it hasn't gotten itchy yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kagux̲laxwéitl it will be itchy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kaguxl̲axweitl it won't be itchy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s (ch'a) kaxl̲axweitl (dé) (just) let it be itchy (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kaxw̲lixweidli yé no way can it be itchy 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kux̲laxweidlín it would have been itchy 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kalaxwétlni if/when it's itchy 
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jump around (singular subject) 

Theme: P-t S-j-k'éin~ (na motion) 
 for (singular) S to jump around at P 

Naish-Story:  ji-k'ein 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át neeshk'éin! Jump around! 

2p [does not occur] 
Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át yishk'éinik!̲ Don't jump around! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át yoo eeshk'íngik!̲ Don't jump around! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s át yoo x̲jik'énk I jump around (regularly) 

3s át yoo jik'énk he/she/it jumps around (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲wajik'éin I am jumping around; I jumped around 

3s át wujik'éin he/she/it is jumping around; he/she/it jumped around 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲washk'éin I'm not jumping around; I didn't jump around 

3s tlél át wushk'éin he/she/it isn't jumping around; he/she/it didn't 

jump around 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át nax̲ashk'énch I jump around (every time) 

3s át nashk'énch he/she/it jumps around (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át nax̲washk'énch I haven't jumped around yet 

3s tlél át unashk'énch he/she/it hasn't jumped around yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s át kukw̲ashk'éin I will jump around 

3s át guga̲shk'éin he/she/it will jump around 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél át kukw̲ashk'éin I won't jump around 

3s tlél át guga̲shk'éin he/she/it won't jump around 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át naka̲shk'éin let me jump around 

3s át naga̲shk'éin let him/her/it jump around 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé át nakw̲ajik'éini yé no way can I jump around 

3s tlél aadé át nax̲wjik'éini yé no way can he/she/it jump around 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s át nakw̲ashk'éinin I would have jumped around 

3s át nagw̲ashk'éinin he/she/it would have jumped around 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s át nax̲ashk'énni if/when I jump around 

3s át nashk'énni if/when he/she/it jumps around 

Example(s): 

Du toowú sagoowú át nashk'énch. 
When she's happy, she jumps around. 
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jump (plural subject) 

Theme: kei O-ka-du-ø-k'éin~ (ø motion) 
 for (plural) O to jump (see ji-k'ein for singular) 

Naish-Story:  ka-doo-ya-k'ein 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Kei yee kduk'én! You all jump! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl kei yee kduk'énjik!̲ Don't you all jump! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p kei haa kawduwak'én we jumped 

3p kei (ha)s kawduwak'én they jumped 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél kei haa kawduk'éin we didn't jump 

3p tlél kei (ha)s kawduk'éin they didn't jump 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p kei haa kooduk'énch we jump (every time) 

3p kei (ha)s kooduk'énch they jump (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél kei haa kooduk'éinch we haven't jumped yet 

3p tlél kei (ha)s kooduk'éinch they haven't jumped yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p kei haa kagaxd̲uk'éin we will jump 

3p kei (ha)s kagaxd̲uk'éin they will jump 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél kei haa kagaxd̲uk'éin we won't jump 

3p tlél kei (ha)s kagaxd̲uk'éin they won't jump 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p kei haa kax̲duk'éin let us jump 

3p kei (ha)s kax̲duk'éin let them jump 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé kei haa kax̲duwak'éini yé no way can we jump 
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3p tlél aadé kei (ha)s kax̲duwak'éini yé no way can they jump 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1p kei haa kax̲duk'éinin we would have jumped 

3p kei (ha)s kax̲duk'éinin they would have jumped 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1p kei haa kaduk'énni if/when we jump 

3p kei (ha)s kaduk'énni if/when they jump 
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keep him/her awake 

Theme: O-S-s-x̲eik~̲ (ø event; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to keep O awake 

Naish-Story:  si-x̲eik ̲

Variants: O-S-s-x̲eek̲~ (ø event) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sax̲ék!̲ Keep him/her awake! 

2p Yisax̲ék!̲ You all keep him/her awake! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yisax̲eigí̲k!̲ Don't keep him/her awake! 

2p Líl yeeysax̲eigí̲k!̲ Don't you all keep him/her awake! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲asax̲ékx̲̲ I keep him/her awake (regularly) 

3s ash sax̲ékx̲̲ he/she/it keeps him/her awake (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasix̲ék ̲ I kept him/her awake 

3s ash wusix̲ék̲ he/she/it kept him/her awake 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasax̲eik ̲I didn't keep him/her awake 

3s tlél ash wusx̲eik̲ he/she/it didn't keep him/her awake 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wasax̲ékc̲h / ux̲sax̲ékc̲h I keep him/her awake (every time) 

3s ash usx̲ék̲ch he/she/it keeps him/her awake (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wasax̲ékc̲h / tlél ux̲sax̲ékc̲h I haven't kept him/her awake yet 

3s tlél ash usx̲ék̲ch he/she/it hasn't kept him/her awake yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kukw̲asax̲éik ̲ I will keep him/her awake 

3s ash gux̲sax̲éik ̲he/she/it will keep him/her awake 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kukw̲asax̲eik ̲ I won't keep him/her awake 

3s tlél ash gux̲sax̲eik ̲he/she/it won't keep him/her awake 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) ka̲sax̲ék ̲(just) let me keep him/her awake 

3s (ch'a) ash ga̲sax̲ék ̲(just) let him/her/it keep him/her awake 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kw̲asix̲égi̲ yé no way can I keep him/her awake 

3s tlél aadé ash ux̲six̲égi̲ yé no way can he/she/it keep him/her awake 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kw̲asax̲égi̲n I would have kept him/her awake 

3s ash ux̲sax̲égi̲n he/she/it would have kept him/her awake 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲asax̲ékn̲i if/when I keep him/her awake 

3s ash sax̲ékn̲i if/when he/she/it keeps him/her awake 
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kick it; stamp it (with foot) 

Theme: O-S-ø-tseix̲~ (ø act) 
 for S to kick O; for S to stamp O, put foot down on O violently 

Naish-Story:  ya-tseix̲ 
Notes 

The form: atséx̲t gives both a basic imperfective meaning "s/he is kicking it" and a 

repetitive imperfective meaning: "s/he kicks it (regularly)". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Tséx̲! Kick it! 

2p Yeetséx̲! You all kick it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eetséx̲ik̲! Don't kick it! 

2p Líl yitséx̲ik!̲ Don't you all kick it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲atséx̲t I'm kicking it 

3s atséx̲t s/he's kicking it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲watséx̲t I'm not kicking it 

3s tlél ootséx̲t s/he's not kicking it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s atséx̲di nooch s/he's always kicking it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s atséx̲t s/he kicks it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waatséx̲ I kicked it 

3s aawatséx ̲ s/he kicked it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲watseix̲ I didn't kick it 

3s tlél awutseix̲ s/he didn't kick it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲watseix̲ch I kick it (every time) 

3s ootseix̲ch s/he kicks it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲watseix̲ch I haven't kicked it yet 

3s tlél ootseix̲ch s/he hasn't kicked it yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲tséix̲ I will kick it 

3s akgw̲atséix ̲ s/he will kick it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲tseix̲ I won't kick it 

3s tlél akgw̲atseix ̲ s/he won't kick it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aka̲tseix ̲ let me kick it 

3s aga̲tseix ̲ let him/her kick it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooga̲atseixi̲ yé no way can s/he kick it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ooga̲tseix̲ín s/he would have kicked it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s atséx̲ni if/when s/he kicks it 
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kind, gentle 

Theme: O-tu-l-.aan (ga state) 
 for O to be kind, gentle 

Naish-Story:  tu-li-.aan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Itukla.aan! Be kind! 

2p Yee tukla.aan! You all be kind! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at tuli.aan I am kind 

3s tuli.aan s/he is kind 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at tool.aan I'm not kind 

3s tlél tool.aan s/he isn't kind 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei tula.aanch s/he is kind (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at tugux̲la.aan I will be kind 

3s kei tugux̲la.aan s/he will be kind 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at tugux̲la.aan I won't be kind 

3s tlél kei tugux̲la.aan s/he won't be kind 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at tugax̲la.aan let me be kind 

3s tugaxl̲a.aan let him/her be kind 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s tukla.aanní if/when s/he is kind 
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kiss him/her 

Theme: N x̲'éi-t~ ya-S-d-s-.aa~ (ø motion) 
 for S to kiss N 

Naish-Story:  x̲'éi- + ya-dzi-.aa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Ax̲ x̲'éit yees.á! Kiss me! 

2p Ax̲ x̲'éit yayis.á! You all kiss me! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ax̲ x'̲éix̲ yees.aayéek!̲ Don't kiss me! 

2p Líl ax̲ x'̲éix̲ yayis.aayéek!̲ Don't you all kiss me! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ax̲ x'̲éix̲ yas.aa s/he kisses me (repeatedly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du x̲'éit yax̲wdzi.áa I kissed him/her 

2s ax̲ x'̲éit yaydzi.áa you kissed me 

3s ax̲ x'̲éit yawdzi.áa s/he kissed me 

1p du x̲'éit yawtudzi.áa we kissed him/her 

2p ax̲ x'̲éit yayeeydzi.áa you all kissed me 

3p ax̲ x'̲éit has yawdzi.áa they kissed me 

4 ax̲ x'̲éit yawdudzi.áa I was kissed 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du x̲'éit yaxw̲as.á I didn't kiss him/her 

2s tlél ax̲ x'̲éit yayis.á you didn't kiss me 

3s tlél ax̲ x'̲éit yawus.á s/he didn't kiss me 

1p tlél du x̲'éit yawtoos.á we didn't kiss him/her 

2p tlél ax̲ x'̲éit yayeeys.á you all didn't kiss me 

3p tlél ax̲ x'̲éit has yawus.á they didn't kiss me 

4 tlél ax̲ x'̲éit yawdus.á I wasn't kissed 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du x̲'éit woox̲as.áaych I kiss him/her (every time) 
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2s ax̲ x'̲éit yees.áaych you kiss me (every time) 

3s ax̲ x'̲éit woos.áaych s/he kisses me (every time) 

1p du x̲'éit yatoos.áaych we kiss him/her (every time) 

2p ax̲ x'̲éit yayis.áaych you all kiss me (every time) 

3p ax̲ x'̲éit has woos.áaych they kiss me (every time) 

4 ax̲ x'̲éit wudus.áaych I am kissed (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du x̲'éit woox̲as.áaych I haven't kissed him/her yet 

2s tlél ax̲ x'̲éit yees.áaych you haven't kissed me yet 

3s tlél ax̲ x'̲éit woos.áaych s/he hasn't kissed me yet 

1p tlél du x̲'éit yatoos.áaych we haven't kissed him/her yet 

2p tlél ax̲ x'̲éit yayis.áaych you all haven't kissed me yet 

3p tlél ax̲ x'̲éit has woos.áaych they haven't kissed me yet 

4 tlél ax̲ x'̲éit wudus.áaych I haven't been kissed yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ax̲ x'̲éit yawus.aayín s/he had kissed me; s/he kissed me (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ax̲ x'̲éit yawus.aayín s/he hadn't kissed me; s/he didn't kiss me (at 

the time, but...) 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé ax̲ x̲'éit yawdzi.aayi aa the one who kissed me 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du x̲'éide yakkw̲as.áa I will kiss him/her 

2s ax̲ x'̲éide yakge̲es.áa you will kiss me 

3s ax̲ x'̲éide yakgw̲as.áa s/he will kiss me 

1p du x̲'éide yagaxt̲oos.áa we will kiss him/her 

2p ax̲ x'̲éide yagaxy̲is.áa you all will kiss me 

3p ax̲ x'̲éide has yakgw̲as.áa they will kiss me 

4 ax̲ x'̲éide yagaxd̲us.áa I will be kissed 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du x̲'éide yakkw̲as.aa I won't kiss him/her 

2s tlél ax̲ x'̲éide yakgi̲s.aa you won't kiss me 

3s tlél ax̲ x'̲éide yakgw̲as.aa s/he won't kiss me 

1p tlél du x̲'éide yagaxt̲oos.aa we won't kiss him/her 
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2p tlél ax̲ x'̲éide yagaxy̲is.aa you all won't kiss me 

3p tlél ax̲ x'̲éide has yakgw̲as.aa they won't kiss me 

4 tlél ax̲ x'̲éide yagaxd̲us.aa I won't be kissed 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du x̲'éit yaka̲s.aa let me kiss him/her 

3s ax̲ x'̲éit yaga̲s.aa let him/her kiss me 

1p du x̲'éit yax̲toos.aa let us kiss him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ax̲ x'̲éit wux̲dzi.aayi yé no way can s/he kiss me 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ax̲ x'̲éit wuga̲s.aayín s/he would have kissed me 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲ x'̲éit yas.éini if/when s/he kisses me 

Example(s): 

Ax̲ tuwáa sigóo ax̲ x'̲éit yawus.aayí. 
I want somebody to kiss me. 

Tlél du x̲'éit yax̲was.aa, ách áwé gá̲ax̲. 
She's crying because I didn't kiss her. 

Yaa sh k'̲analyél áwé, hél du x̲'éit yaxw̲as.aa! 
He's lying, I didn't kiss him! 

Ax̲ x̲'éit yaga̲s.aa x̲'ax̲waawóos' tlei ax̲ nák ̲wujixeex. 
I asked her to kiss me and she ran away from me. 
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knead it, press it, pat it (with palm of hand) 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-choox~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to knead, press, pat O with palm of hand 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-choox 

Variants: -cheexw~ 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kachúx! Knead it! 

2p Kaychúx! You all knead it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keechooxúk̲! Don't knead it! 

2p Líl kaychooxúk!̲ Don't you all knead it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲achóox I knead it; I am kneading it 

2s keechóox you knead it; you are kneading it 

3s akachóox s/he kneads it; s/he is kneading it 

1p katoochóox we knead it; we are kneading it 

2p kaychóox you all knead it; you all are kneading it 

3p has akachóox they knead it; they are kneading it 

4 kaduchóox it is kneaded; it is being kneaded 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲achoox I don't knead it; I'm not kneading it 

2s tlél keechoox you don't knead it; you aren't kneading it 

3s tlél akoochoox s/he doesn't knead it; s/he isn't kneading it 

1p tlél katoochoox we don't knead it; we aren't kneading it 

2p tlél kaychoox you all don't knead it; you all aren't kneading it 

3p tlél has akoochoox they don't knead it; they aren't kneading it 

4 tlél kaduchoox it isn't kneaded; it isn't being kneaded 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s akachoox nooch s/he always kneads it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akachúxx̲ s/he kneads it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s akachooxún s/he used to knead it 
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Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél akoochooxún s/he didn't used to knead it 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé akachoox aa the one who kneads it; the one who is kneading it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waachúx I kneaded it 

2s keeyachúx you kneaded it 

3s akaawachúx s/he kneaded it 

1p kawtuwachúx we kneaded it 

2p kayeeychúx you all kneaded it 

3p has akaawachúx they kneaded it 

4 kawduwachúx it was kneaded 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲achoox I didn't knead it 

2s tlél kayichoox you didn't knead it 

3s tléil akawuchoox s/he didn't knead it 

1p tlél kawtoochoox we didn't knead it 

2p tlél kayeeychoox you all didn't knead it 

3p tlél has akawuchoox they didn't knead it 

4 tlél kawduchoox it wasn't kneaded 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s koox̲achúxch I knead it (every time) 

2s keechúxch you knead it (every time) 

3s akoochúxch s/he kneads it (every time) 

1p katoochúxch we knead it (every time) 

2p kaychúxch you all knead it (every time) 

3p has akoochúxch they knead it (every time) 

4 kaduchúxch it is kneaded (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koox̲achúxch I haven't kneaded it yet 

2s tlél keechúxch you haven't kneaded it yet 

3s tlél akoochúxch s/he hasn't kneaded it yet 

1p tlél katoochúxch we haven't kneaded it yet 

2p tlél kaychúxch you all haven't kneaded it yet 
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3p tlél has akoochúxch they haven't kneaded it yet 

4 tlél kooduchúxch it hasn't been kneaded yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲achóox I will knead it 

2s kakge̲echóox you will knead it 

3s akakgw̲achóox s/he will knead it 

1p kagax̲toochóox we will knead it 

2p kagax̲yeechóox you all will knead it 

3p has akakgw̲achóox they will knead it 

4 kagax̲duchóox it will be kneaded 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲achoox I won't knead it 

2s tlél kakge̲echoox you won't knead it 

3s tlél akakgw̲achoox s/he won't knead it 

1p tlél kagaxt̲oochoox we won't knead it 

2p tlél kagaxy̲eechoox you all won't knead it 

3p tlél has akakgw̲achoox they won't knead it 

4 tlél kagaxd̲uchoox it won't be kneaded 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kaka̲chúx let me knead it 

3s akga̲chúx let him/her knead it 

1p kax̲toochúx let us knead it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aachúxu yé no way can s/he knead it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akgw̲achúxun she would have kneaded it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akachúxni if/when s/he kneads it 

Example(s): 

` 
` 
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knit it; weave it; crochet it; mend it (net) 

Theme: O-ka-S-s-nei~ (na act) 
 for S to make O (cloth of any kind) (by weaving, knitting, or 

crocheting); for S to make or mend O (net) 

Naish-Story:  ka-si-nei 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kanasné! Knit it! 

2p Kaneesné! You all knit it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keesanéix̲ik!̲ Don't knit it! 

2p Líl kaysanéix̲ik!̲ Don't you all knit it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s aksané s/he is knitting it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s aksané nooch sh/e always knits it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akawsinei s/he knitted it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawusnei s/he didn't knit it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akanasnéich s/he knits it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akoonasnéich s/he hasn't knitted it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akagux̲sanéi s/he will knit it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akaguxs̲anei s/he won't knit it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akanaxs̲anei let him/her knit it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akunaxs̲ineiyi yé no way can s/he knit it 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akunax̲saneiyín s/he would have knitted it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akanasnéini if/when s/he knits it 
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knit; weave; crochet 

Theme: ka-S-d-s-nei~ (ø act) 
 for S to knit, weave, or crochet 

Naish-Story:  ka-si-nei 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Keesné! Knit! 

2p Kayisné! You all knit! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keesnéik̲! Don't knit! 

2p Líl kayisnéik!̲ Don't you all knit! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲asné I knit; I am knitting 

3s kasné s/he knits; s/he is knitting 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲asné I don't knit; I'm not knitting 

3s tlél koosné s/he doesn't knit; s/he isn't knitting 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s kasné nooch sh/e always knits 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa kanx̲asné I'm starting to knit 

3s yaa kanasné s/he's starting to knit 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲wdzinéi I knitted 

3s kawdzinéi s/he knitted 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kax̲wasné I didn't knit 

3s tlél kawusné s/he didn't knit 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s koox̲asnéiych I knit (every time) 

3s koosnéiych s/he knits (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koox̲asnéiych I haven't knitted yet 

3s tlél koosnéiych s/he hasn't knitted yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲asnéi I will knit 

3s kakgw̲asnéi s/he will knit 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲asnei I won't knit 

3s tlél kakgw̲asnei s/he won't knit 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kaka̲snei let me knit 

3s kaga̲snei let him/her knit 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kooka̲dzineiyi yé no way can I knit 

3s tlél aadé kooxd̲zineiyi yé no way can s/he knit 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kooka̲sneiyín I would have knitted 

3s kooga̲sneiyín s/he would have knitted 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kax̲asnéini if/when I knit 

3s kasnéini if/when s/he knits 
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know how to do it; learn how to do it 

Theme: O-S-sh-góok (ga state) 
 for S to know, learn how to do O 

Naish-Story:  shi-gook 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gashgóok! Learn how to do it! 

2p Gayshagóok! You all learn how to do it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ashigóok s/he knows how to do it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ooshgóok s/he doesn't know how to do it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei ashgóokch s/he learns (fast) how to do it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awshigóok s/he learned how to do it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awushgóok s/he didn't learn how to do it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akshagóokch s/he learns how to do it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ooxshagóokch s/he hasn't learned how to do it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei agux̲shagóok s/he will know how to do it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei agux̲shagóok s/he won't know how to do it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s agax̲shagóok let him/her learn how to do it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé agoox̲shigóogu yé no way can s/he learn how to do it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agoox̲shagóogun s/he would have learned how to do it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aga̲shgóokni if/when s/he learns how to do it 

Example(s): 

Tlél daa sá ooshgóok. 
He doesn't know (how to do) anything. 
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know it 

Theme: O-S-s-kooʰ~ (ø event; CV́V Imp/Hort/Pot) 
 for S to know, be acquainted with, make known O (esp. people, facts); 

for S to learn O (esp. facts) 

Naish-Story:  si-koo 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sakóo! Know it! 

2p Yisakóo! You all know it! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa nax̲sakwéin I'm beginning to know him/her; I'm beginning to 

learn it 

2s yaa nisakwéin you're beginning to know him/her; you're beginning to 

learn it 

3s yaa anaskwéin s/he's beginning to know him/her; s/he's beginning to 

learn it 

1p yaa ntusakwéin we're beginning to know him/her; we're beginning 

to learn it 

2p yaa naysakwéin you all are beginning to know him/her; you all are 

beginning to learn it 

3p yaa (ha)s anaskwéin they're beginning to know him/her; they're 

beginning to know him/her learn it 

4 yaa nduskwéin it's becoming general knowledge 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s askweix̲ s/he realizes it (regularly); s/he remembers it 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasikóo I know it 

2s yisikóo you know it 

3s awsikóo s/he knows it 
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1p wutusikóo we know it 

2p yeeysikóo you all know it 

3p has awsikóo they know it 

4 wududzikóo it is known 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasakú I don't know 

2s tlél yisakú you don't know 

3s tlél awuskú s/he doesn't know 

1p tlél wutusakú we don't know 

2p tlél yeeysakú you all don't know 

3p tlél has awuskú they don't know 

4 tlél wuduskú nobody knows 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ux̲sakóowch I know (every time) 

2s isakóowch you know (every time) 

3s ooskóowch s/he knows (every time) 

1p tusakóowch we know (every time) 

2p yisakóowch you all know (every time) 

3p has ooskóowch they know (every time) 

4 duskóowch it is known (every time) 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲sakóo I will know 

2s gagi̲sakóo you will know 

3s agux̲sakóo s/he will know 

1p gax̲tusakóo we will know 

2p gax̲yisakóo you all will know 

3p has agux̲sakóo they will know 

4 gax̲duskóo it will be known 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲sakoo I won't know 

2s tlél gagi̲sakoo you won't know 

3s tlél aguxs̲akoo s/he won't know 

1p tlél gaxt̲usakoo we won't know 

2p tlél gaxy̲isakoo you all won't know 
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3p tlél has agux̲sakoo they won't know 

4 tlél gaxd̲uskoo it won't be known 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲sakóo let me know 

3s ax̲sakóo let him/her know 

1p ga̲tusakóo let us know 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oox̲sikóowu yé no way can s/he know 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oox̲sakóowun s/he would have known 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s askwéini if/when s/he knows 

Example(s): 

Ch'a á yeeysikóo yéi yanga̲ké̲inín "K̲áa yáx̲ i daa ax̲ tuwatee, dlák'," yóo. 
You all know how it is when a person might say, "You are like a man to me, sister." 

Tlél a daat tooshtí ách áwé tlél awuskú. 
He doesn't pay attention, that's why he didn't learn. 

Líl kayeeshóoguk,̲ Chx̲ánk', ch'as eeshandéin du daa itunatí. Tlél duskweix̲ wáa sá yéi 

yan has kawdayaayí. 
Don't laugh at him, grandchild, have compassion for him. Nobody knows why they 

turned out that way. 

Ch'a yéi x̲at kasnéex'i tín, has du yáanáx̲ át x̲wasikóo. 
Even though I stink, I know more than they do. 

Tlél wuduskú wáa yéi koowáat' sá áa yéi has wooteeyí. 
Nobody knew how long they were there. 
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laugh at it 

Theme: O-S-ø-shook~̲ (ø act) 
 for S to laugh at O 

Naish-Story:  ya-shook ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eeshoogú̲k̲! Don't laugh at him/her/it! 

2p Líl yishoogú̲k!̲ Don't you all laugh at him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲ashook ̲ I'm laughing at him/her/it 

3s ashook ̲ s/he's laughing at him/her/it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲washook ̲I'm not laughing at him/her/it 

3s tlél ooshook ̲ s/he's not laughing at him/her/it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ashúkx̲̲ s/he laughs at it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waashúk ̲ I laughed at him/her/it 

3s aawashúk ̲ s/he laughed at him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲washook ̲I didn't laugh at him/her/it 

3s tlél awushook ̲s/he didn't laugh at him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲washookc̲h I laugh at him/her/it (every time) 

3s ooshookc̲h s/he laughs at him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲washookc̲h I haven't laughed at it yet 

3s tlél ooshookc̲h s/he hasn't laughed at it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲shóok ̲ I will laugh at him/her/it 

3s akgw̲ashóok ̲ s/he will laugh at him/her/it 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲shook ̲I won't laugh at him/her/it 

3s tlél akgw̲ashook ̲ s/he won't laugh at him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲shook ̲ let me laugh at him/her/it 

3s aga̲shook ̲ let him/her laugh at him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé agw̲aashoogu̲ yé no way can s/he laugh at it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agw̲ashoogú̲n s/he would have laughed at it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ashúkn̲i if/when s/he laughs at it 

Example(s): 

Wooyík ashook.̲ 
S/he's laughing at nothing. 
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laugh; smile (often with laughter) 

Theme: at S-ø-shook̲~ (ø act) 
 for S to laugh 

Naish-Story:  ya-shook ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s At shúk!̲ Laugh! 

2p At yishúk!̲ You all laugh! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl at eeshoogú̲k̲! Don't laugh! 

2p Líl at yishoogú̲k!̲ Don't you all laugh! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s at x̲ashook ̲ I laugh; I am laughing 

2s at eeshook̲ you laugh; you are laughing 

3s at shook ̲ s/he laughs; s/he is laughing 

1p at tooshook ̲ we laugh; we are laughing 

2p at yeeshook̲ you all laugh; you all are laughing 

3p has at shook ̲ they laugh; they are laughing 

4 at dushook ̲ people laugh; people are laughing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲washook ̲ I don't laugh; I'm not laughing 

2s tlél at eeshook̲ you don't laugh; you're not laughing 

3s tlél at ushook ̲ s/he doesn't laugh; s/he's not laughing 

1p tlél at tooshook ̲ we don't laugh; we're not laughing 

2p tlél at yeeshook̲ you all don't laugh; you all are not laughing 

3p tlél has at ushook̲ they don't laugh; they're not laughing 

4 tlél at dushook ̲nobody laughs; nobody is laughing 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s at shúkx̲̲ s/he laughs (regularly) 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé at shúk ̲aa the one who laughs 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s at x̲waashúk ̲ I laughed 
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2s at iyashúk ̲ you laughed 

3s at uwashúk ̲ s/he laughed 

1p at wutuwashúk ̲ we laughed 

2p at yeeyshúk̲ you all laughed 

3p at has uwashúk ̲ they laughed 

4 at wuduwashúk ̲ people laughed 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲washook ̲ I didn't laugh 

2s tlél at yishook ̲you didn't laugh 

3s tlél at wushook ̲ s/he didn't laugh 

1p tlél at wutooshook ̲we didn't laugh 

2p tlél at yeeyshook̲ you all didn't laugh 

3p tlél at has wushook̲ they didn't laugh 

4 tlél at wudushook̲ nobody laughed 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s at x̲washookc̲h I laugh (every time) 

2s at eeshook̲ch you laugh (every time) 

3s at ushookc̲h s/he laughs (every time) 

1p at tooshookc̲h we laugh (every time) 

2p at yishookc̲h you all laugh (every time) 

3p at has ushookc̲h they laugh (every time) 

4 at dushookc̲h someone laughs (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél at x̲washookc̲h I haven't laughed yet 

2s tlél at eeshook̲ch you haven't laughed yet 

3s tlél at ushookc̲h s/he hasn't laughed yet 

1p tlél at tooshookc̲h we haven't laughed yet 

2p tlél at yishookc̲h you all haven't laughed yet 

3p tlél at has ushook̲ch they haven't laughed yet 

4 tlél at dushookc̲h nobody has laughed yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s at kuka̲shóok ̲ I will laugh 

2s at gage̲eshóok̲ you will laugh 

3s at guga̲shóok ̲ s/he will laugh 
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1p at gax̲tooshóok ̲ we will laugh 

2p at gax̲yishóok ̲you all will laugh 

3p at has guga̲shóok ̲ they will laugh 

4 at gax̲dushóok ̲people will laugh 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél at kuka̲shook ̲ I won't laugh 

2s tlél at gage̲eshook̲ you won't laugh 

3s tlél at guga̲shook ̲ s/he won't laugh 

1p tlél at gax̲tooshook ̲ we won't laugh 

2p tlél at gax̲yishook ̲you all won't laugh 

3p tlél at has guga̲shook ̲ they won't laugh 

4 tlél at gax̲dushook ̲nobody will laugh 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s at ka̲shook ̲ let me laugh 

3s at ga̲shook ̲ let him/her laugh 

1p at ga̲tooshook ̲ let us laugh 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé at gw̲aashoogu̲ yé no way can s/he laugh 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s at gw̲ashoogú̲n s/he would have laughed 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s at shúkn̲i if/when s/he laughs 

Example(s): 

At shookc̲h yaa naják.̲ 
S/he's dying of laughter. 
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laugh; smile (often with laughter) 

Theme: at S-ø-shook̲ (na act) 
 for S to laugh; for S to smile (often with laughter) 

Naish-Story:  ya-shook ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s At nashook!̲ Laugh! 

2p At nayshook!̲ You all laugh! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl at eeshoogú̲k̲! Don't laugh! 

2p Líl at yishoogú̲k!̲ Don't you all laugh! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s at x̲ashook ̲ I laugh 

3s at shook ̲ s/he laughs 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲washook ̲ I don't laugh 

3s tlél at ushook ̲ s/he doesn't laugh 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s at shuk ̲nooch s/he always laughs 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s at x̲waashook ̲ I laughed 

3s at wooshook̲ s/he laughed 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲washook ̲ I didn't laugh 

3s tlél at wushook ̲ s/he didn't laugh 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s at kukw̲ashook ̲ I will laugh 

3s at gugw̲ashook ̲ s/he will laugh 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél at kukw̲ashook ̲ I won't laugh 

3s tlél at gugw̲ashook ̲ s/he won't laugh 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s at naka̲shook ̲ let me laugh 

3s at naga̲shook ̲ let him/her laugh 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé at nagw̲aashoogu̲ yé no way can s/he laugh 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s at nashúkn̲i if/when s/he laughs 
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lay eggs; nest 

Theme: a-d-l-k'wáat'~ (na event; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for birds to lay eggs, nest 

Naish-Story:  dli-k'wát' 
Notes 

Note that the verb in the example sentence here: ilk'wát'x ̲ is the intransitive 

repetitive form, while the repetitive form given above: alk'wát'x̲ is transitive. The 

difference is that the transitive form focuses more on the object (in this case, the 

egg). For example, alk'wát'x̲ could be translated as 'it lays eggs' while ilk'wát'x ̲ could 

be translated as 'it reproduces (in the form of an egg)'. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s alk'wát'x̲ it lays eggs (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awdlik'wát' it laid an egg 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awulk'wáat' it didn't lay an egg 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oonalk'wát'ch it hasn't laid an egg yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akgw̲alk'wáat' it will lay an egg 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s anga̲lk'wát' let it lay an egg 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonaxd̲lik'wát'i yé no way can it lay an egg 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oongw̲alk'wát'in it would have laid an egg 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s analk'wát'ni if/when it lays an egg 

Example(s): 

Tlél aadé oonaxd̲lik'wát'i yé a yáanáx̲ woowáat. 
There's no way it can lay an egg, it's too old. 
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Oongw̲alk'wát'in yilidlékw ku̲.aa. 
It would have laid an egg, but you scared it off. 
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lazy, slow 

Theme: a-u-S-d-s-kaa (ga state) 
 for S to be lazy, slow 

Naish-Story:  a-dzi-kaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eeskaayík!̲ Don't be lazy! 

2p Líl ayeeskaayík!̲ Don't you all be lazy! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s oodzikaa s/he is lazy 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ooskaa s/he isn't lazy 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s agooskéini if/when s/he is lazy 
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lead them 

Theme: yaa O-shu-S-ø-.aat~ (ga event) 
 for S to lead (plural) O (especially by walking ahead) 

Naish-Story:  shu-ya-.aat 
Notes 

Note that yaa occurs in every form except the perfective. This verb has a plural stem, 

meaning that multiple people or animals are being led. In the paradigm given here, 

the plural object pronoun has "them" is used. One could also use k ̲aa "people", as in: 

k̲aa shoowa.aat "s/he led people". Another option is the object prefix k ̲u- "people", 

as in: k̲ushoowa.aat "s/he led people". For both of these, note that the third person 

object pronoun a- on the verb is dropped. If you want to indicate that animals are 

being led, omit the has/k̲aa/k ̲u- and use: ashoowa.aat "s/he led them (animals)". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yaa (ha)s shuga.á! Lead them! 

2p Yaa (ha)s shugay.á! You all lead them! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl has shuyi.aadík!̲ Don't lead them! 

2p Líl has shuyeey.aadík!̲ Don't you all lead them! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa (ha)s shunx̲a.át I am leading them 

3s yaa (ha)s ashuna.át s/he is leading them 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei (ha)s ashu.átch s/he leads them (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s has shux̲waa.aat I led them 

3s has ashoowa.aat s/he led them 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél has shux̲wa.aat I didn't lead them 

3s tlél has ashuwu.aat s/he didn't lead them 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yaa (ha)s shukx̲a.átch I lead them (every time) 

3s yaa (ha)s ashuga.átch s/he leads them (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yaa (ha)s shukx̲a.átch I haven't led them yet 
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3s tlél yaa (ha)s ashuga.átch s/he hasn't led them yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yaa (ha)s shukkw̲a.áat I will lead them 

3s yaa (ha)s ashukgw̲a.áat s/he will lead them 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yaa (ha)s shukkw̲a.aat I won't lead them 

3s tlél yaa (ha)s ahsukgw̲a.aat s/he won't lead them 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yaa (ha)s shukka̲.aat let me lead them 

3s yaa (ha)s ashukga̲.aat let him/her lead them 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yaa (ha)s ashukgw̲aa.aadi yé no way can s/he lead them 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yaa (ha)s ashukgw̲a.aadín s/he would have led them 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yaa (ha)s ashuga.átni if/when s/he leads them 
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lend it to him/her 

Theme: N-t~ O-S-ø-hées'~ (ø motion) 
 for S to lend O to N 

Naish-Story:  A- + ya-hees' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du éet hís'! Lend it to him/her! 

2p Du éet yeehís'! You all lend it to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du éex̲ eehées'ik!̲ Don't lend it to him/her! 

2p Líl du éex̲ yihées'ik!̲ Don't you all lend it to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du éex̲ x̲ahées' I lend it to him/her (regularly) 

3s du éex̲ ahées' s/he lends it to him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du éet x̲waahís' I lent it to him/her 

3s du éet aawahís' s/he lent it to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du éet x̲wahées' I didn't lend it to him/her 

3s tlél du éet awuhées' s/he didn't lend it to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du éet x̲wahées'ch I lend it to him/her (every time) 

3s du éet oohées'ch s/he lends it to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du éet x̲wahées'ch I haven't lent it to him/her yet 

3s tlél du éet oohées'ch s/he hasn't lent it to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du éede kkw̲ahées' I will lend it to him/her 

3s du éede akgw̲ahées' s/he will lend it to him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du éede kkw̲ahées' I won't lend it to him/her 

3s tlél du éede akgw̲ahées' s/he won't lend it to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) du éet ka̲hées' (just) let me loan it to him/her 
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3s (ch'a) du éet aga̲hées' (just) let him/her lend it to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du éet kw̲aahées'i yé no way can I lend it to him/her 

3s tlél aadé du éet agw̲aahées'i yé no way can s/he lend it to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du éet kw̲ahées'in I would have lent it to him/her 

3s du éet agw̲ahées'in s/he would have lent it to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du éet x̲ahís'ni if/when I lend it to him/her 

3s du éet ahís'ni if/when s/he lends it to him/her 
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let go of, release him/her/it; leave, desert him/her/it; 

hand him/her/it over 

Theme: O-ji-S-ø-naak~̲ (ø event) 
 for S to let go, release, relinquish O; for S to leave, desert O; for S to 

hand over, deliver up O 

Naish-Story:  ji-ya-naak ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Jinák!̲ Let it go! 

2p Jeeynák̲! You all let it go! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl jeenákx̲̲ik̲! Don't let it go! 

2p Líl jeeynákx̲̲ik̲! Don't you all let it go! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ajinákx̲̲ s/he lets it go (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ajeewanák ̲ s/he let it go 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ajuwanaak ̲s/he didn't let it go 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ajeenaakc̲h s/he lets it go (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ajeenaakc̲h s/he hasn't let it go yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ajikgw̲anáak ̲ s/he will let it go 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ajikgw̲anaak ̲ s/he won't let it go 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ajiga̲naak ̲ let him/her/it let it go 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ajigw̲aanaagi̲ yé no way can s/he let it go 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ajigw̲anaagí̲n s/he would have let it go 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ajinákn̲i if/when s/he lets it go 
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lie 

Theme: sh k'̲a-S-d-l-yeil~ (ø event) 
 for S to lie, decieve 

Naish-Story:  sh k'̲a-dli-yeil 
Notes 

To specify who one is lying to, use: N een 'to N'. For example: Du een sh k̲'awdliyél 

's/he lied to him/her'. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sh k'̲eelyél! Lie! 

2p Sh k'̲ayilyél! You all lie! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl sh k̲'eelyélx̲ik̲! Don't lie! 

2p Líl sh k̲'ayilyélx̲ik!̲ Don't you all lie! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yaa sh k'̲analyél s/he's lying 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s sh k'̲alyélx̲ s/he lies (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s sh k'̲ax̲wdliyél I lied 

2s sh k'̲aydliyél you lied 

3s sh k'̲awdliyél s/he lied 

1p sh k'̲awtudliyél we lied 

2p sh k'̲ayeeydliyél you all lied 

3p has sh k'̲awdliyél they lied 

4 sh k'̲awdudliyél someone lied 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél sh k'̲a I didn't lie 

2s tlél sh k'̲axw̲alyeil you didn't lie 

3s tlél sh k'̲awulyeil s/he didn't lie 

1p tlél sh k'̲awtoolyeil we didn't lie 

2p tlél sh k'̲ayeeylyeil you all didn't lie 

3p tlél has sh k'̲awulyeil they didn't lie 

4 tlél sh k'̲awdulyeil nobody lied 
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Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s sh k'̲oox̲alyélch I lie (every time) 

2s sh k'̲eelyélch you lie (every time) 

3s sh k'̲oolyélch s/he lies (every time) 

1p sh k'̲utoolyélch we lie (every time) 

2p sh k'̲ayeelyélch you all lie (every time) 

3p has sh k'̲oolyélch they lie (every time) 

4 sh k'̲udulyélch someone lies (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél sh k'̲oox̲alyélch I haven't lied yet 

2s tlél sh k'̲eelyélch you haven't lied yet 

3s tlél sh k'̲oolyélch s/he hasn't lied yet 

1p tlél sh k'̲utoolyélch we haven't lied yet 

2p tlél sh k'̲ayeelyélch you all haven't lied yet 

3p tlél has sh k'̲oolyélch they haven't lied yet 

4 tlél sh k'̲udulyélch nobody has lied yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s sh k'̲akkw̲alyéil I will lie 

2s sh k'̲akge̲elyéil you will lie 

3s sh k'̲akgw̲alyéil s/he will lie 

1p sh k'̲agax̲toolyéil we will lie 

2p sh k'̲agax̲yeelyéil you all will lie 

3p has sh k'̲akgw̲alyéil they will lie 

4 sh k'̲agax̲dulyéil someone will lie 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél sh k'̲akkw̲alyeil I won't lie 

2s tlél sh k'̲akge̲elyeil you won't lie 

3s tlél sh k'̲akgw̲alyeil s/he won't lie 

1p tlél sh k'̲agaxt̲oolyeil we won't lie 

2p tlél sh k'̲agaxy̲eelyeil you all won't lie 

3p tlél has sh k'̲akgw̲alyeil they won't lie 

4 tlél sh k'̲agaxd̲ulyeil nobody will lie 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s sh k'̲aka̲lyeil let me lie 
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3s sh k'̲aga̲lyeil let him/her lie 

1p sh k'̲ax̲toolyeil let us lie 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé sh k'̲ux̲dliyeli yé no way can s/he lie 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s sh k'̲ugw̲alyeilín s/he would have lied 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s sh k'̲alyélni if/when s/he lies 

Example(s): 

Yaa sh k'̲analyél áwé, hél du x̲'éit yaxw̲as.aa! 
He's lying, I didn't kiss him! 

Tlákw áwé yaa sh k'̲agalyélch du léelk'u een. 
She's always lying to her grandmother. 

Hél aadé x̲'ankw̲aawóos'i yé, tlákw yaa sh k'̲agalyélch. 
I can't ask him a question, he lies every time. 

Sh k'̲ukw̲alyeilín, du éex' ku̲.aa akux̲dlix̲éitl'. 
I would have lied but I'm afraid of him. 

Sh k'̲ukw̲alyeilín, ku̲dáx̲ kú̲tx̲ du yáa awux̲aanéi. 
I would have lied but I have too much respect for her. 
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lie there (of hide-like object, blanket, coat, robe, sheet) 

Theme: P-t ø-.áx̲ (position) 
 for a hide-like object, blanket, coat, robe, sheet to lie at P 

Naish-Story:  ya-.aax ̲

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s át .áx̲ it's lying there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél át u.áx̲ it's not lying there 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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lie there (of several things; of dead or unconscious persons 

or animals) 

Theme: P-t l-.át (position) 
 for several things to lie at P; for several persons or animals to lie dead, 

unconscious, or incapacitated at P 

Naish-Story:  li-.aat 
Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s át la.át they're lying there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél át ul.át they're not lying there 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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lie there (of small objects) 

Theme: P-t ka-l-.át (position) 
 for small objects to lie at P 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p át kala.át they are lying there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél át kool.át they're not lying there 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3p [does not occur] 
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lift him/her/it up (live creature) 

Theme: kei O-S-s-nook~ (ø motion) 
 for S to lift up O (live creature) 

Naish-Story:  kei si-nook 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kei sanú! Lift him/her/it up! 

2p Kei yeesanú! You all lift him/her/it up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei isanúkjik!̲ Don't lift him/her/it up! 

2p Líl kei yisanúkjik!̲ Don't you all lift him/her/it up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s kei x̲sanúkch I lift him/her/it up (regularly) 

3s kei asnúkch s/he lifts him/her/it up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kei x̲wsinúk I lifted him/her/it up 

3s kei awsinúk s/he lifted him/her/it up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲wsanook I didn't lift him/her/it up 

3s tlél kei awusnook s/he didn't lift him/her/it up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kei x̲wsanúkch I lift him/her/it up (every time) 

3s kei oosnúkch s/he lifts him/her/it up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kei x̲wsanookch I haven't lifted him/her/it up yet 

3s tlél kei oosnookch s/he hasn't lifted him/her/it up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲asanóok I will lift him/her/it up 

3s kei agux̲sanóok s/he will lift him/her/it up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲asanook I won't lift him/her/it up 

3s tlél kei agux̲sanook s/he won't lift him/her/it up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kei ka̲sanook let me lift him/her/it up 
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3s kei ax̲sanook let him/her lift him/her/it up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kei kw̲asinoogu yé no way can I lift him/her/it up 

3s tlél aadé kei oox̲sinoogu yé no way can s/he lift him/her/it up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kei kw̲asanoogún I would have lifted him/her/it up 

3s kei oox̲sanoogún s/he would have lifted him/her/it up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kei x̲sanúkni if/when I lift him/her/it up 

3s kei asnúkni if/when s/he lifts him/her/it up 
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light; set fire to; cause to shine; turn on (light) 

Theme: P-t~ a-ka-S-l-gaan~ (Ø motion) 
 for S to light, set fire to, cause P to shine; for S to turn P on (light) 

Naish-Story:  A- + a-ka-li-gaan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át aklagán! Light it! 

2p Át akaylagán! You all light it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ akeelagaaník ̲ Don't light it! 

2p Líl áx̲ akaylagaaník!̲ Don't you all light it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ aklagaan s/he lights it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át akax̲wligán I lit it 

3s át akawligán s/he lit it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át akaxw̲lagaan I didn't light it 

3s tlél át akawulgaan s/he didn't light it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át akoox̲algaanch I light it (every time) 

3s át akoolgaanch s/he lights it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át akoox̲algaanch I haven't lit it yet 

3s tlél át akoolgaanch s/he hasn't lit it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé akakkw̲alagáan I will light it 

3s aadé akagux̲lagáan s/he will light it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé akakkw̲alagaan I won't light it 

3s tlél aadé akaguxl̲agaan s/he won't light it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át akka̲lagaan let me light it 

3s át akaxl̲agaan let him/her light it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át akux̲ligaani yé no way can s/he light it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át akux̲lagaanín s/he would have lit it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át aklagánni if/when s/he lights it 
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like to do it; in the habit of doing it 

Theme: O-ka-u-S-sh-tán (ga state) 
 for S to be in habit of doing O; for S to do O frequently because S 

enjoys doing it 

Naish-Story:  ka-shi-taan 

Notes 

In addition to hobbies, this verb can be used to describe habits with a negative 

connotation. For example: K ̲aa yat'éi yoo x ̲'atánk akwshitán "S/he likes to talk 

behind people's backs" or: Akwshitán k ̲aa yáx̲ kei x̲'adatánch "S/he likes to argue". 

In the negative, this verb is used to indicate that someone doesn't like to do 

something, and therefore doesn't do it often. For example: Tlél akooshtán dak̲éis' 

"S/he doesn't like to sew (and therefore doesn't do it often)". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kux̲shitán I'm in the habit of doing it 

3s akwshitán s/he's in the habit of doing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲shatán I don't like to do it (and don't do it often) 

3s tlél akooshtán s/he doesn't like to do it (and doesn't do it often) 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akagooshtánni if/when s/he likes to do it 
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like, similar to him/her/it 

Theme: N yáx̲ O-ø-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for O to be like, similar to N 

Naish-Story:  a yáx̲ + ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du yáx̲ inatí! Be like him/her! 

2p Du yáx̲ yee natí! You all be like him/her! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl du yáx̲ eetéek̲! Don't be like him/her! 

2p Líl du yáx̲ yee utéek̲! Don't you all be like him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s a yáx̲ yatee he/she/it is like it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél a yáx̲ utí he/she/it isn't like it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s a yáx̲ wootee he/she/it was like it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél a yáx̲ wutee he/she/it wasn't like it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s a yáx̲ nateech he/she/it is like it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél a yáx̲ unateech he/she/it hasn't become like it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s a yáx̲ guga̲tée he/she/it will be like it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél a yáx̲ guga̲tee he/she/it won't be like it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s a yáx̲ naga̲tee let him/her be like it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé a yáx̲ unga̲ateeyi yé no way can he/she/it be like it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s a yáx̲ unga̲teeyín he/she/it would have been like it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a yáx̲ natéeni if/when he/she/it is like it 
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listen to him/her (take time to listen) 

Theme: N x̲'éide ku̲-S-s-.aax̲~ (na motion) 
 for S to (take time to) listen to N 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

One fluent speaker suggests the finer meaning "take time to listen" for this verb, 

thus distinguishing it slightly from the related verb: du x ̲'éit wusi.áx ̲ "s/he listened 

to, obeyed him/her". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du x̲'éide ku̲nees.aax!̲ Listen to him/her! 

2p Du x̲'éide ku̲nayis.aax!̲ You all listen to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du x̲'éide yoo ke̲es.áx̲gik!̲ Don't listen to him/her! 

2p Líl du x̲'éide yoo ka̲yis.áx̲gik!̲ Don't you all listen to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du x̲'éide yoo ku̲x̲dzi.áx̲k I listen to him/her (regularly) 

3s du x̲'éide yoo ku̲dzi.áx̲k s/he listens to him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du x̲'éide ku̲x̲wdzi.aax̲ I listened to him/her 

3s du x̲'éide ku̲wdzi.aax ̲ s/he listened to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du x̲'éide ku̲x̲was.aax ̲I didn't listen to him/her 

3s tlél du x̲'éide ku̲wus.aax ̲ s/he didn't listen to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du x̲'éide ku̲nx̲as.áx̲ch I listen to him/her (every time) 

3s du x̲'éide ku̲nas.áx̲ch s/he listens to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du x̲'éide ku̲nx̲was.áx̲ch I haven't listened to him/her yet 

3s tlél du x̲'éide ko̲onas.áx̲ch s/he hasn't listened to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du x̲'éide ku̲kkw̲as.áax̲ I will listen to him/her 

3s du x̲'éide ku̲kgw̲as.áax̲ s/he will listen to him/her 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du x̲'éide ku̲kkw̲as.aax̲ I won't listen to him/her 

3s tlél du x̲'éide ku̲kgw̲as.aax̲ s/he won't listen to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du x̲'éide ku̲nka̲s.aax ̲ let me listen to him/her 

3s du x̲'éide ku̲nga̲s.aax ̲ let him/her listen to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du x̲'éide ko̲onka̲dzi.aaxi̲ yé no way can I listen to him/her 

3s tlél aadé du x̲'éide ko̲onax̲dzi.aaxi̲ yé no way can s/he listen to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s ku̲nkw̲as.aax̲ín I would have listened to him/her 

3s du x̲'éide ku̲ngw̲as.aax̲ín s/he would have listened to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du x̲'éide ku̲nx̲as.áx̲ni if/when I listen to him/her 

3s du x̲'éide ku̲nas.áx̲ni if/when s/he listens to him/her 
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listen to it 

Theme: P-t~ S-s-.aax~̲ (ø motion) 
 for S to listen to P 

Naish-Story:  A- + si-.aax ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át sa.áx̲! Listen to it! 

2p Át yisa.áx̲! You all listen to it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ isa.aax̲ík!̲ Don't listen to it! 

2p Líl áx̲ yisa.aax̲ík!̲ Don't you all listen to it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ sa.aax ̲ s/he listens to it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲wasi.áx̲ I'm listening to it; I listened to it 

3s át wusi.áx̲ s/he's listening to it; s/he listened to it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲wasa.aax ̲ I'm not listening to it; I didn't listen to it 

3s tlél át wus.aax ̲s/he's not listening to it; s/he didn't listen to it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át x̲wasa.aaxc̲h I listen to it (every time) 

3s át us.aaxc̲h s/he listens to it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át x̲wasa.aaxc̲h I haven't listened to it yet 

3s tlél át us.aaxc̲h s/he hasn't listened to it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲asa.áax̲ I will listen to it 

3s aadé guxs̲a.áax̲ s/he will listen to it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲asa.aax ̲ I won't listen to it 

3s tlél aadé guxs̲a.aax ̲ s/he won't listen to it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át ka̲sa.aax ̲ let me listen to it 

3s át ga̲sa.aax ̲ let him/her listen to it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át ux̲si.aaxi̲ yé no way can s/he listen to it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át ux̲sa.aax̲ín s/he would have listened to it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át sa.áx̲ni if/when s/he listens to it 

Example(s): 

Wéi a tóode sh kadulnik át k'idéin át sa.áx̲! 
Listen closely to the radio! 

Yadujeeyí tlél áx̲ us.aax̲. 
She doesn't listen to lecturing. 
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listen to, obey him/her 

Theme: N x̲'éi-t~ S-s-.aax~̲ (ø motion) 
 for S to listen to, obey, give heed to N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a x̲'éi- + si-.aax ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du x̲'éit sa.áx̲! Listen to him/her! 

2p Du x̲'éit yisa.áx̲! You all listen to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du x̲'éix̲ isa.aax̲ík!̲ Don't listen to him/her! 

2p Líl du x̲'éix̲ yisa.aax̲ík!̲ Don't you all listen to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s du x̲'éix̲ x̲asa.aax ̲ I listen to him/her (regularly) 

3s du x̲'éix̲ sa.aax ̲s/he listens to him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du x̲'éit x̲wasi.áx̲ I'm listening to him/her; I listen to him/her 

3s du x̲'éit wusi.áx̲ s/he's listening to him/her; s/he listens to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du x̲'éit x̲wasa.aax ̲I'm not listening to him/her; I don't listen to 

him/her 

3s tlél du x̲'éit wus.aax ̲ s/he's not listening to him/her; s/he doesn't 

listen to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du x̲'éit x̲wasa.aaxc̲h I listen to him/her (every time) 

3s du x̲'éit us.aaxc̲h s/he listens to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du x̲'éit x̲wasa.aaxc̲h I haven't listened to him/her yet 

3s tlél du x̲'éit us.aaxc̲h s/he hasn't listened to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du x̲'éide kkw̲asa.áax̲ I will listen to him/her 

3s du x̲'éide gux̲sa.áax̲ s/he will listen to him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du x̲'éide kkw̲asa.aax ̲I won't listen to him/her 

3s tlél du x̲'éide gux̲sa.aax ̲ s/he won't listen to him/her 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du x̲'éit ka̲sa.aax ̲ let me listen to him/her 

3s du x̲'éit ga̲sa.aax ̲ let him/her listen to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du x̲'éit kw̲asi.aax̲i yé no way can I listen to him/her 

3s tlél aadé du x̲'éit ux̲si.aax̲i yé no way can s/he listen to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du x̲'éit kw̲asa.aax̲ín I would have listened to him/her 

3s du x̲'éit ux̲sa.aax̲ín s/he would have listened to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du x̲'éit x̲asa.áx̲ni if/when I listen to him/her 

3s du x̲'éit sa.áx̲ni if/when s/he listens to him/her 
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live (at a place) 

Theme: ku̲-S-ø-.ooʰ~ (na state) 
 for S to live, live at, dwell permanently 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-ya-.oo 

Notes 

To specify where one lives, use: P-x' 'at P'. For example: Sheet'káx' k̲uya.óo. 'S/he 

lives in Sitka'. Note that áa and áx' are synonymous, both meaning 'there'. Often 

when occuring directly before the verb, the preferred form is áa. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Áa ku̲na.oo! Live there! 

2p Áa ku̲nay.oo! You all live there! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áa ku̲yi.oowúk̲! Don't live there! 

2p Líl áa ku̲yeey.oowúk̲! Don't you all live there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s áa ku̲ya.óo / áa ku̲wa.óo s/he lives there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél áa ko̲o.oo s/he doesn't live there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s áa ko̲owa.oo s/he lived there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél áa ku̲wu.oo s/he didn't live there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s áa ku̲na.eich s/he lives there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s áa ku̲kgw̲a.óo s/he will live there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél áa ku̲kgw̲a.oo s/he won't live there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s áa ku̲nga̲.oo let him/her live there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé áa ko̲onga̲a.oowu yé no way can s/he live there 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s áa ko̲onga̲.oowún s/he would have lived there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s áa ku̲na.éini if/when s/he lives there 
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lock it 

Theme: x̲'éi-t~ O-ka-S-l-téex̲'~ (ø event) 
 for S to lock O 

Naish-Story:  x̲'ei- + ka-li-teix̲' 

Variants: -téix̲'~ 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s X̲'éit kalatíx'̲! Lock it! 

2p X̲'éit kaylatíx'̲! You all lock it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl x̲'éix̲ keelatéex̲'ik!̲ Don't lock it! 

2p Líl x̲'éix̲ kaylatéex̲'ik!̲ Don't you all lock it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s x̲'éide yaa akanaltíx'̲ s/he's locking it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s x̲'éix̲ aklatéex̲' s/he locks it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s x̲'éit akawlitíx'̲ s/he locked it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél x̲'éit akawultéex̲' s/he didn't lock it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s x̲'éit akooltéex̲'ch s/he locks it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél x̲'éit akooltéex̲'ch s/he hasn't locked it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s x̲'éide akagux̲latéex̲' s/he will lock it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél x̲'éide akagux̲latéex̲' s/he won't lock it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s x̲'éit akax̲latéex̲' let him/her lock it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé x'̲éit akoox̲litéex̲'i yé no way can s/he lock it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s x̲'éit akoox̲latéex̲'in s/he would have locked it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s x̲'éit aklatíx'̲ni if/when s/he locks it 
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lonely 

Theme: O-l-teesh~ (ga̲ event) 
 for O to be lonely 

Naish-Story:  li-teesh 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl iwulteeshík!̲ Don't be lonely! 

2p Líl yee wulteeshík̲! Don't you all be lonely! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yei x̲at naltísh I'm getting lonely 

2s yei inaltísh you're getting lonely 

3s yei naltísh s/he's getting lonely 

1p yei haa naltísh we're getting lonely 

2p yei yee naltísh you all are getting lonely 

3p yei has naltísh they're getting lonely 

4 yei ku̲naltísh people are getting lonely 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei latíshch s/he gets lonely (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wuliteesh I'm lonely 

2s iwliteesh you're lonely 

3s wuliteesh s/he's lonely 

1p haa wuliteesh we're lonely 

2p yee wliteesh you all are lonely 

3p has wuliteesh they're lonely 

4 ku̲wliteesh people are lonely 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wulteesh I'm not lonely 

2s tlél iwulteesh you're not lonely 

3s tlél wulteesh s/he's not lonely 

1p tlél haa wulteesh we're not lonely 

2p tlél yee wulteesh you all are not lonely 

3p tlél has wulteesh they're not lonely 
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4 tlél ku̲wulteesh nobody is lonely 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at ga̲ltíshch I get lonely (every time) 

2s iga̲ltíshch you get lonely (every time) 

3s ga̲ltíshch s/he gets lonely (every time) 

1p haa x̲latíshch we get lonely (every time) 

2p yee x̲latíshch you all get lonely (every time) 

3p has ga̲ltíshch they get lonely (every time) 

4 ku̲x̲latíshch people get lonely (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s wulteeshín s/he had been lonely; s/he was lonely (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél wulteeshín s/he hadn't been lonely; s/he wasn't lonely (at the time, 

but...) 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé wuliteeshi aa the lonely one 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yei x̲at gux̲latéesh I will be lonely 

2s yei igux̲latéesh you will be lonely 

3s yei gux̲latéesh s/he will be lonely 

1p yei haa gux̲latéesh we will be lonely 

2p yei yee gux̲latéesh you all will be lonely 

3p yei (ha)s gux̲latéesh they will be lonely 

4 yei ku̲gux̲latéesh people will be lonely 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yei x̲at gux̲lateesh I won't be lonely 

2s tlél yei igux̲lateesh you won't be lonely 

3s tlél yei gux̲lateesh s/he won't be lonely 

1p tlél yei haa gux̲lateesh we won't be lonely 

2p tlél yei yee gux̲lateesh you all won't be lonely 

3p tlél yei (ha)s gux̲lateesh they won't be lonely 

4 tlél yei ku̲gux̲lateesh nobody will be lonely 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at ga̲axl̲ateesh let me be lonely 

3s ga̲axl̲ateesh let him/her be lonely 

1p haa ga̲axl̲ateesh let us be lonely 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gw̲aaxl̲iteeshi yé no way can s/he be lonely 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲aax̲lateeshín s/he would have been lonely 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ga̲latíshni if/when s/he is lonely 

Example(s): 

Ch'a tlákw xáanaa dei yaa ku̲nahéini áwé x̲at galtíshch. 
I get lonely every time evening approaches. 

Ax̲ dachx̲ánk' ax̲ nák ̲wugoodí x̲at galtíshch. 
I get lonely every time my grandchild leaves me. 
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long (of stick-like object) 

Theme: ø-yáat'~ (na state) 
 for an object to be long (usually stick-like objects) 

Naish-Story:  ya-yaat' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yayát' it is long 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ooyát' it's not long 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nayát' it's becoming long 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yát'x̲ it becomes long (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wooyáat' it became long 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wuyáat' it didn't become long 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél unayát'ch it hasn't gotten long yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s guga̲yáat' it will become long 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél guga̲yáat' it won't be long 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé unga̲ayáat'i yé no way can it get long 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s nayát'ni if/when it's long 
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long (of time or physical object) 

Theme: l-yát' (na state) 
 for something to be long (of time or physical object) 

Naish-Story:  li-yaat' 
Notes 

Speakers accept this verb with either a short, high stem -yát' (as given here) or a 

long, high stem -yáat' throughout the paradigm. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s liyát' it's long 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ulyát' it's not long 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nalyát' it's getting long 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wuliyát' it became long 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s nalyát'ch it gets to be long (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲layát'in it would have been long 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s nalyát'ni if/when it's long 
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long (of time) 

Theme: yee-ø-yáat'~ (na state) 
 for something to be long (of time) 

Naish-Story:  yee-ya-yaat' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa yeenayát' it's getting longer (time) (the days, e.g.) 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yeeyát'x̲ it's long (time) (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yeeywooyáat' it was long (time) 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yeewooyáat' it wasn't long (time) 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yeenayát'ch it is long (time) (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yeekgw̲ayáat' it will be long (time) 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yeekgw̲ayáat' it won't be long (time) 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yeengw̲aayáat'i yé no way can it be long (time) 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yeengw̲ayáat'in it would have been long (time) 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yeenayát'ni if/when it's long (time) 
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long (that long) 

Theme: (yéi) ka-u-l-yáat' (na state) 
 for something to be (so) long 

Naish-Story:  li-yaat' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yéi kwliyáat' it's that long 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi koolyáat' it's not that long 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yéi kunalyát'ch it gets to be that long (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yéi kunalyát'ch it hasn't gotten that long yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi kagux̲layáat' it will be that long 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kagux̲layaat' it won't be that long 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi kunax̲dliyáat'i yé no way can it be that long 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi kunax̲layáat'in it would have been that long 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi kunalyát'ni if/when it's that long 
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long (that long, of stick-like object) 

Theme: (yéi) ka-u-ø-yáat'~ (na state) 
 for an object (usually stick-like) to be (so) long 

Naish-Story:  ya-yaat' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yéi koowáat' it is that long 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kooyáat' it's not that long 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yéi yaa kunayát' it is getting that long 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yéi kuwát'x̲ it gets that long (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yéi kaawayáat' it got that long 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kawuyáat' it didn't get that long 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yéi koonayát'ch it gets that long (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yéi koonayát'ch it hasn't gotten that long yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi kakgw̲ayáat' it will get that long 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kakgw̲ayáat' it won't get that long 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yéi koonga̲yáat' let it get that long 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi koonga̲ayáat'i yé no way can it get that long 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi koonga̲yáat'in it would have gotten that long 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi kunayát'ni if/when it gets that long 
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look around, about 

Theme: P-t a-S-d-l-ge̲in~ (na motion) 
 for S to look around, about P 

Naish-Story:  A- + a-dli-ge̲en 

Variants: -ge̲en~ (An) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át aneelge̲in! Look around! 

2p Át anayilge̲in! You all look around! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át ayilge̲iník!̲ Don't look around! 

2p Líl át ayeeylge̲iník!̲ Don't you all look around! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át ax̲wdlige̲in I am looking around; I looked around 

2s át aydlige̲in you are looking around; you looked around 

3s át awdlige̲in s/he is looking around; s/he looked around 

1p át awtudlige̲in we are looking around; we looked around 

2p át ayidlige̲in you all are looking around; you all looked around 

3p át has awdlige̲in they are looking around; they looked around 

4 át awdudlige̲in people are looking around; people looked around 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át ax̲walge̲in I'm not looking around; I didn't look around 

2s tlél át ayilge̲in you're not looking around; you didn't look around 

3s tlél át awulge̲in s/he's not looking around; s/he didn't look around 

1p tlél át awtoolge̲in we're not looking around; we didn't look around 

2p tlél át ayeeyilge̲in you all are not looking around; you all didn't look 

around 

3p tlél át has awulge̲in they're not looking around; they didn't look 

around 
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4 tlél át awdulge̲in nobody is looking around; nobody looked around 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át anx̲algé̲nch I look around (every time) 

2s át aneelgé̲nch you look around (every time) 

3s át analgé̲nch s/he looks around (every time) 

1p át antoolgé̲nch we look around (every time) 

2p át anayilgé̲nch you all look around (every time) 

3p át has analgé̲nch they look around (every time) 

4 át andulgé̲nch people look around (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s át awulge̲inín s/he had looked around; s/he looked around (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél át awulge̲inín s/he hadn't looked around; s/he didn't look around 

(at the time, but...) 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé át awdlige̲ini aa the one who looked around 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s át akkw̲algé̲in I will look around 

2s át akge̲elgé̲in you will look around 

3s át akgw̲algé̲in s/he will look around 

1p át agax̲toolgé̲in we will look around 

2p át agax̲yilgé̲in you all will look around 

3p át has akgw̲algé̲in they will look around 

4 át agax̲dulgé̲in people will look around 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél át akkw̲alge̲in I won't look around 

2s tlél át akge̲elge̲in you won't look around 

3s tlél át akgw̲alge̲in s/he won't look around 

1p tlél át agax̲tulge̲in we won't look around 

2p tlél át agax̲yilge̲in you all won't look around 

3p tlél át has akgw̲alge̲in they won't look around 

4 tlél át agax̲dulge̲in nobody will look around 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át anka̲lge̲in(í) let me look around 

3s át anga̲lge̲in(í) let him/her look around 

1p át anax̲toolge̲in(í) let us look there around 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át anax̲wdlige̲ini yé no way can s/he look around 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át oongw̲alge̲inín s/he would have looked around 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át analgé̲nni if/when s/he looks around 

Example(s): 

Át ax̲walge̲iní xa̲atéen haa daadéi áyá yaa ku̲shunaxíx. 
When I look around I see that we are losing a lot of people. 

Át aneelge̲in i dlaak'gá̲a! 
Look around for your sister! 
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look at it 

Theme: P-t~ a-S-d-l-ge̲in~ (ø motion) 
 for S to look at P 

Naish-Story:  A- + a-dli-ge̲en 

Variants: -ge̲en 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át eelgé̲n! Look at it! 

2p Át yilgé̲n! You all look at it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ eelge̲iník̲! Don't look at 

2p Líl áx̲ ayilge̲iník!̲ Don't you all look at it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa anx̲algé̲n I'm going to look at it 

2s aadé yaa aneelgé̲n you're going to look at it 

3s aadé yaa analgé̲n s/he's going to look at it 

1p aadé yaa antoolgé̲n we're going to look at it 

2p aadé yaa anayilgé̲n you all are going to look at it 

3p aadé yaa has analgé̲n they're going to look at it 

4 aadé yaa andulgé̲n someone is going to look at it 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ alge̲in s/he looks at it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át ax̲wdligé̲n I looked at it 

2s át aydligé̲n you looked at it 

3s át awdligé̲n s/he looked at it 

1p át awtudligé̲n we looked at it 

2p át ayidligé̲n you all looked at it 

3p át has awdligé̲n they looked at it 

4 át awdudligé̲n it was looked at 
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Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át ax̲walge̲in I didn't look at it 

2s tlél át ayilge̲in you didn't look at it 

3s tlél át awulge̲in s/he didn't look at it 

1p tlél át awtulge̲in we didn't look at it 

2p tlél át ayeeyilge̲in you all didn't look at it 

3p tlél át has awulge̲in they didn't look at it 

4 tlél át awdulge̲in it wasn't looked at 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át oox̲alge̲inch I look at it (every time) 

2s át eelge̲inch you look at it (every time) 

3s át oolge̲inch s/he looks at it (every time) 

1p át atoolge̲inch we look at it (every time) 

2p át ayilge̲inch you all look at it (every time) 

3p át has oolge̲inch they look at it (every time) 

4 át adulge̲inch it is looked at (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át oox̲alge̲inch I haven't looked at it yet 

2s tlél át eelge̲inch you haven't looked at it yet 

3s tlél át oolge̲inch s/he hasn't looked at it yet 

1p tlél át atoolge̲inch we haven't looked at it yet 

2p tlél át ayilge̲inch you all haven't looked at it yet 

3p tlél át has oolge̲inch they haven't looked at it yet 

4 tlél át adulge̲inch it hasn't been looked at yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s át awulge̲inín s/he had looked at it; s/he looked at it (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél át awulge̲inín s/he hadn't looked at it; s/he didn't look at it (at the 

time, but...) 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé át awdlige̲ni aa the one who looked at it 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé akkw̲algé̲in I will look at it 

2s aadé akge̲elgé̲in you will look at it 

3s aadé akgw̲algé̲in s/he will look at it 
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1p aadé agax̲toolgé̲in we will look at it 

2p aadé agax̲yilgé̲in you all will look at it 

3p aadé has akgw̲algé̲in they will look at it 

4 aadé agax̲dulgé̲in it will be looked at 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé akkw̲alge̲in I won't look at it 

2s tlél aadé akge̲elge̲in you won't look at it 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲alge̲in s/he won't look at it 

1p tlél aadé agax̲toolge̲in we won't look at it 

2p tlél aadé agax̲yilge̲in you all won't look at it 

3p tlél aadé has akgw̲alge̲in they won't look at it 

4 tlél aadé agax̲dulge̲in it won't be looked at 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át aka̲lge̲in let me look at it 

3s át aga̲lge̲in let him/her look at it 

1p át ax̲toolge̲in let us look at it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át oox̲dlige̲ini yé no way can s/he look at it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át ooga̲lge̲inín s/he would have looked at it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át algé̲nni if/when s/he looks at it 

Example(s): 

Tlél át awulge̲inín. 
He never paid any attention to her. 

Tlél aadé át ookd̲lige̲ini yé - tlei x̲aga̲x ̲nooch. 
I can't look at it - I always cry. 

Át ax̲walge̲inní, áx̲ kawdihaa. 
When I looked at it, it disappeared. 

Líl áx̲ ayilge̲iník ̲gis'óok ̲át wu.aadí. 
Don't you all look at the Northern lights when they are moving about! 

Líl áx̲ ayilge̲iník ̲wé ga̲gaan! 
Don't you all look at the sun! 

A yáanáx̲ áwé shéex̲ sitee - tlél aadé át ookd̲lige̲ini yé. 
It's too bloody - I can't look at it. 
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look like it, resemble it 

Theme: N yáx̲ ka-ø-xaat~ (ø state; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for something to resemble N (esp. in shape) 

Naish-Story:  A + ka-ya-xaat 
Notes 

This verb can also refer to one's behavior. For example: Tlél a yáx̲ kooxát wéit'aa. 

"That one doesn't act normal, right." a yáx̲ kaxádin 'it was the same shape' 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s a yáx̲ kaaxát it looks like it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél a yáx̲ kooxát it doesn't look like it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s a yáx̲ yaa kanaxát it's starting to look like it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s a yáx̲ kooxátch it looks like it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s a yáx̲ kakgw̲axáat it will look like it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél a yáx̲ kakgw̲axaat it won't look like it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s a yáx̲ kaga̲xát let it look like it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé a yáx̲ kooga̲axádi yé no way can it look like it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s a yáx̲ kooga̲xádin it would have looked like it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a yáx̲ kaxátni if/when it looks like it 
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look like, resemble him/her/it; identical with him/her/it 

Theme: O-S-u-ø-yaa~ (ga̲ state) 
 for S to resemble, look like O; for S to be almost identical with O 

Naish-Story:  ya-yaa 

Notes 

This verb can be a little confusing because of the thematic prefix u-, which contracts 

with the object prefix a- (and the classifier ya-), producing the prefix oowa- in the 

imperfective. Note that this only happens when the subject and object are both third 

person (and in this case, non-human). For third person human objects, the object 

pronoun ash is preferred. For example: ash uwayáa "s/he looks like him/her." Since 

there's no object prefix a- here (which is used for non-human objects), the prefix is 

uwa- in the imperfective. Here's another example: Ax ̲ kéek' x̲at uwayáa "My little 

sister looks like me." Here's an example sentence with a first person subject: Ax ̲ tláa 

x̲waayáa "I look like my mother." Note that the thematic prefix u- contracts with the 

first person subject prefix (and the classifier ya-), producing x ̲waa-. To say "they 

look like each other", the pronoun wooch is used along with the d- classifier: wooch 

has wudiyáa. In the negative, this verb can take on the meaning "improper". For 

example: tlél oowaa "it's not right; it's not proper" OR "it doesn't look like it." 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s oowayáa it looks like it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oowaa it doesn't look like it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yei anayéin it's beginning to look like it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yei akgw̲ayáa it will look like it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yei akgw̲ayaa it won't look like it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aga̲agw̲ayaayín it would have looked like it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aga̲yéini if/when it looks like it 
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lose it 

Theme: ku̲t O-S-ø-gé̲ex'~ (ga motion) 
 for S to lose O 

Naish-Story:  ku̲t ya-ge̲ex' 
Notes 

Note that this verb can be used figuratively to refer to losing one's mind or health. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s K̲ut gagé̲ex'! Lose it! 

2p K̲ut gaygé̲ex'! You all lose it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ku̲t kei eegí̲x'jik!̲ Don't lose it! 

2p Líl ku̲t kei yigí̲x'jik!̲ Don't you all lose it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s ku̲t kei nx̲agí̲x' I'm losing it 

3s ku̲t kei anagí̲x' s/he is losing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s ku̲t kei x̲agí̲x'ch I lose it (regularly) 

3s ku̲t kei agí̲x'ch s/he loses it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ku̲t x̲waagé̲ex' I lost it 

3s ku̲t aawagé̲ex' s/he lost it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t x̲wagé̲ex' I didn't lose it 

3s tlél ku̲t awugé̲ex' s/he didn't lose it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ku̲t gax̲agí̲x'ch I lose it (every time) 

3s ku̲t agagí̲x'ch s/he loses it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ku̲t goox̲agí̲x'ch I haven't lost it yet 

3s tlél ku̲t agoogí̲x'ch s/he hasn't lost it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ku̲t kei kkw̲agé̲ex' I will lose it 

3s ku̲t kei akgw̲agé̲ex' s/he will lose it 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t kei kkw̲agé̲ex' I won't lose it 

3s tlél ku̲t kei akgw̲agé̲ex' s/he won't lose it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) ku̲t gaka̲gé̲ex' (just) let me lose it 

3s (ch'a) ku̲t akga̲gé̲ex' (just) let him/her lose it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ku̲t gooka̲agé̲ex'i yé no way can I lose it 

3s tlél aadé ku̲t akgw̲aagé̲ex'i yé no way can s/he lose it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s ku̲t gooka̲gé̲ex'in I would have lost it 

3s ku̲t akgw̲agé̲ex'in s/he would have lost it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s ku̲t gax̲agí̲x'ni if/when I lose it 

3s ku̲t agagí̲x'ni if/when s/he loses it 

Example(s): 

Du toowú ku̲t aawagé̲ex' kaawashoowú. 
He lost his mind when he was drunk. 
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lose it (round, spherical object) 

Theme: ku̲t O-ka-S-ø-gé̲ex'~ (ga motion) 
 for S to lose O (round, spherical object) 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ku̲t kei keegí̲x'jik!̲ Don't lose it! 

2p Líl ku̲t kei kaygí̲x'jik!̲ Don't you all lose it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s ku̲t kei kax̲agí̲x'ch I lose it (regularly) 

3s ku̲t kei akagí̲x'ch s/he loses it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ku̲t kax̲waagé̲ex' I lost it 

3s ku̲t akaawagé̲ex' s/he lost it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t kax̲wagé̲ex' I didn't lose it 

3s tlél ku̲t akawugé̲ex' s/he didn't lose it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ku̲t kakx̲agí̲x'ch I lose it (every time) 

3s ku̲t akagagí̲x'ch s/he loses it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ku̲t kakx̲wagí̲x'ch I haven't lost it yet 

3s tlél ku̲t akagoogí̲x'ch s/he hasn't lost it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ku̲t kei kakkw̲agé̲ex' I will lose it 

3s ku̲t kei akakgw̲agé̲ex' s/he will lose it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t kei kakkw̲agé̲ex' I won't lose it 

3s tlél ku̲t kei akakgw̲agé̲ex' s/he won't lose it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) ku̲t kaka̲gé̲ex'i (dé) (just) let me lose it (now) 

3s (ch'a) ku̲t akga̲gé̲ex'i (dé) (just) let him/her lose it (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ku̲t kakkw̲aagé̲ex'i yé no way can I lose it 
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3s tlél aadé ku̲t akakgw̲aagé̲ex'i yé no way can s/he lose it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s ku̲t kakkw̲agé̲ex'in I would have lost it 

3s ku̲t akakgw̲aagé̲ex'in s/he would have lost it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s ku̲t kakx̲agí̲x'ni if/when I lose it 

3s ku̲t akgagí̲x'ni if/when s/he loses it 
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lose them 

Theme: ku̲t O-ka-S-l-sóos (ga motion) 
 for S to lose (plural) O 

Naish-Story:  ku̲t ka-li-soos (basically plural, see a-ya-ge̲ex' for singular) 
Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ku̲t kei keelasóosjik!̲ Don't lose them! 

2p Líl ku̲t kei kaylasóosjik!̲ Don't you all lose them! 

Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2s K̲ut tsá kagi̲lasóos! Be sure not to lose them! 

2p K̲ut tsá kaga̲ylasóos! You all be sure not to lose them! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s ku̲t kei kax̲lasóosch I lose them (regularly) 

3s ku̲t kei aklasóosch s/he loses them (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ku̲t kax̲wlisóos I lost them 

3s ku̲t akaawlisóos s/he lost them 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t kax̲wlasóos I didn't lose them 

3s tlél ku̲t akawulsóos s/he didn't lose them 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ku̲t kagax̲lasóosch I lose them (every time) 

3s ku̲t akaklasóosch s/he loses them (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ku̲t kei kakkw̲alasóos I will lose them 

3s ku̲t kei akagux̲lasóos s/he will lose them 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t kei kakkw̲alasóos I won't lose them 

3s tlél ku̲t kei akagux̲lasóos s/he won't lose them 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) ku̲t kakka̲lasóos (dé) (just) let me lose them (now) 

3s (ch'a) ku̲t akagax̲lasóos (dé) (just) let him/her lose them (now) 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ku̲t kakkw̲alisóosi yé no way can I lose them 

3s tlél aadé ku̲t akagux̲lisóosi yéno way can s/he lose them 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s ku̲t kakkw̲alasóosin I would have lost them 

3s ku̲t akagux̲lasóosin s/he would have lost them 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s ku̲t kagax̲lasóosni if/when I lose them 

3s ku̲t akaklasóosni if/when s/he loses them 
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lost 

Theme: ku̲t O-d-s-geet~ (ga motion) 
 for O to lose oneself, be lost, usure of one's location 

Naish-Story:  ku̲t dzi-geet 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s K̲ut igasgeet! Get lost! 

2p [does not occur] 
Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2s K̲ut tsá igasgéet! Be sure not to get lost! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s ku̲t kei x̲at isgítch I get lost (regularly) 

3s ku̲t kei isgítch s/he gets lost (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ku̲t x̲at wudzigeet I got lost 

3s ku̲t wudzigeet s/he got lost 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t x̲at wusgeet I didn't get lost 

3s tlél ku̲t wusgeet s/he didn't get lost 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ku̲t x̲at gasgítch I get lost (every time) 

3s ku̲t gasgítch s/he gets lost (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ku̲t x̲at goosgítch I haven't gotten lost yet 

3s tlél ku̲t goosgítch s/he hasn't gotten lost yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ku̲t kei x̲at guga̲sgéet I will get lost 

3s ku̲t kei kgw̲asgéet s/he will get lost 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t kei x̲at guga̲sgeet I won't get lost 

3s tlél ku̲t kei kgw̲asgeet s/he won't get lost 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s [does not occur] 

3s (ch'a) ku̲t gaga̲sgeet (just) let him/her get lost 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ku̲t x̲at gax̲wdzigeedi yé no way can I get lost 

3s tlél aadé ku̲t gax̲wdzigeedi yé no way can s/he get lost 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s ku̲t x̲at goox̲asgeedín I would have gotten lost 

3s ku̲t goox̲asgeedín s/he would have gotten lost 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s ku̲t x̲at gasgítni if/when I get lost 

3s ku̲t gasgítni if/when s/he gets lost 
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lost (of plural people, objects) 

Theme: ku̲t O-ka-ø-sóos (ga event) 
 for (plural) O (objects, people) to be lost 

Naish-Story:  ku̲t ka-ya-soos 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 

2p K̲ut yee kagasóos! You all get lost! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl ku̲t kei yee kasóosjik!̲ Don't you all get lost! 

Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2p K̲ut tsá yee kagasóos! Be sure that you don't all get lost! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1p ku̲t kei haa kasóosch we get lost (regularly) 

3p ku̲t kei (ha)s kasóosch they get lost (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p ku̲t haa kaawasóos we are lost; we got lost 

3p ku̲t has kaawasóos they are lost; they got lost 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél ku̲t haa kawusóos we aren't lost; we didn't get lost 

3p tlél ku̲t has kawusóos they aren't lost; they didn't get lost 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p ku̲t haa kagasóosch we get lost (every time) 

3p ku̲t has kagasóosch they get lost (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél ku̲t haa kagoosóosch we haven't gotten lost yet 

3p tlél ku̲t has kagoosóosch they haven't gotten lost yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p ku̲t kei haa kakgw̲asóos we will get lost 

3p ku̲t kei (ha)s kakgw̲asóos they will get lost 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél ku̲t kei haa kakgw̲asóos we won't get lost 
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3p tlél ku̲t kei (ha)s kakgw̲asóos they won't get lost 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p [does not occur] 

3p (ch'a) ku̲t has kakga̲sóos (dé) (just) let them get lost (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé ku̲t haa kakgw̲aasóosi yé no way can we get lost 

3p tlél aadé ku̲t has kakgw̲aasóosi yé no way can they get lost 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1p ku̲t haa kakgw̲asóosin we would have gotten lost 

3p ku̲t has kakgw̲asóosin they would have gotten lost 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1p ku̲t haa kgasóosni if/when we get lost 

3p ku̲t has kagasóosni if/when they get lost 
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loud-voiced 

Theme: O-sa-l-gaaw (ga state) 
 for O to be loud-voiced, noisy in speech 

Naish-Story:  sa-li-gaaw 

Notes 

Note a related verb with a similar meaning: x ̲'aligaaw "s/he has a loud, powerful 

voice." 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Isaklagaaw! Be loud! 

2p Yee saklagaaw! You all be loud! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl isalagaawúk!̲ Don't be loud! 

2p Líl yee salagaawúk!̲ Don't you all be loud! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at saligaaw I am loud-voiced 

3s saligaaw he/she/it is loud-voiced 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at seilgaaw I'm not loud-voiced 

3s tlél seilgaaw he/she/it isn't loud-voiced 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei salagaawch he/she/it gets loud-voiced (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at sawligaaw I was loud-voiced 

3s sawligaaw he/she/it was loud-voiced 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at sawulgaaw I wasn't loud-voiced 

3s tlél sawulgaaw he/she/it wasn't loud-voiced 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at sagux̲lagaaw I will be loud-voiced 

3s kei sagux̲lagaaw he/she/it will be loud-voiced 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at sagux̲lagaaw I won't be loud-voiced 
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3s tlél kei sagux̲lagaaw he/she/it won't be loud-voiced 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at sagaxl̲agaaw let me be loud-voiced 

3s sagaxl̲agaaw let him/her/it be loud-voiced 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s saklagaawní if/when he/she/it is loud-voiced 
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love him/her/it 

Theme: O-S-s-x̲án (ga state) 
 for S to love O 

Naish-Story:  si-x̲án 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gasax̲án! Love him/her/it! 

2p Gaysax̲án! You all love him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s asix̲án s/he loves him/her/it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oosx̲án s/he doesn't love him/her/it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s asx̲án nooch s/he always loves him/her/it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awsix̲án s/he loved him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awusx̲án s/he didn't love him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei agux̲sax̲án s/he will love him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei agux̲sax̲án s/he won't love him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s gax̲sax̲án let him/her love him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé agux̲sixa̲ni yé no way can s/he love him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agux̲sax̲ánin s/he would have loved him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aksax̲ánni if s/he loves him/her/it 
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lucky, blessed 

Theme: O-li-x̲éitl (ga state) 
 for O to be blessed, be lucky 

Naish-Story:  li-x̲eitl 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s lix̲éitl s/he's lucky 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ushx̲éitl s/he's not lucky 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei lax̲éitlch s/he gets lucky (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wulix̲éitl s/he got lucky 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wulx̲éitl s/he didn't get lucky 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s galx̲éitlch s/he gets lucky (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél goolx̲éitlch s/he hasn't gotten lucky yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei gux̲lax̲éitl s/he will get lucky 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei gux̲lax̲éitl s/he won't get lucky 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s gax̲lax̲éitl let him/her get lucky 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gux̲lix̲éidli yé no way can s/he get lucky 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲lax̲éidlin s/he would have gotten lucky 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s galax̲éitlni if/when s/he gets lucky 
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lying there (to have a round, spherical object lying there) 

Theme: P-t O-ka-S-ø-téen (position) 
 for S to have (round, spherical) O lying at P 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-tee 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s át akatéen s/he has it lying there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél át akootéen s/he doesn't have it lying there 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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lying there (to have small objects lying there) 

Theme: P-t O-ka-S-l-.át (position) 
 for S to have O (small objects) lying at P 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. Note that in the example sentence, the 

classifier in the verb: waak̲t akal.át is l- and NOT la- . For some common nouns such 

as waak̲ "eye", it is possible to leave off the overt possessor du "his/her". The D- 

element of the classifier (in this case l-) replaces the overt possessor. Therefore, in 

the sentence below there is no overt possessor of waak ̲, and the verb has the D- 

component of the classifier (l-), producing the phrase: waak ̲t akal.át. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s át akla.át s/he has them lying there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél át akool.át s/he doesn't have them lying there 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Example(s): 

Wakd̲áanaa waakt̲ akal.át. 
She has eyeglasses on. (Lit: She has glasses lying on her eyes.) 
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many, plenty, lots 

Theme: O-sha-ya-d-haaʰ~ (na state) 
 for O to be many, plenty, lots 

Naish-Story:  sha-ya-di-haa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s shayadihéin there are a lot 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél shawoodahéin there aren't a lot 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa s shayandahéin there are getting to be a lot 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo shayadiheik there gets to be a lot (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s shayawdihaa there got to be a lot 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél shayawdahaa there weren't a lot 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s shayandaheich there get to be a lot (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél shawoondaheich there hasn't gotten to be a lot yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s shayagux̲daháa there will be a lot 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél shayagux̲dahaa there won't be a lot 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s shanaxd̲ahaa let there be a lot 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé shayanaxw̲dihaayi yé no way can there be a lot 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s shayanax̲wdahaayín there would have been a lot 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s shayandahéini if/when there's a lot 
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many, plenty, lots (of solid mass or abstracts) 

Theme: ø-gei~ (na state) 
 for a solid mass or abstracts to be plentiful, be lots, many 

Naish-Story:  ya-gei 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yagéi there are many 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ugé there aren't many 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s géi nooch there are always many 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nagéin it's increasing (in number) 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s tlél yaa unagéin it's not increasing (in number) 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo yagéik there gets to be many (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s géiyin there used to be many 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ugéiyin there didn't use to be many 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s woogei there got to be many 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wugei there weren't many 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s nageich there are many (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél unageich it hasn't increased (in number) yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s guga̲géi there will be many 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél guga̲gei there won't be many 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s naga̲gei let there be many 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ngw̲aageiyi yé no way can there be many 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s nagw̲ageiyín there would have been many 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s nagéini if/when there are many 

Example(s): 

Yagéiyi yéi jiné áwé yan awsinei. 
S/he did a big job. 

Ch'a yéi koonga̲gei. 
Leave it as it is (as in size, amount). 

G̲agaan eetináx̲ tlél guga̲gei shákw. 
Without sunshine, there won't be many strawberries. 
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marry each other 

Theme: wooch S-d-shaa~ (ø event; CV́V Imp/Hort/Pot) 
 for S (two people) to marry each other 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

Either wooch or woosh can be used with this verb. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Wooch yidasháa! Marry each other! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl wooch yeeydasháak̲! Don't marry each other! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p wooch wutudisháa we married each other 

2p wooch yeeydisháa you married each other 

3p wooch has wudisháa they married each other 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél wooch wutudashá we didn't marry each other 

2p tlél wooch yeeydashá you didn't marry each other 

3p tlél wooch has wudashá they didn't marry each other 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3p [does not occur]  

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél wooch tudasháaych we haven't married each other yet 

2p tlél wooch yidasháaych you haven't married each other yet 

3p tlél wooch has wudasháaych they haven't married each other yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p wooch gax̲tudasháa we will marry each other 

2p wooch gax̲yidasháa you will marry each other 

3p wooch has gux̲dasháa they will marry each other 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél wooch gaxt̲udashaa we won't marry each other 
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2p tlél wooch gaxy̲idashaa you all won't marry each other 

3p tlél wooch has gux̲dashaa they won't marry each other 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p wooch ga̲tudasháa let us marry each other 

3p wooch has ga̲dasháa let them marry each other 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé wooch has ux̲disháayi yé no way can they marry each other 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p wooch has ux̲dasháayin they would have married each other 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p wooch has dashéini if/when they marry each other 

Example(s): 

Déi ch'áakw áyá wooch tudzix̲án wooch ga̲tudashaa déi. 
We've loved each other for a long time, let's get married now. 

Yaa haa ndashán wooch ga̲tudashaa déi. 
We're getting old, let's get married now. 

Tlél wooch has wudashá ách áwé hél áx' néilx' has dus.aat. 
They're not married so they weren't allowed inside. 
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marry him/her 

Theme: O-S-ø-shaa~ (ø event; CV́V Imp/Hort/Pot) 
 for S to marry O 

Naish-Story:  ya-shaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sháa! Marry him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl eeshéix̲ik̲! Don't marry him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waasháa I married him/her 

2s iyasháa you married him/her 

3s aawasháa s/he married him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲washá I didn't marry him/her 

2s tlél yishá you didn't marry him/her 

3s tlél awushá s/he didn't marry him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲washáaych I haven't married him/her yet 

2s tlél eesháaych you haven't married him/her yet 

3s tlél oosháaych s/he hasn't married him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲sháa I will marry him/her 

2s gage̲esháa you will marry him/her 

3s akgw̲asháa s/he will marry him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲shaa I won't marry him/her 

2s tlél gage̲eshaa you won't marry him/her 
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3s tlél akgw̲ashaa s/he won't marry him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲sháa let me marry him/her 

3s aga̲sháa let him/her marry him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé agw̲aasháayi yé no way can s/he marry him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agw̲asháayin s/he would have married him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ashéini if/when s/he marries him/her 
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marry (get married) 

Theme: O-du-ø-shaa~ (ø event; CV́V Imp/Hort/Pot) 
 for O to get married 

Naish-Story:  ya-shaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Idusháa (dé)! Get married (now)! 

2p Yee dusháa (dé)! You all get married (now)! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl idushéix̲ik!̲ Don't get married! 

2p Líl yee dushéix̲ik̲! Don't you all get married! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wuduwasháa I got married 

3s wuduwasháa s/he got married 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wudushá I didn't get married 

3s tlél wushushá s/he didn't get married 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at dusháaych I haven't gotten married yet 

3s tlél dusháaych s/he hasn't gotten married yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at gax̲dusháa I will get married 

3s gax̲dusháa s/he will get married 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at gax̲dushaa I won't get married 

3s tlél gaxd̲ushaa s/he won't get married 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at ga̲dusháa let me get married 
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3s ga̲dusháa let him/her get married 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé x̲duwasháayi yé no way can s/he get married 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ga̲dusháayin s/he would have gotten married 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s dushéini if/when s/he gets married 

Example(s): 

Ch'u school-t yóo yagútk, ách áwé tlél dusháaych yeisú. 
She's going to school, that's why she hasn't gotten married yet. 

Ch'a x̲asax̲áni ax̲ x̲úx̲ yéeyi ách áwé tlél x̲at wudushá. 
I am still in love with my former husband, that's why I'm not married. 
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mash it; sqeeze it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-go̲otl~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to mash O by squeezing in the hand; for S to squeeze O tightly 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-go̲otl 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kagú̲tl! Mash it! 

2p Kaygú̲tl! You all mash it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keegú̲tlx̲ik!̲ Don't mash it! 

2p Líl kaygú̲tlx̲ik!̲ Don't you all mash it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s akagú̲tlx ̲ s/he is mashing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél akoogú̲tlx ̲ s/he isn't mashing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akagú̲tlx ̲ s/he mashes it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akaawagú̲tl s/he mashed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawugo̲otl s/he didn't mash it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akoogú̲tlch s/he mashes it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akoogo̲otlch / tlél akoogú̲tlch s/he hasn't mashed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akakgw̲agó̲otl s/he will mash it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akakgw̲ago̲otl s/he won't mash it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akga̲gú̲tl let him/her mash it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aagú̲dli yé no way can s/he mash it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akgw̲agú̲dlin s/he would have mashed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akagú̲tlni if s/he mashes it 
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melt, dissolve, thaw 

Theme: l-laa~ (ø event) 
 for something to melt, dissolve, thaw 

Naish-Story:  li-laa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nalléin it's melting 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s laléix ̲ it melts (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wuliláa it melted 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wullá it didn't melt 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ulláaych it melts (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ulláaych it hasn't melted yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s gux̲laláa it will melt 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél gux̲lalaa it won't melt 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲lalaa let it melt 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gw̲alilaayi yé no way can it melt 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲alalaayín it would have melted 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s laléini if/when it melts 

Example(s): 

Wé tléik̲w ga̲lalaa yageiyi s'íx' káx'. 
Let the berries melt in the large bowl. 

Wé dleey ga̲lalaa xáanaa atx̲aayí sákw. 
Let the meat thaw for dinner. 

Wudlit'ix'i tléikw̲ wullaayí kú̲náx̲ k'éi nooch tsaa eix̲í teen ka̲ shúgwaa. 
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When the frozen berries are thawed they are real good with seal oil and sugar. 

Yáa héen yík wullaayí tsá, gax̲tookó̲ox̲. 
When the river melts we will go (by boat). 
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moldy 

Theme: d-tlaax~̲ (ø event) 
 for something to be moldy 

Naish-Story:  di-tlaax ̲

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nadatláx ̲ it's getting moldy 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ditláx̲kw it molds (easily, regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wuditláx̲ it's moldy; it got moldy 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wudatlaax ̲it's not moldy; it didn't get moldy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s udatláx̲ch it gets moldy (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél udatlaaxc̲h / tlél udatláx̲ch it hasn't gotten moldy yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s gux̲datláax ̲ it will get moldy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél gux̲datlaax ̲it won't get moldy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲datlaax ̲ let it get moldy 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ux̲ditlaaxi̲ yé no way can it get moldy 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲datlaax̲ín it would have gotten moldy 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s datláx̲ni if/when it gets moldy 
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move there II 

Theme: P-t~ O-l-gáas'~ (ø motion) 
 for O to move household (with future plans unspecified) to P 

Naish-Story:  li-gaas' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át eelgás'! Move there! 

2p Át yee lagás'! You all move there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ eelgáas'ik!̲ Don't move there! 

2p Líl áx̲ yee ulgáas'ik!̲ Don't you all move there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ lagáas' s/he moves there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲at wuligás' I moved there 

3s át wuligás' s/he moved there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲at wulgáas' I didn't move there 

3s tlél át wulgáas' s/he didn't move there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át x̲at ulgáas'ch I move there (every time) 

3s át ulgáas'ch s/he moves there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át x̲at ulgáas'ch I haven't moved there yet 

3s tlél át ulgáas'ch s/he hasn't moved there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé xa̲t gux̲lagáas' I will move there 

3s aadé gux̲lagáas' s/he will move there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xa̲t gux̲lagáas' I won't move there 

3s tlél aadé gux̲lagáas' s/he won't move there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át x̲at ga̲lagáas' let me move there 

3s át ga̲lagáas' let him/her move there 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át gw̲aligáas'i yé no way can s/he move there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át gw̲alagáas'in s/he would have moved there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át lagás'ni if/when s/he moves there 

Example(s): 

Kulix̲éitl'shán áwé wéi Mountain View, líl aadé yoo ilgás'x̲ik!̲ 
Mountain View is scary, don't move there! 

Aadé wulgáas'í kaxéel' tóo yei kgw̲atée. 
If she moves there, she'll get into trouble. 
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move there VII 

Theme: P-dé O-l-gáas'~ (na motion) 
 for O to move household (with future plans unspecified) to P 

Naish-Story:  li-gaas' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé inalgáas'! Move there! 

2p Aadé yee nalgáas'! You all move there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo ilgás'x̲ik!̲ Don't move there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo yee lgás'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all move there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ligás'k s/he moves (regularly); s/he's always on the move 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé xa̲t wuligáas' I moved there 

3s aadé wligáas' s/he moved there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xa̲t wulgáas' I didn't move there 

3s tlél aadé wulgáas' s/he didn't move there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé xa̲t nalgás'ch I move there (every time) 

3s aadé nalgás'ch s/he moves there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé xa̲t unalgás'ch I haven't moved there yet 

3s tlél aadé unalgás'ch s/he hasn't moved there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé xa̲t gux̲lagáas' I will move there 

3s aadé gux̲lagáas' s/he will move there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xa̲t gux̲lagáas' I won't move there 

3s tlél aadé gux̲lagáas' s/he won't move there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé xa̲t nax̲lagáas' let me move there 

3s aadé nax̲lagáas' let him/her move there 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé nax̲ligáas'i yé no way can s/he move there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé nax̲lagáas'in s/he would have moved there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé nlagás'ni if/when s/he moves there 
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muddy 

Theme: ka-sh-kó̲otl'~ (ø state; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for a road, etc. to be muddy 

Naish-Story:  ka-shi-ko̲otl' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s kashikú̲tl'k it's muddy 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél kooshkú̲tl'k it's not muddy 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa kanashkú̲tl' it's starting to get muddy 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kashakú̲tl'x̲ it gets muddy (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawshikú̲tl' it got muddy 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawushkó̲otl' it didn't get muddy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s kooshkú̲tl'ch it gets muddy (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél kooshkú̲tl'ch it hasn't gotten muddy yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kagux̲shakó̲otl' it will get muddy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kagux̲shakó̲otl' it won't get muddy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s kax̲shakú̲tl' let it get muddy 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kux̲shikú̲tl'i yé no way can it get muddy 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kux̲shakú̲tl'in it would have gotten muddy 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kashakú̲tl'ni if/when it gets muddy 
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nail it on it 

Theme: O-ka-S-s-x'oo~ (ø act) 
 for S to nail O 

Naish-Story:  ka-si-x'oo 

Notes 

Note that the postpositional phrase át/aadé/áx̲ 'on it' is not required with this verb, 

and therefore is not given in the Leer-Edwards theme. It is given in the forms above 

however, to show how the postposition changes with each mode. Without the át, 

one could say: akawsix'óo 's/he drove nails in it'. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át kasax'ú! Nail it on it! 

2p Át kaysax'ú! You all nail it on it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl át keesax'oogúk̲! Don't nail it on it! 

2p Líl át kaysax'oogúk!̲ Don't you all nail it on it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa kanaxs̲ax'wéin I'm nailing it on it 

3s aadé yaa akanasx'wéin s/he is nailing it on it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ aksax'oo s/he nails it on it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át kax̲wsix'óo I nailed it on it 

3s át akawsix'óo s/he nailed it on it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át kax̲wsax'ú I didn't nail it on it 

3s tlél át akawusx'ú s/he didn't nail it on it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át koox̲sax'óowch I nail it on it (every time) 

3s át akoosx'óowch s/he nails it on it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át koox̲sax'óowch I haven't nailed it on it yet 

3s tlél át akoosx'óowch s/he hasn't nailed it on it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kakkw̲asax'óo I will nail it on it 
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3s aadé akagux̲sax'óo s/he will nail it on it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kakkw̲asax'oo I won't nail it on it 

3s tlél aadé akaguxs̲ax'oo s/he won't nail it on it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át kaks̲ax'oo let me nail it on it 

3s át akaxs̲ax'oo let him/her nail it on it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át akux̲six'oowu yé no way can s/he nail it on it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át akux̲sax'oowún s/he would have nailed it on it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át aksax'wéini if/when s/he nails it on it 
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name him/her/it; nominate him/her/it 

Theme: O-S-ø-saa~ (ø event) 
 for S to name O; for S to nominate O 

Naish-Story:  ya-saa 

Notes 

The difference between: yéi aawasáa 's/he named him/her/it that' and yéi 

aawasáakw 's/he called him/her/it that' is one of repetition. The former denotes a 

one-time event in which someone or something was given a name, while the latter 

depicts repeatedly calling someone or something by a name. Note that the latter 

form: yéi ayasáakw has the iterative suffix (-kw), which generally denotes a 

repeated action. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yéi sá! Name him/her/it that! 

2p Yéi yisá! You all name him/her/it that! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yéi eesáaguk̲! Don't name him/her/it that! 

2p Líl yéi yisáaguk!̲ Don't you all name him/her/it that! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yéi x̲waasáa I named him/her/it that 

3s yéi aawasáa s/he named him/her/it that 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲wasá I didn't name him/her/it that 

3s tlél yéi awusá s/he didn't name him/her/it that 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yéi x̲wasáaych I name him/her/it that (every time) 

3s yéi oosáaych s/he names him/her/it that (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yéi x̲wasáaych I haven't named him/her/it that yet 

3s tlél yéi oosáaych s/he hasn't named him/her/it that yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi kkw̲asáa I will name him/her/it that 

3s yéi akgw̲asáa s/he will name him/her/it that 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi kkw̲asaa I won't name him/her/it that 

3s tlél yéi akgw̲asaa s/he won't name him/her/it that 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yéi ka̲saa let me name him/her/it that 

3s yéi aga̲saa let him/her name him/her/it that 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yéi kw̲aasaayi yé no way can I name him/her/it that 

3s tlél aadé yéi ooga̲asaayi yé no way can s/he name him/her/it that 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yéi kw̲asaayín I would have named him/her/it that 

3s yéi ooga̲saayín s/he would have named him/her/it that 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yéi x̲aséini if/when I name him/her/it that 

3s yéi aséini if/when s/he names him/her/it that 
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narrow (esp. of container); skinny (of person) 

Theme: yéi O-ka-u-l-saa~ (na state) 
 for O (esp. container) to be narrow; for O (person) to be skinny 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-saa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yéi kwlisáa it's narrow 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi koolsaa it's not narrow 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi kunalséini if/when it's narrow 
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need, lack, require it 

Theme: N eetéenáx̲ O-ø-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for O to need, lack, require N 

Naish-Story:  a eetee-nax̲ + ya-tee 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s a eetéenáx̲ yatee he/she/it needs it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél a eetéenáx̲ utí he/she/it doesn't need it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s a eetéenáx̲ yoo yateek he/she/it needs it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s a eetéenáx̲ wootee he/she/it needed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél a eetéenáx̲ wutee he/she/it didn't need it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s a eetéenáx̲ nateech he/she/it needs it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél a eetéenáx̲ unateech he/she/it hasn't needed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s a eetéenáx̲ guga̲tée he/she/it will need it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél a eetéenáx̲ guga̲tee he/she/it won't need it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s a eetéenáx̲ naga̲tee let him/her/it need it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé a eetéenáx̲ nagw̲aateeyi yé no way can he/she/it need it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s a eetéenáx̲ nagw̲ateeyín he/she/it would have needed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a eetéenáx̲ natéeni if/when he/she/it needs it 
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noisy; lively; crazy 

Theme: O-l-.oos (ga state) 
 for O to be crazy, lively, noisy, never still 

Naish-Story:  li-.oos 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Ikla.oos! Be noisy! 

2p Yee kla.oos! You all be noisy! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ee.óosx̲uk̲! Don't be noisy! 

2p Líl yee .óosx̲uk̲! Don't you all be noisy! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at li.oos I'm noisy 

3s li.oos he/she/it is noisy 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at ul.oos I'm not noisy 

3s tlél ul.oos he/she/it is not noisy 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s la.oos nooch he/she/it is always noisy 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wuli.oos I was noisy 

3s wuli.oos he/she/it was noisy 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wul.oos I wasn't noisy 

3s tlél wul.oos he/she/it wasn't noisy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at gux̲la.oos I will be noisy 

3s kei gux̲la.oos he/she/it will be noisy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at gux̲la.oos I won't be noisy 
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3s tlél kei gux̲la.oos he/she/it won't be noisy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at gax̲la.oos let me be noisy 

3s gax̲la.oos let him/her/it be noisy 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guxl̲i.oosi yé no way can he/she/it be noisy 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲la.oosín he/she/it would have been noisy 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gala.oosní if/when he/she/it is noisy 
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numb 

Theme: l-x'wás'k ̲(na event) 
 for something to be numb, have no feeling 

Naish-Story:  li-x'wás'k ̲

Variants: -x'ús'k ̲

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nalx'wás'k ̲it's beginning to get numb 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo lix'wás'kk̲ it gets numb (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wulix'wás'k ̲ it's numb 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wulx'wás'k ̲it's not numb 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s nalx'wás'kc̲h it gets numb (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél unalx'wás'kc̲h it hasn't gotten numb yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s gux̲lax'wás'k ̲ it will get numb 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél gux̲lax'wás'k ̲ it won't get numb 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s (ch'a) naxl̲ax'wás'k ̲ (just) let it get numb 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé naxw̲lix'wás'gi̲ yé no way can it get numb 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s nax̲wlax'wás'gi̲n it would have gotten numb 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s nalax'wás'kn̲i if/when it gets numb 

Example(s): 

Ax̲ x̲'oos wulx'wás'gi̲ tlél aadé yaa kkw̲aagoodi yé. 
I can't walk when my leg is numb. 
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obvious; clearly visible 

Theme: tlél ga-u-ø-háa (ga state) 
 for something to be obvious, clearly visible 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

Note that this verb is unique in that it requires the conjugation prefix (ga-) in all 

modes and only occurs in the negative. The negative imperfective tlél gooháa "it's 

obvious" is the most common form, although the negative future has also been 

documented. 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél gooháa it's obvious 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
RepImperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kakgw̲aháa it will be obvious 

Hortative (-) (don't let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (wouldn't have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (-) (if/when s/he doesn't do it) 

3s tlél goohéini if/when it's obvious 
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old 

Theme: O-d-shaan~ (ø event) 
 for O to show signs of old age (esp. grey hair), for O to become old, age 

Naish-Story:  di-shaan 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl idashánx̲ik!̲ Don't get old! 

2p Líl yee dashánx̲ik!̲ Don't you all get old! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa x̲at nadashán I'm getting old 

2s yaa indashán you're getting old 

3s yaa ndashán s/he's getting old 

1p yaa haa ndashán we're getting old 

2p yaa yee ndashán you all are getting old 

3p yaa (ha)s nadashán they are getting old 

4 yaa ku̲ndashán someone is getting old 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wudishán I am old 

2s iwdishán you are old 

3s wudishán s/he is old 

1p haa wdishán we are old 

2p yee wdishán you all are old 

3p has wudishán they are old 

4 ku̲wdishán people are old 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wudashaan I'm not old 

2s tlél iwdashaan you aren't old 

3s tlél wudashaan s/he isn't old 

1p tlél haa wdashaan we aren't old 
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2p tlél yee wdashaan you all aren't old 

3p tlél has wudashaan they aren't old 

4 tlél ku̲wdashaan nobody is old 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at udashánch I haven't gotten old yet 

2s tlél eedashánch you haven't gotten old yet 

3s tlél udashánch s/he hasn't gotten old yet 

1p tlél haa udashánch we haven't gotten old yet 

2p tlél yee udashánch you all haven't gotten old yet 

3p tlél has udashánch they haven't gotten old yet 

4 tlél ko̲odashánch nobody has gotten old yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at gux̲dasháan I will be old 

2s igux̲dasháan you will be old 

3s gux̲dasháan s/he will be old 

1p haa gux̲dasháan we will be old 

2p yee gux̲dasháan you all will be old 

3p has gux̲dasháan they will be old 

4 ku̲gux̲dasháan people will be old 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at gux̲dashaan I won't get old 

2s tlél igux̲dashaan you won't get old 

3s tlél gux̲dashaan s/he won't get old 

1p tlél haa gux̲dashaan we won't get old 

2p tlél yee gux̲dashaan you all won't get old 

3p tlél has gux̲dashaan they won't get old 

4 tlél ku̲gux̲dashaan nobody will get old 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at ga̲dashaan let me get old 

3s ga̲dashaan let him/her get old 

1p haa x̲dashaan let us get old 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé uxd̲ishaani yé no way can s/he get old 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲dashaanín s/he would have gotten old 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s dashánni if/when s/he gets old 
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order it, send for it 

Theme: P-gá̲a a-S-ø-woo~ (ø event; CV́V Imp/Hort/Pot) 
 for S to send for, order P (usually from a catalog) 

Naish-Story:  a-ya-woo 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aagá̲a awóo! Order it! 

2p Aagá̲a yeewóo! You all order it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aagá̲a eewéix̲ik̲! Don't order it! 

2p Líl aagá̲a yiwéix̲ik̲! Don't you all order it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aagá̲a awéix̲ s/he orders it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aagá̲a aawawóo s/he ordered it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél aagá̲a awuwú s/he didn't order it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s aagá̲a oowóowch s/he orders it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél aagá̲a oowóowch s/he hasn't ordered it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aagá̲a akgw̲awóo s/he will order it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aagá̲a akgw̲awoo s/he won't order it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aagá̲a aga̲wóo let him/her order it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aagá̲a agw̲aawóowu yé no way can s/he order it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aagá̲a agw̲awóowun s/he would have ordered it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aagá̲a awéini if/when s/he orders it 
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own, claim it 

Theme: O-S-ø-héin (na state) 
 for S to own, claim O (esp. clan property) 

Naish-Story:  ya-hein 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nahéin! Claim it! 

2p Nayhéin! You all claim it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eehéinik̲! Don't claim it! 

2p Líl yihéinik!̲ Don't you all claim it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ayahéin s/he claims it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oohéin s/he doesn't claim it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ahéin nooch s/he always claims it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aawahéin s/he claimed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awuhéin s/he didn't claim it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oonahéinch s/he hasn't claimed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akgw̲ahéin s/he will claim it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akgw̲ahéin s/he won't claim it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s anga̲héin let him/her claim it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲ahéini yé no way can s/he claim it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonga̲héinin s/he would have claimed it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anahéinni if s/he claims it 
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pack it; pile up, stack it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-cháak~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to pile, stack away neatly, pack O (food, clothing, firewood, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-chaak 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kachák! Pack it! 

2p Kaychák! You all pack it! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kayeecháagik!̲ Don't pack it! 

2p Líl kayeeycháagik!̲ Don't you all pack it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s akacháak s/he's packing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél akoocháak s/he isn't packing it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s akacháak nooch s/he always packs it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akachákx̲ s/he packs it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akaawachák s/he packed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawucháak s/he didn't pack it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akoochákch s/he packs it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akoochákch / tlél akoocháakch s/he hasn't packed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akakgw̲acháak s/he will pack it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akakgw̲acháak s/he won't pack it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akga̲chák let him/her pack it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ookga̲achági yé no way can s/he pack it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ookga̲chágin s/he would have packed it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akachákni if s/he packs it 
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paddle, row 

Theme: a-S-ø-x̲aa~ (ø act; CV́V Imp/Hort/Pot) 
 for S to paddle, row 

Naish-Story:  a-ya-x̲aa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Ax̲áa! Row! 

2p Ayx̲áa! You all row! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eex̲áak̲! Don't row! 

2p Líl ayx̲áak!̲ Don't you all row! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ax̲ax̲áa I am rowing 

3s ax̲áa s/he is rowing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél oox̲ax̲áa I'm not rowing 

3s tlél oox̲áa s/he isn't rowing 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ax̲áa nooch s/he always rows 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲waax̲áa I rowed 

3s aawax̲áa s/he rowed 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲wax̲á I didn't row 

3s tlél awux̲á s/he didn't row 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél oox̲ax̲áaych I haven't rowed yet 

3s tlél oox̲áaych s/he hasn't rowed yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s akkw̲ax̲áa I will row 

3s akgw̲ax̲áa s/he will row 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél akkw̲axa̲a I won't row 

3s tlél akgw̲axa̲a s/he won't row 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aka̲x̲áa let me row 

3s aga̲x̲áa let him/her row 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooga̲aax̲áayi yé no way can s/he row 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ooga̲x̲áayin s/he would have rowed 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲éini if/when s/he rows 
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paint it 

Theme: O-S-ø-néegwál' (na act) 
 for S to paint O 

Naish-Story:  ya-néegwal' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nanéegwál'! Paint it! 

2p Naynéegwál'! You all paint it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eenéegwál'ik!̲ Don't paint it! 

2p Líl yinéegwál'ik!̲ Don't you all paint it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s anéegwál' s/he paints it; s/he is painting it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oonéegwál' s/he doesn't paint it; s/he isn't painting it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ayanéegwál'k s/he paints it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aawanéegwál' s/he painted it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awunéegwál' s/he didn't paint it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ananéegwál'ch s/he paints it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oonanéegwál'ch s/he hasn't painted it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akgw̲anéegwál' s/he will paint it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akgw̲anéegwál' s/he won't paint it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s anga̲néegwál' let him/her paint it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲anéegwál'i yé no way can s/he paint it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonga̲néegwál'in s/he would have painted it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ananéegwál'ni if/when s/he paints it 
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pay him/her (esp. a person for work done), pay for it 

Theme: O-ji-S-ø-ké̲i (na act) 
 for S to pay O (esp. a person, for work done); for S to pay for O 

Naish-Story:  ji-ya-ke̲i 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Jinaké̲i! Pay him/her! 

2p Jinayké̲i! You all pay him/her! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl jeeké̲ik̲! Don't pay him/her! 

2p Líl jiyké̲ik!̲ Don't you all pay him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo jeeké̲igik̲! Don't pay him/her! 

2p Líl yoo jiyké̲igik!̲ Don't you all pay him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s jix̲aké̲i I pay him/her; I am paying him/her 

2s jeeké̲i you pay him/her; you are paying him/her 

3s ajiké̲i s/he pays him/her; s/he is paying him/her 

1p jitooké̲i we pay him/her; we are paying him/her 

2p jiyké̲i you all pay him/her; you all are paying him/her 

3p has ajiké̲i they pay him/her; they are paying him/her 

4 jiduké̲i s/he is paid; s/he is being paid 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél jix̲waké̲i I don't pay him/her; I'm not paying him/her 

2s tlél jeeké̲i you don't pay him/her; you're not paying him/her 

3s tlél ajeeké̲i s/he doesn't pay him/her; s/he's not paying him/her 

1p tlél jitooké̲i we don't pay him/her; we're not paying him/her 

2p tlél jiyké̲i you all don't pay him/her; you all are not paying 

him/her 

3p tlél has ajeeké̲i they don't pay him/her; they're not paying him/her 

4 tlél jiduké̲i s/he isn't paid; s/he's not being paid 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ajiké̲i nooch s/he always pays him/her 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yóo ajiyaké̲ik s/he pays him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s jix̲waaké̲i I paid him/her 

2s jeeyaké̲i you paid him/her 

3s ajeewaké̲i s/he paid him/her 

1p jiwtuwaké̲i we paid him/her 

2p jiyeeyké̲i you all paid him/her 

3p has ajeewaké̲i they paid him/her 

4 jiwduwaké̲i s/he was paid 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél jix̲waké̲i I didn't pay him/her 

2s tlél jiyiké̲i you didn't pay him/her 

3s tlél ajiwuké̲i s/he didn't pay him/her 

1p tlél jiwtooké̲i we didn't pay him/her 

2p tlél jiyeeyké̲i you all didn't pay him/her 

3p tlél has ajeewuké̲i they didn't pay him/her 

4 tlél jiwduké̲i s/he wasn't paid 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s jinx̲aké̲ich I pay him/her (every time) 

2s jineeké̲ich you pay him/her (every time) 

3s ajinaké̲ich s/he pays him/her (every time) 

1p jintooké̲ich we pay him/her (every time) 

2p jinayké̲ich you all pay him/her (every time) 

3p has ajinaké̲ich they pay him/her (every time) 

4 jinduké̲ich someone pays him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél jinx̲waké̲ich I haven't paid him/her yet 

2s tlél jineeké̲ich you haven't paid him/her yet 

3s tlél ajeenaké̲ich s/he hasn't paid him/her yet 

1p tlél jintooké̲ich we haven't paid him/her yet 

2p tlél jinayké̲ich you all haven't paid him/her yet 

3p tlél has ajeenaké̲ich they haven't paid him/her yet 

4 tlél jinduké̲ich s/he hasn't been paid yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s jikkw̲aké̲i I will pay him/her 

2s jikge̲eké̲i you will pay him/her 

3s ajikgw̲aké̲i s/he will pay him/her 

1p jigax̲tooké̲i we will pay him/her 

2p jigax̲yiké̲i you all will pay him/her 

3p has ajikgw̲aké̲i they will pay him/her 

4 jigax̲duké̲i s/he will be paid 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél jikkw̲aké̲i I won't pay him/her 

2s tlél jikge̲eké̲i you won't pay him/her 

3s tlél ajikgw̲aké̲i s/he won't pay him/her 

1p tlél jigax̲tooké̲i we won't pay him/her 

2p tlél jigax̲yiké̲i you all won't pay him/her 

3p tlél has ajikgw̲aké̲i they won't pay him/her 

4 tlél jigax̲duké̲i s/he won't be paid 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s jinka̲ké̲i let me pay him/her 

3s ajinga̲ké̲i let him/her pay him/her 

1p jinax̲tooké̲i let us pay him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ajingw̲aaké̲iyi yé no way can s/he pay him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ajingw̲aké̲iyin s/he would have paid him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ajinaké̲ini if/when s/he pays him/her 
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pick berries 

Theme: ku̲-S-ø-k'éet'~ (ø act; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for S to pick berries (esp. pick in quantity to take home) 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-ya-k'eet' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s K̲uk'ít'! Pick berries! 

2p K̲uyk'ít'! You all pick berries! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl ke̲ek'éet'ik!̲ Don't pick berries! 

2p Líl ku̲yk'éet'ik!̲ Don't you all pick berries! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ku̲k'éet' s/he is picking berries 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ko̲ok'éet' s/he isn't picking berries 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ku̲k'éet' nooch s/he always picks berries 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ku̲k'ít'x̲ s/he picks berries (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ko̲owak'ít' s/he picked berries 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ko̲owuk'éet' s/he didn't pick berries 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ko̲ok'ít'ch s/he picks berries (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ko̲ok'ít'ch s/he hasn't picked berries yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ku̲kgw̲ak'éet' s/he will pick berries 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ku̲kgw̲ak'éet' s/he won't pick berries 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ku̲ga̲k'ít' let him/her pick berries 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ko̲ogw̲aak'ít'i yé no way can s/he pick berries 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ko̲ogw̲ak'ít'in s/he would have picked berries 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲k'ít'ni if/when s/he picks berries 
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pick it 

Theme: O-S-ø-.een~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to pick O (esp. berries) into a container 

Naish-Story:  ya-.een 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s .Ín! Pick them! 

2p Yee.ín! You all pick them! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl ee.eeník̲! Don't pick them! 

2p Líl yi.eeník!̲ Don't you all pick them! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s a.éen s/he's picking them; s/he picks them 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s Tlél oo.een s/he isn't picking them; s/he doesn't pick them 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s a.ínx̲ s/he picks them (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aawa.ín s/he picked them 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awu.een s/he didn't pick them 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s oo.ínch s/he picks them (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oo.eench / tlél oo.ínch s/he hasn't picked them yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akgw̲a.éen s/he will pick them 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akgw̲a.een s/he won't pick them 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aga̲.ín let him/her pick them 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooga̲a.íni yé no way can s/he pick them 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ooga̲.ínin s/he would have picked them 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a.ínni if s/he picks them 
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plant it (using spade); dig it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-haa~ (na act) 
 for S to plant O 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-haa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kanahá! Plant it! 

2p Kanayhá! You all plant it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keehéix̲ik̲! Don't plant it! 

2p Líl kayhéix̲ik!̲ Don't you all plant it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲ahéix ̲ I plant it; I am planting it 

2s keehéix̲ you plant it; you are planting it 

3s akahéix ̲ s/he plants it; s/he is planting it 

1p katoohéix̲ we plant it; we are planting it 

2p kayhéix̲ you all plant it; you all are planting it 

3p has akahéix̲ they plant it; they are planting it 

4 kaduhéix̲ it is planted; it is being planted 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲ahéix̲ I don't plant it; I'm not planting it 

2s tlél keehéix̲ you don't plant it; you're not planting it 

3s tlél akoohéix̲ s/he doesn't plant it; s/he's not planting it 

1p tlél katoohéix̲ we don't plant it; we're not planting it 

2p tlél kayhéix̲ you all don't plant it; you all are not planting it 

3p tlél has akoohéix̲ they don't plant it; they're not planting it 

4 tlél kaduhéix̲ it's not planted; it's not being planted 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s akahéix ̲nuch s/he always plants it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo akayahéixk̲ s/he plants it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s akahéixi̲n s/he used to plant it 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél akoohéix̲in s/he didn't used to plant it 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé akahéix̲ aa the one who plants it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waahaa I planted it 

2s keeyahaa you planted it 

3s akaawahaa s/he planted it 

1p kawtuwahaa we planted it 

2p kayeeyhaa you all planted it 

3p has akaawahaa they planted it 

4 kawduwahaa it was planted 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲ahaa I didn't plant it 

2s tlél kayihaa you didn't plant it 

3s tlél akawuhaa s/he didn't plant it 

1p tlél kawtoohaa we didn't plant it 

2p tlél kayeeyhaa you all didn't plant it 

3p tlél has akawuhaa they didn't plant it 

4 tlél kawduhaa nobody planted it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kanx̲ahéich I plant it (every time) 

2s kaneehéich you plant it (every time) 

3s akanahéich s/he plants it (every time) 

1p kantoohéich we plant it (every time) 

2p kanayhéich you all plant it (every time) 

3p has akanahéich they plant it (every time) 

4 kanduhéich It is planted (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koonx̲ahéich I haven't planted it yet 

2s tlél kaneehéich you haven't planted it yet 

3s tlél akoonahéich s/he hasn't planted yet it 

1p tlél kantoohéich we haven't planted it yet 

2p tlél kanayhéich you all haven't planted it yet 

3p tlél has akoonahéich they haven't planted it yet 

4 tlél kanduhéich nobody has planted it yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲aháa I will plant it 

2s kakge̲eháa you will plant it 

3s akakgw̲aháa s/he will plant it 

1p kagax̲tooháa we will plant it 

2p kagax̲yiháa you all will plant it 

3p has akakgw̲aháa they will plant it 

4 kagax̲duháa people will plant it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲ahaa I won't plant it 

2s tlél kakge̲ehaa you won't plant it 

3s tlél akakgw̲ahaa s/he won't plant it 

1p tlél kagaxt̲oohaa we won't plant it 

2p tlél kagaxy̲eehaa you all won't plant it 

3p tlél has akakgw̲ahaa they won't plant it 

4 tlél kagaxd̲uhaa nobody will plant it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kanka̲haa let me plant it 

3s akanga̲haa let him/her plant it 

1p kanaxt̲oohaa let us plant it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akoonga̲ahaayi yé no way can s/he plant it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoonga̲haayín s/he would have planted it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akanahéini if/when s/he plants it 

Example(s): 

` 
` 
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play 

Theme: ash ka-u-S-d-l-yát (na act) 
 for S to play (esp. active games) 

Naish-Story:  ka-dli-yát 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Ash kaneelyát! Play! 

2p Ash kanayeelyát! You all play! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl ash keelyádik̲! Don't play! 

2p Líl ash kayilyádik!̲ Don't you all play! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ash koox̲alyát I play; I am playing 

2s ash keelyát you play; you are playing 

3s ash koolyát s/he plays; s/he is playing 

1p ash katoolyát we play; we are playing 

2p ash kayeelyát you all play; you all are playing 

3p has ash koolyát they play; they are playing 

4 ash kadulyát people play; people are playing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ash koox̲alyát I don't play; I'm not playing 

2s tlél ash keelyát you don't play; you're not playing 

3s tlél ash koolyát s/he doesn't play; s/he's not playing 

1p tlél ash katoolyát we don't play; we're not playing 

2p tlél ash kayeelyát you all don't play; you all are not playing 

3p tlél has ash koolyát they don't play; they're not playing 

4 tlél ash kudulyát nobody plays; nobody is playing 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ash koolyát nooch s/he always plays 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yóo ash koodliyátk s/he plays (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ash koolyádin s/he used to play 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé ash koolyádi aa the one who plays 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ash kax̲wdliyát I played 

2s ash kaydliyát you played 

3s ash kawdliyát s/he played 

1p ash kawtudliyát we played 

2p ash kayeeydliyát you all played 

3p has ash kawdliyát they played 

4 ash kawdudliyát people played 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ash kax̲walyát I didn't play 

2s tlél ash kayilyát you didn't play 

3s tlél ash kawulyát s/he didn't play 

1p tlél ash kawtoolyát we didn't play 

2p tlél ash kayeeylyát you all didn't play 

3p tlél has ash kawulyát they didn't play 

4 tlél ash kawdulyát nobody played 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ash koonx̲alyátch I play (every time) 

2s ash kaneelyátch you play (every time) 

3s ash koonalyátch s/he plays (every time) 

1p ash kantoolyátch we play (every time) 

2p ash kanayilyátch you all play (every time) 

3p has ash koonalyátch they play (every time) 

4 ash kandulyátch someone plays (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ash koonx̲alyátch I haven't played yet 

2s tlél ash kaneelyátch you haven't played yet 

3s tlél ash koonalyátch s/he hasn't played yet 

1p tlél ash kantoolyátch we haven't played yet 

2p tlél ash kanayilyátch you all haven't played yet 

3p tlél has ash koonalyátch they haven't played yet 

4 tlél ash kandulyátch nobody has played yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ash kakkw̲alyát I will play 

2s ash kakge̲elyát you will play 

3s ash kakgw̲alyát s/he will play 

1p ash kagax̲toolyát we will play 

2p ash kagax̲yeelyát you all will play 

3p has ash kakgw̲alyát they will play 

4 ash kagax̲dulyát people will play 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ash kakkw̲alyát I won't play 

2s tlél ash kakge̲elyát you won't play 

3s tlél ash kakgw̲alyát s/he won't play 

1p tlél ash kagax̲toolyát we won't play 

2p tlél ash kagax̲yeelyát you all won't play 

3p tlél has ash kakgw̲alyát they won't play 

4 tlél ash kagax̲dulyát nobody will play 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ash kanka̲lyát let me play 

3s ash kanga̲lyát let him/her play 

1p ash kanax̲toolyát let us play 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ash koonax̲dliyadi yé no way can s/he play 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ash koonga̲lyádin s/he would have played 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ash kanalyátni if/when s/he plays 
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play it (musical instrument) 

Theme: O-S-l-.aax~̲ (ø act) 
 for S to play O (musical instrument) 

Naish-Story:  li-.aax ̲

Notes 

The form: ali.áx̲ch gives both a basic imperfective meaning "s/he is playing it" and a 

repetitive imperfective meaning "s/he plays it (regularly)". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s La.áx̲! Play it! 

2p Yila.áx̲! You all play it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ila.áx̲jik!̲ Don't play it! 

2p Líl yil.áx̲jik̲! Don't you all play it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ali.áx̲ch s/he is playing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ool.áx̲ch s/he isn't playing it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s al.áx̲ nooch s/he always plays it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ali.áx̲ch s/he plays it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wali.áx̲ I played it 

3s awli.áx̲ s/he played it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wala.aax ̲ I didn't play it 

3s tlél awul.aax ̲ s/he didn't play it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wala.aaxc̲h I play it (every time) 

3s ool.aaxc̲h s/he plays it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wala.aaxc̲h I haven't played it yet 

3s tlél ool.aaxc̲h s/he hasn't played it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲la.áax̲ I will play it 

3s agux̲la.áax̲ s/he will play it 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲la.aax ̲I won't play it 

3s tlél aguxl̲a.aax ̲s/he won't play it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲la.aax ̲ let me play it 

3s ax̲la.aax ̲ let him/her play it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé uxl̲i.aaxi̲ yé no way can s/he play it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲la.aax̲ín s/he would have played it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s al.áx̲ni if/when s/he plays it 
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pound it; smash it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-t'éex̲'~ (ø act; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for S to smash O up by pounding; for S to mash O by pounding with 

something heavy; for S to pound, hammer on O; for S to break O 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-t'éix̲' 

Variants: O-ka-S-ø-t'éix̲'~ (ø act) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kat'íx̲'! Pound it! 

2p Kayt'íx̲'! You all pound it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keet'íx̲'x̲ik!̲ Don't pound it! 

2p Líl kayt'íx̲'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all pound it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s akat'éex̲' s/he is pounding it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél akoot'éex̲' s/he isn't pounding it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akat'íx̲'x̲ s/he pounds it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akaawat'íx̲' s/he pounded it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawut'éex̲' s/he didn't pound it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akoot'íx'̲ch s/he pounds it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akoot'éex̲'ch / tlél akoot'íx̲'ch s/he hasn't pounded it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akakgw̲at'éex̲' s/he will pound it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akakgw̲at'éex̲' s/he won't pound it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akga̲t'íx̲' let him/her pound it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ookga̲at'íx̲'i yé no way can s/he pound it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ookga̲t'íx̲'in s/he would have pounded it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akat'íx̲'ni if s/he pounds it 
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pour it 

Theme: P-dé O-ya-S-s-xaa~ (na motion) 
 for S to pour O on/in P 

Naish-Story:  ya-si-xaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s A kaadé yanasxá! Pour it on there! 

2p A kaadé yanaysaxá! You all pour it on there! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl a kaadé yoo yeesaxéigik!̲ Don't pour it on there! 

2p Líl a kaadé yoo yaysaxéigik!̲ Don't you all pour it on there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s a kaadé yaa yanax̲saxéin (dé) I am (already) pouring it on there 

3s a kaadé yaa ayanasxéin (dé) s/he is (already) pouring it on there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s a kaadé yoo ayasixéik s/he pours it on there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s a kaadé yaxw̲sixaa I poured it on there 

3s a kaadé ayawsixaa s/he poured it on there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél a kaadé yaxw̲saxaa I didn't pour it on there 

3s tlél a kaadé ayawusxaa s/he didn't pour it on there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s a kaadé yanax̲saxéich I pour it on there (every time) 

3s a kaadé ayanasxéich s/he pours it on there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél a kaadé yanax̲wsaxéich I haven't poured it on there yet 

3s tlél a kaadé ayoonasxéich s/he hasn't poured it on there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s a kaadé yakkw̲asaxáa I will pour it on there 

3s a kaadé ayagux̲saxáa s/he will pour it on there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél a kaadé yakkw̲asaxaa I won't pour it on there 

3s tlél a kaadé ayaguxs̲axaa s/he won't pour it on there 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s a kaadé yanka̲saxaa let me pour it on there 

3s a kaadé ayanaxs̲axaa let him/her pour it on there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé a kaadé ayanaxw̲sixaayi yé no way can s/he pour it on there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s a kaadé ayanax̲wsaxaayín s/he would have poured it on there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a kaadé ayanasxéini if/when s/he pours it on there 
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pour it out; dump it out 

Theme: P-dé O-ka-S-ø-xaa~ (na motion) 
 for S to pour O into P, pour O out at P; for S to dump, empty O in one 

mass (by turning over container) at P 

Naish-Story:  ka-si-xaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé kanasxá! Pour it out there! 

2p Aadé kanaysaxá! You all pour it out there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo keesaxéijik!̲ Don't pour it out there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo kaysaxéijik!̲ Don't you all pour it out there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yoo aksixéik s/he pours it out there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aadé akawsixaa s/he poured it out there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akawusxaa s/he didn't pour it out there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s aadé akanasxéich s/he pours it out there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél aadé akunasxéich s/he hasn't poured it out there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aadé akagux̲saxáa s/he will pour it out there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akaguxs̲axaa s/he won't pour it out there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aadé akanaxs̲axaa let him/her pour it out there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé aadé akunax̲sixaayi yé no way can s/he pour it out there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé akunax̲saxaayín s/he would have poured it out there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé akanasxéini if/when s/he pours it out there 
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pour it, dump it II 

Theme: P-t~ O-ka-S-s-xaa~ (ø motion) 
 for S to pour, dump, empty O at P 

Naish-Story:  ka-si-xaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át kasaxá! Pour it there! 

2p Át kaysaxá! You all pour it there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ keesaxaak!̲ Don't pour it there! 

2p Líl áx̲ kaysaxaak!̲ Don't you all pour it there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ aksaxaa s/he pours it there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át kax̲wsixáa I poured it there 

3s át akawsixáa s/he poured it there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át kax̲wsaxá I didn't pour it there 

3s tlél át akawusxá s/he didn't pour it there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át koox̲saxáaych I pour it there (every time) 

3s át akoosxáaych s/he pours it there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át koox̲saxáaych I haven't poured it there yet 

3s tlél át akoosxáaych s/he hasn't poured it there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kakkw̲asaxáa I will pour it there 

3s aadé akagux̲saxáa s/he will pour it there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kakkw̲asaxaa I won't pour it there 

3s tlél aadé akaguxs̲axaa s/he won't pour it there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át kaka̲saxaa let me pour it there 

3s át akaxs̲axaa let him/her pour it there 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át akoonaxs̲ixaayi yé no way can s/he pour it there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át akoonax̲saxaayín s/he would have poured it there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át aksaxéini if/when s/he pours it there 
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pout, sulk, refuse to speak; refuse to run (of machine) 

Theme: tu-S-d-.oos~ (ø event) 
 for S to pout, sulk, refuse to speak; for a machine to refuse to run 

Naish-Story:  tu-di-.oos 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl tuyda.oosík!̲ Don't pout! 

2p Líl tuyeeyda.oosík!̲ Don't you all pout! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl teeda.úsx̲ik!̲ Don't pout! 

2p Líl tuyda.úsx̲ik!̲ Don't you all pout! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa tunaxd̲a.ús I'm starting to pout 

3s yaa tunda.ús s/he is starting to pout 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s tux̲da.úsx̲ I pout (regularly) 

3s tuda.úsx̲ s/he pouts (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s tux̲wdi.ús I'm pouting; I pouted 

3s tuwdi.ús s/he is pouting; s/he pouted 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél tux̲wda.oos I'm not pouting; I didn't pout 

3s tlél tuwda.oos s/he isn't pouting; s/he didn't pout 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s toox̲da.úsch I pout (every time) 

3s tooda.úsch s/he pouts (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél toox̲da.oosch / tlél toox̲da.úsch I havent pouted yet 

3s tlél tooda.oosch / tlél tooda.úsch s/he hasn't pouted yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s tukkw̲ada.óos I will pout 

3s tugux̲da.óos s/he will pout 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél tukkw̲ada.oos I won't pout 
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3s tlél tugx̲da.oos s/he won't pout 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) tuka̲da.oos (dé) (just) let me pout (now) 

3s (ch'a) tuxd̲a.oos (dé) (just) let him/her pout (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé tooka̲di.oosi yé no way can I pout 

3s tlél aadé tooxd̲i.oosi yé no way can s/he pout 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s tooka̲da.oosín I would have pouted 

3s toox̲da.oosín s/he would have pouted 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s tux̲da.úsni if/when I pout 

3s tuda.úsni if/when s/he pouts 

Example(s): 

Ch'a yeisú áa tuwdi.ús. 
He's still pouting over there. 

Du tláa x̲'éi tuwdi.ús. 
She's pouting (because of something her mother said). 

Tleeyee yéi x̲at na.oo ax̲ tuwáa sigóo tux̲wda.oosí. 
Leave me alone, I just want to pout. 

Yan x̲at lats'én tux̲wdi.ús áyá. 
Leave me alone, I'm pouting. 

Dei tsu tuwdi.ús. 
He's pouting again. 
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praise him/her; commend him/her 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-shéex̲'~ (ø act) 
 for S to praise, glorify O; for S to approve, commend O; for S to 

comment on O 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-sheex̲' 

Variants: O-ka-S-shéix̲'~ (ø act) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kashíx̲'! Praise him/her! 

2p Kayshíx̲'! You all praise him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keeshíx̲'x̲ik!̲ Don't praise him/her! 

2p Líl kayshíx'̲x̲ik!̲ Don't you all praise him/her! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keeshíx̲'x̲ik!̲ Don't praise him/her! 

2p Líl kayshíx'̲x̲ik!̲ Don't you all praise him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s akashéex̲' s/he is praising him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél akoosheex̲' s/he isn't praising him/her 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s akashíx'̲ nooch s/he always praises him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akashíx'̲x̲ s/he praises him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akaawashíx'̲ s/he praised him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawushéex̲' s/he didn't praise him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akooshéex'ch s/he hasn't praised him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akakgw̲ashéex̲' s/he will praise him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akakgw̲ashéex̲' s/he won't praise him/her 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akga̲shéex̲' let him/her praise him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aashéex̲'i yé no way can s/he praise him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akgw̲ashéex̲'in s/he would have praised him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akashíx'̲ni if s/he praises him/her 
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pray 

Theme: sh káa x̲'e-S-d-gáax'~ (ø act; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for S to pray 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sh káa x̲'eedagáx'!Pray! 

2p Sh káa x̲'aydagáx'! You all pray! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl sh káa x̲'eidagáx'x̲ik!̲ Don't pray! 

2p Líl sh káa x̲'eeydagáx'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all pray! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s sh káa x̲'adagáax' s/he prays; s/he is praying 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél sh káa x̲'eidagáax' s/he doesn't pray 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s sh káa x̲'adagáx'x̲ s/he prays (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s sh káa x̲'awdigáx' s/he prayed 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél sh káa x̲'awdagáax' s/he didn't pray 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s sh káa x̲'eidagáx'ch s/he prays (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél sh káa x̲'eidagáx'ch s/he hasn't prayed yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s sh káa x̲'agux̲dagáax' s/he will pray 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél sh káa x̲'agux̲dagáax' s/he won't pray 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s sh káa x̲'ax̲dagáx' let him/her pray 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé sh káa x̲'eix̲digáx'i yé no way can s/he pray 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s sh káa x̲'ax̲dagáx'in s/he would have prayed 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s sh káa x̲'adagáx'ni if/when s/he prays 
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precipitate (rain, snow, etc) 

Theme: daak s-taan~ (ø event) 
 for rain, snow to fall 

Naish-Story:  daak si-taan 

Notes 

replace 'séew' with 'dleit' in the paradigm above to say 'it's snowing' 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s séew daak nastán it's starting to rain 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s séew daak satánx̲ it rains (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s séew daak wusitán it's raining 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél séew daak wustaan 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s séew daak ustaanch it rains (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél séew daak ustaanch it hasn't rained yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s séew daak gux̲satáan it will rain 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél séew daak gux̲sataan it won't rain 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s séew daak ga̲sataan let it rain 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé séew daak gw̲asitaani yé no way can it rain 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s daak gw̲astaanín it would have rained 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s daak satánni if/when it rains 
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precipitate (rain, snow, etc., esp. hard) 

Theme: a-ø-gé̲et (na event) 
 for rain, hail, snow to fall (often hard, in dark rainstorm) 

Naish-Story:  a-ya-ge̲et 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yóo ayagé̲etk it rains (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aawagé̲et it's raining; it rained 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awugé̲et it's not raining 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s anagé̲etch it rains (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oonagé̲etch it hasn't rained yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akgw̲agé̲et it will rain 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akgw̲agé̲et it won't rain 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s anga̲gé̲et let it rain 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé angw̲aagé̲edi yé no way can it rain 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s angw̲agé̲edin it would have rained 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anagé̲etni if/when it rains 
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pretty, cute 

Theme: O-sha-ka-l-gé̲i (ga state) 
 for O to be pretty, cute 

Naish-Story:  sha-ka-li-ge̲i 
Notes 

This verb is used to describe a beautiful woman or something cute such as a puppy 

or kitten. It isn't generally used to describe pretty objects such as beadwork. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at shakligé̲i I'm pretty 

3s shakligé̲i she is pretty 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at shakoolgé̲ I'm not pretty 

3s tlél shakoolgé̲ she isn't pretty 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei x̲at shakanalgé̲in I am becoming pretty 

3s kei shakanalgé̲in she is becoming pretty 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s shaklagé̲iyin she used to be pretty 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at shakagux̲lagé̲i I will be pretty 

3s kei shakagux̲lagé̲i she will be pretty 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at shakagux̲lagé̲i I won't be pretty 

3s tlél kei shakagux̲lagé̲i she won't be pretty 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲at shakaklagé̲ini if/when I am pretty 

3s shakaklagé̲ini if/when she is pretty 
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proud (esp. of oneself), conceited; particular, picky 

Theme: sh tu-ka-S-d-l-gé̲i (ga state) 
 for S to be proud (esp. of oneself), conceited; for S to be particular, 

picky, snooty 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. Note that it can have a negative 

connotation, meaning "to be conceited." It can also be used to indicate that one is 

proud of something or someone by inserting N kaax̲ (proud of N) into the sentence. 

Usually the N represents something or someone that the individual has a personal 

stake in. For example: A kaax̲ sh tukdlig ̲éi du dachx ̲ánx'iyán. "She is proud of her 

grandchildren." Otherwise, another verb is used: Du toowú klig ̲éi du kaadáx̲. "She is 

proud of him." 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s sh tukax̲dligé̲i I am proud (conceited) 

3s sh tukdligé̲i s/he is proud (conceited) 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél sh tukx̲walgé̲ I'm not proud (conceited) 

3s tlél sh tukoolgé̲ s/he isn't proud (conceited) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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proud, pleased 

Theme: N toowú ka-l-gé̲i (ga state) 
 for N to be proud of, highly pleased with 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a toowú + ka-li-ge̲i 
Notes 

To add who one is proud of in the sentence, use: N kaax ̲ 'of N'. For example: Mary 

toowú klig ̲éi John kaax̲. 'Mary is proud of John.' 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s I toowú kaklagé̲i! Be proud! 

2p Yee toowú kaklagé̲i! You all be proud! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s du toowú kligé̲i s/he is proud 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél du toowú koolgé̲ s/he isn't proud 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s du toowú kligé̲i nooch s/he is always proud 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du toowú kei klagé̲ich s/he gets proud (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s du toowú kawligé̲i s/he became proud 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél du toowú kawulgé̲i s/he wasn't proud 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s du toowú kaklagé̲ich s/he gets proud (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s du toowú kei kagux̲lagé̲i s/he will be proud 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél du toowú kei kagux̲lagé̲i s/he won't be proud 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s du toowú kagaax̲lagé̲i let him/her be proud 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du toowú kagaxw̲ligé̲iyi yé no way can s/he be proud 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du toowú kagax̲wlagé̲iyin s/he would have been proud 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du toowú kaklagé̲ini if/when s/he is proud 
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pull it tight 

Theme: O-ka-S-s-xaat~ (ø event; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to tighten, pull on O (something fastened at the other end) 

Naish-Story:  ka-si-xaat 
Notes 

This verb can be used in a metaphorical sense: Du jeeyís akawsixát. 'S/he is pulling 

for him/her.' This could be used in reference to someone running for office, or a 

competitor in a race of any kind. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s K'idéin kasaxát! Pull it tight! 

2p K'idéin kayeesaxát! You all pull it tight! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl tlax̲ kú̲tx̲ keesaxátx̲ik!̲ Don't pull it too tight! 

2p Líl tlax̲ kú̲tx̲ kaysaxátx̲ik!̲ Don't you all pull it too tight! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s k'idéin aksaxátx̲ s/he pulls it tight (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s k'idéin kax̲wsixát I pulled it tight 

3s k'idéin akawsixát s/he pulled it tight 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél k'idéin kax̲wsaxaat I didn't pull it tight 

3s tlél k'idéin akawusxaat s/he didn't pull it tight 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s k'idéin koox̲saxátch I pull it tight (every time) 

3s k'idéin akoosxátch s/he pulls it tight (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél k'idéin koox̲saxátch I haven't pulled it tight yet 

3s tlél k'idéin akoosxátch s/he hasn't pulled it tight yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s k'idéin kakkw̲asaxáat I will pull it tight 

3s k'idéin akagux̲saxáat s/he will pull it tight 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél k'idéin kakkw̲asaxaat I won't pull it tight 

3s tlél k'idéin akaguxs̲axaat s/he won't pull it tight 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s k'idéin kaka̲saxát let me pull it tight 

3s k'idéin akax̲saxát let him/her pull it tight 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé k'idéin akoox̲sixádi yé no way can s/he pull it tight 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s k'idéin akoox̲saxádin s/he would have pulled it tight 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s k'idéin aksaxátni if/when s/he pulls it tight 
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pull it up, haul it up (esp. of line) I 

Theme: kei O-S-s-yeek̲~ (ø motion) 
 for S to pull, haul O (esp. of line) up; for S to hoist O up 

Naish-Story:  si-yeek̲ 

Variants: -yeik̲~ 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kei sayík!̲ Pull it up! 

2p Kei ysayík!̲ You all pull it up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei isayíkj̲ik!̲ Don't pull it up! 

2p Líl kei yisayíkj̲ik!̲ Don't you all pull it up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei nax̲sayík ̲ I am pulling it up 

3s kei anasyík ̲ s/he is pulling it up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s kei x̲asayíkc̲h I pull it up (regularly) 

3s kei asyíkc̲h s/he pulls it up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kei x̲wsiyík ̲ I pulled it up 

3s kei awsiyík ̲ s/he pulled it up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲wasayeek ̲I didn't pull it up 

3s tlél kei awusyeek̲ s/he didn't pull it up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kei x̲wsayeek̲ch I pull it up (every time) 

3s kei oosyeek̲ch s/he pulls it up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kei x̲wsayeek̲ch I haven't pulled it up yet 

3s tlél kei oosyeek̲ch s/he hasn't pulled it up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲asayéek ̲ I will pull it up 

3s kei agux̲sayéek ̲ s/he will pull it up 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲asayeek ̲ I won't pull it up 

3s tlél kei agux̲sayeek ̲ s/he won't pull it up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kei ka̲sayeek ̲ let me pull it up 

3s kei ax̲sayeek ̲ let him/her pull it up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kei kw̲asiyeegi̲ yé no way can I pull it up 

3s tlél aadé kei oox̲siyeegi̲ yé no way can s/he pull it up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kei kw̲asayeegí̲n I would have pulled it up 

3s kei oox̲sayeegí̲n s/he would have pulled it up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kei x̲sayíkn̲i if/when I pull it up 

3s kei asyíkn̲i if/when s/he pulls it up 

Example(s): 

Tlél aadé kei oox̲siyeegi̲ yé, kú̲tx̲ áwé koodáal. 
There's no way he can pull it up, it's too heavy. 

Cháatl kei awsiyík.̲ 
He pulled up a halibut. 
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pull it (light object) 

Theme: P-dáx̲ kei O-S-ø-yeesh~ (ø motion) 
 for S to pull O (a fairly light object) up out of P 

Naish-Story:  ya-yeesh 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aax ̲kei yeesh! Pull it out of there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aax ̲kei eeyíshjik!̲ Don't pull it out of there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aax ̲kei nx̲ayísh I am pulling it out of there 

3s aax ̲kei nayísh s/he is pulling it out of there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aax ̲kei x̲waayísh I pulled it out of there 

3s aax ̲kei aawayísh s/he pulled it out of there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aax ̲kei x̲wayeesh I didn't pull it out of there 

3s tlél aax ̲kei awuyeesh s/he didn't pull it out of there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aax ̲kei x̲wayeeshch I pull it out of there (every time) 

3s aax ̲kei ooyeeshch s/he pulls it out of there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aax ̲kei x̲wayeeshch I haven't pulled it out of there yet 

3s tlél aax ̲kei ooyeeshch s/he hasn't pulled it out of there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aax ̲kei kkw̲ayéesh I will pull it out of there 

3s aax ̲kei akgw̲ayéesh s/he will pull it out of there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aax ̲kei kkw̲ayeesh I won't pull it out of there 

3s tlél aax ̲kei akgw̲ayeesh s/he won't pull it out of there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aax ̲kei ka̲yeesh let me pull it out of there 
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3s aax ̲kei aga̲yeesh let him/her pull it out of there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aax ̲kei ooga̲ayeeshi yé no way can s/he pull it out of there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aax ̲kei ooga̲yeeshín s/he would have pulled it out of there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aax ̲kei ayíshni if/when s/he pulls it out of there 
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pull up, tear up (roots) 

Theme: O-S-l-s'éil'~ (ø act; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for S to tear up, pull up O (roots) 

Naish-Story:  li-s'eil' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s X̲aat las'él'! Pull up spruce roots! 

2p X̲aat yilas'él'! You all pull up spruce roots! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl x̲aat ilas'éil'ik!̲ Don't pull up spruce roots! 

2p Líl x̲aat yilas'éil'ik!̲ Don't you all pull up spruce roots! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲aat x̲alas'éil' I pull up spruce roots; I am pulling up spruce roots 

3s x̲aat als'éil' s/he pulls up spruce roots; s/he is pulling up spruce 

roots 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲aat x̲walas'éil' I'm not pulling up spruce roots; I don't pull up 

spruce roots 

3s tlél x̲aat ools'éil' s/he isn't pulling up spruce roots; s/he doesn't pull 

up spruce roots 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s x̲aat yaa naxl̲as'él' I'm pulling up spruce roots 

3s x̲aat yaa anals'él' s/he's pulling up spruce roots 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s x̲aat als'él'x̲ s/he pulls up spruce roots (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲aat x̲walis'él' I pulled up spruce roots 

3s x̲aat awlis'él' s/he pulled up spruce roots 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲aat x̲walas'éil' I didn't pull up spruce roots 

3s tlél x̲aat awuls'éil' s/he didn't pull up spruce roots 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲aat x̲walas'él'ch I pull up spruce roots (every time) 

3s x̲aat ools'él'ch s/he pulls up spruce roots (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲aat x̲walas'él'ch I haven't pulled up spruce roots yet 
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3s tlél x̲aat ools'él'ch s/he hasn't pulled up spruce roots yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲aat kuka̲las'éil' I will pull up spruce roots 

3s x̲aat aguxl̲as'éil' s/he will pull up spruce roots 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲aat kuka̲las'éil' I won't pull up spruce roots 

3s tlél x̲aat aguxl̲as'éil' s/he won't pull up spruce roots 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲aat ka̲las'él' let me pull up spruce roots 

3s x̲aat axl̲as'él' let him/her pull up spruce roots 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé xa̲at gw̲alis'él'i yé no way can s/he pull up spruce roots 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s x̲aat gw̲alas'él'in s/he would have pulled up spruce roots 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s x̲aat alas'él'ni if/when s/he pulls up spruce roots 
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put him/her/it down, leave him/her/it (live creature) 

Theme: yan~ O-S-s-nook~ (ø motion) 
 for S to put down, leave O (live creature) 

Naish-Story:  yan si-nook 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan sanú! Put him/her/it down! 

2p Yan yisanú! You all put him/her/it down! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax ̲isanoogúk!̲ Don't put him/her/it down! 

2p Líl yax̲ yisanoogúk!̲ Don't you all put him/her/it down! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ x̲asanook I put him/her/it down (regularly) 

3s yax̲ asnook s/he puts him/her/it down (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan x̲wasinúk I put him/her/it down 

3s yan awsinúk s/he put him/her/it down 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan x̲wasanook I didn't put him/her/it down 

3s tlél yan awusnook s/he didn't put him/her/it down 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan x̲wasanookch I put him/her/it down 

3s yan oosnookch s/he puts him/her/it down (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan x̲wasanookch I haven't put him/her/it down 

3s tlél yan oosnookch s/he hasn't put him/her/it down 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde kkw̲asanóok I will put him/her/it down 

3s yánde agux̲sanóok s/he will put him/her/it down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde kkw̲asanook I won't put him/her/it down 

3s tlél yánde aguxs̲anook s/he won't put him/her/it down 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan k̲asanook let me put him/her/it down 
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3s yan ax̲sanook let him/her put him/her/it down 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan kw̲asinoogu yé no way can I put him/her/it down 

3s tlél aadé yan oox̲sinoogu yé no way can s/he put him/her/it down 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan kw̲asanoogún I would have put him/her/it down 

3s yan oox̲sanoogún s/he would have put him/her/it down 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan x̲asanúkni if/when I put him/her/it down 

3s yan asnúkni if/when s/he puts him/her/it down 
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put it down (small, stick-like object) 

Theme: yan O-ka-S-s-taan~ (ø motion) 
 for S to put down, lay down, leave, place O (usually quite small, stick-

like object) 

Naish-Story:  ka-si-taan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan kasatán! Put it down! 

2p Yan kaysatán! You all put it down! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax ̲keesataaník!̲ Don't put it down! 

2p Líl yax̲ kaysataaník!̲ Don't you all put it down! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ kaxs̲ataan I put it down (regularly) 

3s yax̲ aksataan s/he puts it down (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan kax̲wsitán I put it down 

3s yan akawsitán s/he put it down 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan kax̲wsataan I didn't put it down 

3s tlél yan akawustaan s/he didn't put it down 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan koox̲sataanch I put it down (every time) 

3s yan akoostaanch s/he puts it down (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan koox̲sataanch I haven't put it down yet 

3s tlél yan akoostaanch s/he hasn't put it down yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde kakkw̲asatáan I will put it down 

3s yánde akagux̲satáan s/he will put it down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde kakkw̲asataan I won't put it down 
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3s tlél yánde akaguxs̲ataan s/he won't put it down 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan kaka̲sataan let me put it down 

3s yan akax̲sataan let him/her put it down 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan kooka̲sitaani yé no way can I put it down 

3s tlél aadé yan akooxs̲itaani yé no way can s/he put it down 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan kooka̲sataanín I would have put it down 

3s yan akoox̲sataanín s/he would have put it down 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan kax̲satánni if/when I put it down 

3s yan aksatánni if/when s/he put it down 

Example(s): 

Ch'a koogéi yan akoostaanch. 
He just puts it down anywhere. 
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put it down (solid, often complex object) 

Theme: yan O-S-s-teeʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for S to put down, lay down, leave, place O (solid, often complex 

object) 

Naish-Story:  yan si-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan satí! Put it down! 

2p Yan yisatí! You all put it down! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax̲ isatéek!̲ Don't put it down! 

2p Líl yax̲ yisatéek!̲ Don't you all put it down! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ x̲asatee I put it down (regularly) 

3s yax̲ astee s/he puts it down (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan x̲wasitée I put it down 

3s yan awsitée s/he put it down 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan x̲wasatí I didn't put it down 

3s tlél yan awustí s/he didn't put it down 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan x̲wasatéeych I put it down (every time) 

3s yan oostéeych s/he puts it down (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan x̲wasatéeych I haven't put it down yet 

3s tlél yan oostéeych s/he hasn't put it down yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde kkw̲asatée I will put it down 

3s yánde agux̲satée s/he will put it down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde kkw̲asatee I won't put it down 

3s tlél yánde aguxs̲atee s/he won't put it down 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan k̲asatee let me put it down 

3s yan ax̲satee let him/her put it down 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan kw̲asiteeyi yé no way can I put it down 

3s tlél aadé yan oox̲siteeyi yé no way can s/he put it down 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan kw̲asateeyín I would have put it down 

3s yan oox̲sateeyín s/he would have put it down 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan x̲asatéeni if/when I put it down 

3s yan astéeni if/when s/he puts it down 
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put it down; leave it (container full of liquid or small 

objects) 

Theme: yan~ O-S-s-.een~ (ø motion) 
 for S to put down, lay down, leave, place O (a container full of liquid or 

small objects) 

Naish-Story:  si-.een 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan sa.ín! Put it down! 

2p Yan yisa.ín! You all put it down! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax ̲isa.eeník̲! Don't put it down! 

2p Líl yax ̲yisa.eeník̲! Don't you all put it down! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ x̲asa.een I put it down (regularly) 

3s yax̲ as.een s/he puts it down (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan x̲wasi.ín I put it down 

3s yan awsi.ín s/he put it down 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan x̲wasa.een I didn't put it down 

3s tlél yan awus.een s/he didn't put it down 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan x̲wasa.eench I put it down (every time) 

3s yan oos.eench s/he puts it down (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan x̲wasa.eench I haven't put it down yet 

3s tlél yan oos.eench s/he hasn't put it down yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde kkw̲asa.éen I will put it down 

3s yánde agux̲sa.éen s/he will put it down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde kkw̲asa.een I won't put it down 

3s tlél yánde aguxs̲a.een s/he won't put it down 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan k̲asa.een let me put it down 

3s yan ax̲sa.een let him/her put it down 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan x̲wasi.eeni yé no way can I put it down 

3s tlél aadé yan oox̲si.eeni yé no way can s/he put it down 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan x̲wasa.eenín I would have put it down 

3s yan oox̲sa.eenín s/he would have put it down 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan x̲asa.ínni if/when I put it down 

3s yan as.ínni if/when s/he puts it down 
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put it down, leave it (esp. baggage and personal 

belongings) 

Theme: yan~ O-S-l-.aat~ (ø motion) 
 for S to put down, lay down, leave (plural) O (esp. baggage and 

personal belongings) 

Naish-Story:  li-.aat 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan la.át! Put them down! 

2p Yan yila.át! You all put them down! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax ̲ila.aadík!̲ Don't put them down! 

2p Líl yax ̲yila.aadík!̲ Don't you all put them down! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ x̲ala.aat I put them down (regularly) 

3s yax̲ al.aat s/he puts them down (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan x̲wali.át I put them down 

3s yan awli.át s/he put them down 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan x̲wala.aat I didn't put them down 

3s tlél yan awul.aat s/he didn't put them down 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan x̲wala.aatch I put them down (every time) 

3s yan ool.aatch s/he puts them down (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan x̲wala.aatch I haven't put them down yet 

3s tlél yan ool.aatch s/he hasn't put them down yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde kkw̲ala.áat I will put them down 

3s yánde agux̲la.áat s/he will put them down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde kkw̲ala.aat I won't put them down 

3s tlél yánde aguxl̲a.aat s/he won't put them down 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan k̲ala.aat let me put them down 

3s yan ax̲la.aat let him/her put them down 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan kw̲ali.aadi yé no way can I put them down 

3s tlél aadé yan oox̲li.aadi yé no way can s/he put them down 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan k̲wala.aadín I would have put them down 

3s yan oox̲la.aadín s/he would have put them down 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan x̲ala.átni if/when I put them down 

3s yan al.átni if/when s/he puts them down 
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put it down, leave it (long, complex object) 

Theme: yan O-S-s-taan~ (ø motion) 
 for S to put down, lay down, leave, place O (usually long, complex 

object) 

Naish-Story:  si-taan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan satán! Put it down! 

2p Yan yisatán! You all put it down! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax̲ isataaník!̲ Don't put it down! 

2p Líl yax̲ yisataaník!̲ Don't you all put it down! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ x̲asataan I put it down (regularly) 

3s yax̲ astaan s/he puts it down (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan x̲wasitán I put it down 

3s yan awsitán s/he put it down 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan x̲wasataan I didn't put it down 

3s tlél yan awustaan s/he didn't put it down 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan x̲wasataanch I put it down (every time) 

3s yan oostaanch s/he puts it down (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan x̲wasataanch I haven't put it down yet 

3s tlél yan oostaanch s/he hasn't put it down yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde kkw̲asatáan I will put it down 

3s yánde agux̲satáan s/he will put it down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde kkw̲asataan I won't put it down 
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3s tlél yánde aguxs̲ataan s/he won't put it down 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan k̲asataan let me put it down 

3s yan ax̲sataan let him/her put it down 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan kw̲asitaani yé no way can I put it down 

3s tlél aadé yan oox̲sitaani yé no way can s/he put it down 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan kw̲asataanín I would have put it down 

3s yan oox̲sataanín s/he would have put it down 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan x̲asatánni if/when I put it down 

3s yan astánni if/when s/he puts it down 
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put it down, leave it (round, spherical object) 

Theme: yan O-ka-S-ø-teeʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for S to put down, lay down, leave, place O (round object) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan katí! Put it down! 

2p Yan kaytí! You all put it down! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax̲ keetéek̲! Don't put it down! 

2p Líl yax̲ kaytéek!̲ Don't you all put it down! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ kaxa̲tee I put it down (regularly) 

3s yax̲ akatee s/he puts it down (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan kax̲waatée I put it down 

3s yan akaawatée s/he put it down 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan kax̲watí I didn't put it down 

3s tlél yan akawutí s/he didn't put it down 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan koox̲atéeych I put it down (every time) 

3s yan akootéeych s/he puts it down (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan koox̲atéeych I haven't put it down yet 

3s tlél yan akootéeych s/he hasn't put it down yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde kakkw̲atée I will put it down 

3s yánde kakgw̲atée s/he will put it down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde kakkw̲atee I won't put it down 

3s tlél yánde kakgw̲atee s/he won't put it down 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan kaka̲tee let me put it down 
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3s yan akga̲tee let him/her put it down 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan kooka̲ateeyi yé no way can I put it down 

3s tlél aadé yan akooga̲ateeyi yé no way can s/he put it down 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan kooka̲teeyín I would have put it down 

3s yan akooga̲teeyín s/he would have put it down 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan kax̲atéeni if/when I put it down 

3s yan akatéeni if/when s/he puts it down 

Example(s): 

K'idéin yan akga̲tee. 
Let her put it in a safe place. 
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put it on 

Theme: káx̲ O-S-d-teeʰ~ (ga̲ event) 
 for S to put on O (shirt, dress, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  káx̲ + di-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Káx̲ gi̲datí! Put it on! 

2p Káx̲ ga̲ydatí! You all put it on! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl káx̲ yei idateejík!̲ Don't put it on! 

2p Líl káx̲ yei yidateejík!̲ Don't you all put it on! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s káx̲ yei nax̲datéen I'm putting it on 

2s káx̲ yei nidatéen you're putting it on 

3s káx̲ yei ndatéen s/he's putting it on 

1p káx̲ yei ntudatéen we're putting it on 

2p káx̲ yei naydatéen you all are putting it on 

3p káx̲ yei (ha)s nadatéen they're putting it on 

4 káx̲ yei ndutéen someone is putting it on 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s káx̲ yéi adateech s/he puts it on (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s káx̲ x̲waditee I put it on 

2s káx̲ yiditee you put it on 

3s káx̲ awditee s/he put it on 

1p káx̲ wutuditee we put it on 

2p káx̲ yeeyditee you all put it on 

3p káx̲ has awditee they put it on 

4 káx̲ wuduwatee someone put it on 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél káx̲ x̲wadatee I didn't put it on 
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2s tlél káx̲ yidatee you didn't put it on 

3s tlél káx̲ awdatee s/he didn't put it on 

1p tlél káx̲ wutudatee we didn't put it on 

2p tlél káx̲ yeeydatee you all didn't put it on 

3p tlél káx̲ has awdatee they didn't put it on 

4 tlél káx̲ wudutee nobody put it on 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél káx̲ kw̲adateech I haven't put it on yet 

2s tlél káx̲ gi̲dateech you haven't put it on yet 

3s tlél káx̲ oox̲dateech s/he hasn't put it on yet 

1p tlél káx̲ ga̲tudateech we haven't put it on yet 

2p tlél káx̲ ga̲ydateech you all haven't put it on yet 

3p tlél káx̲ has oox̲dateech they haven't put it on yet 

4 tlél káx̲ ga̲duteech nobody has put it on yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s káx̲ yei kkw̲adatée I will put it on 

2s káx̲ yei gagi̲datée you will put it on 

3s káx̲ yei agux̲datée s/he will put it on káx̲ yei agux̲datée s/he will put 

it on 

1p káx̲ yei gax̲tudatée we will put it on 

2p káx̲ yei gax̲yidatée you all will put it on 

3p káx̲ yei has agux̲datée they will put it on 

4 káx̲ yei gax̲dutée someone will put it on 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél káx̲ yei kkw̲adatee I won't put it on 

2s tlél káx̲ yei gagi̲datee you won't put it on 

3s tlél káx̲ yei agux̲datee s/he won't put it on 

1p tlél káx̲ yei gax̲tudatee we won't put it on 

2p tlél káx̲ yei gax̲yidatee you all won't put it on 

3p tlél káx̲ yei (ha)s agux̲datee they won't put it on 

4 tlél káx̲ yei gax̲dutee nobody will put it on 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s káx̲ ka̲aka̲datee let me put it on 

3s káx̲ aga̲axd̲atee let him/her put it on 

1p ga̲axt̲udatee let us put it on 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé káx̲ aga̲ax̲wditeeyi yé no way can s/he put it on 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s káx̲ aga̲ax̲wdateeyín s/he would have put it on 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s káx̲ ga̲datéeni if/when s/he puts it on 
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put it out (fire); turn it off (light) 

Theme: O-ya-ka-S-l-kées'~ (ø event) 
 for S to put out, extinguish O (fire); for S to turn off O (light) 

Naish-Story:  ya-ka-li-kees' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yaklakís'! Put it out! 

2p Yakaylakís'! You all put it out! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yakeelakís'x̲ik!̲ Don't put it out! 

2p Líl yakaylakís'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all put it out! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa kanax̲lakís' I am starting to put it out 

3s yaa akanalkís' s/he is starting to put it out 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yakax̲lakís'x̲ I put it out (regularly) 

3s ayaklakís'x̲ s/he puts it out (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yakax̲wlikís' I put it out 

3s ayakawlikís' s/he put it out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yakax̲wlakées' I didn't put it out 

3s tlél ayakawulkées' s/he didn't put it out 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yakoox̲lakées'ch I put it out (every time) 

3s ayakoolkées'ch s/he puts it out (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yakoox̲lakées'ch I haven't put it out yet 

3s tlél ayakoolkées'ch s/he hasn't put it out yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yakakkw̲alakées' I will put it out 

3s ayakagux̲lakées' s/he will put it out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yakakkw̲alakées' I won't put it out 
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3s tlél ayakagux̲lakées' s/he won't put it out 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yakka̲lakées' let me put it out 

3s ayakaxl̲akées' let him/her put it out 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yakkw̲alikées'i yé no way can I put it out 

3s tlél aadé ayakoox̲likées'i yé no way can s/he put it out 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yakkw̲alakées'in I would have put it out 

3s tlél aadé ayakoox̲lakées'in s/he would have put it out 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yakax̲lakís'ni if/when I put it out 

3s ayaklakís'ni if/when s/he puts it out 

Example(s): 

S'eenáa ayakawlikís'. 
She turned off the light. 
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put them down, leave them (plural round, spherical 

objects) 

Theme: yan~ yéi O-ka-S-s-neiʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for S to put down, leave O (plural round objects) 

Naish-Story:  --- 

Variants: -neeʰ~ (An) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan yéi ksané! Put them down! 

2p Yan yéi kaysané! You all put them down! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax̲ yéi keesaneik̲! Don't put them down! 

2p Líl yax̲ yéi kaysaneik!̲ Don't you all put them down! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ yéi kaxs̲anei I put them down (regularly) 

3s yax̲ yéi aksanei s/he puts them down (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan yéi kax̲wsinéi I put them down 

3s yan yéi akawsinéi s/he put them down 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan yéi kax̲wsané I didn't put them down 

3s tlél yan yéi akawusné s/he didn't put them down 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan yéi koox̲sanéiych I put them down (every time) 

3s yan yéi akoosnéyich s/he puts them down (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan yéi koox̲sanéiych I haven't put them down yet 

3s tlél yan yéi akoosnéiych s/he hasn't put them down yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde yéi kakkw̲asanéi I will put them down 

3s yánde yéi akagux̲sanéi s/he will put them down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde yéi kakkw̲asanei I won't put them down 

3s tlél yánde yéi akaguxs̲anei s/he won't put them down 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan yéi kks̲aneiyí let me put them down 

3s yan yéi ax̲saneiyí let him/her put them down 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan yéi kkw̲asineiyi yé no way can I put them down 

3s tlél aadé yan yéi akooxs̲ineiyi yé no way can s/he put them down 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan yéi kkw̲asaneiyín I would have put them down 

3s yan yéi akoox̲saneiyín s/he would have put them down 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan yéi kax̲sanéini if/when I put them down 

3s yan yéi aksanéini if/when s/he puts them down 
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put them on; pull them on (shoes, socks, pants) 

Theme: x̲'oos-dé O-S-d-yeek̲~ (ø act) 
 for S to put on, pull on O (shoes, socks, pants) 

Naish-Story:  x̲'oos-x̲ + di-yeek̲ 

Variants: -yeik̲~ 

Notes 

The postpositions -dé and -x ̲ seem to be interchangeable throughout the paradigm 

except in the future, where -dé is required. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s X̲'oosx̲ idayík!̲ Put them on! 

2p X̲'oosx̲ yidayík!̲ You all put them on! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl x̲'oosx̲ idayíkx̲̲ik!̲ Don't put them on! 

2p Líl x̲'oosx̲ yidayíkx̲̲ik!̲ Don't you all put them on! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s x̲'oosx̲ adayeek ̲ s/he's putting them on; s/he puts them on 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél x̲'oosx̲ oodayeek̲ s/he's not putting them on; s/he doesn't put 

them on 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s x̲'oosx̲ adayíkx̲ ̲ s/he puts them on (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s x̲'oosx̲ awdiyík ̲ s/he put them on 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél x̲'oosx̲ awdayeek ̲ s/he didn't put them on 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s x̲'oosx̲ oodayíkc̲h s/he puts them on (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél x̲'oosx̲ oodayíkc̲h s/he hasn't put them on yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s x̲'oosdé agux̲dayéek̲ s/he will put them on 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél x̲'oosdé agux̲dayeek̲ s/he won't put them on 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s x̲'oosx̲ ax̲dayeek ̲ let him/her put them on 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé x'̲oosx̲ oox̲diyeegi̲ yé no way can s/he put them on 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s x̲'oosx̲ ax̲wdayeegí̲n s/he would have put them on 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s x̲'oosx̲ adayíkn̲i if/when s/he puts them on 
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put them, leave them there 

Theme: P-x' yéi O-S-ø-.oo (na event) 
 for S to put, leave (plural) O at P 

Naish-Story:  A-x' + yéi + ya-.oo 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Áa yéi na.oo! Put them there! 

2p Áa yéi nay.oo! You all put them there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áa yéi ee.eix̲ík̲! Don't put them there! 

2p Líl áa yéi yi.eix̲ík̲! Don't you all put them there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s áa yéi aawa.oos/he put them there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél áa yéi awu.oo s/he didn't put them there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s áa yéi ana.eichs/he puts them there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél áa yéi oona.eich s/he hasn't put them there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s áa yéi akgw̲a.oo s/he will put them there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél áa yéi akgw̲a.oo s/he won't put them there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s áa yéi anga̲.oo let him/her put them there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé áa yéi oonga̲a.oowu yé no way can s/he put them there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s áa yéi oonga̲.oowún s/he would have put them there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s áa yéi ana.einí if/when s/he puts them there 
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put up, store up, accumulate, stock up (esp. food for 

winter); finish distributing things (esp. at party) 

Theme: yan~ O-ka-S-l-gaa~ (ø motion) 
 for S to put up, store up, accumulate O (esp. food for winter) 

Naish-Story:  yan ka-li-gaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan kalagá! Put up food! 

2p Yan kaylagá! You all put up food! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yánde yaa kanax̲lagéin I am putting up food 

3s yánde yaa akanalgéin s/he is putting up food 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ kaxl̲agaa I put up food (regularly) 

3s yax̲ aklagaa s/he puts up food (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan kax̲wligáa I put up food 

3s yan akawligáa s/he put up food 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan kax̲wlagá I didn't put up food 

3s tlél yan akawulgá s/he didn't put up food 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan koox̲lagáaych I put up food (every time) 

3s yan akoolgáaych s/he puts up food (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan koox̲lagáaych I haven't put up food yet 

3s tlél yan akoolgáaych s/he hasn't put up food yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde kakkw̲alagáa I will put up food 

3s yánde akagux̲lagáa s/he will put up food 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde kakkw̲alagaa I won't put up food 
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3s tlél yánde akaguxl̲agaa s/he won't put up food 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan kakl̲agaa let me put up food 

3s yan akax̲lagaa let him/her put up food 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yan kooka̲ligaayi yé no way can I put up food 

3s tlél aadé yan akaxw̲ligaayi yéno way can s/he put up food 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yan kooka̲lagaayín I would have put up food 

3s yan akoox̲lagaayín s/he would have put up food 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yan kax̲lagéini if/when I put up food 

3s yan aklagéini if/when s/he puts up food 

Example(s): 

Tlél táakw atx̲aayí yan katulagáaych. 
We haven't finished putting up winter food yet. 

Tlél yan katulagáaych wé tléikw̲. 
We didn't finish putting up our berries yet. 

Aatlein at x̲'éeshi ka̲ tléikw̲ yan kawtuligáa. 
We put up a lot of dryfish and berries. 

S'eik ̲x̲áat ka̲ tsaa dleeyí yan kawtuligáa. 
We put up smoked fish and seal meat. 
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raise hands (in voting, etc.) 

Theme: kei ji-S-l-tsóow (ø motion) 
 for (plural) S to raise their hands (in voting, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  ji-li-tsoow 

Singular: tsaak;̲ taan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur]  

2p Kei jiylatsóow! You all raise your hands! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl kei jiylatsóowjik!̲ Don't you all raise your hands! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1p kei jitulatsóowx ̲ we raise our hands (regularly) 

3p kei (ha)s jilatsóowx ̲ they raise their hands (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p kei jiwtulitsóow we raised our hands 

3p kei (ha)s jiwlitsóow they raised their hands 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél kei jiwtulatsóow we didn't raise our hands 

3p tlél kei (ha)s jiwultsóow they didn't raise their hands 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p kei jitulatsóowch we raise our hands (every time) 

3p kei (ha)s jeeltsóowch they raise their hands (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél kei jitulatsóowch we haven't raised our hands yet 

3p tlél kei (ha)s jeeltsóowch they haven't raised their hands yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p kei jigax̲tulatsóow we will raise our hands 

3p kei (ha)s jigux̲latsóow they will raise their hands 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél kei jigax̲tulatsóow we won't raise our hands 

3p tlél kei (ha)s jigux̲latsóow they won't raise their hands 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p kei jix̲tulatsóow let us raise our hands 

3p kei (ha)s jix̲latsóow let them raise their hands 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé kei jix̲tulitsóowu yé no way can we raise our hands 

3p tlél aadé kei (ha)s jix̲litsóowu yé no way can they raise their hands 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1p kei jix̲tulatsóowun we would have raised our hands 

3p kei (ha)s jix̲latsóowun they would have raised their hands 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1p kei jitulatsóowni if/when we raise our hands 

3p kei (ha)s jilatsóowni if/when they raise their hands 

Example(s): 

Tlél aadé kei (ha)s jix̲litsóowu yé yánde (ha)s wuduwa.áx̲. 
They can't raise their hands, they're tied up. 
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raise him/her/it; grow it 

Theme: O-S-s-wáat~ (ø act) 
 for S to raise O (child, animal); for S to grow O (plant) 

Naish-Story:  si-waat 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sawát! Raise him/her/it! 

2p Yisawát! You all raise him/her/it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl isawáadik!̲ Don't raise him/her/it! 

2p Líl yisawáadik!̲ Don't you all raise him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲asawáat I raise him/her/it 

3s aswáat s/he raises him/her/it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei nax̲sawát I am raising him/her/it 

3s kei anaswát s/he is raising him/her/it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲asawátx̲ I raise him/her/it (regularly) 

3s aswátx̲ s/he raises him/her/it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasiwát I raised him/her/it 

3s awsiwát s/he raised him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wsawáat I didn't raise him/her/it 

3s tlél awuswáat s/he didn't raise him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wasawáatch / ux̲sawáatch I raise him/her/it (every time) 

3s ooswáatch s/he raises him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wasawátch / tlél ux̲sawátch I haven't raise him/her/it yet 

3s tlél ooswátch s/he hasn't raised him/her/it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲sawáat I will raise him/her/it 

3s agux̲sawáat s/he will raise him/her/it 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲sawáat I won't raise him/her/it 

3s tlél agux̲sawáat s/he won't raise him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲sawáat let me raise him/her/it 

3s ax̲sawáat let him/her raise him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ku̲siwáadi yé no way can I raise him/her/it 

3s tlél aadé ux̲siwáadi yé no way can s/he raise him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s ku̲sawáadin I would have raised him/her/it 

3s ux̲sawáadin s/he would have raised him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲asawátni if/when I raise him/her/it 

3s aswátni if /when s/he raises him/her/it 
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raise one's hand (in voting, etc.) 

Theme: kei ji-S-l-tsaak~̲ (ø event) 
 for (singular) S to raise the hand (in voting, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  kei ji-li-tsaak ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kei jilatsaak!̲ Raise your hand! 

2p [does not occur] 
Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei jeelatsákj̲ik!̲ Don't raise your hand! 

2p [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei jinax̲latsák ̲I am raising a hand (slowly) 

3s kei jinaltsák ̲ s/he is raising a hand (slowly) 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kei jix̲wlitsák ̲ I raised a hand 

3s kei jiwlitsák ̲ s/he raised a hand 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kei jix̲wlatsaak ̲ I didn't raise a hand 

3s tlél kei jiwultsaak ̲s/he didn't raise a hand 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kei jeex̲latsák̲ch I raise a hand (every time) 

3s kei jeelatsák̲ch s/he raises a hand (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kei jeex̲latsaakc̲h I haven't raised a hand yet 

3s tlél kei jeeltsaakc̲h s/he hasn't raised a hand yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei jikkw̲alatsáak ̲ I will raise a hand 

3s kei jigux̲latsáak ̲ s/he will raise a hand 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei jikkw̲alatsaak ̲ I won't raise a hand 

3s tlél kei jigux̲latsaak ̲ s/he won't raise a hand 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kei jika̲latsaak ̲/ kei jika̲latsaagí̲ let me raise a hand 

3s kei jix̲latsaak ̲/ kei jix̲latsaagí̲ let him/her raise a hand 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kei jikw̲alitsaagi̲ yé no way can I raise a hand 

3s tlél aadé kei jeex̲litsaagi̲ yé no way can s/he raise a hand 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kei jikw̲alatsaagí̲n I would have raised a hand 

3s kei jeex̲latsaagí̲n s/he would have raised a hand 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kei jix̲wlatsaagí̲ if/when I raise a hand 

3s kei jiwultsaagí̲ if/when s/he raises a hand 

Example(s): 

Kei jilatsaak ̲i saayí wdusaayí. 
Raise your hand when they call your name. 
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read it, count it 

Theme: O-S-ø-tóow (na act) 
 for S to read O 

Naish-Story:  ya-toow 

Variants: -teew (An) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Natóow! Read it! 

2p Naytóow! You all read it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eetóowuk̲! Don't read it! 

2p Líl yitóowuk!̲ Don't you all read it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲atóow I read it; I am reading it 

2s eetóow you read it; you are reading it 

3s atóow s/he reads it; s/he is reading it 

1p tootóow we read it; we are reading it 

2p yitóow you all read it; you all are reading it 

3p has atóow they read it; they are reading it 

4 dutóow it is read; it is being read 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲watóow I don't read it; I'm not reading it 

2s tlél eetóow you don't read it; you aren't reading it 

3s tlél ootóow s/he doesn't read it; s/he isn't reading it 

1p tlél tootóow we don't read it; we aren't reading it 

2p tlél yitóow you all don't read it; you all aren't reading it 

3p tlél has ootóow they don't read it; they aren't reading it 

4 tlél dutóow it isn't read; it isn't being read 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s atóow nuch s/he always reads it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ayatóowk / atúwx̲ s/he reads it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s atóowun s/he used to read it 
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Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ootóowun s/he didn't used to read it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waatóow I read it 

2s iyatóow you read it 

3s aawatóow s/he read it 

1p wutuwatóow we read it 

2p yeeytóow you all read it 

3p has aawatóow they read it 

4 wuduwatóow it was read 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲watóow I didn't read it 

2s tlél yitóow you didn't read it 

3s tlél awutóow s/he didn't read it 

1p tlél wututóow we didn't read it 

2p tlél yeeytóow you all didn't read it 

3p tlél has awutóow they didn't read it 

4 tlél wudutóow it wasn't read 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲atóowch I read it (every time) 

2s neetóowch you read it (every time) 

3s anatóowch s/he reads it (every time) 

1p natootóowch we read it (every time) 

2p naytóowch you all read it (every time) 

3p has anatóowch they read it (every time) 

4 nadutóowch it is read (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél nax̲watóowch I haven't read it yet 

2s tlél neetóowch you haven't read it yet 

3s tlél oonatóowch s/he hasn't read it yet 

1p tlél natootóowch we haven't read it yet 

2p tlél naytóowch you all haven't read it yet 

3p tlél has oonatóowch they haven't read it yet 

4 tlél nadutóowch it hasn't been read yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kkw̲atóow I will read it 

2s kge̲etóow you will read it 

3s akgw̲atóow s/he will read it 

1p gax̲tootóow we will read it 

2p gax̲yitóow you all will read it 

3p has akgw̲atóow they will read it 

4 gax̲dutóow it will be read 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲tóow I won't read it 

2s tlél gage̲etóow you won't read it 

3s tlél akgw̲atóow s/he won't read it 

1p tlél gax̲tootóow we won't read it 

2p tlél gax̲yitóow you all won't read it 

3p tlél has akgw̲atóow they won't read it 

4 tlél gaxd̲utóow it won't be read 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲tóow let me read it 

3s anga̲tóow let him/her read it 

1p nax̲tootóow let us read it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oongw̲aatóowu yé no way can s/he read it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oongw̲atóowun s/he would have read it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anatóowni if/when s/he reads it 

Example(s): 

Tle du jeet wuduteeyí áwé wé x'úx' atúwx̲. 
As soon as he is given the book, he reads it. 

Yitoowú áwé tsá i dax' kei yaa ku̲shugux̲sagéi 
If/when you read it, you will understand it. 

Tle du jeedé yaa ndutéeni áwé wé x'úx' tle anatóowch. 
As soon as he is given the paper, he reads it. 

Ch'a tlákw yakyee datóow nooch. 
He reads every day. 
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ready, complete, finished; permanent 

Theme: yan~ O-ø-neiʰ~ (ø motion) 
 for O to be permanent, happen for good; for O to be finished, 

complete, ready; for O to be prepared, ready 

Naish-Story:  yan ya-nee 

Variants: yan~ O-ø-nee~ (ø motion) 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yánde yaa nanein he/she/it is getting ready 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yax̲ nei he/she/it is always ready 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yan uwanéi he/she/it is ready 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yan wuné he/she/it isn't ready 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yan unéiych he/she/it is ready (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yan unéiych he/she/it isn't ready yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yánde kgw̲anéi he/she/it will be ready 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yánde kgw̲anei he/she/it won't be ready 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yan ga̲nei let him/her/it be ready 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yan gw̲aaneiyi yé no way can he/she/it be ready 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yan gw̲aneiyín he/she/it would have been ready 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yan néini if/when he/she/it is ready 
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read, count 

Theme: S-d-tóow (na act) 
 for S to read, count 

Naish-Story:  ya-toow 

Variants: -téew (An) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nidatóow! Read! 

2p Naydatóow! You all read! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl idatóowuk!̲ Don't read! 

2p Líl yidatóowuk!̲ Don't you all read! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲adatóow I read; I am reading 

2s idatóow you read; you are reading 

3s datóow s/he reads; s/he is reading 

1p tudatóow we read; we are reading 

2p yidatóow you all read; you all are reading 

3p has datóow they read; they are reading 

4 dutóow people read; people are reading 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wadatóow / tlél ux̲datóow I don't read; I'm not reading 

2s tlél idatóow you don't read; you aren't reading 

3s tlél udatóow s/he doesn't read; s/he isn't reading 

1p tlél tudatóow we don't read; we aren't reading 

2p tlél yidatóow you all don't read; you all aren't reading 

3p tlél has udatóow they don't read; they aren't reading 

4 tlél dutóow nobody reads; nobody is reading 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s datóow nooch s/he always reads 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ditóowk s/he reads (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s datóowun s/he used to read 
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Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél datóowun s/he didn't used to read 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s datóow aa the one who reads 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waditóow I read 

2s yiditóow you read 

3s wuditóow s/he read 

1p wutuditóow we read 

2p yeeyditóow you all read 

3p has wuditóow they read 

4 wuduwatóow people read 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wadatóow I didn't read 

2s tlél yidatóow you didn't read 

3s tlél wudatóow s/he didn't read 

1p tlél wutudatóow we didn't read 

2p tlél yeeydatóow you all didn't read 

3p tlél has wudatóow they didn't read 

4 tlél wudutóow nobody read 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲datóowch I read (every time) 

2s nidatóowch you read (every time) 

3s nadatóowch s/he reads (every time) 

1p natudatóowch we read (every time) 

2p naydatóowch you all read (every time) 

3p has nadatóowch they read (every time) 

4 nadutóowch people read (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél nax̲wdatóowch I haven't read yet 

2s tlél nidatóowch you haven't read yet 

3s tlél undatóowch s/he hasn't read yet 

1p tlél natudatóowch we haven't read yet 

2p tlél naydatóowch you all haven't read yet 
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3p tlél has undatóowch they haven't read yet 

4 tlél nadutóowch nobody has read yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kkw̲adatóow I will read 

2s gagi̲datóow you will read 

3s gux̲datóow s/he will read 

1p gax̲tudatóow we will read 

2p gax̲yidatóow you all will read 

3p has gux̲datóow they will read 

4 gax̲dutóow people will read 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲datóow I won't read 

2s tlél gagi̲datóow you won't read 

3s tlél gux̲datóow s/he won't read 

1p tlél gax̲tudatóow we won't read 

2p tlél gax̲yidatóow you all won't read 

3p tlél has gux̲datóow they won't read 

4 tlél gax̲dutóow nobody will read 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲datóow let me read 

3s nax̲datóow let him/her read 

1p nax̲tudatóow let us read 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé naxw̲ditóowu yé no way can s/he read 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s nax̲wdatóowun s/he would have read 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s nadatóowni if/when s/he reads 

Example(s): 

Datóow shtóo dudlitóow. 
S/he learned to read. 

Aan dutóowun 

It used to be included in the count. 

Shtóo altóow datóow. 
He is teaching himself to read. 
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Tlél ooshgóok datóow. 
She doesn't know how to read. 

Tlél du een x̲wadatóow. 
I am not reading to him; I did not include him in the count. 
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respect him/her 

Theme: N yáa a-ya-u-S-ø-néi (ga act) 
 for S to respect, regard highly, think highly of N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a yáa + a-ya-ya-nei 
Notes 

Because respect is a key element of Tlingit culture, it is very unlikely that the 

prohibitive forms given here would ever be said. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du yáa ayagoonéi! Respect him/her! 

2p Du yáa ayagaynéi! You all respect him/her! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl du yáa ayeenéik̲! Don't respect him/her! 

2p Líl du yáa ayeeynéik̲! Don't you all respect him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s du yáa awux̲aanéi I respect him/her 

3s du yáa ayaawanéi / du yáa awuwanéi s/he respects him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél du yáa awoox̲ané I don't respect him/her 

3s tlél du yáa awooné s/he doesn't respect him/her 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s du yáa kei ayanx̲anéin I am beginning to respect him/her 

3s du yáa kei ayananéin s/he is beginning to respect him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du yáa ayakx̲wanéich I haven't started to respect him/her yet 

3s tlél du yáa ayagoonéich s/he hasn't started to respect him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du yáa kei ayakkw̲anéi I will respect him/her 

3s du yáa kei ayakgw̲anéi s/he will respect him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du yáa kei ayakkw̲ané I won't respect him/her 
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3s tlél du yáa kei ayakgw̲ané s/he won't respect him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé du yáa ayakkw̲aanéiyi yé no way can I respect him/her 

3s tlél aadé du yáa ayakgw̲aanéiyi yé no way can s/he respect him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s du yáa ayakkw̲anéiyin I would have respected him/her 

3s du yáa ayakgw̲anéiyin s/he would have respected him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s du yáa ayakwx̲anéini if/when I respect him/her 

3s du yáa ayagoonéini if/when s/he respects him/her 

Example(s): 

Sh k'̲ukw̲alyeilín, ku̲dáx̲ kú̲tx̲ du yáa awux̲aanéi. 
I would have lied but I have too much respect for her. 

Du yáa ayaduwané. 
He's a respected person. 
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rest 

Theme: S-d-l-saa~ (ø event) 
 for S to rest 

Naish-Story:  dli-saa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Eelsá! Rest! 

2p Yilsá! You all rest! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl (s'é) eelséix̲ik!̲ Don't rest (yet)! 

2p Líl (s'é) yilséix̲ik!̲ Don't you all rest (yet)! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s (tlákw) yaa nx̲alséin I am (always) resting 

3s (tlákw) yaa nalséin s/he is (always) resting 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲alséix̲ I rest (regularly) 

3s ulséix̲ s/he rests (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wadlisáa I rested; I'm resting 

3s wudlisáa s/he rested; s/he's resting 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walsá I didn't rest; I'm not resting 

3s tlél wulsá s/he didn't rest; s/he isn't resting 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲walsáaych I rest (every time) 

3s ulsáaych s/he rests (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲walsáaych I haven't rested yet 

3s tlél ulsáaych s/he hasn't rested yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲lsáa I will rest 

3s guga̲lsáa s/he will rest 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲lsaa I won't rest 
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3s tlél guga̲lsaa s/he won't rest 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲lsaa let me rest 

3s ga̲lsaa let him/her rest 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xw̲adlisaayi yé no way can I rest 

3s tlél aadé uxd̲lisaayi yé no way can s/he rest 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kw̲alsaayín I would have rested 

3s gw̲alsaayín s/he would have rested 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲alséini if/when I rest 

3s ilséini if/when s/he rests 
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rich, wealthy; profitable 

Theme: O-l-náalx̲ (ga state) 
 for O to be rich, wealthy, profitable 

Naish-Story:  li-naalx ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at lináalx̲ I'm rich 

2s ilináalx ̲ you're rich 

3s lináalx̲ s/he's rich; it's profitable 

1p haa lináalx ̲ we're rich 

2p yee lináalx ̲ you all are rich 

3p has lináalx̲ they are rich 

4 ku̲lináalx̲ people are rich 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ ulnáalx ̲I'm not rich 

2s tlél eelnáalx̲ you're not rich 

3s tlél ulnáalx̲ s/he's not rich; it's not profitable 

1p tlél haa ulnáalx ̲ we're not rich 

2p tlél yee ulnáalx ̲ you all are not rich 

3p tlél has ulnáalx̲ they're not rich 

4 tlél ko̲olnáalx̲ nobody is rich 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei ax̲ nalnáalx ̲ I'm getting rich 

2s kei inalnáalx ̲ you are getting rich 

3s kei nalnáalx ̲ s/he is getting rich; it's becoming profitable 

1p kei haa nalnáalx ̲ we are getting rich 

2p kei yee nalnáalx ̲ you all are getting rich 

3p kei (ha)s nalnáalx ̲they are getting rich 

4 kei ku̲nalnáalx̲ people are getting rich 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél kei ax̲ unalnáalx ̲ I'm not getting rich 
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2s tlél kei eenalnáalx̲ you're not getting rich 

3s tlél kei unalnáalx ̲ s/he's not getting rich; it's not becoming profitable 

1p tlél kei haa unalnáalx ̲we're not getting rich 

2p tlél kei yee unalnáalx ̲you all are not getting rich 

3p tlél kei (ha)s unalnáalx ̲ they're not getting rich 

4 tlél kei ku̲nalnáalx ̲nobody is getting rich 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei lanáalx ̲ s/he gets rich (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s lanáalxi̲n s/he used to be rich; it used to be profitable 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ulnáalx̲in s/he didn't used to be rich; it didn't used to be 

profitable 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé lináalx̲i aa the rich one 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲ wulináalx̲ I got rich 

2s iwlináalx̲ you got rich 

3s wulináalx̲ s/he got rich; it became profitable 

1p haa wulináalx̲ we got rich 

2p yee wlináalx̲ you all got rich 

3p has wulináalx̲ they got rich 

4 ko̲olináalx̲ people got rich 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wulnáalx̲ I didn't get rich 

2s tlél iwulnáalx̲ you didn't get rich 

3s tlél wulnáalx̲ s/he didn't get rich; it didn't become profitable 

1p tlél haa wulnáalx̲ we didn't get rich 

2p tlél yee wulnáalx̲ you all didn't get rich 

3p tlél has wulnáalx̲ they didn't get rich 

4 tlél ko̲olnáalx̲ nobody got rich 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei ax̲ gux̲lanáalx ̲I will be rich 

2s kei igux̲lanáalx ̲ you will be rich 

3s kei gux̲lanáalx̲ s/he will be rich; it will be profitable 
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1p kei haa gux̲lanáalx ̲ we will be rich 

2p kei yee gux̲lanáalx ̲ you all will be rich 

3p kei has gux̲lanáalx ̲ they will be rich 

4 kei ku̲gux̲lanáalx̲ people will be rich 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei ax̲ gux̲lanáalx ̲I won't be rich 

2s tlél kei igux̲lanáalx ̲ you won't be rich 

3s tlél kei gux̲lanáalx ̲s/he won't be rich; it won't be profitable 

1p tlél kei haa gux̲lanáalx ̲ we won't be rich 

2p tlél kei yee gux̲lanáalx ̲ you all won't be rich 

3p tlél kei (ha)s gux̲lanáalx ̲ they won't be rich 

4 tlél kei ku̲gux̲lanáalx ̲ nobody will be rich 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ax̲ gax̲lanáalx ̲ let me be rich 

3s gax̲lanáalx ̲ let him/her be rich; let it be profitable 

1p haa gax̲lanáalx ̲ let us be rich 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gux̲lináalgi̲ yé no way can s/he be rich; no way can it be 

profitable 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲lanáalgi̲n s/he would have been rich; it would have been 

profitable 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s galanáalxn̲i if/when s/he gets rich 

Example(s): 

Yéi at axw̲dishee iwulnáalgi̲. 
I wish you wealth. 

Tlél ulnáalx̲in wé ast'eix̲. 
Trolling didn't used to be profitable. 
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ring (telephone or bell) 

Theme: sh da-gwaal~ (ø act) 
 for a telephone or bell to ring 

Naish-Story:  ya-gwaal 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s sh dagwáal it's ringing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s sh dagwálx̲ it rings (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s sh wudigwál it rang 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél sh wudagwaal it didn't ring 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s sh udagwaalch it rings (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél sh udagwaalch it hasn't rung yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s sh gux̲dagwáal it will ring 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél sh gux̲dagwaal it won't ring 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé sh gw̲adigwaali yé no way can it ring 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s sh gw̲adagwaalín it would have rung 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s sh dagwálni if/when it rings 
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rise (of sun or moon) 

Theme: kei ø-xeex~ (ø motion) 
 for the sun, moon to rise 

Naish-Story:  kei ya-xeex 

Notes 

This verb can also be used in expressions that don't pertain to the sun or moon, as 

in: Neekw kei uwaxíx 'News/gossip went around'. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei naxíx it's rising 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei xíxch it rises (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kei uwaxíx it rose 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kei wuxeex it didn't rise 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s kei uxeexch it rises (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél kei uxeexch it hasn't risen yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kgw̲axéex it will rise 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kei xíxni if/when it rises 

Example(s): 

G̲agaan kei naxíxi áwé x̲wala.úkch wé káaxwei ax̲ léelk'u jeeyís. 
When the sun is coming up, I boil the coffee for my grandmother. 
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rise (of water level, tide) 

Theme: kei ø-daa~ (ø motion) 
 for water level, tide to rise 

Naish-Story:  ya-daa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei nadéin it's rising 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kei uwadáa it rose 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kei wudá it didn't 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s kei udáaych it rises (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél kei udáaych it hasn't risen yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kgw̲adáa it will rise 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kgw̲adaa it won't 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kei gw̲aadaayi yé no way can it rise 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kei gw̲adaayín it would have risen 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kei déini if/when it rises 

Example(s): 

Tlél aadé kei gw̲aadaayi yé, tlél séew daak ustaanch ách áwé. 
There's no way the water level can rise because it hasn't rained yet. 

Áyáx̲ kei uwadáa wé yaakw héende wusx̲óot'i. 
The tide is just right for putting the boat in the water. 
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rise, come in (of tide) 

Theme: daak ̲ø-daa~ (ø motion) 
 for the tide to rise, come in 

Naish-Story:  ya-daa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s daak ̲nadéin the tide is coming in 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s daak ̲uwadáa the tide is in 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s daak ̲udáaych the tide comes in (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél daak ̲udáaych the tide hasn't come in yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s daak ̲guga̲dáa the tide will rise 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s daak ̲déini if/when the tide comes in 
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rise, get up (plural subject) 

Theme: sha-S-d-ke̲e~ (ø event) 
 for (plural) S to get up, rise 

Naish-Story:  sha-di-ke̲e 

Singular: nook1 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Shaydakí̲! You all get up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl shaydaké̲ex̲ik!̲ Don't you all get up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p yaa shantudaké̲en we are starting to get up 

3p yaa (ha)s shandaké̲en they are starting to get up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1p shatudaké̲ex̲ we get up (regularly) 

3p has shadaké̲ex̲ they get up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p shawtudiké̲e we got up 

3p has shawdiké̲e they got up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél shawtudakí̲ we didn't get up 

3p tlél has shawdakí̲ they didn't get up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p shatudaké̲eych we get up (every time) 

3p has shoodaké̲eych they get up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél shatudaké̲eych we haven't gotten up yet 

3p tlél has shoodaké̲eych they haven't gotten up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p shagax̲tudaké̲e we will get up 

3p has shagux̲daké̲e they will get up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél shagax̲tudake̲e we won't get up 

3p tlél has shagux̲dake̲e they won't get up 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p shax̲tudake̲e let us get up 

3p has shax̲dake̲e let them get up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé shax̲tudike̲eyi yé no way can we get up 

3p tlél aadé has shoox̲dik̲eeyi yé no way can they get up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1p shax̲tudake̲eyín we would have gotten up 

3p has shoox̲dake̲eyín they would have gotten up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1p shatudaké̲eni if/when we get up 

3p has shadaké̲eni if/when they get up 

Example(s): 

K̲eex̲'é shawdinúk. 
He got up early. 

Tleidooshú gaaw áwé shax̲wdanookch ch'a tlákw ts'ootaat. 
I get up at six o'clock every morning. 

Tlél shatudaké̲ech - daax'oon gaaw áyá yeisú. 
We haven't gotten up yet - it's still four O'clock. 

Tlél shatudaké̲ech - tlél Yéil du.aaxc̲h yeisú. 
We haven't gotten up yet, Raven isn't making noise yet. 
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rise, get up (singular subject) 

Theme: sha-S-d-nook~ (ø event) 
 for (singular) S to get up, rise 

Naish-Story:  sha-di-nook 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sheedanú! Get up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl sheedanúkx̲uk!̲ Don't get up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa shanax̲danúk I am starting to get up 

3s yaa shandanúk s/he is starting to get up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s shax̲danúkx ̲ I get up (regularly) 

3s shadanúkx ̲ s/he gets up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s shax̲wdinúk I got up 

3s shawdinúk s/he got up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél shaxw̲danook I didn't get up 

3s tlél shawdanook s/he didn't get up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s shax̲wdanookch I get up (every time) 

3s shoodanookch s/he gets up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél shoox̲danookch I haven't gotten up yet 

3s tlél shoodanookch s/he hasn't gotten up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s shakkw̲adanóok I will get up 

3s shagux̲danóok s/he will get up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél shakkw̲adanook I won't get up 

3s tlél shaguxd̲anook s/he won't get up 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s shaka̲danook let me get up 

3s shax̲danook let him/her get up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé shooka̲dinoogu yé no way can I get up 

3s tlél aadé shooxd̲inoogu yé no way can s/he get up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s shooka̲danoogún I would have gotten up 

3s shoox̲danoogún s/he would have gotten up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s shax̲danúkni if/when I get up 

3s shadanúkni if/when s/he gets up 

Example(s): 

K̲eex̲'é shawdinúk. 
He got up early. 

Tleidooshú gaaw áwé shax̲wdanookch ch'a tlákw ts'ootaat. 
I get up at six o'clock every morning. 
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roll (of spherical object) 

Theme: P-t~ ka-ø-gwáatl~ (ø motion) 
 for a spherical object to roll to P 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-gwaatl 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s aadé yaa kanagwátl it's rolling to it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ kagwáatl it rolls to it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s át kaawagwátl it rolled to it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél át kawugwáatl it didn't roll to it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s át koogwáatlch it rolls to it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél át koogwáatlch it hasn't rolled to it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aadé kakgw̲agwáatl it will roll to it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kakgw̲agwáatl it won't roll to it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s át kaga̲gwáatl let it roll to it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át koogw̲aagwáadli yé no way can it roll to it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át koogw̲agwáadlin it would have rolled to it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át kagwátlni if/when it rolls to it 
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rough (of ocean) 

Theme: ji-s-taan~ (na event) 
 for the ocean to be rough 

Naish-Story:  ji-si-taan 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa jinastán it's getting rough 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei jisatánch it gets rough (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s jiwsitaan it's rough; it was rough 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél jiwustaan it isn't rough; it wasn't rough 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s jinastánch it gets rough (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél jeenastánch it hasn't gotten rough yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei jigux̲satáan it will get rough 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei jigux̲sataan it won't get rough 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s jinastánni if/when it gets rough 

Example(s): 

Ayidakú̲x,̲ kú̲tx̲ jiwsitaan! 
Turn back (in boat), the ocean is too rough! 
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run after him/her/it (plural subject) 

Theme: N ítx̲ O-lu-ø-gook~̲ (na motion) 
 for (plural) O to run after N 

Naish-Story:  lu-ya-gook ̲

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p A ítx ̲yee lunagúk!̲ You all run after it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl a ítx̲ yoo yee lugúkg̲uk!̲ Don't you all run after it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p a ítx̲ yaa haa lunagúk ̲we are running after it 

3p a ítx̲ yaa (ha)s lunagúk ̲ they are running after it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1p a ítx̲ yoo haa luwagúkk̲ we run after it (regularly) 

3p a ítx̲ yoo (ha)s luwagúkk̲ they run after it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p a ítx̲ haa loowagook ̲ we ran after it 

3p a ítx̲ has loowagook ̲ they ran after it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél a ítx̲ haa luwugook ̲ we didn't run after it 

3p tlél a ítx̲ has luwugook̲ they didn't run after it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p a ítx̲ haa lunagúkc̲h we run after it (every time) 

3p a ítx̲ has lunagúkc̲h they run after it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél a ít haa loonagúkc̲h we haven't run after it yet 

3p tlél a ítx̲ has loonagúkc̲h they haven't run after it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p a ítx̲ haa lukgw̲agóok ̲we will run after it 

3p a ítx̲ has lukgw̲agóok ̲they will run after it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél a ítx̲ haa lukgw̲agook ̲we won't run after it 

3p tlél a ítx̲ has lukgw̲agook ̲they won't run after it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p a ítx̲ haa lunga̲gook ̲ let us run after it 

3p a ítx̲ has lunga̲gook ̲ let them run after it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé a ítx̲ haa loonga̲agoogu̲ yé no way can we run after it 

3p tlél aadé a ítx̲ has loonga̲agoogu̲ yé no way can they run after it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1p a ítx̲ haa loonga̲googú̲n we would have run after it 

3p a ítx̲ has loonga̲googú̲n they would have run after it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1p a ítx̲ haa lunagúkn̲i if/when we run after it 

3p a ítx̲ has lunagúkn̲i if/when they run after it 

Example(s): 

Has du ítx ̲haa loonga̲googú̲n haa yáanáx̲ ku̲.aa has yasátkw. 
We would have run after them, but they are faster than us. 

A ítx ̲haa loonga̲googú̲n kú̲tx̲ ku̲.aa haa shaawahík. 
We would have run after it, but we were too full. 
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run out of something 

Theme: N jeet~ shu-ø-xeex~ (ø event) 
 for N to run out of something 

Naish-Story:  shu-ya-xeex 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s ax̲ jeedé yaa shunaxíx I am running out of it 

3s du jeedé yaa shunaxíx s/he is running out of it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s ax̲ jeex̲ shuxeex I run out of it (regularly) 

3s du jeex̲ shuxeex s/he runs out of it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲ jeet shux̲waxíx I ran out of it 

3s du jeet shuwaxíx s/he ran out of it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax ̲jeet shuwuxeex I didn't run out of it 

3s tlél du jeet shuwuxeex s/he didn't run out of it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ax̲ jeet shooxeexch I run out of it (every time) 

3s du jeet shooxeexch s/he runs out of it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ax ̲jeet shooxeexch I haven't run out of it yet 

3s tlél du jeet shooxeexch s/he hasn't run out of it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ax̲ jeedé shukgw̲axéex I will run out of it 

3s du jeedé shukgw̲axéex s/he will run out of it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ jeedé shukgw̲axeex I won't run out of it 

3s tlél du jeedé shukgw̲axeex s/he won't run out of it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) ax ̲jeet shuga̲xeex (dé) (just) let me run out of it (now) 

3s (ch'a) du jeet shuga̲xeex (dé) (just) let him/her run out (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ax ̲jeet shugw̲aaxeexi yé no way can I run out of it 
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3s tlél aadé du jeet shugw̲aaxeexi yé no way can s/he run out of it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s ax̲ jeet shugw̲axeexín I would have run out of it 

3s du jeet shugw̲axeexín s/he would have run out of it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s ax̲ jeet shuxíxni if/when I run out of it 

3s du jeet shuxíxni if/when s/he runs out of it 

Example(s): 

Tuwaakú ax ̲jeet shuwaxíx - ayakkw̲adakó̲ox̲! 
I ran out of snuff - I'm going to turn back! 
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run (plural subject) II 

Theme: P-t~ O-lu-ø-gook~̲ (ø motion) 
 for (plural) O to run to P, arrive at P by running 

Naish-Story:  lu-ya-gook ̲

Singular: xeex 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb "go on foot" to specify the 

direction of motion. Replace át/áx̲/aadé "arriving at PO" in the paradigm 

below with any of the following adverbs to change the direction of 

motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-t (~x̲~dei) arriving at PO, coming to P 

yan (~yax̲~yándei) coming to rest, to a stop 

P-náx̲ yan (~yax~̲yándei) moving across P, to the other side of P 

neil (~neilx̲~neildéi) moving inside, coming home 

haat (~haax̲~haa(n)déi) coming here 

yóot (~yóox̲~yóodei) going away 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Át yee lugúk!̲ You all run to it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl áx̲ yee lugoogú̲k!̲ Don't you all run to it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p aadé yaa haa lunagúk ̲we are running to it 

2p aadé yaa yee lunagúk ̲you all are running to it 

3p aadé yaa (ha)s lunagúk ̲ they are running to it 

4 aadé yaa ku̲lunagúk ̲ people are running to it 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1p tlél aadé yaa haa loonagúk ̲ we're not running to it 

2p tlél aadé yaa yee loonagúk ̲ you all are not running to it 

3p tlél aadé yaa (ha)s loonagúk ̲ they're not running to it 
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4 tlél aadé yaa ku̲loonagúk ̲nobody is running to it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p áx̲ has lugook ̲they run to it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p át haa luwagúk ̲ we ran to it 

2p át yee luwagúk ̲ you all ran to it 

3p át has luwagúk ̲ they ran to it 

4 át ku̲luwagúk ̲ people ran to it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél át haa luwugook ̲ we didn't run to it 

2p tlél át yee luwugook ̲ you all didn't run to it 

3p tlél át (ha)s luwugook ̲they didn't run to it 

4 tlél ku̲luwugook ̲ nobody ran to it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p át haa loogookc̲h we run to it (every time) 

2p át yee loogookc̲h you all run to it (every time) 

3p át has loogook̲ch they run to it (every time) 

4 át ku̲loogookc̲h people run to it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél át haa loogookc̲h we haven't run to it yet 

2p tlél át yee loogookc̲h you all haven't run to it yet 

3p tlél át has loogookc̲h they haven't run to it yet 

4 tlél át ku̲loogookc̲h nobody has run to it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p aadé haa lukgw̲agóok ̲we will run to it 

2p aadé yee lukgw̲agóok ̲you all will run to it 

3p aadé (ha)s lukgw̲agóok ̲ they will run to it 

4 aadé ku̲lukgw̲agóok ̲ people will run to it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél aadé haa lukgw̲agook ̲we won't run to it 

2p tlél aadé yee lukgw̲agook ̲you all won't run to it 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s lukgw̲agook ̲ they won't run to it 

4 tlél aadé ku̲lukgw̲agook ̲ nobody will run to it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p át haa luga̲gook ̲ let us run to it 

3p át has luga̲gook ̲ let them run to it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé át has looga̲agoogu̲ yé no way can they run to it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p át has looga̲googú̲n they would have run to it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p át has lugúk̲ni if/when they run to it 
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run (plural subject) III 

Theme: gu̲néi O-lu-ø-gook̲~ (ø motion) 
 for (plural) O to begin running 

Naish-Story:  lu-ya-gook ̲

Singular: xeex 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace gu̲néi "starting off" in the paradigm below with any 

of the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

N yáa coming up to N 

N gu̲nayáa separating from N 

N shukáx' getting ahead of N 

gági emerging, coming out into the open 

dáagi̲ coming out of the water 

héeni going to the sea; going into the water 

gu̲nayéi / gu̲néi starting off, beginning to go 

P-x̲ moving in place at P, trying to move while stuck at P 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p G̲unéi yee lugook!̲ You all start running! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl gu̲néi yee luwugoogú̲k!̲ Don't you all start running! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur (with gu̲néi)] 
Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p gu̲néi (ha)s lugúkx̲̲ they start running (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p gu̲néi haa loowagúk ̲ we started running 
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2p gu̲néi yee loowagúk ̲ you all started running 

3p gu̲néi (ha)s loowagúk ̲they started running 

4 gu̲néi ku̲loowagúk ̲people started running 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél gu̲néi haa luwugook ̲ we didn't start running 

2p tlél gu̲néi yee luwugook ̲ you all didn't start running 

3p tlél gu̲néi (ha)s luwugook ̲they didn't start running 

4 tlél gu̲néi ku̲luwugook̲ nobody started running 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p gu̲néi haa loogookc̲h we start running (every time) 

2p gu̲néi yee loogookc̲h you all start running (every time) 

3p gu̲néi has loogookc̲h they start running (every time) 

4 gu̲néi ku̲loogook̲ch people start running (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél gu̲néi haa loogookc̲h we haven't started running yet 

2p tlél gu̲néi yee loogookc̲h you all haven't started running yet 

3p tlél gu̲néi (ha)s loogookc̲h they haven't started running yet 

4 tlél gu̲néi ku̲loogookc̲h nobody has started running yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p gu̲néi haa lukgw̲agóok ̲ we will start running 

2p gu̲néi yee lukgw̲agóok ̲ you all will start running 

3p gu̲néi (ha)s lukgw̲agóok ̲ they will start running 

4 gu̲néi ku̲lukgw̲agóok ̲ people will start running 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél gu̲néi haa lukgw̲agook ̲ we won't start running 

2p tlél gu̲néi yee lukgw̲agook ̲ you all won't start running 

3p tlél gu̲néi (ha)s lukgw̲agook ̲ they won't start running 

4 tlél gu̲néi ku̲lukgw̲agook ̲ nobody will start running 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p gu̲néi haa luga̲gook ̲ let us start running 

3p gu̲néi (ha)s luga̲gook ̲ let them start running 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé gu̲néi (ha)s lugw̲aagoogu̲ yé no way can they start running 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p gu̲néi (ha)s lugw̲agoogú̲n they would have started running 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p gu̲néi (ha)s lugúkn̲i if/when they start running 
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run (plural subject) VII 

Theme: P-dé O-lu-ø-gook̲~ (na motion) 
 for (plural) O to run toward P 

Naish-Story:  lu-ya-gook ̲

Singular: xeex 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace aadé 'toward there' in the paradigm below with any of 

the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- moving (along) 

P-t moving around, about P (no repetitive form) 

P-dei moving toward P 

P-dáx̲ moving away from P 

P-náx̲ moving by way of P; stopped at P on the way by 

yux ̲

moving out of house 

P-nák ̲ leaving P behind 

P-ga̲a going to get P 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Yee lunagúk!̲ You all run! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl yee luwugoogú̲k̲ Don't you all run! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p yaa haa lunagúk ̲ we are running 

2p yaa yee lunagúk ̲ you all are running 

3p yaa has lunagúk ̲ they are running 

4 yaa ku̲lunagúk ̲people are running 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1p tlél yaa haa loonagúk ̲we're not running 

2p tlél yaa yee loonagúk ̲you all are not running 

3p tlél yaa (ha)s loonagúk ̲ they're not running 
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4 tlél yaa ku̲loonagúk ̲ nobody is running 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p yoo (ha)s luwagúkk̲ they run (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p haa loowagook ̲ we ran 

2p yee loowagook ̲ you all ran 

3p has loowagook ̲ they ran 

4 ku̲loowagook ̲ people ran 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél haa luwugook ̲we didn't run 

2p tlél yee luwugook ̲you all didn't run 

3p tlél has luwugook̲ they didn't run 

4 tlél ku̲luwugook ̲ nobody ran 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p haa lunagúkc̲h we run (every time) 

2p yee lunagúkc̲h you all run (every time) 

3p has lunagúkc̲h they run (every time) 

4 ku̲lunagúkc̲h people run (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél haa loonagúkc̲h we haven't run yet 

2p tlél yee loonagúkc̲h you all haven't run yet 

3p tlél has loonagúkc̲h they haven't run yet 

4 tlél ku̲loonagúkc̲h nobody has run yet 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3p wé has loowagoogu̲ aa the ones who ran 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p haa lukgw̲agóok ̲ we will run 

2p yee lukgw̲agóok ̲ you all will run 

3p has lukgw̲agóok ̲ they will run 

4 ku̲lukgw̲agóok ̲people will run 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél haa lukgw̲agook ̲ we won't run 

2p tlél yee lukgw̲agook ̲ you all won't run 
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3p tlél has lukgw̲agook ̲ they won't run 

4 tlél ku̲lukgw̲agook ̲ nobody will run 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p haa lunga̲gook ̲let us run 

3p has lunga̲gook ̲let them run 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s loonga̲agoogu̲ yé no way can they run 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p has loonga̲googú̲n they would have run 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p has lunagúkn̲i if/when they run 
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run (plural subject) VIII 

Theme: ku̲t O-lu-ø-gook~̲ (ga motion) 
 for (plural) O to run away 

Naish-Story:  lu-ya-gook ̲

Singular: xeex 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- taking off, starting off 

P-dáx̲ taking off from PO; starting off from PO 

ku̲t going astray, getting lost 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p K̲ut yee lugagook!̲ You all run away! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl ku̲t yee luwugoogú̲k̲! Don't you all run away! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p ku̲t kei haa lunagúk ̲ we are running away 

2p ku̲t kei yee lunagúk ̲ you all are running away 

3p ku̲t kei (ha)s lunagúk ̲ they are running away 

4 ku̲t kei ku̲lunagúk ̲people are running away 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1p tlél ku̲t kei haa loonagúk ̲ we're not running away 

2p tlél ku̲t kei yee loonagúk ̲ you all are not running away 

3p tlél ku̲t kei (ha)s loonagúk ̲ they're not running away 

4 tlél ku̲t kei ku̲loonagúk ̲ nobody is running away 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p ku̲t kei (ha)s lugúkc̲h they run away (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p ku̲t haa loowagook ̲ we ran away 

2p ku̲t yee loowagook ̲ you all ran away 

3p ku̲t has loowagook ̲ they ran away 
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4 ku̲t ku̲loowagook ̲ people ran away 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél ku̲t haa luwugook̲ we didn't run away 

2p tlél ku̲t yee luwugook̲ you all didn't run away 

3p tlél ku̲t has luwugook ̲they didn't run away 

4 tlél ku̲t ku̲luwugook ̲ nobody ran away 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p ku̲t haa lugagúkc̲h we run away (every time) 

2p ku̲t yee lugagúkc̲h you all run away (every time) 

3p ku̲t has lugagúkc̲h they run away (every time) 

4 ku̲t ku̲lugagúkc̲h people run away (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél ku̲t haa loogagúkc̲h we haven't run away yet 

2p tlél ku̲t yee loogagúkc̲h you all haven't run away yet 

3p tlél ku̲t has loogagúkc̲h they haven't run away yet 

4 tlél ku̲t ku̲loogagúkc̲h nobody has run away yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p ku̲t kei haa lukgw̲agóok ̲ we will run away 

2p ku̲t kei yee lukgw̲agóok ̲ you all will run away 

3p ku̲t kei (ha)s lukgw̲agóok ̲they will run away 

4 ku̲t kei ku̲lukgw̲agóok ̲ people will run away 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél ku̲t kei haa lukgw̲agook ̲ we won't run away 

2p tlél ku̲t kei yee lukgw̲agook ̲ you all won't run away 

3p tlél ku̲t kei has lukgw̲agook ̲ they won't run away 

4 tlél ku̲t kei ku̲lukgw̲agook ̲ nobody will run away 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p ku̲t haa lukga̲gook ̲let us run away 

3p ku̲t has lukga̲gook ̲let them run away 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé ku̲t has lookga̲agoogu̲ yé no way can they run away 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p ku̲t has lookga̲googú̲n they would have run away 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p ku̲t has lugagúkn̲i if/when they run away 
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run (singular subject) II 

Theme: P-t~ S-j-xeex~ (ø motion) 
 for (singular) S to run to P, arrive at P by running 

Naish-Story:  ji-xeex 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace át/áx̲/aadé 'arriving at PO' in the paradigm below with 

any of the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

P-t (~x̲~dei) arriving at PO, coming to P 

yan (~yax̲~yándei) coming to rest, to a stop 

P-náx̲ yan (~yax~̲yándei) moving across P, to the other side of P 

neil (~neilx̲~neildéi) moving inside, coming home 

haat (~haax̲~haa(n)déi) coming here 

yóot (~yóox̲~yóodei) going away 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át eeshíx! Run to it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ eesheexík̲! Don't run to it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa nx̲ashíx I am running to it 

2s aadé yaa neeshíx you are running to it 

3s aadé yaa nashíx he/she/it is running to it 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél aadé yaa unx̲ashíx I'm not running to it 

2s tlél aadé yaa neeshíx you're not running to it 

3s tlél aadé yaa unashíx he/she/it isn't running to it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ sheex he/she/it runs to it (regularly) 
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Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲wajixíx I ran to it 

2s át yijixíx you ran to it 

3s át wujixíx he/she/it ran to it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲washeex I didn't run to it 

2s tlél át yisheex you didn't run to it 

3s tlél át wusheex he/she/it didn't run to it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át x̲washeexch I run to it (every time) 

2s át eesheexch you run to it (every time) 

3s át usheexch he/she/it runs to it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át x̲washeexch I haven't run to it yet 

2s tlél át eesheexch you haven't run to it yet 

3s tlél át oosheexch he/she/it hasn't run to it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲ashéex I will run to it 

2s aadé kge̲eshéex you will run to it 

3s aadé kgw̲ashéex he/she/it will run to it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲asheex I won't run to it 

2s tlél aadé kge̲esheex you won't run to it 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲asheex he/she/it won't run to it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át ka̲sheex let me run to it 

3s át ga̲sheex let him/her/it run to it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át oox̲jixeexi yé no way can he/she/it run to it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át gw̲asheexín he/she/it would have run to it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át shíxni if/when he/she/it runs to it 
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run (singular subject) III 

Theme: gu̲néi S-j-xeex~ (ø motion) 
 for (singular) S to begin running 

Naish-Story:  ji-xeex 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace gu̲néi 'starting off' in the paradigm below with any of 

the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

N yáa coming up to N 

N gu̲nayáa separating from N 

N shukáx' getting ahead of N 

gági emerging, coming out into the open 

dáagi̲ coming out of the water 

héeni going to the sea; going into the water 

gu̲nayéi / gu̲néi starting off, beginning to go 

P-x̲ moving in place at P, trying to move while stuck at P 

Notes 

Note that the classifier sh- combined with the verb stem -xeex becomes -sheex. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲unéi eesheex! Start running! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl gu̲néi eeshíxx̲ik̲! Don't start running! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur (with gu̲néi)] 
Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s gu̲néi shíxx̲ he/she/it starts running (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s gu̲néi x̲wjixíx I started running 

2s gu̲néi yjixíx you started running 

3s gu̲néi wjixíx he/she/it started running 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél gu̲néi x̲washeex I didn't start running 

2s tlél gu̲néi yisheex you didn't start running 

3s tlél gu̲néi wusheex he/she/it didn't start running 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s gu̲néi x̲washeexch I start running (every time) 

2s gu̲néi eesheexch you start running (every time) 

3s gu̲néi usheexch he/she/it starts running (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél gu̲néi x̲washeexch I haven't started running yet 

2s tlél gu̲néi eesheexch you haven't started running yet 

3s tlél gu̲néi usheexch he/she/it hasn't started running yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s gu̲néi kkw̲ashéex I will start running 

2s gu̲néi kge̲eshéex you will start running 

3s gu̲néi kgw̲ashéex he/she/it will start running 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél gu̲néi kkw̲asheex I won't start running 

2s tlél gu̲néi kge̲esheex you won't start running 

3s tlél gu̲néi kgw̲asheex he/she/it won't start running 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gu̲néi ka̲sheex let me start running 

3s gu̲néi ga̲sheex let him/her start running 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gu̲néi gw̲aasheexi yé no way can he/she/it start running 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gu̲néi gw̲asheexín he/she/it would have started running 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gu̲néi shíxni if/when he/she/it starts running 
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run (singular subject) VII 

Theme: P-dé S-j-xeex~ (na motion) 
 for (singular) S to run toward P 

Naish-Story:  ji-xeex 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace aadé 'toward there' in the paradigm below with any of 

the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- moving (along) 

P-t moving around, about P (no repetitive form) 

P-x̲ moving along P 

P-dei moving toward P 

P-dáx̲ moving away from P 

P-náx̲ moving by way of P; stopped at P on the way by 

yux ̲

moving out of house 

P-nák ̲ leaving P behind 

P-ga̲a going to get P 

Notes 

Note that the classifier sh- combined with the verb stem -xeex becomes -sheex. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Neesheex! Run! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo eeshíxgik!̲ Don't run! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa nx̲ashíx I am running 

2s yaa neeshíx you are running 

3s yaa nashíx he/she/it is running 
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Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél yaa unx̲ashíx I'm not running 

2s tlél yaa neeshíx you're not running 

3s tlél yaa unashíx he/she/it isn't running 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo jixíxk he/she/it runs (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wajixeex I ran 

2s yijixeex you ran 

3s wujixeex he/she/it ran 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲washeex I didn't run 

2s tlél yisheex you didn't run 

3s tlél wusheex he/she/it didn't run 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲ashíxch I run (every time) 

2s neeshíxch you run (every time) 

3s nashíxch he/she/it runs (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél nax̲washíxch I haven't run yet 

2s tlél neeshíxch you haven't run yet 

3s tlél unashíxch he/she/it hasn't run yet 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé wujixeexi aa the one who ran 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲shéex I will run 

2s gage̲eshéex you will run 

3s guga̲shéex he/she/it will run 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲sheex I won't run 

2s tlél gage̲esheex you won't run 

3s tlél guga̲sheex he/she/it won't run 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲sheex let me run 

3s naga̲sheex let him/her/it run 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé naxw̲jixeexi yé no way can he/she/it run 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonga̲sheexín he/she/it would have run 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s nashíxni if/when he/she/it runs 

Example(s): 

Ax̲ x̲'éit yaga̲s.aa x̲'ax̲waawóos' tlei ax̲ nák ̲wujixeex. 
I asked her to kiss me and she ran away from me. 
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run (singular subject) VIII 

Theme: ku̲t S-j-xeex~ (ga motion) 
 for (singular) S to run away 

Naish-Story:  ji-xeex 

Alternate adverbial phrases: 

-- taking off, starting off 

P-dáx̲ taking off from PO; starting off from PO 

ku̲t going astray, getting lost 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s K̲ut geesheex! Run away! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ku̲t kei eeshíxjik!̲ Don't run away! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s ku̲t kei nx̲ashíx I am running away 

2s ku̲t kei neeshíx you are running away 

3s ku̲t kei nashíx he/she/it is running away 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél ku̲t kei unx̲ashíx I'm not running away 

2s tlél ku̲t kei neeshíx you're not running away 

3s tlél ku̲t kei unashíx he/she/it isn't running away 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ku̲t kei shíxch he/she/it runs away (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ku̲t x̲wajixeex I ran away 

2s ku̲t yijixeex you ran away 

3s ku̲t wujixeex he/she/it ran away 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t x̲washeex I didn't run away 

2s tlél ku̲t yisheex you didn't run away 
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3s tlél ku̲t wusheex he/she/it didn't run away 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ku̲t gax̲ashíxch I run away (every time) 

2s ku̲t geeshíxch you run away (every time) 

3s ku̲t gashíxch he/she/it runs away (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ku̲t goox̲ashíxch I haven't run away yet 

2s tlél ku̲t geeshíxch you haven't run away yet 

3s tlél ku̲t gooshíxch he/she/it hasn't run away yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ku̲t kei kkw̲ashéex I will run away 

2s ku̲t kei kge̲eshéex you will run away 

3s ku̲t kei kgw̲ashéex he/she/it will run away 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ku̲t kei kkw̲asheex I won't run away 

2s tlél ku̲t kei kge̲esheex you won't run away 

3s tlél ku̲t kei kgw̲asheex he/she/it won't run away 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ku̲t gaka̲sheex let me run away 

3s ku̲t gaga̲sheex let him/her/it run away 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ku̲t guga̲asheexi yé no way can he/she/it run away 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ku̲t guga̲sheexín he/she/it would have run away 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲t gashíxni if/when he/she/it runs away 
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run, start (of engine); spin (of wheel) 

Theme: ka-ø-joox~ (ga event) 
 for a wheel to roll, spin; for an engine to start, run 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-joox 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s it started (engine); it ran (engine); it spun (wheel) 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa kanajúx it's running 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei kajúxch it runs for a while (and then quits) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kaawajoox it started 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawujoox it didn't run 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kakgw̲ajóox it will run 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kakgw̲ajoox it won't run 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kagajúxni if/when it runs 

Example(s): 

Yéi áwé x̲waajee kei kakgw̲ajóox. 
I think it's going to start. 
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salty 

Theme: l-éil' (ga state) 
 for something to be salty 

Naish-Story:  li-.eil' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s li.éil' it's salty 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ul.éil' it's not salty 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s la.éil' nooch it's always salty 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei nal.éil' it is getting salty 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei la.éil'ch it gets salty 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s la.éil'in it used to be salty 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ul.éil'in it didn't used to be salty 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé li.éil'i aa the salty one 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wuli.éil' it got salty 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wul.éil' it didn't get salty 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s gala.éil'ch it gets salty (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél gool.éil'ch it hasn't gotten salty yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei gux̲la.éil' it will be salty 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei gux̲la.éil' it won't be salty 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s gax̲la.éil' let it be salty 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guxl̲i.éil'i yé no way can it be salty 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲la.éil'in it would have been salty 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gala.éil'ni if/when it's salty 
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save him/her/it; heal, cure him/her/it 

Theme: O-S-s-neix̲ (ga̲ event) 
 for S to save O; for S to heal, cure O 

Naish-Story:  si-neix̲ 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲asneix̲! Save him/her/it! 

2p G̲aysaneix̲! You all save him/her/it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yei isanéx̲jik!̲ Don't save him/her/it! 

2p Líl yei yisanéx̲jik!̲ Don't you all save him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei asneix̲ch he/she/it saves him/her/it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasineix̲ I saved him/her/it 

3s awsineix̲ he/she/it saved him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasaneix ̲I didn't save him/her/it 

3s tlél awusneix̲ he/she/it didn't save him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ka̲saneixc̲h I save him/her/it (every time) 

3s ax̲saneixc̲h he/she/it saves him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kw̲asaneixc̲h I haven't saved him/her/it yet 

3s tlél oox̲saneix̲ch he/she/it hasn't saved him/her/it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yei kkw̲asaneix̲ I will save him/her/it 

3s yei agux̲saneix̲ he/she/it will save him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yei kkw̲asaneix̲ I won't save him/her/it 

3s tlél yei agux̲saneix ̲ he/she/it won't save him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲aka̲saneix ̲ let me save him/her/it 

3s aga̲ax̲saneix ̲ let him/her/it save him/her/it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aga̲ax̲wsineixi̲ yé no way can he/she/it save him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aga̲ax̲wsaneix̲ín he/she/it would have saved him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲saneix̲ní if/when he/she/it saves him/her/it 
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saved, healed, cured, recovered; satisfied 

Theme: O-ø-neix̲~ (ga̲ event) 
 for O to be saved; for O to be healed, cured, recover; for O to be 

satisfied 

Naish-Story:  ya-neix̲ 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yei nx̲anéx̲ I am beginning to recover 

3s yei nanéx̲ s/he is beginning to recover 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yei x̲at néx̲ch I recover (regularly) 

3s yei néx̲ch s/he recovers (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wooneix̲ I recovered 

3s wooneix̲ s/he recovered 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wuneix̲ I didn't recover 

3s tlél wuneix̲ s/he didn't recover 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at ga̲néx̲ch I recover (every time) 

3s ga̲néx̲ch s/he recovers (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at go̲onéx̲ch I haven't recovered yet 

3s tlél go̲onéx̲ch s/he hasn't recovered yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yei x̲at guga̲néix̲ I will recover 

3s yei kgw̲anéix̲ s/he will recover 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yei x̲at guga̲neix̲ I won't recover 

3s tlél yei kgw̲aneix̲ s/he won't recover 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at ga̲aga̲neix ̲ let me recover 

3s ga̲aga̲neix ̲ let him/her recover 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xa̲t gw̲aaga̲aneix̲i yé no way can I recover 

3s tlél aadé gw̲aaga̲aneix̲i yé no way can s/he recover 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s x̲at gw̲aaga̲neix̲ín I would have recovered 

3s gw̲aaga̲neix̲ín s/he would have recovered 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲at ga̲néx̲ni if/when I recover 

3s ga̲néx̲ní if/when s/he recovers 
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say (a certain thing); confess, acknowledge, declare (a 

certain thing) 

Theme: (yéi) ya-S-ø-ka̲a~ (na act) 
 for S to say (a certain thing); for S to confess, acknowledge, declare (a 

certain thing) 

Naish-Story:  A + ya-ya-ka̲a, A + x̲'a-ya-ya-ka̲a (present action) 
Notes 

Note that the imperfective form and prohibitive forms require the thematic prefix 

x̲'a- which refers to the mouth. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yéi yanaká̲! Say it! 

2p Yéi yanayká̲! You all say it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl yéi x̲'ayeeká̲ak!̲ Don't say it! 

2p Líl yéi x̲'ayeeyká̲ak!̲ Don't you all you all say it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yéi x̲'ayax̲aká̲ I say that; I'm saying that 

2s yéi x̲'ayeeká̲ you say that; you're saying that 

3s yéi x̲'ayaká̲ s/he says that; s/he's saying that 

1p yéi x̲'ayatooká̲ we say that; we're saying that 

2p yéi x̲'ayeeyká̲ you all say that; you all are saying that 

3p yéi (ha)s x̲'ayaká̲ they say that; they're saying that 

4 yéi x̲'ayaduká̲ it is said; someone is saying that 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲'awux̲aká̲ I don't say that; I'm not saying that 

2s tlél yéi x̲'ayeeká̲ you don't say that; you aren't saying that 

3s tlél yéi x̲'awuká̲ s/he doesn't say that; s/he isn't saying that 

1p tlél yéi x̲'ayatooká̲ we don't say that; we aren't saying that 

2p tlél yéi x̲'ayayká̲ you all don't say that; you all aren't saying that 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s x̲'awuká̲ they don't say that; they aren't saying that 

4 tlél yéi x̲'ayaduká̲ that isn't said; people aren't saying that 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s yéi x̲'ayaká̲a nooch s/he always says that 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo x̲'ayaké̲ik s/he says that (regularly) 
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Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s yéi x̲'ayaká̲ayin s/he used to say that 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél yéi x̲'awuká̲ayin s/he didn't used to say that 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé yéi x̲'ayaka̲ayi aa the one who says that 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yéi yax̲waaka̲a I said that 

2s yéi yeeyak̲aa you said that 

3s yéi yaawaka̲a s/he said that 

1p yéi yawtuwaka̲a we said that 

2p yéi yayeeyk̲aa you all said that 

3p yéi has yaawaka̲a they said that 

4 yéi yawduwaka̲a that was said 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi yax̲waka̲a I didn't say that 

2s tlél yéi yayika̲a you didn't say that 

3s tlél yéi yawuka̲a s/he didn't say that 

1p tlél yéi yawtooka̲a we didn't say that 

2p tlél yéi yayeeyk̲aa you all didn't say that 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s yawuka̲a they didn't say that 

4 tlél yéi yawduka̲a that wasn't said 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yéi yanx̲aké̲ich I say that (every time) 

2s yéi yaneeké̲ich you say that (every time) 

3s yéi yanaké̲ich s/he says that (every time) 

1p yéi yantooké̲ich we say that (every time) 

2p yéi yanayké̲ich you all say that (every time) 

3p yéi (ha)s yanaké̲ich they say that (every time) 

4 yéi yanduké̲ich it is said (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yéi yanx̲waké̲ich / yoonx̲aké̲ich I haven't said that yet 

2s tlél yéi yaneeké̲ich you haven't said that yet 

3s tlél yéi yoonaké̲ich s/he hasn't said that yet 
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1p tlél yéi yantooké̲ich we haven't said that yet 

2p tlél yéi yanayké̲ich you all haven't said that yet 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s wunaké̲ich they haven't said that yet 

4 tlél yéi ku̲wanaké̲ich it hasn't been said yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi yakkw̲aká̲a I will say that 

2s yéi yakge̲eká̲a you will say that 

3s yéi yakgw̲aká̲a s/he will say that 

1p yéi yagax̲tooká̲a we will say that 

2p yéi yagax̲yeeká̲a you all will say that 

3p yéi (ha)s yakgw̲aká̲a they will say that 

4 yéi yagax̲duká̲a it will be said 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi yakkw̲aka̲a I won't say that 

2s tlél yéi yakge̲ek̲aa you won't say that 

3s tlél yéi yakgw̲aka̲a s/he won't say that 

1p tlél yéi yagax̲tooka̲a we won't say that 

2p tlél yéi yagaxy̲eek̲aa you all won't say that 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s yakgw̲aka̲a they won't say that 

4 tlél yéi yagax̲duka̲a that won't be said 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yéi yanka̲ka̲a let me say that 

3s yéi yanga̲ka̲a let him/her say that 

1p yéi yanax̲tooka̲a let us say that 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi yangw̲aaka̲ayi yé no way can s/he say that 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi yangw̲aka̲ayín s/he would have said that 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi yanaké̲ini if/when s/he says that 

Example(s): 

Gunalchéesh yéi yanka̲ka̲at áyá x̲wdihaan. 
I stood up to say thank you. 

Wé haa sháadeiháni gunalchéesh haa jee yís yéi yanaké̲ich. 
Our leader says thank you for us. 
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Tsu yéi wunaká̲! 
You can say that again! 
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scary; dangerous 

Theme: O-ka-u-l-x̲éitl'shán (ga state) 
 for O to be scary, dangerous 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-x̲éitl'shan 

Variants: O-ka-u-l-x̲éetl'shán (ga state) 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s kulix̲éitl'shán it's scary 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél koolx̲éitl'shán it isn't scary 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s kulax̲éitl'shán nooch it's always scary 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei kunalx̲éitl'shán it's getting scary 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei klax̲éitl'shánch it gets to be scary (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawlix̲éitl'shán it was scary 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawulx̲éitl'shán it wasn't scary 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kagux̲lax̲éitl'shán it will be scary 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kagux̲lax̲éitl'shán it won't be scary 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kagoox̲lax̲éitl'shánin it would have been scary 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akagoolx̲éitl'shánni if/when it's scary 
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scrape it 

Theme: O-S-ø-xáas'~ (ø act; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for S to scrape O 

Naish-Story:  ya-xaas' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Xás'! Scrape it! 

2p Yixás'! You all scrape it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eexáas'ik!̲ Don't scrape it! 

2p Líl yixáas'ik!̲ Don't you all scrape it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲axáas' I am scraping it; I scrape it 

3s axáas' s/he is scraping it; s/he scrapes it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲waxáas' I'm not scraping it; I don't scrape it 

3s tlél ooxáas' s/he isn't scraping it; s/he doesn't scrape it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s axáas' nooch s/he always scrapes it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s axás'x̲ s/he scrapes it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waaxás' I scraped it 

3s aawaxás' s/he scraped it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲waxáas' I didn't scrape it 

3s tlél awuxáas' s/he didn't scrape it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲waxás'ch I scrape it (every time) 

3s ooxás'ch s/he scrapes it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲waxás'ch I haven't scraped it yet 

3s tlél ooxás'ch s/he hasn't scraped it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲xáas' I will scrape it 

3s akgw̲axáas' s/he will scrape it 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲xáas' I won't scrape it 

3s tlél akgw̲axáas' s/he won't scrape it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aka̲xás' let me scrape it 

3s aga̲xás' let him/her scrape it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooga̲axás'i yé no way can s/he scrape it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ooga̲xás'in s/he would have scraped it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s axás'ni if/when s/he scrapes it 
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scrape it (a hide, in order to soften it); soften it (of hide) 

Theme: O-S-l-xwaach~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to soften, make O flexible; for S to scrape O (hide) to soften it 

Naish-Story:  li-xwaach 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Laxwách! Scrape it! 

2p Yilaxwách! You all scrape it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ilaxwáchx̲ik!̲ Don't scrape it! 

2p Líl yilaxwáchx̲ik!̲ Don't you all scrape it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲alaxwácht I'm scraping it 

3s alxwácht s/he's scraping it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walaxwácht I'm not scraping it 

3s tlél oolxwácht s/he isn't scraping it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s alxwáchx̲ s/he scrapes it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲walixwách I scraped it 

3s awlixwách s/he scraped it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walaxwaach I didn't scrape it 

3s tlél awulxwaach s/he didn't scrape it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲walaxwáchch I scrape it (every time) 

3s oolxwáchch s/he scrapes it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲walaxwáchch I haven't scraped it yet 

3s tlél oolxwáchch s/he hasn't scraped it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲laxwáach I will scrape it 

3s agux̲laxwáach s/he will scrape it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲laxwaach I won't scrape it 
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3s tlél aguxl̲axwaach s/he won't scrape it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲laxwách let me scrape it 

3s ax̲laxwách let him/her scrape it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ux̲lixwáji yé no way can s/he scrape it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲laxwájin s/he would have scraped it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s alxwáchni if/when s/he scrapes it 
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search for; look for 

Theme: P-gá̲a ku̲-S-ø-sheeʰ~ (na act) 
 for S to search for, look for P 

Naish-Story:  A-ga̲a + ku̲-ya-shee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aagá̲a ku̲nashí! Look for it! 

2p Aagá̲a ku̲nayshí! You all look for it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl aagá̲a ke̲esheek̲! Don't look for it! 

2p Líl aagá̲a ku̲ysheek̲! Don't you all look for it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aagá̲a yoo ke̲esheegík!̲ Don't look for it! 

2p Líl aagá̲a yoo ka̲ysheegík!̲ Don't you all look for it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s aagá̲a ku̲x̲ashée I am looking for it; I look for it 

3s aagá̲a ku̲shée s/he is looking for it; s/he looks for it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél aagá̲a ko̲ox̲ashee I'm not looking for it; I don't look for it 

3s tlél aagá̲a ko̲oshee s/he isn't looking for it; s/he doesn't look for it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s aagá̲a ku̲shée nooch s/he always looks for it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s aagá̲a yaa ku̲nashéen s/he is going along looking for it 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aagá̲a yoo ku̲yasheek s/he looks for it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aagá̲a ku̲x̲waashee I looked for it 

3s aagá̲a ko̲owashee s/he looked for it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aagá̲a ku̲x̲washee I didn't look for it 

3s tlél aagá̲a ku̲wushee s/he didn't look for it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aagá̲a ku̲nx̲asheech I look for it (every time) 
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3s aagá̲a ku̲nasheech s/he looks for it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aagá̲a ku̲nx̲asheech I haven't looked for it yet 

3s tlél aagá̲a ku̲nasheech s/he hasn't looked for it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aagá̲a ku̲kkw̲ashée I will look for it 

3s aagá̲a ku̲kgw̲ashée s/he will look for it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aagá̲a ku̲kkw̲ashee I won't look for it 

3s tlél aagá̲a ku̲kgw̲ashee s/he won't look for it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aagá̲a ku̲nka̲shee let me look for it 

3s aagá̲a ku̲nga̲shee let him/her look for it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aagá̲a ku̲nga̲asheeyi yé no way can s/he look for it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aagá̲a ku̲nga̲sheeyín s/he would have looked for it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aagá̲a ku̲nashéeni if/when s/he looks for it 
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seat him/her 

Theme: O-S-s-nook~ (ga̲ event) 
 for S to seat O 

Naish-Story:  si-nook 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲asnú! Seat him/her! 

2p G̲aysanú! You all seat him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yei isanúkjik!̲ Don't seat him/her! 

2p Líl yei yisanúkjik!̲ Don't you all seat him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei asnúkch s/he seats him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasinook I seated him/her 

3s awsinook s/he seated him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasanook I didn't seat him/her 

3s tlél awusnook s/he didn't seat him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ka̲sanúkch I seat him/her (every time) 

3s ax̲sanúkch s/he seats him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kw̲asanúkch I haven't seated him/her yet 

3s tlél oox̲sanúkch s/he hasn't seated him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yei kkw̲asanóok I will seat him/her 

3s yei agux̲sanóok s/he will seat him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yei kkw̲asanook I won't seat him/her 

3s tlél yei agux̲sanook s/he won't seat him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ga̲aka̲sanook let me seat him/her 

3s aga̲axs̲anook let him/her seat him/her 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé agw̲aax̲sinoogu yé no way can s/he seat him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agw̲aax̲sanoogún s/he would have seated him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲sanúkni if/when s/he seats him/her 

Example(s): 

Tlákw áwé wéi x̲aawagí̲x' ax̲sanúkch. 
She always seats him by the window. 

Nadáakw yaax̲ áwé ax̲sanúkch. 
He always seats her at the table. 

Agw̲aax̲sanoogún hél ku̲.aa áwé káayagi̲jeit ko̲ostí. 
She would have seated him there but there was no chair. 
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seated (to have live creature seated there) 

Theme: P-t O-S-s-.aa~ (position) 
 for S to have O (live creature) seated at P 

Naish-Story:  si-.aa 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. Note that this verb could be used to 

indicate that one has a child or animal seated, but would generally not be used to 

refer to an adult. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s át as.áa s/he has him/her seated there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél át oos.áa s/he doesn't have him/her seated there 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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see him/her/it, catch sight of him/her/it 

Theme: O-S-s-teen~ (ga̲ event) 
 for S to see, behold O (usually specific) 

Naish-Story:  si-teen si-teen 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲asteen! See him/her/it! 

2p G̲aysateen! You all see him/her/it! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur - ayatéen preferred] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei astínch s/he keeps seeing him/her/it 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasiteen I see him/her/it; I saw him/her/it 

2s yisiteen you see him/her/it; you saw him/her/it 

3s awsiteen s/he sees him/her/it; s/he saw him/her/it 

1p wutusiteen we see him/her/it; we saw him/her/it 

2p yeeysiteen you all see him/her/it; you all saw him/her/it 

3p has awsiteen they see him/her/it; they saw him/her/it 

4 wududziteen he/she/it is seen 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasateen I don't see him/her/it; I didn't see him/her/it 

2s tlél yisateen you don't see him/her/it; you didn't see him/her/it 

3s tlél awusteen s/he doesn't see him/her/it; s/he didn't see him/her/it 

1p tlél wutusateen we don't see him/her/it; we didn't see him/her/it 

2p tlél yeeysateen you all don't see him/her/it; you all didn't see 

him/her/it 

3p tlél has awusteen they don't see him/her/it; they didn't see 
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him/her/it 

4 tlél wudusteen he/she/it isn't seen; he/she/it wasn't seen 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ka̲satínch I see him/her/it (every time) 

2s gi̲satínch you see him/her/it (every time) 

3s ax̲satínch s/he sees him/her/it (every time) 

1p ga̲tusatínch we see him/her/it (every time) 

2p ga̲ysatínch you all see him/her/it (every time) 

3p has ax̲satínch they see him/her/it (every time) 

4 ga̲dustínch he/she/it is seen (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kw̲asatínch I haven't seen him/her/it yet 

2s tlél gi̲satínch you haven't seen him/her/it yet 

3s tlél oox̲satínch s/he hasn't seen him/her/it yet 

1p tlél ga̲tusatínch we haven't seen him/her/it yet 

2p tlél ga̲ysatínch you all haven't seen him/her/it yet 

3p tlél has oox̲satínch they haven't seen him/her/it yet 

4 tlél ga̲dustínch he/she/it hasn't been seen yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yei kkw̲asatéen I will see him/her/it 

2s yei kgi̲satéen you will see him/her/it 

3s yei agux̲satéen s/he will see him/her/it 

1p yei gax̲tusatéen we will see him/her/it 

2p yei gax̲yisatéen you all will see him/her/it 

3p yei has agux̲satéen they will see him/her/it 

4 yei gax̲dustéen he/she/it will be seen 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yei kkw̲asateen I won't see him/her/it 

2s tlél yei kgi̲sateen you won't see him/her/it 

3s tlél yei agux̲sateen s/he won't see him/her/it 

1p tlél yei gax̲tusateen we won't see him/her/it 

2p tlél yei gax̲yisateen you all won't see him/her/it 

3p tlél yei has agux̲sateen they won't see him/her/it 

4 tlél yei gax̲dusteen he/she/it won't be seen 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ga̲aka̲sateen let me see him/her/it 

3s aga̲axs̲ateen let him/her see him/her/it 

1p ga̲axt̲usateen let us see him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé agw̲aaxs̲iteeni yé / ooga̲axs̲iteeni yé no way can s/he see 

him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agw̲aax̲sateenín / ooga̲ax̲sateenín s/he would have seen him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲satínni if/when s/he sees him/her/it 

Example(s): 

Yáat aayí kát agw̲aax̲sateenín. 
If s/he'd been sitting here, s/he would have seen it. 

Haa een wu.aadi kát agw̲aax̲sateenín. 
If he had come with us, he would have seen it. 

Ayawsiteen. 
S/he saw his/her face. 

Aagá̲a tsá ax̲wsiteeni yé. 
It's about time I saw it; I finally saw it. 
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see it, perceive it 

Theme: O-S-ø-teen~ (ga state) 
 for S to see, perceive O (often abstract) 

Naish-Story:  ya-teen 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲aatéen I can see it 

2s iyatéen you can see it 

3s ayatéen s/he can see it 

1p tuwatéen we can see it 

2p yeeytéen you all can see it 

3p has ayatéen they can see it 

4 duwatéen it can be seen; it's plain to see 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wateen I can't see it 

2s tlél eeteen you can't see it 

3s tlél ooteen S/he can't see it 

1p tlél tooteen we can't see it 

2p tlél yiteen you all can't see it 

3p tlél has ooteen they can't see it 

4 tlél duteen it can't be seen; it's invisible 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

1s x̲ateen nooch I always see it 

2s eeteen nooch you always see it 

3s ateen nooch s/he always sees it 

1p tooteen nooch we always sees it 

2p yiteen nooch you all always see it 

3p has ateen nooch they always see it 

4 duteen nooch it's always visible; someone always sees it 
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Imperfective habitual (-) (never does it) 

1s tlél x̲wateen nooch I never see it 

2s tlél eeteen nooch you never see it 

3s tlél ooteen nooch s/he never sees it 

1p tlél tooteen nooch we never see it 

2p tlél yiteen nooch you all never see it 

3p tlél has ooteen nooch they never see it 

4 tlél duteen nooch it is never seen 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur - yei astínch preferred] 
Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ateenín s/he used to see it 

3p has ateenín they used to see it 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ooteenín s/he never saw it 

3p tlél has ooteenín they never saw it 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s ayatéeni aa / ayatíni aa the one who sees it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur - awsiteen preferred] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur - ax̲satínch preferred] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur - tlél oox̲satínch preferred] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur - yei agux̲satéen preferred] 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur - aga̲axs̲ateen preferred] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur - tlél aadé agw̲aaxs̲iteeni yé / ooga̲axs̲iteeni yé preferred] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur - aga̲ax̲sateenín preferred] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s agatínni if/when s/he can see it 
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Example(s): 

Át ax̲walge̲inní xa̲atéen haa daadéi áyá yaa ku̲shunaxíx. 
When I look around I see that we are losing a lot of people. 

K̲aa yináade áwé ayatéen. 
She sees it differently from other people. 

Aadé x̲aateeni yé áwé. 
That's the way I see it. 
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see; have sight 

Theme: ku̲-S-ø-teen~ (ga state) 
 for S to have sight (see people) 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-ya-teen 

Notes 

Note that this verb has the prefix k ̲u-, which refers to "people." The translation can 

either be "to have sight (in general)" or "to be able to see people," except in the 

repetitive imperfective which translates as "to recognize people." This verb is often 

used with the adverb k'idéin, as in: tlél k'idéin k̲oox ̲ateen "I don't see well." 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ku̲x̲aatéen I have sight 

2s ke̲eyatéen you have sight 

3s ku̲watéen / ku̲yatéen s/he has sight 

1p ku̲tuwatéen we have sight 

2p ki̲yeeytéen you all have sight 

3p has ku̲watéen they have sight 

4 ku̲duwatéen one has sight 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ko̲ox̲ateen I don't see well 

2s tlél ke̲eteen you don't see well 

3s tlél ko̲oteen s/he doesn't see well 

1p tlél ku̲tooteen we don't see well 

2p tlél ke̲eyteen you all don't see well 

3p tlél has ko̲oteen they don't see well 

4 tlél ku̲duteen nobody sees well 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ku̲teen nooch s/he can always see 

Imperfective habitual (-) (never does it) 

3s tlél ku̲teen nooch s/he always can't see 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei ku̲nx̲atéen I'm beginning to be able to see 
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2s kei ku̲neetéen you're beginning to be able to see 

3s kei ku̲natéen s/he's beginning to be able to see 

1p kei ku̲ntootéen we're beginning to be able to see 

2p kei ku̲naytéen you all are beginning to be able to see 

3p kei has ku̲natéen they're beginning to be able to see 

4 kei ku̲ndutéen one is beginning to be able to see 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ku̲watínx̲ s/he recognizes people (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ku̲teenín (ND) / ku̲téenin (JP) (JM) s/he used to be able to see 

3p has ku̲téenin they used to be able to see 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ko̲otéenin s/he couldn't used to see 

3p tlél has ko̲otéenin they couldn't used to see 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé k̲uwateeni ká̲a the one who has sight 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei ku̲kkw̲atéen I will get my vision back 

2s kei ki̲kge̲etéen you will get your vision back 

3s kei ku̲kgw̲atéen s/he will get his/her vision back 

1p kei ku̲gax̲tutéen we will get our vision back 

2p kei ku̲gax̲yitéen you all will get your vision back 

3p kei has ku̲kgw̲atéen they will get their vision back 

4 kei ku̲gax̲dutéen one will get one's vision back 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei ku̲kkw̲atéen I will lose my vision 

2s tlél kei ki̲kge̲etéen you will lose your vision 

3s tlél kei ku̲kgw̲atéen s/he will lose his/her vision 

1p tlél kei ku̲gax̲tutéen we will lose our vision 

2p tlél kei ku̲gax̲yitéen you all will lose your vision 

3p tlél kei has ku̲kgw̲atéen they will lose their vision 
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4 tlél kei ku̲gax̲dutéen one will lose one's vision 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ku̲kgw̲aateeni yé no way can s/he have sight 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ku̲kgw̲ateenín s/he would have had sight 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ku̲gatínni if/when s/he has sight 

Example(s): 

hooch du ku̲téeni 
his/her vision is gone 

K̲ooduwagwás' ch'a aan ku̲.aa ch'a yei tsú ku̲tuwatéen. 
Despite the fog, we can still see. 
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sell it 

Theme: O-S-ø-hoon~ (na act) 
 for S to sell O 

Naish-Story:  ya-hoon 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nahoon! Sell it! 

2p Nayhoon! You all sell it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo eehóonguk̲! Don't sell it! 

2p Líl yoo yihóonguk!̲ Don't you all sell it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ahóon s/he sells it; s/he is selling it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oohoon s/he doesn't sell it; s/he isn't selling it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ayahúnk s/he sells it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aawahoon s/he sold it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awuhoon s/he didn't sell it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s anahúnch s/he sells it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oonahúnch s/he hasn't sold it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akgw̲ahóon s/he will sell it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akgw̲ahoon s/he won't sell it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s anga̲hoon let him/her sell it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲ahooni yé no way can s/he sell it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonga̲hoonín s/he would have sold it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anahúnni if/when s/he sells it 
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Example(s): 

Oonga̲hoonín aadáx̲ ku̲x̲ toowdishát. 
He would have sold it, but he changed his mind. 
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sell, peddle, hawk it 

Theme: O-S-l-hoon~ (na event) 
 for S to go selling, peddle, hawk O 

Naish-Story:  li-hoon 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nalhoon! Go peddle it! 

2p Naylahoon! You all go peddle it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yóo ilahóongik!̲ Don't go peddle it! 

2p Líl yóo yilahóongik!̲ Don't you all go peddle it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa nax̲lahún I am peddling it 

3s yaa analhún s/he is peddling it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲walihoon I went peddling it 

3s awlihoon s/he went peddling it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walahoon I didn't go peddling it 

3s tlél awulhoon s/he didn't go peddling it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲lahúnch I go peddle it (every time) 

3s analhúnch s/he goes peddling it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél nax̲wlahúnch I haven't gone peddling it yet 

3s tlél oonalhúnch s/he hasn't gone peddling it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲lahóon I will go peddle it 

3s agux̲lahóon s/he will go peddle it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲lahoon I won't go peddle it 

3s tlél aguxl̲ahoon s/he won't go peddle it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲lahoon let me go peddle it 

3s anaxl̲ahoon let him/her go peddle it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé nakw̲alihooni yé no way can I go peddle it 

3s tlél aadé oonaxl̲ihooni yé no way can s/he go peddle it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s nakw̲alahoonín I would have gone peddling it 

3s oonax̲lahoonín s/he would have gone peddling it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s nax̲lahúnni if/when I go peddle it 

3s analhúnni if/when s/he goes peddling it 

Example(s): 

Du at doogú awlihóon. 
He went peddling his hides. 

Du at xáshti téel oonax̲lahoonín hél ku̲ yan awusné. 
She would have peddled her moccasins, but she didn't finish them. 
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send him/her on a mission, errand 

Theme: O-ka-(u)-S-ø-ka̲a~ (na event) 
 for S to send O (esp. on a mission or errand, or to deliver a message) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-ka̲a 

Notes 

Note that in classical Tlingit, this verb had a thematic prefix (u-) which is slowly 

falling out of modern day speech. This is indicated in the Leer-Edwards theme as 

(u)-. Alternate forms given below show one form with the thematic (u)- and one 

without, both of which are acceptable in modern speech. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kanaká̲! / Kunaká̲! Send him/her on an errand! 

2p Kanayká̲! / Kunayká̲! You all send him/her on an errand! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo keeké̲igi̲k̲! Don't send him/her on an errand! 

2p Líl yoo kayké̲igi̲k!̲ Don't you all send him/her on an errand! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo akayaké̲ik / yoo akuwaké̲ik s/he sends him/her on an errand 

(regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waaka̲a I sent him/her on an errand 

3s akaawaka̲a s/he sent him/her on an errand 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kax̲waka̲a I didn't send him/her on an errand 

3s tlél akawuka̲a s/he didn't send him/her on an errand 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kunx̲aké̲ich I send him/her on an errand (every time) 

3s akunaké̲ich s/he sends him/her on an errand (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koonx̲aké̲ich I haven't sent him/her on an errand yet 

3s tlél akoonaké̲ich s/he hasn't sent him/her on an errand yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲aká̲a I will send him/her on an errand 

3s akakgw̲aká̲a s/he will send him/her on an errand 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲aka̲a I won't send him/her on an errand 

3s tlél akakgw̲aka̲a s/he won't send him/her on an errand 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kunka̲ka̲a let me send him/her on an errand 

3s akunga̲ka̲a let him/her send him/her on an errand 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akoonga̲aka̲ayi yé no way can s/he send him/her on an 

errand 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoonga̲ka̲ayín s/he would have sent him/her on an errand 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akunaké̲ini if/when s/he sends him/her on an errand 
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send him/her there; order him/her to go there; give it (in 

accordance with clan relationship 

Theme: O-ka-u-S-ø-náa (na act; CV́V Imp/Hort/Pot) 
 for S to order (esp. to go), send, command O; (fig.) for S to give O (esp. 

in accordance with clan relationship) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-naa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé kunanáa! Send him/her there! 

2p Aadé kunaynáa! You all send him/her there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo keenáagik̲! Don't send him/her there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo kaynáagik!̲ Don't you all send him/her there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s aadé kx̲wanáa I'm (trying to) send him/her there 

3s aadé akoonáa s/he is (trying to) send him/her there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kx̲wanáa I'm not sending him/her there 

3s tlél aadé akoonáa s/he isn't sending him/her there 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yoo akayanáak s/he sends him/her there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé kx̲waanáa I sent him/her there 

3s aadé akaawanáa s/he sent him/her there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kx̲wanáa I didn't send him/her there 

3s tlél aadé akawunáa s/he didn't send him/her there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé koonx̲anáach I send him/her there (every time) 

3s aadé akoonanáach s/he sends him/her there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé koonx̲anáach I haven't sent him/her there yet 

3s tlél aadé akoonanáach s/he hasn't sent him/her there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kakkw̲anáa I will send him/her there 

3s aadé akakgw̲anáa s/he will send him/her there 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kakkw̲anáa I won't send him/her there 

3s tlél aadé akakgw̲anáa s/he won't send him/her there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé kunka̲náa let me send him/her there 

3s aadé akunga̲náa let him/her send him/her there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akunga̲anáayi yé no way can s/he send him/her there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akunga̲náayin s/he would have sent him/her there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé akunanéini if/when s/he sends him/her there 
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set (of sun, moon) 

Theme: yínde ø-xeex~ (na motion) 
 for the sun, moon to set 

Naish-Story:  ya-xeex 

Notes 

Another way to say "the sun went down" is: yan t'éide wooxeex OR a t'éide wooxeex. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yínde yaa naxíx it is setting 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yínde yoo yaxíxk it sets (reguarly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yínde wooxeex it set 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yínde wuxeex it didn't set 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yínde naxíxch it sets (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yínde unaxíxch it hasn't set yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yínde kgw̲axéex it will set 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yínde kgw̲axeex it won't set 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yínde naxíxni if/when it sets 

Example(s): 

Yínde wuxeexí wé ga̲gaan, haa káa kakgw̲ashgé̲et. 
When the sun sets, it's going to get dark on us. 
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sew 

Theme: S-d-ka̲a~ (ø act) 
 for S to sew 

Naish-Story:  di-ka̲a 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Idaká̲! Sew! 

2p Yidaká̲! You all sew! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl idaké̲is'ik!̲ Don't sew! 

2p Líl yidaké̲is'ik!̲ Don't you all sew! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s daké̲is' s/he sews; s/he is sewing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél udaké̲is' s/he doesn't sew; s/he isn't sewing 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wudiká̲a s/he sewed 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wudaká̲ s/he didn't sew 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél udaká̲aych s/he hasn't sewn yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s gux̲daká̲a s/he will sew 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél gux̲daka̲a s/he won't sew 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲daka̲a let him/her sew 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé x̲wdika̲ayi yé no way can s/he sew 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲adaka̲ayín s/he would have sewed 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s daké̲ini if/when s/he sews 
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Example(s): 

K'idéin kawdagáani áwé tsá x̲daké̲is'. 
When it's really bright I sew. 
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sew it 

Theme: O-S-ø-ka̲a~ (ø act) 
 for S to sew O 

Naish-Story:  ya-ka̲a 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s K̲á! Sew it! 

2p Yiká̲! You all sew it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eeké̲is'ik!̲ Don't sew it! 

2p Líl yiké̲is'ik!̲ Don't you all sew it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s aké̲is' s/he sews it; s/he is sewing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ooké̲is' s/he doesn't sew it; s/he isn't sewing it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s aké̲is' nooch s/he always sews it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aawaká̲a s/he sewed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awuká̲ s/he didn't sew it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ooká̲aych s/he sews it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ooká̲aych s/he hasn't sewn it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akgw̲aká̲a s/he will sew it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akgw̲aka̲a s/he won't sew it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aga̲ka̲a let him/her sew it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooga̲aka̲ayi yé no way can s/he sew it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ooga̲ka̲ayín s/he would have sewn it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aké̲ini if/when s/he sews it 
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sew it on it 

Theme: P-t~ O-ka-S-l-ka̲a~ (ø motion) 
 for S to sew O on P 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s A kát kalaká̲! Sew it on it! 

2p A kát kaylaká̲! You all sew it on it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl a káx̲ keelaka̲ak!̲ Don't sew it on it! 

2p Líl a káx̲ kaylaka̲ak!̲ Don't you all sew it on it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s a kaadé yaa kanax̲lakéin I am sewing it on it 

3s a kaadé yaa akanalké̲in s/he is sewing it on it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s a káx̲ kax̲laké̲ix̲ I sew it on it (regularly) 

3s a káx̲ aklaké̲ix̲ s/he sews it on it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s a kát kax̲wliká̲a I sewed it on it 

3s a kát akawliká̲a s/he sewed it on it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél a kát kax̲wlaká̲ I didn't sew it on it 

3s tlél a kát akawulká̲ s/he didn't sew it on it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s a kát koox̲laká̲aych I sew it on it (every time) 

3s a kát akoolká̲aych s/he sews it on it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél a kát koox̲laká̲aych I haven't sewed it on it yet 

3s tlél a kát akoolká̲aych s/he hasn't sewed it on it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s a kaadé kakkw̲alaká̲a I will sew it on it 

3s a kaadé akagux̲laká̲a s/he will sew it on it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél a kaadé kakkw̲alaka̲a I won't sew it on it 
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3s tlél a kaadé akagux̲laka̲a s/he won't sew it on it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s a kát kaka̲laka̲a let me sew it on it 

3s a kát akaxl̲aka̲a let him/her sew it on it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé a kát kooka̲lika̲ayi yé no way can I sew it on it 

3s tlél aadé a kát akoox̲lika̲ayi yé no way can s/he sew it on it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s a kát kooka̲laka̲ayín I would have sewed it on it 

3s a kát akoox̲laka̲ayín s/he would have sewed it on it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s a kát kax̲laké̲ini if/when I sew it on it 

3s a kát aklaké̲ini if/when s/he sews it on it 

Example(s): 

A kát akoox̲laka̲ayín tás ku̲.aa du jeet shuwaxíx. 
She would have sewed it on it, but she ran out of thread. 
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sharp (of an edge) 

Theme: ya-l-k'áts' (ga state) 
 for an edge to be sharp 

Naish-Story:  ya-li-k'aats' 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yalik'áts' it's sharp 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél woolk'áts' it isn't sharp 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa yanalk'áts' it's getting sharp 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei yalak'áts'ch it gets sharp (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yawlik'áts' it got sharp 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yawulk'áts' it didn't get sharp 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yaklak'áts'ch it gets sharp (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei yagux̲lak'áts' it will get sharp 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei yagux̲lak'áts' it won't get sharp 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yagaxl̲ak'áts' let it be sharp 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yaguxl̲ik'áts'i yé no way can it get sharp 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yagux̲lak'áts'in it would have gotten sharp 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yaklak'áts'ni if/when it's sharp 
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sharpen it (esp. knife, with a grindstone) 

Theme: O-ya-S-ø-gé̲el'~ (ø act) 
 for S to sharpen O (with a grindstone) 

Naish-Story:  ya-ya-ge̲el' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yagí̲l'! Sharpen it! 

2p Yeeygí̲l'! You all sharpen it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yeegí̲l'x̲ik!̲ Don't sharpen it! 

2p Líl yeeygí̲l'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all sharpen it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yax̲agé̲el' I am sharpening it 

3s ayagé̲el' s/he is sharpening it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ayagí̲l'x̲ s/he sharpens it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yax̲waagí̲l' I sharpened it 

3s ayaawagí̲l' s/he sharpened it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yax̲wagé̲el' I didn't sharpen it 

3s tlél ayawugé̲el' s/he didn't sharpen it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yoox̲agí̲l'ch I sharpen it (every time) 

3s awugí̲l'ch s/he sharpens it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yoox̲agí̲l'ch I haven't sharpened it yet 

3s tlél awugí̲l'ch / tlél ayugí̲l'ch s/he hasn't sharpened it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yakkw̲agé̲el' I will sharpen it 

3s ayakgw̲agé̲el' s/he will sharpen it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yakkw̲agé̲el' I won't sharpen it 

3s tlél ayakgw̲agé̲el' s/he won't sharpen it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yaka̲gé̲el' let me sharpen it 

3s ayaga̲gé̲el' let him/her sharpen it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ayagw̲aagé̲el'i yé no way can s/he sharpen it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ayagw̲agé̲el'in s/he would have sharpened it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ayagí̲l'ni if/when s/he sharpens it 
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sharpen it (esp. saw, with a file) 

Theme: O-ya-S-ø-x'áat~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to sharpen O (an edge) with a file 

Naish-Story:  ya-ya-x'aat 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yax'át! Sharpen it! 

2p Yayx'át! You all sharpen it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yeex'átx̲ik!̲ Don't sharpen it! 

2p Líl yeeyx'átx̲ik!̲ Don't you all sharpen it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yax̲ax'áat I'm sharpening it 

3s ayax'áat s/he's sharpening it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ayax'átx̲ s/he sharpens it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yax̲waax'át I sharpened it 

3s ayaawax'át s/he sharpened it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yaxw̲ax'áat I didn't sharpen it 

3s tlél ayawux'áat s/he didn't sharpen it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yoox̲ax'átch I sharpen it (every time) 

3s awoox'átch / ayoox'átch s/he sharpens it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yoox̲ax'átch I haven't sharpened it yet 

3s tlél awoox'átch s/he hasn't sharpened it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yakkw̲ax'áat I will sharpen it 

3s ayakgw̲ax'áat s/he will sharpen it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yakkw̲ax'áat I won't sharpen it 

3s tlél ayakgw̲ax'áat s/he won't sharpen it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yaka̲x'át let me sharpen it 

3s ayaga̲x'át let him/her sharpen it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ayoogw̲aax'ádi / awoogw̲aax'ádi yé no way can s/he sharpen it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ayoogw̲ax'ádin / awoogw̲ax'ádin s/he would have sharpened it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ayax'átni if/when s/he sharpens it 
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shine (of moon) 

Theme: a-d-l-dées (ga̲ event) 
 for the moon to shine 

Naish-Story:  a-dli-dees 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei aldéesch the moon shines (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awdlidées the moon is shining 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awuldées the moon isn't shining 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s aga̲ldéesch the moon shines (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ooga̲ldéesch the moon hasn't shone yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yei akgw̲aldées the moon will shine 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yei akgw̲aldées the moon won't shine 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aga̲aga̲ldées let the moon shine 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aga̲ldéesni if/when the moon shines 
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shine (of sun) 

Theme: a-d-gaan~ (ga̲ event) 
 for the sun to shine 

Naish-Story:  a-di-gaan 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yei andagán the sun is coming out 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei adagánch the sun shines (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awdigaan it's sunny 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awdagaan it isn't sunny 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ax̲dagánch it gets sunny (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oox̲dagánch it hasn't been sunny yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s awdagaanín it had been sunny; it was sunny (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél awdagaanín it hadn't been sunny; it wasn't sunny (at the time, 

but...) 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yei agux̲dagáan it will be sunny 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yei agux̲dagaan it won't be sunny 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s agaxd̲agaan let it be sunny 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé agw̲aaxd̲igaani yé no way can it be sunny 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agw̲aax̲dagaanín it would have been sunny 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲dagánni if/when it's sunny 
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Example(s): 

Tlákw yei adagánch. 
The sun used to shine. 

A kát awdagáani. 
Sunshine rays hit it. 

Yaa andagán. 
The sun is peeking through; Sun rays are moving. 

Yei andagán. 
The sun is beginning to shine. 
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shine, be bright; produce light by burning 

Theme: ka-d-gáan~ (ø event) 
 for something to shine, produce light by burning 

Naish-Story:  ka-di-gaan 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kadagánx̲ it brightens (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawdigán it's bright 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawdagáan it isn't bright 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s koodagánch it gets bright (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél koodagánch it hasn't gotten bright yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kagux̲dagáan it will be bright 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kagux̲dagáan it won't be bright 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s kax̲dagáan let it be bright 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé koox̲digáani yé no way can it get bright 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s koox̲dagáanin it would have gotten bright 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kadagánni if/when it's bright 

Example(s): 

K'idéin kawdagáani áwé tsá x̲daké̲is'. 
When it's really bright I sew. 
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shoot at it 

Theme: O-S-ø-.únt (na act) 
 for S to shoot at O (with firearms) 

Naish-Story:  ya-.oon 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Na.únt! Shoot at it! 

2p Nay.únt! You all shoot at it! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲a.únt I'm shooting at it 

3s a.únt s/he is shooting at it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wa.únt I'm not shooting at it 

3s tlél oo.únt s/he isn't shooting at it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s a.úndi nooch s/he always shoots at it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲.únt I will shoot at it 

3s akgw̲a.únt s/he will shoot at it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲.únt I won't shoot at it 

3s tlél akgw̲a.únt s/he won't shoot at it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲.únt let me shoot at it 

3s naga̲.únt let him/her shoot at it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé angw̲aa.úndi yé no way can s/he shoot at it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s angw̲a.úndin s/he would have shot at it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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shoot it (with bow and arrow); choose it (in gambling with 

sticks) 

Theme: O-S-ø-t'óok~ (ø event) 
 for S to shoot O (with bow and arrow); for S to choose O (in gambling 

with sticks) 

Naish-Story:  ya-t'ook 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s T'úk! Shoot it! 

2p Yit'úk! You all shoot it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl eet'úkx̲uk̲! Don't shoot it! 

2p Líl yit'úkx̲uk̲! Don't you all shoot it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲at'úkx̲ I shoot it (regularly) 

3s at'úkx̲ s/he shoots it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waat'úk I shot it 

3s aawat'úk s/he shot it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wat'óok I didn't shoot it 

3s tlél awut'óok s/he didn't shoot it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wat'úkch I shoot it (every time) 

3s oot'úkch s/he shoots it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wat'úkch I haven't shot it yet 

3s tlél oot'úkch s/he hasn't shot it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kukw̲at'óok I will shoot it 

3s akgw̲at'óok s/he will shoot it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kukw̲at'óok I won't shoot it 

3s tlél akgw̲at'óok s/he won't shoot it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲t'óok let me shoot it 

3s aga̲t'óok let him/her shoot it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kw̲aat'óogu yé no way can I shoot it 

3s tlél aadé ooga̲at'óogu yé no way can s/he shoot it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kw̲at'óogun I would have shot it 

3s ooga̲t'óogun s/he would have shot it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲at'úkni if/when I shoot it 

3s at'úkni if/when s/he shoots it 

Example(s): 

Tlél áyáx̲ yan uhaanch yeisú tlél oot'úkch. 
He's not standing in the right position, he hasn't shot it yet. 

Ooga̲t'óogun du jeet shuwaxíx wé chooneit. 
He would have shot it, but he ran out of arrows. 

Sáks̲ tin aawat'úk. 
He shot it with a bow. 
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shoot it (with firearm) 

Theme: O-S-ø-.óon~ (ø event) 
 for S to shoot O (with firearm) 

Naish-Story:  ya-.oon 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s .Ún! Shoot it! 

2p Yi.ún! You all shoot it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ee.únx̲uk̲! Don't shoot it! 

2p Líl yi.únx̲uk!̲ Don't you all shoot it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s a.únx̲ s/he shoots it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waa.ún I shot it 

2s iya.ún you shot it 

3s aawa.ún s/he shot it 

1p wutuwa.ún we shot it 

2p yeey.ún you all shot it 

3p has aawa.ún they shot it 

4 wuduwa.ún someone shot it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wa.óon I didn't shoot it 

2s tlél yi.óon you didn't shoot it 

3s tlél awu.óon s/he didn't shoot it 

1p tlél wutoo.óon we didn't shoot it 

2p tlél yeey.óon you all didn't shoot it 

3p tlél has awu.óon they didn't shoot it 

4 tlél wudu.óon nobody shot it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wa.óonch I shoot it (every time) 
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2s ee.óonch you shoot it (every time) 

3s oo.óonch s/he shoots it (every time) 

1p too.óonch we shoot it (every time) 

2p yi.óonch you all shoot it (every time) 

3p has oo.óonch they shoot it (every time) 

4 du.óonch someone shoots it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wa.óonch I haven't shot it yet 

2s tlél ee.óonch you haven't shot it yet 

3s tlél oo.óonch s/he hasn't shot it yet 

1p tlél too.óonch we haven't shot it yet 

2p tlél yi.óonch you all haven't shot it yet 

3p tlél has oo.óonch they haven't shot it yet 

4 tlél du.óonch nobody has shot it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲.óon I will shoot it 

2s gage̲e.óon you will shoot it 

3s akgw̲a.óon s/he will shoot it 

1p gax̲too.óon we will shoot it 

2p gax̲yi.óon you all will shoot it 

3p has akgw̲a.óon they will shoot it 

4 gax̲du.óon someone will shoot it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲.óon I won't shoot it 

2s tlél gage̲e.óon you won't shoot it 

3s tlél akgw̲a.óon s/he won't shoot it 

1p tlél gaxt̲oo.óon we won't shoot it 

2p tlél gaxy̲i.óon you all won't shoot it 

3p tlél has akgw̲a.óon they won't shoot it 

4 tlél gaxd̲u.óon nobody will shoot it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲.óon let me shoot it 

3s aga̲.óon let him/her shoot it 

1p ga̲too.óon let us shoot it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooga̲a.óoni yé no way can s/he shoot it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s agw̲a.óonin s/he would have shot it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a.únni if/when s/he shoots it 
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shop, spend 

Theme: S-d-l-hoon~ (na event) 
 for S to go spending, go shopping 

Naish-Story:  dli-hoon 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Neelhoon! Go shopping! 

2p Nayilhoon! You all go shopping! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo eelhóonguk̲! Don't go shopping! 

2p Líl yoo yilhóonguk!̲ Don't you all go shopping! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa nx̲alhún I'm shopping 

3s yaa nalhún s/he is shopping 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yoo x̲dlihúnk I go shopping (regularly) 

3s yoo dlihúnk s/he goes shopping (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wadlihoon I went shopping 

3s wudlihoon s/he went shopping 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walhoon I didn't go shopping 

3s tlél wulhoon s/he didn't go shopping 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲alhúnch I go shopping (every time) 

3s nalhúnch s/he goes shopping (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél nax̲walhúnch I haven't gone shopping yet 

3s tlél unalhúnch s/he hasn't gone shopping yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲lhóon I will go shopping 

3s guga̲lhóon s/he will go shopping 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kukw̲alhoon I won't go shopping 
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3s tlél guga̲lhoon s/he won't go shopping 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲lhoon let me go shopping 

3s naga̲lhoon let him/her go shopping 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé nkw̲adlihooni yé no way can I go shopping 

3s tlél aadé ngw̲adlihooni yé no way can s/he go shopping 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s nakw̲alhoonín I would have gone shopping 

3s nagw̲alhoonín s/he would have gone shopping 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s nax̲alhúnni if/when I go shopping 

3s nalhúnni if/when s/he goes shopping 
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sick (make sick) 

Theme: O-S-s-néekw (ga state) 
 for S to make O sick 

Naish-Story:  si-neekw 

Notes 

Note that putting du toowú in place of the object pronoun gives the meaning 

"sadden, make sad". For example: du toowú asinéekw "he/she/it is making him/her 

sad". 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at sinéekw it's making me sick; it makes me sick 

3s ash sinéekw it's making him/her sick; it makes him/her sick 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at usnéekw it's not making me sick; it doesn't make me sick 

3s tlél ash usnéekw it's not making him/her sick; it doesn't make 

him/her sick 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei x̲at nasnéekw it's starting to make me sick 

3s kei ash nasnéekw it's starting to make him/her sick 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s kei x̲at sanéekwch it makes me sick (regularly) 

3s kei ash sanéekwch it makes him/her sick (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wusinéekw it made me sick 

3s ash wusinéekw it made him/her sick 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wusnéekw it didn't make me sick 

3s tlél ash wusnéekw it didn't make him/her sick 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at gasanéekwch it makes me sick (every time) 

3s ash gasanéekwch it makes him/her sick (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at goosnéekwch it hasn't it made me sick yet 

3s tlél ash goosnéekwch it hasn't made him/her sick yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at gux̲sanéekw it will make me sick 

3s kei ash gux̲sanéekw it will make him/her sick 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at gux̲sanéekw it won't make me sick 

3s tlél kei ash gux̲sanéekw it won't make him/her sick 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) x̲at gax̲sanéekw (just) let it it make me sick 

3s (ch'a) ash gax̲sanéekw (just) let it make him/her sick 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xa̲t goox̲sinéegu yé no way can it make me sick 

3s tlél aadé ash goox̲sinéegu yé no way can it make him/her sick 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s x̲at goox̲sanéegun it would have made me sick 

3s ash goox̲sanéegun it would have made him/her sick 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲at gasanéekwni if/when it makes me sick 

3s ash gasanéekwni if/when it makes him/her sick 

Example(s): 

Daa sáwé iwsinéekw? 

What made you sick? 

K'ínk' áwé x̲at wusinéekw. 
The stink heads made me sick. 
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sick, hurt 

Theme: O-ø-néekw (ga state) 
 for O to be sick; for O to hurt, be in pain 

Naish-Story:  ya-neekw 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Iganéekw! Be sick! 

2p Yee ganéekw! You all be sick! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eenéeguk̲! Don't get sick! 

2p Líl yee unéeguk̲! Don't you all get sick! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at yanéekw I'm sick 

2s iyanéekw you're sick 

3s yanéekw s/he's sick 

1p haa yanéekw we're sick 

2p yee yanéekw you all are sick 

3p has yanéekw they're sick 

4 ku̲yanéekw people are sick 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at unéekw I'm not sick 

2s tlél eenéekw you're not sick 

3s tlél unéekw s/he's not sick 

1p tlél haa unéekw we're not sick 

2p tlél yee unéekw you all are not sick 

3p tlél has unéekw they're not sick 

4 tlél ko̲onéekw nobody is sick 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s néekw nooch s/he's always sick 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei x̲at nanéekw I'm getting sick 

2s kei inanéekw you're getting sick 

3s kei nanéekw s/he's getting sick 

1p kei haa nanéekw we're getting sick 

2p kei yee nanéekw you all are getting sick 
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3p kei has nanéekw they're getting sick 

4 kei ku̲nanéekw people are getting sick 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at unanéekw I'm not getting sick 

2s tlél kei eenanéekw you're not getting sick 

3s tlél kei unanéekw s/he's not getting sick 

1p tlél kei haa unanéekw we're not getting sick 

2p tlél kei yee unanéekw you all are not getting sick 

3p tlél kei has unanéekw they're not getting sick 

4 tlél kei ko̲onanéekw nobody is getting sick 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei néekwch s/he gets sick (repeatedly); it keeps hurting 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s néegun s/he used to be sick 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél unéegun s/he wasn't sick 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé yanéegu aa the sick one 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at woonéekw I got sick 

2s iwoonéekw you got sick 

3s woonéekw s/he got sick 

1p haa woonéekw we got sick 

2p yee woonéekw you all got sick 

3p has woonéekw they got sick 

4 ko̲owanéekw people got sick 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wunéekw I didn't get sick 

2s tlél iwunéekw you didn't get sick 

3s tlél wunéekw s/he didn't get sick 

1p tlél haa wunéekw we didn't get sick 

2p tlél yee wunéekw you all didn't get sick 

3p tlél has wunéekw they didn't get sick 

4 tlél ku̲wunéekw nobody got sick 
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Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at ganéekwch I get sick (every time) 

2s iganéekwch you get sick (every time) 

3s ganéekwch s/he gets sick (every time) 

1p haa ganéekwch we get sick (every time) 

2p yee ganéekwch you all get sick (every time) 

3p has ganéekwch they get sick (every time) 

4 ku̲ganéekwch people get sick (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at goonéekwch I haven't gotten sick yet 

2s tlél igoonéekwch you haven't gotten sick yet 

3s tlél goonéekwch s/he hasn't gotten sick yet 

1p tlél haa goonéekwch we haven't gotten sick yet 

2p tlél yee goonéekwch you all haven't gotten sick yet 

3p tlél has goonéekwch they haven't gotten sick yet 

4 tlél ku̲goonéekwch nobody has gotten sick yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at guga̲néekw I will get sick 

2s kei ikgw̲anéekw you will get sick 

3s kei kgw̲anéekw s/he will get sick 

1p kei haa kgw̲anéekw we will get sick 

2p kei yee kgw̲anéekw you all will get sick 

3p kei has guga̲néekw they will get sick 

4 kei ku̲kgw̲anéekw people will get sick 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at guga̲néekw I won't get sick 

2s tlél kei ikgw̲anéekw you won't get sick 

3s tlél kei kgw̲anéekw s/he won't get sick 

1p tlél kei haa kgw̲anéekw we won't get sick 

2p tlél kei yee kgw̲anéekw you all won't get sick 

3p tlél kei has guga̲néekw they won't get sick 

4 tlél kei ku̲kgw̲anéekw nobody will get sick 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at gaga̲néekw let me be sick 
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3s gaga̲néekw let him/her be sick 

1p haa gaga̲néekw let us be sick 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲aanéegu yé no way can s/he get sick 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s guga̲néegun s/he would have gotten sick 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ganéekwni if/when s/he gets sick 

` 
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sight to behold; fascinating to watch 

Theme: ka-u-l-tées'shán (ga state) 
 for something to be fascinating to watch, to be a wonderful sight 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-tées'shan 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s kulitées'shán it's a sight to behold 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél kooltées'shán it's not much to see 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawlitées'shán it was a sight to behold 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawultées'shán it wasn't much to see 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kagux̲latées'shán it will be a sight to behold 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kagux̲latées'shán it won't be much to see 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kagooltées'shánni if it's a sight to behold 
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sing 

Theme: at S-ø-sheeʰ~ (ga act) 
 for S to sing 

Naish-Story:  ya-shee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s At gashí! Sing! 

2p At gayshí! You all sing! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl at eeshéek̲! Don't sing! 

2p Líl at yishéek̲! Don't you all sing! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s at x̲ashí I sing; I am singing 

2s at eeshí you sing; you are singing 

3s at shí s/he sings; s/he is singing 

1p at tooshí we sing; we are singing 

2p at yeeshí you all sing; you all are singing 

3p has at shí they sing; they are singing 

4 at dushí people sing; people are singing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲washí I don't sing; I am not singing 

2s tlél at eeshí you don't sing; you aren't singing 

3s tlél at ushí s/he doesn't sing; s/he isn't singing 

1p tlél at tooshí we don't sing; we aren't singing 

2p tlél at yeeshí you all don't sing; you all aren't singing 

3p tlél has at ushí they don't sing; they aren't singing 

4 tlél at dushí nobody sings; nobody is singing 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s at shée nuch s/he's always singing 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei at sheech s/he sings (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s at shéeyin s/he used to sing 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél at ushéeyin s/he didn't used to sing 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé at shi aa the one who sings 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s at x̲waashee I sang 

2s at yeeshee you sang 

3s at wooshee s/he sang 

1p at wutuwashee we sang 

2p at yeeyshee you all sang 

3p has at wooshee they sang 

4 at wuduwashee there was singing 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél at x̲washee I didn't sing 

2s tlél at yishee you didn't sing 

3s tlél at wushee s/he didn't sing 

1p tlél at wutooshee we didn't sing 

2p tlél at yeeyshee you all didn't sing 

3p tlél has at wooshee they didn't sing 

4 tlél at wudushee nobody sang 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s at gax̲asheech I sing (every time) 

2s at geesheech you sing (every time) 

3s at gasheech s/he sings (every time) 

1p at gatoosheech we sing (every time) 

2p at gaysheech you all sing (every time) 

3p has at gasheech they sing (every time) 

4 at gadusheech people sing (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél at gux̲washeech I haven't sung yet 

2s tlél at geesheech you haven't sung yet 

3s tlél at goosheech s/he hasn't sung yet 

1p tlél at gatoosheech we haven't sung yet 

2p tlél at gaysheech you all haven't sung yet 

3p tlél has at goosheech they haven't sung yet 

4 tlél at gadusheech there hasn't been singing yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei at kuka̲shée I will sing 

2s kei at gage̲eshée you will sing 

3s kei at guga̲shée s/he will sing 

1p kei at gax̲tooshée we will sing 

2p kei at gax̲yishée you all will sing 

3p kei has at gu̲ga̲shée they will sing 

4 kei at gax̲dushée there will be singing 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei at kuka̲shee I won't sing 

2s tlél kei at gage̲eshee you won't sing 

3s tlél kei at guga̲shee s/he won't sing 

1p tlél kei at gax̲tooshee we won't sing 

2p tlél kei at gax̲yishee you all won't sing 

3p tlél kei has at guga̲shee they won't sing 

4 tlél kei at gax̲dushee there won't be singing 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s at gaka̲shee let me sing 

3s at gaga̲shee let him/her sing 

1p at gax̲tooshee let us sing 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé at gugw̲aasheeyi yé no way can s/he sing 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s at gugw̲asheeyín s/he would have sung 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s at gashéeni if/when s/he sings 
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sing it 

Theme: O-S-ø-sheeʰ~ (ga act) 
 for S to sing O 

Naish-Story:  ya-shee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gashí! Sing it! 

2p Gayshí! You all sing it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eeshéek̲! Don't sing it! 

2p Líl yishéek!̲ Don't you all sing it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲ashí I sing it; I am singing it 

3s ashí s/he sings it; s/he is singing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲washí I don't sing it; I'm not singing it 

3s tlél ooshí s/he doesn't sing it; s/he isn't singing it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ashée nuch s/he's always singing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei asheech s/he sings it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ashéeyin s/he used to sing it 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ooshéeyin s/he didn't used to sing it 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé ashi aa the one who sings it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waashee I sang it 

3s aawashee s/he sang it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲washee I didn't sing it 

3s tlél awushee s/he didn't sing it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s gax̲asheech I sing it (every time) 

3s agasheech s/he sings it (every time) 
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Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél goox̲asheech I haven't sung it yet 

3s tlél agoosheech s/he hasn't sung it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲ashée I will sing it 

3s kei akgw̲ashée s/he will sing it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲ashee I won't sing it 

3s tlél kei akgw̲ashee s/he won't sing it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gaka̲shee let me sing it 

3s akga̲shee let him/her sing it 

1p gax̲tooshee let us sing it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akgw̲aasheeyi yé no way can s/he sing it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akgw̲asheeyín s/he would have sung it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s agashéeni if/when s/he sings it 
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sink 

Theme: ø-táax̲'w~ (na event) 
 for something to sink 

Naish-Story:  ya-taax'̲w 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yei natáx̲'w it's sinking 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo yatáx̲'w it sinks (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wootáax̲'w it sank 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wootáax̲'w it didn't sink 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s natáx̲'wch it sinks (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél unatáx̲'wch it hasn't sunk yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s guga̲táax'̲w it will sink 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél guga̲táax'̲w it won't sink 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s (ch'a) nga̲táax'̲w (just) let it sink 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ngw̲aatáax'̲u yé no way can it sink 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s nagw̲atáax'̲un it would have sunk 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s natáx̲'wni if/when it sinks 
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sit down (plural subject) 

Theme: S-ø-ke̲e~ (ga̲ event) 
 for (plural) S to sit, sit down (esp. act of sitting) 

Naish-Story:  ya-ke̲e 

Singular: nook1 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p G̲aykí̲! You all sit down! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl yei yiké̲ejik!̲ Don't you all sit down! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p yei ntooké̲en we are sitting down 

2p yei nayké̲en you all are sitting down 

3p yei (ha)s naké̲en they are sitting down 

4 yei anaké̲en people are sitting down 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1p tlél yei ntooké̲en we are not sitting down 

2p tlél yei nayké̲en you all are not sitting down 

3p tlél yei has unaké̲en they are not sitting down 

4 tlél yei oonaké̲en people are not sitting down 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p áa yei has ké̲ech they sit there (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p wutuwake̲e we sat down 

2p yeeyk̲ee you all sat down 

3p has wook̲ee they sat down 

4 aawake̲e people sat down 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél wutooke̲e we didn't sit down 

2p tlél yeeyk̲ee you all didn't sit down 

3p tlél has wuk̲ee they didn't sit down 
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4 tlél awuke̲e nobody sat down 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p ga̲tooké̲ech we sit down (every time) 

2p ga̲yké̲ech you all sit down (every time) 

3p has ga̲ké̲ech they sit down (every time) 

4 aga̲ké̲ech people sit down (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél ga̲tooké̲ech they haven't sat down yet 

2p tlél ga̲yké̲ech you all haven't sat down yet 

3p tlél has gw̲aké̲ech they haven't sat down yet 

4 tlél ooga̲ké̲ech nobody has sat down yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p yei gax̲tooké̲e we will sit down 

2p yei gax̲yiké̲e you all will sit down 

3p yei (ha)s guga̲ké̲e they will sit down 

4 yei akgw̲aké̲e people will sit down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél yei gax̲tooke̲e we won't sit down 

2p tlél yei gax̲yike̲e you all won't sit down 

3p tlél yei (ha)s guga̲ke̲e they won't sit down 

4 tlél yei akgw̲ake̲e people won't sit down 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p ga̲ax̲tooke̲e let us sit down 

3p has ga̲aga̲ke̲e let them sit down 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé has gw̲aaga̲ake̲eyi yé no way can they sit down 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p has gw̲aaga̲ke̲eyín they would have sat down 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p has ga̲ké̲eni if/when they sit down 

Example(s): 

yaa has naké̲en 

they are going along sitting (filling up a row) 

Yóot áwé Deisheetaan áx̲ yaa has naké̲en. 
All the Deisheetaans are sitting over there. 
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Haa tuwáa sigóowu yéix' yei gax̲tooké̲ech. 
We will sit wherever we want. 
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sit down (singular subject) 

Theme: S-ø-nook~ (ga̲ event) 
 for (singular) S to sit, sit down (esp. act of sitting) 

Naish-Story:  ya-nook 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲anú! Sit down! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yei eenúkjik̲! Don't sit down! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yei nx̲anúk I am sitting down 

2s yei neenúk you are sitting down 

3s yei nanúk s/he is sitting down 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél yei nx̲wanúk I'm not sitting down 

2s tlél yei neenúk you're not sitting down 

3s tlél yei unanúk s/he's not sitting down 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áa yei núkch s/he sits there (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waanook I sat down 

2s yeenook you sat down 

3s woonook s/he sat down 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wanook I didn't sit down 

2s tlél yinook you didn't sit down 

3s tlél wunook s/he didn't sit down 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ka̲núkch I sit down (every time) 

2s ge̲enúkch you sit down (every time) 
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3s ga̲núkch s/he sits down (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kw̲anúkch I haven't sat down yet 

2s tlél ge̲enúkch you haven't sat down yet 

3s tlél gw̲anúkch s/he hasn't sat down yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yei kkw̲anóok I will sit down 

2s yei kge̲enóok you will sit down 

3s yei kgw̲anóok s/he will sit down 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yei kkw̲anook I won't sit down 

2s tlél yei kge̲enook you won't sit down 

3s tlél yei kgw̲anook s/he won't sit down 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ga̲aka̲nook let me sit down 

3s ga̲aga̲nookw let him/her sit down 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gw̲aaga̲anoogu yé no way can s/he sit down 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲aaga̲noogún s/he would have sat down 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ga̲núkni if/when s/he sits down 

Example(s): 

G̲anúkni du x̲'éix̲ at gax̲tootée. 
When he sits down, we'll serve him. 

Áa ga̲núkjin. 
She used to sit there. 

A káa yei nukji káayagi̲jeit áwé. 
That's the chair he always sits in. 

Tlél x̲wasakú yei kgw̲anoogú. 
I don't know if she will sit down. 

Tleeyéi ga̲núkch. 
She sits still (every time). 

Taat kanax̲ ga̲núkch. 
She sits up all night. 

Ch'u tlei a káa x̲wanoogú nall'íx'ch wé káayagi̲jeit x̲'oosí. 
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When I sit on it, the chair leg breaks. 
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sit there (of container or hollow object) 

Theme: P-t ø-tán (position) 
 for a container or hollow object to sit at P 

Naish-Story:  ya-taan 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s át tán it's sitting there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél át után it's not sitting there 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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sit there (of solid, complex object) 

Theme: P-t s-téen (position) 
 for a solid, often complex object to sit at P 

Naish-Story:  si-tee 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s át satéen it's sitting there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél át usteen it's not sitting there 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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sit (for plural subjects to be seated) 

Theme: S-ø-ke̲e~ (position) 
 for (plural) S to be seated 

Naish-Story:  ya-ke̲e 

Singular: .aa1 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. Note that a noun phrase with (-t) 

postposition is used to indicate where one is sitting, but this noun phrase is not 

required by the verb. For example, one could say: has k ̲éen "they are sitting", or: át 

has k̲éen "they are sitting there". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2p Líl yike̲eník!̲ Don't you all be sitting! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1p tooké̲en we sit; we are sitting 

2p yiké̲en you all sit; you all are sitting 

3p has ké̲en they sit; they are sitting 

4 aké̲en people sit; people are sitting 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1p tlél tooke̲en we don't sit; we aren't sitting 

2p tlél yike̲en you all don't sit; you all aren't sitting 

3p tlél has uke̲en they don't sit; they aren't sitting 

4 tlél ooke̲en nobody sits; nobody is sitting 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3p has ke̲enín they were sitting 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3p tlél has uke̲enín they weren't sitting 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3p wé has ki̲n aa the ones who sit; the ones who are sitting 

Example(s): 

Ch'a tlákw tooke̲ení haa kgw̲alnéitl. 
If we always sit, we'll get fat. 
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sit (for singular subject to be seated) 

Theme: S-ø-.aa~ (position) 
 for (singlular) S to be seated 

Naish-Story:  ya-.aa 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. Note that a noun phrase with (-t) 

postposition is used to indicate where one is sitting, but this noun phrase is not 

required by the verb. For example, one could say: .áa "s/he is sitting", or: át .áa "s/he 

is sitting there." The plural verb stem is used when indicating that one person is 

sitting with another, even though the subject is singular. For example, du een k ̲éen 

"s/he is sitting with him/her" or du een x ̲ak̲éen "I am sitting with him/her". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl ee.aayík!̲ Don't be sitting! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲a.áa I sit; I am sitting 

2s ee.áa you sit; you are sitting 

3s .áa s/he sits; s/he is sitting 

4 a.áa someone sits; someone is sitting 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wa.aa I don't sit; I am not sitting 

2s tlél ee.aa you don't sit; you aren't sitting 

3s tlél u.aa s/he doesn't sit; s/he isn't sitting 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s .aayín s/he was sitting 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél oo.aayín s/he wasn't sitting 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé aa aa the one who sits; the one who is sitting 
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situated there (of a building) 

Theme: P-t l-.áa (position) 
 for a building to be situated at P 

Naish-Story:  li-.aa 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s át la.áa it's situated there 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél át ul.aa it's not situated there 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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situtated there (of building) 

Theme: d-nook~ (ga̲ event) 
 for a building to be situated there 

Naish-Story:  di-nook 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s áa wdinook the building was situated there (suddenly as if 

overnight) 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél áa wdanook it wasn't situated there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s áa yei gux̲danóok it will be situated there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél áa yei gux̲danook it won't be situated there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé áa ga̲axw̲dinoogu yé no way can it be situated there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s áa ga̲ax̲wdanoogún it would have been situated there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s áa x̲danúkni if/when it is situated there 
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slap him/her/it; tag him/her 

Theme: O-S-t'aach~ (ø act) 
 for S to slap O; for S to tag O (as in game of tag) 

Naish-Story:  ya-t'aach 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s T'ách! Slap him/her/it! 

2p Yit'ách! You all slap him/her/it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl eet'áchx̲ik̲! Don't slap him/her/it! 

2p Líl yit'áchx̲ik̲! Don't you all slap him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at'ácht I'm slapping him/her/it 

3s at'ácht s/he is slapping him/her/it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wat'ácht I'm not slapping him/her/it 

3s tlél oot'ácht s/he isn't slapping him/her/it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s at'áchx̲ s/he slaps him/her/it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waat'ách I slapped him/her/it 

3s aawat'ách s/he slapped him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wat'aach I didn't slap him/her/it 

3s tlél awut'aach s/he didn't slap him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wat'aachch I haven't slapped him/her/it yet 

3s tlél oot'aachch s/he hasn't slapped him/her/it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kukw̲at'áach I will slap him/her/it 

3s akgw̲at'áach s/he will slap him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kukw̲at'aach I won't slap him/her/it 

3s tlél akgw̲at'aach s/he won't slap him/her/it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲t'aach let me slap him/her/it 

3s aga̲t'aach let him/her slap him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oogw̲aat'aaji yé no way can s/he slap him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oogw̲at'aajín s/he would have slapped him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s at'áchni if/when s/he slaps him/her/it 
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sleep (plural subjects) 

Theme: S-ø-x̲éix'w~ (na act) 
 for (plural) S to sleep, sleep in company with others, go to bed 

Naish-Story:  ya-x̲eix'w 

Singular: taa1 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Nayx̲éix'w! You all go to bed! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p has x̲éx'w they're sleeping 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3p tlél has ux̲éx'w they're not sleeping 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p has x̲éx'wx̲ they sleep (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3p has woox̲éix'w they slept 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3p tlél has wux̲éix'w they didn't sleep 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3p has nax̲éx'wch they sleep (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3p tlél has unax̲éx'wch they haven't slept yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3p has guga̲x̲éix'w they will go to sleep 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3p tlél has guga̲x̲éix'w they won't go to sleep 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3p has naga̲x̲éix'w let them sleep 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé has ungw̲aax̲éix'wi yé no way can they sleep 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p has ungw̲ax̲éix'wun they would have slept 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p has nax̲éx'wni if/when they sleep 
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sleep (singular subject) 

Theme: S-ø-taaʰ~ (na act) 
 for (singular) S to sleep, sleep alone 

Naish-Story:  ya-taa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Natá dé! Go to sleep now! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl eeteex̲ík̲! Don't go to sleep! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s tá s/he is sleeping 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél utá s/he isn't sleeping 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s teix̲ s/he sleeps (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wootaa s/he slept 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wutaa s/he didn't sleep 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s nateich s/he sleeps (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél unateich s/he hasn't slept yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s guga̲táa s/he will sleep 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél guga̲taa s/he won't sleep 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s naga̲taa let him/her sleep 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé unga̲ataayi yé no way can s/he sleep 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s nagw̲ataayín s/he would have slept 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s natéini if/when s/he sleeps 
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slide, slip around 

Theme: P-t O-sh-x̲'éel'~ (na motion) 
 for O to slip, slide around at P 

Naish-Story:  shi-x̲'eel' 
Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s át yoo shix̲'íl'k he/she/it slides around (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲at wushix̲'éel' I am sliding around; I slid around 

3s át wushix̲'éel' he/she/it is sliding around; he/she/it slid around 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲at wushx̲'éel' I'm not sliding around; I didn't slide around 

3s tlél át wushx̲'éel' he/she/it isn't sliding around; he/she/it didn't slide 

around 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át x̲at nashx̲'íl'ch I slide around (every time) 

3s át nashx̲'íl'ch he/she/it slides around (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s át x̲at gux̲shax̲'éel' I will slide around 

3s át gux̲shax̲'éel' he/she/it will slide around 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲at gux̲shax̲'eel' I won't slide around 

3s tlél át gux̲shax̲'eel' he/she/it won't slide around 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át x̲at nax̲shax̲'éel' let me slide around 

3s át nax̲shax'̲éel' let him/her/it slide around 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át nax̲wshix̲'éel'i yé no way can he/she/it slide around 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át nax̲wshax̲'éel'in he/she/it would have slid around 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át nashx̲'íl'ni if/when he/she/it slides around 
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small (of grain-like objects) 

Theme: (yéi) ka-u-d-s-gei~ (ga state) 
 for grain-like objects to be small 

Naish-Story:  yéi + ka-dzi-gei 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yéi kwdzigéi they're small 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi koosgei they're not small 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi kagoosgéini if/when they're small 
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smell it 

Theme: O-S-(d)-s-néex'~ (ø act) 
 for S to smell O 

Naish-Story:  dzi-neex' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Isníx' / Saníx'! Smell it! 

2p Yeesníx'! You all smell it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl eesníx'x̲ik!̲ Don't smell it! 

2p Líl yisníx'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all smell it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲asinéex' I smell it 

2s isinéex' you smell it 

3s asinéex' s/he smells it 

1p tusinéex' we smell it 

2p yeesinéex' you all smell it 

3p has sinéex' they smell it 

4 dusnéex' people smell it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasnéex' I don't smell it 

2s tlél eesnéex' you don't smell it 

3s tlél oosnéex' s/he smells it 

1p tlél toosnéex' we don't smell it 

2p tlél yeesnéex' you all don't smell it 

3p tlél has oosnéex' they don't smell it 

4 tlél dusnéex' nobody smells it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s asníx'x̲ she smells it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasiníx' I smelled it 

2s yisiníx' you smelled it 

3s awsiníx' / awdziníx' s/he smelled it 
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1p wutusiníx' we smelled it 

2p yeeysiníx' you all smelled it 

3p has awsiníx' they smelled it 

4 wududziníx' people smelled it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasnéex' I didn't smell it 

2s tlél yisnéex' you didn't smell it 

3s tlél awusnéex' s/he didn't smell it 

1p tlél wutoosnéex' we didn't smell it 

2p tlél yeeysnéex' you all didn't smell it 

3p tlél has awusnéex' they didn't smell it 

4 tlél wudusnéex' nobody smelled it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wasnéex'ch I smell it (every time) 

2s eesnéex'ch you smell it (every time) 

3s oosnéex'ch s/he smells it (every time) 

1p toosnéex'ch we smell it (every time) 

2p yeesnéex'ch you all smell it (every time) 

3p has oosnéex'ch they smell it (every time) 

4 dusnéex'ch someone smells it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wasnéex'ch I haven't smelled it yet 

2s tlél eesnéex'ch you haven't smelled it yet 

3s tlél oosnéex'ch s/he hasn't smelled it yet 

1p tlél toosnéex'ch we haven't smelled it yet 

2p tlél yeesnéex'ch you all haven't smelled it yet 

3p tlél has oosnéex'ch they haven't smelled it yet 

4 tlél dusnéex'ch nobody has smelled it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲sanéex' I will smell it 

2s gagi̲sanéex' you will smell it 

3s agux̲sanéex' s/he will smell it 

1p gax̲tusanéex' we will smell it 

2p gax̲yisanéex' you all will smell it 
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3p has agux̲sanéex' they will smell it 

4 gax̲dusnéex' people will smell it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲sanéex' I won't smell it 

2s tlél gagi̲sanéex' you won't smell it 

3s tlél agux̲sanéex' s/he won't smell it 

1p tlél gax̲tusanéex' we won't smell it 

2p tlél gax̲yisanéex' you all won't smell it 

3p tlél has agux̲sanéex' they won't smell it 

4 tlél gax̲dusnéex' nobody will smell it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲snéex' let me smell it 

3s aga̲snéex' let him/her smell it 

1p ga̲toosnéex' let us smell it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ux̲sinéex'i yé no way can s/he smell it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲sanéex'in s/he would have smelled it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s asníx'ni if/when s/he smells it 
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smoke (cigarettes, etc.) 

Theme: sh x̲'a-S-d-s'eik̲ (na act) 
 for S to smoke (cigarettes, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  x̲'a-di-s'eik̲ 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sh x̲'anidas'eik!̲ Smoke! 

2p Sh x̲'anaydas'eik̲! You all smoke! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl sh x̲'eedas'eigí̲k!̲ Don't smoke! 

2p Líl sh x̲'aydas'eigí̲k!̲ Don't you all smoke! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s sh x̲'adas'eik ̲ s/he's smoking 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél sh x̲'eidas'eik ̲ s/he's not smoking 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo sh x̲'adis'eikk̲ s/he smokes (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s sh x̲'awdis'eik ̲s/he smoked 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél sh x̲'awdas'eik̲ s/he didn't smoke 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s sh x̲'eindas'eikc̲h s/he smokes (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél sh x̲'eindas'eikc̲h s/he hasn't smoked yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s sh x̲'agux̲das'eik̲ s/he will smoke 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél sh x̲'aguxd̲as'eik ̲ s/he won't smoke 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s sh x̲'anaxd̲as'eik ̲ let him/her smoke 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé sh x̲'anaxw̲dis'eigi̲ yé no way can s/he smoke 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s sh x̲'anaxw̲das'eigí̲n s/he would have smoked 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s sh x̲'andas'eikn̲í if/when s/he smokes 
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soak it 

Theme: O-ka-S-l-keil~ (Ø event) 
 for S to soak O 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-keil 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kalakél! Soak it! 

2p Kaylakél! You all soak it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keelakélx̲ik!̲ Don't soak it! 

2p Líl kaylakélxi̲k!̲ Don't you all soak it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa kanax̲lakél I'm soaking it 

3s yaa akanalkél s/he is soaking it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s kax̲lakélx ̲ I soak it (regularly) 

3s aklakélx ̲ s/he soaks it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲wlikél I soaked it 

3s akawlikél s/he soaked it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲lakeil I didn't soak it 

3s tlél akawulkeil s/he didn't soak it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s koox̲lakeilch I soak it (every time) 

3s akoolkeilch s/he soaks it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koox̲lakeilch I haven't soaked it yet 

3s tlél akoolkeilch s/he hasn't soaked it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲alakéil I will soak it 

3s akagux̲lakéil s/he will soak it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲alakeil I won't soak it 
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3s tlél akaguxl̲akeil s/he won't soak it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kaka̲lakeil let me soak it 

3s akaxl̲akeil let him/her soak it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kooka̲likeili yé no way can I soak it 

3s tlél aadé akooxl̲ikeili yé no way can s/he soak it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kooka̲lakeilín I would have soaked it 

3s akoox̲lakeilín s/he would have soaked it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kax̲lakélni if/when I soak it 

3s aklakélni if/when s/he soaks it 

Example(s): 

Téeyi áwé kax̲wlakeilí ítdáx̲ tsá x̲wasa.éeych k'únts'i teen. 
After I soak the hard-dried fish, I cook it with potatoes. 
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soil it, get it dirty 

Theme: O-S-l-ch'éix̲'w~ (ø event) 
 for S to dirty, soil O (esp. clothing or person) 

Naish-Story:  li-ch'eix̲'w 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Lach'éx̲'w! Get it dirty! 

2p Yeeylach'éx̲'w! You all get it dirty! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ilach'éx̲'wx̲uk!̲ Don't get it dirty! 

2p Líl yilach'éx̲'wx̲uk!̲ Don't you all get it dirty! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa nx̲alach'éx̲'w I am getting it dirty 

3s yaa analch'éx̲'w s/he's getting it dirty 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲alach'éx̲'wx̲ I get it dirty (regularly) 

3s alch'éx̲'wx̲ s/he gets it dirty (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲walich'éx̲'w I got it dirty 

3s awlich'éx̲'w s/he got it dirty 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walach'éix̲'w I didn't get it dirty 

3s tlél awulch'éix̲'w s/he didn't get it dirty 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲walach'éx̲'wch I get it dirty (every time) 

3s oolch'éx̲'wch s/he gets it dirty (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲walach'éx̲'wch I haven't gotten it dirty yet 

3s tlél oolch'éx̲'wch s/he hasn't gotten it dirty yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲lach'éix̲'w I will get it dirty 

3s agux̲lach'éix̲'w s/he will get it dirty 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲lach'éix̲'w I won't get it dirty 
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3s tlél aguxl̲ach'éix̲'w s/he won't get it dirty 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲lach'éix̲'w let me get it dirty 

3s ax̲lach'éix̲'w let him/her get it dirty 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kw̲alich'éix̲'u yé no way can I get it dirty 

3s tlél aadé oox̲lich'éix̲'u yé no way can s/he get it dirty 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kw̲alach'éix̲'un I would have gotten it dirty 

3s oox̲lach'éix̲'un s/he would have gotten it dirty 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲alach'éx̲'wni if/when I get it dirty 

3s alch'éx̲'wni if/when s/he gets it dirty 

Example(s): 

Tlél x̲walach'éix̲'w ax̲ dleit k'oodás'i. 
I didn't dirty my white shirt. 

Ch'a tlákw oolch'éx̲'wch du at xáshdi téeli. 
He always dirties his moccasins. 

Tlákw áwé alch'éx̲'wx̲ du naa.ádi. 
She always dirties her clothes. 

Wé yées yee.át kas'ísayi tlél x̲walach'éix̲'w. 
I didn't dirty the new sheet. 
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speak to, talk to (singular subject) 

Theme: yoo x̲'a-S-ø-taan~ (ø act) 
 for (singular) S to speak to, talk to 

Naish-Story:  A- + x̲'a-ya-taan 

Notes 

The plural verb stem is used when indicating that one person is speaking with 

another, even though the subject is singular. For example, du een yoo x ̲'awli.át "s/he 

spke with him/her" or du een yoo x ̲'ax̲li.átk "I am speaking with him/her". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yoo x̲'atán! Speak! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl yoo x̲'eetángik̲! Don't speak! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yoo x̲'ax̲aatánk I speak; I am speaking 

2s yoo x̲'eeyatánk you speak; you are speaking 

3s yoo x̲'ayatánk s/he speaks; s/he is speaking 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yoo x̲'eix̲atánk I don't speak; I'm not speaking 

2s tlél yoo x̲'eetánk you don't speak; you're not speaking 

3s tlél yoo x̲'eitánk s/he doesn't speak; s/he's not speaking 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur- yaa x̲'andatán preferred] 
Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo x̲'ayatánk s/he speaks (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yoo x̲'ax̲waatán I spoke 

2s yoo x̲'eeyatán you spoke 

3s yoo x̲'eiwatán s/he spoke 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yoo x̲'ax̲wataan I didn't speak 

2s tlél yoo x̲'ayitaan you didn't speak 

3s tlél yoo x̲'awutaan s/he didn't speak 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yoo x̲'ax̲wataanch I haven't spoken yet 

2s tlél yoo x̲'eetaanch you haven't spoken yet 

3s tlél yoo x̲'eitaanch s/he hasn't spoken yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yoo x̲'akkw̲atáan I will speak 

2s yoo x̲'akge̲etáan you will speak 

3s yoo x̲'akgw̲atáan s/he will speak 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yoo x̲'akkw̲ataan I won't speak 

2s tlél yoo x̲'akge̲etaan you won't speak 

3s tlél yoo x̲'akgw̲ataan s/he won't speak 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yoo x̲'aka̲taan let me speak 

3s yoo x̲'aga̲taan let him/her speak 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yoo x̲'eiga̲ataani yé no way can s/he speak 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yoo x̲'eiga̲taanín s/he would have spoken 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yoo x̲'atánni if/when s/he speaks 
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speak to, talk to, converse (plural subject) 

Theme: yoo x̲'a-S-l-.aat~ (ø act) 
 for (plural) S to speak, talk, converse 

Naish-Story:  x̲'a-li-.aat 

Singular: taan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Yoo x̲'ayla.á! You all converse! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2p Líl yoo x̲'ayla.átgik!̲ Don't you all converse! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1p yoo x̲'atuli.átk we converse; we are conversing 

2p yoo x̲'ayeeli.átk you all converse; you all are conversing 

3p yoo (ha)s x̲'ali.átk they converse; they are conversing 

4 yoo x̲'adudli.átk people converse; people are conversing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1p tlél yoo x̲'atula.átk we don't converse; we're not conversing 

2p tlél yoo x̲'ayla.átk you all don't converse; you all are not conversing 

3p tlél yoo (ha)s x̲'eil.átk they don't converse; they're not conversing 

4 tlél yoo x̲'adul.átk nobody converses; nobody is conversing 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p (yeisú) yaa x̲'antula.át we are (still) conversing 

2p (yeisú) yaa x̲'anayla.át you all are (still) conversing 

3p (yeisú) yaa (ha)s x̲'anal.át they are (still) conversing 

4 (yeisú) yaa x̲'andul.át people are (still) conversing 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p yoo (ha)s x̲'ali.átk they converse (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p yoo x̲'awtuli.át we conversed 

2p yoo x̲'ayeeyli.át you all conversed 

3p yoo (ha)s x̲'awli.át they conversed 

4 yoo x̲'awdudli.át people conversed 
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Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél yoo x̲'awtula.aat we didn't converse 

2p tlél yoo x̲'ayeeyla.aat you all didn't converse 

3p tlél yoo (ha)s x̲'awul.aat they didn't converse 

4 tlél yoo x̲'awdul.aat nobody conversed 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél yoo x̲'atula.aatch we haven't conversed yet 

2p tlél yoo x̲'ayla.aatch you all haven't conversed yet 

3p tlél yoo (ha)s x̲'eil.aatch they haven't conversed yet 

4 tlél yoo x̲'adul.aatch nobody has conversed yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p yoo x̲'agaxt̲ula.áat we will converse 

2p yoo x̲'agaxy̲ila.áat you all will converse 

3p yoo (ha)s x̲'agux̲la.áat they will converse 

4 yoo x̲'agaxd̲ul.áat people will converse 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél yoo x̲'agaxt̲ula.aat we won't converse 

2p tlél yoo x̲'agaxy̲ila.aat you all won't converse 

3p tlél yoo (ha)s x̲'agux̲la.aat they won't converse 

4 tlél yoo x̲'agaxd̲ul.aat nobody will converse 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p yoo x̲'ax̲tula.aat let us converse 

3p yoo (ha)s x̲'ax̲la.aat let them converse 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé yoo (ha)s x̲'eix̲li.aadi yé no way can they converse 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p yoo (ha)s x̲'eix̲la.aadín they would have conversed 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p yoo (ha)s x̲'ala.átni if/when they converse 
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speak, talk to him/her (singular subject) 

Theme: N ée-t~ x̲'a-S-ø-taan~ (ø motion) 
 for S to speak, talk to N 

Naish-Story:  A- + x̲'a-ya-taan 

Notes 

In classical Tlingit, the verb stem -taan refered to a singular subject and the verb 

stem -.aat was used to indicate a plural subject. In modern Tlingit however, this 

distinction is being lost. Many speakers use the verb stem -taan for both singular 

and plural subject, as in: du éet has x ̲'eiwatán "they spoke to him/her". Speakers also 

use: du éet has x̲'awli.át "they spoke to him/her". Both options for the plural 

subjects are correct. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du éet x̲'atán! Speak to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl du éex̲ x̲'eetaaník!̲ Don't speak to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du éex̲ x̲'ataan s/he speaks to him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s du éet x̲'ax̲waatán I spoke to him/her 

2s du éet x̲'eeyatán you spoke to him/her 

3s du éet x̲'eiwatán s/he spoke to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél du éet x̲'axw̲ataan I didn't speak to him/her 

2s tlél du éet x̲'ayitaan you didn't speak to him/her 

3s tlél du éet x̲'awutaan s/he didn't speak to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s du éet x̲'eix̲ataanch I speak to him/her (every time) 

2s du éet x̲'eetaanch you speak to him/her (every time) 

3s du éet x̲'eitaanch s/he speaks to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél du éet x̲'eix̲ataanch I haven't spoken to him/her yet 

2s tlél du éet x̲'eetaanch you haven't spoken to him/her yet 
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3s tlél du éet x̲'eitaanch s/he hasn't spoken to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s du eedé x̲'akkw̲atáan I will speak to him/her 

2s du eedé x̲'akge̲etáan you will speak to him/her 

3s du eedé x̲'akgw̲atáan s/he will speak to him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél du eedé x̲'akkw̲ataan I won't speak to him/her 

2s tlél du eedé x̲'akge̲etaan you won't speak to him/her 

3s tlél du eedé x̲'akgw̲ataan s/he won't speak to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s du éet x̲'aka̲taan let me speak to him/her 

3s du éet x̲'aga̲taan let him/her speak to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du éet x̲'eiga̲ataani yé no way can s/he speak to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du éet x̲'eiga̲taanín s/he would have spoken to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du éet x̲'atánni if/when s/he speaks to him/her 
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speak, talk to him/her (plural subject) 

Theme: N ée-t~ x̲'a-S-l-.aat~ (ø motion) 
 for (plural) S to speak, talk to N 

Naish-Story:  x̲'a-li-.aat 

Singular: taan 

Notes 

In classical Tlingit, the verb stem -taan refered to a singular subject and the verb 

stem -.aat was used to indicate a plural subject. In modern Tlingit however, this 

distinction is being lost. Many speakers use the verb stem -taan for both singular 

and plural subject, as in: du éet has x ̲'eiwatán "they spoke to him/her". Speakers also 

use: du éet has x̲'awli.át "they spoke to him/her". Both options for the plural 

subjects are correct. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Du éet x̲'ayla.á! You all speak to him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl du éex̲ x̲'ayla.aadík!̲ Don't you all speak to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p du éex̲ has x̲'ala.aat they speak to him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p du éet x̲'awtuli.át we spoke to him/her 

2p du éet x̲'ayeeyli.át you all spoke to him/her 

3p du éet has x̲'awli.át they spoke to him/her 

4 du éet x̲'awdudli.át someone spoke to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél du éet x̲'awtula.aat we didn't speak to him/her 

2p tlél du éet x̲'ayeeyla.aat you all didn't speak to him/her 

3p tlél du éet has x̲'awul.aat they didn't speak to him/her 

4 tlél du éet x̲'awdul.aat nobody spoke to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p du éet x̲'atool.aatch we speak to him/her (every time) 

2p du éet x̲'ayil.aatch you all speak to him/her (every time) 

3p du éet has x̲'al.aatch they speak to him/her (every time) 
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4 du éet x̲'adul.aatch someone speaks to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél du éet x̲'atool.aatch we haven't spoken to him/her yet 

2p tlél du éet x̲'ayil.aatch you all haven't spoken to him/her yet 

3p tlél du éet has x̲'al.aatch they haven't spoken to him/her yet 

4 tlél du éet x̲'adul.aatch nobody has spoken to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p du eedé x̲'agaxt̲ula.áat we will speak to him/her 

2p du eedé x̲'agaxy̲ila.áat you all will speak to him/her 

3p du eedé (ha)s x̲'agux̲la.áat they will speak to him/her 

4 du eedé x̲'agaxd̲ul.áat someone will speak to him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél du eedé x̲'agaxt̲ula.aat we won't speak to him/her 

2p tlél du eedé x̲'agaxy̲ila.aat you all won't speak to him/her 

3p tlél du eedé (ha)s x̲'agux̲la.aat they won't speak to him/her 

4 tlél du eedé x̲'agaxd̲ul.aat nobody will speak to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p du éet x̲'axt̲ula.aat let us speak to him/her 

3p du éet has x̲'ax̲la.aat let them speak to him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé du éet has x̲'eix̲li.aadi yé no way can they speak to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p du éet has x̲'eix̲la.aadín they would have spoken to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p du éet has x̲'ala.átni if/when they speak to him/her 
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speak, talk, make speech (singular subject) 

Theme: x̲'a-S-d-taan~ (na event) 
 for (singular) S to speak, talk, make a speech 

Naish-Story:  x̲'a-di-taan 

Notes 

In classical Tlingit, the verb stem -taan refered to a singular subject and the verb 

stem -.aat was used to indicate a plural subject. In modern Tlingit however, this 

distinction is being lost. Many speakers use the verb stem -taan for both singular 

and plural subject, as in: has x ̲'awditaan "they spoke". Speakers also use: has 

x̲'awli.aat "they spoke". Both options for the plural subjects are correct. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s X̲'anidataan! Speak! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo x̲'eedatángik!̲ Don't speak! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa x̲'anax̲datán I'm speaking 

2s yaa x̲'anidatán you're speaking 

3s yaa x̲'andatán s/he's speaking 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo x̲'aditánk s/he speaks (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲'ax̲wditaan I spoke 

2s x̲'ayditaan you spoke 

3s x̲'awditaan s/he spoke 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲'ax̲wdataan I didn't speak 

2s tlél x̲'aydataan you didn't speak 

3s tlél x̲'awdataan s/he didn't speak 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲'anax̲datánch I speak (every time) 

2s x̲'anidatánch you speak (every time) 

3s x̲'andatánch s/he speaks (every time) 
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Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲'einax̲datánch I haven't spoken yet 

2s tlél x̲'anidatánch you haven't spoken yet 

3s tlél x̲'eindatánch s/he hasn't spoken yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲'akkw̲adatáan I will speak 

2s x̲'akgi̲datáan you will speak 

3s x̲'agux̲datáan s/he will speak 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲'akkw̲adataan I won't speak 

2s tlél x̲'akgi̲dataan you won't speak 

3s tlél x̲'agux̲dataan s/he won't speak 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲'anka̲dataan let me speak 

3s x̲'anaxd̲ataan let him/her speak 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé x'̲anaxw̲ditaani yé no way can s/he speak 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s x̲'anax̲wdataanín s/he would have spoken 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s x̲'andatánni if/when s/he speaks 
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speak, talk, make speech (plural subject) 

Theme: x̲'a-S-l-.aat~ (na event) 
 or (plural) S to speak, talk, make a speech 

Naish-Story:  x̲'a-li-.aat 

Singular: taan 

Notes 

In classical Tlingit, the verb stem -taan refered to a singular subject and the verb 

stem -.aat was used to indicate a plural subject. In modern Tlingit however, this 

distinction is being lost. Many speakers use the verb stem -taan for both singular 

and plural subject, as in: has x ̲'awditaan "they spoke". Speakers also use: has 

x̲'awli.aat "they spoke". Both options for the plural subjects are correct. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p X̲'anayil.á! You all speak! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl yoo x̲'ayla.átgik!̲ Don't you all speak! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p yaa x̲'antula.át we're speaking 

2p yaa x̲'anayla.át you all are speaking 

3p yaa (ha)s x̲'anal.át they are speaking [does not occur] 

4 yaa x̲'andul.át soemone is speaking 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p yoo (ha)s x̲'ali.átk they speak (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p x̲'awtuli.aat we spoke 

2p x̲'ayeeyli.aat you all spoke 

3p has x̲'awli.aat they spoke 

4 x̲'awdudli.aat someone spoke 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél x̲awtula.aat we didn't speak 

2p tlél x̲'ayeeyla.aat you all didn't speak 

3p tlél has x̲'awul.aat they didn't speak 

4 tlél x̲'awdul.aat nobody spoke 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p x̲'antula.átch we speak (every time) 
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2p x̲'anayla.átch you all speak (every time) 

3p has x̲'anal.átch they speak (every time) 

4 x̲'andul.átch someone speaks (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél x̲'antula.átch we haven't spoken yet 

2p tlél x̲'anayla.átch you all haven't spoken yet 

3p tlél has x̲'einal.átch they haven't spoken yet 

4 tlél x̲'andul.átch nobody has spoken yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p x̲'agaxt̲ula.áat we will speak 

2p x̲'agaxy̲ila.áat you all will speak 

3p has x̲'aguxl̲a.áat they will speak 

4 x̲'agaxd̲ul.áat someone will speak 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél x̲'agaxt̲ula.aat we won't speak 

2p tlél x̲'agaxy̲ila.aat you all won't speak 

3p tlél has x̲'agux̲la.aat they won't speak 

4 tlél x̲'agaxd̲ul.aat nobody will speak 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p x̲'anaxt̲ula.aat let us speak 

3p has x̲'anaxl̲a.aat let them speak 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s x̲'anaxw̲li.aadi yé no way can they speak 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p has x̲'anaxw̲la.aadín they would have spoken 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p has x̲'anal.átni if/when they speak 
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spill, upset it 

Theme: yax̲ O-ka-S-ø-x̲eech~ (ø event) 
 for S to spill, upset O 

Naish-Story:  yax̲ ka-ya-x̲eech 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax̲ keex̲íchx̲ik!̲ Don't spill it! 

2p Líl yax̲ kayx̲íchx̲ik!̲ Don't you all spill it! 

Admonitive (See that you don’t do it!) 

2s Yax̲ tsá keex̲éech! Be sure not to spill it! 

2p Yax̲ tsá kayx̲éech! You all be sure not to spill it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yax̲ kax̲axí̲chx̲ I spill it (regularly) 

3s yax̲ akax̲íchx̲ s/he spills it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yax̲ kax̲waax̲ích I spilled it 

3s yax̲ akaawax̲ích s/he spilled it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yax̲ kax̲waxe̲ech I didn't spill it 

3s tlél yax̲ akawux̲eech s/he didn't spill it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yax̲ koox̲axe̲echch I spill it (every time) 

3s yax̲ akooxe̲echch s/he spills it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yax̲ koox̲axe̲echch I haven't spilled it yet 

3s tlél yax̲ akooxe̲echch s/he hasn't spilled it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yax̲ kakkw̲ax̲éech I will spill it 

3s yax̲ akakgw̲ax̲éech s/he will spill it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yax̲ kakkw̲axe̲ech I won't spill it 

3s tlél yax̲ akakgw̲axe̲ech s/he won't spill it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yax̲ kaka̲xe̲ech let me spill it 

3s yax̲ akaga̲xe̲ech let him/her spill it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yax̲ kooka̲axe̲eji yé no way can I spill it 

3s tlél aadé yax̲ akgw̲aaxe̲eji yé no way can s/he spill it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yax̲ kooka̲x̲eejín I would have spilled it 

3s yax̲ akgw̲ax̲eejín s/he would have spilled it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yax̲ kax̲axí̲chni if/when I spill it 

3s yax̲ akax̲íchni if/when s/he spills it 
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spoil, age, rot 

Theme: l-s'eex~ (ø event) 
 for animal matter to age, spoil to stage where still firm, but smelly 

Naish-Story:  li-s'eex 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nals'íx it's aging 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s las'íxx̲ it ages (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wulis'íx it aged 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wuls'eex it didn't age 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s uls'íxch it ages (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél uls'íxch it hasn't aged yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s gux̲las'éex it will age 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél gux̲las'eex it won't age 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲ls'eex let it age 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé uxl̲is'eexi yé no way can it age 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲las'eexín it would have aged 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s las'íxni if/when it ages 
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sportfish, cast 

Theme: sha-S-d-l-x̲óot' (na act) 
 for S to fish with rod, sportfish, cast 

Naish-Story:  sha-dli-x̲oot' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Shaneelx̲óot'! Sportfish! 

2p Shanayilx̲óot'! You all sportfish! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl sheelx̲óot'ik!̲ Don't sportfish! 

2p Líl shayilx̲óot'ik!̲ Don't you all sportfish! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s shax̲alx̲óot' I'm sportfishing 

3s shalx̲óot' s/he's sportfishing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél shax̲walx̲óot' I'm not sportfishing 

3s tlél shoolx̲óot' s/he's not sportfishing 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s shalx̲óot' nooch s/he always sportfishes 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo shadlix̲út'k s/he sportfishes (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s shax̲wdlix̲óot' I sportfished 

3s shawdlix̲óot' s/he sportfished 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél shax̲walx̲óot' I didn't sportfish 

3s tlél shawulx̲óot' s/he didn't sportfish 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s shanx̲alx̲óot'ch I sportfish (every time) 

3s shanalx̲óot'ch s/he sportfishes (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél shunx̲alx̲óot'ch I haven't sportfished yet 

3s tlél shunalx̲óot'ch s/he hasn't sportfished yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s shakkw̲alx̲óot' I will sportfish 

3s shakgw̲alx̲óot' s/he will sportfish 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél shakkw̲alx̲óot' I won't sportfish 

3s tlél shakgw̲alx̲óot' s/he won't sportfish 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s shanka̲lx̲óot' let me sportfish 

3s shanga̲lx̲óot' let him/her sportfish 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé shunax̲dlix̲óot'i yé no way can s/he sportfish 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s shangw̲alx̲óot'in s/he would have sportfished 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s shanalx̲óot'ni if/when s/he sportfishes 
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spotted 

Theme: ka-d-l-ch'ách'x̲ (ga state) 
 for a natural object (wood, rock, etc.) to be spotted 

Naish-Story:  ka-dli-ch'ách'x̲ 
Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s kadlich'ách'x̲ it's spotted 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél koolch'ách'x̲ it's not spotted 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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spread it out; unfold it 

Theme: P-x̲ O-ka-S-ø-yaa~ (ga̲ motion) 
 for S to spread out, unfold, lay out (singular) O along P 

Naish-Story:  A- + ka-ya-yaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Áx̲ kaga̲yá! Spread it out! 

2p Áx̲ kayga̲yá! You all spread it out! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ kayiyaak!̲ Don't spread it out! 

2p Líl áx̲ kayeeyyaak!̲ Don't you all spread it out! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s áx̲ yei kanx̲ayéin I am spreading it out 

3s áx̲ yei akanayéin s/he's spreading it out 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ yei akayéich s/he spreads it out (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s áx̲ kax̲waayaa I spread it out 

3s áx̲ akaawayaa s/he spread it out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ kax̲wayaa I didn't spread it out 

3s tlél áx̲ akawuyaa s/he didn't spread it out 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s áx̲ kaka̲yéich I spread it out (every time) 

3s áx̲ akaga̲yéich s/he spreads it out (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél áx̲ kooka̲yéich I haven't spread it out yet 

3s tlél áx̲ akgw̲ayéich s/he hasn't spread it out yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s áx̲ yei kakkw̲ayáa I will spread it out 

3s áx̲ yei akakgw̲ayáa s/he will spread it out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ yei kakkw̲ayaa I won't spread it out 

3s tlél áx̲ yei akakgw̲ayaa s/he won't spread it out 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s áx̲ kaga̲aka̲yaa let me spread it out 

3s áx̲ akaga̲aga̲yaa let him/her spread it out 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé áx̲ akooga̲aga̲ayaayi yé no way can s/he spread it out 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s áx̲ akooga̲aga̲yaayín s/he would have spread it out 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s áx̲ akga̲yéini if/when s/he spreads it out 
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stand up, rise (plural subject) 

Theme: S-d-naak~̲ (ga event) 
 for (plural) S to stand up, rise 

Naish-Story:  di-naak ̲

Singular: haan1 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Gaydanaak!̲ You all stand up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl kei ydanákj̲ik ̲ Don't you all stand up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3p has nák̲ nooch they always stand up 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1p kei ntudanák ̲ we are standing up 

2p kei naydanák ̲ you all are standing up 

3p kei (ha)s nadanák ̲they are standing up 

4 kei ndunák̲ people are standing up 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p kei (ha)s danákc̲h they stand up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p wutudinaak ̲ we stood up 

2p yeeydinaak ̲ you all stood up 

3p has wudinaak ̲ they stood up 

4 wuduwanaak ̲ people stood up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél wutudanaak ̲ we didn't stand up 

2p tlél yeeydanaak ̲ you all didn't stand up 

3p tlél has wudanaak ̲they didn't stand up 

4 tlél wudunaak ̲nobody stood up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p gatudanákc̲h we stand up (every time) 

2p gaydanákc̲h you all stand up (every time) 
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3p has gadanákc̲h they stand up (every time) 

4 gadunákc̲h people stand up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél gatudanákc̲h we haven't stood up yet 

2p tlél geeydanák̲ch you all haven't stood up yet 

3p tlél has goodanákc̲h they haven't stood up yet 

4 tlél gadunákc̲h nobody has stood up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p kei gax̲tudanáak ̲ we will stand up 

2p kei gax̲yidanáak ̲ you all will stand up 

3p kei (ha)s gux̲danáak ̲ they will stand up 

4 kei gax̲dunáak ̲people will stand up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél kei gax̲tudanaak ̲ we won't stand up 

2p tlél kei gax̲yidanaak ̲ you all won't stand up 

3p tlél kei (ha)s gux̲danaak ̲ they won't stand up 

4 tlél kei gax̲dunaak ̲nobody will stand up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p gax̲tudanaak ̲ let us stand up 

3p has gax̲danaak ̲let them stand up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s gux̲dinaagi̲ yé no way can they stand up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p has gux̲danaagí̲n they would have stood up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p has gadanákn̲i if/when they stand up 

Example(s): 

` 
` 
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stand up, rise (singular subject) 

Theme: S-d-haan~ (ga event) 
 for (singular) S to stand up, rise 

Naish-Story:  di-haan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Gidaan! / Gidahaan! Stand up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei idahánjik!̲ Don't stand up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei nax̲dahán I am standing up 

2s kei nidahán you are standing up 

3s kei ndahán s/he is standing up 

4 kei nduhán someone is standing up 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei dahánch s/he stands up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wadihaan I stood up 

2s yidihaan you stood up 

3s wudihaan s/he stood up 

4 wuduwahaan someone stood up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wadahaan I didn't stand up 

2s tlél yidahaan you didn't stand up 

3s tlél wudahaan s/he didn't stand up 

4 tél wuduhaan nobody stood up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s gax̲dahánch I stand up (every time) 

2s gidahánch you stand up (every time) 

3s gadahánch s/he stands up (every time) 

4 gaduhánch someone stands up (every time) 
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Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél goox̲dahánch I haven't stood up yet 

2s tlél gidahánch you haven't stood up yet 

3s tlél goodahánch s/he hasn't stood up yet 

4 tlél gaduhánch nobody has stood up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲adaháan I will stand up 

2s kei kgi̲daháan you will stand up 

3s kei gux̲daháan s/he will stand up 

4 kei gax̲duháan someone will stand up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲adahaan I won't stand up 

2s tlél kei kgi̲dahaan you won't stand up 

3s tlél kei gux̲dahaan s/he won't stand up 

4 tlél kei gax̲duhaan nobody will stand up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s gaka̲dahaan let me stand up 

3s gax̲dahaan(í) let him/her stand up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guxd̲ihaani yé no way can s/he stand up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲dahaanín s/he would have stood up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gadahánni if/when s/he stands up 

Example(s): 

` 
` 
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stand (for plural subjects to be standing) 

Theme: S-ø-nák̲ (position) 
 for (plural) S to be standing 

Naish-Story:  ya-naak ̲

Singular: haan1 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. Note that a noun phrase with (-t) 

postposition is used to indicate where one is standing, but this noun phrase is not 

required by the verb. For example, one could say: has nák ̲ "they standing", or: át has 

nák̲ "they are standing there". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2p Líl yinági̲k!̲ Don't you all be standing! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1p toonák ̲ we are standing 

2p yinák ̲ you all are standing 

3p has nák̲ they are standing 

4 anák ̲ people are standing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1p tlél toonák ̲ we're not standing 

2p tlél yinák ̲ you all are not standing 

3p tlél has unák̲ they aren't standing 

4 tlél oonák ̲ people aren't standing 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3p has nági̲n they were standing 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3p tlél has unági̲n they weren't standing 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3p wé has nak ̲aa the ones who are standing 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p has nák̲ni if/when they stand 
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stand (for singular subject to be standing) 

Theme: S-ø-hán (position) 
 for (singular) S to be standing 

Naish-Story:  ya-haan 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. Note that a noun phrase with (-t) 

postposition is used to indicate where one is standing, but this noun phrase is not 

required by the verb. For example, one could say: hán "s/he is standing", or: át hán 

"s/he is standing there". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eehánik̲! Don't be standing! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲ahán I am standing 

2s eehán you are standing 

3s hán s/he is standing 

4 ahán someone is standing 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s hánin s/he was standing 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél uhánin s/he wasn't standing 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé han aa the one who is standing 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s hánni if/when s/he stands 
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stand (stay standing; stand firm, singular subject) 

Theme: yan~ S-ø-haan~ (ø motion) 
 for (singular) S to keep standing; for (singular) S to stand firm 

Naish-Story:  ya-haan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yan hán! Keep standing! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yax̲ eehaaník!̲ Don't keep standing! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yax̲ haan s/he stays standing (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yan x̲waahán I kept standing 

2s yan iyahán you kept standing 

3s yan uwahán s/he kept standing 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yan x̲wahaan I didn't keep standing 

2s tlél yan yihaan you didn't keep standing 

3s tlél yan wuhaan s/he didn't keep standing 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yan x̲wahaanch I always stay standing 

2s yan eehaanch you always stay standing 

3s yan uhaanch s/he always stays standing 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yan x̲wahaanch I haven't stood yet 

2s tlél yan eehaanch you haven't stood yet 

3s tlél yan uhaanch s/he hasn't stood yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yánde kkw̲aháan I will stay standing 

2s yánde kgi̲háan you will stay standing 

3s yánde kgw̲aháan s/he will stay standing 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yánde kkw̲ahaan I won't stay standing 

2s tlél yánde kgi̲haan you won't stay standing 

3s tlél yánde kgw̲ahaan s/he won't stay standing 

4 tlél 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yan k̲ahaan let me stay standing 

3s yan ga̲haan let him/her stay standing 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yan gw̲aahaani yé no way can s/he stay standing 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yan gw̲ahaanín s/he would have stood 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yan hánni if/when s/he stands 

Example(s): 

I yóo x̲'atángi káa yan hán! 
Stand on your words! 

Wé gúkshíx' yan hán! 
Stand in the corner! 
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stand (stay standing; stand firm, plural subject) 

Theme: yan~ S-ø-naak~̲ (ø motion) 
 for (plural) S to stand, stay standing 

Naish-Story:  ya-naak ̲

Singular: haan1 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p Yan yinák!̲ You all keep standing! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2p Líl yax̲ yinaagí̲k!̲ Don't you all keep standing! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p yax̲ has naak ̲ they stay standing (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p yan wutuwanák̲ we kept standing 

2p yan yeeynák̲ you all kept standing 

3p yan has uwanák ̲ they kept standing 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél yan wutoonaak ̲ we didn't keep standing 

2p tlél yan yeeynaak ̲ you all didn't keep standing 

3p tlél yan has wunaak ̲ they didn't keep standing 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1p yan toonaakc̲h we always stay standing 

2p yan yinaakc̲h you all always stay standing 

3p yan has unaakc̲h they always stay standing 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél yan toonaakc̲h we haven't stood yet 

2p tlél yan yinaakc̲h you all haven't stood yet 

3p tlél yan has unaakc̲h they haven't stood yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p yánde gax̲toonáak ̲we will stay standing 
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2p yánde gax̲yináak ̲ you all will stay standing 

3p yánde has guga̲náak ̲ they will stay standing 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél yánde gax̲toonaak ̲we won't stay standing 

2p tlél yánde gax̲yinaak ̲ you all won't stay standing 

3p tlél yánde has guga̲naak ̲ they won't stay standing 

4 tlél 
Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p yan ga̲toonaak ̲let us stay standing 

3p yan has ga̲naak ̲ let them stay standing 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé yan has gw̲aanaagi̲ yé no way can they stay standing 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p yan gw̲anaagí̲n they would have stood 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p yan has nákn̲i if/when they stand 

Example(s): 

Líl yax̲ yinaagí̲k,̲ át nay.á! 
Don't you all stay standing, walk around! 
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start (of engine) 

Theme: gu̲néi ka-ø-joox~ (ø motion) 
 for an engine to start 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-joox 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s gu̲néi kajúxch it starts (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s gu̲néi kaawajúx it started 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél gu̲néi kawujoox it didn't start 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél gu̲néi koojooxch it hasn't started yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s gu̲néi kakgw̲ajóox it will start 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél gu̲néi kakgw̲ajoox it won't start 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s gu̲néi kaga̲joox (dé) let it start (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gu̲néi kgw̲aajooxu yé no way can it start 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gu̲néi kgw̲ajooxún it would have started 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gu̲néi kajúxni if/when it starts 

Example(s): 

Hél gu̲néi kakgw̲ajoox wudzi.át' áwé. 
It's not going to start, it's cold. 
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starve 

Theme: O-ø-laaxw~ (ø event) 
 for O to be starving, starved 

Naish-Story:  ya-laaxw 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa x̲at naláxw I am starving 

3s yaa naláxw he/she/it is starving 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at uwaláxw I starved 

3s uwaláxw he/she/it starved 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wulaaxw I didn't starve 

3s tlél wulaaxw he/she/it didn't starve 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at ulaaxwch I starve (every time) 

3s ulaaxwch s/he starves (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at ulaaxwch I haven't starved yet 

3s tlél ulaaxwch he/she/it hasn't starved yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at gugw̲aláaxw I will starve 

3s gugw̲aláaxw he/she/it will starve 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at gugw̲alaaxw I won't starve 

3s tlél gugw̲alaaxw he/she/it won't starve 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) x̲at ga̲laaxw (dé) (just) let me starve (now) 

3s (ch'a) ga̲laaxw (dé) (just) let let him/her/it starve (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xa̲t gw̲aalaaxu yé no way can I starve 

3s tlél aadé gw̲aalaaxu yé no way can he/she/it starve 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s x̲at gw̲alaaxún I would have starved 

3s gw̲alaaxún he/she/it would have staved 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲at láxwni if/when I starve 

3s láxwni if/when he/she/it starves 

Example(s): 

Yax̲ yaa has yanaláxw wé gu̲wakaan. 
The deer are starving. 
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stay overnight; camp out overnight 

Theme: O-ø-x̲eiʰ~ (ø event) 
 for O to stay overnight, spend the night, camp out overnight 

Naish-Story:  ya-x̲ee 

Variants: -x̲ee~ (An) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s (Áa) ix̲é! Stay overnight (there)! 

2p (Áa) yee x̲é! You all stay overnight (there)! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl (áa) ix̲éix̲ik!̲ Don't stay overnight (there)! 

2p Líl (áa) yee x̲éix̲ik!̲ Don't you all stay overnight (there)! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s (áa) x̲at x̲eix̲ I stay overnight (there) (regularly) 

3s (áa) x̲eix̲ s/he stays overnight (there) (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s (áa) x̲at uwax̲éi I stayed overnight (there) 

3s (áa) uwax̲éi s/he stayed overnight (there) 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél (áa) x̲at wux̲é I didn't stay overnight (there) 

3s tlél (áa) wux̲é s/he didn't stay overnight (there) 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s (áa) x̲at ux̲éiych I stay overnight (there) (every time) 

3s (áa) ux̲éiych s/he stays overnight (there) (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél (áa) x̲at ux̲éiych I haven't stayed overnight (there) yet 

3s tlél (áa) ux̲éiych s/he hasn't stayed overnight yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s (áa) x̲at gugw̲ax̲éi I will stay overnight (there) 

3s (áa) gugw̲ax̲éi s/he will stay overnight (there) 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél (áa) x̲at gugw̲ax̲ei I won't stay overnight (there) 

3s tlél (áa) kgw̲ax̲ei s/he won't stay overnight (there) 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (áa) x̲at ga̲xe̲i let me stay overnight (there) 

3s (áa) ga̲xe̲i let him/her stay overnight (there) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé (áa) x̲at gw̲aaxe̲iyi yé no way can I stay overnight (there) 

3s tlél aadé (áa) gw̲aaxe̲iyi yé no way can s/he stay overnight (there) 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s (áa) x̲at gw̲ax̲eiyín I would have stayed overnight (there) 

3s (áa) gw̲ax̲eiyín s/he would have stayed overnight (there) 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s (áa) x̲at x̲éini if/when I stay overnight (there) 

3s (áa) x̲éini if/when s/he stays overnight (there) 
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steal it 

Theme: O-S-ø-táaw~ (ø act) 
 for S to steal O 

Naish-Story:  ya-taaw 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl eetáwx̲uk̲! Don't steal it! 

2p Líl yitáwx̲uk!̲ Don't you all steal it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s atáaw s/he steals it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ootáaw s/he doesn't steal it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s atáwx̲ s/he steals it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aawatáw s/he stole it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awutáaw s/he didn't steal it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ootáawch s/he steals it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ootáawch s/he hasn't stolen it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akgw̲atáaw s/he will steal it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akgw̲atáaw s/he won't steal it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aga̲táaw let him/her steal it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooga̲atáawu yé no way can s/he steal it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ooga̲táawun s/he would have stolen it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s atáwni if/when s/he steals it 
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steam it; boil it 

Theme: O-S-s-taaʰ~ (ø act) 
 for S to boil, steam O (food, esp. meat) 

Naish-Story:  si-taa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Satá! Steam it! 

2p Yeesatá! You all steam it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl isatéix̲ik!̲ Don't steam it! 

2p Líl yisatéix̲ik!̲ Don't you all steam it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲asateix ̲ I'm steaming it 

3s asteix̲ s/he is steaming it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasateix ̲ I'm not steaming it 

3s tlél oosteix̲ s/he isn't steaming it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s asteix̲ s/he steams it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasitáa I steamed it 

3s awsitáa s/he steamed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasatá I didn't steam it 

3s tlél awustá s/he didn't steam it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wasatáaych I steam it (every time) 

3s oostáaych s/he steams it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wasatáaych I haven't steamed it yet 

3s tlél oostáaych s/he hasn't steamed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲satáa I will steam it 

3s agux̲satáa s/he will steam it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲sataa I won't steam it 
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3s tlél aguxs̲ataa s/he won't steam it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲sataa let me steam it 

3s ax̲sataa let him/her steam it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooxs̲itaayi yé no way can s/he steam it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oox̲sataayín s/he would have steamed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s astéini if/when s/he steams it 
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stick it 

Theme: P-t~ O-ka-S-l-s'éex'w~ (ø motion) 
 for S to stick O (esp. paper) to P 

Naish-Story:  A- + ka-li-s'eex'w 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át kalas'íx'w! Stick it to it! 

2p Át kaylas'íx'w! You all stick it to it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ keelaséex'uk!̲ Don't stick it to it! 

2p Líl áx̲ kaylaséex'uk!̲ Don't you all stick it to it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ aklas'éex'w s/he sticks it to it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át kax̲wlis'íx'w I stuck it to it 

3s át akawlis'íx'w s/he stuck it to it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át kax̲wlas'éex'w I didn't stick it to it 

3s tlél át akawuls'éex'w s/he didn't stick it to it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át koox̲las'éex'wch I stick it to it (every time) 

3s át akools'éex'wch s/he sticks it to it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át koox̲las'éex'wch I haven't stuck it to it yet 

3s tlél át akools'éex'wch s/he hasn't stuck it to it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kakkw̲alas'éex'w I will stick it to it 

3s aadé akagux̲las'éex'w s/he will stick it to it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kakkw̲alas'éex'w I won't stick it to it 

3s tlél aadé akaguxl̲as'éex'w s/he won't stick it to it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át kakl̲as'éex'w let me stick it to it 

3s át akaxl̲as'éex'w let him/her stick it to it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át akoox̲lis'éex'u yé no way can s/he stick it to it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át akoox̲las'éex'un s/he would have stuck it to it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át aklas'íx'wni if/when s/he sticks it to it 
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still, quiet; stop functioning 

Theme: tleiyéi yéi O-ø-teeʰ~ (na state) 
 for O to be still, quiet; for O to stop (car, clock, e.g.) 

Naish-Story:  tleiyéi + yéi + ya-tee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Tleiyéi yéi inatí! Be still! 

2p Tleiyéi yéi yee natí! You all be still! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s tleiyéi yéi yatee he/she/it is still 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél tleiyéi yéi utí he/she/it isn't still 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s tleiyéi yéi teex̲ he/she/it is still (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s tleiyéi yéi wootee he/she/it became still 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél tleiyéi yéi wutee he/she/it didn't become still 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s tliyéi yéi nateech he/she/it become still (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél tleiyéi yéi unateech he/she/it hasn't become still yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s tleiyéi yéi kgw̲atée he/she/it will be still 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél tleiyéi yéi kgw̲atee he/she/it won't be still 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s tleiyéi yéi nga̲tee let him/her/it be still 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé tleiyéi yéi ngw̲aateeyi yé no way can he/she/it be still 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s tleiyéi yéi ngw̲ateeyín he/she/it would have been still 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s tleiyéi yéi natéení if/when he/she/it is still 
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stink, smell strongly 

Theme: O-l-chán (ga state) 
 for O to stink, have unpleasant odor, smell bad; for O to smell strongly 

Naish-Story:  li-chaan 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eelchánik̲ Don't be stinky! 

2p Líl yee lachánik̲ Don't you all be stinky! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at lichán I stink 

2s ilichán you stink 

3s lichán he/she/it stinks 

1p haa lichán we stink 

2p yee lichán you all stink 

3p has lichán they stink 

4 ku̲lichán somebody stinks 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at ulchán I don't stink 

2s tlél eelchán you don't stink 

3s tlél ulchán he/she/it doesn't stink 

1p tlél haa ulchán we don't stink 

2p tlél yee ulchán you all don't stink 

3p tlél has ulchán they don't stink 

4 tlél ko̲olchán nobody stinks 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s lachán nooch he/she/it always stinks 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei ax̲ nalchán I'm starting to stink 

2s kei inalchán you're starting to stink 

3s kei nalchán he/she/it is starting to stink 

1p kei haa nalchán we are starting to stink 

2p kei yee nalchán you all are starting to stink 

3p kei has nalchán they are starting to stink 

4 kei ku̲nalchán people are starting to stink 
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Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei lachánch he/she/it stinks (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s lachánin he/she/it used to stink 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ulchánin he/she/it didn't used to stink 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé lichani aa the one who stinks 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲ wulichán I stank 

2s iwlichán you stank 

3s wulichán he/she/it stank 

1p haa wlichán we stank 

2p yee wlichán you all stank 

3p has wulichán they stank 

4 ku̲wlichán people stank 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ wulchán I didn't stink 

2s tlél iwulchán you didn't stink 

3s tlél wulchán he/she/it didn't stink 

1p tlél haa wulchán we didn't stink 

2p tlél yee wulchán you all didn't stink 

3p tlél has wulchán they didn't stink 

4 tlél ku̲wulchán nobody stank 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei ax̲ gux̲lachán I will stink 

2s kei igux̲lachán you will stink 

3s kei gux̲lachán he/she/it will stink 

1p kei haa gux̲lachán we will stink 

2p kei yee gux̲lachán you all will stink 

3p kei (ha)s gux̲lachán they will stink 

4 kei ku̲gux̲lachán people will stink 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei ax̲ gux̲lachán I won't stink 

2s tlél kei igux̲lachán you won't stink 
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3s tlél kei gux̲lachán he/she/it won't stink 

1p tlél kei haa gux̲lachán we won't stink 

2p tlél kei yee gux̲lachán you all won't stink 

3p tlél kei (ha)s gux̲lachán they won't stink 

4 tlél kei ku̲gux̲lachán nobody will stink 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ax̲ gax̲lachán let me stink 

3s gax̲lachán let him/her/it stink 

1p haa gax̲lachán let us stink 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guxl̲ichani yé no way can he/she/it stink 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲lacháneen he/she/it would have stunk 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s lachánni if/when he/she/it stinks 

Example(s): 

Yee lichán 

You all stink (often used in reference to alcohol on the breath). 

Ch'a yéi x̲at kasnéex'i tín, has du yáanáx̲ át x̲wasikóo. 
Even though I stink, I know more than they do. 
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stormy, rough (of weather) 

Theme: a-ya-d-teeʰ~ (ga̲ event) 
 for the weather to be stormy, rough 

Naish-Story:  a-ya-di-tee 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yei ayandatéen it's getting stormy 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei ayadateech it's stormy (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ayawditee it's stormy 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ayawdatee it's not stormy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ayaxd̲ateech it gets stormy (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ayuxd̲ateech it hasn't gotten stormy yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yei ayagux̲datée it will be stormy 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yei ayaguxd̲atee s/he won't be stormy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ayaga̲axd̲atee let it be stormy 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé (yáax') ayaga̲axw̲diteeyi yé no way can it get stormy (here) 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ayaga̲ax̲wdateeyín it would have gotten stormy 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ayax̲datéeni if/when it's stormy 
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straighten it out; smooth it over 

Theme: wooch yáx̲ O-S-s-neiʰ~ (na event) 
 for S to straighten out O, smooth O over (literal or abstract) 

Naish-Story:  --- 

Variants: wooch yáx̲ O-S-s-nee~ (na event) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Wooch yáx̲ nasné! Straighten it out! 

2p Wooch yáx̲ naysané! You all straighten it out! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl wooch yáx̲ yoo isaneigík ̲(s'é)! Don't straighten it out (yet)! 

2p Líl wooch yáx̲ yoo yisaneigík ̲(s'é)! Don't you all straighten it out 

(yet)! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s wooch yáx̲ yaa nax̲sanéin I am straightening it out 

3s wooch yáx̲ yaa anasnéin s/he is straightening it out 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s wooch yáx̲ yoo x̲asineik I straighten it out (regularly) 

3s wooch yáx̲ yoo asineik s/he straightens it out (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s wooch yáx̲ x̲wasinei I straightened it out 

3s wooch yáx̲ awsinei s/he straightened it out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél wooch yáx̲ x̲wasanei I didn't straighten it out 

3s tlél wooch yáx̲ awusnei s/he didn't straighten it out 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s wooch yáx̲ nax̲saneich I straighten it out (every time) 

3s wooch yáx̲ anasneich s/he straightens it out (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél wooch yáx̲ nax̲wsaneich I haven't straightened it out yet 

3s tlél wooch yáx̲ oonasneich s/he hasn't straightened it out yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s wooch yáx̲ kuka̲sanéi I will straighten it out 

3s wooch yáx̲ agux̲sanéi s/he will straighten it out 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél wooch yáx̲ kuka̲sanei I won't straighten it out 

3s tlél wooch yáx̲ agux̲sanei s/he won't straighten it out 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s wooch yáx̲ naka̲sanei let me straighten it out 

3s wooch yáx̲ anaxs̲anei let him/her straighten it out 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé wooch yáx̲ nakw̲asineiyi yé no way can I straighten it out 

3s tlél aadé wooch yáx̲ anax̲wsineiyi yé no way can s/he straighten it out 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s wooch yáx̲ nakw̲asaneiyín I would have straightened it out 

3s wooch yáx̲ anax̲wsaneiyín s/he would have straightened it out 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s wooch yáx̲ nax̲sanéini if/when I straighten it out 

3s wooch yáx̲ nasnéini if/when s/he straightens it out 

Example(s): 

Wooch yáx̲ awusneiyí wé ge̲iwú, átx̲ gax̲tulayéix.̲ 
If he straightens out the net, we will use it. 
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strain, filter it; drain it off 

Theme: O-ka-S-l-chaa~ (ø act) 
 for S to strain, filter, drain off O 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-chaa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kalachá! Strain it! 

2p Kaylachá! You all strain it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keelachéix̲ik̲! Don't strain it! 

2p Líl kaylachéix̲ik!̲ Don't you all strain it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲lachéix̲ I am straining it 

3s aklachéix̲ s/he is straining it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲lacheix̲ I'm not straining it 

3s tlél akoolcheix̲ s/he isn't straining it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

1s kax̲lachéix̲ nooch I always strain it 

3s aklachéix̲ nooch s/he always strains it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa kanax̲lachéin I am (in the process of) straining it 

3s yaa akanalchéin s/he's (in the process of) straining it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s kax̲lachéix̲ I strain it (regularly) 

3s aklachéix̲ s/he strains it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲wlicháa I strained it 

3s akawlicháa s/he strained it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kax̲wlachá I didn't strain it 

3s tlél akawulchá s/he didn't strain it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s koox̲lacháaych I strain it (every time) 

3s akoolcháaych s/he strains it (every time) 
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Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koox̲lacháaych I haven't strained it yet 

3s tlél akoolcháaych s/he hasn't strained it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲alacháa I will strain it 

3s akagux̲lacháa s/he will strain it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲alachaa I won't strain it 

3s tlél akaguxl̲achaa s/he won't strain it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kakl̲achaa let me strain it 

3s akaxl̲achaa let him/her strain it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kooka̲lichaayi yé no way can I strain it 

3s tlél aadé akooxl̲ichaayi yé no way can s/he strain it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s kooka̲lachaayín I would have strained it 

3s akoox̲lachaayín s/he would have strained it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s kax̲lachéini if/when I strain it 

3s aklachéini if/when s/he strains it 
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string them together (esp. beads) 

Theme: O-ka-S-l-.eesh~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to thread O (esp. beads), string together 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-eesh 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kala.ísh! String them together! 

2p Kayla.ísh! You all string them together! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keel.íshx̲ik!̲ Don't string them together! 

2p Líl kayla.íshx̲ik!̲ Don't you all string them together! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲la.eesh I'm stringing them together 

3s akla.eesh s/he is stringing them together 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél kux̲la.eesh I didn't string them together 

3s tlél akool.eesh s/he isn't stringing them together 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akla.íshx̲ s/he strings them together (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲wli.ísh I strung them together 

3s akawli.ísh s/he strung them together 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲la.eesh I didn't string them together 

3s tlél akawul.eesh s/he didn't string them together 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s koox̲la.eeshch I string them together (every time) 

3s akool.eeshch s/he strings them together (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koox̲la.eeshch I haven't strung them together yet 

3s tlél akool.eeshch s/he hasn't strung them together yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲ala.éesh I will string them together 

3s akaguxl̲a.éesh s/he will string them together 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲ala.eesh I won't string them together 
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3s tlél akaguxl̲a.eesh s/he won't string them together 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kaka̲la.ísh let me string them together 

3s akaxl̲a.ísh let him/her string them together 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akooxl̲i.íshi yé no way can s/he string them together 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoox̲la.íshin s/he would have strung them together 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akla.íshni if/when s/he strings them together 
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striped 

Theme: ka-d-l-gá̲as' (ga state) 
 for something to be striped 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s kadligá̲as' it's striped 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél koolgá̲as' it's not striped 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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strong, powerful 

Theme: O-l-tseen (ga state) 
 for O to be strong, powerful 

Naish-Story:  li-tseen 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Iklatseen! Be strong! 

2p Yee klatseen! You all be strong! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eeltseeník̲! Don't be strong! 

2p Líl yee ultseeník̲! Don't you all be strong! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at litseen I am strong 

2s ilitseen you are strong 

3s litseen s/he's strong 

1p haa litseen we are strong 

2p yee litseen you all are strong 

3p has litseen they are strong 

4 ku̲litseen people are strong 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at ultseen I'm not strong 

2s tlél eeltseen you're not strong 

3s tlél ultseen s/he's not strong 

1p tlél haa ultseen we're not strong 

2p tlél yee ultseen you all are not strong 

3p tlél has ultseen they're not strong 

4 tlél ko̲oltseen nobody is strong 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s latseen nooch s/he is always strong 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s kei x̲at naltseen I am becoming strong 

2s kei inaltseen you are becoming strong 

3s kei naltseen s/he is becoming strong 

1p kei haa naltseen we are becoming strong 

2p kei yee naltseen you all are becoming strong 
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3p kei (ha)s naltseen they are becoming strong 

4 kei ku̲naltseen people are becoming strong 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at unaltseen I'm not gaining strength 

2s tlél kei eenaltseen you're not gaining strength 

3s tlél kei unaltseen s/he is not gaining strength 

1p tlél kei haa unaltseen we're not gaining strength 

2p tlél kei yee unaltseen you all are not gaining strength 

3p tlél kei (ha)s unaltseen they are not gaining strength 

4 tlél kei ku̲naltseen nobody is gaining strength 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei latseench s/he gets strong (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s latseenín s/he used to be strong 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ultseenín s/he didn't used to be strong 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé litseeni aa the strong one 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wulitseen I became strong 

2s iwlitseen you became strong 

3s wulitseen s/he became strong 

1p haa wlitseen we became strong 

2p yee wlitseen you all became strong 

3p has wulitseen they became strong 

4 ku̲wlitseen people became strong 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wultseen I didn't get strong 

2s tlél iwultseen you didn't get strong 

3s tlél wultseen s/he didn't get strong 

1p tlél haa wultseen we didn't get strong 

2p tlél yee wultseen you all didn't get strong 

3p tlél has wultseen they didn't get strong 

4 tlél ku̲wultseen nobody got strong 
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Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at galtseench I get strong (evry time) 

2s iklatseench you get strong (evry time) 

3s galatseench s/he gets strong (evry time) 

1p haa klatseench we get strong (evry time) 

2p yee klatseench you all get strong (evry time) 

3p has galatseench they get strong (evry time) 

4 ku̲klatseench people get strong (evry time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at gooltseench I haven't become strong yet 

2s tlél igooltseench you haven't become strong yet 

3s tlél gooltseench s/he hasn't become strong yet 

1p tlél haa gooltseench we haven't become strong yet 

2p tlél yee gooltseench you all haven't become strong yet 

3p tlél has gooltseench they haven't become strong yet 

4 tlél ku̲gooltseench nobody has become strong yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at gux̲latseen I will be strong 

2s kei igux̲latseen you will be strong 

3s kei gux̲latseen s/he will be strong 

1p kei haa gux̲latseen we will be strong 

2p kei yee gux̲latseen you all will be strong 

3p kei (ha)s gux̲latseen they will be strong 

4 kei ku̲gux̲latseen people will be strong 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at gux̲latseen I won't be strong 

2s tlél kei igux̲latseen you won't be strong 

3s tlél kei gux̲latseen s/he won't be strong 

1p tlél kei haa gux̲latseen we won't be strong 

2p tlél kei yee gux̲latseen you all won't be strong 

3p tlél kei has gux̲latseen they won't be strong 

4 tlél kei ku̲gux̲latseen nobody will be strong 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at gax̲latseení let me be strong 
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3s gax̲latseení let him be strong 

1p haa gax̲latseení let us be strong 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guxl̲itseeni yé no way can s/he be strong 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲latseenín s/he would have been strong 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s galatseenní if/when s/he is strong 

Example(s): 

Wulitseen du yóo x̲'atángi. 
His words were powerful. 

Wé t'akoonéiyi de sh jiwdlitsín. 
The baby is gaining strength. 

Tlél ayáx̲ xat ultseen kaxw̲ataaní wé dúk.̲ 
I'm not strong enough to bend the cottonwood. 
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stuck there; squeezed there 

Theme: P-x̲ O-ka-l-x̲'éex'~ (na motion) 
 for O to get stuck, be squeezed at P 

Naish-Story:  A-x̲ + ka-li-x̲'eex' 
Notes 

Note that this verb gives a literal reading only. It would be used to indicate that 

someone is stuck in a tight space, but not in the non-literal sense used in phrases 

such as "stuck at home" or "stuck there (due to weather)", etc. 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ ikawulx̲'éex'ik!̲ Don't get stuck there! 

2p Líl áx̲ yee kawulx̲'éex'ik!̲ Don't you all get stuck there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ yoo kalix̲'íx'k he/she/it gets stuck there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s áx̲ x̲at kawlix'̲éex' I am stuck there 

3s áx̲ kawlix̲'éex' he/she/it is stuck there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ x̲at kawulx̲'éex' I'm not stuck there 

3s tlél áx̲ kawulx̲'éex' he/she/it isn't stuck there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s áx̲ x̲at kanalx̲'íx'ch I get stuck there (every time) 

3s áx̲ kanalx'̲íx'ch he/she/it gets stuck there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél áx̲ x̲at koonalx̲'íx'ch I haven't gotten stuck there yet 

3s tlél áx̲ koonalx̲'íx'ch he/she/it hasn't gotten stuck there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s áx̲ x̲at kagux̲lax'̲éex' I will get stuck there 

3s áx̲ kagux̲lax'̲éex' he/she/it will get stuck there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ x̲at kagux̲lax'̲éex' I won't get stuck there 

3s tlél áx̲ kagux̲lax'̲éex' he/she/it won't get stuck there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s áx̲ x̲at kanax̲lax'̲éex' let me get stuck there 

3s áx̲ kanax̲lax'̲éex' let him/her/it get stuck there 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé áx̲ kunax̲wlix'̲éex'i yé no way can he/she/it get stuck there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s áx̲ kunax̲wlax̲'éex'in he/she/it would have gotten stuck there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s áx̲ kanalx'̲íx'ni if/when he/she/it gets stuck there 
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study, learn it; practice it 

Theme: sh tóo O-S-d-l-tóow (ø act) 
 for S to study, learn O; for S to practice, rehearse O 

Naish-Story:  sh tóo + li-toow 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sh tóo iltóow! Study it! 

2p Sh tóo yiltóow! You all study it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl sh tóo eeltóowuk̲! Don't study it! 

2p Líl sh tóo yiltóowuk!̲ Don't you all study it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s sh tóo altóow s/he is studying it; s/he studies it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél sh tóo ooltóow s/he doesn't study it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s sh tóo altóowx ̲s/he studies it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s sh tóo awdlitóow s/he studied it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél sh tóo awultóow s/he didn't study it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s sh tóo ooltóowch s/he studies it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél sh tóo ooltóowch s/he hasn't studied it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s sh tóo akgw̲altóow s/he will study it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél sh tóo akgw̲altóow s/he won't study it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s sh tóo aga̲ltóow let him/her study it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé sh tóo axw̲litoowu yé no way can s/he study it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s sh tóo agw̲altóowun s/he would have studied it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s sh tóo altóowni if/when s/he studies it 
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study; teach oneself 

Theme: sh tóo at S-d-l-tóow (ø act) 
 for S to study, teach oneself 

Naish-Story:  sh tóo + li-toow 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sh tóo at iltóow! Study! 

2p Sh tóo at yiltóow! You all study! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl sh tóo at eeltóowuk̲! Don't study! 

2p Líl sh tóo at yiltóowuk̲! Don't you all study! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s sh tóo at x̲altóow I study; I am studying 

2s sh tóo at eeltóow you study; you are studying 

3s sh tóo at iltóow s/he studies; s/he is studying 

1p sh tóo at tooltóow we study; we are studying 

2p sh tóo at yeeltóow you all study; you all are studying 

3p sh tóo has at iltóow they study; they are studying 

4 sh tóo at dultóow people study; people are studying 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél sh tóo at x̲waltóow I don't study; I'm not studying 

2s tlél sh tóo at eeltóow you don't study; you're not studying 

3s tlél sh tóo at ultóow s/he doesn't study; s/he's not studying 

1p tlél sh tóo at tooltóow we don't study; we're not studying 

2p tlél sh tóo at yeeltóowyou all don't study; you all are not studying 

3p tlél sh tóo has at ultóow they don't study; they're not studying 

4 tlél sh tóo at dultóow nobody studies; nobody is studying 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s sh tóo at iltóow nooch s/he always studies 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s sh tóo at iltóowx̲ s/he studies (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s sh tóo at iltóowun s/he used to study 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé sh tóo at iltóowu aa the one who studies 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s sh tóo at x̲wadlitóow I studied 

2s sh tóo at yidlitóow you studied 

3s sh tóo at wudlitóow s/he studied 

1p sh tóo at wutudlitóow we studied 

2p sh tóo at yeeydlitóow you all studied 

3p sh tóo has at wudlitóow they studied 

4 sh tóo at wududlitóow people studied 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél sh tóo at x̲waltóow I didn't study 

2s tlél sh tóo at yiltóow you didn't study 

3s tlél sh tóo at wultóow s/he didn't study 

1p tlél sh tóo at wutooltóow we didn't study 

2p tlél sh tóo at yeeyltóow you all didn't study 

3p tlél sh tóo has at wultóow they didn't study 

4 tlél sh tóo at wudultóow nobody studied 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s sh tóo at x̲waltóowch I study (every time) 

2s sh tóo at eeltóowch you study (every time) 

3s sh tóo at ultóowch s/he studies (every time) 

1p sh tóo at tooltóowch we study (every time) 

2p sh tóo at yiltóowch you all study (every time) 

3p sh tóo at has ultóowch they study (every time) 

4 sh tóo at dultóowch people study (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél sh tóo at x̲waltóowch I haven't studied yet 

2s tlél sh tóo at eeltóowch you haven't studied yet 

3s tlél sh tóo at ultóowch s/he hasn't studied yet 

1p tlél sh tóo at tooltóowch we haven't studied yet 

2p tlél sh tóo at yiltóowch you all haven't studied yet 

3p tlél sh tóo at has ultóowch they haven't studied yet 

4 tlél sh tóo at dultóowch it hasn't been studied yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s sh tóo at kukw̲altóow I will study 

2s sh tóo at gage̲eltóow you will study 

3s sh tóo at guga̲ltóow s/he will study 

1p sh tóo at gax̲tooltóow we will study 

2p sh tóo at gax̲yiltóow you all will study 

3p sh tóo has at gugw̲altóow they will study 

4 sh tóo at gax̲dultóow people will study 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél sh tóo at kukw̲altóow I won't study 

2s tlél sh tóo at gage̲eltóow you won't study 

3s tlél sh tóo at guga̲ltóow s/he won't study 

1p tlél sh tóo at gax̲tooltóow we won't study 

2p tlél sh tóo at gax̲yiltóow you all won't study 

3p tlél sh tóo has at gugw̲altóow they won't study 

4 tlél sh tóo at gax̲dultóow nobody will study 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s sh tóo at ka̲ltóow let me study 

3s sh tóo at ga̲ltóow let him/her study 

1p sh tóo at ga̲tooltóow let us study 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé sh tóo at gw̲adlitoowu yé no way can s/he study 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s sh tóo at gw̲altóowun s/he would have studied 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s sh tóo at iltóowni if/when s/he studies 
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swallow it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-nóot'~ (na event) 
 for S to swallow O (pill, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-noot' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kananóot'! Swallow it! 

2p Kanaynóot'! You all swallow it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo keenút'guk!̲ Don't swallow it! 

2p Líl yoo kaynút'guk!̲ Don't you all swallow it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo akayanút'k s/he swallows it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akaawanóot' s/he swallowed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawunóot' s/he didn't swallow it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akananút'ch s/he swallows it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akunanút'ch s/he hasn't swallowed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akakgw̲anóot' s/he will swallow it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akakgw̲anóot' s/he won't swallow it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akanga̲nóot' let him/her swallow it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akunga̲anóot'i yé no way can s/he swallow it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akunga̲nóot'in s/he would have swallowed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akananút'ni if/when s/he swallows it 
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sweep 

Theme: S-d-xéet' (ga̲ act) 
 for S to sweep 

Naish-Story:  ya-xeet' 
Notes 

Tlél udaxít'k which literally translates as 's/he doesn't sweep' is an expression 

commonly used to insinuate that the person is slovenly, lazy. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲idaxéet'! Sweep! 

2p G̲aydaxéet'! You all sweep! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yei idaxéet'jik!̲ Don't sweep! 

2p Líl yei yidaxéet'jik!̲ Don't you all sweep! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s daxít'kw s/he is sweeping; s/he sweeps 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél udaxít'kw s/he isn't sweeping; s/he doesn't sweep 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei daxéet'ch s/he sweeps (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wudixéet' s/he swept 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wudaxéet' s/he didn't sweep 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél gw̲adaxéet'ch s/he hasn't swept yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yei gux̲daxéet' s/he will sweep 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yei gux̲daxéet' s/he won't sweep 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲ax̲daxéet' let him/her sweep 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ga̲ax̲wdixéet'i yé no way can s/he sweep 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ga̲ax̲wdaxéet'in s/he would have swept 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ga̲daxéet'ni if/when s/he sweeps 
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sweep it 

Theme: O-S-ø-xéet' (ga̲ act) 
 for S to sweep O (esp. floor) 

Naish-Story:  ya-xeet' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s T'aa ká ga̲xéet'! Sweep the floor! 

2p T'aa ká ga̲yxéet'! You all sweep the floor! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl t'aa ká yei eexéet'jik!̲ Don't sweep the floor! 

2p Líl t'aa ká yei yixéet'jik!̲ Don't you all sweep the floor! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s t'aa ká axít'kw s/he is sweeping the floor; s/he sweeps the floor 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél t'aa ká ooxít'kw s/he doesn't sweep the floor 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s t'aa ká yei axéet'ch s/he sweeps the floor (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s t'aa ká aawaxéet' s/he swept the floor 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél t'aa ká awuxéet' s/he didn't sweep the floor 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s t'aa ká aga̲xéet'ch s/he sweeps the floor (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél t'aa ká ooga̲xéet'ch s/he hasn't swept the floor yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s t'aa ká yei akgw̲axéet' s/he will sweep the floor 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél t'aa ká yei akgw̲axéet' s/he won't sweep the floor 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s t'aa ká aga̲aga̲xéet' let him/her sweep the floor 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé t'aa ká aga̲agw̲aaxéet'i yé no way can s/he sweep the floor 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s t'aa ká aga̲agw̲axéet'in s/he would have swept the floor 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s t'aa ká ga̲xéet'ni if/when s/he sweeps the floor 
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sweet 

Theme: O-l-núkts (ga state) 
 for O to be sweet 

Naish-Story:  li-núkts 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s linúkts he/she/it is sweet 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ulnúkts it's not sweet 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s lanuktsi nooch it's always sweet 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei nalnúkts it is getting sweet 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s tlél kei unalnúkts it's not getting sweet 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei lanúktsch it gets sweet (repeatedly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s lanúktsin it used to be sweet 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ulnúktsin it didn't used to be sweet 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé linuktsi aa the sweet one 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wulinúkts it got sweet 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wulnúkts it didn't get sweet 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s galanúktsch it gets sweet (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél goolnúktsch it hasn't gotten sweet yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei gux̲lanúkts it will be sweet 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei gux̲lanúkts it won't be sweet 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s gax̲lanúkts let it be sweet 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guxl̲inuktsi yé no way can it be sweet 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲lanúktsin it would have been sweet 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s galanúktsni if/when it is sweet 

Example(s): 

Kei gux̲lanúkts tá yá xáanaa. 
Sleep will be sweet tonight. 
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tall, big 

Theme: O-l-gei~ (na state) 
 for O (esp. live creature or building) to be big, tall 

Naish-Story:  li-gei 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲at ligéi I'm tall 

2s iligéi you're tall 

3s ligéi he/she/it is tall 

1p haa ligéi we're tall 

2p yee ligéi you all are tall 

3p has ligéi they are tall 

4 ku̲ligéi people are tall 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at ulgé I'm not tall 

2s tlél eelgé you're not tall 

3s tlél ulgé he/she/it isn't tall 

1p tlél haa ulgé we're not tall 

2p tlél yee ulgé you all are not tall 

3p tlél has ulgé they aren't tall 

4 tlél ko̲olgé nobody is tall 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s has lagéi nooch they are always tall 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa x̲at nalgéin I'm getting tall 

2s yaa inalgéin you're getting tall 

3s yaa nalgéin he/she/it is getting tall 

1p yaa haa nalgéin we're getting tall 

2p yaa yee nalgéin you all are getting tall 

3p yaa (ha)s nalgéin they are getting tall 

4 yaa ku̲nalgéin people are getting tall 
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Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s lagéiyin s/he used to be tall 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ulgéiyin s/he didn't used to be tall 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé ligéiyi aa the tall one 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wuligei I got tall 

2s iwligei you got tall 

3s wuligei he/she/it got tall 

1p haa wuligei we got tall 

2p yee wligei you all got tall 

3p has wuligei they got tall 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wulgé I didn't get tall 

2s tlél iwulgé you didn't get tall 

3s tlél wulgé he/she/it didn't get tall 

1p tlél haa wulgé we didn't get tall 

2p tlél yee wulgé you all didn't get tall 

3p tlél has wulgé they didn't get tall 

4 tlél ku̲wulgé nobody got tall 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at unalgeich I haven't gotten tall yet 

2s tlél inalgeich you haven't gotten tall yet 

3s tlél unalgeich he/she/it hasn't gotten tall yet 

1p tlél haa unalgeich we haven't gotten tall yet 

2p tlél yee unalgeich you all haven't gotten tall yet 

3p tlél has unalgeich they haven't gotten tall yet 

4 tlél ko̲onalgeich nobody has gotten tall yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at gux̲lagéi I will be tall 
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2s kei igux̲lagéi you will be tall 

3s kei gux̲lagéi he/she/it will be tall 

1p kei haa gux̲lagéi we will be tall 

2p kei yee gux̲lagéi you all will be tall 

3p kei (ha)s gux̲lagéi they will be tall 

4 kei ku̲gux̲lagéi people will be tall 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei ax̲ gux̲lagei I won't be tall 

2s tlél kei igux̲lagei you won't be tall 

3s tlél kei gux̲lagei he/she/it won't be tall 

1p tlél kei haa gux̲lagei we won't be tall 

2p tlél kei yee gux̲lagei you all won't be tall 

3p tlél kei (ha)s gux̲lagei they won't be tall 

4 tlél kei ku̲gux̲lagei nobody will be tall 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi koonax̲ligeiyi yé no way can he/she/it be that tall 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s nax̲lageiyín he/she/it would have been tall 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s nalgéini if/when he/she/it gets tall 

Example(s): 

Tle yá x̲'eitakw kudasáa téel x̲'oosdé x̲wdayeegé̲, tle ax̲ nalgeich. 
When I put on my high heeled shoes, I become tall. 
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tan it; smoke it; cure it by placing in smoke 

Theme: áx̲ a-ka-S-l-s'eik~̲ (na event) 
 for S to tan, smoke, cure something by placing in smoke 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-s'eek̲ 

Variants: áx̲ a-ka-S-l-s'eek̲~ (na event) 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Áx̲ akanals'eik̲! Tan it! 

2p Áx̲ akanayils'eik!̲ You all tan it! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ akaylas'eigí̲k̲! Don't tan it! 

2p Líl áx̲ akayeeylas'eigí̲k̲! Don't you all tan it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ aklas'ékx̲̲ s/he tans it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s áx̲ akaxw̲lis'eik̲ I tanned it 

3s áx̲ akawlis'eik̲ s/he tanned it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ akaxw̲las'eik ̲ I didn't tan it 

3s tlél áx̲ akawuls'eik̲ s/he didn't tan it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s áx̲ akanaxl̲as'ék̲ch I tan it (every time) 

3s áx̲ akanals'ékc̲h s/he tans it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél áx̲ akoonaxl̲as'ékc̲h I haven't tanned it yet 

3s tlél áx̲ akoonals'ék̲ch s/he hasn't tanned it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s áx̲ akakkw̲alas'éik ̲I will tan it 

3s áx̲ akagux̲las'éik ̲ s/he will tan it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél áx̲ akakkw̲alas'eik̲ I won't tan it 

3s tlél áx̲ akaguxl̲as'eik ̲ s/he won't tan it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s áx̲ akanka̲las'eik̲ let me tan it 
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3s áx̲ akanaxl̲as'eik̲ let him/her tan it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé áx̲ akoonaxl̲is'eigi̲ yé no way can s/he tan it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s áx̲ akoonax̲las'eigí̲n s/he would have tanned it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s áx̲ akanals'ékn̲i if/when s/he tans it 
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taste good (like the taste of it) 

Theme: N x̲'é ø-k'éi (ga state) 
 for N to like the taste of something 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s du x̲'é yak'éi s/he likes the taste of it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél du x̲'é uk'é s/he doesn't like the taste of it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s du x̲'é wook'éi s/he liked the taste of it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél du x̲'é wuk'éi s/he didn't like the taste of it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s du x̲'é gak'éichs/he likes the taste of it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél du x̲'é gook'éich s/he doesn't like the taste of it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s du x̲'é kei kgw̲ak'éi s/he will like the taste of it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél du x̲'é kei kgw̲ak'éi s/he won't like the taste of it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du x̲'é guga̲ak'éiyi yé no way can s/he like the taste of it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du x̲'é guga̲k'éiyin s/he would have liked the taste of it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du x̲'é k'éini if/when s/he likes the taste of it 
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taste it 

Theme: x̲'éi O-S-d-nook~ (ø state) 
 for S to taste, sample O 

Naish-Story:  x̲'éi + di-nook 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s X̲'éi idanú! Taste it! 

2p X̲'éi yidanú! You all taste it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl x̲'éi idanúkx̲uk!̲ Don't taste it! 

2p Líl x̲'éi yidanúkx̲uk!̲ Don't you all taste it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲'éi x̲dinook I taste it 

3s x̲'éi adinook s/he tastes it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲'éi ux̲danook I don't taste it 

3s tlél x̲'éi oodanook s/he doesn't taste it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s x'éi adanúkx̲ s/he tastes it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲'éi x̲wdinúk I tasted it 

3s x̲'éi awdinúk s/he tasted it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲'éi x̲wadanook I didn't taste it 

3s tlél x̲'éi awdanook s/he didn't taste it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲'éi x̲wadanúkch I taste it (every time) 

3s x̲'éi oodanúkch s/he tastes it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲'éi x̲wadanúkch I haven't tasted it yet 

3s tlél x̲'éi oodanúkch s/he hasn't tasted it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲'éi kkw̲adanóok I will taste it 

3s x̲'éi agux̲danóok s/he will taste it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲'éi kkw̲adanook I won't taste it 
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3s tlél x̲'éi agux̲danook s/he won't taste it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲'éi ka̲danook let me taste it 

3s x̲'éi ax̲danook let him/her taste it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé x'̲éi oox̲dinoogu yé no way can s/he taste it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s x̲'éi oox̲danoogún s/he would have tasted it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s x̲'éi adanúkni if/when s/he tastes it 

Example(s): 

Wéi géewaa x̲'éi yidanú! 
You all taste the beer! 

Wéi Anóoshi kahéeni áwé tlél x̲'éi x̲wdanúkch. 
I haven't tasted the Russain drink yet. 
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taste (a certain way) 

Theme: (yéi) du-ø-nook (Ø state) 
 for something to taste (a certain way) 

Naish-Story:  doo-ya-nook 

Notes 

Note that k'idéin "good", given in the paradigm here, can be replaced with a number 

of adverbial phrases to change the meaning. Here are a few examples: wáa sá 

duwanook? "how does it taste?"; at géide duwanook "it tastes strange"; and tlél a yáx ̲ 

dunook "it doesn't taste right". 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

4 (k'idéin) duwanook it tastes (good) 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

4 tlél (k'idéin) dunook it doesn't taste (good) 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

4 (k'idéin) yaa ndunúk it's starting to taste (good) 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

4 (k'idéin) dunúkx̲ it tastes (good) (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

4 (k'idéin) wuduwanúk it tasted (good) 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

4 tlél (k'idéin) wududook it didn't taste good 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

4 (k'idéin) gax̲dunóok it will taste (good) 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

4 tlél (k'idéin) gaxd̲unook it won't taste (good) 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

4 tlél aadé (k'idéin) ga̲duwanoogu yé no way can it taste (good) 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

4 (k'idéin) ga̲dunoogún it would have tasted (good) 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

4 (k'idéin) dunúkni if/when it tastes (good) 
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Example(s): 

A x̲oo yéi yi.oowú, tlél k'idéin gax̲dunook. 
If you put that in there, it's not going to taste good. 

Tlél aadé k'idéin ga̲duwanoogu yé, tlél ooshgóok at gas.eeyí. 
No way can it taste good, he doesn't know how to cook. 

K'idéin wudunoogú yax̲ yakkw̲asax̲áa. 
If it tastes good, I'm going to eat it all up. 

K'idéin dunúkx̲ hóoch awus.eeyí. 
It tastes good when he cooks it. 

Wáa sá tlax̲ kasiyidéin duwanook? 

How come it tastes so funny? 
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teach him/her 

Theme: P-x' at S-l-tóow (ø act) 
 for S to teach P 

Naish-Story:  A-x' + li-toow 

Notes 

With the noun phrase du ée "to him/her; in his/her company", the postposition -x' 

has a variant form -ø (unmarked). Therefore, you will notice that in some examples, 

the postposition -x' is present, as in: du éex' at wulitóow "s/he taught him/her" and 

in others it is not, as in: du ée at wulitóow "s/he taught him/her". Both forms are 

acceptable and have the same meaning. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du éex' at latóow! Teach him/her! 

2p Du éex' at yilatóow! You all teach him/her! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl du éex' at ilatóowuk!̲ Don't teach him/her! 

2p Líl du éex' at yilatóowuk!̲ Don't you all teach him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s du éex' at latóow s/he's teaching him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél du éex' at ultoow s/he's not teaching him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s du éex' at wulitóow s/he taught him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél du éex' at wultóow s/he didn't teach him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s du éex' at ultóowch s/he teaches him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél du éex' at ultóowch s/he hasn't taught him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s du éex' at gux̲latóow s/he will teach him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél du éex' at gux̲latoow s/he won't teach him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s du éex' at ga̲latóow let him/her teach him/her 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du éex' at ux̲litoowu yé no way can s/he teach him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du éex' at ux̲latóowun s/he would have taught him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du éex' at latóowni if/when s/he teaches him/her 
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teach it to him/her 

Theme: P-x' O-S-l-tóow (ø act) 
 for S to teach O to P 

Naish-Story:  A-x' + li-toow 

Notes 

With the noun phrase du ée "to him/her; in his/her company", the postposition -x' 

has a variant form -ø (unmarked). Therefore, you will notice that in some examples, 

the postposition -x' is present, as in: du éex' awlitóow "s/he taught him/her" and in 

others it is not, as in: du ée awlitóow "s/he taught him/her". Both forms are 

acceptable and have the same meaning. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Du ée latóow! Teach it to him/her! 

2p Du ée yilatóow! You all teach it to him/her! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl du éex' ilatóowuk!̲ Don't teach it to him/her! 

2p Líl du éex' yilatóowuk!̲ Don't you all teach it to him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s du éex' altóow s/he is teaching it to him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél du éex' ooltoow s/he's not teaching it to him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s du éex' awlitóow s/he taught it to him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél du éex' awultóow s/he didn't teach it to him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s du éex' ooltóowch s/he teaches it to him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél du éex' ooltóowch s/he hasn't taught it to him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s du éex' agux̲latóow s/he will teach it to him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél du éex' aguxl̲atoow s/he won't teach it to him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s du éex' ax̲latóow let him/her teach it to him/her 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du éex' oox̲litoowu yé no way can s/he teach it to him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du éex' oox̲latóowun s/he would have taught it to him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du éex' altóowni if/when s/he teaches it to him/her 
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tear it; rip it; peel it off 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-s'éil'~ (ga̲ act) 
 for S to tear, tear up, rip off O; for S to peel off O (bark from a tree) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-s'eil' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kaga̲s'éil'! Tear it! 

2p Kaga̲ys'éil'! You all tear it! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kayees'éil'ik!̲ Don't tear it! 

2p Líl kayeeys'éil'ik!̲ Don't you all tear it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲as'él't I'm tearing it 

3s akas'él't s/he is tearing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲as'él't I'm not tearing it 

3s tlél akoos'él't s/he isn't tearing it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yei kanx̲as'él' I'm tearing it 

3s yei akanas'él' s/he's tearing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei akas'él'ch s/he tears it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waas'éil' I tore it 

3s akaawas'éil' s/he tore it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲as'éil' I didn't tear it 

3s tlél akawus'éil' s/he didn't tear it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kaka̲s'él'ch I tear it (every time) 

3s akga̲s'él'ch s/he tears it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kooka̲s'él'ch I haven't torn it yet 

3s tlél akooga̲s'él'ch s/he hasn't torn it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi kakkw̲as'éil' I will tear it 
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3s yéi akakgw̲as'éil' s/he will tear it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi kakkw̲as'éil' I won't tear it 

3s tlél yéi akakgw̲as'éil' s/he won't tear it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kaka̲aka̲s'éil' let me tear it 

3s akaga̲aga̲s'éil' let him/her tear it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akooga̲aga̲as'éil'i yé no way can s/he tear it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akooga̲aga̲s'éil'in s/he would have torn it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akga̲s'él'ni if/when s/he tears it 
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tell a legend 

Theme: O-S-ø-tlaakw~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to tell, recount, narrate O (legend, myth, fairy tale, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  ya-tlaakw 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s K̲oon atlákw! Tell people a legend! 

2p K̲oon eetlákw! You all tell people a legend! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s ko̲on atláakw s/he is telling people a legend; s/he tells people legends 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél ko̲on ootlaakw s/he doesn't tell people legends 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ko̲on atláakw nooch s/he always tells people legends 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ko̲on atlákwx̲ s/he tells people a legend (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s ko̲on aawatlákw s/he told people a legend 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél ko̲on awutlaakw s/he didn't tell people a ledend 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ko̲on ootlákwch s/he tells people a legend (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ko̲on ootlákwch s/he hasn't told people a legend yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s ko̲on akgw̲atláakw s/he will tell people a legend 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél ko̲on akgw̲atlaakw s/he won't tell people a legend 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ko̲on aga̲tlákw let him/her tell people a legend 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ko̲on agw̲aatlágu yé no way can s/he tell people a legend 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ko̲on agw̲atlágun s/he would have told people a legend 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ko̲on atlákwni if/when s/he tells people a legend 
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tell a story, narrate; preach 

Theme: sh ka-S-d-l-neek (na act) 
 for S to preach, narrate, tell a story 

Naish-Story:  sh ka-dli-neek 

Notes 

To include in the sentence what the story is about, use: N daat 'about N'. To include 

who the story is being told to, use: N een 'to N'. For example: Mary áwé John een sh 

kawdlineek wé naaxein daat. 'Mary told John a story about the Chilkat robe.' 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sh kaneelneek! Tell a story! 

2p Sh kanayilneek! You all tell a story! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl sh keelneegík̲! Don't tell a story! 

2p Líl sh kayilneegík̲! Don't you all tell a story! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s sh kaxa̲lneek I am telling a story 

2s sh keelneek you are telling a story 

3s sh kalneek s/he is telling a story 

1p sh katoolneek we are telling a story 

2p sh kayilneek you all are telling a story 

3p has sh kalneek they are telling a story 

4 sh kadulneek people are telling stories 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél sh kaxw̲alneek / tlél sh koox̲alneek I'm not telling a story 

2s tlél sh keelneek you aren't telling a story 

3s tlél sh koolneek s/he isn't telling a story 

1p tlél sh katoolneek we aren't telling a story 

2p tlél sh kayilneek you all aren't telling a story 

3p tlél has sh koolneek they aren't telling a story 

4 tlél sh kadulneek nobody is telling a story 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s sh kalnik nooch s/he always tells stories 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s ch'a yeisú aadé yaa sh kanx̲alník I am still getting to the point 

2s ch'a yeisú aadé yaa sh kaneelník you are still getting to the point 
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3s ch'a yeisú aadé yaa sh kanalník s/he is still getting to the point 

1p ch'a yeisú aadé yaa sh kantoolník we are still getting to the point 

2p ch'a yeisú aadé yaa sh kanayilník you all are still getting to the point 

3p ch'a yeisú aadé yaa (ha)s sh kanalník they are still getting to the point 

4 ch'a yeisú aadé yaa sh kandulník people are still getting to the point 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yóo sh kadliníkt s/he tells stories (regulary) 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé sh kalnik aa the one who is telling a story 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s sh kaxw̲dlineek I told a story 

2s sh kaydlineek you told a story 

3s sh kawdlineek s/he told a story 

1p sh kawtudlineek we told a story 

2p sh kayeeydlineek you all told a story 

3p has sh kawdlineek they told a story 

4 sh kawdudlineek people told stories 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél sh kaxw̲alneek I didn't tell a story 

2s tlél sh keelneek you didn't tell a story 

3s tlél sh kawulneek s/he didn't tell a story 

1p tlél sh kawtulneek we didn't tell a story 

2p tlél sh kayeeylneek you all didn't tell a story 

3p tlél has sh kawulneek they didn't tell a story 

4 tlél kawdulneek nobody told a story 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél sh koonx̲alneekch I haven't told a story yet 

2s tlél sh kaneelneekch you haven't told a story yet 

3s tlél sh koonalneekch s/he hasn't told a story yet 

1p tlél sh kantoolneekch we haven't told a story yet 
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2p tlél sh kanayilneekch you all haven't told a story yet 

3p tlél has sh koonalneekch they haven't told a story yet 

4 tlél sh kandulneekch nobody has told a story yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s sh kakkw̲alneek I will tell a story 

2s sh kakge̲elneek you will tell a story 

3s sh kakgw̲alneek s/he will tell a story 

1p sh kagaxt̲oolneek we will tell a story 

2p sh kagaxy̲eelneek you all will tell a story 

3p has sh kakgw̲alneek they will tell a story 

4 sh kagaxd̲ulneek someone will tell a story 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél sh kakkw̲alneek I won't tell a story 

2s tlél sh kakge̲elneek you won't tell a story 

3s tlél sh kakgw̲alneek s/he won't tell a story 

1p tlél sh kagaxt̲oolneek we won't tell a story 

2p tlél sh kagaxy̲eelneek you all won't tell a story 

3p tlél has sh kakgw̲alneek they won't tell a story 

4 tlél sh kagaxd̲ulneek nobody will tell a story 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s sh kanka̲lneek let me tell a story 

3s sh kanga̲lneek let him/her tell a story 

1p sh kanaxt̲oolneek let us tell a story 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé sh koonax̲dlineegi yé no way can s/he tell a story 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s sh koonax̲laneegín s/he would have told a story 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s sh kanalneekní if/when s/he tells a story 
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tell him/her (a certain thing) 

Theme: (yéi) O-daa-ya-S-ø-ká̲ (act) 
 for S to tell O (a certain thing) 

Naish-Story:  A + daa-ya-ya-ka̲a 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yéi daayaxa̲ká̲ I tell him/her that 

2s yéi daayeeká̲ you tell him/her that 

3s yéi adaayaká̲ s/he tells him/her that 

1p yéi daayatooká̲ we tell him/her that 

2p yéi daayeeyká̲ you all tell him/her that 

3p yéi (ha)s adaayaká̲ they tell him/her that 

4 yéi daayaduká̲ someone tells him/her that 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi daayax̲waká̲ I don't tell him/her that 

2s tlél yéi daayeeká̲ you don't tell him/her that 

3s tlél yéi adaawuká̲ s/he doesn't tell him/her that 

1p tlél yéi daayatooká̲ we don't tell him/her that 

2p tlél yéi daayeeyká̲ you all don't tell him/her that 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s adaawuká̲ they don't tell him/her that 

4 tlél yéi daayaduká̲ nobody tells him/her that 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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tell the story of it; talk into it 

Theme: O-ka-S-l-neek (na act) 
 for S to tell the story of O; for S to talk into O 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-neek 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kanalneek! Tell the story of it! 

2p Kanaylaneek! You all tell the story of it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keelaneegík̲! Don't tell the story of it! 

2p Líl kaylaneegík!̲ Don't you all tell the story of it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲laneek I tell the story of it; I'm telling the story of it 

3s aklaneek s/he tells the story of it; s/he is telling the story of it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲laneek I don't tell the story of it; I'm not telling the story of 

it 

3s tlél akoolneek s/he doesn't tell the story of it; s/he isn't telling the 

story of it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s aklanik nooch s/he always tells the story of it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo akliníkk s/he tells the story of it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲wlineek I told the story of it 

3s akawlineek s/he told the story of it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲laneek I didn't tell the story of it 

3s tlél akawulneek s/he didn't tell the story of it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koonax̲laneekch I haven't told the story of it yet 

3s tlél akoonalneekch s/he hasn't told the story of it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲alaneek I will tell the story of it 
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3s akaguxl̲aneek s/he will tell the story of it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲alaneek I won't tell the story of it 

3s tlél akaguxl̲aneek s/he won't tell the story of it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kanka̲laneek let me tell the story of it 

3s akanaxl̲aneek let him/her tell the story of it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akoonaxl̲ineegi yé no way can s/he tell the story of it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoonax̲laneegín s/he would have told the story of it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akanalneekní if/when s/he tells the story of it 
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tell, report about it; witness, testify about it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-neek~ (na act) 
 for S to tell about, report about, give facts about O; for S to witness to, 

tell about, testify about O 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-neek 

Notes 

To indicate who the listener is, use: N een. For example, Mary een akaawaneek. 

"S/he told Mary about it." This is not required with this verb however, and is 

therefore not included in the Leer-Edwards theme. 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kananeek! Tell about it! 

2p Kanayneek! You all tell about it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keeneegík!̲ Don't tell about it! 

2p Líl kayneegík!̲ Don't you all tell about it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲anéek I tell about it; I am telling about it 

2s keenéek you tell about it; you are telling about it 

3s akanéek s/he tells about it; s/he is telling about it 

1p katoonéek we tell about it; we are telling about it 

2p kaynéek you all tell about it; you all are telling about it 

3p has akanéek they tell about it; they are telling about it 

4 kadunéek someone tells about it; someone is telling about it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲aneek I don't tell about it; I'm not telling about it 

2s tlél keeneek you don't tell about it; you aren't telling about it 

3s tlél akooneek s/he doesn't tell about it; s/he isn't telling about it 

1p tlél katooneek we don't tell about it; we aren't telling about it 

2p tlél kayneek you all don't tell about it; you all aren't telling about it 

3p tlél has akooneek they don't tell about it; they aren't telling about it 

4 tlél kaduneek nobody tells about it; nobody is telling about it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s akanik nooch s/he always tells about it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yóo akaaníkk s/he tells about it (regularly) 
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Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s akaneegín s/he used to tell about it 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél akooneegín s/he didn't used to tell about it 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé at kaneek aa the one who tells about it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waaneek I told about it 

2s keeyaneek you told about it 

3s akaawaneek s/he told about it 

1p kawtuwaneek we told about it 

2p kayeeyneek you all told about it 

3p has akaawaneek they told about it 

4 kawduwaneek someone told about it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲aneek I didn't tell about it 

2s tlél kayineek you didn't tell about it 

3s tlél akawuneek s/he didn't tell about it 

1p tlél kawtooneek we didn't tell about it 

2p tlél kayeeyneek you all didn't tell about it 

3p tlél has akawuneek they didn't tell about it 

4 tlél kawduneek nobody told about it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kanx̲aníkch I tell about it (every time) 

2s kaneeníkch you tell about it (every time) 

3s akananíkch s/he tells about it (every time) 

1p kantooníkch we tell about it (every time) 

2p kanayníkch you all tell about it (every time) 

3p has akananíkch they tell about it (every time) 

4 kanduníkch somebody tells about it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koonx̲aníkch I haven't told about it yet 

2s tlél kaneeníkch you haven't told about it yet 

3s tlél akoonaníkch s/he hasn't told about it yet 
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1p tlél kantooníkch we haven't told about it yet 

2p tlél kanayníkch you all haven't told about it yet 

3p tlél has akoonaníkch they haven't told about it yet 

4 tlél kanduníkch nobody has told about it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲anéek I will tell about it 

2s kakge̲enéek you will tell about it 

3s akakgw̲anéek s/he will tell about it 

1p kagax̲toonéek we will tell about it 

2p kagax̲yeenéek you all will tell about it 

3p has akakgw̲anéek they will tell about it 

4 kagax̲dunéek someone will tell about it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲aneek I won't tell about it 

2s tlél kakge̲eneek you won't tell about it 

3s tlél akakgw̲aneek s/he won't tell about it 

1p tlél kagaxt̲ooneek we won't tell about it 

2p tlél kagaxy̲eeneek you all won't tell about it 

3p tlél has akakgw̲aneek they won't tell about it 

4 tlél kagaxd̲uneek nobody will tell about it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kanka̲neek let me tell about it 

3s akanga̲neek let him/her tell about it 

1p kanaxt̲ooneek let us tell about it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akoonga̲aneegi yé no way can s/he tell about it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoonga̲neegín s/he would have told about it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akananíkni if/when s/he tells about it 

Example(s): 

G̲unéi akaawanéek. 
S/he is starting to tell about it. 

Tlél ax ̲een at kaduneek. 
Nobody tells me anything. 
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tell, say to him/her; ask him/her to do 

Theme: (yóo) O-ya-S-s-ka̲a~ (na event) 
 for S to tell, say (that) to O; for S to ask O to do (that) 

Naish-Story:  A + ya-si-ka̲a 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yóo yanaská̲! Tell him/her! 

2p Yóo yanaysaká̲! You all tell him/her! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yóo yeesaké̲igik!̲ Don't tell him/her! 

2p Líl yóo yaysaké̲igik!̲ Don't you all tell him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yóo ayasiké̲ik s/he tells him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yóo yax̲wsika̲a I told him/her 

2s yóo yaysika̲a you told him/her 

3s yóo ayawsika̲a s/he told him/her 

1p yóo yawtusika̲a we told him/her 

2p yóo yayeeysika̲a you all told him/her 

3p yóo (ha)s ayawsika̲a they told him/her 

4 yóo yawdudzika̲a someone told him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi yax̲wsaka̲a I didn't tell him/her 

2s tlél yéi yaysaka̲a you didn't tell him/her 

3s tlél yéi ayawuska̲a s/he didn't tell him/her 

1p tlél yéi yawtusaka̲a we didn't tell him/her 

2p tlél yéi yayeeysaka̲a you all didn't tell him/her 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s ayawuska̲a they didn't tell him/her 

4 tlél yéi yawduska̲a nobody told him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yóo yanax̲saké̲ich I tell him/her (every time) 
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2s yóo yanisaké̲ich you tell him/her (every time) 

3s yóo ayanaské̲ich s/he tells him/her (every time) 

1p yóo yantusaké̲ich we tell him/her (every time) 

2p yóo yanaysaké̲ich you all tell him/her (every time) 

3p yóo (ha)s ayanaské̲ich they tell him/her (every time) 

4 yóo yanduské̲ich someone tells him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yóo yanax̲saké̲ich I haven't told him/her yet 

2s tlél yóo yanisaké̲ich you haven't told him/her yet 

3s tlél yóo ayanaské̲ich s/he hasn't told him/her yet 

1p tlél yóo yantusaké̲ich we haven't told him/her yet 

2p tlél yóo yanaysaké̲ich you all haven't told him/her yet 

3p tlél yóo (ha)s awunaské̲ich they haven't told him/her yet 

4 tlél yóo yanduské̲ich nobody has told him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yóo yakkw̲asaká̲a I will tell him/her 

2s yóo yakgi̲saká̲a you will tell him/her 

3s yóo ayagux̲saká̲a s/he will tell him/her 

1p yóo yagax̲tusaká̲a we will tell him/her 

2p yóo yagax̲yisaká̲a you all will tell him/her 

3p yóo (ha)s ayagux̲saká̲a they will tell him/her 

4 yóo yagax̲duská̲a someone will tell him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yóo yakkw̲asaka̲a I won't tell him/her 

2s tlél yóo yakgi̲saka̲a you won't tell him/her 

3s tlél yóo ayagux̲saka̲a s/he won't tell him/her 

1p tlél yóo yagax̲tusaka̲a we won't tell him/her 

2p tlél yóo yagax̲yisaka̲a you all won't tell him/her 

3p tlél yóo (ha)s ayagux̲saka̲a they won't tell him/her 

4 tlél yóo yagax̲duska̲a nobody will tell him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yóo yanka̲saka̲a let me tell him/her 

3s yóo ayanax̲saka̲a let him/her tell him/her 

1p yóo yanax̲tusaka̲a let us tell him/her 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yóo ayanax̲sika̲ayi yé no way can s/he tell him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yóo ayanax̲saka̲ayín s/he would have told him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yóo ayanaské̲inni if/when s/he tells him/her 
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tempt him/her; test him/her/it; try it out 

Theme: O-ka-u-S-ø-dlénx̲aa (na act) 
 for S to tempt, try out, test O 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-dlénx̲aa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kanadlénx̲aa! Tempt him/her! 

2p Kanaydlénx̲aa! You all tempt him/her! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keedlénx̲aayik!̲ Don't tempt him/her! 

2p Líl kaydlénx̲aayik!̲ Don't you all tempt him/her! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kux̲adlénx̲aa I am tempting him/her 

3s akoodlénx̲aa he/she/it is tempting him/her 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél kux̲adlénx̲aa I'm not tempting him/her 

3s tlél akoodlénx̲aa he/she/it isn't tempting him/her 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo akayadlénx̲aa he/she/it tempts him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kux̲waadlénx̲aa I tempted him/her 

3s akaawadlénx̲aa he/she/it tempted him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kux̲wadlénx̲aa I didn't tempt him/her 

3s tlél akawudlénx̲aa he/she/it didn't tempt him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kunx̲adlénx̲aach I haven't tempted him/her yet 

3s tlél akunadlénxa̲ach he/she/it hasn't tempted him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲adlénx̲aa I will tempt him/her 

3s akakgw̲adlénxa̲a he/she/it will tempt him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲adlénx̲aa I won't tempt him/her 

3s tlél akakgw̲adlénxa̲a he/she/it won't tempt him/her 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s koonka̲dlénx̲aa let me tempt him/her 

3s akoonga̲dlénx̲aa let him/her/it tempt him/her 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akunga̲adlénxa̲ayi yé no way can he/she/it tempt him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akunga̲dlénx̲aayin he/she/it would have tempted him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akanadlénx̲aaní if/when he/she/it tempts him/her 
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terrible, awful, eerie (in appearance); unattractive 

Theme: O-ka-(u)-l-jée (ga state) 
 for O to be awful, terrible, eerie (in appearance), unattractive 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-jee 

Notes 

Note that in classical Tlingit, this verb had a thematic prefix (u-) which is slowly 

falling out of modern day speech. This is indicated in the Leer-Edwards theme as 

(u)-. Either imperfective form given here is acceptable: kalijée / kulijée. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s kalijée / kulijée it looks terrible 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél kooljée it doesn't look terrible 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s kalajée nooch it always looks terrible 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s kawlijée it looked terrible 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél kawuljée it didn't look terrible 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei kagux̲lajée it will look terrible 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei kagux̲lajée it won't look terrible 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kugaax̲lijéeyi yé no way can it look terrible 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kugaax̲lajéeyin it would have looked terrible 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kagaljéeni if/when it looks terrible 
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thick 

Theme: s-kaak (ga state) 
 for something to be thick (cloth, board, food, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  si-kaak 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s sikaak it's thick 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél uskaak it's not thick 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s kei naskaak it's becoming thick 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei sakaakx ̲ it gets thick (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s wusikaak it became thick 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wuskaak it didn't become thick 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s gaskaakch it gets thick (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél gooskaakch it hasn't gotten thick yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s kei gux̲sakaak it will be thick 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél kei gux̲sakaak it won't be thick 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲x̲sakaak let it be thick 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé guxs̲ikaagi yé no way can it be thick 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gux̲sakaagín it would have been thick 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gaskaakní if/when it's thick 
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thick (that thick) 

Theme: (yéi) ka-u-s-kaak~ (na state) 
 for a board, cloth, etc. to be (so) thick 

Naish-Story:  si-kaak 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yéi kwsikaak it's that thick 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kooskaak it's not that thick 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yéi yaa kunaskák it's getting that thick 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yéi kwsakákx̲ it gets that thick (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yéi kawsikaak it got that thick; it thickened 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kawuskaak it didn't get that thick; it didn't thicken 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yéi kunaskákch it gets that thick (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yéi kunaskákch it hasn't gotten that thick yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi kagux̲sakáak it will get that thick 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi kagux̲sakaak it won't get that thick 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yéi kunax̲sakaak let it be that thick 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi kunax̲wsikaagi yé no way can it get that thick 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi kunax̲wsakaagín it would have gotten that thick 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi kunaskákni if/when it gets that thick 
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think over, consider, make up one's mind about (singular 

subject) 

Theme: N daa yoo tu-S-ø-taan~ (ø act) 
 for (singular) S to think over, consider, make up one's mind about N 

Naish-Story:  a daa + tu-ya-taan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s A daa yoo tutánk! Think about it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl a daa yoo teetángik!̲ Don't think about it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s a daa yoo tux̲aatánk I think about it; I am thinking about it 

2s a daa yoo teeyatánk you think about it; you are thinking about it 

3s a daa yoo tuwatánk s/he thinks about it; s/he is thinking about it 

4 a daa yoo tuduwatánk someone thinks about it; someone is thinking 

about it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél a daa yoo tux̲watánk I don't think about it; I'm not thinking about 

it 

2s tlél a daa yoo teetánk you don't think about it; you're not thinking 

about it 

3s tlél a daa yoo tutánk s/he doesn't think about it; she's not thinking 

about it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s a daa yoo tutangi nooch s/he always thinks about it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s a daa yoo tuwatánk s/he thinks about it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s a daa yoo tutángin s/he used to think about it 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé yoo tuwatangi aa the one who thinks about it; the one who is 

thinking about it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s a daa yoo tux̲waatán I thought about it 

2s a daa yoo teeyatán you thought about it 
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3s a daa yoo toowatán s/he thought about it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél a daa yoo tux̲wataan I didn't think about it 

2s tlél a daa yoo tuyitaanyou didn't think about it 

3s tlél a daa yoo tuwutaan s/he didn't think about it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél a daa yoo toox̲ataanch I haven't thought about it yet 

2s tlél a daa yoo teetaanch you haven't thought about it yet 

3s tlél a daa yoo tootaanch s/he hasn't thought about it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s a daa yoo tukkw̲atáan I will think about it 

2s a daa yoo tukge̲etáan you will think about it 

3s a daa yoo tukgw̲atáan s/he will think about it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél a daa yoo tukkw̲ataan I won't think about it 

2s tlél a daa yoo tukge̲etaan you won't think about it 

3s tlél a daa yoo tukgw̲ataan s/he won't think about it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s a daa yoo tuka̲taan let me think about it 

3s a daa yoo tuga̲taan let him/her think about it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé a daa yoo tugw̲aataani yé no way can s/he think about it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s a daa yoo tugw̲ataanín s/he would have thought about it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s a daa yoo tutánni if/when s/he thinks about it 
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think over, consider, make up one's mind about (plural 

subject) 

Theme: N daa yoo tu-S-l-.aat~ (ø act) 
 for (plural) S to think over, consider, make up one's mind about N 

Naish-Story:  a daa + tu-li-.aat 

Singular: taan 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2p A daa yoo teeyla.át! You all think about it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2p Líl a daa yoo tuyla.átgik!̲ Don't you all think about it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1p a daa yoo tutuli.átk we think about it; we are thinking about it 

2p a daa yoo tuyli.átk you all think about it; you all are thinking about 

it 

3p a daa yoo (ha)s tuli.átk they think about it; they are thinking about it 

4 [does not occur] 
Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1p tlél a daa yoo tutula.átk we don't think about it; we're not thinking 

about it 

2p tlél a daa yoo tuyla.átk you all don't think about it; you all are not 

thinking about it 

3p tlél a daa yoo (ha)s tool.átk they don't think about it; they're not 

thinking about it 

4 tlél a daa yoo tudul.átk nobody thinks about it; nobody is thinking 

about it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3p [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3p a daa yoo (ha)s tuli.átk they think about it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1p a daa yoo tuwtuli.át we thought about it 

2p a daa yoo tuyeeyli.át you all thought about it 

3p a daa yoo (ha)s tuwli.át they thought about it 

4 a daa yoo tuwdudli.át people thought about it 
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Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1p tlél a daa yoo tuwtula.aat we didn't think about it 

2p tlél a daa yoo tuyeeyla.aat you all didn't think about it 

3p tlél a daa yoo (ha)s tuwul.aat they didn't think about it 

4 tlél a daa yoo tuwdul.aat nobody thought about it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3p [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1p tlél a daa yoo tutula.aatch we haven't thought about it yet 

2p tlél a daa yoo tuyla.aatch you all haven't thought about it yet 

3p tlél a daa yoo (ha)s tool.aatch they haven't thought about it yet 

4 tlél a daa yoo tudul.aatch nobody has thought about it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1p a daa yoo tugax̲tula.áat we will think about it 

2p a daa yoo tugax̲yila.áat you all will think about it 

3p a daa yoo (ha)s tugux̲la.áat they will think about it 

4 a daa yoo tugax̲dul.áat people will think about it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1p tlél a daa yoo tugax̲tula.aat we won't think about it 

2p tlél a daa yoo tugax̲yila.aat you all won't think about it 

3p tlél a daa yoo (ha)s tugux̲la.aat they won't think about it 

4 tlél a daa yoo tugax̲dul.aat nobody will think about it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1p a daa yoo tux̲tula.aat let us think about it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3p tlél aadé a daa yoo (ha)s toox̲li.aadi yé no way can they think about it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3p a daa yoo toox̲la.aadín they would have thought about it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3p a daa yoo (ha)s tula.átni if/when they think about it 
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thirsty; dry 

Theme: O-sha-ø-koox~ (ø event) 
 for O to be thirsty; for O to be dry 

Naish-Story:  sha-ya-koox 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s shakúxx̲ he/she/it gets thirsty (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at shaawakúx I'm thirsty 

3s shaawakúx he/she/it is thirsty 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at shawukoox I'm not thirsty 

3s tlél shawukoox he/she/it isn't thirsty 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at shookúxch I get thirsty (every time) 

3s shookúxch he/she/it gets thirsty (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at shookúxch I'm not thirsty yet 

3s tlél shookúxch he/she/it isn't thirsty yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at shakgw̲akóox I will get thirsty 

3s shakgw̲akóox he/she/it will get thirsty 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at shakgw̲akoox I won't get thirsty 

3s tlél shakgw̲akoox he/she/it won't get thirsty 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at shaga̲koox let me be thirsty 

3s shaga̲koox let him/her/it be thirsty 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé shagw̲aakooxu yé no way can he/she/it be thirsty 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s shagw̲akooxún he/she/it would have been thirsty 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s shakúxni if/when he/she/it gets thirsty 

Example(s): 

Aatlein héen x̲wadináa ách áwé tlél x̲at shawukoox. 
I drank a lot of water so I'm not thirsty. 

Kooch'éit'aa ash kadulyádi héen dunáa nooch aagá̲a tlél ka̲a shookúxx̲. 
When they play basketball they always drink a lot of water and nobody gets thirsty. 
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tie it in a knot 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-dóox'~ (ø act; CV́C' Hort/Pot) 
 for S to tie O in a knot 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-doox' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kadúx'! Tie it! 

2p Kaydúx' You all tie it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keedúx'x̲uk!̲ Don't tie it! 

2p Líl kaydux'x̲uk̲! Don't you all tie it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s akadóox' s/he's tying it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél akoodóox' s/he's not tying it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akadúx'x̲ s/he ties it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akaawadúx' s/he tied it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawudóox' s/he didn't tie it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akoodúx'ch s/he ties it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akoodúx'ch s/he hasn't tied it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akakgw̲adóox' s/he will tie it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akakgw̲adóox' s/he won't tie it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akga̲dúx' let him/her tie it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akooga̲adúx'u yé no way can s/he tie it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akooga̲dúx'un s/he would have tied it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akadúx'ni if s/he ties it 
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tie it up, secure it (esp. a boat to shore) 

Theme: yánde O-S-ø-.aaxw̲~ (ø act) 
 for S to tie up, secure O (esp. a boat to shore) 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yánde .áx̲w! Tie it up! 

2p Yánde y.áx̲w! You all tie it up! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yánde yi.áx̲uk̲! Don't tie it up! 

2p Líl yánde yeey.áx̲uk̲! Don't you all tie it up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yánde a.aaxw̲ s/he's tying it up; s/he ties it up 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél yánde oo.aaxw̲ s/he isn't tying it up; s/he doesn't tie it up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s yánde aawa.áx̲w s/he tied it up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél yánde awu.aax̲w s/he didn't tie it up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s yánde oo.áx̲wch s/he ties it up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél yánde oo.aaxw̲ch / tlél yánde oo.áx̲wch s/he hasn't tied it up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yánde akgw̲a.áax̲w s/he will tie it up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yánde akgw̲a.aaxw̲ s/he won't tie it up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s yánde aga̲.aaxw̲ let him/her tie it up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yánde ooga̲a.aax̲u yé no way can s/he tie it up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yánde ooga̲.aax̲ún s/he would have tied it up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yánde a.áx̲wni if/when s/he ties it up 
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time for it 

Theme: P-t~ ku̲-ø-haa~ (ø motion) 
 for the time to come for P 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-ya-haa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s aadé yaa ku̲nahéin it's getting to be time for it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ ko̲ohaa the time comes for it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s át ku̲waháa it's time for it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél át ku̲wuhá it's not time for it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s át ko̲oháaych the time comes for it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél át ko̲oháaych the time hasn't come for it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s aadé ku̲kgw̲aháa there will come a time for it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ku̲kgw̲ahaa it won't be time for it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s át ku̲ga̲haa let the time come for it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át ku̲gw̲aahaayi yé no way can it be time for it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át ku̲gw̲ahaayín it would have been time for it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át ku̲héini if/when the time comes for it 

Example(s): 

Ch'a tlákw xáanaa dei yaa ku̲nahéini áwé x̲at galtíshch. 
I get lonely every time evening approaches. 

Sh x̲'ada.s'eik ̲áwé át ku̲waháa. 
It's time for a cigarette. 
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tire him/her 

Theme: O-S-l-xweitl~ (ø event) 
 for S to tire O, make O tired (either physically or emotionally) 

Naish-Story:  li-xweitl 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Laxwétl! Make him/her tired! 

2p Yeeylaxwétl! You all make him/her tired! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ilaxwétlx̲ik!̲ Don't make him/her tired! 

2p Líl yilaxwétlx̲ik!̲ Don't you all make him/her tired! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa nax̲laxwétl I'm making him/her tired 

2s yaa nilaxwétl you're making him/her tired 

3s yaa ash nalxwétl he/she/it is making him/her tired 

1p yaa ntulaxwétl we're making him/her tired 

2p yaa naylaxwétl you all are making him/her tired 

3p yaa (ha)s nalxwétl they are making him/her tired 

4 yaa ndulxwétl someone is making him/her tired 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél yaa unax̲laxwétl I'm not making him/her tired 

2s tlél yaa nilaxwétl you're not making him/her tired 

3s tlél yaa ash unalxwétl he/she/it isn't making him/her tired 

1p tlél yaa ntulaxwétl we're not making him/her tired 

2p tlél yaa naylaxwétl you all aren't making him/her tired 

3p tlél yaa (ha)s unalxwétl they're not making him/her tired 

4 tlél yaa ndulxwétl nobody is making him/her tired 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ash laxwétlx̲ he/she/it makes him/her tired (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲walixwétl I made him/her tired 

2s yilixwétl you made him/her tired 

3s ash wulixwétl he/she/it made him/her tired 
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1p wutulixwétl we made him/her tired 

2p yeeylixwétl you all made him/her tired 

3p has ash wulixwétl they made him/her tired 

4 wududlixwétl someone made him/her tired 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walaxweitl I didn't make him/her tired 

2s tlél yilaxweitl you didn't make him/her tired 

3s tlél ash wulxweitl he/she/it didn't make him/her tired 

1p tlél wutulaxweitl we didn't make him/her tired 

2p tlél yeeylaxweitl you all didn't make him/her tired 

3p tlél ash has wulxweitl they didn't make him/her tired 

4 tlél wudulxweitl nobody made him/her tired 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ux̲laxweitlch I make him/her tired (every time) 

2s ilaxweitlch you make him/her tired (every time) 

3s ash ulxweitlch he/she/it makes him/her tired (every time) 

1p tulaxweitlch we make him/her tired (every time) 

2p yeeylaxweitlch you all make him/her tired (every time) 

3p ash has ulxweitlch they make him/her tired (every time) 

4 dulxweitlch someone makes him/her tired (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ux̲laxweitlch I haven't made him/her tired yet 

2s tlél ilaxweitlch you haven't made him/her tired yet 

3s tlél ash ulxweitlch he/she/it hasn't made him/her tired yet 

1p tlél tulaxweitlch we haven't made him/her tired yet 

2p tlél yeeylaxweitlch you all haven't made him/her tired yet 

3p tlél ash has ulxweitlch they haven't made him/her tired yet 

4 tlél dulxweitlch nobody has made him/her tired yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲laxwéitl I will make him/her tired 

2s gagi̲laxwéitl you will make him/her tired 

3s ash gux̲laxwéitl he/she/it will make him/her tired 

1p gax̲tulaxwéitl we will make him/her tired 

2p gax̲yilaxwéitl you all will make him/her tired 
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3p has ash gux̲laxwéitl they will make him/her tired 

4 gax̲dulxwéitl someone will make him/her tired 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲laxweitl I won't make him/her tired 

2s tlél gagi̲laxweitl you won't make him/her tired 

3s tlél ash gux̲laxweitl he/she/it won't make him/her tired 

1p tlél gaxt̲ulaxweitl we won't make him/her tired 

2p tlél gaxy̲ilaxweitl you all won't make him/her tired 

3p tlél has ash gux̲laxweitl they won't make him/her tired 

4 tlél gaxd̲ulxweitl nobody will make him/her tired 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲laxweitl let me make him/her tired 

3s ax̲laxweitl let him/her make him/her tired 

1p ga̲tulaxweitl let us make him/her tired 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ooxl̲ixweidli yé no way can he/she/it make him/her tired 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oox̲laxweidlín he/she/it would have made him/her tired 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ash laxwétlni if/when he/she/it makes him/her tired 
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tired, weary 

Theme: O-d-xweitl~ (ø event) 
 for O to be tired, weary 

Naish-Story:  di-xweitl 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Idaxwétl! Be tired! 

2p Yee daxwétl! You all be tired! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl iwdaxweidlík!̲ Don't be tired! 

2p Líl yee wdaxweidlík̲! Don't you all be tired! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa x̲at nadaxwétl I'm getting tired 

2s yaa indaxwétl you're getting tired 

3s yaa ndaxwétl s/he's getting tired 

1p yaa haa ndaxwétl we're getting tired 

2p yaa yee ndaxwétl you all are getting tired 

3p yaa (ha)s nadaxwétl they are getting tired 

4 yaa ku̲ndaxwétl people are getting tired 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél yaa x̲at nadaxwétl I'm not getting tired 

2s tlél yaa indaxwétl you're not getting tired 

3s tlél yaa undaxwétl s/he's not getting tired 

1p tlél yaa haa undaxwétl we're not getting tired 

2p tlél yaa yee undaxwétl you all are not getting tired 

3p tlél yaa has undaxwétl they're not getting tired 

4 tlél yaa ku̲ndaxwétl nobody is getting tired 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s daxwétlx̲ s/he gets tired (repeatedly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wudixwétl I'm tired; I was tired 

2s iwdixwétl you're tired; you were tired 

3s wudixwétl s/he's tired; s/he was tired 
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1p haa wdixwétl we're tired; we were tired 

2p yee wdixwétl you all are tired; you all were tired 

3p has wudixwétl they're tired; they were tired 

4 ku̲wdixwétl people are tired; people were tired 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wudaxweitl I'm not tired 

2s tlél iwdaxweitl you're not tired 

3s tlél wudaxweitl s/he's not tired 

1p tlél haa wdaxweitl we're not tired 

2p tlél yee wdaxweitl you all are not tired 

3p tlél has wudaxweitl they're not tired 

4 tlél ku̲wdaxweitl nobody is tired 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at udaxwétlch I get tired (every time) 

2s idaxwétlch you get tired (every time) 

3s udaxwétlch s/he gets tired (every time) 

1p haa udaxwétlch we get tired (every time) 

2p yee udaxwétlch you all get tired (every time) 

3p has udaxwétlch they get tired (every time) 

4 ko̲odaxwétlch people get tired (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at udaxweitlch I'm not tired yet 

2s tlél idaxweitlch you're not tired yet 

3s tlél udaxweitlch s/he's not tired yet 

1p tlél haa udaxweitlch we're not tired yet 

2p tlél yee udaxweitlch you all aren't tired yet 

3p tlél has udaxweitlch they aren't tired yet 

4 tlél ko̲odaxweitlch nobody is tired yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s wudaxweidlín s/he had been tired; s/he was tired (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél wudaxweidlín s/he hadn't been tired; s/he wasn't tired (at the 

time, but...) 
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Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé wdixweidli aa the tired one 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at gux̲daxwéitl I will be tired 

2s igux̲daxwéitl you will be tired 

3s gux̲daxwéitl s/he will be tired 

1p haa gux̲daxwéitl we will be tired 

2p yee gux̲daxwéitl you all will be tired 

3p has gux̲daxwéitl they will be tired 

4 ku̲gux̲daxwéitl people will be tired 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at gux̲daxweitl I won't be tired 

2s tlél igux̲daxweitl you won't be tired 

3s tlél gux̲daxweitl s/he won't be tired 

1p tlél haa gux̲daxweitl we won't be tired 

2p tlél yee gux̲daxweitl you all won't be tired 

3p tlél has gux̲daxweitl they won't be tired 

4 tlél ku̲gux̲daxweitl nobody will be tired 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at ga̲daxweitl let me be tired 

3s ga̲daxweitl let him/her be tired 

1p haa ga̲daxweitl let us be tired 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé uxd̲ixweidli yé no way can s/he be tired 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲daxweidlín s/he would have been tired 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s daxwétlni if/when s/he gets tired 
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touch, feel it (esp. with hands) 

Theme: jée O-S-d-nook~ (ø state) 
 for S to touch, feel O (esp. with hands) 

Naish-Story:  jée + di-nook 

Notes 

This verb is commonly used in reference to labor pains. For example: Jée gé idinook? 

"Are you feeling it (contractions)?" 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Jée idanú! Feel it! 

2p Jée yidanú! You all feel it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl jée idanúkx̲uk!̲ Don't feel it! 

2p Líl jée yidanúkx̲uk!̲ Don't you all feel it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s jée x̲dinook I am feeling it 

3s jée adinook s/he's feeling it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél jée ux̲danook I don't feel it 

3s tlél jée oodanook s/he doesn't feel it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s jée x̲adanúkx ̲ I feel it (regularly) 

3s jée adanúkx ̲ s/he feels it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s jée x̲wdinúk I felt it 

3s jée awdinúk s/he felt it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél jée x̲wadanook I didn't feel it 

3s tlél jée awdanook s/he didn't feel it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s jée x̲wadanúkch I feel it (every time) 

3s jée oodanúkch s/he feels it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél jée x̲wadanúkch I haven't felt it yet 

3s tlél jée oodanúkch s/he hasn't felt it yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s jée kkw̲adanóok I will feel it 

3s jée agux̲danóok s/he will feel it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél jée kkw̲adanook I won't feel it 

3s tlél jée agux̲danook s/he won't feel it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s jée ka̲danook let me feel it 

3s jée axd̲anook let him/her feel it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé jée kw̲adinoogu yé no way can I feel it 

3s tlél aadé jée oox̲dinoogu yé no way can s/he feel it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s jée kw̲adanoogún I would have felt it 

3s jée oox̲danoogún s/he would have felt it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s jée x̲adanúkni if/when I feel it 

3s jée adanúkni if/when s/he feels it 
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touch, pick up 

Theme: á-t~ S-ø-shee~ (ø motion) 
 for S to touch, take, pick up 

Naish-Story:  A- + ya-shee 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át shí! / Át eeshí Touch it! 

2p Át yishí! You all touch it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ eesheek̲! Don't touch it! 

2p Líl áx̲ yisheek̲! Don't you all touch it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ shee s/he touches it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át x̲waashée I touched it 

3s át uwashée s/he touched it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át x̲washí I didn't touch it 

3s tlél át wooshí s/he didn't touch it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át x̲washéeych I haven't touched it yet 

3s tlél át ooshéeych s/he hasn't touched it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé kkw̲ashée I will touch it 

3s aadé kgw̲ashée s/he will touch it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé kkw̲ashee I won't touch it 

3s tlél aadé kgw̲ashee s/he won't touch it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át ka̲shee let me touch it 

3s át ga̲shee let him/her touch it 
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Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át gw̲aasheeyi yé no way can s/he touch it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át gw̲asheeyín s/he would have touched it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át shéeni if/when s/he touches it 
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tow it 

Theme: O-S-ø-x̲aach~ (na motion) 
 for S to tow O (usually by boat) 

Naish-Story:  ya-x̲aach 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Nax̲aach! Tow it! 

2p Nayx̲aach! You all tow it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo eex̲áchgik!̲ Don't tow it! 

2p Líl yoo yix̲áchgik!̲ Don't you all tow it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa nx̲ax̲ách I'm towing it 

3s yaa anax̲ách s/he is towing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo ayax̲áchk s/he tows it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲waaxa̲ach I towed it 

3s aawaxa̲ach s/he towed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wax̲aach I didn't tow it 

3s tlél awux̲aach s/he didn't tow it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲ax̲áchch I tow it (every time) 

3s anax̲áchch s/he tows it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél nax̲wax̲áchch I haven't towed it yet 

3s tlél oonax̲áchch s/he hasn't towed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲x̲áach I will tow it 

3s akgw̲ax̲áach s/he will tow it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲xa̲ach I won't tow it 

3s tlél akgw̲axa̲ach s/he won't tow it 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲xa̲ach let me tow it 

3s anga̲xa̲ach let him/her tow it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oongw̲aaxa̲aji yé no way can s/he tow it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oongw̲ax̲aajín s/he would have towed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s anax̲áchni if/when s/he tows it 
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transport him/her/it 

Theme: P-t~ O-ya-S-ø-x̲aa~ (ø motion) 
 for S to transport O by boat or car to P; for S to bring, take or fetch O 

by boat or car to P 

Naish-Story:  ya-ya-x̲aa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át woox̲á! Transport him/her/it there! 

2p Át yayx̲á! You all transport him/her/it there! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át yayix̲aak!̲ Don't transport him/her/it there! 

2p Líl át yayeeyx̲aak!̲ Don't you all transport him/her/it there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ ayaxa̲a s/he transports him/her/it there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át yax̲waax̲áa I transported him/her/it there 

3s át ayaawax̲áa s/he transported him/her/it there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át yax̲wax̲á I didn't transport him/her/it there 

3s tlél át ayawux̲á s/he didn't transport him/her/it there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át yoox̲ax̲áaych I transport him/her/it there (every time) 

3s át awoox̲áaych s/he transports him/her/it there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át yoox̲ax̲áaych I haven't transported him/her/it there yet 

3s tlél át awoox̲áaych s/he hasn't transported him/her/it there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé yakkw̲ax̲áa I will transport him/her/it there 

3s aadé ayakgw̲ax̲áa s/he will transport him/her/it there 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yakkw̲axa̲a I won't transport him/her/it there 

3s tlél aadé ayakgw̲axa̲a s/he won't transport him/her/it there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át yaka̲xa̲a let me transport him/her/it there 
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3s át ayaga̲xa̲a let him/her transport him/her/it there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át awooga̲axa̲ayi yé no way can s/he transport him/her/it 

there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át awooga̲x̲aayín s/he would have transported him/her/it there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át ayax̲éini if/when s/he transports him/her/it there 
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transport him/her/it 

Theme: P-t O-ya-S-ø-x̲aa~ (na motion) 
 for S to transport O around P by boat or car 

Naish-Story:  ya-ya-x̲aa 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át yanax̲á! Transport him/her/it around! 

2p Át yanayx̲á! You all transport him/her/it around! 

Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl át yayix̲aak!̲ Don't transport him/her/it around! 

2p Líl át yayeeyx̲aak!̲ Don't you all transport him/her/it around! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s át yoo ayax̲éik s/he transports him/her/it around (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át yax̲waaxa̲a I am transporting him/her/it around; I transported 

him/her/it around 

3s át ayaawaxa̲a s/he is transporting him/her/it around; s/he 

transported him/her/it around 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át yax̲waxa̲a I didn't transport him/her/it around 

3s tlél át ayawuxa̲a s/he didn't transport him/her/it around 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át yanx̲ax̲éich I transport him/her/it around (every time) 

3s át ayanax̲éich s/he transports him/her/it around (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át yanx̲wax̲éich I haven't transported him/her/it around yet 

3s tlél át ayoonax̲éich s/he hasn't transported him/her/it around yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s át yakkw̲ax̲áa I will transport him/her/it around 

3s át ayakgw̲ax̲áa s/he will transport him/her/it around 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél át yakkw̲axa̲a I won't transport him/her/it around 

3s tlél át ayakgw̲axa̲a s/he won't transport him/her/it around 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át yanka̲xa̲a let me transport him/her/it around 

3s át ayanga̲xa̲a let him/her transport him/her/it around 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át ayangw̲aaxa̲ayi yé no way can s/he transport him/her/it 

around 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át ayangw̲ax̲aayín s/he would have transported him/her/it around 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át ayanax̲éini if/when s/he transports him/her/it around 
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travel II 

Theme: P-t~ ku̲-S-ø-teen~ (ø motion) 
 for S to travel, go on a trip to P 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-ya-teen 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'go on foot' to specify the direction 

of motion. Replace át/áx̲/aadé 'arriving at P' in the paradigm below with 

any of the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Át ku̲tín! Travel there! 

2p Át ku̲ytín! You all travel there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl áx̲ ke̲eteeník̲! Don't travel there! 

2p Líl áx̲ ka̲yteeník!̲ Don't you all travel there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa ku̲nx̲atín I'm traveling there 

2s aadé yaa ku̲neetín you're traveling there 

3s aadé yaa ku̲natín s/he's traveling there 

1p aadé yaa ku̲ntootín we're traveling there 

2p aadé yaa ku̲naytín you all are traveling there 

3p aadé yaa (ha)s ku̲natín they are traveling there 

4 aadé yaa ku̲ndutín someone is traveling there 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s áx̲ ku̲teen s/he travels there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s át ku̲x̲waatín I traveled there 

2s át ke̲eyatín you traveled there 

3s át ku̲watín s/he traveled there 

1p át ku̲wtuwatín we traveled there 

2p át ku̲yeeytín you all traveled there 
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3p át has ku̲watín they traveled there 

4 át ku̲wduwatín someone traveled there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél át ku̲x̲wateen I didn't travel there 

2s tlél át ku̲yiteen you didn't travel there 

3s tlél át ku̲wuteen s/he didn't travel there 

1p tlél át ku̲wtooteen we didn't travel there 

2p tlél át ku̲yeeyteen you all didn't travel there 

3p tlél át has ku̲wuteen they didn't travel there 

4 tlél át ku̲wduteen nobody traveled there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s át ko̲ox̲ateench I travel there (every time) 

2s át ke̲eteench you travel there (every time) 

3s át ko̲oteench s/he travels there (every time) 

1p át ku̲tooteench we travel there (every time) 

2p át ke̲eyteench you all travel there (every time) 

3p át has k̲ooteench they travel there (every time) 

4 át ko̲oduteench someone travels there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél át ko̲ox̲ateench I haven't traveled there yet 

2s tlél át ke̲eteench you haven't traveled there yet 

3s tlél át ko̲oteench s/he hasn't traveled there yet 

1p tlél át ku̲tooteench we haven't traveled there yet 

2p tlél át ke̲eyteench you all haven't traveled there yet 

3p tlél át has ko̲oteench they haven't traveled there yet 

4 tlél át ko̲oduteench nobody has traveled there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé ku̲kkw̲atéen I will travel there 

2s aadé ku̲kge̲etéen you will travel there 

3s aadé ku̲kgw̲atéen s/he will travel there 

1p aadé ku̲gax̲tootéen we will travel there 

2p aadé ku̲gax̲yitéen you all will travel there 

3p aadé (ha)s ku̲kgw̲atéen they will travel there 

4 aadé ku̲gax̲dutéen someone will travel there 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ku̲kkw̲ateen I won't travel there 

2s tlél aadé ku̲kge̲eteen you won't travel there 

3s tlél aadé ku̲kgw̲ateen s/he won't travel there 

1p tlél aadé ku̲gax̲tooteen we won't travel there 

2p tlél aadé ku̲gaxy̲iteen you all won't travel there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s ku̲kgw̲ateen they won't travel there 

4 tlél aadé ku̲gaxd̲uteen nobody will travel there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s át ku̲ka̲teen let me travel there 

3s át ku̲ga̲teen let him/her travel there 

1p át ku̲x̲tooteen let us travel there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé át ku̲gw̲aateeni yé no way can s/he travel there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s át ku̲ga̲teenín s/he would have traveled there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s át ku̲tínni if/when s/he travels there 
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travel VII 

Theme: P-dé ku̲-S-ø-teen~ (na motion) 
 for S to travel, go on a trip to P 

Naish-Story:  ku̲-ya-teen 

Direction of Motion:  The following are adverbial phrases that can be used with 

this particular conjugation of the verb 'travel' to specify the direction of 

motion. Replace aadé 'toward there' in the paradigm below with any of 

the following adverbs to change the direction of motion. 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Aadé ku̲nateen! Travel there! 

2p Aadé ku̲nayteen! You all travel there! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl aadé yoo ke̲etéengik̲! Don't travel there! 

2p Líl aadé yoo ka̲ytéengik!̲ Don't you all travel there! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s aadé yaa ku̲nx̲atín I'm traveling there 

2s aadé yaa ku̲neetín you're traveling there 

3s aadé yaa ku̲natín s/he's traveling there 

1p aadé yaa ku̲ntootín we're traveling there 

2p aadé yaa ku̲naytín you all are traveling there 

3p aadé yaa (ha)s ku̲natín they are traveling there 

4 aadé yaa ku̲ndutín someone is traveling there 

Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s aadé yoo ku̲yatínk s/he travels there (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s aadé ku̲xw̲aateen I traveled there 

2s aadé ke̲eyateen you traveled there 

3s aadé ko̲owateen s/he traveled there 

1p aadé ku̲wtuwateen we traveled there 

2p aadé ku̲yeeyteen you all traveled there 
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3p aadé (ha)s ko̲owateen they traveled there 

4 aadé ku̲wduwatenn someone traveled there 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ku̲xw̲ateen I didn't travel there 

2s tlél aadé ku̲yiteen you didn't travel there 

3s tlél aadé ku̲wuteen s/he didn't travel there 

1p tlél aadé ku̲wtooteen we didn't travel there 

2p tlél aadé ku̲yeeyteen you all didn't travel there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s ku̲wuteen they didn't travel there 

4 tlél aadé ku̲wduteen nobody traveled there 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s aadé ku̲nx̲atínch I travel there (every time) 

2s aadé ku̲neetínch you travel there (every time) 

3s aadé ku̲natínch s/he travels there (every time) 

1p aadé ku̲ntootínch we travel there (every time) 

2p aadé ku̲naytínch you all travel there (every time) 

3p aadé (ha)s ku̲natínch they travel there (every time) 

4 aadé ku̲ndutínch someone travels there (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél aadé ku̲nx̲watínch I haven't traveled there yet 

2s tlél aadé ku̲neetínch you haven't traveled there yet 

3s tlél aadé ko̲onatínch s/he hasn't traveled there yet 

1p tlél aadé ku̲ntootínch we haven't traveled there yet 

2p tlél aadé ku̲naytínch you all haven't traveled there yet 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s ko̲onatínch they haven't traveled there yet 

4 tlél aadé ku̲ndutínch nobody has traveled there yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s aadé ku̲kkw̲atéen I will travel there 

2s aadé ku̲kge̲etéen you will travel there 

3s aadé ku̲kgw̲atéen s/he will travel there 

1p aadé ku̲gax̲tootéen we will travel there 

2p aadé ku̲gax̲yeetéen you all will travel there 

3p aadé (ha)s ku̲kgw̲atéen they will travel there 

4 aadé ku̲gax̲dutéen someone will travel there 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ku̲kkw̲ateen I won't travel there 

2s tlél aadé ku̲kge̲eteen you won't travel there 

3s tlél aadé ku̲kgw̲ateen s/he won't travel there 

1p tlél aadé ku̲gaxt̲ooteen we won't travel there 

2p tlél aadé ku̲gaxy̲eeteen you all won't travel there 

3p tlél aadé (ha)s ku̲kgw̲ateen they won't travel there 

4 tlél aadé ku̲gaxd̲uteen nobody will travel there 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s aadé ku̲nk̲ateen let me travel there 

3s aadé ku̲nga̲teen let him/her travel there 

1p aadé ku̲naxt̲ooteen let us travel there 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aadé ko̲onga̲ateeni yé no way can s/he travel there 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aadé ko̲onga̲teenín s/he would have traveled there 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s aadé ku̲natínni if/when s/he travels there 

Example(s): 

K̲ux̲waateení áwé ch'a tlákw du jeex̲ x̲'ax̲dataan. 
When I travel, I always call her on the phone. 
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type it 

Theme: O-ka-S-l-dáal'~ (Ø act) 
 for S to type O 

Naish-Story:  ka-li-daal' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kaladál'! Type it! 

2p Kayladál'! You all type it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keeldáal'ik!̲ Don't type it! 

2p Líl kayildáal'ik!̲ Don't you all type it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲ladáal' I'm typing it; I type it 

3s akladáal' s/he is typing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲ladáal' I'm not typing it 

3s tlél akooldáal' s/he doesn't type it; s/he isn't typing it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s akladáal' nooch s/he always types it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa kanax̲ladál' I am (in the process of) typing it 

3s yaa akanaldál' s/he is (in the process of) typing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akladál'x̲ s/he types it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s akladáal'in s/he used to type it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲wlidál' I typed it 

3s akawlidál' s/he typed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kax̲wladáal' I didn't type it 

3s tlél akawuldáal' s/he didn't type it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s koox̲ladáal'ch I type it (every time) 

3s akooldáal'ch s/he types it (every time) 
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Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koox̲ladáal'ch I haven't typed it yet 

3s tlél akooldáal'ch s/he hasn't typed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲aladáal' I will type it 

3s akagux̲ladáal' s/he will type it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲aladáal' I won't type it 

3s tlél akagux̲ladáal' s/he won't type it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kakl̲adáal' let me type it 

3s akax̲ladáal' let him/her type it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akoox̲lidáal'i yé no way can s/he type it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoox̲ladáal'in s/he would have typed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akladál'ni if/when s/he types it 

Example(s): 

Ax̲ jeeyís x'wán keeldál'! 
Type this for me! 
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understand, comprehend 

Theme: N daa yaa ku̲-shu-s-géi (ga state) 
 for N to understand, comprehend 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a daa + yaa ku̲-shu-si-gei 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s I daa yaa ku̲shuksagéi (dé)! Understand (now)! 

2p Yee daa yaa ku̲shuksagéi (dé)! You all understand (now)! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s du daa yaa ku̲shusigéi s/he understands 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél du daa yaa ku̲shusgé s/he doesn't understand 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s du daa kei yaa ku̲shunasgéin s/he is beginning to understand 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du daa kei yaa ku̲shusagéich s/he understands (quickly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s du daa yaa ku̲shuwsigéi s/he came to understand 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél du daa yaa ku̲shuwusgéi s/he didn't come to understand 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s du daa yaa ku̲shuksagéich s/he understands (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél du daa yaa ku̲shuksagéich s/he doesn't understand yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s du daa kei yaa ku̲shugux̲sagéi s/he will understand 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél du daa kei yaa ku̲shugux̲sagéi s/he won't understand 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s du daa yaa ku̲shugax̲sagéi let him/her understand 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du daa yaa ku̲shux̲sigéiyi yé no way can s/he understand it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du daa yaa ku̲shux̲sageiyín s/he would have understood it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du daa yaa ku̲shuksagéini if/when s/he understands it 
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understand, comprehend him/her/it; hear him/her/it 

with understanding 

Theme: O-x̲'a-S-ø-.aax~̲ (ø event) 
 for S to hear O with understanding; for S to understand, comprehend 

O 

Naish-Story:  x̲'a-ya-.aax ̲

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲'ax̲aa.áx̲ch I understand him/her (regularly) 

3s ax̲'aya.áx̲ch s/he understands him/her (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲'ax̲waa.áx̲ I understood him/her 

3s ax̲'eiwa.áx̲ s/he understood him/her 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲'ax̲wa.aax ̲ I didn't understand him/her 

3s tlél ax'̲awu.aax ̲ s/he didn't understand him/her 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲'eix̲a.aaxc̲h I understand him/her (every time) 

3s ax̲'ei.aaxc̲h s/he understands him/her (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲'eix̲a.aaxc̲h I haven't understood him/her yet 

3s tlél ax'̲ei.aaxc̲h s/he hasn't understood him/her yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲'akkw̲a.áax ̲ I will understand him/her 

3s ax̲'akgw̲a.áax̲ s/he will understand him/her 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲'akkw̲a.aax ̲ I won't understand him/her 

3s tlél ax'̲akgw̲a.aax ̲ s/he won't understand him/her 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé x'̲eik̲waa.aaxu̲ yé no way can I understand him/her 
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3s tlél aadé ax'̲eigw̲aa.aaxu̲ yé no way can s/he understand him/her 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s x̲'eikw̲a.aax̲ún I would have understood him/her 

3s ax̲'eigw̲a.aax̲ún s/he would have understood him/her 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲'ax̲a.áx̲ni if/when I understand him/her 

3s ax̲'a.áx̲ni if/when s/he understands him/her 

Example(s): 

Tlél ko̲ol.áx̲ch ách áwé tlél ax̲'awu.aax.̲ 
He's deaf, that's why he didn't hear her. 

Tlél a daat tooshtí ách áwé tlél ax̲'ei.áx̲ch. 
He's not paying attention, that's why he doesn't hear him. 
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unhappy, lonesome 

Theme: tlél O-tu-sh-góo (ga state) 
 for O to be unhappy, lonesome 

Naish-Story:  tléil + tu-shi-goo 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [see 'happy'] 
Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at tooshgú I am unhappy 

3s tlél tooshgú s/he is unhappy 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s tlél tooshgú nooch s/he's always unhappy 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s tlél kei tooshgóoch s/he is unhappy (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [see 'happy'] 
Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at tuwushgóo I was unhappy 

3s tlél tuwushgóo s/he became unhappy 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [see 'happy'] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at tugux̲shagóo I will be unhappy 

3s tlél kei tugux̲shagóo s/he will be unhappy 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé tlél tugaax̲wshigóowu yé no way can s/he be unhappy 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s tlél tugaax̲wshagóowun s/he would have been unhappy 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s tlél tukshagwéini if/when s/he is unhappy 
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unripe; green and hard (of berries) 

Theme: ka-d-l-x̲'át' (state) 
 for berries to be unripe, green and hard 

Naish-Story:  ka-dli-x̲'aat' 
Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s kadlix'̲át' they're green (unripe) 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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untangle it; rip it back, undo it (sewing); trail it 

Theme: O-ka-S-s-kei~ (ga̲ act) 
 for S to trail, follow tracks of O; for S to untangle O; for S to rip back, 

undo O (sewing, knitting) 

Naish-Story:  ka-si-kei 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kaga̲ské! / Kax̲saké! Untangle it! 

2p Kaga̲ysaké! You all untangle it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yei keesakéijik!̲ Don't untangle it! 

2p Líl yei kaysakéijik!̲ Don't you all untangle it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s aksakei s/he is untangling it; s/he untangles it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél akooskei s/he isn't untangling it; s/he doesn't untangle it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yei akanaskéin s/he is (in the process of) untangling it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei aksakéich s/he untangles it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s akawsikei s/he untangled it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél akawuskei s/he didn't untangle it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s akax̲sakéich s/he untangles it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél akoox̲sakéich s/he hasn't untangled it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yéi akagux̲sakéi s/he will untangle it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yéi akaguxs̲akei s/he won't untangle it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s akaga̲axs̲akei let him/her untangle it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akooga̲axs̲ikeiyi yé no way can s/he untangle it 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akooga̲ax̲sakeiyín s/he would have untangled it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akax̲sakéini if/when s/he untangles it 
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use it for it; make it into it 

Theme: P-x̲ O-S-l-yeix̲~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to use O for P; for S to make O into P 

Naish-Story:  A-x̲ + li-yeix̲ 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Átx̲ layéx!̲ Use it for it! 

2p Átx̲ yilayéx!̲ You all use it for it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl átx̲ ilayeix̲ík!̲ Don't use it for it! 

2p Líl átx̲ yilayeix̲ík!̲ Don't you all use it for it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s átx̲ alyéix̲ s/he is using it for it; s/he uses it for it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél átx̲ oolyeix̲ s/he isn't using it for it; s/he doesn't use it for it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s átx̲ alyéx̲x̲ s/he uses it for it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s átx̲ awliyéx̲ s/he used it for it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél átx̲ awulyeix̲ s/he didn't use it for it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s átx̲ oolyéx̲ch s/he uses it for it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél átx̲ oolyeix̲ch / tlél átx̲ oolyéx̲ch s/he hasn't used it for it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s átx̲ agux̲layéix̲ s/he will use it for it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél átx̲ agux̲layeix ̲s/he won't use it for it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s átx̲ ax̲layéx̲ let him/her use it for it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé átx̲ ux̲liyéx̲i yé no way can s/he use it for it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s átx̲ ux̲layéx̲in s/he would have used it for it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s átx̲ alyéx̲ni if/when s/he uses it for it 
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violate, break a law; do something wrong 

Theme: at géit~ S-d-s-geet~ (ø event) 
 for S to violate, break (law or custom), to do something wrong 

Naish-Story:  a géi- + dzi-geet 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl at géix̲ eesgeedík̲! Don't do anything wrong! 

2p Líl at géix̲ yisgeedík̲! Don't you all do anythig wrong! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s at géide yaa nx̲asgít I'm doing something wrong 

3s at géide yaa nasgít s/he's doing something wrong 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s at géit x̲wadzigít I did something wrong 

3s at géit wudzigít s/he did something wrong 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél at géit x̲wasgeet I didn't do anything wrong 

3s tlél at géit wusgeet s/he didn't do anything wrong 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s at géit x̲wasgeetch I do something wrong (every time) 

3s at géit usgeetch s/he does something wrong (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél at géit x̲wasgeetch I haven't done anything wrong yet 

3s tlél at géit usgeetch s/he hasn't done anything wrong yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s at géide kkw̲asgéet I will do something wrong 

3s at géide kgw̲asgéet s/he will do something wrong 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél at géide kkw̲asgeet I won't do anything wrong 

3s tlél at géide kgw̲asgeet s/he won't do anything wrong 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s (ch'a) at géit ka̲sgeet (dé) (just) let me do something wrong (now) 

3s (ch'a) at géit ga̲sgeet (dé) (just) let him/her do something wrong (now) 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé at géit kw̲adzigeedi yé no way can I do anything wrong 

3s tlél aadé at géit gw̲adzigeedi yé no way can s/he do anything wrong 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s at géit kw̲asgeedín I would have done something wrong 

3s at géit gw̲asgeedín s/he would have done something wrong 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s at géit x̲asgítni if/when I do something wrong 

3s at géit isgítni if/when s/he does something wrong 
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vomit, throw up 

Theme: S-d-l-ko̲oʰ~ (na act) 
 for S to vomit, throw up 

Naish-Story:  dli-ko̲o 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Neelkú̲! / Nalkú̲! Vomit! 

2p Nayilkú̲! You all vomit! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl eelkó̲ok̲! Don't vomit! 

2p Líl yilkó̲ok!̲ Don't you all vomit! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲alkú̲ I vomit; I am vomiting 

2s eelkú̲ you vomit; you're vomiting 

3s ilkú̲ s/he vomits; s/he's vomiting 

1p toolkú̲ we vomit; we're vomiting 

2p yilkú̲ you all vomit; you all are vomiting 

3p has ilkú̲ they vomit; they're vomiting 

4 dulkú̲ someone vomits; someone is vomiting 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walkú̲ I don't vomit; I'm not vomiting 

2s tlél eelkú̲ you don't vomit; you're not vomiting 

3s tlél ulkú̲ s/he doesn't vomit; s/he's not vomiting 

1p tlél toolkú̲ we don't vomit; we're not vomiting 

2p tlél yilkú̲ you all don't vomit; you all are not vomiting 

3p tlél has ulkú̲ they don't vomit; they're not vomiting 

4 tlél dulkú̲ nobody vomits; nobody is vomiting 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s ilkó̲o nooch s/he always vomits 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s ilkó̲owun s/he used to vomit 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél ilkó̲owun s/he didn't used to vomit 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé ilkú̲ aa the one who vomits; the one who is vomiting 
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Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wadliko̲o I vomited 

2s yidliko̲o you vomited 

3s wudliko̲o s/he vomited 

1p wutudliko̲o we vomited 

2p yeeydlik̲oo you all vomited 

3p has wudliko̲o they vomited 

4 wududliko̲o people vomited 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walko̲o I didn't vomit 

2s tlél yilko̲o you didn't vomit 

3s tlél wulko̲o s/he didn't vomit 

1p tlél wutoolko̲o we didn't vomit 

2p tlél yeeylk̲oo you all didn't vomit 

3p tlél has wulko̲o they didn't vomit 

4 tlél wudulko̲o nobody vomited 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s nax̲alkw̲eich I vomit (every time) 

2s neelk̲weich you vomit (every time) 

3s nalkw̲eich s/he vomits (every time) 

1p natoolkw̲eich we vomit (every time) 

2p nayilkw̲eich you all vomit (every time) 

3p has nalkw̲eich they vomit (every time) 

4 nadulkw̲eich people vomit (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél nax̲walkw̲eich I haven't vomited yet 

2s tlél neelk̲weich you haven't vomited yet 

3s tlél unalkw̲eich s/he hasn't vomited yet 

1p tlél natoolkw̲eich we haven't vomited yet 

2p tlél nayilkw̲eich you all haven't vomited yet 

3p tlél has unalkw̲eich they haven't vomited yet 

4 tlél nadulkw̲eich nobody has vomited yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲lkó̲o / kkw̲alkó̲o I will vomit 
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2s gage̲elkó̲o you will vomit 

3s guga̲lkó̲o s/he will vomit 

1p gax̲toolkó̲o we will vomit 

2p gax̲yilkó̲o you all will vomit 

3p has guga̲lkó̲o they will vomit 

4 gax̲dulkó̲o people will vomit 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél guka̲lko̲o I won't vomit 

2s tlél gage̲elko̲o you won't vomit 

3s tlél guga̲lko̲o s/he won't vomit 

1p tlél gax̲toolko̲o we won't vomit 

2p tlél gax̲yilko̲o you all won't vomit 

3p tlél has guga̲lko̲o they won't vomit 

4 tlél gax̲dulko̲o nodbody will vomit 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s naka̲lko̲o let me vomit 

3s naga̲lko̲o let him/her vomit 

1p nax̲toolko̲o let us vomit 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé nax̲wdliko̲owu yé / tlél aadé unax̲dliko̲owu no way can s/he 

vomit 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s unga̲lko̲owún / nagw̲alko̲owún s/he would have vomited 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s nalkw̲éini if/when s/he vomits 
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vomit, throw up 

Theme: O-ø-háas'~ (ø event) 
 for O to vomit 

Naish-Story:  ya-haas' 
Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl ihás'x̲ik!̲ Don't vomit! 

2p Líl yee hás'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all vomit! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yahás'kw s/he vomits (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at uwahás' I am vomiting; I vomited 

2s eewahás' you are vomiting; you vomited 

3s uwahás' s/he is vomiting; s/he vomited 

1p haa uwahás' we are vomiting; we vomited 

2p yee uwahás' you all are vomiting; you all vomited 

3p has uwahás' they are vomiting; they vomited 

4 ku̲wahás' people are vomiting; people vomited 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wuháas' I'm not vomiting; I didn't vomit 

2s tlél eewuháas' you're not vomiting; you didn't vomit 

3s tlél wuháas' s/he's not vomiting; s/he didn't vomit 

1p tlél haa wuháas' we're not vomiting; we didn't vomit 

2p tlél yee wuháas' you all are not vomiting; you all didn't vomit 

3p tlél has wuháas' they're not vomiting; they didn't vomit 

4 tlél ku̲wuháas' nobody is vomiting; nobody vomited 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at uháas'ch I vomit (every time) 

2s eeháas'ch you vomit (every time) 

3s uháas'ch s/he vomits (every time) 

1p haa uháas'ch we vomit (every time) 
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2p yee uháas'ch you all vomit (every time) 

3p has uháas'ch they vomit (every time) 

4 ko̲oháas'ch people vomit (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at uháas'ch I haven't vomited yet 

2s tlél eeháas'ch you haven't vomited yet 

3s tlél uháas'ch s/he hasn't vomited yet 

1p tlél haa uháas'ch we haven't vomited yet 

2p tlél yee uháas'ch you all haven't vomited yet 

3p tlél has uháas'ch they haven't vomited yet 

4 tlél ko̲oháas'ch nobody has vomited yet 

Perfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s wuháas'in s/he had vomited; s/he vomited (but...) 

Perfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél wuháas'in s/he hadn't vomited; s/he didn't vomit (at the time, 

but...) 

Perfective attributive (+) (the one who did it) 

3s wé uwahás'i aa the one that is vomiting 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at guga̲háas' I will vomit 

2s ikgw̲aháas' you will vomit 

3s guga̲háas' s/he will vomit 

1p haa kgw̲aháas' we will vomit 

2p yee kgw̲aháas' you all will vomit 

3p has guga̲háas' they will vomit 

4 ku̲kgw̲aháas' people will vomit 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at guga̲háas' I won't vomit 

2s tlél ikgw̲aháas' you won't vomit 

3s tlél guga̲háas' s/he won't vomit 

1p tlél haa kgw̲aháas' we won't vomit 

2p tlél yee kgw̲aháas' you all won't vomit 

3p tlél has guga̲háas' they won't vomit 

4 tlél ku̲kgw̲aháas' nobody will vomit 
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Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at ga̲háas' let me vomit 

3s ga̲háas' let him/her vomit 

1p haa ga̲háas' let us vomit 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gw̲aaháas'i yé no way can s/he vomit 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲aháas'in s/he would have vomited 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s hás'ni if/when s/he vomits 
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wake him/her up; rouse him/her from sleep 

Theme: kei O-S-s-geet~ (ø motion) 
 for S to wake O up, rouse O from sleep 

Naish-Story:  kei si-geet 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kei sageet! Wake him/her up! 

2p Kei ysageet! You all wake him/her up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl kei eesgítjik!̲ Don't wake him/her up! 

2p Líl kei yisagítjik!̲ Don't you all wake him/her up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kei asgítch s/he wakes him/her up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kei x̲wsigít I woke him/her up 

2s kei yisigít you woke him/her up 

3s kei awsigít s/he woke him/her up 

1p kei wtusigít we woke him/her up 

2p kei yeeysigít you all woke him/her up 

3p kei (ha)s awsigít they woke him/her up 

4 kei wdudzigít someone woke him/her up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲wsageet I didn't wake him/her up 

2s tlél kei ysageet you didn't wake him/her up 

3s tlél kei awusgeet s/he didn't wake him/her up 

1p tlél kei wtusageet we didn't wake him/her up 

2p tlél kei yeeysageet you all didn't wake him/her up 

3p tlél kei (ha)s awusgeet they didn't wake him/her up 

4 tlél kei wdusgeet nobody woke him/her up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kei x̲wsageetch I wake him/her up (every time) 
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2s kei isageetch you wake him/her up (every time) 

3s kei oosgeetch s/he wakes him/her up (every time) 

1p kei tusageetch we wake him/her up (every time) 

2p kei yisageetch you all wake him/her up (every time) 

3p kei (ha)s oosgeetch they wake him/her up (every time) 

4 kei dusgeetch someone wakes him/her up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kei x̲wsageetch / tlél kei ux̲sageetch I haven't woken him/her up 

yet 

2s tlél kei isageetch you haven't woken him/her up yet 

3s tlél kei oosgeetch s/he hasn't woken him/her up yet 

1p tlél kei tusageetch we haven't woken him/her up yet 

2p tlél kei yisageetch you all haven't woken him/her up yet 

3p tlél kei (ha)s oosgeetch they haven't woken him/her up yet 

4 tlél kei dusgeetch nobody has woken him/her up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei kkw̲asagéet I will wake him/her up 

2s kei kgi̲sagéet you will wake him/her up 

3s kei agux̲sagéet s/he will wake him/her up 

1p kei gax̲tusagéet we will wake him/her up 

2p kei gax̲yisagéet you all will wake him/her up 

3p kei (ha)s agux̲sagéet they will wake him/her up 

4 kei gax̲dusgéet someone will wake him/her up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei kkw̲asageet I won't wake him/her up 

2s tlél kei kgi̲sageet you won't wake him/her up 

3s tlél kei agux̲sageet s/he won't wake him/her up 

1p tlél kei gax̲tusageet we won't wake him/her up 

2p tlél kei gax̲yisageet you all won't wake him/her up 

3p tlél kei (ha)s agux̲sageet they won't wake him/her up 

4 tlél kei gax̲dusgeet nobody will wake him/her up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kei ka̲sageet let me wake him/her up 

3s kei ax̲sageet let him/her wake him/her up 
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1p kei ga̲tusageet let us wake him/her up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kei oox̲sigeedi yé no way can s/he wake him/her up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kei oox̲sageedín s/he would have woken him/her up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kei asgítni if/when s/he wakes him/her up 

Example(s): 

I léelk'u na.éex' - ch'a yeisú tlél kei ux̲sageetch. 
Call your grandmother - I haven't woken her up yet. 

I yeegá̲a áyá - tlél kei ux̲sageetch. 
I'm waiting for you - I haven't woken him up yet. 
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wake up 

Theme: kei O-s-geet~ (ø motion) 
 for O to wake up 

Naish-Story:  kei si-geet 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kei x̲at wudzigít I woke up 

2s kei iwdzigít you woke up 

3s kei wdzigít s/he woke up 

1p kei haa wudzigít we woke up 

2p kei yee wdzigít you all woke up 

3p kei (ha)s wudzigít they woke up 

4 kei ku̲wdzigít someone woke up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at wusgeet I didn't wake up 

2s tlél kei iwusgeet you didn't wake up 

3s tlél kei wusgeet s/he didn't wake up 

1p tlél kei haa wusgeet we didn't wake up 

2p tlél kei yee wusgeet you all didn't wake up 

3p tlél kei (ha)s wusgeet they didn't wake up 

4 tlél kei ku̲wusgeet nobody woke up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kei x̲at usgeetch I wake up (every time) 

2s kei eesgeetch you wake up (every time) 

3s kei usgeetch s/he wakes up (every time) 

1p kei haa usgeetch we wake up (every time) 

2p kei yee usgeetch you all wake up (every time) 
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3p kei (ha)s usgeetch they wake up (every time) 

4 kei ko̲osgeetch someone wakes up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél kei x̲at usgeetch I haven't woken up yet 

2s tlél kei eesgeetch you haven't woken up yet 

3s tlél kei usgeetch s/he hasn't woken up yet 

1p tlél kei haa usgeetch we haven't woken up yet 

2p tlél kei yee usgeetch you all haven't woken up yet 

3p tlél kei (ha)s usgeetch they haven't woken up yet 

4 tlél kei ko̲osgeetch nobody has woken up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kei x̲at guga̲sgéet I will wake up 

2s kei ikgw̲asgéet you will wake up 

3s kei kgw̲asgéet s/he will wake up 

1p kei haa kgw̲asgéet we will wake up 

2p kei yee kgw̲asgéet you all will wake up 

3p kei (ha)s guga̲sgéet they will wake up 

4 kei ku̲kgw̲asgéet someone will wake up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at guga̲sgeet I won't wake up 

2s tlél kei ikgw̲asgeet you won't wake up 

3s tlél kei kgw̲asgeet s/he won't wake up 

1p tlél kei haa kgw̲asgeet we won't wake up 

2p tlél kei yee kgw̲asgeet you all won't wake up 

3p tlél kei (ha)s guga̲sgeet they won't wake up 

4 tlél kei ku̲kgw̲asgeet nobody will wake up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kei x̲at ga̲sgeet let me wake up 

3s kei ga̲sgeet let him/her wake up 

1p kei haa ga̲sgeet let us wake up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé kei ux̲sigeedi yé no way can s/he wake up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kei ux̲sageedín s/he would have woken up 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kei isgítni if/when s/he wakes up 
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want (often with strong feeling); decide, be decided about, 

intend to; agree to, be willing to 

Theme: (yéi) O-sa-S-ø-haa~ (na state) 
 for S to want O (a certain way); for S to be decided about O; for S to 

agree to O 

Naish-Story:  sa-ya-haa 

Variants: -hei 
Notes 

This verb requires either an adverb of manner (such as yéi "that way" or wáa sá 

"how") or a postpositional phrase (often -dé as in i jeedé). Two examples are: Wáa 

sá asaawahaa? "How does she want it?" I jeedé sax̲waahaa. "I want you to have it." 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s (yéi) sax̲aahéi I want it (that way) 

3s (yéi) asayahéi s/he wants it (that way) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s (yéi) saxw̲aahaa I wanted it (that way) 

3s (yéi) asaawahaa s/he wanted it (that way) 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél (yéi) saxw̲ahaa I didn't want it (that way) 

3s tlél (yéi) asawuhaa s/he didn't want it (that way) 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s (yéi) sanx̲ahéich I want it (that way) (every time) 

3s (yéi) asanahéich s/he wants it (that way) (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s (yéi) sakkw̲ahaa I will want it (that way) 

3s (yéi) asakgw̲ahaa s/he will want it (that way) 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél (yéi) sakkw̲ahaa I won't want it (that way) 

3s tlél (yéi) asakgw̲ahaa s/he won't want it (that way) 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s (yéi) sax̲wahaayí if/when I want it (that way) 

3s (yéi) asawuhaayí if/when s/he wants it (that way) 

Example(s): 

Yáa x'úx' i jeedéi saxw̲aahaa. 
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I want to give you this book. 

Aangóonde saxw̲aahaa ax̲ dachx̲ánk'. 
I want my grandchild to go to Angoon. 

I shát tsá áwé saduwahaa. 
They want you to take her as a bride. 

K̲únáx̲ yéi saxw̲aahaa anga̲sge̲iwút ax̲ dachx̲ánk'. 
I really want my grandson to be a (seine) fisherman. 

Xunaadé saxw̲aahaa David tlél kú̲ yaax ̲woogoot. 
I wanted David to go to Hoonah, but he didn't get on the boat. 
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want, like 

Theme: N tuwáa S-s-góo (ga state) 
 for N to want, like, desire S; for S to be pleasing to N 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a toowáa + si-goo 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s ax̲ tuwáa sigóo I want it 

2s i tuwáa sigóo you want it 

3s du tuwáa sigóo s/he wants it 

1p haa tuwáa sigóo we want it 

2p yee tuwáa sigóo you all want it 

3p has du tuwáa sigóo they want it 

4 ká̲a tuwáa sigóo he/she/it is liked 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ tuwáa ushgú I don't want it 

2s tlél i tuwáa ushgú you don't want it 

3s tlél du tuwáa ushgú s/he doesn't want it 

1p tlél haa tuwáa ushgú we don't want it 

2p tlél yee tuwáa ushgú you all don't want it 

3p tlél has du tuwáa ushgú they don't want it 

4 tlél ká̲a tuwáa ushgú he/she/it isn't liked 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s du tuwáa sagóo nooch s/he always wants it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s ax̲ tuwáa kei nasgwéin I am beginning to want it 

2s i tuwáa kei nasgwéin you are beginning to want it 

3s du tuwáa kei nasgwéin s/he is beginning to want it 

1p haa tuwáa kei nasgwéin we are beginning to want it 

2p yee tuwáa kei nasgwéin you all are beginning to want it 

3p has du tuwáa kei nasgwéin they are beginning to want it 

4 ká̲a tuwáa kei nasgwéin it is beginning to be liked 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s du tuwáa kei sagóoch s/he wants it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s du tuwáa sagóowun s/he used to want it 
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Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél du tuwáa ushgóowun s/he didn't used to want it 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé du tuwáa sigóowu aa the one who wants it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲ tuwáa wsigóo I wanted it 

2s i tuwáa wsigóo you wanted it 

3s du tuwáa wsigóo s/he wanted it 

1p haa tuwáa wsigóo we wanted it 

2p yee tuwáa wsigóo you all wanted it 

3p has du tuwáa wsigóo they wanted it 

4 ká̲a tuwáa wsigóo he/she/it was liked 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ tuwáa wushgóo I didn't want it 

2s tlél i tuwáa wushgóo you didn't want it 

3s tlél du tuwáa wushgóo s/he didn't want it 

1p tlél haa tuwáa wushgóo we didn't want it 

2p tlél yee tuwáa wushgóo you all didn't want it 

3p tlél has du tuwáa wushgóo they didn't want it 

4 tlél ká̲a tuwáa wushgóo he/she/it wasn't liked 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ax̲ tuwáa gasgóoch I want it (every time) 

2s i tuwáa gasgóoch you want it (every time) 

3s du tuwáa gasgóoch s/he wants it (every time) 

1p haa tuwáa gasgóoch we want it (every time) 

2p yee tuwáa gasgóoch you all want it (every time) 

3p has du tuwáa gasgóoch they want it (every time) 

4 ká̲a tuwáa gasgóoch he/she/it is wanted (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ax̲ tuwáa goosgóoch I haven't wanted it yet 

2s tlél i tuwáa goosgóoch you haven't wanted it yet 

3s tlél du tuwáa goosgóoch s/he hasn't wanted it yet 

1p tlél haa tuwáa goosgóoch we haven't wanted it yet 

2p tlél yee tuwáa goosgóoch you all haven't wanted it yet 
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3p tlél has du tuwáa goosgóoch they haven't wanted it yet 

4 ká̲a tuwáa goosgóoch he/she/it hasn't been liked yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ax̲ tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo I will want it 

2s i tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo you will want it 

3s du tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo s/he will want it 

1p haa tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo we will want it 

2p yee tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo you all will want it 

3p has du tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo they will want it 

4 ká̲a tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo he/she/it will be liked 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo I won't want it 

2s tlél i tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo you won't want it 

3s tlél du tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo s/he won't want it 

1p tlél haa tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo we won't want it 

2p tlél yee tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo you all won't want it 

3p tlél has du tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo they won't want it 

4 tlél ká̲a tuwáa kei gux̲sagóo he/she/it won't be liked 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ax̲ tuwáa gax̲sagóo let me want it 

3s du tuwáa gax̲sagóo let him/her want it 

1p haa tuwáa gax̲sagóo let us want it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé du tuwáa gux̲sigóowu yé no way can s/he want it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s du tuwáa gux̲sagóowun s/he would have wanted it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s du tuwáa ksagwéini if/when s/he wants it 

Example(s): 

Ch'as k'̲asagóo áwé du tuwáa sagóo nooch. 
All s/he cares about is fun. 

Woosh tuwáa has wusigóo. 
They liked each other. 

Ch'as x̲'alitseeni aa áwé du tuwáa gasgóoch. 
S/he always likes the expensive things. 
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warm it up 

Theme: O-S-s-t'aaʰ~ (ø act) 
 for S to warm O (water, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  si-t'aa 

Notes 

The form: ast'eix̲ gives both a basic imperfective meaning "s/he is warming it up" 

and a repetitive imperfective meaning "s/he warms it up (regularly)". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Sat'á! Warm it up! 

2p Yisat'á! You all warm it up! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl isat'eix̲ík!̲ Don't warm it up! 

2p Líl yisat'eix̲ík!̲ Don't you all warm it up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲asat'eix̲ I'm warming it up 

3s ast'eix̲ s/he is warming it up 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasat'eix̲ s/he isn't warming it up 

3s tlél oost'eix̲ s/he isn't warming it up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s ast'eix̲ s/he warms it up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲wasit'áa I warmed it up 

3s awsit'áa s/he warmed it up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲wasat'á I didn't warm it up 

3s tlél awust'á s/he didn't warm it up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲wasat'áaych I warm it up (every time) 

3s oost'áaych s/he warms it up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲wasat'áaych I haven't warmed it up yet 

3s tlél oost'áaych s/he hasn't warmed it up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲sat'áa I will warm it up 
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3s agux̲sat'áa s/he will warm it up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲sat'aa I won't warm it up 

3s tlél aguxs̲at'aa s/he won't warm it up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲sat'aa let me warm it up 

3s ax̲sat'aa let him/her warm it up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé uxs̲it'aayi yé no way can s/he warm it up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ux̲sat'aayin s/he would have warmed it up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ast'éini if/when s/he warms it up 

Example(s): 

Héen oost'áaych aagá̲a áwé gá̲ax'w táak kadushx'̲ál'x̲. 
She heats the water, then dips the herring eggs in. 
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warm, hot 

Theme: ø-t'aaʰ~ (ø event) 
 for something to be warm, hot 

Naish-Story:  ya-t'aa 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa nat'éin it's getting hot 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s t'eix̲ it gets hot (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s uwat'áa it's hot 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wut'á it's not hot 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ut'áaych it gets hot (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél ut'áaych it hasn't gotten hot yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s guga̲t'áa it will get hot 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél guga̲t'aa it won't get hot 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲t'aa let it get hot 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé gw̲aat'aayi yé no way can it get hot 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s gw̲at'aayín it would have gotten hot 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s t'éini if/when it gets hot 
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wash it 

Theme: O-S-ø-.óos'~ (na act) 
 for S to wash O 

Naish-Story:  ya-.oos' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Na.óos'! Wash it! 

2p Nay.óos'! You all wash it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo ee.ús'guk!̲ Don't wash it! 

2p Líl yoo yi.ús'guk!̲ Don't you all wash it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s a.ús'k s/he is washing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oo.ús'k s/he isn't washing it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s a.ús' nooch s/he always washed it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa ana.ús' s/he is going along washing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo aya.ús'k s/he washes it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s aawa.óos' s/he washed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awu.óos' s/he didn't wash it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ana.ús'ch s/he washes it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oona.ús'ch s/he hasn't washed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s akgw̲a.óos' s/he will wash it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél akgw̲a.óos' s/he won't wash it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s anga̲.óos' let him/her wash it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oonga̲a.óos'i yé no way can s/he wash it 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oonga̲.óos'in s/he would have washed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ana.ús'ni if/when s/he washes it 
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wash it (surface of pot, table, etc.) 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-.óos'~ (na act) 
 for S to wash O (usually surface of pot, table, etc.) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-.oos' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kana.óos'! Wash it! 

2p Kanay.óos'! You all wash it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo kee.óos'guk!̲ Don't wash it! 

2p Líl yoo kay.óos'guk̲! Don't you all wash it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲a.ús'k I'm washing it 

3s aka.ús'k s/he's washing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲a.ús'k I'm not washing it 

3s tlél akoo.ús'k s/he's not washing it 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yaa akana.ús' s/he is going along washing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo akaa.ús'k s/he washes it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waa.óos' I washed it 

3s akaawa.óos' s/he washed it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲a.óos' I didn't wash it 

3s tlél akawu.óos' s/he didn't wash it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s kanx̲a.ús'ch I wash it (every time) 

3s akana.ús'ch s/he washes it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koonx̲a.ús'ch I haven't washed it yet 

3s tlél akoona.ús'ch s/he hasn't washed it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲a.óos' I will wash it 

3s akakgw̲a.óos' s/he will wash it 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲a.óos' I won't wash it 

3s tlél akakgw̲a.óos' s/he won't wash it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kanka̲.óos' let me wash it 

3s akanga̲.óos' let him/her wash it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akunga̲a.óos'i yé no way can s/he wash it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akunga̲.óos'in s/he would have washed it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akana.ús'ni if/when s/he washes it 
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watch him/her/it; look after him/her/it; take care of 

him/her/it 

Theme: O-S-l-teen~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to look at, gaze at, watch O; for S to watch, take care of, mind, 

look after O 

Naish-Story:  li-tín 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Latín! Watch it! 

2p Yilatín! You all watch him/her/it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl ilatínik!̲ Don't watch him/her/it! 

2p Líl yilatínik!̲ Don't you all watch him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s x̲alatín I watch him/her/it; I am watching him/her/it 

2s ilatín you watch him/her/it; you are watching him/her/it 

3s altín s/he watches him/her/it; s/he is watching him/her/it 

1p tulatín we watch him/her/it; we are watching him/her/it 

2p yilatín you all watch him/her/it; you all are watching 

him/her/it 

3p has altín they watch him/her/it; they are watching him/her/it 

4 dultín he/she/it is watched; him/her/it is being watched 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél ux̲latín I don't watch him/her/it; I'm not watching him/her/it 

2s tlél ilatín you don't watch him/her/it; you're not watching 

him/her/it 

3s tlél ooltín s/he doesn't watch him/her/it; s/he's not watching 

him/her/it 

1p tlél tulatín we don't watch him/her/it; we're not watching 

him/her/it 

2p tlél yilatín you all don't watch him/her/it; you all are not watching 

him/her/it 

3p tlél has ooltín they don't watch him/her/it; they're not watching 

him/her/it 

4 tlél dultín he/she/it isn't watched; he/she/it isn't being watched 
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Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s altin nooch s/he always watches him/her/it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s altínx ̲ s/he watches him/her/it (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s altínin s/he used to watch him/her/it 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tléil ooltínin s/he didn't used to watch him/her/it 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s at latin(i) aa the one who is watching him/her/it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲walitín I watched him/her/it 

2s yilitín you watched him/her/it 

3s awlitín s/he watched him/her/it 

1p wutulitín we watched him/her/it 

2p yeeylitín you all watched him/her/it 

3p has awlitín they watched him/her/it 

4 wududlitín he/she/it was watched 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲walateen I didn't watch him/her/it 

2s tlél yilateen you didn't watch him/her/it 

3s tlél awulteen s/he didn't watch him/her/it 

1p tlél wutulateen we didn't watch him/her/it 

2p tlél yeeylateen you all didn't watch him/her/it 

3p tlél has awulteen they didn't watch him/her/it 

4 tlél wudulteen he/she/it wasn't watched 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ux̲latínch I watch him/her/it (every time) 

2s ilatínch you watch him/her/it (every time) 

3s ooltínch s/he watches him/her/it (every time) 

1p tulatínch we watch him/her/it (every time) 

2p yilatínch you all watch him/her/it (every time) 

3p has ooltínch they watch him/her/it (every time) 

4 dultínch he/she/it is watched (every time) 
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Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél ux̲latínch I haven't watched him/her/it yet 

2s tlél ilatínch you haven't watched him/her/it yet 

3s tlél ooltínch s/he hasn't watched him/her/it yet 

1p tlél tulatínch we haven't watched him/her/it yet 

2p tlél yilatínch you all haven't watched him/her/it yet 

3p tlél has ooltínch they haven't watched him/her/it yet 

4 tlél dultínch it hasn't been watched him/her/it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kuka̲latéen I will watch him/her/it 

2s gagi̲latéen you will watch him/her/it 

3s agux̲latéen s/he will watch him/her/it 

1p gax̲tulatéen we will watch him/her/it 

2p gax̲yilatéen you all will watch him/her/it 

3p has agux̲latéen they will watch him/her/it 

4 gax̲dultéen he/she/it will be watched 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kuka̲lateen I won't watch him/her/it 

2s tlél gagi̲lateen you won't watch him/her/it 

3s tlél aguxl̲ateen s/he won't watch him/her/it 

1p tlél gaxt̲ulateen we won't watch him/her/it 

2p tlél gaxy̲ilateen you all won't watch him/her/it 

3p tlél has agux̲lateen they won't watch him/her/it 

4 tlél gaxd̲ulteen he/she/it won't be watched 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s ka̲latín let me watch him/her/it 

3s ax̲latín let him/her watch him/her/it 

1p ga̲tulatín let us watch him/her/it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé oox̲litíni yé no way can s/he watch him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s oox̲latínin s/he would have watched him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s altínni if/when s/he watches him/her/it 
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Example(s): 

gaaw altínx ̲

clock-watcher 

Sh eeltín gé? 

Are you taking care of yourself? 

Tlél dultínx̲. 
One shouldn't watch it. 

Tlél ushk'é dultíni. 
It's not good to look at it. 

du latíni 
his/her care-giver 

yadultín 

look at someone's face 

ku̲yalatíni 
jury 

K̲út kawdudliteen. 
They looked at it so much, it went somewhere. 

Haa hídi altín. 
S/he is watching our house. 
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weak, anemic, mild (of weather) 

Theme: tlél O-l-tseen (ga state) 
 for O to be weak; for O to be mild (of weather); for O to be anemic 

Naish-Story:  tléil + li-tseen 

Variants: tlél O-l-cheen (ga state) 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [see "strong"] 
Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at ultseen / tlél x̲at ulcheen I am weak 

3s tlél ultseen / tlél ulcheen he/she/it is weak 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s [see "strong"] 
Imperfective habitual (-) (never does it) 

3s tlél ulcheen nooch s/he is always weak 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [see "strong"] 
Progressive imperfective (-) (not in the process of doing it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at unalcheen I am getting weak 

3s tlél kei unalcheen he/she/it is getting weak 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [see "strong"] 
RepImperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél kei ultseench s/he doesn't get stronger 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [see "strong"] 
Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wultseen I was weak 

3s tlél wultseen he/she/it was weak 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [see "strong"] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [see "strong"] 
Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kei x̲at gux̲latseen I will be weak 
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3s tlél kei gux̲latseen he/she/it will be weak 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [see "strong"] 
Hortative (-) (don't let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [see "strong"] [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [see "strong"] 
Potential decessive (wouldn't have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s [see "strong"] 
Conditional (-) (if/when s/he doesn't do it) 

3s tlél áyáx̲ galtseenní if/when s/he's weak (not strong enough) 
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wear it; have it on 

Theme: kát O-S-d-tee~ (position) 
 for S to wear O 

Naish-Story:  di-tee 

Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. For all other modes, speakers use the 

verb: yéi aawa.oo "s/he wore it." 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s kát adatéen s/he is wearing it; s/he has it on 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél kát oodateen s/he isn't wearing it; s/he doesn't have it on 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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wear it; use it 

Theme: yéi O-S-ø-.ooʰ~ (na state) 
 for S to wear, put on, dress in O; for S to use O 

Naish-Story:  --- 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yéi na.oo! Wear it! 

2p Yéi nay.oo! You all wear it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl yéi ee.oowúk!̲ Don't wear it! 

2p Líl yéi yi.oowúk!̲ Don't you all wear it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yéi x̲aa.óo I'm wearing it 

3s yéi aya.óo s/he's wearing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲wa.ooI'm not wearing it 

3s tlél yéi oo.oo s/he isn't wearing it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yéi x̲waa.oo I wore it 

3s yéi aawa.oo s/he wore it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi x̲wa.ooI didn't wear it 

3s tlél yéi awu.oos/he didn't wear it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yéi nx̲a.eich I wear it (every time) 

3s yéi ana.eich s/he wears it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yéi unx̲a.eich I haven't worn it yet 

3s tlél yéi oona.eich s/he hasn't worn it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi kkw̲a.óo I will wear it 

3s yéi akgw̲a.óo s/he will wear it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi kkw̲a.oo I won't wear it 
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3s tlél yéi akgw̲a.oo s/he won't wear it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yéi nka̲.oo let me wear it 

3s yéi anga̲.oo let him/her wear it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi oonga̲a.oowu yé no way can s/he wear it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi oonga̲.oowún s/he would have worn it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi ana.éini if/when s/he wears it 
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wear out (by continuous friction) 

Theme: ø-sháash (ga̲ event) 
 for something to wear out by continuous friction 

Naish-Story:  ya-shaash 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s yei nasháash it's wearing out 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei sháashch it wears out (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s woosháash it wore out 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél wusháash it didn't wear out 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s ga̲sháashch it wears out (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél gw̲asháashch it hasn't worn out yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yei kgw̲asháash it will wear out 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yei kgw̲asháash it won't wear out 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s ga̲aga̲sháash let it wear out 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé ga̲agw̲aasháashi yé no way can it wear out 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s ga̲agw̲asháashin it would have worn out 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ga̲sháashni if/when it wears out 
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wet 

Theme: O-d-tl'áak'~ (ø event) 
 for O to be wet (may be thoroughly wet, but not by actual immersion) 

Naish-Story:  di-tl'aak' 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Idatl'ák'! Get wet! 

2p Yee datl'ák'! You all get wet! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl idatl'ák'x̲ik!̲ Don't get wet! 

2p Líl yee datl'ák'x̲ik!̲ Don't you all get wet! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

1s yaa x̲at nadatl'ák' I'm getting wet 

3s yaa ndatl'ák' he/she/it is getting wet 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s x̲at datl'ák'x̲ I get wet (regularly) 

3s datl'ák'x̲ he/she/it gets wet (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s x̲at wuditl'ák' I am wet; I got wet 

3s wuditl'ák' he/she/it is wet; he/she/it got wet 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at wudatl'áak' I'm not wet; I didn't get wet 

3s tlél wudatl'áak' he/she/it isn't wet; he/she/it didn't get wet 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s x̲at udatl'ák'ch I get wet (every time) 

3s udatl'ák'ch he/she/it gets wet (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél x̲at udatl'áak'ch / tlél x̲at udatl'ák'ch I haven't gotten wet yet 

3s tlél udatl'áak'ch / tlél udatl'ák'ch he/she/it hasn't gotten wet yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s x̲at gux̲datl'áak' I will get wet 

3s gux̲datl'áak' he/she/it will get wet 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél x̲at gux̲datl'áak' I won't get wet 
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3s tlél gux̲datl'áak' he/she/it won't get wet 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s x̲at ga̲datl'áak' let me get wet 

3s ga̲datl'áak' let him/her/it get wet 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé xa̲t ux̲ditl'áak'i yé no way can I get wet 

3s tlél aadé uxd̲itl'áak'i yé no way can he/she/it get wet 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s x̲at ux̲datl'áak'in I would have gotten wet 

3s ux̲datl'áak'in s/he would have gotten wet 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s x̲at datl'ák'ni if/when I get wet 

3s datl'ák'ni if/when s/he gets wet 
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whittle it; make kindling 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-yeix̲~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to whittle O, for S to make O (kindling) 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-yeix̲ 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kayéx̲! Whittle it! 

2p Kayyéx̲! You all whittle it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl keeyéx̲x̲ik̲! Don't whittle it! 

2p Líl kayyéx̲x̲ik!̲ Don't you all whittle it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲ayéix ̲ I'm whittling it 

3s akayéix̲ s/he is whittling it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲ayeix̲ I'm not whittling it 

3s tlél akooyeix̲ s/he's not whittling it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akayéx̲x̲ s/he whittles it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲waayéx ̲ I whittled it 

3s akaawayéx̲ s/he whittled it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kax̲wayeix̲ I didn't whittle it 

3s tlél akawuyeix̲ s/he didn't whittle it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s koox̲ayéx̲ch I whittle it (every time) 

3s akooyéx̲ch s/he whittles it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koox̲ayéx̲ch I haven't whittled it yet 

3s tlél akooyéx̲ch s/he hasn't whittled it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲ayéix̲ I will whittle it 

3s akakgw̲ayéix ̲ s/he will whittle it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲ayeix̲ I won't whittle it 
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3s tlél akakgw̲ayeix ̲ s/he won't whittle it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kaka̲yéx̲ let me whittle it 

3s akga̲yéx̲ let him/her whittle it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akooga̲ayéxi̲ yé no way can s/he whittle it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akooga̲yéx̲in s/he would have whittled it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akayéx̲ni if/when s/he whittles it 
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wide; broad 

Theme: ø-wúx̲' (ga state) 
 for something to be wide, broad 

Naish-Story:  ya-woox̲' 
Notes 

This verb only occurs in the imperfective. 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s yawúx̲' it's wide 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél uwúx̲' it's not wide 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s gawúx̲'ni if it's wide 
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win, gain, get, obtain it; acquire it; succeed, accomplish it; 

defeat him/her/it 

Theme: O-ya-S-ø-dlaak~̲ (na event) 
 for S to gain, get, obtain, acquire O; for S to succeed, accomplish O; for 

S to defeat, beat O 

Naish-Story:  ya-ya-dlaak ̲

Notes 

The prohibitive forms "Don't win it!" require context in order to make sense. An 

example would be this statement, said jokingly: Líl yoo yeedlák̲gik ̲ - yakk̲wadláak ̲! 

"Don't win it - I'm going to win it!" 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yanadlaak!̲ Win it! 

2p Yanaydlaak!̲ You all win it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yoo yeedlákg̲ik̲! Don't win it! 

2p Líl yoo yaydlákg̲ik!̲ Don't you all win it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s yoo yax̲aadlákk̲ I win it (regularly) 

3s yoo ayaadlákk̲ s/he wins it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yax̲waadlaak ̲ I won it 

3s ayaawadlaak ̲ s/he won it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yax̲wadlaak ̲ I didn't win it 

3s tlél ayawudlaak ̲ s/he didn't win it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yanx̲adlákc̲h I win it (every time) 

3s ayanadlákc̲h s/he wins it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yoonx̲adlákc̲h I haven't won it yet 

3s tlél awunadlákc̲h s/he hasn't won it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yakkw̲adláak ̲ I will win it 

3s ayakgw̲adláak ̲s/he will win it 
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Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yakkw̲adlaak ̲ I won't win it 

3s tlél ayakgw̲adlaak ̲s/he won't win it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yanka̲dlaak ̲ let me win it 

3s ayanga̲dlaak ̲ let him/her win it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé yoonka̲adlaagi̲ yé no way can I win it 

3s tlél aadé ayangw̲aadlaagi̲ yé no way can s/he win it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s yoonka̲dlaagí̲n I would have won it 

3s ayangw̲adlaagí̲n s/he would have won it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s yanx̲adlákn̲i if/when I win it 

3s ayanadlákn̲i if/when s/he wins it 
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wipe it; mop it 

Theme: O-S-l-go̲o~ (ga̲ act) 
 for S to wipe, mop, clean O by wiping 

Naish-Story:  li-go̲o 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s G̲algú̲! Wipe it! 

2p G̲aylagú̲! You all wipe it! 

Repetitive imperfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yei ilagw̲éijuk!̲ Don't wipe it! 

2p Líl yei yilagw̲éijuk!̲ Don't you all wipe it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s algé̲ikw s/he wipes it; s/he's wiping it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél oolgé̲ikw s/he doesn't wipe it; s/he isn't wiping it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s algé̲ikw nooch s/he always wipes it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yei algw̲éich s/he wipes it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s awligo̲o s/he wiped it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél awulgo̲o s/he didn't wipe it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél oox̲lagw̲éich s/he hasn't wiped it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s yei agux̲lagó̲o s/he will wipe it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél yei agux̲lago̲o s/he won't wipe it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s aga̲axl̲ago̲o let him/her wipe it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé aga̲ax̲wligo̲owu yé no way can s/he wipe it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s aga̲ax̲wlago̲owún s/he would have wiped it 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s ax̲lagw̲éini if/when s/he wipes it 
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wonder about it; curious, anxious about it 

Theme: O-ka-S-ø-jeek (na act) 
 for S to wonder, be curious, anxious about O 

Naish-Story:  ka-ya-jee 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yoo kx̲aajeek I wonder about it 

3s yoo akaajeek s/he wonders about it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yoo kx̲wajeek I don't wonder about it 

3s tlél yoo akoojeek s/he doesn't wonder about it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yoo akayajeek s/he wonders about it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yoo kx̲waajeek I wondered about it 

3s yoo akaawajeek s/he wondered about it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yoo kaxw̲ajeek I didn't wonder about it 

3s tlél yoo akawujeek s/he didn't wonder about it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yoo kanx̲ajeekch I wonder about it (every time) 

3s yoo akanajeekch s/he wonders about it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yoo kakkw̲ajeek I will wonder about it 

3s yoo akakgw̲ajeek s/he will wonder about it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yoo kakkw̲ajeek I won't wonder about it 

3s tlél yoo akakgw̲ajeek s/he won't wonder about it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s [does not occur] 
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Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yoo akanajeekní if/when s/he wonders about it 
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work on it; do it 

Theme: (yéi) O-daa-S-ø-neiʰ~ (na act) 
 for S to do, perform O (a particular action); for S to work on O 

Naish-Story:  yéi + daa-ya-nei 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yéi daanané! Work on it! 

2p Yéi daanayné! You all work on it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl yéi daa.eeneik̲! Don't work on it! 

2p Líl yéi daayeeneik!̲ Don't you all work on it! 

Prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl yéi daa.eenéik̲! Don't do it! 

2p Líl yéi daa.yinéik!̲ Don't you all do it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yéi daax̲anéi I work on it; I am working on it 

2s yéi daa.eenéi you work on it; you are working on it 

3s yéi adaanéi s/he works on it; s/he is working on it 

1p yéi daatoonéi we work on it; we are working on it 

2p yéi daaynéi you all work on it; you all are working on it 

3p yéi (ha)s adaanéi they work on it; they are working on it 

4 yéi daadunéi it is worked on; it is being worked on 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi daax̲wané I don't work on it; I am not working on it 

2s tlél yéi daa.eené you don't work on it; you aren't working on it 

3s tlél yéi adaa.uné s/he doesn't work on it; s/he isn't working on it 

1p tlél yéi daatooné we don't work on it; we aren't working on it 

2p tlél yéi daayné you all don't work on it; you all aren't working on it 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s adaa.uné they don't work on it; they aren't working on it 

4 tlél yéi daaduné nobody works on it; nobody is working on it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s yéi adaanéi nooch s/he always works on it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s [does not occur - yéi yoo asineik preferred] 
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Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s yéi adaanéiyin s/he used to work on it 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél yéi adaa.uneiyín s/he didn't used to work on it 

Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé yéi adaanei aa the one who works on it 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s [does not occur - yéi awsinei preferred] 
Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s [does not occur - yéi anasneich preferred ] 
Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur - tlél yéi oonasneich preferred] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi daakkw̲anéi I will work on it 

2s yéi daakge̲enéi you will work on it 

3s yéi adaakgw̲anéi s/he will work on it 

1p yéi daagax̲toonéi we will work on it 

2p yéi daagax̲yinéi you all will work on it 

3p yéi (ha)s adaakgw̲anéi they will work on it 

4 yéi daagax̲dunéi it will be worked on 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi daakkw̲anei I won't work on it 

2s tlél yéi daakge̲enei you won't work on it 

3s tlél yéi adaakgw̲anei s/he won't work on it 

1p tlél yéi daagaxt̲oonei we won't work on it 

2p tlél yéi daagaxy̲inei you all won't work on it 

3p tlél yéi (ha)s adaakgw̲anei they won't work on it 

4 tlél yéi daagaxd̲unei it won't be worked on 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yéi daanka̲nei let me work on it 

3s yéi adaanga̲nei let him/her work on it 

1p yéi daanaxt̲oonei let us work on it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi adaakgw̲aaneiyi yé no way can s/he work on it 
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Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi adaakgw̲aneiyín s/he would have worked on it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s [does not occur - yéi anasneiní preferred] 
Example(s): 

` 
` 
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work; do 

Theme: yéi ji-S-ø-neiʰ~ (na act) 
 for S to work; for S to do 

Naish-Story:  yéi + ji-ya-nei 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Yéi jinané! Work! 

2p Yéi jinayné! You all work! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl yéi jinéik!̲ Don't work! 

2p Líl yéi jiynéik!̲ Don't you all work! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s yéi jix̲ané I work; I am working 

2s yéi jeené you work; you are working 

3s yéi jiné s/he works; s/he is working 

1p yéi jitooné we work; we are working 

2p yéi jiyné you all work; you all are working 

3p yéi has jiné they work; they are working 

4 yéi jiduné people work; people are working 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi jix̲wané I don't work; I'm not working 

2s tlél yéi jeené you don't work; you're not working 

3s tlél yéi jeené s/he doesn't work; s/he isn't working 

1p tlél yéi jitooné we don't work; we're not working 

2p tlél yéi jiyné you all don't work; you all are not working 

3p tlél yéi has jeené they don't work; they're not working 

4 tlél yéi jiduné nobody works; nobody is working 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s yéi jinéi nooch s/he always works 

Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s yéi yoo jiyaneik s/he works (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s yéi jinéyin s/he used to work 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé yéi jiné aa the one who works; the one who is working 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s yéi jix̲waanei I worked 

2s yéi jeeyanei you worked 

3s yéi jeewanei s/he worked 

1p yéi jiwtuwanei we worked 

2p yéi jiyeeynei you all worked 

3p yéi has jeewanei they worked 

4 yéi jiwduwanei people worked 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi jix̲wanei I didn't work 

2s tlél yéi jiyinei you didn't work 

3s tlél yéi jiwunei s/he didn't work 

1p tlél yéi jiwtoonei we didn't work 

2p tlél yéi jiyeeynei you all didn't work 

3p tlél yéi has jiwunei they didn't work 

4 tlél yéi jiwdunei nobody worked 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s yéi jinx̲aneich I work (every time) 

2s yéi jineeneich you work (every time) 

3s yéi jinaneich s/he works (every time) 

1p yéi jintooneich we work (every time) 

2p yéi jinayneich you all work (every time) 

3p yéi has jinaneich they work (every time) 

4 yéi jinduneich people work (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél yéi jinx̲waneich I haven't worked yet 

2s tlél yéi jineeneich you haven't worked yet 

3s tlél yéi jinaneich s/he hasn't worked yet 

1p tlél yéi jintooneich we haven't worked yet 

2p tlél yéi jinayneich you all haven't worked yet 

3p tlél yéi has jinaneich they haven't worked yet 

4 tlél yéi jinduneich nobody has worked yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s yéi jikkw̲anéi I will work 

2s yéi jikge̲enéi you will work 

3s yéi jikgw̲anéi s/he will work 

1p yéi jigax̲toonéi we will work 

2p yéi jigax̲yinéi you all will work 

3p yéi has jikgw̲anéi they will work 

4 yéi jigax̲dunéi people will work 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél yéi jikkw̲anei I won't work 

2s tlél yéi jikge̲enei you won't work 

3s tlél yéi jikgw̲anei s/he won't work 

1p tlél yéi jigaxt̲oonei we won't work 

2p tlél yéi jigaxy̲inei you all won't work 

3p tlél yéi has jikgw̲anei they won't work 

4 tlél yéi jigaxd̲unei nobody will work 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s yéi jinka̲nei let me work 

3s yéi jinga̲nei let him/her work 

1p yéi jinaxt̲oonei let us work 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé yéi jingw̲aaneiyi yé no way can s/he work 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s yéi jingw̲aneiyín s/he would have worked 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s yéi jinanéini if/when s/he works 
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worry him/her 

Theme: N tóot ø-xeex~ (na event) 
 for something to worry N; for N to have something constantly on the 

mind 

Naish-Story:  ka̲a tóo-t + ya-xeex 

Notes 

Note that literally translated, du tóot wooxeex means "it's rolling around inside 

him/her". 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s [does not occur] 
Perfective prohibitive (Don’t do it!) 

2s Líl i tóot wuxeexík̲! Don't worry about him/her/it! 

2p Líl yee tóot wuxeexík̲! Don't you all worry about him/her/it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Progressive imperfective (+) (in the process of doing it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

1s ax̲ tóot yoo yaxíxk I worry about him/her/it (regularly) 

3s du tóot yoo yaxíxk s/he worries about it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s ax̲ tóot wooxeex I'm worried about him/her/it 

3s du tóot wooxeex s/he's worried about him/her/it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ tóot wuxeex I'm not worried about him/her/it 

3s tlél du tóot wuxeex s/he's not worried about him/her/it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s ax̲ tóot naxíxch I worry about him/her/it (every time) 

3s du tóot naxíxch s/he worries about him/her/it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s [does not occur] 
Future (+) (will do it) 

1s ax̲ tóot guga̲xéex I will worry about him/her/it 

3s du tóot guga̲xéex s/he will worry about him/her/it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél ax̲ tóot guga̲xeex I won't worry about him/her/it 
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3s tlél du tóot guga̲xeex s/he won't worry about him/her/it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s [does not occur] 
Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

1s tlél aadé ax̲ tóot nagw̲aaxeexi yé no way can I worry about him/her/it 

3s tlél aadé du tóot nagw̲aaxeexi yé no way can s/he worry about 

him/her/it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

1s ax̲ tóot nagw̲axeexín I would have worried about him/her/it 

3s du tóot nagw̲axeexín s/he would have worried about him/her/it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

1s ax̲ tóot naxíxni if/when I worry about him/her/it 

3s du tóot naxíxni if/when s/he worries about him/her/it 

Example(s): 

Kei wjixíx ax̲ keidlí, ax̲ tóot wooxeex. 
My dog ran off, I'm worried about it. 

Aatlein yanéekw i éek', ách áwé ax̲ tóot wooxeex. 
Your little brother is really sick, I'm worried about him. 

Du yéet aandé wugoodí du tóot naxíxch. 
She worries about her son when he goes to town. 
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wrap it up; tie it in a bundle 

Theme: O-daa-S-s-.aaxw̲~ (ø act) 
 for S to tie O together in a bundle; for S to wrap O up 

Naish-Story:  daa-si-.aaxw̲ 

Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Daasa.áx̲w! Wrap it up! 

2p Daaysa.áx̲w! You all wrap it up! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl daa.ees.aax̲úk!̲ Don't wrap it up! 

2p Líl daa.yis.aax̲úk!̲ Don't you all wrap it up! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

3s adaasa.áax̲w s/he's wrapping it up 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

3s tlél adaa.us.aaxw̲ s/he's not wrapping it up 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s adaasa.áx̲wx̲ s/he wraps it up (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

3s adaawsi.áx̲w s/he wrapped it up 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

3s tlél adaawus.aaxw̲ s/he didn't wrap it up 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

3s adaa.us.áax̲wch s/he wraps it up (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

3s tlél adaa.us.áax̲wch s/he hasn't wrapped it up yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

3s adaaguxs̲a.áax̲w s/he will wrap it up 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

3s tlél adaaguxs̲a.aaxw̲ s/he won't wrap it up 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

3s adaaxs̲a.aaxw̲ let him/her wrap it up 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé adaa.ux̲si.aaxu̲ yé no way can s/he wrap it up 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s adaa.ux̲sa.aax̲ún s/he would have wrapped it up 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s adaasa.áx̲wni if/when s/he wraps it up 
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write it; draw it; paint it; take a photograph of it; x-ray it 

Theme: O-ka-S-sh-xeet~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to write, draw, or paint a picture of O; for S to print O by hand; 

for S to photograph, take pictures, X-rays of O 

Naish-Story:  ka-shi-xeet 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Kashaxít! Write it! 

2p Kayshaxít! You all write it! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keeshaxeedík̲! Don't write it! 

2p Líl kayshaxeedík!̲ Don't you all write it! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲shaxeet I write it; I am writing it 

3s akshaxeet s/he writes it; s/he is writing it 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲shaxeet I don't write it; I'm not writing it 

3s tlél akooshxeet s/he doesn't write it; s/he's not writing it 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s akshaxit nooch s/he always writes it 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s akshaxítx ̲ s/he writes it (regularly) 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲wshixít I wrote it 

3s akawshixít s/he wrote it 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲shaxeet I didn't write it 

3s tlél akawushxeet s/he didn't write it 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s koox̲shaxítch I write it (every time) 

3s akooshxítch s/he writes it (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koox̲shaxeetch I haven't written it yet 

3s tlél akooshxeetch s/he hasn't written it yet 

Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲ashaxéet I will write it 
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3s akagux̲shaxéet s/he will write it 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲ashaxeet I won't write it 

3s tlél akaguxs̲haxeet s/he won't write it 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kaka̲shaxít let me write it 

3s akax̲shaxít let him/her write it 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé akoox̲shixídi yé no way can s/he write it 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s akoox̲shaxídin s/he would have written it 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s akshaxítni if/when s/he writes it 
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write; draw; paint; take a photograph 

Theme: ka-S-d-sh-xeet~ (ø act; CV́C Hort/Pot) 
 for S to write, draw, or paint; for S to take a photograph 

Naish-Story:  ka-shi-xeet 
Imperative (Do it!) 

2s Keeshxít! Write! 

2p Kayishxít! You all write! 

Imperfective prohibitive (Don't do it!) 

2s Líl keeshxeedík!̲ Don't write! 

2p Líl kayishxeedík!̲ Don't you all write! 

Imperfective (+) (doing it; does it) 

1s kax̲ashxeet I write; I am writing 

2s keeshxeet you write; you are writing 

3s kashxeet s/he writes; s/he is writing 

1p katooshxeet we write; we are writing 

2p kayishxeet you all write; you all are writing 

3p has kashxeet they write; they are writing 

4 kadushxeet people write; people are writing 

Imperfective (-) (not doing it; doesn’t do it) 

1s tlél koox̲ashxeet I don't write; I'm not writing 

2s tlél keeshxeet you don't write; you aren't writing 

3s tlél kooshxeet s/he doesn't write; s/he isn't writing 

1p tlél katooshxeet we don't write; we aren't writing 

2p tlél kayishxeet you all don't write; you all aren't writing 

3p tlél has kooshxeet they don't write; they aren't writing 

4 tlél kadushxeet nobody writes; nobody is writing 

Imperfective habitual (+) (always does it) 

3s kashxit nooch s/he always writes 

Repetitive Imperfective (+) (does it (regularly)) 

3s kashxítx ̲ s/he writes (regularly) 

Imperfective decessive (+) (used to do it) 

3s kashxeedín s/he used to write 

Imperfective decessive (-) (didn’t used to do it) 

3s tlél kashxeedín s/he didn't used to write 
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Imperfective attributive (+) (the one who does it) 

3s wé kashxeet aa the one who writes 

Perfective (+) (did it) 

1s kax̲wjixít I wrote 

2s kayjixít you wrote 

3s kawjixít s/he wrote 

1p kawtujixít we wrote 

2p kayeeyjixít you all wrote 

3p has akawjixít they wrote 

4 kawdujixít someone wrote 

Perfective (-) (didn’t do it) 

1s tlél kaxw̲ashxeet I didn't write 

2s tlél kayishxeet you didn't write 

3s tlél kawushxeet s/he didn't write 

1p tlél kawtooshxeet we didn't write 

2p tlél kayeeyshxeet you all didn't write 

3p tlél has kawushxeet they didn't write 

4 tlél kawdushxeet nobody wrote 

Perfective habitual (+) (does it (every time)) 

1s koox̲ashxítch I write (every time) 

2s keeshxítch you write (every time) 

3s kooshxítch s/he writes (every time) 

1p katooshxítch we write (every time) 

2p kayishxítch you all write (every time) 

3p has kooshxítch they write (every time) 

4 kadushxítch someone writes (every time) 

Perfective habitual (-) (hasn’t done it yet) 

1s tlél koox̲ashxeetch I haven't written yet 

2s tlél keeshxeetch you haven't written yet 

3s tlél kooshxeetch s/he hasn't written yet 

1p tlél katooshxeetch we haven't written yet 

2p tlél kayishxeetch you all haven't written yet 

3p tlél has kooshxeetch they haven't written yet 

4 tlél kadushxeetch nobody has written yet 
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Future (+) (will do it) 

1s kakkw̲ashxéet I will write 

2s kakge̲eshxéet you will write 

3s kakgw̲ashxéet s/he will write 

1p kagax̲tooshxéet we will write 

2p kagax̲yeeshxéet you all will write 

3p has kakgw̲ashxéet they will write 

4 kagax̲dushxéet someone will write 

Future (-) (won’t do it) 

1s tlél kakkw̲ashxeet I won't write 

2s tlél kakge̲eshxeet you won't write 

3s tlél kakgw̲ashxeet s/he won't write 

1p tlél kagaxt̲ooshxeet we won't write 

2p tlél kagaxy̲eeshxeet you all won't write 

3p tlél has kakgw̲ashxeet they won't write 

4 tlél kagaxd̲ushxeet nobody will write 

Hortative (let him/her do it) 

1s kaka̲shxít let me write 

3s kaga̲shxít let him/her write 

1p kax̲tooshxít let us write 

Potential attributive (can’t do it) 

3s tlél aadé koox̲jixídi yé no way can s/he write 

Potential decessive (would have done it) 

3s kooga̲shxídin s/he would have written 

Conditional (if/when s/he does it) 

3s kashxítni if/when s/he writes 

Example(s): 

Tlél tudatóow ka̲ tlél katooshxeet. 
We can't read or write. 


